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PREFACE 

Welcome to the 1988 Summer USENIX 
Technical Conference and Exhibition. These 
proceedings contain the 33 papers presented in the 
Technical Program. Unlike previous USENIX 
conferences, the papers for this conference were 
selected through a peer review process that judged 
full papers on their technical merit and potential 
interest to the conference attendees. (Previous 
conferences used only abstracts.) We (the program 
committee) are pleased with the results of this 
selection, including the paper judged as the best 
student submis'sion; '' A Memory Allocation 
Profiler for C and Lisp Programs", by Benjamin 
Zorn of the University of California, Berkeley. 
Since the process by which submissions were 
judged and selected was very different for this 
conference, let me describe it for you. 

Organizing the review process actually 
began prior to the 1987 Summer conference in 
Phoenix. Since this was the first time that full 
papers would be judged for a USENIX conference, 
I felt it was important that we look at similar 
procedures used by other organizations. In 
particular, I contacted Maureen Stone, the 
technical program chair for the ACM SIGGRAPH 
'87 conference. Maureen and her assistant 
Subhana Menis were kind enough to provide us 
with the instructions and review forms, they used 
in organizing their conference, and these were then 
converted to a form suitable for our use. 

The call for papers went out about the time 
of the Phoenix Conference, June 1987, and the 
deadline for submissions was February 19th of this 
year. Nearly all the papers arrived within 2 days 
of the deadline. Most papers arrived by courier; 
one paper was hand-delivered by the author who 
bicycled across the Golden Gate Bridge to Marin! 

For the next few days I sifted through the 
submissions reading as much as was necessary to 
categorize each paper according to its subject 
matter. Papers were then assigned to the members 
of the Technical Program Committee, who act as 
senior reviewers for the papers. We do our best to 
match papers with interested reviewers. 

Each senior reviewer then received a 
complete copy of all papers submitted, 3 copies of 
their assigned papers, review instructions, and 
scoring forms. They were then responsible for 
redistributing the papers to at least two other 
qualified reviewers that represent at least two other 
unrelated views. Each paper was also reviewed by 
another member of the program committee. 

Vll 

Two weeks before the Technical Program 
Committee met to discuss the papers each senior 
reviewer was responsible for collecting their 
reviews. These reviews were then processed by 
the senior reviewers into a set of scores which 
were transmitted to the program chair. Most of 
these came in on time. With all the scores in hand, 
I was then able to rank all the papers. This ranking 
was returned to each committee member so that 
they could prepare themselves for the Technical 
Program Committee meeting by reading those 
papers that were "on the edge". 

The program committee met in Berkeley this 
year (for the first time ever at the USENIX 
headquarters). We typically spend two days 
selecting papers and organizing the technical 
program, but this year were able to complete our 
work in only one day. During the meeting we 
discussed the relative merits of papers, listened to 
reviews, and made fun of how nervous the 
program chair was. By the end of our meetings we 
had selected the best papers and organized the 
agenda. This process was extremely draining and I 
thank all the members of the program committee 
for their work. 

Once papers had been selected, my job 
began in earnest All authors were notified of the 
results of the selection process. Each author 
received a copy of the review forms for their 
papers as well as any pages from their 
submission(s) that were marked by the reviewers. 
Suggestions generated at the program committee 
meeting were also returned. Authors of accepted 
papers were expected to revise their paper 
according to the reviewers' comments and return a 
final copy to the Proceedings Organizer. This year 
Evi Nemeth was responsible for the proceedings, 
riding herd over the authors (requesting second 
versions when authors did not follow the 'do what 
I mean, not what I say' principle in interpreting the 
authors instructions), generating all the front 
matter, and, in general, doing all the necessary 
odds and ends that make the proceedings happen. 
I think Evi did a wonderful job, thank you. 

I must also thank Deirdre W arin of Pixar 
who helped me during many of the tasks I 
described above. Finally, thanks are due to Pixar 
for allowing me the time to perform my duties as 
program chair. 

Sam Leffler 
Technical Program Chair 
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Using the X Toolkit 

or 

How to Write a Widget 

Joel McCormack 
Western Research Laboratory 

joel@decwrl.dac.com 

Paul Asente 
WestBm Software LaboralDry 

asente@decwri.dac.com 

Digital Equipment Corporation 

Abstract 

The X1 1 Window System defines a network protocol [4] for communication between a graphics 
server and an application. The X library [1 ] provides a procedural interface to the protocol, in 
which most calls are a thin veneer over the underlying protocol operations. 

The X toolkit [2] is an object-oriented construction kit built on top of the X library. The toolkit is 
used to write user interface components ("widgets"), to organize a set of widget instances into a 
complete user interface, and to link a user interface with the· functionality provided by an 
application. 

This paper briefly describes the goals and structure of the X toolkit, shows a small application 
program that uses the toolkit, then shows two of the widgets used by the application. 

1 .  An Introduction to X 
The X1 1 Window System defines a distributed, asynchronous �rotocol [4] by which graphics 

servers and applications communicate. A graphics server can support multiple applications, and 
an application can use multiple servers. 

An application and a server can run on the same or on different machines. The X protocol 
assumes a server and an application are connected by a fast communication link like shared 
memory, Ethernet, or even a leased line. To minimize the effects of network latency, the X 
protocol is asynchronous: neither the server nor the application wait for acknowledgements. The 
X library occasionally feigns synchronicity for the convenience of the application: for example, the 
application can query the mouse position or ask for a new eolormap entry by calling a procedure 
that waits for a reply from the server. 

The X library [1] provides a procedural interface to the protocol. An application calls 
procedures in the X library to send window management and drawing commands to the server. 
The server sends event notifications to the application in response to user actions (moving the 
mouse, typing on the keyboard) and screen geometry changes (window exposure, size or 
position change, iconification). The X library queues events and packages them into a record 
structure; an application periodically polls the library for the next event. 
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Using the X Toolkit McCormack, Asente 

2. Why a Toolkit? 
The X library provides a powerful low-level interface, but this flexibility has a cost: even simple 

programs are hard to write. The primary goal of the X toolkit [2] is to reduce the effort needed to 
write an X application. While a program to write "Hello, wor1d" based directly on the X library 
takes 40 executable statements [3], the equivalent toolkit program takes 5. The toolkit enables 
programmers to write a library of widgets like text labels, scroll bars, command buttons, and 
menus, and to assemble these widgets into a complete user interface with just a few lines of 
code. 

A secondary goal is to allow user customization of applications. Users can specify resources 
like colors, fonts, border widths, and sizes for any widget or for various sets of widgets with just a 
few lines of text in a user preferences file. 

Finally, when an application synchronously queries the server it suffers the latency inherent in 
a round trip-hundreds of these queries quickly add up to several seconds. The toolkit 
extensively caches data on the application side to minimize this time. 

3. Intrinsics, Widgets, and Applications 
The intrinsics layer of the toolkit is a mostly policy-free foundation upon which widgets and 

applications are built. The intrinsics contain facil ities to create, organize, and destroy widgets; to 
translate event sequences from the server into procedure calls that applications and widgets have 
registered; to read and write state maintainded by a widget; and to negotiate over screen real 
estate when a widget changes size or position. It also includes a few predefined widgets that 
deal with much of the boiler-plate data and code common to all widgets. 

A widget is a user interface component implemented using calls to the intrinsics and the X 
library. Mlrs Project Athena delivers a sample set of widgets [5] with the toolkit intrinsics, which 
serve as examples of how to write commonly seen user interface components. The sample 
widgets can be replaced, customized, or used as is. Many applications use only existing widgets; 
a few supplement these with their own specialized widgets. 

An application uses the intrinsics to tie widgets together into a user interface and to bind this 
user interface to functions implemented by the application. Applications typically interact with X 
only through the toolkit. An application programmer doesn't embed specialized user interface 
components in an application, but instead writes new widgets that can be reused and shared with 
other programmers. 

4. How an Application Writer Sees the World 
An application consists of three conceptual parts: application functionality, user interface, and 

links between the two. This division makes it easier to modify the user interface without recoding 
the functionality. In actual code, the division between the interface and Its linkage to the 
functionality is not always clearty visible: the statements that link the user interface to the 
application's function are often Intertwined with the construction of that interface. 

The application functionality is a set of "callback" routines the toolkit invokess in response to 
user actions. The xmh mail handler distributed by Project Athena has routines to include new 
mall, read a message, reply to a message, and so forth. When a user clicks on a command 
button in the user interface, the command button widget calls one or more of these routines. 
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The user interface is a tree of widget instances. Figure 4-1 shows the tree created by the 

example program in figure 5-2. The root and internal nodes are composite widgets. A composite 

widget usually doesn't have any display or input semantics: it just manages the size and position 

of its children. The leaves of the tree are primitive widgets. A primitive widget cannot have 

children: it just displays portions of its state and responds to user input. 

An application links its functionality to its user interface by binding callbacks and data 

structures to widget Instances. When the intrinsics invoke a callback routine, they pass the 

widget that caused the invocation, data registered with the toolkit when the application bound the 

callback, and widget-specific data. The application uses the application data if it needs to 

associate additional information with the widget. The format of the widget data is defined by the 

particular widget. A scroll bar's "slider-changed" callback passes the address of a structure 

containing the new slider position, while a command button callback supplies no extra information 

and thus passes NULL. 

Application 
SheU 

I 

Fonn 

I 

Label Command 

Figure 4-1 : The widget instance tree for the "Goodbye, world" program. 

5. A Slmple Application : Goodbye, world. 
"Hello, world" has earned itseH a beloved niche in the hearts of all C programmers. Times 

change, however, so to show the capabilities of the toolkit we present a more sophisticated 

example: the "Goodbye, world" program. It displays a window with a label and a command 

button; when the command button is clicked with the mouse the program prints a farewell 

message and terminates (Figure 5-1 ). 

I Goodbye, world I 

I Cl ick and die I 

Figure 5-1 : The output of the "Goodbye, world" program 

Our example shows the main program and simple but complete versions of the Label and 

Command widgets it uses. Our description of the code omits some details due to space 

limitations, and instead concentrates on the general flavor of toolkit programming. Refer to the 

intrinsics documentation (2) for further information. 
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#include "lnb'insic.h • 
#include "StringDefs.h" 
#include "Form.h" 
#include "Label.h" 
#include "CommandN 

void Quit(widget, clientOala, callDala) 
Widget widget; 
c:adcr_t clientData, callData; 

(void) prinlf("Goodbye, cruel wor1d\n"); 
exit(0); 

int main(argc, argv) 
unsigned int argc; 
char ""argv; 

Widget shell, fonn, label, command; 
Arg arg(25]; 
unsigned int n; 

sheU .. Xtlnitialize("goodbye•, "Goodbye", NULL, 0, &argc, argv); 

form • XtCreateManagedWldget("fcrm", fonnWldgetClass, shell, (Arg •) NULL, 0); 

n .. o; 
XtSetArg(arg[n), XtNx, 10); n++; 
XtSetArg(arg[n], XtNy, 1 0); n++; 
X!SetArg(arg(n), XtNlabel, •Goodbye, world"); n++: 
label == XtCreateManagedWidget("label", fabelWidgelCtass, form, a,g, n); 

n - o; 
XtSetArg(arg[n), XtNx, 1 0); n++: 
XtSetArg(arg[n), XtNy, 40); n++; 
XtSetArg(arg(n), XtNlabel, "Click and die"); n++; 
command • XtCrealeManagedWidget("command", commandWidgetClass, form, arg, n); 
XtAddCallback(command, XtNCallback, Quit, NULL); 

XtRealizeWldget(shell); 
XtMainloop(); 

Figure 5-2: Goodbye.c: The "Goodbye, world" program. 

McCormack, Asente 

Figure 5-2 is the goodbye application. "lntrinsic.h" contains the intrinsic definitions needed by 
applications, "StringDefs.h" contains predefined strings used as resource names, and "Fonn.h", 
"Label.h", and "Command.h" contain the definitions needed to use these widgets. 

The callback procedure Quh needs no additional information, so it ignores its parameters. It 
prints an exit message and tenninates the program. 

The main program declares four widgets, shell, form, label, and command. Each application 
needs a special top level widget called a Shell that holds exactly one child and communicates 
with the window manager. Our application has two children, so it puts them in the widget form 

and puts form in shell. 

The application first calls the routine Xtlnltlallze. The first two parameters are the name and 
class of the application,  which Xtlnltlallze uses to read in user preferences for application and 
widget resources. These preferences can be overridden by the command line arguments passed 
in as the last two parameters. Xtlnltlallze establishes a connection with the server and returns a 
Shell widget for the application to use. 
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Main creates the container widget, a Fonn widget named fonn, as a child of she/11
• 

XtCreateManagedWldget takes five parameters: the name of the widget instance, the class of 
the widget, a widget Instance to use as the parent, a list of arguments to the widget, and the 
length of this list. Fonn has no extra arguments and so passes NULL and O as the last two 
parameters. 

To create the Label widget, the application provides values for the label's x, y and label 
resources by passing a list of name-value pairs. XtSetArg is used to create this list in a stylized 
coding metaphor that makes it easier to add, delete, or change the settings in the code without 
making mistakes. This specification mechanism may seem cumbersome, but it has the great 
advantage that only the resources that the application cares about need to be specified. The 
intrinsics require widgets to provide default values for all resources; for complex widgets with 
dozens of resources the programming convenience is significant. XtCreateManagedWldget 
creates a new widget, called label, using form as its parent and the assigned resources to 
override default values. 

The application creates the Command widget similarly, then attaches the callback procedure 
Quit to it using XtAddC8llback. When the command button is activated, the toolkit calls Quit 
and the program terminates. 

6. How a Widget Writer Sees the World 
Sometimes an application writer needs to write a new widget. Often it will be a slight variation 

on an existing widget, but it can be something completely different. In either case, the toolkit 
allows the writer to ignore features the new widget has in common with an existing widget and 
concentrate on the differences. 

To accomplish this, the toolkit supports a single-inheritance class hierarchy. Each widget type 
is a class with a single superclass and possibly many subclasses. A subclass contains both the 
declarations of its superclass and data and routines to implement its additional functionality. A 
subclass can inherit procedures (called "methods") from its superclass or can implement 
equivalent semantics itseH. Any operation that is valid for a class is valid for all subclasses. 

Figure 6-1 shows an abbreviated class hierarchy of the widget set distributed by Project 
Athena. The toolkit Intrinsics define the four special classes Core, Composite, Constraint, and 
Shell. All other classes are implemented as direct or indirect subclasses of these. 

The top of the class hierarchy is the Core widget, which contains declarations and code that 
are common to all widgets. It declares the parent widget pointer, name, size and position, 
background, and border color, and defines the methods to maintain this data. 

The Composite widget is the superclass for widgets that can contain children. It contains 
methods for adding and deleting children and for negotiating with them about size and placement. 

The Constraint widget is the superclass for composite widgets that maintain extra contraints 
on a per-child basis. For example, many constraint subclasses keep minimum and maximum 
allowable sizes for each child. 

1This example uses the Fann widget to be cistribUlad by MrT in X1 1 Version 3. To make it work on Version 2, replace 
"XtNx" and "XINy" with "XtNhorizOistance" and "XtNvertDistance". 
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Core 

l �"- 1 
I 

Label Text I �mposlte 

Command I I Shell I I Box I I Constraint I I Menu 

Boolean Fonn I I Pane 

Figure 6-1 : The class tree for the Project Athena widget set. 

The Shell widget provides the interface between the internally consistent, cached worid of the 
toolkit and the external world of X windows. Shell widgets communicate with the window 
manager and are are used to "pop up" other widgets like menus and dialog boxes. 

To create a new widget class, a programmer first looks at the existing class hierarchy to 
determine if something similar already exists. If 1he new widget is similar to an existing widget he 
creates a subclass of that widget; otherwise he creates a direct subclass of Core, Composite, or 
Constraint; 

The widgets in the next section show both types of subclass. Label is a subclass of Core and 
requires many lines of declarations and code. Command is just like Label, but adds a pinch of 
extra semantics. It is a subclass of Label and requires relatively little code-most of its 
functionality is inherited from Label. 

7. A Simple Label Widget 
A widget definition is split into three files: a public header file containing information needed to 

use the widget, a private header file containing information needed to subclass the widget, and an 
implementation file with the code that defines the widget's behavior. 
#define XtNforeground "foreground" 
#define XtNlabel "laber 
#define XtNfont "font" 

typedef struct _LabelRec �Widget; 
extern WidgetClass labelWldgetClass; 

Figure 7-1 : Label.h:  The label public header file 

Figure 7-1 shows the public header file for Label. It defines the names of the three resources 
Label adds to Core (XtNforeground, XtNlabel, and XtNfont) ; a type definition for Label widget 
instances; and an external declaration for the class structure, used in XtCreateManagedWldget. 
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#include "Label.h" 

typedef struct { 
int make_ co�iler _ happy; 

} LabelClassPart; 

typedef struct _LabelClassRec { 
CoreClassPart ccn_class; 
LabelClassPart label_ class; 

} L.abelClassRec, "LabelWldgetClass; 

extam LabelClassRec labelClassRec; 

typedef struct { 
Pixel 
XFontStruct 
char 
GC 
Dimension 
int 

} LabelPart; 

foregroint, 
·tont; 
•label; 
normal_GC; 
label_width, label_height; 
label_len; 

typedef struct _L.abelRec { 
CorePart core; 
Label Part label; 

} L.abelRec; 

#define WIDTH PAD 4 
#define HEIGHT_PAD 2 

Figure 7-2: LabelP.h: The label private header file 

Using the X Toolkit 

Figure 7-2 is the private header file for Label and contains the class and instance data 
structure declarations. Label's class structure consists of the Core class part, included in all 
widgets, and Label's own class part Label's class part needs no extra information, but since the 
C compiler cannot handle empty structures it has a make_compiler_happytield. 

The LabelPart record has the fields needed for each Label instance. The fields foreground, 

font, and label correspond to the resources defined in the public header file. The other fields are 
derived by the widget implementation and are described later. All Label instances get a complete 
LabelRec consisting of the core fields common to all widgets and the special fields used by 
Label. 

Figure 7-3 is the implementation of Label. Its header files include "lntrinsicP.h," the intrinsics 
header file for widget programmers, and "LabelP.h," the label private header file. 

The resources array contains the definitions for the label-specific resources. Each entry 
contains, among other things, the resource name (XtNforeground), its type (XtRPlxel), its offset 
in the widget record (XtOffset( .. . )), its default value ("DefaultForeground"), and the type of its 
default (XtRStrlng). The intrinsics initializes new records with these defaults unless the values 
are overridden in the argument list passed to the creation routine or in the user preferences file. 

The next part is the initiaiizer for Label's class record. The superclass field is the address of 
the class record for Label's superclas_s. The class initialization procedures peform initialization 
specific to this class; since Label has none these are NULL The initialize procedure is called to 
initialize Label instances. Realize gets called to create the widget's window; here it is inherited 
from its superclass because Label doesn't do anything special. The resources and 
num_resources fields describe Label's resource list Destroy, resize, and expose are called 
when the widget is destroyed, resized, or needs redisplay. The set_ values procedure gets called 
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#include <SU:lio.h> 
#include <string.Ii> 
#include "lntrinsicP.h" 
#include "l..abelP.h" 
#include "StringDels.h" 

static XtResource rasourcesO • ( 
(XtNfareground, XtCForeground, XtRPixel, sizaof(PixeQ, 

XtOftset(L.a.belWidget, label.foreground), XtRSbing, "DefaultForeground1, 

{XtNfont, XtCFont, XtRFontStruct, sizeof(XFontStruct "), 
XtOftset(L.a.belWidget, label.font), XlRString, "fixed1, 

(XlNlabel, XtCL.a.bel, XtRString, sizaof(String), 
XtOffset(LabelWidget, label.labeQ, XtRString, NULL} . 

}; 

static void lnitializeO, RedisplayQ, OestroyQ; 
static Boolean SelValues(); 

LabelClassRec labelClassRec = { 
{ 

} 
} ;  

I" superclass "/ 
I" class name "/ 
I" widget_size "/ 
I" class_inilialize "/ 
I" class_part_initialize •t 
I" class inited "/ 
I" initialiie "/ 
I" initialize_hook "/ 
I" realize "/ 
I" actions "/ 
I" num_actions ·1 

r resources ., 
I" num_resources ., 
l" xrm class ·1 

r i�ii flags ., 
r destroy ., 
r resize ·1 

I" expose ., 
r set_values ., 
r set_values_hook ., 
r set_values_almost ., 
r get_values_hook ., 
r accept_focus ·1 

I" version ., 
r calback offsets ·1 

r tm_table ., 
r query _geometry ., 

(WidgatClass) &widgetClassRec, 
"Label', 
sizeof(LabelRec), 
NULL, 
NULL, 
FALSE, 
Initialize, 
NULL, 
XllnheritRealize, 
NULL, 
0, 
resources, 
XtNumber(resources), 
NULLQUARK, 
TRUE, TRUE, TRUE, FALSE, 
Destroy, 
XllnheritResize, 
Redisplay, 
SetValues, 
NULL, 
XtlnheritSetValuesAlmost, 
NULL, 
NULL, 
XtVersion, 
NULL, 
NULL, 
NULL, 

WldgetClass labelWidgetClass • (WldgatClass) &labelClassRec; 

static void SetTextWidthAndHeight(lw) 
LabelWdget lw; 

lw->label.label_len • strten(lw->label.label); 
lw->label.label_height • lw->label.tont->max_bounds.aacent + lw->label.font->max_bounds.descent; 
lw->label.label_width • XTextWidth(fs, lw->label.label, lw->labet.label_len); 

Figure 7-3: L.abel.c: The label implementation file, part 1 
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static void GetNormalGC(lw) 
l.abelWldget lw; 

XGCValues values; 

values.foreground = lw->label.foreground; 
values.font .. lw->label.font->fid; 
lw->label.normal_GC .. XtGetGC((Widget) lw, GCForeground I GCFont, &values); 

static void lnitiaUze(raquest, new) 
Widget request, new; 

LabelWidget 1w = (LabelWldget) new; 

Using the X Toolkit 

if (lw->label.label = NUU.) lw->label.label = strcpy(XtMalloc(strlen(lw->core.name) + 1 ) , lw->core.narne); 

GetNormalGC(lw); 
SetT extWidthAndHeight(lw); 

if (lw->COre.width ... 0) lw->COre.width = lw->label.label_width + 2 • WICTH_PAO; 
if (lw-><:ore.height =- 0) lw-><:ore.height .. lw->label.label_height + 2 • HEIGHT _PAD; 

static void Redisplay(w, event) 
Widget w; 
XEvent ·event; 

LabelWldget 1w = (LabelWidget) w; 

XOrawString(XtOisplay(w), XtWindow(w), lw->label.normal_GC, WIOTH_PAD, 
HEIGHT_PAD + lw->label.font->max_bounds.ascent, lw->label.label, lw->label.label_len); 

static Boolean SetValues(old, request, new) 
Widget old, request, new; 

LabelWidget oldlw = (LabelWidget) old, newlw • (LabelWidget) new; 

if (newlw->label.label = NUU.) newlw->label.label = newlw->core.name; 

if ((oldlw->label.label I= newlw->label.label II oldlw->label.font b newlw->label.font) SetTextWidthAndHeight(newlw); 

if (oldlw->label.label I= newlw->label.label) { 
if (newlw->label.label I= NUU.) newlw->label.label .. strcpy(XtMalloc(newlw->label.label_len+1),  newlw->label.label); 

XtFree((char •) oldlw->label.labeij; 

if (oldlw->core.width -= newlw->COre.width) newlw->COre.width .. nawlw->label.label_width + 2 • WIDTH_PAO; 
if (oldlw->core.height - newlw->COre.height) newlw->COre.height = newlw->la.bel.label_height + 2 • HEIGHT_PAO; 

if (oldlw->label.foreground I= newlw->label.foreground I I oldlw->label.font->lid I= newlw->la.bel.lont->fid) { 
GetNormalGC(newlw); 
XtCestroyGC(oldlw->label.normal _ GC); 

retum TRUE; 

Figure 7-3, continued 
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static void Destroy(w) 
Wldget w; 

LabelWldgat 1w • (LabelWldgat) w; 

XtDastroyGC(lw·>label.normal_ GC); 
XtFree(lw·>label.label); 
XFreeFontlnfo((char -) NUU., lw->label.font, O); 

Figure 7-3, concluded 

when the application tries to change any of the widget's state. 

McCormack, Asente 

The two routines SetTextwtdthAndHelght and GetNormalGC are internal routines to 
maintain the derived fields in the widget record. 

When the application creates a new Label widget, the intrinsics call Initialize. It uses the 
instance name as the text to be displayed if none was provided. After computing the derived 
fields, it checks if the application specified the Label's width or height and if not computes 
appropriate values based upon the pixel size of the text of the label field. The Initialize 
procedure for Label need not compute values for the fields declared in CorePart-the Initialize 
procedure defined for Core has that responsibility. However, Label can override any values in 
CorePart as needed. 

Redisplay displays the label text by calling XDrawStrlng . 

SetValues is called when the application changes the contents of Label. Its arguments include 
old, the widget as it is now, and ne�, a copy of the widget with the requested changes. 
SetValues must make new a consistent widget by updating all derived fields, allocating storage 
for changed pointer fields, and treeing the storage for old pointer values. 

It again uses the instance name for the label text if necessary. If the text or font has changed, 
SetValues recomputes the text dimensions. If the label text has changed, it allocates a copy of 
the text, frees the old storage, and, unless the user has specifically overridden the size, 
recomputes the widget size. Finally it creates a new graphics context and destroys the old one if 
the foreground or font has changed. SetValues need not update any fields declared in CorePart. 

The last routine, Destroy, gets called when a Label widget is destroyed and frees all the 
allocated storage associated with it. Once again, Destroy does not need to free any storage 
associated with the CorePart fields. 

8. A Simple Command Widget 
Command is quite similar to Label, and so needs only a bit of extra code. Its public and 

private header files, Figures 8-1 and 8-2 are analogous to those for Label. 
typedef struct _ComrnandRec *CommandWldget; 
extem WldgatClass commandWldgatClass; 

Figure 8-1 : Command.h :  The command button public header file 

Figure 8-3 is the implementation of the command widget. 

Some widget class information is chained by the intrinsics, meaning that the intrinsics 
automatically use information in the superclass to supplement information in the superclass. The 
resource list is chained data: a subclass has all its superclass's resources in addition to its own. 
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#include "Command.h" 

typedef struct _ CommandClass ( 
int make_con-.,iler_happy; 

} CommandClusPart; 

typedef struct _ ComrnandClassRec ( 
CoreClassPart c:ora class; 
LabelClassPart label class; 
CommandClasaPart command class; 

} CommaridClassRec, "CommandWldgetClass; 

extern CommandClassRec cornmandClassRec; 

typedef struct { 
XtCallbackList 

} CommandPart; 
callback_list; 

typedef struct _CommandRec { 
CorePart core; 
Label Part label; 
Command Part command; 

} CommandRec; 

Figure S-2: CommandP.h :  The command button private header file 

Using the X Toolkit 

Initialize, set_ values, and destroy are chained procedures: the superclass's corresponding 
procedure is called in addition to the subclass's. Chained procedures are never explicitly 
inherited; if a class has nothing to add to its parent it just specifies NULL The Command widget 
has NULL initialize and seL values procedures, and adds its own destroy procedure to label's. 

The intrinsics do not automatically call superclass procedures for unchained operations like 
realize, resize, and expose. A class can inherit its superclass's operation by specifying a 
procedure like XUnherltReallze in its class record. Command inherits all unchained operations 
from Label. 

Command is different from Label in that it has. an additional resource, a callback, and a 
translation. A full paper could be written on translations, so suffice it to say that the translations 
and acnonsUst tables instruct the intrinsics to call Command's Notify procedure if the user 
presses the left mouse button in the widget's window. Notify invokes the callback that the 
application previously associated with the widget, passing NULL as the widget data 

Command's only other procedure is Destroy, which frees its dynamic storage. 

The implementation file for Command effectively demonstrates the power of subclass 
inheritance. By building upon the declarations and code for the Core and Label classes, the 
additional effort to implement the Command class is small. 
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#include <stdio.Ii> 
#include "lnbinsicP.h" 
#include "LabelP.h" 
#include "CommandP.h" 
#include "StringOefs.h" 

static XtResource resourcasO "' { 
{XtNcallback, XtCCalback, XIRCaJback, sizeof(caddr_t), 

XtOffset(CommandWdget, command.calback_list), XtRCaltback, (caddr_t) NULL}, 
} ;  

static void NatifyQ, Destroy(); 

static char transtationsO • • <Button1 Down>: 

static XtActionsRec actionsListD ,. ( ("notify", 

notifyQ"; 

Notify} }; 

CommandClassRec commandClassRec = { 
{ 

} 
}; 

r superclass •t 

r class_name "/ 
r widget_size "/ 
r class_initialize "/ 
r class_part_initialize "/ 
r class_inited "/ 
r initialize ., 
r initialize_hook ·, 
r realize ., 
r actions ., 
r num_actions ., 
r resources ., 
r num resources ., 
r xrm_ctass ., 
r input flags ., 
/" destroy ., 
/" resize ., 
/" expose ., 
r set_ values ., 
/" set_values_hook ., 
/" set values almost ., 
/" ge(: values =.hook ., 
/" accept_toc:us ., 
r version ., 
/" callback offsets ., 
/" tm_table ., 
/" query _geometry ., 

(WidgetClass) &labelClassRec, 
"Command", 
sizeof(CommandRec), 
NULL, 
NULL, 
FALSE, 
NULL. 
NULL, 
XtlnheritRealize, 
actionsUst, 
XINumber(actionsUst), 
resources, 
XtNumber(resources), 
NULLQUARK, 
TRUE, TRUE, TRUE, FALSE, 
Destroy, 
XtlnheritResize, 
XtlnheritExpose, 
NULL. 
NULL. 
XtlnheritSetValuesAlmost, 
NULL. 
NULL, 
XtVersion, 
NULL, 
translations, 
NULL. 

WidgetClass commandWldgatClass • (WldgetClass) &commandClassRec; 

static void Natify(w, event) 
Widget w; 
XEvent "event; 

XtCatlCallbacks(w, XtNcatlback, NULL); 

static void Dastroy(w) 
Widget w; 

XtRemoveAIICallbacka(w, XtNcatback); 

Figure 8-3: Command.c: The command button implementation file 

McCormack, Asente 
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9. Conclusion 
The X protocol and library support a powerful model of an application's interaction with a 

graphics device, but provide too primitive an interface for even the simplest application to use 
conveniently. 

By trading off some flexibility for a large gain in simplicity, the X toolkit makes writing an 
application that uses existing widgets easy. The toolkit takes care of low-level bookkeeping, 
leaving the application writer free to concentrate on application functionality and user interface 
design. 

When an application writer must create a specialized widget, the toolkifs object-oriented class 
system makes this task easy, too. The widget's superclass takes care of common functionality, 
leaving the widget writer free to concentrate on what is new and different. Once written, this new 
widget can be used in other applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Unixt running on the current generation of workstations offers support for sophisticated 
window systems such as the X Window System* from MIT. However, the visual inter
face made possible by these window systems is at odds with most cmrent Unix utilities, 
which assume an ASCtl tenninal interface. Currently, the solution to this problem 
requires the window system to support a terminal emulalion window to which the Unix 
utilities are attached via. pseudo terminals. The principal intent of the G Shell Environ
ment is to facilitate the migration of standard Unix utility user interaction from a tty 
interface to a visual interface based on the X Window System. 

Of the 250 plus Unix utilities commonly available, only a small fraction perfonn 
significant user interaction. The majority perfonn short tasks such as C compiles or 
directory listings without user interaction. A well designed visual top level interface 
(shell) should be able to provide a run time framework sufficient for these utilities. The 
Xgsh X client �ribed in this paper is designed to fulfill this rask. The interactive utili
ties such as teXt editors, mail or conferencing systems require significant changes to 
make effective use of the workstation's visual interactive capabilities. Ideally, they 
would all be rewritten to use a visual interface on the window sys however the Visual 
Interface Filter (VIF) is proposed as an interim solution. A key component of both of 
these utilities is that they are configuration driven, providing a fair degree of flexibility 
and permitting them to be used as both a prototyping and production tool 

This papa descri� the use of the VIF and Xgsh for the realmttion of a visual interface 
for use within a Unix student teaching environment 

Introduction 

The advent of Unix based workstations with sophisticated window systems such as MIT's X Win
dow System has opened up the potential for a new realm of use interaction within Unix. This however, is 
juxtaposed with the 250 plus standard Unix utilities currently in use that were written to interact with a 
srandard ASCil terminal. In fact, a vast majority of the utilities don't even know about a screen display and 
interaet in the style reminiscent of the hardcopy teletype. The two programs described in this paper are an 
effon to build a visual interface environment around standard Unix utilities so chat usez interaction may be. 
migrated away from lhe tty mode of in&eraction without a need to re-implement these utilities. 

CUITCDtly, the window sySlCIDs on Unix workstations provide a tty emulalion window which is con
nected to a samdard utility via. a pseudo cenninal. The resultant interface offers little, if any, functionality 
beyond that of the ASCII terminal. The first of the two programs described in this paper (the VIF) is an 
enhance.d tty emulator that permits a variety of mouse inputs and also l/0 stream character sequences to be 
tnmslated into specified actions including certain graphical outputs to irovide a limited visual interface. 

t Un.ix is •  lladanartc of AT&.T Bell Labonloria 
:t X Wmdow Symm is a lladanartc of MauachlllCW lmtilDle ot"Tedmology 
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The second program is a visual interface shell (the Xgsh) that is intended to replace the single line com
manct capabilirit-.s of a standard Unix shell by providing its functional equivalcnL It in bUn nms the Unix 
command line attached via. a pseudo terminal coMection to an enhanced terminal emulation window pro
vided by the VIF. 

A critical aspect of both of these programs is that they are configurable by the syste111 administra10r 
so that they can provide the kind of environment required by a specific user group. This was done in an 
effon ro permit the generation of a simple, and the.ref ore e interface, without imposing an overly rcsttictive 
structure. As such, the onus is on the configuration builder to find a set of appropriate opezations such that 
the interface fulfills the usu's needs but JCmains sufficiently simple to avoid the need for complex interac
tions. A sttuctured hierarchy of selection panels, and frequent mouse warping to a default selection, is 
done in an effort to give the interface a logical conversational flow. This structure is somewhat more 
defined than the desk top metaphor commonly used for screen layout and uses fewer levels of hierarchy 
than is typical of graphical interfac�. 

The VIF 
The VIF is a program which is essentially an enhanced version of the X Window Sy tenninal emula

tion window client xterm. VIF is nonnally configured for a given client Unix utility and one invocation of 
VIF is done for each utility started by Xgsh. The enhancements to xterm are provided in two major 
categories. The first is a set of mouse inputs that arc transJated into actions such as sending a character 
sequence through the pseudo terminal connection to the client utility. This pennits the configuration of a 
certain amount of mouse input for a given client The second major ca1egory consists of character stream 
filters for both input and output on the pseudo terminal connection. Toe filters are defined in the 
configuration using regular expressions (as in Lex) with an associated action similar to that rela1ed to a 
mouse inpuL This action pennits certain visual interface widgets to be popped up, highlighted or sensiti7.Cd 
upon matching of a given J/0 character sequence. As such, this provides a limited facility for generating a 
graphical output translation of the character siream provided by the utility. For example, a compiler fatal 
eIIOr message might be translated to a skull and cross bones icon. 

Mouse Inputs 

The configured mouse inputs can be of several categories: 
selection on a configured visual interface widget such as a pushbutton or a pull down mt!nu. The 
widget selection will then invoke the associated action. The widgets that can be configured arc a but
ton box for direct selection of buttons and a button box where the selections activate associated pull 
down menus. 
positioning of the text cursor via. a left mouse button press on the text area subwindow. Internally, 
this generates the appropriate number of text cursor up/down and left/rig hi arrow character sequences 
for the emulated terminal type and sends them down the pseudo tty connection to emulate the user 
pressing the aaow keys on a tty. 
a press of the center or right mouse button while the mouse ClD'Sor is on the text area subwindow. 
This lhen invokes the associated action for that mouse button. An example of where this can be use
ful is when the client utility uses menus that are selected with the arrow keys followed by a <a> 
when the text cursor is at the appropriate item. By configuring an action of "send <er> to client• for 
the right mouse button users can then do menu selection with the mouse. 
manipulating a scroll bar that generates scroll up/down actions. This scroll bar actually functions 
like a unidirectional joyslick in that the thumb aJl'SOI' returns to the midpoint as soon as the mouse 
button is released and � some number of the up/down actions based on how far the thumb 
was displaced. (This has no relation to the xterm scroll bar.) This is primarily useful when the VIF is 
used as a front end to screen editors such as vi to allow scroll up/down operations to be geneiated 
using the mouse. 
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1/0 Stream Fdten 
The Input and Ourput stream filters may be used as follows: 
The input filta can restrict or modify actions that the um- may perfonn on the utility by translating 
the input key stroke sequence to an associated action which may include a replacement key stroke 
sequence. This can prove to be useful when a novice is being interfaced to a powcrlul (unplies 
dangerous) Ulility such as vi. For CJtamplc. the configuration could remove a control key stroke 
sequence from the input stream and display a graphical error icon. 
The output filter may allow output generated by the client utility to be transla that is more meaningful 
to the user. For example. "Bus error. core dumped" might be replaced by "Bad pointer reference dur
ing execution" or "Array subscript out of bounds. try using the Check option". The replacement 
action may include a graphical operation such as displaying an i of a bell for the bell character AG. 
The second style of action in the fonn of making an icon visible or sensitizing a widget for selection 
allows the configuration writer a limited use of graphical output for a clienL 

Actions 
The actions invoked by the above can be configured to be any combination of the following: 
send a character sequence down the pseudo tcnninal connection to the client utility. This ;s the most 
common action and �tially translates mouse inputs to their keyboard equivalent for the client 
send a character sequence to the tenninal emulation subwindow. This must be done with caution 
since it leaves the terminal emulation subwindow in a state different from that �urned by the client 
utility. It may be used for effects such as reverse video or for message replacement if the client util
ity is not full screen oriented. 
change the visibility/sensitivity of the visual interface widgets. This permits a limited adaptation of 
VIF to the current state in which the client is functioning. For example. a screen editor in insert 
mode. 
pop up a text string or icon on the window. This action allows for a graphical translation of some of 
the client's outputs. 
change the mouse cursor momentarily or permanently. This may be used as a visual reflection of a 
change in the client utility•s current state of operation. 
change the text cursor appearance. This may be useful as a visual reflection of the client performing 
some specific text operation. 
pop up a dialog box to request keyboard input The box accepts a text string input from the keyboard 
that must pm a regular expression and then sends it down the pseudo terminal to the clienL This 
can be used to enhance the input of a short text argument such as a file name or search string. 
pop up a yes/no QUC'l}' button box. The box has two command bunons for yes/no that send the "yes" 
or "no" strings down the pseudo terminal connection when the appropriate button is selec This can be 
used to cnhaoce the input of yes/no responses to verification queries. 

Process Manipulation 

The VIF also has certain standard capabilities for controlling the client process via. mouse inpuL 
This is necessary so that � control may be handled in a manner analogous to that provided by the top 
level Xgsb. This includes: 

the window may be raised/lowered to ease use of several clients concurrently. 
Stop. Conlinue and Intcm1pt signals may be sent to the client to help control its execution. Depend
ing on the configuration. the Stop/Continue signals may be implicitly genenued upon the VIF win
dow being raised/lowered. 
optionally text output may be page scrolled in a manner similar to more as an aid when the client is 
non-interaclive, to avoid loss of outpuL 
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the window may be configured to remain visible after the client process tenninat to avoid the loss of 
any final outpuL 

Problems and Limitations 
The major limitations of the current VIF are its limited scope of graphical output and its very res

tricted knowledge of client utility state. A greater variety of graphical outputs for actions is neede.d to per
mit configuration builders to provide appropriate visual feedback There is also a need to define some kind 
of client state knowledge in the configuration and relate client state to functional changes in VIF. Cum:ntly 
the only state information maintained is the visibility/sensitivity of the mouse selection widgets. 

Another problem with the CUIICnt VIF is lhat the l/0 Sll'Cam filters can easily hang the I/O stream if 
not very carefully configured. Any regular expressions �uiring further characters to resolve the alterna
tives with hang the l/0 stream until the characters are received. H the client is not doing further output or 
the user does not continue to type at the keyboard. the filter is hung. 

Tbe Xgsh 

The Xgsh program is intended to replace a srandard Unix shell as a top level command interface. It 
is a configurable visual interface where the items that may be mouse selected on the various panels are 
defined almost entirely by the configuration. A sequence of mouse selections are translated to the 
corresponding single line shell command as defined by the configuration. Once the command is con
structed. it is run as a process subtree with a parent controlling window, usually provided by a VIF. The 
configuration file allows the configuration builder to create an appropriate set of commands for a particular 
user group and also permits a variety of restrictions to be enforced so that the novice will be protected from 
dangerous actions. For example, Pascal compiles might only allow text files ending in ".p" to be selected 
as file arguments. The screen layout (See Figures #2-5) is construeted of four panels that must be active 
for initial interaction. Other panels may then pop up to provide further interaction such as providing name 
arguments for commands. The main panels may be active at all times (as shown in the figures) or popped 
up when required from a menu bar, as defined by the co�guration file. 

Main Panels 
The main panels allow selection of a top level (which defines a set of related operations), for the 

operations within these top levels, and also operations on directory tree. The top levels define a hierarchi
cal structure that can be used to categorize operations into related groups. There may optionally be a direc
tory associated with each top level to encourage use of a directory structure relating files to the operation 
groups. Selection of the current top level defines the group of operations that may be selected in the com
mand panel and the current directory. if specified by the configuration. The directory tree operations panel 
exists as an independent entity to permit file name space browsing at any time. The only affect that direc
tory operations have on command selections is the definition of the cumnt directory. Along with these 
panels is a window that displays the current command under construction and can optionally allow text 
editing of the command. 

Panel Layout 
Each panel follows a standard layout that includes a variety of selectable items that are either text 

strings or icons. In some cases a saolling widget or a dialog box for entering a text string at lhe keyboard 
may be included. 'lbc dialog box is used for gelling new �s or search patterns that arc required via. 
keyboard inpuL 

Command Construction 
Command invocation begins with a mouse selection of one of the operations in the command panel 

If the associated Unix command line string (as defined by the configuration for that command selection) 
does not req a � window is created and the process subttee is forlred off. Most often, the � 
window is provided by VIF but may simply be an icon window for clients that generate their own win
dows. If VIF is providing the window, the stdio of the associated Unix command line will be connected to 
VIF via. a pseudo terminal. However, if name argumeru(s) are required, a name selection panel is popped 
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up to permit mouse selection of name arguments. Name arguments will most often be file names but may 
be other text Slrings as defint.d by the configmation. Optionally, a new name widget is included to allow 
keyboard input of new names as well as mouse selecti for existing ones. The name argumems are defined 
by the configuration in one of three ways: 

Ftle names in a given directory that match a regular ex�ion and aiteria such as tatfih or aecUl
abk image. An example would be text files matching •.c in the cuncnt dircctay, fm a C compile 
operation. 

Names written to the standard output of a given Unix filter. For exampJc. � "sl:.*11" letclpasswd 
would generate all local user names which could be used as the name arguments fo operation. 

A list of names explicitly provided in the configuration file for the operation. 

Once the name argument(s) are selected. the command can then be initiated by selecting a Start pushbutton 
widget In cases where the operation is defined as only accepting one name argmnent and docs not allow 
piping, the Start selection is not necessary. 

The use of pipes has been a somewhat contentious issue. and is allowt.d to happen between certain 
operations as defined by the configuration file. Although powerful, pipelining opezations can be dangerous 
and are somewhat at odds with the goal of a simple user interface. As such. the choice of whether or not to 
allow the use of pipes is left up to lh builder. 

The command being built is shown in the command suing window either as the actual Unix shell 
command suing being generated or as a chain of bubbles labeled for each command that is being piped 
together. The configuration can also allow editing of the command string in the window using the key
board for the case of actual Unix command line display.. This permits a primitive facility to assist in the 
migration from the Xgsb interface to a standard Unix shell. This problem is discussed lalcr. 

Directory Operations 
A set of operations on the directory tree are made available in a separate selection panel, since direc

tory browsing tends to be a look aside activity. These operations may be interspe,Sed with command syn
thesis to permit more flexibility during name argument selection. Command synthesis is only affected 
when a change in the current directory occurs The directory operations are �ntially a dircctO'y tree 
browser and provide the following functions: 

List the contents of the cUITCllt directory. 

Change directory to the parent directory. 

Change directory to a subdirectory. 

Create a new directory. 

Delete an empty directory. 

Fmd names that pass a given regular expre.mon in the current directory subtree. 

The current implementation provides these operations as mouse selectable icons but work is in progress on 
a graphical representation of the tree to help travcr directories and peek at their contents. 

Configurations 
The configwation files for both VIF and Xgsb are currently ".o• files compiled from large initialized 

C structures and lhc generation of a configurati is deflnirely in the domain of a Unix wizard. Even if a frau 
end to the initialiffl'I sttuctures was provided, constructing a configunltion will require a good knowlt.dge 
of Unix and the utilities that VIF is being interfaced to. The mly component of the configurations that 
currently has a frmt end is the stream fiber, which is defined by a Lex program. 

Design Goals 

The Xgsh design is aimed at providing a visual interface which is easy for a novice to use and may 
be tailored to a specific user group's net.ds. It is intended to provide another layer on top of the Unix pipe
line of filters that protects the non-expcns from the more dangerous aspects of the Unix command line, 
while allowing effective use of the system. In an effort to achieve this the idea of a configurmim, to define 
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and resttict the user's environment, was developed so as to make the operations as simple and specific as 
possible. The user environment is meant to be sensitive to the user's current wmk context, as defined by 
the selected top level and operation. by remembering context infonnation such as the name of the file that 
was most recently referenced. To make the visual interlace as na1ural to use as was practical. a hierarchi
cal structure which is context sensitive was devised and the number of mouse inputs required kept to a 
minimum. The mo� cursor is "warped" (ie. moved without mouse motion) fmquently to foll sequence of 
the user. For example. if a "Pascal Compile" operation is selected, a panel with all � source file names 
pops up with the mouse cursor at lhe source file name that was compiled the last time this operation was 
pc2'fonned. This minimizes the need for the user to move the mouse and seems to reduce the frequency of 
the sensation of "Why do I have to tell it that again?". 

Problems 

A major problem with this type of environment is the difficulty of providing a migration path to more 
sophisticated shell intezaction. A simple visual interface can never hope to be as powerl'ul as a standard 
Unix sh but then how do you provide new capabilities for the user? The current Xgsh echoes the 
corresponding Unix shell command in a window and may allow the user to text edit the command under 
construction. This is a primitive attempt to address this problem. but not a particularly good one. 

A possible approach to addressing this problem could be to include some sort of configuration exten
sibility facility to the Xgsh. In other words, a way must be provided by which users can modify or add new 
command operations to their configmation. This would allow them to furthec customize their environment 
and would act as a back door to teaching them the standard Unix shell, since the command's operation 
must be defined as a csh command line. Another simple solution is an escape to Unix shell facility that 
pops up a tty emulation window tied to an invocation of csh. It is felt that some facility of this kind is 
required to make the interface useful to the non-novice. In any case, this area definitely needs further 
investigation in ordec to provide an appropriate facility. 

Another area that is not dealt with easily is the selection of file name arguments from different direc
tories for the same command. The Unix file pathname syntax is far more powerful than mouse selection of 
file names created from the contcrus of a directory. As such·, the selection of file name arguments that span 
several directories becomes difficult and cumbersome. A possible solution lies in the use of a directory 
subtree browser that displays a graphical representation of a subiree and allows mouse selection of direc
tories to list for selection. If this is combined with the kind of selection criteria used by the Unix.find com
mand, it may be possible to build a fairly effective name selection tool. Unfonunately, this is not a simple 
thing to implement well and, even at its best. will be somewhat tedious to use when compared to a standard 
Unix shell 

Comparison with Existing V�ual Command Interfaces 

Current visual interfaces may be typified by a range in powec and complexity extending from the 
Apple Macintosh to the Xerox Intaiisp-D environment. 

1be Macintosh environment is based on the desk top metaphor and the concepts of applications and 
associated documents in file foldc:IS.. The file folder essentially defines a set of user programs (applica
tions) and th (documenrs) and as such enforces a partitioning of the file system based on the various file 
folders. This is vaguely similar to the Xgsh top levels when each top level is configured to use a separate 
directory subttee. The Macintosh Finder is used to select a current application and is in some sense akin to 
command selection on Xgsh. However, Unix and therefore Xgsh, does not define any structural relation
ship betweai an application and iJs associated documents. The Xgsh allows a configuration to define a 
directory for each top level. which does provide the capability to construct a somewhat similar hierarchy 
but does not enforce such a structmc on the configuration designer. The srandard menus on the Macintosh 
provide certain standard openUions, such as save on the File menu and are an effort to create a consistent 
interface. Xgsh does not have any similar concept, except possibly the directory opc:ations panel. and 
leaves the operations definitions up to lhe configuration designer. On Xph the name selections are done in 
response to operation imocations wbe.rea on the Macintosh a selection of the open operation on the File 
menu would be required. The Xgsh design allows the configuration designer to me either icons or text 
strings for selection ircms in most cases except file names, whC'ZCaS the Ma heavily icon oriented. In 
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general. the Macintosh provides a simple consistent interface, but one that enforces a structure that is not 
inherently a part of Unix. M such, this kind of structw-e was avoided in Xgsh, leaving a maximum of lee
way to the configuration designC"r. 

The Interlisp-D environment is an integrated system intended for an expert programmer in USP. It 
makes cssenlially all of the system internals available to the programmer in an environment where the 
many tools cooperate in complex ways. M such, the interface is powerful. flexible and very confusing for 
the novice. Since Xgsh was designed with the novice in mind, this aspect of Intcrlisp-D was considered 
inappropriate. However, several aspectS of the Interlisp-D environment were considered highly desirable. 
One area where Interlisp-D shines is its extensibility. As the use.r brings new LISP functions into the sys
tem it really docs become their personal computing environment As mentioned before, allhough there is a 
great potential in extensibility, it is not a part of the current Xgsh. Another aspect of lntcrlisp-D is its 
presentation of a great deal of information on system activity to the user, often in a graphical fonn such as 
changes to the mouse cursor. This has been incorporated into Xgsh to the limited extent extent possible 
withi the confines of Unix. The actual top level commands on the Xerox Interlisp-D environment are still 
lisp functions invoked via. key stroke input However, there are several graphical components used to 
assist the user during command execution, some of which has influenced the Xgsh design. One such assist 
is a file browser that is somewhat similar to the subtree browser planned for the directory operations panel 
Another borrowed feawre is the process menu that Interlisp-D provides to pennit users to probe and con
trol processes. To swnmariz.e, the Interlisp-D environment was at a level of complexity that we wished to 
avoid but provides features that influenced the current design and future directions. 

User Experience 
Unfortunately, do to delays in the installation of a workstation laboratory on our campus, user 

experience has been limited to the developeIS and short demonsaations to outside parties. However, the 
design was based on a preliminary gsh that provided a menu based interface for students working on ASCII 
terminals. The experience wi1h this gsh was promising in that our novice students quickly adapted to the 
environment In fact, it was observed that within a few hours use many swdents would type ahead menu 
selections bcfOIC the menus were displayed. Although this menu shell was intended strictly for introduc
tory level students, many continued to use the interface for several semesters and found the transition to csh 
difficult. The VIF and Xgsh software is at the stage where a fairly extensive user evaluation is required to 
refine the design. 

Directions 
There are several areas that need to be addressed in an effort to enhance the G shell environmCDL As 

mentioned above in the Problems section, the extensi and more flexible configurations are both required to 
cover a wider spectrum of the user community. 

There is a requirement of a framework for defining inter window/process interaction. It seems 
appropriate to allow the definition of stream connections with VIF style filters that interconnect the suJjo of 
various VIFs and their client processes. This should be doable at the Xgsh level, since it fabricates the 
VIFs and the clients processes during command invocation. 

The maintenance of an Al knowledge base of recent activity and an associated rule base to define 
default next selections would provide some measure of stare sensitivity and help to minimize the require
ments for mouse inputs. Minimizing mouse input is important, since the sophisticated user rapidly tires 
mouse movements. As a first step, the provision of hooks into an Al software system is required IO help 
explore the nse of expert usistants. This type of support could be incorporated at both the Xgsh and VIF 
level interfaces, but requires a great deal of forethought for there to be a reasonable chance of success. 

Summary 
Although the software desaibed in this paper is only a preliminary step, it does seem possible to 

build visual interfaces for shell level interaction on a Unix workstation. The environment described in this 
paper provides a simple interface to Unix configured to a specific user group's needs. But, in doing so, it 
provides only a small subset of the Unix command interlace functionality tailored to that user group. Criti
cal shoncomings of the current interface come in the areas of extensibility, inter window/process 
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interaction and knowledge of recent activities. Without these capabilities, more sophisticated users rapidly outgrow their configured visual imcrface and often find it tedious. As such, the cuncnt G shell environment far Unix is probably most appropriate for the novice or casual user. 
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Abstract 
The Xll/NeWS server is a general, unified window system seive:r that supports two from-ends, one for the Xl l protOCol and one for the NeWS proLOCol. Because the Xl 1 semantics and the NeWS semantics share a great deal in common, much of the wtderlying implementation is common to both. Where the differences cannot be resolved Lo a common model, the union of Lhe Lwo sets of semantics is provided. By allowing both protocol implementations to coexisL in a single server, both Xll and NeWS clients can share the saeen and the input devices. A single window manager that manages windows cremed using both protocols presents an integrared int.erface to the user. 

Introduction The Xl  1/NeWS server is a merge of two window systems: the X Window System, Version 11•[1] and 
NeWS: the Network Exlensible Window System*[4]. Xll  is an emerging windowing standard, developed at MIT. NeWS is a window system developed by Sun Microsystems. Inc., which is based on the PostScript* language[6], an emerging standard in page description languages. developed by Adobe Systems, Inc. 
The goal of the merge of X l l  and NeWS is to produce a single server � that supports the entire semantics of both the Xl 1 and NeWS proLOCols, is portable to a wide variety of hardware, and supports portable Xl 1 extensions. Also, iL is important that a single window manager can manage all windows on the screen regardless of which protocol is used to create them, thus presenting an integrated interface to the usec. 
A window manager that uses NeWS protocol can manage windows that are owned by either Xl l  or NeWS clients. In conllaSt, although window manager written to use Xl l protocol can manage windows owned by Xl 1 clients, it can only manage windows owned by NeWS clients that follow the rules of the X 1 1 protocol. 
The X l l  protocol specification (see [1]) defines a means of extending the Xl l protocol. The MIT sample server implementation provides a mechanism for implementing extensions, docwnented in the 
Xll Server Extensions Engineering Specific:arion[3]. While the latter mechanism is still under development, the intention is that extension implementations that use it will be portable across Xl 1 server implementations. Xl  1/Ne WS supports ponable Xl 1 extensions. 
The extension specification requires that a small set of include files and the source to one procedure be provided with the server. Without any other source, an extension supplier should be able to recompile a portable extension with the Xl 1/NeWS include files, link it with Xll/NeWS object libraries, and have the extension work. 

• X Window Sys1c:111. is a trademark of MIT 

NeWS is a trademark of Sw Miaosysrems. Inc. 
PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systans Inc. 
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Architecture 
There are three major functions that a server for either protocol must perf onn: 

1. Scheduling interpretation of protocol 
2. Allocation of portions of the display 
3. Distnbution of input 

Schaufler 

Below is a figure illustrating an architecture that provides these functions for both XI 1 and NeWS, 
which shows the structure of the Xll/NeWS server. If the Xll client and interpreter were omitted, 
this figure would illustrate the structure of the existing NeWS server. If the NeWS client and inter
preter were omitted, this figure would illustrate the structure of the XI 1 sample server from MIT. 

In the figure below, the boxes labelled X represent interpretation or generation of XI 1 protocol, and 
the boxes labelled N represent interpretation or generation of NeWS protocol. The boxes in the area 
labelled window foreat represent windows (called canvases in NeWS), which are portions of the 
screen on which clients can draw. The windows in the diagram arc unlabelled because the protocol 
which was used to create them is irrelevant to the sttucture of the window forest and to the sttuc
ture of the windows themselves. The boxes in the area labelled event queue represent events, and are 
likewise unlabelled because the protocol used by the recipient of the events is irrelevant to event 
queuing and distribution. 

X1 1 /NeWS Server Structure 

X1 1 
protocol 

X1 1 client 

X 

X1 1 
events 

window forest 

□ 

The Scheduler 

NeWS client 

• • •  

NeWS 
protocol 

interpreters 
N N 

NeWS 
events 

D D ··· □ 
event queue 

Given multiple clierus of a window server, a way must be provided to fairly and predictably schedule 
execution of requests from each. Allocation of time between multiple clients is required of all XI I 
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servers. and all NeWS servers; therefore iL is also required of the XI I/NeWS server. 
NeWS schedules between lightweight processes (lwps). A process is a thread of control; a lightweight process is a process which shares its address space with other lightweight processes. In NeWS. a context switch may occur when a lwp blocks or explicitly gives up control. 1n contrast, XI 1 schedules between clients. In Xl 1. a context switch may occur between any two requests, unless a client � grabbed the server. 
An Xll client is a source of a sequence of Xll requests. A sequence of Xll requests is a linear lhread of control Since a linear thread of control is a subset of the possibilities offered by a process, the XI I/NeWS server represents Xl 1 clients as lightweight processes. 
Contex1 switching and scheduling are entirely internal to the XI I/NeWS server and are in no way dependent on the operating system. An Xll/NeWS lwp is represented as a context structure, whose contents include the protocol interpreter associated with that lwp, and the source of protocol to be int.elpCCted. The source of protocol may be a client connection or downloaded code. 
Running a lwp means calling the associated interpreter procedure and passing in the context structure for the lwp. The interpreter checks a single state field in the context structure to resume where it left off when it last gave up control. As it executes, the interpreter maintains state in the context structure. To give up control, the lwp saves a value in the state field that it checked earlier when it resmned execution, and returns to the scheduler. 
The scheduler makes no distinction with regard to the protocol interpreter associated with a lwp. A lwp runs until it gives up control, and is run again when it is ready. 
Sharing a Screen NeWS and Xl l are very similar in the way that they treat the screen. Both allocate portions of the screen on which a client can draw, called canvases in NeWS , and windows in Xll .  From here on, these terms will be used interchangeably. Both Xll and NeWS pennit unlimited nesting and overlapping of windows. Both provide for expression of interest in events occurring on specific windows, including damage (exposure) and device input 
The Xll/NeWS server has a tree of nested windows for each screen; the aggregate of these trees is called a foresL The server allows the cursor to roam across screens, in some device dependent geometry. An extension to the NeWS protocol for gelling the list of screens is offered. 
The structure underlying a node in the forest is called a canvas, for historical reasons. The forest of canvases in the Xll/NeWS server is homogeneous; the same canvas structure is used to represent both canvases crt"Jlted from NeWS protocol and windows created from Xll protocol Since the forest is homogeneous, if a canvas is reconfigured to expose regions of underlying canvases. damage will be detected on all of them whether they were created using NeWS or XI I protocol 
NeWS canvases and XI I windows do have some differences. They provide different attributes, imaging models. color models, and font models. A more detailed description of how these differences are resolved in the XI I/NeWS server is given below. 
Properties Each Xll window has a property list NeWS canvases do not currently have property lists but will benefit from the addition. Canvases appear to NeWS programs as PostScript dictionaries; fields of a canvas appear as keys in the dictionary that represents iL NeWS programs can access the property list for a canvas through a new key in the canvas dictionary. 
Xll Properties are quadruples: name, type.formal, data. 

• name and type Both of these elements are Xl 1 atoms. which map well onto the PostScript language name type[6]. 
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• formal 
The format describes the unit size of dala, which can be 8, 16, or 32 bits. 

• dala 
This element consists of data that is handled but not interpreted by the server. It is represented 
by a NeWS string, which is essentially an array of 8-bit bytes. 16 and 32 bit format are 
implemented by having a string that is a multiple of 2 or 4 bytes long. 

A property is constructed by combining the above elements into a four element array of in the order 
of name, type, format. and data. 

A propaty list is an unordered set of properties. The most convenient data type in PostScript lan
guage for unordered sets is a dictionary, which is essentially a hash table. The property name serves as 
the key to a property. 

Display Attributes 
While Xll  and NeWS have many display attnbutes in common, there are a number of display 
attributes that are only accessible through one protocol or the other. 

For example, Xl 1 windows have borders, background, and gravity. These attributes allow an Xl I 
server to immediately tidy the screen after a change to the window hierarchy without the overhead of 
a server-client round trip. In NeWS, downloaded code is used to perform those display update func
tions that need instant response, and therefore need to avoid the overhead of a round trip; therefore, 
NeWS docs not provide these attributes. In Xl l/NeWS, these attributes are implemented by Cllhanc
ing the canvas data structure and operations. 

For another example. NeWS protocol provides access to a canvas' arbitrary shape, which is not neces
sarily rectangular. As XI 1 core protocol defines only rectangular windows, it only provides access to 
a canvas' bounding box. If an X l l  client gets a handle on a non-rectangular canvas and inquires about 
the size and origin, it receives the bounding box of the canvas in the reply. If an X l l  window is 
exposed by an operntion on an occluding non-rectangular canvas, the exposed region is approximated 
by some number of rectangles to the resolution of the display. 

Colormap Access 
While NeWS attempts to hide the details of the worlcstation's display hardware from clients, Xll  
attempts to describe them. The XI I connection setup protocol specifies the pixel depth and colonnap 
models available for each screen on the workstation in terms of visual types. One screen may have 
more than one visual type. For example, a framebuffer containing 8-bit deep color and an overlay 
plane offers a single screen with two visual types, one 8-bit PsuedoColor. and one I-bit StaticGray. 

Each visual type suppons the request CreateColormap. For static visual types (StaticColor, Stat
icGray, and TrucColor), CreateColo.rmap returns the single static colonnap provided by that visu
al type. For dynamic visual types (PseudoColor, GrayScale, and DirectColor), it returns a newly-cre
ated colonnap. Each visual type has a default colonnap, whose initial population of colors is not 
defined in the XI 1 protocol specification. 

For devices that offer a hardware colormap, the Xl l/NeWS server populates part of the default col
onnap with read-only, sharable colors in the fonn of a colorcube whose axes are red, green and blue. 
Doing so allows NeWS and Xl I applications that do not require dynamic colonnap access to share 
the colorcube. Xl 1 applications needing dynamic colormap access either allocate colors from the rest 
of the default colonnap, or allocate their own colormaps. An extension to NeWS provides dynamical
ly modifiable colors in the rest of the colonnap as well. 

Each screen has some number of colormaps installed. When a colonnap is installed, primitives drawn 
using pixels assigned from that map appear in their correct colors. When any application installs its 
own colormap, and the combined set of allocated colors overflows the hardware colormap, other 
applications (both NeWS and Xl l) appear wrong until their colonnaps are reinstalled. The incorrect 
appearance is a problem in any implementation of Xl 1 colormaps. 
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Imaging Model 
NeWS is based upon the stencil-paint imaging model offered by the PostScript language. The stencil
paint imaging model reveals no notion of pixels, and allows a PostScript program to set an arbitrary 
2-D coordina1e system (called world coordinates), whose units may be fractions of pixels. Even the 
default coordinate system might not be in units of screen pixels, as the PostScript language defines 
the default units to be 1n2 of an inch. Due to the arbitrary coordinale system, neither the stencil
paint imaging model nor the PostScript language make any guarantees about which pixels are touched 
when rendering the graphics primitives. 

Raising the level of abstraction from pixel coordinates to world coordinates has some advantages. 
For example, if an image is described in world coordinates, switching from a low resolution to a 
high resolution device affects only image quality, not image size. Yet pixel coordinates are still acces
sible by setting the transformation matrix to be the identity matrix. Deferring the transformation of 
world coordinates into pixel coordinates to the server allows the server to utilize matrix multiplica
tion hardware. By making no guarantees about which pixels to touch when rendering an image, the 
server can utili.7.C of polygon and vector rendering, and anti-aliasing hardware. 

In contrast to NeWS, Xl 1 specifies a pixel based imaging model. Pixel coordinates are used through
out the Xll drawing operations. With the exception of narrow lines (Le. lines specified to have a 
width of zero), the Xl 1 protoeol spe.cification describes rendering algorithms for all drawing primi
tives that guarantee pixel accuracy. 

The Xl 1 imaging model can be thought of as a precise specification of the pixels involved in drawing 
operations when the current transformation matrix is the identity matrix. If a graphics accelerator 
uses a different rendering algorithm from the algorithm specified by the Xl 1 protocol, the Xl 1 pro
tocol specification requires the server to bypass the accelerator. If the server device drivers ignore the 
accelerator, both Xll and NeWS drawing operations can use the same rendering algorilhms without 
loss of conccbless or precision. 

Operations defined in the Xll  protocol but not in NeWS include rasterops, tiling, and stencilling. 
Similar operations are needed to implement the PostScript language imaging model on a bitmap dis
play; they have been enhanced to support the XI I imaging model in the XI I/NeWS server. 

Fonts 
Both NeWS and XI 1 currently support fonts described in Adobe Character Bitmap Distribution For
mat (bd/), although Xll  fonts are based on a more recent version of bdf (2. 1). These fonts are pro
vided as ASCII files containing information about the family and face of the font followed by specif
ic infonnation and bitmaps for each of the characters in the font NeWS and Xl l each have a mecha
nism for converting these ASCII font files into a machine-dependent format suitable for efficient 
processing by the window system server. The diagram below shows all the font files and utilities. 

In the case of NeWS, ASCII font files are pre-processed by the dumpfont utility to create binary 
font files consisting of a font structure followed by an aJTaY of glyph struetmes. For each font fami
ly, there also exists an ASCII font family description file which is pre-processed by the bldfarnily 
(build-family) utility to create a binary font family file. NeWS handles outline and stroked font 
ASCII formats as well as bitmap fonts. 

XI  I uses a similar scheme to pre-process ASCII font files for subsequent loading in response to 
client requests, using the fc font compiler utility. They consist of data structures containing font 
information, the glyphs themselves, and a number of font properties. 

In Xll/NeWS, both NeWS and Xll font requests are processed through an enhanced version of the 
existing NeWS font machinery. In the case of Xll,  font and glyph information, as derived from bina
ry font files and maintained in NeWS data structures, are mapped to Xll data structures to be passed 
to the Xll interpreter as font requests are serviced. The Xll/NeWS font file format and font compil
er arc upgraded to Version 2.1 of Adobe's Character Bitmap Distribution format. and enhanced to 
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include Xl 1 font infonnarion. 
Adobe ASCII Font Files Font Compiler Binary Font Files 

X1 1 :  font.bdf fc font.snf 

{ 
font.afb dumpfont font.fb 

NeWS: 
font.afro bldfamily font.ff 

Font files and compilers 

Xl 1 assigns no format rules for font names. although it does follow cenain naming conventions for groups of fonts. From the font name, the OS dependent code generates the font file name for the file that contains the fonL Any incompatibilities between NeWS-style and Xll-style font names and font file names are resolved there. 
The Event Queue The primary difference between the Xll input model and the NeWS input model is that NeWS event distribution consists of message passing between lightweight processes within the server, whereas XI 1 event distribution consists of sending infonnation to extmlal clients. In the following discussion the term client is a lwp in NeWS and a client-side program in XI 1. 
In spite of the major difference in input models, there are many points on which NeWS and Xll agree: 

• events are collected from devices and timestamped as quickly as possible. 
• events from all devices are serialized. 
• events are normally delivered to clients in the order generated. Exceptions are Xl 1 grabs and NeWS events whose timestamps are not the same as the time at which they were generated. 
• clients indicate classes of events they wish to receive. 
• events propagate up the window tree, but may be stopped explicitly by windows. Exceptions are Xll grabs and NeWS global interests. 
• focus for keyboard events can be set explicitly. 
• default mouse and keyboard input distribution follows the mouse. 

Additionally, there are areas where Xl 1 event distribution is a subset of NeWS event distribution. 
• NeWS events are perceived by PostScript programs as dictionaries; one event dictionary can carry all the information needed for X 1 1  events. 
• NeWS interests are templates of the events or sets of events that match them. Such a template may be constructed for any set of events corresponding to any Xl 1 interest mask biL 

Delivering Events to Xl 1 Clients In NeWS, PostScript programs form a bridge between receipt of a NeWS event and delivering the infonnation in that event to an external client A PostScript program extracts relevant information from a NeWS event and writes it to the appropriate external connection. 
In Xl l/NeWS, events are delivered to an Xll client by a lwp that waits for a NeWS event, then writes it in the form of an Xl 1 event to its connection. As. NeWS provides no mechanism for a lwp to block on two things at once, the lwp that blocks on a NeWS event is not the same one as the Xll interpreter lwp, which blocks on a connection read. The lwp that wai� for events is called the input 
agent. The input agent is a NeWS program that runs in the server, but calls Xll-specific primitives. 
The conversion of NeWS events to Xll events has several advantages. FU'Sl. an event may be enqueued with no notion of how it will ultimately be distributed. Se:cond, both NeWS lwps and Xll  clients can receive the same events, improving the overall integration of the system. 
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Given that everus are distributed to the input agent lwp, rather than the Xl l  interpreta lwp, inter
est in those events must be expressed by the input agent lwp. However, the XI 1 interpreter lwp 
receives the requests that set the client's intereSL To reconcile this, the Xl l  intaprcter lwp keeps a 
pointer to the input agent lwp, and adds interests to the input agent's interest list 

Event Distribution Within the Server 
In NeWS, a lwp expresses interest in receiving particular events by creating a template event. known 
as an interesL Event distribution consists of searching the interests, using them as panems to match 
the event against. For each interest matched by the event, a copy of the event is placed on the local 
queue of the lwp that expressed the matched interest. The NeWS awaitevent oper.uor returns the 
head of the local queue. 

An event may contain a canvas. In NeWS, when an event is expressed as an interest, if it contains a 
canvas, it is placed on that canvas'  interest list; otherwise it is placed on a global interest list. The 
canvas hierarchy determines the order of the inte� search during event distribution. When an event 
is distributed, if the event contains a canvas, only interest list for that canvas is searched. Otherwise, 
first the global interest list is searched, then the interest list of each canvas from the canvas under 
the mouse to the root is searched. The search is terminated 

• If an exclusive inte� is matched 
• If an interest is matched on a canvas that consumes matched events 
• If a canvas whose interest list was searched consumes all events. 

The bottom-up distribution rule corresponds well to X l l  device input distribution for most cases. 
The global interest list serves active grabs well. However, the rules for Xl l passive gra� (described 
later) really correspond better to top-down distribution. In order to achieve desired performance giv
en the possibility of passive grabs, the event distribution rules have been generalized in XI I/NeWS. 

In XI I/NeWS, each canvas has two interest lists, called pre-child and post-child interest lists. To 
distribute an event that specifies a canvas, the server searches the pre-child interest list of each canvas 
from the root to that canvas, then searches the post-child interest list of that canvas. To distribute an 
event that does not specify a canvas, the server searches the pre-child interest list of each canvas from 
the root to the canvas under the mouse, then searches the post-child interest list of each canvas from 
the canvas under the mouse to the root Only a match of an exclusive interest can terminate the search 
on the way down. The old rules for terminating the search still apply on the way up. The global 
interest list is replaced by the pre-child interest list on the root canvas. The diagram below shows 
the distribution process. 

event distribution 

---······-···············J .. :�:��.��=�:�···-···· root 

child of root 

canvas·· ... .... # ...... . 

} 
under 
pointer 

child of root 

root } 
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The application of this general event distribution scheme to the various Xl 1 input concepts is 
described below. 
High Level Xll Concepts 
The Xll protocol includes a number of concepts that are omitted from NeWS, as NeWS was created 
with the expectation that similar capabilities would be implemented as PostScript programs down
loaded to the server. In fact, NeWS is currently distributed with a set of PostScript programs that 
implement most of these capabilities. These PostScript programs are not distinguished from other 
PostScript programs by the server, but they are special in that they perfonn functions that are gener
ally considered to be system functions. 

Examples of functions included in the X 1 1  protocol but not built into NeWS are: 

• Keyboard Focus 
• Grabs 
• Selections 
• Cursor confinement to a window 
• Shift-modifiers, key mapping, and mouse button mapping 

One of the PostScript programs that provides system functions is called the focus manager. It man
ages the keyboard focus according lO the focus model chosen by the user. There is only one incarnation 
of this program at any one time. The focus manager is responsible for maintaining the current input 
focus, and for sending Focusln and FocusOut events when the focus changes. 

Below is a diagram of the flow of events among the server, the focus manager, the XI 1 interpreter 
lwp, and the input agent lwp. The diagram leaves out some details in the interest of clarity. Arrows 
within the server process denote source and destination of events, not conuol flow. Hence, the cen
tralized event queue is not depicted. Arrows between server and client processes denote source and 
destination of inr.erprocess communication. Both of these arrows represent the same network connec
tion; they are only shown separately lO distinguish the flow of data. The focus manager also dis
tributes events to NeWS lwps, but this is not shown . Event types are representative, not all-inclu
sive. 

server process 

server 

X1 1 interpreter twp 

xRequests 

Focus 

pointer, 
window crossing ,----------. 

events 

many different 
events 

client process 

focus manager 

focus 
events 

input agent twp 

xEvents 

In NeWS, lwp's that want keystrokes to go to particular canvases register those canvases with the 
focus manager. 'These canvases are called focus clients. When a focus client is notified of getting the 
focus. it expresses a pre<hild interest in keystrokes on the root When it is notified of losing the 
focus. it revokes that interest. 
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In Xl  1 ,  the focus is not the destination of keystrokes; rather it is a ceiling on bottom-up keystroke 
distribution. 1bat is, if the focus window does not contain the mouse, then only the focus may get 
the keystrokes. However, within the focus window, keystrokes are distributed bottom-up. The focus 
window itself need not be interested in key presses or releases. 

In XU/NeWS, when a window owned by an Xll  client gets the focus, its input agent expresses an 
exclusive pre-child interest in keystrokes on the root, and also expresses an exclusive post-child inter
est on the focus window. When it loses the focus, it revokes those interests. When an event matches 
the f.lI'St interest, the input agent looks in a dictionary maintained by the focus manager to see 
whether the focus contains the pointer. If the focus does not contain the pointer, the input agent speci
fies the focus canvas in the event; otherwise it specifies no canvas in the evenL The input agent then 
redistributes the event, which may match XI 1 key press and release interests. If there are none, the 
interest search is terminated by the exclusive post-child interest on the focus window. 

Active Grabs 
Xl 1 allows a client to actively grab the keyboard or the pointer. Events from the grabbed device 
always go to the grabbing client A grab may also specify synchronous or asynchronous mode for 
either or both devices. Synchronous mode for a device results in freezing that device until either a 
request explicitly thaws it or an event implicitly thaws iL 

The input agent for a grabbing client expresses pre-child interest on the root canvas for the device it 
is grabbing and for the other device if the grab specified synchronous mode. When an event matches 
this interest, the input agent calls an XU-specific operator that buffers events for frozen devices, 
checks poincer events against the pointer grab event mask, translates grabbed events into Xl 1 events, 
and delivers them to the grabbing client. 

Passive Grabs 
An Xl  1 grab specified for a key or a buuon is a passive grab. A passive grab is specified relative to a 
grab-window. Pressing a button activates the matching button grab on the highest grab-window 
between the root and the canvas under lhe mouse, if any exist. Pressing a key activates the matching 
key grab on the highest grab-window between the root and either the focus or the canvas under the 
mouse, depending on whether the focus contains the mouse. 

A passive grab is expressed as a pre-child interest on lhe grab-window. Pointer events are always sent 
with no canvas specified in the event Therefore, the highest pre-child interest in the ancestry of the 
canvas llllder the pointer matches, so the highest button grab gets the event Keyboard events will 
always match the pre-child interest on the root correspondu)g to the focus. However, when the event 
is redistributed. the pre-child interest search is continued, so the highest key grab above either the 
focus or the canvas under the mouse gets the event 

When an interest for a passive grab is matched, the input agent calls an Xll-specific operator which 
caches the event for replay, activates the grab, and goes through active grab processing. 

Allow Events 
The Xl 1 AllowEvents request has many modes. The replay modes redistribute the cached event that 
activated the grab, giving lower passive grabs a chance to match. The other modes resend buffered 
events, replacing them on the event queue. The event queue is ordered by timestamp. The timestamps 
of the buffered events are left untouched., so they are likely to be the earliest on the event queue. If 
the AllowEvents mode was synchronous, the first of these resent events to match the active grab 
will refreeze the device, starting the buffering all over again. 

Crossing Events 
Xl 1 keyboard focus and window border crossing events include more information about the relation
ship between the windows that the focus or cursor is exiting and entering than do analogous NeWS 
events. The pointer crosmig code in Xll/NeWS has been enhanced to put this additional information 
in the crossing events. In response to getting a focus event, the input agent calls an Xl l-specilic oper-
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ator, which goes through the pointer crossing code to determine the details to send the Xl 1 client 

Selections 

Schaufler 

In general, there are two popular selection models fowid in various window systems: the request 
model, and the buff er model. In the request model, a selection service keeps track of the clients hold
ing the various classes of selection. When a client requests information about a class of selection, the 
service passes that request on to the holder of the selection, or returns some means by which the 
requ� and the holder can communicate directly. In the buffer model, also known as the clipboard 
model, the entire contents and attributes of a selection are ttansferred to the selection service, which 
amwm requests about selections directly. The request model is more general, and handles huge selec
tions better than the buffer model, but at the cost of client complexity and interprocess communica
tion overhead. 

Xl 1 offers both models, provided that a convention exists whereby a client that wishes to inquire 
about a selection can determine which model is in use. NeWS offers a selection service implemented 
as a PostScript program, which provides both models transparently to an inquiring client To preserve 
NeWS' ability to support both models ttansparently, the selection service continues to be implement
ed as a PostScript program. 

In Xll/NeWS, the Xll interpreter implements SetSelectionOwner, GetSelectionOwner, and Convert
Selection requests by sending an event to the input agent, which then goes through the standard 
NeWS selection interface. In NeWS, set and get the selection owner are implemented by setting and 
getting values in a dictionary. When an Xl l client becomes the selection owner, its input agent acts 
as the selection holder on its behalf. To implement Xll ConvertSelection requests, the input agent 
looks in the dictionary for the requested selection. If the requested selection does not exist, then the 
input agent delivers an Xl l SelectionNotify event with property None to its client. If the selection 
exists, but is buffered, then the input agent delivers an Xl l SelectionNotify event with the requested 
contents to its client Otherwise, the input agent sends a NeWS SelectionRequest event to the holder, 
which may be the input agent of an Xll client The holding input agent converts the NeWS Selection
Request event to an Xl I SelectionRequest event and delivers the event to the holding client It is the 
responsibility of the holding client to send an XI I SelectionNotify event to the requester. Note that 
because NeWS and Xll share the selection mechanism, cut and paste between NeWS and Xll  applica
tions is possible. 

Since an Xll selection is always associated with a window, but a NeWS selection does not have to 
be, an Xl l GetSelectionOwner request may return null even if a selection exists. However, Xll Con
vertSelection requests still return useful information, so this discrepancy does not seem to be worth 
resolving. 

Confining the Cursor to a Window 
NeWS has no such notion; Xl l  requires it The Xl l/NeWS server cursor code is enhanced to imple
ment this fwiction for Xll only. 

Shift-modifiers 
Xl 1 clients cannot set the state of a shift-modifier, but NeWS clients can, which results in events 
being sent to XI I clients as if the hardware modifier really changed state. 

The set of XI I modifiers is resnicted to 8, but NeWS clients may use more. The first three modi
fiers have a globally defined meaning for Xll: Shift, Lock and Conaol. Names for shift, lock, and 
control are provided so that NeWS clients may interpret these modifiers the same way as Xl 1 clients. 

Note that by expressing in�t in both key presses and releases, and by inquiring the s&ate of the key
board on Focusln and EntcrNotify, an Xll  client may keep track of the state of any keys, and there
fore may interpret any number of keys as modifiers. However, only the state of the 8 modifiers is 
reported with each key press or release, and only the 8 modifiers may be used to qualify key grabs. 
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Memory Management 
NeWS offers a garbage collected implementation of the PostScript language. When a lwp creates an 
object. it gets a direct reference to iL When an object � to be mferenccd. it is destroyed and its 
memory reclaimed. Xl 1 uses a resource database to maintain an extra level of indirection. When an 
Xl l client creates an object. a reference to it is stored in a i:esource database indexed by resource ID, 
and subsequently the ID is passed around. If the object is destroyed and its memory reclaimed, its 
resource ID will then refer to null As long as the implementation of a request checks f<r null 
return values from resource ID look-ups, this is a robust approach. 

In the Xl I/NeWS server, the rrsource database is implemented as a hierarchy of PostScript language 
anays and dictionaries. To free resources after a client dies, the dictionaries for the client's resources 
are removed from the rrsource database, normally causing them to cease to be referenced. and thereby 
destroyed. However, another NeWS lwp, most likely a system lwp such as the focus manager, may 
have gotten a valid reference to some objects in the resource database. In order to allow these other 
references to be flushed, the notion of a soft reference is inttoduced. An operator is provided which 
takes a reference to an object from the operand stack and replaces it with a soft reference to that 
object When the only remaining references to an object arc soft, an Obsolete event is sent Any lwp 
that sets references to an object to be soft should express interest in the Obsolete event for that 
object. and should �nd to a match on that interest by flushing all its references to the object 

X l l  objects that may be interesting to NeWS lwps are stored in the resource database as NeWS 
objects. For example, window and pixmap resources are represented by canvases. Xl 1 objects that are 
uninteresting to NeWS lwps or that do not map to NeWS object types, notably extension objects and 
fake objects, are stored in a new type of NeWS object. called the opaque type. An opaque object may 
be pushed and popped on and off the stack, saved in dictionaries and arrays, etc. but not directly 
manipulated in any way. 

NeWS lwps are not required to associate resource IDs with the objects they create. But since the 
resource datahAse consists entirely of PostScript language objects, a NeWS lwp has the option of cre
ating resource IDs and associating its objects with them. By doing so, it makes its objects accessible 
to Xll  clients. This is especially handy if a NeWS canvas might be managed by an X l l  window man
ager. If a NeWS lwp creates an object with no resource ID, no Xl l client can ever find out about it. 

Connection Management 
In NeWS, the loop that listenS for new connections is implemented as a PostScript program, which 
blocks, waiting for a new connection. When a connection occurs, the listening lwp folks a new lwp, 
which executes the file representing the connection. An Xl 1 connection is implemented the same 
way, except that instead of executing the file, the listening lwp forks two more lwps: the input 
agent and the Xll  interpreter. The input agent is written as a PostScript program; it sits in a tight 
loop waiting for NeWS events, converting them to Xl I events, and sending them to the Xl 1 client 
The Xl l interpreter process is like a NeWS interpreter process except that instead of calling the 
PostScript exec primitive on the connection file, it calls a new primitive, xinterp. The xin
terp primitive substitutes the X l l  interpreter for the NeWS interpreter and then proceeds to exe
cute the requests coming in on that connection. When the interpreter lwp dies, its parent lwp kills 
the input agent. cleam up, and kills itself. 

Authentication 
It is currendy possible for the PostScript program that accepts connections to discover the name of 
the host the connection originated from, and to complete the connection only if that host is in a dic
tionary of authori7.ed hosts. This is the level of protection offered in Xll .  The X l l  access control 
requests manipulate the dictionary of authorized hosts. 

Reset 
The Xl 1 protocol specifies that the server is completely reset whenever the number of its clients 
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goes to 0, and the last client disconnects with mode set to Destroy. However, in NeWS, many lwps 
may be active without the benefit of a connection. These lwps are treated as having open connections, 
and some never die. For example, if the lwp that listens for connections died it would be imposm.ble 
to connect to the server; therefore at least that lwp must survive. 

Problem Areas 
For Xl l/NeWS to be completely successful, it should function as if it were a standalone Xl l server, 
and also as if it were a standalone NeWS server, yet allow clienlS of both protocols to function in 
perfect hannony with each other. However this is not entirely the case. 

Impact on Xll 
X l  1 clients do not see any difference between the XI I/NeWS server and a standalone XI 1 server. 
Requests are interpreted exactly according to specification, events are reported exactly according to 
specification. However, NeWS lwps that do not procure client IDs and associate resource IDs with 
the canvases that they create effectively hide canvases from Xll query requests. Furthermore, it was 
considered unnecessary to implement server reset on final client death, as some lwps never die. No 
X 1 1  client can ever detect that the server does not reset, but it does not 

Impact on NeWS 
As a side effect of the work that needed to be done to support Xll, some new capabilities have been 
added to NeWS. 

• The color model for NeWS has been extended to provide modifiable color objects. 
• The underlying graphics system generates visibility, gravity, and urunap notification in addition 

to damage notification. 
• Pre-child interests replaced global interests. 
• Window cros.gng and focus events contain more information than they used to. 
• The notion of soft references has been added. 

There is a minor incompatibility introduced by pre-child interems. In standalone NeWS, if a canvas 
was specified in a sent event, then the global interest list was not searched when distributing that 
event In XU/NeWS, the pre-child interests of the ancestors of the canvas specified in a sent event 
are always searched. Window crossing and focus events are also not backwards compatible. Other than 
this, the changes are upwards compatible. 

Summary 
The X l l/NeWS server design takes advantage of the great degree of commonality h'-'.tween the require
ments of the Xl l protocol and the requirements of the NeWS prolDCOI. In Xl l/NeWS, one scheduler 
allocates time between clients of both protocols. One homogeneous window forest allocates screen 
resources between windows created by both protocols. One homogeneous event queue provides orderly 
distribution of events between clients of both protocols. One window manager is provided that pre
sents an integrated user interface for manipulating all windows created by clients of both protocols. 
One keyboard focus manager is provided that presents an integrated user inLCrface for directing 
keystrokes among clients of both protocols. One selection service provides exchange of data between 
clients of both protocols. Programs written to use either Xll  prolOCOl or NeWS protocol run 
unmodified, coexisting in an environment that presents an integrated interface to the user. 
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Abstract 

A pseudo-device is a mechanism in the Sprite network file system that lets a user
level server process emulate a file or I/0 device. Pseudo-devices are accessed like 
regular files or devices, and they exist in the file system name space. Pseudo-devices 
are implemented by transparently mapping client operations on the pseudo-device 
into a request-response exchange with a server process. The interface to pseudo
devices is general enough to be a transport mechanism for a user-level RPC system. 
It also provides a stream-oriented interface with write-behind and read-ahead for an 
asynchronous connection between clients and server. Sprite uses pseudo-devices to 
implement at user level its terminal drivers, the internet protocol suite, and the X-11 
window system server. The pseudo-device implementation provides as fast or faster 
communication, both local and remote, than a UNIX UDP socket connection. t 

1. Introduction 

This paper describes pseudo-devices, a mechanism used to integrate user-level 
server processes into the Sprite operating system's distributed file system [Ousterhout88]. 
The distinguishing feature of pseudo-devices is that they appear in the file system name 
space and behave like regular files or devices. However, the operations on a pseudo
device are actually forwarded to a user-level process, called the server, which can imple
ment them in any way it chooses. The motivation for pseudo-devices is to be able to 
move services traditionally found in the operating system kernel out to user-level 
processes. This keeps the size of the kernel down and it makes services easier to develop 
and debug. Sprite uses pseudo-devices to implement several system services including 
terminal drivers, the X windows server [Scheifler86], and the TCP/IP protocol family 
[IP81]. 

t This work was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agen
cy under contract N00039-85-C--0269, in part by the National Science Foundation under 
grant ECS-8351961, and in part by General Motors Corporation. 
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There are two advantages to using pseudo-devices to access user-level services: 
communication is via a traditional interface, and naming is via the existing file system 
name space. Pseudo-devices are accessed with the same open0, rcad0, write0, iocon
trol(), select0, and close() procedures used to access regular files and 1/0 devices. 
Read0 and write0 provide a byte stream interface which can be fully asynchronous with 
write-behind and read-ahead. Iocontrol() is synchronous and can be used as a transport 
mechanism for a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) system. 

Using pseudo-devices, there is no need to invent a new name space to suppon user
level services. Names for pseudo-devices are protected, manipulated, and browsed in the 
same way as for other kinds of files. The Sprite file system provides name transparency 
across the network, so a pseudo-device can be accessed from any host in the network. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some back
ground on the Sprite network operating system. Section 3 describes the pseudo-device 
interface from a client's point of view, and includes examples of services implemented as 
pseudo-devices. Section 4 describes the server's view of pseudo-devices and the imple
mentation of the interface. Section 5 gives some performance measurements, including 
comparisons with other systems. Section 6 describes related work. Section 7 gives a 
summary and our conclusions. 

2. Sprite Background 

Sprite is a network operating system that we have developed from scratch at U.C. 
Berkeley over the last few years. Its design has been influenced by three things: mul
tiprocessors, local area networks, and large physical memories. To suppon execution on 
a multiprocessor the Sprite kernel is multi-threaded internally, and Sprite supports shared 
memory between cooperating user processes. To suppon networks, Sprite uses a custom 
kernel-to-kernel RPC system [Welch86a] and a shared network file system that provides 
location transparent access [Welch86b] to files and I/O devices around the network. To 
exploit large physical memories, a distributed file caching scheme is used for high perfor
mance file access in an environment of diskless workstations [Nelson88]. The Sprite 
user interface is much like UNIXt, and for the pwposes of this paper one can think of 
Sprite as a UNIX with a transparent network file system. Pseudo-devices could easily be 
implemented in a traditional UNIX kernel, and Section 6 describes some similar mechan
isms that have been added to UNIX kernels. 

3. Pseudo-device Clients 

3.1. The Client Interface 

Regular processes, called "clients . .  , access a pseudo-device the same way they 
access regular files and 1/0 devices. Open0 names the pseudo-device and sets up a 
stream to it. Oose0 releases the stream. Write() and read0 transfer data to and from the 
pseudo-device. Select() is used to wait until the pseudo-device is ready for I/O. Iocon-

UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. 
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trolOt is used for operations particular to the pseudo-device. These operations are identi
cal, both in syntax and semantics. to the operations used for other files, so the implemen
tation of the pseudo-device is transparent to the client. 

3.2. Examples of Pseudo-Device Clients 

Pseudo-devices are currently used for three purposes in Sprite: terminal drivers, net
work protocols, and window server communication. For example, for each terminal 
there is a pseudo-device and comsponding server process. Client processes make read() 
and write() requests on the pseudo-device instead of the terminal's serial line. The server 
implements the client 's requests by manipulating the terminal's serial line in raw mode, 
and provides the full suite of 4.3 BSD ioctl() calls and line-editing functions such as 
backspace and word erase. The terminal driver is built as a library package so the same 
code is also used for managing rlogin streams and terminal-emulator windows. In this 
case, the pseudo-device mechanism provides a generalization of the 4.3BSD pseudo-tty 
facility. 

The second use of pseudo-devices is to implement network protocols at user-level, 
TCP/IP in particular. While Sprite uses a custom network RPC protocol for kernel-to
kemel communication [Welch86a], the TCP/IP protocols are used to interface to non
Sprite systems, Le. for mail service, remote logins, and remote file transfer. Client 
processes read and write a pseudo-device to use TCP, and the user-level server process 
implements the full protocol by reading and writing packets over the raw ethernet. In 
this case the internet pseudo-device provides the transport mechanism for a remote
procedure-call-like facility. A library package used by clients emulates the socket opera
tions by issuing iocontrols on the internet pseudo-device. The internet server defines 
iocontrol operations for socket calls like bind(), listen(), connect() and accept(). The 
iocontrol input buffer is used to pass arguments from the client to the server, where the 

Client 1 
• • /hosrs/sage/X.O .. "/dev/display" 

X Server 

Client 2 

Figure 1. The pseudo-device ' '/hosts/sage/XO'' is used by clients of the window system 
to access the X window server on workstation "sage".  The server, in tum, has access to 
the display and keyboard. 

t IoconttoIO is a super-set of the standard UNIX ioctlO system call. IoctlO takes only a 
command ID and a buffer as arguments. IocontroIO takes a command ID, and 4 arguments that 
specify the size, and location, of an input and output buffers. 
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socket procedure is executed. The output buffer is then used to return results back to the 
client Each libraiy procedure in the client is simply a stub that copies arguments and 
results into and out of buffers and invokes the iocontrol. 

The third use of pseudo-devices is to implement the X window server at user-level. 
For each display in the network there is a pseudo-device and a server process. Access to 
remote displays is not a special case because the file system provides network tran
sparency. The X server controls the display and multiplexes the mouse and keyboard 
among clients, as shown in Figure 1 .  The clients use writeO to issue commands to the X 
server, and read() to get mouse and keyboard input A buffering system, which is 
described in detail in Section 4.2, provides an asynchronous interface between the win
dow server and its clients to reduce context switching overhead. 

4. Pseudo-device Server Implementation 

The server for a pseudo-device is much like the server for any RPC system: it waits 
for a request, does a computation, and returns an answer. In this case it is the Sprite ker
nel that is making requests on behalf of a client process. The kernel takes care of bun
dling up the client's parameters, communicating with the server, and unpackaging the 
server's answer so that the mechanism is transparent to the client The following sub
sections describe the implementation of this in more detail, including the 1/0 streams 
used by the server, the request-response protocol between the kernel and the server, and a 
buffering system used to improve performance. 

4.1. The Server's Interface 

The server for a pseudo-device is established when it opens the pseudo-device with 
the PDEV _SERVER flag. This open returns a control stream to the server. The server 
listens on the control stream for messages issued by the kernel each time a client opens 
the pseudo-device. These messages identify a new request stream the server gets for use 
in communicating with the client Thus the. server process has one control stream used to 
wait for new clients, and one request stream for each openO by a client process. These 
are shown in Figure 2. 

The server accepts or rejects the client's open attempt when it handles the first 
request (an open) on a request stream. (Details of handling requests are given in the next 
sub-section.) If a client process subsequently forks (creates a new process), the new pro
cess shares the stream to the pseudo-device, and the server is not contacted. This is much 
cheaper than creating a new request stream each time a client process forks, and it main
tains the UNIX semantics of shared streams. To the server, however, this means that 
there may be more than one client process using a request stream. 

4.2. Request-Response 

The Sprite kernel communicates with the server using a request-response protocol. 
The synchronous version of the protocol is described first, and then extensions to allow 
asynchronous communication arc described. For each kernel call made by a client, the 
kernel issues a request message to the server and blocks the client process waiting for a 
reply message. Each request message includes the operation (open, close, read, write, 
ioconttol) and its associated parameters, which may include a block of data. Table 1 
describes the contents of the request messages. The server replies to requests by making 
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I 

� I Control stream 

Figure 2. Toe control stream originates from the kernel and is used to pass new request 
streams to the server process. The client's streams are connected to coITesponding re
quest streams by a request-response protocol, which is represented by the black box in 
the figure. 

an iocontrolO call on the request stream. The iocontrol specifies the return code for the 
client's system call, and the size and location of any return data for the call (i.e. data 
being read). The kernel copies the reply data directly from the server's buff er to the 
client's. 

The kernel passes request messages to the server using a request buffer, which is in 
the server process's address space, and an associated pair of pointers, firstByte and last
Byte, that arc kept in the kernel and indicate valid regions of the buffer. With this buffer
ing scheme the server docs not read the request messages from its request stream. 

Reauest Message Contents 
All Messages Operation ID 

Process ID 
Input size 
Renlv size 

open User ID 
(no data) 

read Byte offset 
(no data) 

write Byte offset 
Data block 

iocontrol Command ID 
Data block 

close (nothing) 

Table 1. All iequest messages have a standald header that indicates the operation (open. 
read. write, iocomrol, close), the client's process ID, the the size of the input and result 
data. Additionally, each operation bas its own specific parameters and, optionally, a 
variable size block of data. 
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Instead, the kernel puts request messages directly into the request buffer, and updates 
lastByte to reflect the addition of the messages. The server then reads a short message 
from the request stream that has the current values of firstByte and lastByte. The read 
returns only when there are new messages in the request buffer. After processing the 
mcssage(s) found between firstByte and lastBytc the server updates firstByte with an 
iocontrol. This buffering scheme permits the kernel to place several messages in the 
request buffer without waiting for each to be processed; the server can then process all of 
them at once, without requiring a context switch for each. 

The buffering mechanistn suppons asynchronous writes ("write-behind") at the 
server's option. If the server specifies that write-behind is to be permitted for the stream, 
then the kernel will allow the client to proceed as soon as it has placed the write request 
in the server's buffer. In enabling write-behind; the server guarantees that it is prepared 
to accept all data written to the stream; the kernel always returns a successful result to 
clients. The advantage of write-behind is that it allows the client to make several 
requests without the need for a context switch into and out of the server for each. On 
multiprocessors, write-behind permits concurrent execution between the client and 
server. 

As a convenience to servers, the kernel does not wrap request messages around the 
end of the request buffer. If there is insufficient space at the end of the buffer for a new 
request, then the kernel blocks the requesting process until the server has processed all 
the requests in the buffer. Once the buffer is empty the kernel places the new request at 
the beginning of the buff er, so that it will not be split into two pieces. This is shown in 
Figure 3. No single request may be larger than the server's buffer: oversize writes are 
split into multiple requests, and oversize iocontrols are rejected. If a write is split into 
several requests, the request stream is locked to preserve the atomicity of the original 
write. 

fustByte ►---� . 
r1 

r2 

r3 
lastByte ►----

► ....__ __ _, 

(a) 

r1 -·-
r2 

r3 

r4 
-·--

(b) 

JJt:=====::! 

(c) 

►------. 

r5 

(d) 

Figure 3. This figure shows the way the firstByte and lastByte pointers into the request 
buffer are used. Initially there are 3 outstanding requests in the buffer. The subsequent 
pictures show the addition of a new request, an empty buffer (the server bas processed 
the requests), and finally the addition of a new request back at the beginning of the 
buffer. 
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Read perl'ormance can be optimized by using a read-ahead buffer. The server fills 
the read-ahead buffer, which is again in its own address space, and the kernel copies data 
out of it without having to switch out to the server process. Synchronization is done with 
firstByte and lastByte pointers as with the request buffer. In this case the server process 
updates lastByte after it adds data, and the kernel moves firstByte to reflect client reads. 

To summarize the buffering scheme, the server has a request buffer associated with 
each request stream, and possibly a read-ahead buffer for each stream. These buffers are 
allocated by the server, and an iocontrol0 call is used to tell the kernel the size and loca
tion of each buffer. The kernel puts request messages directly into the request buffer. 
The server's read0 call on the request stream returns the current values of firstByte and 
lastByte for both buffers. The server updates the pointers (the request firstByte and 
read-ahead lastByte) by making an iocontrol() on the request stream. The iocontrol calls 
available to the server are summarized in Table 2. 

4.3. Waiting for I/O 

Normal I/0 devices include a mechanism for blocking processes if the device isn't 
ready for input (because no data is present) or output (because the output buffer is full). 
To be fully general. pseudo-devices must also include a blocking mechanism, and the 
server must be able to specify whether or not the device is "ready". One possibility 
would be for the kernel to make a request of the server whenever it needs to know 
whether a pseudo-device is ready, such as during read, write, and selecrt calls. We ini
tially implemented pseudo-devices this way. Unfortunately, it resulted in an enormous 
number of context switches into and out of server processes. Toe worst case was a client 
process issuing a select call on several pseudo-devices; most of the time most of the 
pseudo-devices were not ready, so the servers were invoked needlessly. 

We subsequently re-implemented pseudo-devices so that the kernel maintains three 
bits of state information for each pseudo-device, corresponding to the readable, writable, 
and exception masks for the select kernel call. The pseudo-device server updates these 

Server I/0 Control Operations 
IOC_PDEV _SET_BUFS Declare request and read-ahead buffers 
IOC PDEV WRITE BEHIND Enable write-behind on the oseudo-device 
IOC_PDEV_SET_BUF_P'fRS Set request firstByte and read-ahead 1.astByte 
IOC_PDEV _REPLY Give return code and the address of the results 
IOC PDEV READY Indicate the pseudo-device is ready for I/0 

Table 2. The server uses these iocontrolO calls to complete its half of the request
response protocol The first two operations are invoked to set up the request buffer, and 
the remaining three are used when handling requests. 

t The selectO call is used to wait for several I/0 streams at once. Each stream is identified 
by a small integer, and select takes as an argument a bitmask that has a bit set corresponding to 
each stream that is being waited on. Select is used to wait for streams to become readable, writ
able, or to have exceptional conditions. 
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bits with each reply iocont:rol and can also change them with the IOC_PDEV _READY 
iocont:rol This mechanism allows the kernel to find out whether a pseudo-device is 
ready without contacting the server and resulted in a significant performance improve
ment for select In addition, the server can return the EWOULDBLOCK return code 
from a read or write request; the kernel will take care of blocking the process (unless it 
has requested non-bloc.king 1/0) and will reawaken the process and retry its request when 
the pseudo-device becomes ready again. Thus the pseudo-device server determines 
whether or not the device is ready, but the kernel handles the logistics of bloc.king and 
unblocking processes. 

4.4. Network Transparency 

The Sprite file system provides a network-wide name space and remote device 
access so the pseudo-device server is not constrained to execute on the same host as its 
clients. An operation by a client on a remote pseudo-device is first shipped to the host 
running the pseudo-device server using the kernel's network RPC. The kernel RPC stub 
on the server's host then calls the regular pseudo-device routines to carry out the 
request-response exchange with the pseudo-device server. This is all transparent to both 
the client and the server processes. 

4.S. Crash recovery 

The client process is dependent on the server process to faithfully implement the 
pseudo-device. If the server hangs without returning a reply, then the client will also 
hang until the server process is killed or replies. If either the client or the server process 
dies, or their host crashes, then their stream to the pseudo-device automatically gets 
closed. When the client closes, the server gets a regular close request. If the server dies 
then current or future attempts by the client to use its stream will fail. Note that this 
applies even when write-behind is enabled. 

S. Performance Review 

This section of the paper presents a few performance measurements for pseudo
devices. There are a number of contributions to the communication cost: system call 
overhead, context switching, copy costs, network communication, synchronization, and 
other software overhead. For comparison, UNIX TCP and UDP sockets, and pipes under 
both Sprite and UNIX were also measured. The hardware used in the tests is a Sun 3n5 
with 8 megabytes of main memory, and the UNIX is SunOS 3.2. 

Each of the benchmarks uses some communication mechanism to switch back and 
forth between the client and the server process. Each communication exchange requires 
four kernel calls and two context switches. With pseudo-devices, the client makes one 
system call and gets blocked waiting for the server. The pseudo-device server makes 
three system calls to handle each request: one to read the request stre� one to make a 
reply, and one to update the firstByte pointer into the request buffer. With the other 
mechanisms the client makes two system calls: one to prod the server and another to wait 
for a response. The server makes two system calls as well: one to respond to the client, 
and one more to wait for the next rcquesL The flow of control is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. This shows the flow of control between two processes that exchange mes
sages. Initially the server is waiting for a message from the clienL Toe client sends the 
message and then blocks waiting for a reply. Toe client executes again after the server 
waits for the next request Each benchmark has a similar structure, although different 
primitives are used for the SendO and ReceiveO operations shown here. 

Process Communication Latency 
(microseconds) 

Benchmark Bytes Sprite UNIX 
PipeExchange 1 1910 2180 
Pseudo-Device 0 2050 -

Pseudo-Device 1 2440 -

UDP socket 1 - 1940 
TCP socket 100 - 5180 

Remote Pdev 0 4260 -

Remote Pdev 1 5000 -

Remote UDP 1 - 4870 
Remote TCP 100 - 7980 

Table 3. Toe results of various benchmarks running on a Sun 3ns workstation under 
Sprite and/or UNIX. Each benchmark involves two communicating processes: PipeEx
change passes one byte between processes using pipes, Pseudo-Device does a null 
iocontrolO call on a pseudo-device, UDP exchanges 1 byte using a UNIX UDP datagram 
socket, and TCP exchanges 100 bytes (to avoid buffering in the protocol) using a UNIX 
TCP stream sockeL 

Table 3 presents the elapsed time for a round-trip between processes for each 
mechanism when sending little or no data. The measurements were made by timing the 
cost of several thousand round-trips and averaging the results. The measured time 
includes time spent in the user-level processes. In the second half of the table the client 
and server processes are on different hosts so there are network costs. 

The difference between exchanging zero bytes and one byte using pseudo-devices 
highlights the memory mapping overhead incmred in the pseudo-device implementation. 
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When the kernel puts a request into the server's buffer it is running on behalf of the client 
process. On the Sun hardware only one user process's address space is visible at a time, 
so it is necessary to map the server's buffer into the kernel's address space before copy
ing into it Similarly, when the server rerums reply data the client's buffer must be 
mapped in. The mapping is done twice each iteration because data is sent both direc
tions, and obvious optimizations, ie. caching the mappings, have not been implemented. 

Figure 5 shows the performance of the various mechanisms as the amount of data 
varies. Data is transferred in both directions in the tests, and the slope of each line gives 
the per-byte handling cost. The graphs for UDP and TCP are non-linear due to the 
buffering scheme used in UNIX; chains of 1 12 byte buffers are used until a message is 
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Figure S. Elapsed time per exchange vs. byteS transferred, local and remote, with dif
ferent communication mechanisms: Pseudo-devices, Sprite pipes (local only), and UNIX 
UDP and TCP sockets. Toe bytes were transferred in both directions. The shape of the 
UDP and TCP lines is due to the buffering scheme used in UNIX; chains of 1 12-byte 
buffers are used until a message is 1024 byteS, at which point chains of 1024-byte 
buffers are used. 
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1024 bytes, at which point chains of 1024 byte buffers are used. 

The Sprite mechanisms have nearly constant per-byte costs. The unrolled byte copy 
routine used by the kernel takes about 200 microsends per kbyte. Data is copied four 
times using pipes (there is an intermediate kernel buffer) and the measured cost is about 
800 microsends per kbyte. Data is copied twice using pseudo-devices, and we expect a 
per-kbyte cost of 400 microseconds. This is obtained when transferring between 1-kbyte 
and 2-kbytes, but we are not sure of the reason for the slightly higher cost at smaller 
transfer sizes. 

In the remote case, the pseudo-device implementation uses one kernel-to-kernel 
RPC to forward the client's  operation to the server's host This adds about 2.2 msec to 
the base cost when no data is transferred, and about 4.3 msec when 1 kbyte is transferred 
in both directions. There is a jump in the remote pseudo-device line in Figure 5 between 
1280 and 1536 bytes when an additional ethernet packet is needed to send the data. 

The effects of write-behind buffering can be seen by comparing the costs of writing 
a pseudo-device with and without write-behind. The results in Table 4 show a 60% 
reduction in elapsed times for small writes. This speed-up is due to fewer context 
switches between the processes, and because the server makes one less system call per 
iteration because it doesn't return an explicit reply. The table also gives the optimal 
number of context switches possible, which is a function of the size of each request, and 
the actual number of context switches taken during 1000 iterations. Preemptive schedul
ing causes extra context switches. The server has a 2048-byte request buffer and there is 
a 40-byte header on requests, so, for example, 28 write messages each with 32 bytes of 
data will fit into the request buffer, but only one write message with 1024 bytes of data 
will fit A scheduling anomaly also shows up at 1024 bytes; the scheduler preempts the 
client too soon so there are twice as many context switches as expected. 

Pseudo-Device Write vs. Write-behind 
(Bvtes vs. Microseconds & Context Switches) 

Size Write Write-Behind Ctx Swtch Opt Swtch 
32 2330 910 40 36 
64 2370 940 63 53 

128 2400 1000 100 84 
256 2450 1 120 178 167 
5 12 2590 1420 382 334 

1024 3030 2660 2000 1000 

Table 4. Toe elapsed time in microseconds for a write call with and without write
behind, and the number of context switches taken during 1000 iterations of the write
behind run vs. the optimal number of switches. 1be write-behind times reflect a smaller 
number of context switches because of write-behind. Toe optimal number of switches is 
not obtained because the scheduler preempts the client before it completely fills the re
quest buffer. At 1024 bytes only one request fits into the server's request buffer, but 
there are extra context switches due to a bug in the scheduler. 
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6. Related Work 

There are a number of features in existing operating systems that provide similar 
functionality to pseudo-devices, or that can be used to build up similar functionality. 
They fall into three categories, byte-stream mechanisms, message-based or RPC systems, 
and device-like mechanisms. 

Message systems, including RPC implementations, are useful for implementing ser
vices outside the operating system kernel However, they are usually not integrated into 
the file system name space, so an extra name service is required for connecting servers 
and clients. One good approach to this kind of system is found in the V-system. It has a 
uniform I/0 interface that can be used to connect processes [Cheriton87] . To properly 
integrate itself into the V distributed name space, however, each server must handle nam
ing operations as well. The pseudo-device interface is simpler in this respect as the ker
nel takes care of naming. 

Byte-stream mechanisms, such as UNIX pipes, UNIX System V named pipes 
[Dolotta.80], UNIX pseudo-terminals, and 4.3 BSD sockets, are limited to providing a 
reliable byte stream between processes. Usually any extra processing, like terminal line 
editing or a network protocol, is implemented inside the kernel. Pseudo-devices move 
the processing out of the kernel, and allow for more general operations via iocontrol(). 

The Version Eight stream facility [Ritchie84] also provides byte stream connections 
between processes; but it can be extended to allow emulation of an I/0 device by a user
level process [Presotto85]. One extension converts iocontrol() calls into special mes
sages that appear in the byte stream to the server process. Another extension lets the 
server ' 'mount' ' a stream on a file and return new streams to clients that open the, file. 
This achieves the name transparency that pseudo-devices have, and lets the server multi
plex itself among several clients. The main difference between pseudo-devices and the 
stream facility (aside from the underlying implementation) is the way the interfaces are 
used; the stream facility is designed to support different combinations of kernel-resident 
processing units, whereas the pseudo-device mechanism is oriented solely towards user
level implementation of services. 

The watchdog facility proposed by Bershad and Pinkerton [Bershad88] provides a 
different way to extend the UNIX file system, but it can be used to achieve nearly the 
same effect as pseudo-devices. A "watchdog" process can attach itself to a file or direc
tory apd take over some, or all, of the operations on the file. The watchdog process is an 
un-privileged user process, but the interface is implemented in the kernel so the 
watchdog's existence is transparent. Watchdogs may either wait around for guarded files 
to be opened, or they are created dynamically at open-time by a master watchdog pro
cess. The main differences between the systems are that pseudo-devices provide the 
server with an asynchronous read-write interface to reduce overhead, and the watchdog 
process can handle subsets of file operations. 

7. Conclusion 

Pseudo-devices provide a way to integrate a user-level server process into Sprite's 
distributed file system. By making the service appear as a special I/0 device, the existing 
open-close-read-write interface is retained. Pseudo-devices are named and protected just 
like other files. Byte stream communication is via rcadO and writeO, and read-ahead and 
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write-behind can be used for asynchronous communication. Iocontrol() is available for 
operations specific to the pseudo-device, and can be used as the transpon mechanism for 
an RPC system. The standard interface also means that the implementation of any 
specific pseudo-device could be moved into the kernel for better performance, or even 
implemented in hardware, without having to change any clients. 

The performance of the implementation is acceptable at this point, although some 
further tuning may be possible. The buffering system represents our initial attempt to 
improve the performance and robustness of the system over an earlier pipe-based imple
mentation. There is additional mapping overhead associated with copying data from one 
user process to another, so that pseudo-devices are not quite as fast as regular Sprite 
pipes. However, the request buffer is relatively simple for the server to manage, and the 
fact that it is pre-allocated allows some optimizations in the server. 

We currently use pseudo-devices to implement terminal drivers, the X window 
server, and the TCP/IP protocol family. Future work includes extending the pseudo
device mechanism to a "pseudo-file system" mechanism that can be used to tran
sparently access foreign file systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

As hardware for write-once optical disks approaches magnetic disks in terms of 
performance, having a file system on an optical disk offers many capabilities not 
easily possible with a magnetic disk. This paper describes the design of an opti
cal disk driver that can transparently support a standard UNIX file system. Toe 
implementation does not require auxiliary magnetic media. is transparent to 
applications, and requires minimal system changes. 

1. Introduction 

As write-once optical hardware approaches magnetic disk hardware in terms of perfor
mance, it is highly desirable to have the software to exploit some of the capabilities of optical 
disks[l]. Some of these capabilities are: 

• Higher media densities, giving optical disks a better price/megabyte over magnetic disks. 

• Stable medium. Optical disks are inherently more reliable than magnetic disks. 

• Permanent backup. Toe medium is non-erasable. 

• Ftle versions. Because of the permanent nature of an optical disk, it is possible to provide 
file versioning, or audit trail, capability more easily than with magnetic disks. 

• Removable media. Write-once optical disks are removable, making it easy to transpOrt data 
between machines. 

A file sysrem. provided by the host operating system has been the natural way of providing 
access to disk hardware, so it makes sense to use a file system for access to an optical disk; how
ever, most file systemS in use today share one implicit assumption: the medium on which the file 
system resides can be written multiple times on a per-block basis. This as.mmption is not true for 
write-once optical disks; therefore, cwrent file systems cannot be used "as-is" with optical disk 
hardware. It would be impractical to invent yet another file system solely for the use of optical 
hardware. It is VCI}' desirable to make use of existing file system implementations, and as much as 

t UNIX ii a TnclaNdc nf BeD l.aboraulria. 
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possible. treat the write-once optical hardware as one would treat magnetic hardware. 

2. Methods of Storing Data On A Write-Once Optical Disk 

Many methods of storing data on a write-once optical disk have been suggested; the 
methods include an append-at-end of medium only[2], a copy-everything method[3],  a hybrid 
method that stores data on the write-once disk and index information on a magnetic disk[4] , and 
the use ofB-trees[S] to store both data and index information on the write-once disk:[6]. 

However, all of these methods have drawbacks, and the methods do make some implicit 
assumptiom that may not hold true in the general case. Toe append-at-end of medium method is 
really only suitable for storing data in files that grow from the end, e.g., log files. The copy
everything method makes the implicit assumption that files are rarely updated, and when a file is 
updated, the entire file is copied to a new part of the disk. Toe hybrid method suffers from the 
problem of separating the index information from the acwal data; any loss of index information 
usually means a loss of data accessibility as well. Toe B-tree method makes some implicit 
a-;sumptions about the data that is being stored; specifically, it assumes that the data can be keyed 
upon to retrieve it This is fine for standard data base applications, but it is not well suited for the 
more general case of file system usage. 

The authors have implemented an alternative; it is more general than the above methods in 
that it makes no implicit assumptions about the data being stored. The method is more hardware 
oriented, based on a block replacement strategy, which makes it general enough to use in many 
different applications. 

3. The Optical File Cabinet 

In the UNIX file system, the interface between the higher level file system operations and the 
low level hardware is very well defined. consisting of a transfer direction, a logical disk: block 
number where the transfer starts, and a transfer count 

With such a well-defined interface, it is possible to completely hide the fact that the 
hardware medium is write-once from the higher level file system operations. 

In The Optical File Cabinet(OFC)[1], the relationship between the logical data and the phy
sical storage is made indirect; this is done by translating the logical disk block number into a phy
sical optical block number. 

3.1 The F"de System Tree 

In the OFC, the translation of logical block to physical block number is accomplished by 
the use of a File System Tree(FST), Figure 1,  whose leaves contain the physical optical block 
corresponding to the logical disk block the operating system uses. 

Each level of the tree either contains blocks of pointers to another level of the tree (called 
interior noda of the tree), or they contain the physical optical block number that corresponds to 
the logical block number the operating system uses ( or 1.ero if that logical block has never been 
written to). 

Assuming a one kilobyte optical block si7.e, a two level tree (a tree where all of the entries 
point to a physical optical block) can support a 256 kilobyte file system, and a thre:e level tree can 
support a 64 megabyte file system. In a three level FST, the root block contains pointers to the 
second level of the FST, and these blocks themselves contain the physical optical block 
coITCSpOnding to the logical block. One can also have a 16 gigabyte file system with a four level 
tree, with the scamd level of the FST pointing to another level of interior nodes. 
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FJgure 1. The File System Tree(FST). Nau that 1M luves of the tree are the physical optical blocks that 
co"espond to 1M logical bl.act the operating system sea. The pictur� arrangement supports a 64 megabyte logical 
disk. Lmger logical disks can be SIIPport� by adding addilionlJi layers of interior nodu to the tru. 

By using efficient mask and shift operations, it is relatively easy to compute the respective 
offsets into an interior Node. For a 64 megabyte file system size, the computations needed are: 

Offset into root node = block >> 8 
Offset into interior node = block & 255 

where >> is the C right shift operator, and & is the C mask operator. 

4. Data Structures For The OFC 

Unlike the hybrid method, the OFC stores all data structures it needs on the write-once 
media. Thus, the OFC is self-contained and needs no magnetic disk to operate. 

4.1 The Timestamp Structure 

The Timestamp Structure is the center of all data structures used in the OFC, and contains 
all of the imponant information about the file system: 

• Pointers to other timestamps. Timestamp Structures are doubly-linked together to form a 
timestamp hierarchy. There is a forward and backward pointer to other timestamps in the 
form of a physical optical block number. 

• Size information. This includes the logical file system size, and the physical size of the 
disk. It is possible to dynamically change the logical file system size. 

• Partition information. 1bis is the standard UNIX partition information many device drivers 
use, consisting of a block offset and the size of the partition. It is included so that partitions 
may be dynamically changed without recompiling the driver. 
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• Various threshold values. One way to use the OFC is to let the logical file system size be a 
small percentage of the physical size of the disk. say 5-10%. This will leave room on the 
disk for updates. 1be threshold values control how much of the disk must be used before the 
user is notified to copy the current file system to a fresh disk. 

• Pointer to the root of FST. Putting a pointer to the root of the FST in the timestamp gives 
the versioning capability described earlier. 

• Various statistics. The OFC keeps statistics on various aspects of the system, such as inte
rior node cache hit rate, proximal versus distal seeks[8], and the UNIX buffer cache size. 

• Other incidental information. This includes a volume sequence number, a 32 byte volume 
name and 32 byte medium name, the creation date of the volume, and the size of the interior 
node cache. A version format number is also included so that different implementations of 
the OFC can coexist together, perhaps with one version having more capabilities than 
another. 

The Timestamp Structure records a snapshot of the file system. The structures are doubly
linked together to form a hierarchy which records the history of the file system on the disk. The 
last Timestamp Structure recorded is the current state of the file system. 

Since the Timestamp Structure, together with the FST, records a snapshot of the file system, 
the disk is always in a consistent state. If the system should crash without recording a Timestamp 
Structure, it is always possible to go back to an earlier snapshot of the file system. 

4.2 Interior Nodes 

Ideally, one would like to have all interior nodes of the FST in core at all times; unfor
nmately, this would consume quite a bit of memory. For a 64 megabyte file system, the interior 
nodes would take 256 kilobyteS of memory. 

In order to get around the large memory requirement, the OFC sets up and manages its own 
cache for the interior nodes. The cache uses an LRU method for replacement. 

It is important to note that the data structures used in the OFC are completely independent 
of the data structures of the underlying file system. The OFC has no knowledge of the underlying 
file system format or of the handling of the disk buffer cache; these tasks are left to the higher 
level file system operations. 

4.3 Checkpointing 

It is imperative that a correct timestamp is written to the physical disk at frequent intervals. 
Writing a timestamp to the disk is referred to as a checkpoinr, the interval is referred to as the 
checkpoint interval. 

During a checkpoint, the state of the FST is frozen and written onto the physical device. 
The order of a checkpoint proceeds as follows: 

1). Disk blocks in the operating sysiem buffer pool cache are written. 

2). The interior nodes of the PST are wriuen. 

3). Toe root block of the FST is written. 

4). The new timestamp structure is written. 
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Since the timestamp is written last. the consistent state of the file system is always main
tained. Because the medium is write-once, blocks are preallocated for the next timestamp in the 
hierarchy at checkpoint time. 

5. Implementation Notes 

Currently, the OFC is running on a version of UNIX 4.2 BSD. Toe optical hanlware used 
consists of two Sony WDD-2000 write-once optical drives with a SCSI controller, utilizing 8" 
one gigabyte optical disks with a one kilobyte block si7.e. 

Toe OFC was installed in UNIX as a device driver, with no other changes other than adding 
new device driver entry points 1. 

5.1 Initial Development 

Since we had only a limited supply of optical disks, we developed a prototype system by 
simulating an optical drive with a magnetic drive. This prototype allowed us to implement and 
debug a major portion of the OFC, most notably the initialization of the OFC and managing the 
interior node cache, and to a lesser extent, crash recovery. 

5.1.1 Initiali7.ation 

When a file system is fim opened in the OFC, the OFC first initializes the hardware, and 
then starts chaining through the timestamp hierarchy to find the latest timestamp on the disk. 
After the latest timestamp has been found, some simple crash recovery is attempted (if needed). 
After that, memory for the interior node cache is allocated. 

5.1.2 Crash Recovery 

Although the optical medium itself is inherently stable, other hardware problems can occur 
that can corrupt the medium. Controller failures can occur, along with other hardware failures of 
the underlying system. Software failures in other parts of the system can also conupt the medium. 

As pan of the initialization procedure the OFC makes some consistency checks. Frrst. the 
blocks for the next timestamp (which were preallocated at the last checkpoint) are checked to see 
if they have been written2• If any of the blocks have been written (but not with a valid time
stamp), then this is an error and that file system is corrupted. If the blocks are blank, then the 
OFC checks to see if the blocks immediately following them are blank. If any written blocks are 
found, then the disk is searched until a blank block is found, and the OFC verifies that it isn't just 
a "hole"3• 

We found out very early that we needed this capability to find the first blank block on the 
disk that wasn't a "hole" for the block allocation strategy to work correctly. 

5.2 Managing the Interior Node Cache. 

Choosing to manage the interior nodes as an LRU cache made the chore much easier than 
we expected. We were able to make use of much of the existing code used to manage the UNIX 
disk buffer cache. 

1 Actually, !his is not quite true. There wu one other modification done, and that wu to add code in the reboot 
code to force a ch«kpoinl befon: rebooting (or halting). No other code was added, though. 

2 The Sony hmdware used has capabilities to see if a block has bec:n wriam to, or if it is blank, within a 256 
block range. 

3 We define a "hole" as any nmnber of blank blocks, surrounded on both sides by any mnnber of written blocks. 
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5.2.1 Data Structures for Managing the Cache. 

We were also able to make use of many of the existing data structures used in managing the 
UNIX buffer cache, with just minor additions for some temporary storage used to hold results of 
calculations. We used the struct bu/ strucnue to bold all of the information of the interior node 
when it is incore. We hash incore interior nodes exactly the way the UNIX buffer cache is hashed; 
we use the struct bufhd structure for the hash chain headers. Memory for the buffers. along with 
the associated memory for the incore interior nodes, is allocated at initialization time. 

5.3 Allocation of Disks Blocks on the Physical Media 

Blocks are allocated on the physical media strictly from the start of the disk until the disk is 
full During initialization, the next free block to be allocated is set to the first block after the 
blocks for the next timestamp that were preallocated at the last checkpoint before system shut
down. Blocks are allocated as they are needed (except for the blocks needed for a timestamp; 
they are the only blocks that are preallocated). 

We chose this method for its simplicity. We never have to save the state of the block alloca
tor during a checkpoint, and during initialization it doesn't cost us any extra time to recompute 
the first block available for allocation. 

5.4 An Example Disk Transfer 

We will give a specific example of a disk transfer occuning in the OFC. In this example, 
we have �ed a one kilobyte optical block size, and a 64 megabyte file system size. 

In the UNIX file system, all disk transfers go through a separate routine called a strategy 
routine that is specific for each device. The strategy routine has one argument passed to it, a 
pointer to a struct buf sttucnue. The strucnue has many elements in it used to help manage the 
buffer cache; the elements that are important to us are: 

• A logical disk block number.4 

• A transfer count 

• A transfer direction. 

• A memory address for the transfer. 

Assume the following parameters for a read transfer (logical block number 508, and a 
transfer count of 6144 byteS). After doing the normal UNIX driver verification for valid transfers, 
the transfer proceeds as follows: 

1). Get exclusive use of the root block of the FST.5 The offset in the root block is computed as 
508 >> 8, or 1. Now look in the cache of interior nodes for the block nmnber for the first 
entry in the root LRU replacement of another interior node and then read in optical block 87 
before proceeding. 

2). Get exclusive use of the interior node for block 87. We are now at the second level of the 
FST. Once we have exclusive use of the interior node, release the root block. 

4 The UNIX file system a>de auames a 512 byte physical block sm. We have to divide the logical bloc:k 
number by two to get a logical block numbc:r for use m computing the various offsets imo the FST. 

S In nmmaI UNIX buffer cacM rnmipul•rinn. this consists of checking ID see if the buffer is busy; if the buffer 
isn't busy, marlc it busy and proceed. H the buffer is busy, mark the buffer u wanted md wait for it ID become 
available for use. 
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3). Now get the physical optical block number from the interior node for block 87. Toe offset 
into the interior node is computed as 508 & 255, or 252. If the physical optical block 
number is O (mdicating that the logical block. has never been written to), then zero out a 
block size buffer; otherwise, read the block into the appropriate place in the buffer. 

4). Increment the starting logical block number, increment the buffer address by the physical 
block size, and decremem the transfer count by the physical block size. 

5). Repeat until an error is encountered6, or until the whole transfer is completed. For the 
example given, this procedure is repeated six times. 

If the transfer is a write, then the above procedure is modified just slightly. The traversal of 
the FST is exactly as described above, but with the following modification: at the lowest level of 
the FST, new physical optical blocks are allocated to write the new data in the buffer on the disk. 
Next, because we are logically modifying an interior node of the tree, we have to allocate a new 
physical optical block for that node, plus all of its ancestors up to the root of the FST. 

In practice, we do not allocate a new physical optical block every time we change an inte
rior node; we only allocate it when we do the first logical write into the interior node, and then 
mark the interior node "dirty". Once an interior node is marked "dirty", all write transfers then 
proceed as a read transfer. When the interior node is written onto the disk during a checkpoint, 
we then mark the interior node "clean". 

Note that because of using the UNIX buffer cache code to manage the interior nodes as an 
LRU cache, it is possible (and it is always true for multi-block transfers) to sleepO in the strategy 
routine waiting for an interior node to not be busy. 

6. Optimizations. 

In the last section, we gave an example of a disk transfer occurring in the OFC. Now we 
will discuss some of the implications of the method used. Since a user's impression of a file sys
tem depends mainly on the read response time[9], we optimize for reads as much as possible. 

First, it is imponant to note that all of the 1/0 in the OFC is accomplished one kilobyte at a 
time 7, and each one kilobyte transfer requires a complete traversal of the FST. This slows down 
multi-block 1/0 requests, and it was most noticeable when we were prototyping with a magnetic 
disk. 

The first optimization we made was to try and do all of the transfer with just one 1/0 
request; in order to do this, we constrain a transfer to use just one interior node at the lowest level 
of the FST8; however, just constraining the transfer to use one interior node is not sufficient If 
the transfer is a read9, we also have to make sure that all of the physical optical blocks recorded 
in the interior node are all physically consecutive on the media. If all of the physical blocks are 
consecutive, then we can do the 1/0 with just one request 

In practice, we do as much of the 1/0 as we can with one request, splitting the transfer into 
the largest pieces possible. 

6 Such as a bad block. or mer arms. User em,n occur only in plrysio usage of the file systan. 
7 Or the physical optical bJock size. 
8 We must do this in order to avoid the classic deadlock )Gblem, locking a d111b11e in two differmt places, pos
sibly by more thm one party. 

9 If the transfer is a write, then consnining the transfer to the same i:ntaior node is sufficimt, since we have to 
alloca1e new physical optical blocks. The block allocator has a block aJUlll parameter pused to iL 
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Second, in the prototype version of the driver, all 1/0 was synchronous instead of the nor
mal asynchronous behavior a UNIX system expects. We added some new state variables to the 
driver and, as much as possible, tried to keep the asynchronous nature. 

Another optimization we made concerns reads; if the first block of the transfer has an opti
cal block number of zero at the lowest level of the FST, then we keep track of how many optical 
block numbers are i.ero at the lowest level, and then i.ero out enough of the buffer with just one 
call to bzeroQ. 

The last optimization concerns writes. For a write transfer, in the first version of the driver 
using the real optical hardware, we checked to see if the blocks being written to were acrually 
blank using the blank sector search capabilities of the hardware. We did this to verify that there 
were no bugs in either the block allocator or the initialization code. Unfortunately, the blank sec
tor search capability of the hardware is very slow, and this noticeably slowed write transfers. 
Now this check is made optional, with the default to not do the check. 

7. Simulations and Measurements. 

We did some simulations to convince ourselves that implementing a file system on write
once media was possible. We now discuss the simulations results versus the actual measured 
results. 

One simulation was varying the sii.e of the interior node cache and see how the cache hit 
rate varied. See Figure 2. 

Even for small cache sii.es, the measured hit rate is much higher than the simulated hit rate. 
The simulation assumed a very pessimistic view of file system behavior, specifically a very ran
dom behavior. The measured hit rate can be explained in terms of locality of reference, i.e. the 
measured behavior is more uniform and not as random. 

7 .1 Measurements. 

In this section, we compare the time it takes to process a 1/l. megabyte file (both read and 
write times). We list the times for the prototype system using a magnetic disk, and the real sys
tem with the optical hardware itself, along with times from a "regular" file system on a magnetic 
disk. See Table 1.  

The times for the prototype system are particularly interesting in that they are a very good 
measure of the software overhead in using the OFC. Note that all times listed are the total time 
reported by the time command, and the 1/0 requests were 4096 bytes. 

As can be seen from the times listed, there is no significant software overhead in using the 
OFC; however, there is significant hardware overhead with the Sony optical hardware used. 

The Sony disk drive used rotates with a constant linear velocity, varying from 900 RPM to 
535 RPM; the average seek times are 300 msecs, with a seek time of 20 msecs for less than 50 
tracks. 

8. Other Device Driver Capabilities 

The driver has some unique capabilities a user can exploit, and they are included mainly for 
ease of user programming, though the driver does not need to make use of them. Some of these 
capabilities include: 
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Size of Interior Node Cache (pages) 

Fig11re 2. Sue of interior node cache vemu cache lu.t rau. The solid line is simMlate.d. raults, the thin line tnl!llSIITed 
results. 

Read Write 

System Single Block Multi-Block Single Block Multi-Block 

Regular NIA 0:04.1 NIA 0:04.4 

Magnetic 0:13.7 0:03.3 0: 18.2 0:04.6 

Optical 1 :23.4 0:21.2 2:47.5 0:34.3 

Table 1. Time to process a 112 megabyte file. Regular refers to normal file system usage, magnetic refers to tlu! proter 
type system on a magnetic dis/c, and optical ref en to the real system running on the real optical hardware. 

• Translation of logical block number to physical block number, doing a complete traversal of 
the FST. 

• For medium change, the capability to get exclusive use of a device and shut off all other file 
system usage. 

• The capability of dynamically turning on/off the write-check verification. 

• Toe capability to dynamically change the size of the interior node cache. 

• Toe capability to bypass the normal initialization of the timestamp hierarchy and to initialize 
the file system with a specific timestamp. 

• Toe capability to dynamically change the threshold values. 
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• The capability to get the CUITeilt timestamp without having to read the disk. 

• Toe capability to do a checkpoint. 

• The capability to do an arbitrary SCSI command. 

9. Conclusions 

Our experience bas shown that it is possible to implemem a UNIX file system on a write
once medium, and to hide this fact from the higher level file system code. Toe prospect of having 
a file system on a media with high reliability and permanent nature is very exciting. 

Although the OFC was installed as a device driver with almost no change to other operating 
system software, the authors can envision a system that knew about the OFC and can make use of 
some of its features. Toe operating system could provide an automatic version capability, with 
fast access to previous versions of files with the right data structures roairnained on the write-once 
medium. 

Taking further advantage of the permanent nature of optical disks, one could checkpoint the 
entire operating system, shut the system down, and bring it back up to the exact same environ
ment that existed at checkpoint time[lO]. Toe possibilities seem endless with the capabilities of 
optical disks. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report describes an incremental backup system that automatically tracks and stores modified files from a group of client Unix systems on a central backup system. Names of backed up files are stored in a database which can be interrogated easily by users. Backup copies are normally kept forever. The system requires very little manual intervention and works with any archival media but is oriented towards use with write-once optical disks. 
1. Introduction 

This report describes an incremental backup service for the Computing Science Research Center. The center has about 70 users spread over about 17 computers. The typical computer is a VAX 1 1/750, but there is a Sequent Balance 8000, several Sun ill workstations, two VAX 8550s and a Cray X/MP-24. Most of the computers are connected by the Datakit local area network, some by Ethernet and a few by both. Access to files and programs on other machines comes in two flavours, special purpose commands that copy files or execute remotely, and the network file system[!], which makes files on other systems appear to be on your system almost transparently. 
A backup system allows access to some number of versions of a given file. Historically, our center has employed two methods. On some machines, important file systems are backed up onto tape using dump(B) or dd(l). Other, more relaxed, machines copy file systems onto spare file systems once a week or so. Some paranoid lazy users copy important files to another system which gets backed up properly. Due to these behaviours, between 40- 60% of the center's disk capacity is devoted to backup copies of various flavours. Restoring files over a week old is generally tedious (if possible at all); manual processing is required to find (and then mount) the dump tape and then to restore the file. 
The system described here is an incremental system running at user level. Rather than copying file systems as a whole, it scans the file system for files that have changed recently and saves only those files. It has the advantages that for the user, it is automatic and needs no overt action to activate backup. Because the versions of a file are recorded in a database, it is easy to search for a particular version of a file without having to pore through tapes or other media . The main disadvantage is that not all files are backed up (for example, corefiles and object files are not normally saved), and the particular file you want may not have been saved. However, a user may explicitly save any particular file. 
While the backup system can use any kind of medium for archiving backup copies of files, the medium of choice is write-once-read-many (WORM) optical disks. These have a similar price per bit to magnetic tapes, last longer (approx 30 years), are much more compact, are easier to use, and for the typical operation of mounting a disk and recovering a single file, are significantly faster than tape. 
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The next two sections describe the underlying model for the backup system and a 
description of the user interface. The next section describes the grimy details that make the 
system work; it is best omitted by the casual reader. The final section describes the lessons 
learned during the two years of system development. 

2. Architecture 

The underlying model of the backup system is a group of client systems saving copies of 
selected files on a central lxu:kup system . (The backup system may be, and normally is, a 
client system as well.)  The backup system stores backup copies as files with internally gen
erated names. A database links the original filename and modification time to the backup 
copy name. The exact contents of the database are described below. 

Files are transferred from the client to the backup system daily (the period is configur
able per site). The transfer takes several steps. The client prepares a list of files to be 
backed up by executing the shell script /usr/lib/backup/sel. Although this script is site 
dependent, it normally includes any file whose pathname starts with /usr, has a size less 
than 512KB, has been modified in the last seven days, and is not a known form of "junk" 
(such as corefiles). The size limit is just for administrative convenience. Note that this list 
contains many files that should have already been backed up. This list is then sent to the 
backup system which returns the list of the files the backup system does not have a copy of. 
Our typical system sends about 300-400 names; the backup system returns 70- 100. These 
files are then copied by the client to a receiving area on the backup system. 

Periodically, the backup system processes the files in its receiving area, assigns backup 
copy names, makes the copies to a trusted area and then updates the database. The backup 
copy names are simple volume-file pairs (such as v456/ 1 2) described later. Periodically, 
files in the trusted area are dumped onto some archival medium. 

The database supports two binary relationships. The most common is file version to 
backup copy. A file version is represented as a pathname catenated with the modification 
time (or more exactly, the ctime, see stat(2)). For example, the most recent copies of wild's 
password file are 

/n/wild/etc/passvd//556840921 -► v935/206 

/n/wild/etc/passwd//557609 1 09 -> v978/ 1 23 

/n/wild/etc/passvd//557774351 -> v987/484 

/n/wild/etc/passwd//559328298 -> v1 083/392 

The second relationship relates files to their most recent backup copy. Continuing the above 
example, 

/n/wild/etc/passwd -> 559328298 

Thus, finding the most recent backup copy for a file requires two searches; one to get the 
time and the second to get the copy name. 

What does this mean to the user? Recovering a file implies selecting the desired ver
sion (not always the most recent) and then accessing that particular copy. The most com
mon difficulty is knowing a file's true name. For example, a file you can access as 
/usr/gonzo/poot may be stored with the name /usr 1/guest/gonzo/poot (particularly, 
if /usr/gonzo is a symbolic link to /usr 1 /guest/gonzo). Generally, the client system 
administrator can fix this but then the system knows both names! (Hopefully, the older 
names can be forgotten over time.) The other major difficulty is that files may not get 
backed up the first (or second . . .  ) night after they are modified, say because of some network 
or machine failure. Generally they are, but a cautious user would check if the backup exists 
(via the backup grep command) before depending on it. The main advantage for the user is a 
quick determination of what versions exist and where they are. It allows efficient answers to 
requests like "what files in this directory have been changed since date?" or "construct this 
directory as it was on date" .  
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3. User interface 
The user interface comes in two rather different styles. One is a set of tools which give 

full and efficient access to the backup system. Another is a simulated file system which 
sacrifices some functionality and performance in order to present the backed up files as ordi
nary files and directories. 

3.1. The backup file system 
The backup file system is a remote file system using the second version of the Wein

berger file system protocol[l]. The command 

backup 910UDt XX 

mounts a backup file system on xx. Backup files may then be accessed in the normal way. 
For example, 

$ cd xx.In/wild/etc 

$ diff paasvd /etc/pa■-d 

The backup file system has two peculiarities. The first is that any particular invocation has 
an associated date. Backup copies more recent than this date do not appear in the file sys
tem. The date is set (and read) by backup date. The second is that for every file or direc
tory (say with name fileordir) there exists a directory fileordir. V containing all versions of fileordir . Note that fileordir. V exists only when explicitly mentioned: 

$ cd xx.In/wild/etc 

$ ls -1 tty■• 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root 

$ cd ttya .v  

$ la -1 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root 

bin 

bin 

bin 

bin 

bin 

bin 

1 162 Peb 29 1 1 : 08 ttys 

876 Apr 22 1986 0 

876 Jul 22 1986 1 

1036 Oct 7 1 987 14 

1 162 Dec 16 1987 15 

1 162 Peb 29 1 1 : 08 16 

The properties of the . V directories ensure that they are easily accessible to the user but will 
not interfere with copying of directory trees. 

The backup file system is unmounted by 

$ backup wmaunt xx 

If a backup file system is unused for more than an hour or so, it may silently disappear. 

3.2. The backup tools 
The two primazy tools are backup grtp, which examines the backup database, and backup 

fetch, which takes backup copies and restores them as files. The command backup reamer 
provides a simrler interface to these commands that is suitable for most purposes. 

Backup grep looks for files. (It has many options; some are desaibed below.) The first, 
and simplest, is by exact name: 

$ backup grep /n/vild/etc/paaavd 

/n/wild/etc/paaavd/l'l"ue Sep 22 12 : 58 : 18 1987 
$ backup grep -d /n/vild/etc/paaawd 

/n/wild/etc/paaavd//559328298 
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The -d prints the date as a number, rather than as a string. If the file does not exist in the backup database, nothing is printed. If a filename looks like the latter (/n/wild/etc/passvd//559328298), the name of the backup copy is printed instead: 
$ bacltup grep /n/wild/etc/paaawd//559328298 

/n/vild/backup/v/v1 083/392 

This is how badcup rea,oer determines which copy (the most recent) to recover. 
Another common action is to retrieve some older version of the file (often the second last copy, the one before you wrecked the file). The -v (for versions) option prints out all the versions of a file: 

S backup grep -V /n/vild/etc/paaawd 

/n/vild/etc/paasvd//Swi May 25 03 : 18 : 49 1986 /n/wild/backup/v/v0/279 

/n/vild/etc/paasvd//Non Aug 24 1 8 : 0 2 : 0 1  1987 /n/wild/baclmp/v/v935/206 

/n/vild/etc/paasvd//Wed Sep 2 1 5 : 25 : 09 1987 /n/wild/bllckup/v/v978/123 

/n/vild/etc/paaavd//l"ri Sep 4 1 3 : 19 : 1 1  1987 /n/wild/baclmp/v/v987/484 

/n/wild/etc/paaavd//T'ue Sep 22 12 : 58 : 18 1987 /n/vild/backup/v/v1083/392 

Any version can be retrieved, although older versions may be kept on less convenient media. To recover the password file as of September 1, type 
S backup fetch /n/wild/bac.kup/v/v935/206 

To recover the most recent copy, simply say the filename: 
$ baclcap recover /n/wild/etc/paaavd 

The original name of a file is stored inside the backup copy and this is the default destination of the backup copy. There are two ways to change the output name. The first, -o dir, places the file in the specified directory. The second, -D old=new, replaces an initial substring of the original name with a specified string. The following two commands yield the same result: 
S backup recover -o /tmp /D/wild/etc/paaawd 

$ baclcap recover -D /n/wild/etc•/tmp /n/wild/etc/paaavd 

The former form is intended for convenient recovery of a single file. The latter form (an example is shown below) is better suited to recovering file trees. Note that recovering a directory does n.ot recover any of the files in it. 
Sometimes, you may not be sure of the file name. The -D prefix (directory) option finds the most recent copy of all the filenames beginning with prefix. For example 

S backup grep -D In/wild/etc 

/n/wild/etc/crontab//Pri Oct 9 1 0 : 17 : 03 1987 /n/wild/backup/v/v1 176/93 

/n/vild/etc/fstab//Wed Sep 30 1 3 : 41 : 17 1987 /n/wild/backup/v/v1 1 1 9/571 

/n/wild/etc/group//Tu.e Jul 28 1 6 : 2 1 :45  1987 /n/vild/baclcup/v/v754/594 

/n/vild/etc/paaavd//TUe Sep 22 1 2 : 58 : 18 1987 /n/wild/backup/v/v1 083/392 

/n/vild/etc/rc//San Oct 11 1 6 : 30 : 27 1 987 /n/vild/backup/v/v1 180/16 

/n/vild/etc/ttys//Wed Oct 7 1 5 : 36 : 58 1 987 /n/vild/backa.p/v/v1 15 1/363 

S badmp grep -D /n/vild/etc/c 

/n/vild/etc/caudeet//Tue Nov 27 14 : 1 0 : 57 1984 /n/wild/baclcup/v/v0/285 

/n/vild/etc/crontab//Pri Oct 9 1 0 : 17 : 03 1 987 /n/wild/baclcup/v/v1 1 76/93 

As a last resort, you can look for regular expressions with the -e option. This currently takes several hours to complete on a VAX 11/750 (there are many filenames to search). As an alternative, we keep an almost up to date listing of backed up files in 
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/n/wild/usr/spool/filenames. Although this file is large, egrep(l) is fast[2]. 
Regretfully, the -D option does not really recover the most recent state of a directory as 

member files deleted long- ago will be cheerfully recovered. Although this difference rarely 
matters, the only correct way is to use the -F option to recover the directory as a file and use 
ls to list the extant member files. It is probably easier to use the backup file system 
described above. 

Most of the above options for backup recaoer are simply passed through to the program 
that really does the work, backup fetch . (If your backup system uses an optical disk, the pro
gram is backup wfetch .) Backup fetch takes multiple arguments, either on the command line or 
on standard input. The arguments should be backup copy names. As a convenience, all 
characters up to and including the last blank in an argument are deleted. Thus, the output 
from backup grep -D can be used directly. For example, to recover the whole directory 
tree of files rooted at /n/wild/usr/andrew as a tree rooted at /tmp/andrew: 

$ backup grep -D /n/vild/uar/andrew I bac.lcup wfetch -D /n/wild/1111r/•/tmp/ 

If you need reassurance, backup fetch will chatter at you if given the -v (verbose) option. 
The normal recovery procedure looks like this (assuming you have WORMs): 

$ backup recover -o . /n/vild/etc/paallWd 

lookin9 on optical diak 

startin9 worm server ( it takes a couple of minutes ) 

/n/wild/backup/v/v1 083/392 -> , /paasvd 

The server hangs around for a while so that if we ask for another file shortly afterwards, it 
goes much quicker: 

$ backup recover -o .  /n/vild/etc/cront&b 

looking on optical disk 

/n/wild/backup/v/v1 283/ 197 -> , /cront&b 

It may be that the file is not available. In that case, recover (actually wfetch) tells you which 
disk to mount 

$ backup recover -o . -m v935/206 

looking on optical disk 

need disk backup2a 

If you have a WORM jukebox, it will mount any disks it needs itself. As far as the optical 
media are concerned, only the last two components of the backup copy name are significant. 
Thus 

/n/vild/backup/v/v935/206 

v935/206•· 

denote the same backup copy. 
Backup stats gives statistics about the number and average size of files saved over all 

users and all systems. The output can be restricted to certain users by -uusera,userb, . .  ,userx, 
and/or certain systems by -ssysa,sysb, .. ,sysx. The user or system name • matches all names. 
The -i option gives statistics about each individual user/system. For example 

$ backup stata -aandr-,nor.an -■dutoit,vild 

• • [ 105] : 759 1 ( 72 . 3 )  �ilea , 10 1 . 636 ( 0 . 968 ) NB; 13 . 4  D 

$ backup atata -U&Ddrew,norm&D -■dutoit,vild -i 

wild norman[ 102] : 60 ( 0 . 6 )  fil•• • 0 . 205 ( 0 . 002 ) NB; 3 . 4  D 

wild andrev[ 1 05 ] :  2925 ( 27 . 9 )  fil•• • 49 . 556 ( 0 . C72 ) MB; "16 . 9  D 

dutoit andrev[ 1 02 ] :  303 ( 3 . 0 )  tile• , 5 . 022 ( 0 . 049 ) NB; 16 . 6  D 

dutoit norman[ 10 2 ] : 4303 ( C2 . 2 )  file■ , 46. 853( 0 . 459) NB; 1 0 . 9  D 
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The number of days statistics are available for is shown inside [ J .  The figures in C ) are 
averages per day. Trends can be revealed by the -d option; it reports averages for the last 
one, seven and thirty days: 

$ backup •tat■ -llaDdr- -d 

1d 7d 30d 

• • :  275 . 3 . 1MB 290 . 3 . 3MB 206 . 2 .  6NB 

4. Behind the scenes 

The client systems normally send files to the central backup system daily. After all the 
clients have finished, the backup system does some additional processing. 

The client systems are bound to the backup system by the contents of the file 
/etc/backup which contains three lines. The first contains a (network file system) path
name for the backup database directory. The second contains a network address for the 
backup machine. Within our Center, the backup machine is called wild and its Datakit 
address is nj/astro/wil.d. The third indicates if you have optical disks; it is blank if you 
do not. Otherwise, it is the string worm or the name of the default WORM drive. Our 
I etc/backup looks like this 

In/wild/backup 

nj/astro/wild 

- worm 

The clients send the files to be backed up by executing the command 

/usr/lib/backup/sel I /usr/lib/bac.ltup/act 

Each client is free to customise sel but a rudimentary version might look like: 

/1111r/lib/backup/fcheck 512  7 /1111r/• l \ 
aed -e • 1, . 0$/d 

1,1a\. out$/d 

1,1core$/d' 

cat <<'EOF' 

/etc/passwd 

/etc/ttys 

/etc/crontab 

/etc/re 

EOF 

Fcheck is akin to find; takes a maximum size (in 1024 byte blocks), a minimum age (so many 
days before now) and a list of names. Symbolic links are followed only if explicitly men
tioned; otherwise, they are saved as a symbolic link. 

A simplified version of act is (eliding checksumming and networking detail) 

me• ' cat /etc/whoaai' 

w•/tmp/$■e 

m• ' sed -n 2p /etc/backup' 

/usr/lib/backup/iprint > $w.bi 

rx •• /usr/lib/bacmp/notdODe •- < sw.bi > •w.bo 

/uar/lib/backup/bpaah •- < •�. bo  

(Berkeley systems would use rsh rather than rx.) The list of filenames has a time appended 
by iprint and is given to notdone, running on the backup system, which reads this list and 
outputs only the filenames that need be backed up. This new list is then fed to bpush which 
copies the corresponding files to receiving areas on the backup machine. In the process, the 
files become backup copio because of a 1KB header prepended to the file. The header con
tains 
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version number 
the file's inode (struct stat) 
the file's security label (struct label) 
checksum 
owner UID (as a string, say bin) 
owner GID (as a string, say other) 
original pathname 
backup copy name 

The security label is only used in an experimental system implementing a more secure 
Unix[3]. Note that all the information needed to build the database and to restore the file is 
stored in the header. 

All the files in the holding area are owned by the special user daemon . Files are mode 
zero while they are being received. When the copy has completed successfully, the mode is 
set to 0600. The backup copy name is set to the empty string. The holding areas are direc
tories each with 32 subdirectories, rcvO through rcv3 1 .  The names of the holding areas are 
listed in the file /backup/rcvdirs, ours contains /backup/rev. When a holding area 
can't hold any more (presumably because the file system has run out of space), the next 
holding area is used. To protect against running out of space while writing a file, the file is 
initially written with zeros. 

In the next stage, the backup system processes files in the holding areas and transfers 
them to trusted storage. It is preferable, but not critical, that all the clients have finished 
sending files; the tardy files will be processed the next day. This stage is executed by the 
script /usr /lib/backup/munge, which executes the following code in each receiving direc
tory: 

ls I /usr/lib/baclr::ap/-eep 

ls I /uar/lib/baclmp/copies > Stmp 

for d  iD ' sed ' s : . • \ ( . •\ ) / . • : \ 1 : '  Stmp sort -u' 

do 

if [ I -d Sd 

then 

fi 

done 

echo mkdir Sd 2>&1 ; mkdir Sd 

sed ' s : A : /1111r/lib/baclmp/bcp -r : '  Stmp I sh -e 

cut -f2 Stmp I /uar/lib/backup/fileupd : /u.sr/lib/backup/dbupd&te 

We first process the files with sweep assigning backup copy names, removing out of date 
copies, and either throwing away or complaining- about bad files. The backup copy names 
have a simple volume/file structure, for example v645/824. The volumes (v645) are res
tricted to 10,000KB if possible. Next the files ready to be copied are extracted by copies 
whose output is holding-area-name, backup-copy-name pairs. After creating any missing 
volumes, the files are copied by bcp. This program differs from cp(l) in that it sets th!:! userid 
and groupid to that of the original file and only allows destination filenames that look like 
backup copy filenames and have no links. (This is all in security's name; munge is executed 
by root .) After the files are set in their new home, fileupd extracts data so that dbupdate can 
add the version, backup copy pair to the database. An analogous program wormupd extracts 
data from files on a WORM. 

The last stage consists of copying copies in the trusted area (called /backup/v) onto 
archival media. Small systems, or systems who use magnetic tape, may postpone this step 
by using a trusted area spread over multiple file systems as · described below. Our center 
backs up too much data to do this; instead, completed volumes are copied automatically onto 
optical disk. Each backup system will have different needs. The backup software supports 
these different methods by customising processing via the PROCPERM environment variable. 
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For example, we execute munge by 

PROCPDN•/uar/lib/backup/toworm /uar/lib/b&ckup/111mge 

Hume 

Toworm simply goes through the backup copy volumes one at a time, writing them to optical 
disk and removing them (if no errors occurred). 

This is not the right thing to do if you have magnetic tape rather than optical disk. We 
used magnetic tape for the first year or so of the backup system. We set aside a few file sys
tems to store the backup copies and put symbolic links to the volumes in /backup/v. Thus, 
/backup/v/v1456 might be a symbolic link to /disk2/v1456 . When we ran out of space, 
we simply dumped the (oldest) whole file system to tape via dd(l) and created more sym
bolic links. In this scenario, recovering old files means copying the relevant tape back onto a 
spare file system and constructing the appropriate symbolic links. 

Periodically, the backup database should be copied onto backup media and compressed 
via the saipt /usr/lib/backup/bkdb. As for munge, you can support your favourite 
media by writing your own script or if you have WORMs, you can use the supplied script 
/usr/lib/backup/worm.db which simply copies the database onto optical disk. Small sys
tems probably need to do this once every 1 -2 months; large systems (like ours) every 2 
weeks or so. 

S. Experience 

File backup is a game of high emotion. A successful recover of a lost file is often a 
moment of rare joy and relief. An unsuccessful recover, particularly when due to a screwup 
in the backup system, all too often leads to human sacrifice. The main goal throughout all 
the design and implementation has been reliability. The changes in architecture and grow
ing size of the system are mainly a consequence of understanding more completely how 
badly the underlying operating system and network(s) can misbehave. 

Batch mode The current design operates in a batch mode; all the candidate filenames 
are processed and then all the appropriate files a.re transported to the backup machine. The 
original design was more interactive; a filename was proposed and if appropriate, tran
sported immediately. In some environments, this may be the best way but not in our sys
tems. The databases we have do not support multiple writers and the interactivity implies 
very low bandwidth across our networks, mainly because of scheduling delays. 

Why the first implementation failed The first implementation of the backup system 
offered almost the same functionality as the current version and yet was only 600 lines of C 
code. (The current source is 2400 lines, with another 1100 for WORM support.) It depended 
heavily on the network file system. Clients interrogated the database and then simply 
copied files into the trusted area. Unfortunately, it proved to be too unreliable. File system 
connections to other machines dropped frequently, administrative problems arose mapping 
userids between systems, and upon rare occasions, data was corrupted both by the remote 
file system code and the network. This is why the current system checksums all file 
transfers. 

The current system uses the network file system for user database queries. However, 
all administrative communication to the backup system is now done by special servers which 
checksum all transferred data. Shortlived problems such as failed connections or other net
working ills are simply ignored; the files are picked up the next night. This is a straight 
tradeoff between administrative overhead and the possibility to miss some shortlived files. 
Of course, if it really matters (say if the machine is an important one) simply run the sel l 
act saipt again by hand. 

The other hard lesson learned from the first implementation was to update the data
base only when you are really sure you have the backup copy. Too often, the files would 
get lost after they were put in the database but before they were archived. In the current 
system, the worst thing that can happen is to lose the backup copies that are not yet on 
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optical disk (probably because of some hardware failure). The database can be recovered in about 2-3 homs but the backup copies are gone (they will probably be picked up again the next night). 
Data throughput The average number of files and bytes backed up has been surprisingly constant over the last eighteen months; roughly 30 files (315KB) per user per system per day. In general, though, you should plan for peak rates of three times this . Most often, high data rates can be anticipated and moderated by running the various scripts during the day. In any event, it is merely inconvenient to run out of space. Missed files will in general get picked up the next night. 
The throughput data for three systems are shown below. We show the number of files (•) and bytes backed up each day over a five month period. The system arend (a VAX 11/750) is a typical 3 user system: 
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The system coma (a VAX 8550) supports about 30 users. Its numbers are larger than arend because the system is new and subject to several reorganisations: 
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The final example is an atypical system bowell, which is our central source machine. It has 
no permanent users but is often very active. The average is just a little higher than normal 
but the variance is much higher. 
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Optical disks Our optical disks (SONY WDA-3000 CL V) have proved to be easy to use 
and reliable in operation. They make the backup system workable; they are easy for users to 
load and unload (about the same as a video cassette recorder), they have a huge capacity of 
3.2G bytes per disk (so files are more likely to be immediately available), and are quite com
pact (one rack-wide shelf holds about 3 years of backup). 

The file structure on the WORM is simple; it is not a normal disk file system. There are 
various commands that manipulate the file system including read, write, and initialise a 
WORM. It is a linked list of segments; each segment corresponds to a worm mkfs or worm 
write command. A segment has a header, a vector of pseuderinodes (name, stat struc
ture), a string table and the associated data blocks. The main cleverness is the (necessary) 
pre-allocating of the forward pointer to the next segment at the time you write a segment 
header. 

Choice of database V9 Unix offers support for two types of large database: Ken 
Thompson's dbm(l) hash-table database and Peter Weinberger's cbt(l) compressed B-tree 
database. Both Thompson and Weinberger helped during the development of the backup 
software by fixing bugs and speeding up the routines. The original version of the software 
used dbm, the current version uses cbt . . 

There are three criteria used to compare the databases: size of the database, speed to 
probe for a given key, and speed to present every key in the database. Note that the dbm 
database is sparse; thus both size and disk usage is given. For a small database of 25989 
<key,value> pairs we have 

Criteria dbm.4k dbm. lk cbt 
size .dir= 109 .pag=3547136 .dir=S06 .pag=4145152 .F= 277337 .T=486400 
disk 2009KB 2144KB 746KB 
span 397. lu+44.4s=441.5 118. lu+ 16.6s= 134.7 12.Su + 86.8s= 99.6 
orobe 63.8u+ 17.7s = 81.S 22.8u+ 12s=34.8 27.3u + 10. ls= 37.4 

The dbm . 4k figures are for the standard dbm software; dbm . 1k has a smaller page size and 
some software speedups by Thompson. Times are given in user+ system time. The probe 
times are for searching 2481 keys. To see how these results scaled up, I also compared 
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dbm.lk and cbt in a larger database of 242217 <key,value> pairs (9.3 times larger). 

Criteria dbm.lk cbt 
size . dir= 8049 . pa,a-= 65936384 .F=2733624 .T=3916800 
disk 21690KB 6495KB 
span 1186.5u + 189. 9s= 1376.4 526.Bu+ 581.7s= 1108.5 
probe 22.7u + 14.5s= 37.2 31.0u+ l6.6s=47.6 

The probe times are for 2481 probes (same as above). 
The comparison is fairly even but cbt has a significant edge in disk usage. This is 

important as the database will get large (several hundred megabytes). It is of course no 
surprise; the data being stored are absolute pathnames, perfectly suited to the leading su� 
string compression that cbt uses. One criterion not mentioned above is experience with large 
databases. Thompson has done much chess endgame research with large (100-200MB) dbm 
databases. On the other hand, cbt has apparently never been used for large databases 
before. In fact, the backup database uncovered a bug limiting databases to 32MB. It would 
not be surprising if other (hidden) size restrictions show up. 

In any case, after all the experimentation, it turns out that dbm can't be used anyway 
because of the restriction that all keys that hash together must fit on a single (internal) page. 
While a page overflow is unlikely, the workarounds are difficult. 

Security Backup copies use the file system for access control. The access permissions 
for a backup copy are those of the original file with the write and execute bits turned off. 
Thus, the ba�up systems record permanently any mistakes such as creating a sensitive file 
with general read permission and fixing it a day later. 

The only glaring security botch is that filenames, and in general pathnames, are always 
visible to all users even though they may not have been visible originally (say by an unread
able directory) . This is not a problem in our environment; it may be in more paranoid sys
tems. 

Frequency of recovery We have noticed a great increase in the use of the backup system 
as file recovers get easier. At one site, file recovers increased from about one per week to 
about 5-6 per day. Some of this is real backup usage that wasn't done before because it 
wasn't convenient. The rest seems to be use of the backup system as an archival system; 
that is, deliberating removing files and recovering them when needed. 

6. Future Work 

The backup system works well for recovering a few files at a time. It is not so good at 
recovering large parts of a file system. After discussions with several people, notably John 
Linderman and Norman Wilson, it is clear that some relatively minor changes will allow the 
backup system to resurrect efficiently not just directories, but complete file trees, much like 
the Unix tools dump(l) and restor(l). Another (small) set of changes would allow full and 
incremental dumps to be used as input to the backup system. This would be more efficient 
and easier to port to other systems which can generate dump(l) files. 

We are integrating a 50 platter jukebox for our optical disks. The most obvious effect is 
to free users from mounting old disks. The other attractive feature is reduce administration 
overhead to reading occasional mail messages. 

We are investigating moving to a more secure version of our Unix[2] so as to curb the 
ability of the superuser to delve into everybody's past files. 
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7. Conclusion 

The backup system works, and works well. It is resilient against various failures such as network breakdowns, running out of space, and operator inattention. The backup files are entirely seli-contained; the database can be (and has been twice) rebuilt from the backup files. It requires very little manual intervention, typically a little disk shuffling once every 2-4 weeks. With a jukebox, there is no manual intervention. 
It is popular. Two other sites are running the current system; one of them, run by Ted Kowalski, even suffered through the earlier versions of the software. Three other sites are investigating using the system. The system is also portable to other Unix environments. Our system backs up a Sun file server directly. 
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The well known program diff [1] is in.appropriate for some common tasks such as comparing the output of floating point calculations where roundoff errors lead diff astray and comparing program source code where some differences in the text (such as white space and comments) have no effect on the operation of the compiled code. A new program, named spif'f, addresses these and other similar cases by lexical parsing of the input files and then applying a differencing algorithm to the token sequences. Spiff ignores differences between :floating point numbers that are below a user settable tolerance. Other features include user settable commenting and literal string conventions and a choice of differencing algorithm. There is also an interactive mode wherein the input texts are displayed with differences highlighted. The user can change numeric tolerances "on the fly" and spif'f will adjust the highlighting accordingly. 
Some Troubles With Dif'f 

Over the past several years. it has been fairly easy to tell when a new type of computer arrived at a nearby computer center. The best clue was the discordant chorus of groaning, sighing, gnashing of teeth. pounding of foreheads on desks. and other sounds of distress. Tracing these noises to their source, one would find some poor soul in the process of installing a numerical analysis package on the new machine. 
One might expect that "moving up" to a new machine would be a cause for celebration. After all. new machines are typically bigger. faster, and better than old machines. However, the floating point arithmetic on any new machine is frequently slightly different from any old machine. As a consequence, software package test routines produce output that is slightly different, but still correct, on the new machines. Serious troubles appear when the person installing the software package attempts to compare the test output files from two different machines by using a difference finding program such as d.iff. Programs such as cliff do a character by character comparison. Diff finds a great many differences. most of which arc due to roundoff errors in the least significant digits of floating point numbers. Others are the result of differences in the way in which the two test runs had printed a number (3.4e-l vs. 0.34). In one case, the test suite for the S statistical analysis packagc[2], over 1700 floating point numbers arc produced (per machine). In the eyes of cliff, roughly 1200 of these numbers are different. However, none of the "differences'.' are imponant ones. Nonetheless, software installers wind up inspecting the output by eye. 
A similar problem arises when one attempts to look for differences between two versions of the same C program. Diffreports many diffcrcnccs that are not of interest. In particular, white space (except inside quotation marlcs) and anything inside a eotDIDleDt have no effect on the operation of the compiled program and arc usually not of interest. Diff docs have a mode of operation where white space within a line (spaces and tabs) can be ignored. However, diffcrcoces in the placement of newlines cannot be ignored. This is ·particularly aonoying since C programming styles differ on whether to place a newline character before or after the ' { ' characters that start blocks. 
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The Problem in General Terms 
As already memioncd, programs such as cliff do a cbaractcr-by-cllaracter comparison of the input 

files. However, when it comes to interpreting the contents of a file (either by a human or by a program) it 
is almost never the case that characters are treated individually. Rather, characters make up tokens such as 
words and numbers, or act as separators between these tokens. When comparing files, one is usually look
ing for differeDccs between these tokens, not the characters that make them up or the characters that 
separate them. 

What is needed is a program that first parses the input files into tokens, and then applies a differenc
ing algaridlm to the token sequences. In addition to finding differences in tcimS of tokens, it is possible to 
interpra the tokens and compare different types of tokens in different ways. Numbers, for example, can 
differ by a lot or a little.1 It is possible to use a tolerance when comparing two number tokens and report 
only those differences that exceed the tolerance. 

Design Issues 
A serious design issue for such a program is how complex to make the parse. The deeper one goes 

in the parsing the larger the unit of text that can be manipu.laied. For instance, if one is looking for differ
ences in C code, a complete parse tree can be produced and the diffenmcing algorithm could examine 
insertioq and deletion of entire branches of the tree. However, deep parsing requires much more complex 
parsing and slower differencing algorithms. 

Another design issue is deciding how to inteipret the tokens. Closer interpretation may lead to 
great.er flexibility in comparing tokens, but also results in a more cumbersome and euor-prone implementa
tion. 

In the program described here, we attempt to keep both the depth of the parse and the semantics of 
the tokens to a minimum. The parse is a simple lexical parse with the input files broken up into one dimen
sional sequences of numbers, literal strings and white space. Literal strings and white space are not inter
preted. Nmnbers are treated as representing points on the real number line. 

Default Operation 
Spiff2 works very much like diff. It reads two files, looks for differences, and prints a listing of the 

diffe1ea:es in the form of an edit script 3 As already suggested.. spiff parses the files into literal strings and 
real numbers. The definition of these tokens can be altered somewhat by the user (more on this later). For 
now, suffice it to say that literals are strings like "cow", "sit", "into", etc. Real numbers look like "1.3", 
" 1.6e-4" and so on. All of the common formats for real numbers are recognized. The only requirements 
for a string to be tn:ated as a real number is the presence of a period and at least one digit. By default, a 
string of digits without a decimal point (such as "1988") is not considCIM to be a real number, but rather a 
literal string.4 Each non-alphanumeric character (such as #$@A&*) is pmsed into a separate literal token. 

Once spiff determines the two sequences of tokens, it compares members of the first sequence with 
members of the second sequence. If two tokens are of different types, spiff' deems them to be different, 
regardless of their content. If both tokens are literal tokens, spiff' will deem them to be different if any of 
their characten; diffi:r. When comparing two real numbers, spiff will deem them to be different only if the 
diffcrcm:e in their values exceeds -a user settable tolerance. 

1 Cmnd differeacing prognans do not have such a notion becallle tbe difference betwecD two cblracUn is a binary 
flmclioD. Two c:blmcll:n are the same or they are noL 

2 We pida:d lbe IIIIDC a a way 10 pay a small lribule to 111111 fllmoas imagalacuc ad\'mltlller Spaceman Spift[3]. Spltr 
is also • cmrnctimi of •spiffy mfr'. 

3 AD edit saipt is a SC1q111:1DCe of inmtiom and delelions dlll will mmrorm the 1ml file iDID the leCODd. 
" Imeprmimbcn ans oflm ued • iDdicea, label&, and so on. Under tbeRi cittwwwlllDCa, it is DKft appropriale to tteat 

them a lillDla. Oar dloim of defaalt WU driven by a design goal of having splff be VCf'/ COliiCII tati,� when choosing to 
igaans dlfti:mlcea. 

Nachbar 
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Altering Spiff's Operation 
To make spiff more gmemlly useful. the user can control: 

• how text strings arc paned into tokens 
• how tokens of the same type are compared 
• the choice of differmcing algorithm. used 
• and the granularity of edit considered by the differencing algorithm. 

These features arc descn"bcd next. 

Altering the Parse 

SPIFF -- A Program for Making .•• 

The operation of the parser can be altered in several ways. The user can specify that delimited sec
tions of text arc to be ignored completely. This is useful for selectively ignoring the contents of comments 
in programs. Similarly, the user can specify that delimited sections of text (including white space) be 
treated as a single literal token. So, literal strings in program text can be treated appropriately. Multiple 
sets of delimiters may be specified at once (to handle cases such as the Modula-2 programming language 
where there arc two ways to specify quoted strings). At present, the delimiters must be fixed string (possi
bly restricted to the beginning of the line) or end of line. As a consequence of the mechanism for specify
ing literal strings, multicharactcr operators (such as the += operator in C) can be parsed into a single token. 

As yet, no provision is made for allowing delimiter specification in terms of regular expressions. 
This omission was made for the sake of simplifying the parser. Nothing prevents the addition of regular 
expressions in the future. However, the simple mechanism already in place handles the literal string and 
commenting conventions for most well known programming languages. 5 

In addition to controlling literal string and comments, the user may also specify whether to treat 
white space characters as any other non-alphanumeric character (in other words, parse each white space 
character into its own literal token), whether to parse sign marlcers as part of the number that they precede 
or as separate tokens. whether to treat numbers without printed decimal marlcers (e.g. " 1988") as real 
numbers rather than as literal strings, and whether to parse real numbers into literal tokens. 

Altering the Comparison of Individual Tokens 
As mentioned earlier, the user can set a tolerance below which differences between real numbers arc 

ignored. SpifT allows two kinds of tolerances: absolute and relative. Specifying an absolute tolerance will 
cause spifT to ignore differences that are less than the specified value. For instance, specifying an absolute 
tolerance of 0.01 will cause only those differences greater than or equal to 0.01 to be reported. Specifying 
a relative tolerance will cause spit'f to ignore differences that are smaller than some fraction of the number 
of larger magnimde. Specifically, the value of the tolerance is interpreted as a :fraction of the larger (in 
absolute terms) of the two floating point numbers being compared. For example, specifying a relative 
tolerance of 0.1 will cause the two floating point numbers 1.0 and 0.91 to be deemed within tolerance. The 
numbers 1.0 and 0.9 will be outside the tolerance. "Absolute and relative tolerances can be OR'ed together. 
In fact, the most effective way to ignore differences that are due to roundoff errors in floating point calcula
tions is to use both a relative tolerance (to handle limits in precision) as well as an absolute tolerance (to 
handle cases when one mnnber is zero and the other number is almost zero). 6 In addition, the user can 
specify an infinite tDlemnce. This is useful for checking the format of output while ignoring the acb.1al 
numbers produced. 

5 See die manual page in die appendix for examples of baDdllDg C. Bourne Shell, Fonnn, Lisp, Pascal, and Modula-2. 
Toe only c:aes tlllll an: known DOC ID work am C01D1Da1b in BASIC and Hollerith Slrings in Fortran. 

6 All !IIIIDbers differ from 2l:l'O by lOO'J> of their magmlllde. Thus, to bandle numbers tbal an: near zero, one would 
have ro specify a n=laliw l0ltnnce of lOO'li which would be unreasonably large when both numbers me non-zero. 
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Altering the Differencing Algorithm 

By default, spiff produces a minimal edit sequence (using the Miller/Myers differencing algo
rithm[4]) that will convert the first file into the second. However, a minimal edit sequences is oot always 
dcsiiablc. For example, for the following two tables of numbers: 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 

a minimal edit sequence to convert the table on the left into the table on the right be to would delete the 
first ownbcr (0.1) and insert 0.7 at the end. 7 Such a result, wbilc logically correct. does not provide a good 
picture of the differences between the two files. In general. for text with a very definite Structure (such as 
tables), we may not want to consider insertions and deletions at all. but only one-to-one changes.8 So, 
rather than look for II roioimaJ edit script. we merely want to compare each token in the first file with the 
corresponding token in the second file. 

The user can choose which differencing algorithm to use (the default Miller/Myers or the altemative 
one-to-one comparison) based upon what is known about the input files. In general. files produced mechan
ically (such the output from test suites) have a very regular Structure and the one-to-one comparison works 
surprisingly well. For files � by humans, the Miller/Myers algorithm is more appropriate. There is 
nothing in spiff's internal design that limits the number of differencing algorithms that it can run. Other 
differencing algorithms, in particular the one used in diff', will probably be added later. 

Altering the Grannlarity of the Edit Sequence 
By default. spitf produces an edit sequence in terms of insertions and deletions of individual tokens. 

At times it may be more useful to treat the contents of the files as tokens when looking for differences but 
express the edit script in terms of entire lines of the files rather than individual tokens. 9 Spill' provides a 
facility for �cting the edits to entire lines. 

Treating Parts of the Files Differently 
For complex input files, it is important that different parts of the file be treated in different ways. In 

other words, it may be impossible to find one set of parsing/differencing rules that work well for the entire 
file. Spill' can differentiaIC between parts of the input files on two bases: within a line and between lines. 
Within a line, a different tolerance can be applied to each real nmnbcr. The tolerances are specified in 
terms of the ordinal position of the numbers on the line (Le. one tolerance is applied to the first real number 
on each line, a different tolerance is applied to the second number on each line, a third tolerance is applied 
to the third, and so on). If more numbers appear on a line than there arc tolerances specified, the last toler
ance is applied to all subsequent numbers on the line (Le., if the user specifies three tolerances, the third is 
applied to the thiid, fourth fifth, • . .  number on each line). This feature is useful for applying different 
tolerances to the different columns of a table of numbers. 

Between lines, the user can place "embedded commands" in the input files. These commands are 
instructions to parser that can change what tolerances are aaached to real numbers and the commenting and 
literal string conventions used by the parser. Embedded commands are flagged to the parser by starting the 
line with a user-specified escape string. By combining within line and between line differentiation, it is 
possible for the user to specify a different tolerance for every single real number in the input files. 

7 The problem of baviDg 1be elements of tables become misaligned wbllll the diffm:Dcing algorithm is uying to find a 
minimal number of edits CID be rednced somcwhal by retaining newlines 1111d DOt using rolenmca. Unfonooately, it does 
not go away. 

1 A "cbaop" can be expressed • one delelion 1111d one insertion at the SIDie point in the iext. 
9 For imtaDce. if aoe WIIIIIS to haw spJff produce omput tbal can be fed imo lbB ed ediror. 
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Visual Mode 

So far, spiff's operation as an intelligent filter has been described. Spiff also has an interactive 
mode. When operating in interactive mode, spiff places auresponding sections of the input files side by 
side on user's screen. 10 Tokens are compared using a one-to-one ordinal comparison, and any tokens that 
are found to be different are highlighted in reverse video. The user can interactively change the tolerances 
and spiff will alter the display to reflect which real numbers exceed the new tolerances. Other commands 
allow the user to page through the file and exit. 

Performance 
Two components of spiff, the parser and the differencing algorithm, account for most of the execu

tion time. Miller and Myers compare their algorithm to the one used in the diff program. To restate their 
results, the Miller/Myers algorithm is faster for files that have relatively few differences but much slower 
(quadratic time) for files with a great many differences. 

For cases where the files do not differ greatly, parsing the input files takes most of the time (around 
80% of the total). 1 1 The performance of the parser is roughly similar to programs that do a similar level of 
parsing (i.e. programs that must examine each character in the file). For files where roughly half of the 
tokens are real numbers, spiff takes about twice as long to parse the input files as an awk program that 
counts the number of words in a file:12 

awk ' { total += NF} ' firstfile secondfile 

The time that it takes spiff to parse a file is substantially increased if scanning is done for comments 
and delimited literal strings. The precise effect depends upon the length of the delimiters, whether they are 
restricted to ·appear at beginning of line, and the frequency with which literals and comments appear in the 
input files. As an example, adding the 12 literal conventions13 and I commenting convention required for 
C code roughly doubles the time required to parse input files.14 

A more complete approach to evaluating spiff's performance must measure the total time that it 
takes for the user to complete a differencin3 task. For example, consider one of the test suites for the S sta
tistical analysis package mentioned at the beginning of this paper. The output file for each machine is 427 
lines long and contains 1090 floating point numbers. It takes diff' approximately 2 seconds on one of our "6 
MIPS"15 computers to compare the two files and produce an edit script that is 548 lines long containing 
1003 "differences" in the floating point numbers. It takes the average tester 5 minutes to print out the edit 
script and roughly 2 hours to examine the output by hand to determine that the machines are, in fact, both 
giving nearly identical answers. The total time needed is 2 hours 5 minutes and 2 seconds. 

In contrast, it takes spiff approximately 6 seconds on one of our "6 MIPS" computers to produce an 
output file that is 4 lines long.16 It takes the average tester 30 seconds to examine spiff's output. The total 
for spiff is 36 seconds. Therefore for this case, spiff will get the job done roughly 208.88 times faster than 
cliff. 

10 Although the cunmtt implemeumion of splff nms in many mviroumerus, interactive mode worts only under the 
MGR window 1D8JJaF.[5] Other graphics inlmaces will probably be added over time. 

II No effort has yet been made to make the parser nm more quickly. A Casler parser could DO doubt be wJiUen by 
geoaming a special stale machine. 

12 For awk, a word ia my suing sepamec1 by whiie space. 
13 One literal coavcm:icm is for C lilaal mings. The rest enumerare m� opera1m. 
14 So in tollll. it takes splll' about 4 times louger to pane a C program thin it takes awt to count the IIIIIDber of words in 

the same file. 
1' We will not comman on the usefu1neu of "MIPS• as a 1De1S1R of compu.tiDg speed. The nmnben provided are 

only inlCDded to give the i:ader 1101De vague idea of bow fast these prognam nm. 
16 The omput would be zero length except dW the omput of the time CODmlllld is built into the S 1e11s. The liming 

infomwion could easily be igDared using sptff's embedded commaucSs. But, u we shall see, it banlly seems worth the 
trouble. 
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In general. it is misleading to compare spiff's speed with that of cliff. While both programs are look
ing for differences between files. they operate on very different types of dala (tokens vs. bytes). An analo
gous comparison could be made between the speed of an assembler and the speed of a C compiler. They 
are both language translators. One runs much faster than the other. None the less, most programmers use 
the slower program whenever possible. 

Using Spiff For Making Regression Tests Of Software 
We envision spiff to be the fint of several tools for aiding in the now arduous task of making regres

sion tests. 17 Given spiff's current capabilities, the regression test designer can take the output of an older 
version of software and through the use of literal string and commenting conventions, specify what pans of 
the output must remain identical and what sections can change completely. By specifying tolerances, the 
test designer can take into account how much of a difference in floating point calculations is acceptable. 

The test designer is also free to edit the output from the older version of the software and add embed
ded cnmmaads t!Jat can instruct spiff to treat various parts of the output differently. The newly edited out
put can then serve as a template for the output of later versions of the software. 

Obviously, editing output by hand is a very low level mechanism for adding specification informa
tion. It is our intention that spiff will become the last element in a pipeline of programs. Programs (as yet 
unwritten) located earlier in the pipeline can implement a higher level representation of the specification 
information. They read in the old and new input files, add the appropriate embedded commands, and then 
pass the results to spiff which will do the actual differencing. 

Future Work 

There are many features that could be added to spiff (if there are not too many already). Some of 
these include: 
• Using separate differencing algorithms on separate sections of the file and/or limiting the scope of an 

edit sequence (fencing) 
• Providing a more general mechanism for specifying commcots and literals (perhaps allowing 

specification in terms of regular expressions). As yet, we have not encountered any important cases 
where regular expressions have been needed. Until such a case is encountered, we will leave regular 
expressions out in the name of simplicity. 

• Allowing for a more general specification of what lines should look like. At present, the user can 
only specify tolerances for numbers as a function of their ordinal position on a line. The difficulty in 
expanding the specification abilities of spiff is knowing when to stop. In the extreme, we might add 
all of the functionality of a program such as awk.18 We hope to keep spiff as simple as possible. Our 
first efforts in this direction will try to implement higher level specification functions outside of spiff. 
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17 In 10ftwm: aigiDeeriDg padance, a •�on iest" is lbe process by which a lala' cbecb ID make SIR dlll lbe new 
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SPIFF( l )  UNIX Programmer's Manual 

NAME 
spiff - make controlled approximate comparisons between files 

SYNOPSIS 
spiff [ -s script ] [ -f sfile ] [ -blevoiqcdwm ] [ -a 1-r value ] -value filel filc2 

DESCRIPTION 
Spiff compares the contents of filel and file2 and prints a description of the important differences 
between the files. White space is ignoffil except to separate other objects. Spiff maintains tOler
ances below which differences between two floating point numbers are ignored. Differences in 
floating point notation (such as 3.4 3.40 and 3 .4e01) are tteated as unimportant. 

Spiff s operation can be altered via command line options, a command script, and with commands 
that are embedded in the input files. 

The following options affect spijf s overall operation. 

-o suppresses all output (but the return code may still be examined). 

41 suppresses warning messages. 

-v use a visually oriented display. Works only in mgr windows. 

The following option controls the unit of change used by the differencing algorithms. 

-1 consider only insertion/deletion of entire lines when using Miller/Myers. This option 
gives output that is somewhat similar in appearance to the output of diff(l). 

The following option controls the differencing algorithm. 

-e compare each object (token or line as specified by the presence or absence of the -I flag) 
in the files with the object in the same ordinal position in the other file. If the files have a 
different number of objects, a warning message is printed and the objects at the end of 
the longer file are ignored. By default, spijf uses a Miller/Myers algorithm to find a 
minimal edit sequence that will convert the contents of the first file into the second. 

--<decimal-value> 
sets a limit on the total number of insertions and deletions that will be considered. If the 
files differ by more than the stated amount, the program will give up, print a warning 
message, and exit. 

The following options control the command script More than one of each may appear at at time. 
The cC\romands accumulare. 

-f s&le a command script to be taken from file sfile 

-s command«ript 
causes the following argument to be taken as a command script 

The following options cootrol how individual objects are compared. 

-b treat all objects (including floating point numbers) as literals. 

-c: ignore diffen:oces between upper and lower case. 

The following c:ommands will control how the files are parsed. 

-w treat white spm:c as objects. Each white space character will be treated as a separate 
object when the progmm is comparing the files. 

-m treat leading sign characters ( + and - ), as separate even if they are followed by floating 
point numbers. 
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-d treat integer decimal numbers (such as 1987) as real numbers (subject to tolerances) 
rather than as literal strings. 

The following three flags are used to set the default tolerances. The floating-point-nnmbers may 
be given in the formats accepted by atof(3). 

-a 8oating-point-DJUDber 
specifics an absolute value for the tolerance in floating point numbers. The flag -ale-2 
will cause all differences greater than or equal to 0.01 to be reported. 

-r floating-point-number 
specifics a relative tolerance. The value given is interpreted as a :fraction of the larger (in 
absolute terms) of the two floating point numbers being compared. Thus, the flag -r0.1 
will cause the two floating point numbers 1.0 and 0.9.1 to be deemed within tolerance. 
The numbers 1.0 and 0.9 will be out.side the tolerance. 

-i causes differences between floating point numbers to be ignored. 

If more than one -a, -f', or -i flag apj>ear on the command line, the tolerances will be OR'd 
together (i.e. any diffcrcncc that is within any of the tolerances will be ignored). 

SCRIPT COMMANDS 
A script consists of commands, one per line. Each command consists of a keyword possibly fol
lowed by arguments. Arguments arc separated by one or more tabs or spaces. The commands 
arc: 

literal BEGIN-STRING [END-STRING [ESCAPE-STRING]] 
Specifies the delimiters sUIIOunding text that is to be treated as a single literal object. If 
only one argum.ent is present, then only that string itself is treated as a literal. If only two 
arguments arc present, they arc taking as the starting and ending delimiters respectively. 
If tbree arguments arc present, they arc treated as the start delimiter, end delimiter, and a 
string that may be used to escape � instance of the end delimiter. 

begincbar BEGINNING-OF-LINE-CHARACI'ER 
Set the the beginning of line character for BEGIN-STRING's in comments. The default 
is '""'. 

endcbar END-OF-LINE-CHARACI'ER 
Set the end of line character for END-STRING's in comments. The default is '$'. 

comment BEGIN-STRING [END-STRING [ESCAPE-STRING]] 
Specifies the delimiters SUIIOunding text that is to be be ignored entirely (i.e. viewed as 
comments). The openuion of the comment command is very similar to the literal com
mand. In addition, if the END-STRING consists of only the end of line character, the 
end of line will delimit the end of the comment. Also, if the BEGIN-STRING starts with 
the beginning of line charnctcr, only lines that begin with the BEGIN-STRING will be 
ignored. 

More than one comment specification and more than one literal string specification may be 
specified at a time. 

rcsctcommcnts 
acan the list of comment specifications. 

resetlitcrals 
acan the list of literal specifications. 
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tol [aVALUE j rVALUE l i l d ,  • .  [ ;  aVALUE jrVALUE l i l d  . . •  ] . . .  ] 
set the tolerance for floating point comparisons. The arguments to the tol command are a 
set of tolerance specifications separated by semicolons. If more than one a,r,d. or i 
appears within a specification. then the tolerances are OR'd together (i.e. any difference 
that is within any tolenmce will be ignored). The semantics of a,r, and i arc identical to 
the -a, -r, and --i flags. The d means that the default tolerance ( as specified by the invo
cation options) should be used. If more than one specification appears OD the line, the 
first specification is applied to the first floating point number on each line, the second 
specification to the second floating point number one each line of the input files, and so 
on. If there are more floating point numbcls on a given line of input than tolerance 
specifications, the last specincarion is used repeatedly for all remaining floating point 
numbers OD that line. 

command STRING 
lines in the input file that start with STRING will be interpreted as command lines. If no 
"command" is given as part of a -s or -f then it will be impossible to embed commands 
in the input files. 

# used to places remarks (comments) into a commands script 

Tolerances specified in the command scripts have precedence over the tolerance specified on the 
invocation command line. The tolerance specified in file] has precedence over the tolerance 
specified infile2. 

VISUAL MODE 
If spiffis invoked with the -v option, it will enter an interactive mode rather than produce an edit 
sequence. Three windows will be put on the screen. Two windows will contain corresponding 
segments of the input files. Objects that appear in both segments will be examined for differences 
and if any difference is found, the objects will be highlighted in revCISC video on the screen. 
Objects that appear in only one window will have a line drawn through them to indicate that they 
aren't being compmcd with anything in the other text window. The third window is a command 
window. The command window will accept a single tolerance specification (followed by a new
line) in a form suitable to the tol cnmmand The tolerance specined will then be used as the 
default tolerance and the display will be updated to highlight only those objects that exceed the 
new default tolerance. Typing m (followed by a newline) will display the next scrcenfull of text 
Typing q (followed by a newline) will cause the program to exit 

EXAMPLES 
spiff -1 -ale-S -1().001 foo bar 

compare the contents of the files foo and bar and ignore all differences between floating 
point numbers that arc less than 0.00001 or 0.1 % of the number of larger magnitude and 
report the differences in terms of whole lines of the files rather than individual tokens. 

spiff -w -1 -b foo bar 
will produce output very much like the output of diff(l). 

tol a.01 r.01 
will cause all differences between floating point numbers that arc less than 0.01 or 1 % of 
the number of 1argc:r magoitude to be ignored. 

tol a.01 r.01 ; i 
will cause the. tolc:rance in the previous example to be applied to the first floating point 
nmnber on each line. All diffemices. between the second and subsequent floating. point 
numbers OD each line will be ignored. 
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tol a.01 r.01 ; i ; a.0001 like the above except that only differences between the second floating point number on each line will be ignored. The differences between third and subsequent floating point numbers on each number will be ignored if they are less than 0.0001. 
A useful script for cxaming C code is: literal " " \ comment /• •/ literal && literal I literal <= literal >= literal != literal = literal -literal ++ literal « literal >> literal -> 
A useful script for shell programs is: literal ' • \ comment # $ 
A useful script for Fortran programs is: literal • ' • comment AC $ 
A useful script for Modula 2 programs is: literal ' ' literal n n 

comment (• •) literal := literal <> literal <= literal >= 
A useful script for Lisp programs is: literal " "  comment ; $  

DIAGNOSTICS 

BUGS 

Spiff s exit status is 0 if no differences are found, 1 if differences are found, and 2 upon error. 
In C code, escaped newlines will appear as differences. 
Comments are treated as token delimiten. 
Comments in Basic don't wmk right. The line number is not ignored. 
Cominoation lines in Fortran r.nmments don't work. 
There is no way to repre.,ent strings specified using a Hollerith notation in Fortran. 
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In formated English text, hyphenated words, movements in pictures, footnotes, etc. will be reported as differences. 
STRING's in script commands i:an not include whitespace. 
Visual mode does not band1c tabs properly. Flles containing tabs should be nm through expand(!) before ttying to display them with visual mode. 
In visual mode, the text windows appear in a fixed size and fODL Lines longer than the window size will not be handled properly. 
Objects (literal strings) that contain newlines cause trouble in several places. 
Visual mode should accept more than one tolerance specification. 
When using visual mode or the exact match comparison algorithm, the program should do the parsing on the fly rather than truncating long files. 

AUTHOR Daniel Nachbar 
SEE ALSO atof(3) diff(l) expand(l) mgr(lL) 

"Spiff - A Program for Making Controlled Approximate Comparisons of Files", by Daniel Nachbar. 
"A Flle Comparison Program" by Webb Miller and Eugene W. Myers in SoftwaIC - Practice and Experience, Volume 15(1 1), pp.1025-1040, (November 1985). 
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ABSTRACT 

We have implemented a software management tool-set which addresses the problems of 
compilation and distribution of software across multiple architectures in a mixed-vendor 
distributed environment. This package, which we call rrools, is made up of a central 
database, a compilation tool, and a distribution tool. We describe the system in detail and 
look at possible implementations of nools in other environments. The system is 
currently managing software which spans three operating system versions on two archi
tectures and twenty-two hosts. 

1. Introduction 

Rtools, an automated software management system, relieves the tedious and sometimes 
difficult chores of recompiling and updating large quantities of software in a heterogeneous distri
buted environment. An environment that includes a mix of architectures, a large quantity of 
source code to maintain, and a large number of machines presents problems which are different 
from those in an environment with a smaller number of machines. There are many approaches to 
automating software maintenance. We have tried several of them and have had greater success 
with those approaches that did not require modification of the individual software subsystems. In 
implementing the rrools tool-set we endeavored to improve the overall administration of software 
and facilitate the handling of object and executable files, while maintaining the integrity of the 
existing system. 

A First Approach Using Makefiles 

A first cut at automating the recompile and redistribute process used make( 1 ). 1 Makefiles 
were modified to accommodate compilation for multiple architectures. They also contained tar
gets to distribute executable files to all appropriate machines. A standard template for the 
enchanced makefile structure was used to aid programmers in managing the large amounts of 
additional information inttoduced by the problems of remote compilation and distribution. 

To aid in remote installation, we originally wrote rinsta/1, a utility whose operation was 
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much like instal/(1 ). Rinstail was a front end to rdist, the Berkeley UNIX"" file distribution util
ity. Io addition to the usual facilities of install, rinstall allowed one to specify a list of machines 
upon which to install a file. 

Proble� 

The makefiles used in this approach were complex and difficult to maintain. We had to 
rewrite every makefile to include the ability to compile and install programs on machines which 
may have been neither operating-system nor binary compatible with the source machine. For 
instance, the old makefile for the well known public domain program shar was over a hundred 
lines and 2K characters long for a program with only two C source files and two manual pages. 
At that size, it supponed only two operating systems. The effon required in the recent acquisition 
of Ultrix1m as a supponed system exposed many shoncomiogs in using makefiles as the control 
point for file creation and distribution. 

Furthermore, rinstall proved insufficient for our needs. It worked in a linear manner, taking 
one file and installing it on several machines. Rinsta/1 did not take full advantage of the power 
available in the Berkeley rdist utility. It did not check modification dates, nor did it transfer mul
tiple files over the same connection. 

What was adequate for an environment of four or five machines running a single implemen
tation of UNIX. is not sufficient for our growing environment of over thirty hosts of several archi
tectures and five versions of UNIX. 

The Solution 

Our objective was to unite existing tools into a usable package that used the strengths of 
those tools to the best advantage. 

We recognized that make was never intended to be used to control the management of 
software at the level we required. Its strengths lie in its ability to efficiently and correctly create 
binary files. To alleviate the inadequacies of make for our task, we separated the problem into 
two distinct tasks: creating binaries and installing them. 

Likewise rdist is generally adequate for putting several objects on several machines. How
ever, rdisr has some of the same maintenance requirements as make. Io particular, it requires that 
a separate control file be created for every distribution directive. Io order to cin:umveot the prob
lems of maintaining large numbers of coottol files, we specify a central point of distribution con
trol. 

The result is rtools: a system built around make and rdist, which separates compilation and 
distribution. With nools makefiles need only create executables; other means are used to distri
bute and install them. Rtools creates and installs binaries based on information in a central data
base, hiding the details of remote compilation and installation for other architectures from the 
user and from the makefiles. 

UNIX is a regislered indemark of AT&T. 

ULfflX is a regiscercd lrademark of Digital Equipment C4rpcira&ion. 
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Design Overview of Rtools 

Splitting the work along the functional lines of the file creation process and the file distribu
tion process is a conceprual step above the previous method of handling both creation and distri
bution in the makefiles of each source code subsystem. The major elements associated with this 
system are: a database which maintains necessary software management information, rcreate 
which handles the creation/compilation of object/executable files, and rput which deals with the 
the distribution of those same files (see figure 1 ). 

In essence, rcreate and rplll are simple programs that drive the individual system elements. 
Each calls tools that extract information from the database and pass that information to the inter
mediate tools which in tum process the database information into directives for standard UNIX 
facilities. From there, the creation or disttibution process is completed using well known UNIX 
tools, drawing on the information provided by the nools system. 

The system employs existing features where possible, talcing advantage of the pipes and 
UNIX 4.3BSD tools to avoid re-inventing capabilities which exist in utilities such as make or 
rdist. The tool-set uses standard input and standard output for communication and depends 
heavily on the Bourne Shell for internal cohesiveness. 

2. Shadow Trees 

For storage of the distributable files, we create "object trees" which mimic the organization 
of a source code directory, for example: /usr/src (see figure 2). There is one object tree for each 
different architecture or operating system. We called the directories where object files are stored, 
"Shadow Trees". because their structure is a projection of the source code tree. 

Figure 1 - A representation of the Rtools design 
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Figure 2 • Rtools Directocy Structure 

A holding directory contains all the object trees (or "shadow trees"); this holding directory 
is attached at the same level as the original source directory. The holding directory is /usr/obj in 
the example below. The correspondence of the trees determines exactly where the executable for 
a particular architecture may be found. given the location of its source code. For example. the 
source code for a program called batch, might reside in the file /usr/src/locaVstd/batch/batch.c. 
The resulting object file, compiled for a Convex C-1 computer would be the file: 
/usr/obYconve.x/locaVstd/batch/batch.o 

3. Control Database 
All the information for remote compilation and distribution formerly kept in makefiles is 

now centrally located in a single control database. A reason for using a single central database is 
that some information is common to both the compilation and the disuibution process. Further
more, by removing that information from the makefiles rrools is able to abstract the distributed 
nature of the environment away from the compilation tools.* 

In hindsight, this is a simple concept It is also easy to implement but will be difficult to 
maintain as the database grows. Until proper database suppon tools are devised, some aspects of 
maintaining the information will remain awkward. 

-Tite Tclt11onics "Ulelt Build .E.niaCHuiWilll• mu.ea similar ua of • rm1nl database far its IOlln:e -ascmeni.. but wilh a 
diffcl'Clll goal. Their syacm providca a �  dcwlopmau cnviromicnl, wbilc l'100U is designed fot soflwu,: maintcmncc.l 
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Records 

There is one record for each distributed file (see table 1 ). Each record in the control data
base is divided inlo ten fields. The data in the fields control the selection and utilization of indivi
dual records. Each record can be selectively accessed through one of two data extraction tools. 
They mask away information unnecessary for some· panicular step in the distribution or installa
tion process. 

Fields 

Each record contains the following fields: 

• Host List 
This field contains a host list, describing the systems for which the current record 
applies. 

• Installation Class 
Currently, the installation class is one of "bin", "lib" or "man". which correspond 
respectively to executables, library files, and man pages. Other classes or the capabil
ity for multiple classes may be appropriate as the database develops. 

• Target Architecture 
The architecture or operating system for which this file is to be prepared. 

• Shadow Directories 
Distributed objects/executables reside in a directory subtree appropriate to their target 
architecture. This field denotes the path for both the source directory and the object 
directory for the file described by the current record. 

• Make Target 
This field contains the target that directs make to create the file locally, in preparation 
for distribution. 

• Local File Name 
Usually identical to the make target 

• Remote Destination Name 
This field is the fully qualified (e.g. /usr/locaVgnu/bin) path name of the destination 

Fleld UHd In Example 

HoSI List file c:ntalion & distribution natasha boris 

Target Architecture flla creation & cistrlbution convex 

lnslallation Class file creation & distribution bin 

Shadow Di-ec:tory file creation & cistribution local/std/batch 

Make Target file aealion only batch 

Local File Name file distribution only batch 

Remole Destination Name Iii& distrtbution only /usr/localfstdlbinJbatch 

Owner Iii& distribution only bin 

Group Iii& distrtbution only bin 

Mode Ille distrtbu1ion only 755 

Table 1 - A database record 
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directory and filename on the remote host. 
• Owner, Group. and Mode Fields 

Harrison, Schaefer, Yoo 

These three fields specify the eventual owner, group designation and file permission 
mode on the remote machines. 

4. Rcreate: The Binary Creation Tool 

Rcreate, the rtools compilation utility. must accomplish three tasks. First. it must acquire 
information about the current location of source files and the final destination of the executables. 
Through rmakeneed. a data access program, the database provides all the necessary information. 
Second. it must compile software for remote machines, accommodating diff'erent operating sys
tems and different architectures. The final requirement is that it place all object and executable 
files within the appropriate shadow tree. 

In rtoo/s we made no additional enhancements to make. Instead we augment the make pro
cess with a superstructure of shell directives. Rcreare makes use of our local dislributed comput
ing utilities. FREEDOMNET,3· 4 developed at the Research Triangle Institute, is a dislributed 
computing system that transparently provides both remote execution and remote file access across 
heterogeneous architectures. We use FREEDOMNET not only for maintaining sources in one vir
tual place, but also for remote compilation on different architectures. Specifically for its second 
task. rcreate uses the FREEDO MNET utility ex.er which makes the process• s notion of the root 
directory (/) relative to the remote machine. Excr preserves all of the current environment, 
including the current working directory,, while all of the programs invoked, in particular com
pilers, execute on the foreign machine. 

To accomplish the third task. rcreate employs build, a make utility developed at AT&T Bell 
Laboratories and reimplemented at the Research Triangle Institute. 5 Build is a "view path search
ing version of make.6 " It uses the environment variable 'VPATH' which specifies the directory 
trees to search when looking for makefiles and source files. It also maintains the VPA1H variable 
through recursive invocations in subdirectories. It also has the ability to augment the VPA1H vari
able dynamically as scripts within the makefile change directories and again invoke make/build. 
Rcreate uses this mechanism to maintain the separation between the source and object. 

Rcreate itself is a pipeline of other tools: rmakeneed, the database data extraction utility; 
nnake, the compilation coordinator. and the Bourne shell to invoke build. 

Rmakeneed 

Rmakeneed is a database projection tool. It bridges the information in the database with the 
a script generator and serves as the source for the compilation pipeline. Its function is to extract 
the information required to create files for machines throughout the dislributed environment. The 
output has the form of directives for the rmake utility. 

Rmake 

It is in the rmake step that the distributed nature of the environment is introduced into the 
make process. Rmake takes the database projection from nnakeneed and produces a shell script 
with the proper environment variables, etc. to excr to a machine of the appropriate architecture 
and run build for each of the specified make targets. It should be stressed that the "make-ing" 
utility is not affected by this step. 
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Build 

Build is called when the shell script produced by rmake is run. The previous steps of creat
ing an ad hoc compilation environment allows build to proceed in a normal fashion, oblivious to 
the nature of the distributed environment in which it is working. 

5. Rput: The Distribution Tool 

Rput is the nools file distribution utility. It consists of a pipeline, beginning with 
rmaintneed, which extracts only the information necessary and sufficient for a particular distribu
tion from the rtools database. Those results are piped to rmaint, which reformats the information 
into instructions for the rdist utility. Rdist instructions are a specification of what files on the 
current host should be put at what file names on which hosts. These instructions are commonly 
held in a file called a "distfile." In this instance, however, the instructions are piped directly to 
rdist. Rtools needs only a well defined subset of the the extensive capabilities of rdist; by gen
erating distfiles ad hoc, we avoid maintenance of many hundreds of distfiles containing informa
tion mostly redundant with respect to each other or with respect to the contents of the control 
database. 

Rmaintneed 

Rmaintneed is a database access tooi' whose output includes directives for rmaint. Like 
rmakeneed, rmaintneed serves as the head of its process pipeline. However, the information 
exttacted by rmainmeed is specific to the distribution process . 

Rmaint 

The labor saving tool of the distribution process is rmaint. Rmaint automatically generates 
distfiles for the rdist program, hiding the details of rdist syntax from nnainmeed. It takes distri
bution specifications on its stdin and puts the distfile on its stdout. 

Rdist 

The actual distribution of files is performed by rdist. This powerful tool relieves much of 
the burden of verifying modification dates, connecting to remote machines, and handling the 
security issues surrounding distributed environments. 

6. Rtools in Other Environments 

We consider the design of the system to be more useful than any particular program 
comprising it. The shell scripts are almost trivial, but they obviously rely heavily on some 
powerful tools that were already implemented. A similar system could be implemented for a 
different environment using other commonly available tools. Here we discuss some of the details 
of implementing elements of the nools package in other environments. 

Distributed File Systems 

Perhaps the most striking feature used by the nools package is the FREEDO:MNET excr 
utility. We surmise that Excr could be emulated in other distributed file systems by mounting 
directories of the source machine onto a target machine, and then invoking a compiler on the tar
get machine, perhaps with rsh (Berkeley remote shell). 
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In the absence of a remote file system, some elements of the rroo/s design could be imple
mented using other UNIX concepts (e.g. remote daemons for compilation and tar or cpio for file 
transfer). One might also examine the ttaditional alternative of using cross compilers. 

Using Make/Build 
Build is more subtly important: it allows a ID1Il1.IIlum of intervention into a working 

makefile to adapt it to a variety of situations. The make delivered with 4.3BSD also recognizes the 
VPA1H variable but without the ability to change when invoked in another directory. Such recur
sive calls of make happen surprisingly often - it appears in over fifty of the software subsystems 
delivered with source to 4.3BSD. Nmake, a fowth generation make utility in the AT&T Tool
chest,7 may also cope with this situation. 

Using Rdist 
Rput depends heavily on rdist. In its absence, one might implement a work-alike using rsh 

(the 4.3BSD remote shell command) and tar, but there are important considerations that rdist 
addresses properly, such as having the loop over machines outside the loop over files, and the net
work security issues involved in a utility that will install sensitive programs (and what program 
isn't?). 

We should mention here a local change to rdist: when the intended user on the remote host 
has not given permission for the user at the local host to gain access automatically with an 
appropriate .rhosts file, our version of rdist will prompt for the appropriate password. The 
behavior of the Berkeley version of rdist was to simply deny permission. 

We also added options to allow more flexibility in maintaining remote files, namely set 
owner, group, and mode, do comparisons, and install even if the file has not been modified. 

Information Management 
We chose a database fonnat that required the least possible work in creating database tools. 

After more experience with the system, we may decide that more fonnal and better controlled 
database tools would be worth the investment, at which point we could turn to a traditional DBMS 
to manage the data and to produce the input expected by rmalce and rmaint. 

7. Conclusions 
Rtools is in production use and is currently managing software in an environment that 

includes 4.3BSD, Ultrix, and Convex 4.1 UNIX implementations. We plan to add rrools support 
for Sun UNIX 3.5 in the immediate future, and possibly Apple UNIX later. 

We have a powerful tool with simple syntax after a modest programming effort. It succeeds 
even with complicated software systems with many machine dependencies and large numbers of 
components, such as GNU emacs. It bas automated an error-prone and tedious task, allowing us 
to support a consistent environment in a mon: timely and reliable manner. It frees suppon staff to 
concentrate their attention elsewhere. 
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Background 
The Microelectronics Center of North Carolina is a non-profit corporation involved in 

cooperative research and education that unites the resources of five participating universities, the 
Research Triangle Instirute and the MCNC central research laboratory. 

MCNC computer facilities at  the central laboratory include 2 VAX 8650's, one VAX 
1 1(/50 and an assortment of Microvax II's running 4.3BSD UNIX 2 Convex C-1 's (4.2BSD vari
ant), several Vaxstation 2000 and Microvax GPX's running Ultrix 2.2, and a Sun-3/260 (Sun 
UNIX 4.2 v3.5) ali networked together via ethemet. In the coming years, we expect a great 
increase in the number of workstations. 
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ABSTRACT' 

This paper presents a brief desaiption of the problems faced by the Information 
Technology Center as it attempts to distribute its software to a wide audience. An 
analysis of the difficulties concludes that (1) the development process suffers from poor 
communication between programming groups and (2) better programming tools are 
needed than just RCS and make. 
To solve the first problem, we present an organizational model called hierarchical 
software management The techniques desaibed can greatly reduce the amount of last 
minute work that goes into producing a deliverable system. 
To solve the second problem, we have designed replacements for make and RCS. The 
construction system has been implemented and is described in detail By means of 
dynamic dependency traeking and automatic script generation, om make replacement 
relieves programmers of almost all the work nonnally associa1ed with maintaining a 
maicl! script The RCS replacement has not been implemented yet. but is briefly 
presented in order to further explain relationship to hierarchical software management 

1. Introduction 
This paper is about the authors' ongoing experience in bringing software management to a research organi
zation of about 30 programmers at the Information Technology Center of Carnegie Mellon University. The 
ITC, which has for two years been providing an integrated UNIXt worlcsration computing environment to 
the CMU campus is becoming well known for its conttibution of the Andrew Toolkit to the X l l  distribu
tion. 
At the rrc. om experience with wide-scale software distribution has been a rocky one. Our releases to the 
CMU campus. to IBM (our primary source of funding), and to the Xll  tape have all been preceded by 
sleepless nights spent building compilable systems and portable construction procedures. C 'Hmm .•. that 
code worked just fine for Mortimer when he checked it in ... wonder why itwon't even compile now?") 
These releases have revealed problems with our MaJce scripts, our bug tracking mechanisms, and our 
source conuol mechanisms. 
Only heroic effon and dedication have overcome these problems which can ruin the delicate environment 
in which researchers thrive. For example, talented programmers may be required to spend weeks on some
thing as trivial and unsatisfying as preparing pau:h files. 
We believe that the solution to such annoying and �ve problems lies in a discipline lbat we call 
software management. Software management touches broadly on diverse areas as software tools, data
base technology. and organizational issues. 
In this paper, we begin by defining software management and the problems we assign to that area. We go 
on to desaibe a coherent set of policies and techni� called hierarchical software management. The 

t UNIX is a tndanadt of Bdl uboruoria. 
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bulk of the paper is spent describing a set of tools for software construction (a la mtW(l)) in a hierarchical 
development environment. (We should note before we lose roo many more readers that the design 
described presents novel UNIX-flavoured solutions lO pcrcnnially discussed makl! problems such as mak.e 
script generation (or elimination), dependency ttacking, parameteritil.ation of an inslallation and so forth. 
Those who are only intercsled in the r.echnical stuff, and not so much the rational behind it, should tum at 
once lO section 6.) The paper wraps up with a design sketch for a new source conaol scheme (which. 
unlike the collSlnJCtion system, bas not been implemented yet), some observations about the nt.ed for flexi
ble darabase technology, and of course. the ubiquitous "Conclusions" section. 

2. What b Software Management 
" ... and why should I care? After all, the inb'Oduction said that this paper was about a research organiza
tion. Clearly the bows at a research organization just can 't back the demands of real world software distri
bution. Here at Production Software Inc. our programmers know what it takes to get the job done.'' 
Or so you might think. But software management was defined in [Tilbrook, Srem 87] as "the discipline of 
managing, maintaining, and distributing a body of software in source form". In other words, software 
management is almost ew.ry manipulation of source code other than its development by programmers. 
Source control ttansactions, make script generation, and "software shrink wrapping" are all software 
management activities. 
Software management is not just a problem for researchers; it's a problem that comes up wherevez- there is 
an attempt at c.-ganized cooperative coding and distribution. It is not so much that om researchers don't 
know what "what it takes to get the job done" ; they almost certainly do. Ralher, it's that DID' research pro
grammen are impatient when they perceive that, for their recurrent software management difficulties, 
"there ought to be a beuer way" 
When we weic first Conned into the Software Management Team (or, affectionately, SMuT), we began by 
asking the development slaff to tell us all of their software management problems. Most of what we heard 
fell into just a few categories, which are briefly considered below: controlled code sharing, automated 
software construction, software tracking, and software shrink wrapping 

2.1. Controlled code sharing 
Time after time at the ITC, one programmer or group bas released new versions of libraries, header files or 
programs which break someone else's application. This is not a case of malice, or even carelessness. The 
intricacies of semantic dependencies between various pieces of code is complex and very hard to 1mder
stand. (Locally, the situatim is even worse because we use a dynamic linkez- which multiplies with surpris
ing efficiency the number of ways version incompatibilities can arise). 
Although we can dictate coding practices that reduce such problems, such as preserving hbrary interfaces, 
or the set of symbols exported from some module - such coding practices are not always achievable. This 
is especially ttue in a cUUing-edge research environment where the best designs for inter-modular inter
faces become apparent only after a lot of code has been wriuen to a bad interface. 
We have recognized that incompatible changes are inevitable, and have sought ways to force human beings 
into the code re� loop wherever incompatibilities arise. We design our tools to allow people to make 
the decisioos in complex siJuations. 

2.2. Automated software construction 
Compiling and installing software is a complex, timely, and costly process. It is also aitical. After all, a 
customer's first impress.ion is often the ease - or difficulty - with which a product installs on his system. 
On another front, the validity of any testing done at the development sight relies upon the com:ct compila
tion and installatiol\ of the software being tested. 
Conceptually, source is lnlDSfanned into an installation by a long script of construction commands. Stu 
Feldman's mau program injects that script with the notion of dependency and consistency in order to 
avoid redundant compiladons. Unfortunately, using hand aafted ,noa scripts to describe dependencies 
and construction scripts has proven to be tedious and enorprone. 

Lord 
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A thorough make scripl which lists every dependency is unlik.ely to be ponable because header files and 
libraries are in diff'crcnl locations on various target systems. An incomplete. though portable mau script 
will evenlUally result in a botchN!admimble faulty insl8llation. 
Additionally, the weak parameteriti7.8lion mechanism offered by 111/Ja, essentially just maaos, has proven 
awkward when the body of source is quite large, and many make scripts are involven. Mau does not scale 
well to even moderately large bodies of source. 
We have extended the make concept into a powerful suite of tools which solve these problems. Our tools 
are desaibed in the formerly alluded to technical section of this paper. 

2.3. Software tracking 
We have found that it is surprisingly hard for an individual to monitor the software on our system. Com
monly used software management tools provide only marginal help for answering questions like, "what 
source files have changed since the last release to MIT?" 
A first step towards solving this problem is to add centralized transaction logging to our source control sys
tem and some simple databases to help maintain lhe integrity of the source tree. 

3. Shrink wrapping 
Although we are predominately a research organization, we also find it important to distribute our software 
widely. We hope that our installation mechanisms will be powerful enough to adapt to a wide variety of 
systems and be easy enough for only moderately experienced people to use. Our goal is to be able to pro
duce such a distribution easily and confidently. 
Before we can meet these goals we must design construction mechanisms which are adaptable and are con
sistent across all of our software. We must have tools to extract exactly those source files which belong in 
a distribution: no more and certainly no less. 

4. Understanding Software Management Problems 
Once we understood the sons of software management problems we had, we semched for their causes. We 
were fortunate to have the opportunity to study in detail a major release of software from the ITC develop
ment environment to the CMU campus. These releases typically required over-dedicated individuals to 
spend sleepless nights collecting necessary folklore and perfonning the installation. 
We were not disappointed. The particular release we studied graciously presented us wilh every sort of 
problem people had experienced in lhe pasL We came away with two observations: 

Observation 1: There is a need for good software management tools. 
Like most sites, the ITC has relied upon a source control system (RCS), malu!, and a plethora of shell scripts 
for all its software management needs. At critical times, these tools were not enough. ConceplUally trivial 
tasks, such as generating a masttt somce list. were difficult to carry ouL Conceptually hard problems, such 
as multiple machine-type installations from a single set of source, were accomplished only by complicated 
kludges. Our consttuction system, for example, was becoming an unmanageably complex collection of 
shell scripts. 
It seemed as though the investment necessary to write a new software management toolset would yield a 
substantial pay off. In sections 4 and 5 we discuss parts of our design for such a toolseL 

Observation 2: Vital software management information was being lost in folklore 
The ITC's programmers are partitioned into groups - each working on a different project We observed 
that programmers suffered from few software management problems with the software from their own 
group. Problems showed up when software was passed from one group to another, or from several groups 
to some outsider (such as a CMU system administra1or trying to install om software for the campus). For 
example, every group used subtly different mau script conventions which, when the software was trcaled 
as a whole, made carrying out installations tricky. 
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In light of this observation, we sought ways increase the flow of software management information 
between groups. The n:sult is described in the next section. 

5. The Hierarchical Model or Software Management 
H.ienuchical software management is an organizational technique designed to solve the infomwioo flow 
problems described in the last section. The basic idea is quite simple: the various groups within an organi
zation are structured into a tree hierarchy. Information flows between nodes of the tree the sttucture of 
which is reflected in the struclUre of the organization, and of the file system containing development 
source. 
The root of the tree is a special repository for source, and for software management information. One per
son, called the software gatekeeper [Tilbrook, Stem 87], is placed at the rooL The roles fulfilled by the 
gatekeeper are: 
- the maintainer of the source database which we call the One True Somce (OTS) 
- the chief liaison between the groups which are the children in the tree, and between the development site 

and its outside clienis 
- the collection point not only of source, but of the software management infonnation that goes along with 

iL 
At each node of the tree which represents a development group, there is a project gatekeeper. The project 
gatekeepers' relationship to their group, and to the software gatekeeper, is analogous to the relaliomhip 
between the various groups, the software gatekeeper. and the outside world. The project gatekeeper is a 
communication channel between their group and the software gatekeeper, and they are repositories of 
source and software management information that has not yet left lheir group. 
Projects may contain subprojects, and the leaf nodes of the hierarchy are the programmers themselves. 
We discovered that this hiezarchy presents a rich paradigm in which to consider software management 
problems. For example, a natural bug repon mechanism emerges: bug reports are given to the software 
gate.keeper who analyzes them and either responds directly (if lhe bug is known and has a known fix), or 
passes the bug down to the appropriate project gatekeeper. They in tum either responds or hands the report 
funher down. 
Just � bug reports flow from the root to the leaves, source itself flows from the leaves (the programmers) 
to the rooL As code is passed up the tree, each gatekeeper can apply a set of criteria before accepting the 
soun:e. The Slrictest criteria are those applied by the software gatekeeper at the rooL The gatekeeper's 
sourer. datal:we, the OTS, represents the source closest to release. By carefully controlling what goes into 
that databa,;e, she is spreading the cost of predistribution clean-up over a larger pan of the development 
cycle. 
The ga1Ckecpers are also in a position to prevent surprise occurrences of one group's code breaking 
another's. Roughly speaking, we specify that when developers want to compile against the "la.lest ver
sion" of some source file, they looks first for their own private copy. If they do not have one, they loots to 
the source being held by their project gatekeeper. Their query proceeds up the tree and if no other version 
is found they will by default use the version of the file that is in the OTS. 
The upshot of this is that by accepting new code, project gatekeepers enable their own group to immedi
ately begin sharing that code without interfering withthe worlc of disinterested groups. Before that code is 
admitted into the OTS, the software gatekeeper has an opportunity to test for conflicts and, if necessary, 
arrange for tbcir graceful resolution. 
We admit to having inlJ'Oduced a rather unusual description of the "CUJTCnt version" of a source file. We 
are justified in this by die observation that without such strucwre the code sharing actually practiced is 
much mme complicated and much less safe. 
There arc other benefits to hierarchical software managemeDL For example, the software gatekeeper is in a 
position to guarantee that the test installation of the organiz.alion's software is always up to date with 
� to lbe OTS. Another example: the hierarchy of acceptance criteria imposed by the gatekeepers 
naps simple mistakes early on and affords programmers the opportunity to correct them before they 
become expensive. 

Lord 
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In order to fully realize these benefits, we need new software management tools. Better construction tools, 
source control tools. and software auditing tools can help tt.a1izc the promise of hierarchical software 
managcmenL We describe some of these tools below, beginning with a system that replaces maice. 

6. Automating Software Constructions 

We had many goals for our consuuction system. In light of our holistic approach to software management. 
it had to coexist nicely with. and hopefully suppon, hierarchical software managemenL In addition, we 
wanted to fix all of the familiar problems with make: tracking dependencies, maintaining maJce scripts with 
an even modc:rat.ely large number of source files, honoring the same set of conventions across many make 
scripts and parameterizing theconstruction process. 
We also hold a deep respect for what it takes to write good UNIX tools. We wanted to write small, 
manageable programs which could be combined into a sophisticated construction system. We find fault 
with "monolithic" construction systems which tty to cure all the worlds ill's withone rruwive hyperint.el
legent program. Such programs are costly, liable to break. inflexible, and fail to merge well with the rest of 
the UNIX programmer's toolseL 

Key observations about maicl! scripts 

make scripts are effectively databases for two pieces of infonnation. FlI'Sl, they contain the construction 
script - the list of shell commands necessary to compile an install a body of software. Second. they contain 
dependency assertions - an ordering relation on source files which can be used to avoid unnecessary or 
redundant compilation. 
Dependency relalionships are typically of a program upon its source, and the header files included in that 
source. Most dependencies are header file dependencies, and these can be extracted automatically by scan
ning source files for include directives. 
Consttuction scripts can be described in a very high level fashion (e.g., "Build a library from all the .c 
files"). This high level description can be decomposed (e.g., "Compile the .c files in to .o files. Archive 
the .o files into a h'brary. ") This decomposition can continue until the st.cps are quite simple. Although 
there is a lot of variation amongst construction scripts, they are all are ultimately built up from simple rules. 
The paradigm of it.crated decomposition suggests that traditional programming techniques can be success
fully applied to the problem of script generation. Therefore, we have invented a tiny language for writing 
script generators. We have provided a library of moderately high level script generators for this language. 
Rather than writing make scriprs. our programmers write small programs in this language. Because their 
programs can call on our h'brary, they are generally extremely small (typically one or two lines). 
With automatic dependency tracking and automatic script generation, it is possible to eliminate make 
scripts altogether. Many have tried to do just this to varying degrees. The make program used to build 
XU, and fourth generation make [Fowler 85] provide examples at the extremes of small and large scale 
maicl! script reduction. 
The problem is to generate maicl! scripts accurately and cheaply while providing enough flexibility to per
form the most esoteric consttuction. Dynamic dependency tracking is notoriously expensive and hard to do 
in a manner that is easily adabtable to new programming languages and preprocessors. Automatic script 
generation runs an even greater risk of being toO inflexible to be useful. Below, we describe our tools and 
how they avoid these traps. Each tool takes care of a different part of the construction process. We follow 
our description of the tools with a description of the pipeline that puts them together. 

Dynamic dependency trackiq 

Most other systems we know of perform dynamic dependency tracking only when the programmer takes 
some explicit action (soch as typing .. make depend"). We are not sure whether this is because depen
dency tracking is so expensive in these systems. or whether its the other way round. We decided early on 
that the automatically gencnted dependenci� should be updated with every construction. Om reasooing 
was that too many factors could change the dependencies (a change to a header path, the removal or addi
tion of a new header file, a change to the library path ... ). With so much going on, it is all but impossa'ble 
for a programmer to decide when the dependencies need to be recalculaled. In fact, a rough examination 
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suggested that it mquited at least as much computation to decide whether or not to redo dependency track
ing as it would take 10 go ahead and redo iL 
The 1001 we designed was inclgen. Inclgen accepts a list of source files. and produces a partial 1l'IIJice script 
describing the dependencies of those source files on their header files. It uses regular expression rules (dif
ferent rules for different source languages) to find include directives. It has no knowledge of conditional 
compilation, and so it can produce more dependencies than are truly there. This �n•t matter, so long as 
our make understands that certain header files are allowed to be missing. A sample inclgen invocation 
might look this way: 

% inclgen sandalwood.c fileio.c screenio.c 

sandalwood.c:S: sandalwood.h 

fileio.c:S: sandalwood.h\ 
/usrfmclud�stdio.h 

screenio.c:S: /usr/include/stdio.h\ 
/usrfmclu�curses.h\ 
/usr/inclu�sgny .h\ 
/usrfmcl�sys/ioctl.h\ 
/usrfmcl�sys/Uychars.h\ 
/usr/inclu�sys/nydev.h 

In the ou1put, .. :S:" is a notation to our make which means that these dependencies are of a source file 
upon its header files. Our make treats such dependencies with slightly different semantics than other 
dependencies because inclgen doesn't understand conditional includes. If inclgen is run on mungdir.c 
which reads: 

#if BSD r use the systems dir.h if it's present */ 
# include <sys/dir .h> 
#else 
# include <ourhdrs/dir.h> 
#endif 
t- include a header file that will be built during the construction * / 
#include "lexoutpuLh" 

it will produce (on a BSD system) the dependencies: 

mungdir.c:S: /usr/include/sys/dir.h\ 
/usr/andrew/ourhdrs/dir.h\ 
lexoutput.h 

On a non-BSD system, where lusr/inclUJklsys/dir.h does not exist, it will produce: 

mungdir.c:S: sys/dir.h \ 
/usr/andrew/ourhdrs/dir.h \ 
lexoutpuLh 

When either 'frlQU script is run, our version of make will try to make lu.ofllput.h. If the second 'frlQU script 
is nm, om make will also try to make Jsysldir.h. Of course, there are no rules for making that, but the 
.. :S:" tells make that these dependencies were generated without n:gard for CClllditional includes. Rather 
than exit, our make will just say: 

Warning: Didn't have a rule to make "sys/dir.h''. 

If sys/dir.h was really supposed to be there, the recipe_aswciated with mllllgdir will fail, and the con.fll'Uc
tion will stop. 

Lord 
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Inclgen achieves speed by cachiog as much information as it can in a file in each directory in which it is invoked. A user of our comttuction software will find the file Vincls.Cacbe._ in each of his source directories. The cache saves inclgco the work of having to scan source for include directives each time it is invoked. In the example shown. the cache file might begin: 
sandalwood.c sm22688 A#[ ]*include[ ]*\([<"]\)\(r>"]$\) \1\2 <Stdio.b 

We'll leave rhat un�lai.ncd. Interested readers are invited to contact one of the aulhors for more infonnation. 
Automatic construction script generation 

Automatic script generation is an almost paradoxical problem. On the one hand. there is the sense rhat very little information is needed to describe even very long scripts. ..Tum each .c file into an executable program installed in $BinDir," is all a programmer should have to write. On the other hand. hard-wired script genermors fail to cope with new languages or preprocessors, and generally lack the flexibility for realworld construction problems. 
Our solution is to replace hard-wired script generators with a tiny language called pmplus. Rather than 
make scripts, we write pmplus programs to generate maJce scripts. 
The pmplus language is built with no inherent knowledge about construction scripts. Instead. it has good primitives for manipulating file lists, support for shared subroutine libraries and a parameter passing mechanism that resembles traditional command line switches. 
We provide a rich library of subroutines for script generation. Typically, to replace a make script a programmer can write a one line pmplus program that invokes the appropriate subroutine with the right arguments. For more esoteric constructions, the full programming power of the language is available. 
Scripts generated by the standard library all follow the same make script conventions for parameteri7.ation and the naming of virtual targets (such as Install, or Clean). What is more, the library scripts are free to generate slightly different recipes for different target environments (Should you ship a make script that runs 
��-A full description of the pmplus language would fill this paper. Therefore, we will leave you three examples of its use. The first is a pmplus program that was used to replace a 20K make script Incidentally, it produced a 90K maJce script which indicates that there were a lot of missing dependencies in the original 
make scripL 

: This pmplus program invokes the library subroutine on its : argument files. ; It tells library to produce a library named libmessageserver.a, : which will be installed in the default location. library -n libmessagcserver.a @argv 
The second example is the subroutine library which was invoked by the last example: 
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: This summary section describes lhe use of this subroutine. 
; It is also parsed by the interpreta to do auu>matic argument cracking: 
summary: 
Make objects from the argument files and archive them. 
flags: 
-L Local only. Don't install the library. 

This is assumed if no name is specified for the lib. 
keywords: 
-n name Name the library. 
-d dir install the hbrary in 'dir' (LibDir is the default) 
end.summary 

; First. decide on a name for the library. 
: We look at how many "-n" arguments were provided. 
if @nkeyword 1 

fatal: ESCHIZO: too many names for this library: @nkeyword 
elseif @nkeyword 1 

; these me assignment sratements. 
= name @nkeyword 
= namearg -n @nkeyword 

endif 

; the "mklib" subroutine is a lower level call 
; that knows how to make the library, but no install iL 
mklib @namearg @argv 

: in this script, we add make rules to install iL 
; If no .name was provided (nkeyword has no value) 
if@nkeyword 0 

; then pretend we were called with -L 
: (Local only ... no installation) 
= Lfiag I 

elseif !@Lflag && @dkeyword 0 
;else if we 're not -L. but no destination was offered, 
:use the default 

By convention, "LibDir" will be replaced by the 
; default hl>rary installation 
; directory in our makefiles. 
= dkeyword LibDir 

endif 

: now that we know more about what we've been asked to do, make sure 
; it makes sense. 
if@Lftag && @dkeyword 

fatal: -d requires a -n and is incompatible with -L 
endif 

: if it does, then for every destination specified, call the 
; "inslall" subroutine to generate the rules which will install 
; the library 
for destination in @dkeyword 

install -r -R -d @destination @name 
endfor 
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The final example is of an invocation of the pmplus interpreter. The summary section which is parsed for 
argument CI3Cking is also available for on-line help. Since we depend upon a large IJl,rary of subroutines, 
we decided to make it easy to get help. 

% pmp -f library - -x 
Make objects from the argument files and archive them. 

-L Local only. Don't install the horary. 
This is assumed if no name is specified for the lib. 

-n name Name the library. 
-d dir install the horary in 'dir' (LibDir is the default) 

Automatic source identification 
There are several reasons why we would like to identify source files mechanically. For example, it is con
venient if the filename arguments to a script generator are provided automa1ically, rather than requiring the 
programmer to edit a file every time he creates· or destroys a source file. Another example: we would like 
to perform software audits that produce separate lists source files, source control files, objects, binaries, and 
junk files. Identifying source files automatically makes this possible. 
To enable source identification. we institutionalize conventions which are already �t less formally. 
We specify a (user-extensible) list of extensions and require that every source file ends with one of those 
extensions. In some cases, this is not enough. Parser.y (a yacc file) might produce parser.c, which should 
not be mistaken for source. To prevent such a mistake, our list of extensions is partially ordered. The 
extension .y is greater than the extension .c, which is interpreted to mean that if parser.y and parser.c are 
both present. parser.y is a somce file and parser.c is noL 
Our rules are applied by a small filter called srcxtrct (source extract). For example: 

% echo parser.y parser.c parser.o blather noho.sh I srcxtrct 
parser.y 
noho.sh 

Specifying parameters 
There are many places to parameterize construction scripts. The search paths for headers and libraries, 
flags to compilers, the names of 1arget directories and the default flags to an install program are all exam
ples. Often parameterization is incomplete and awkward. A user may have to edit many make scripts to 
establish the default values for parameters and override those paramettts where necessary. 
There are tJuee aspects to our solution of parameterization problems. First. we make sure that the script 
generation code in our pmplus library applies the same parameterization conventions across all rna/u 
scripts generated. Second, we use a cpp-like preprocessor called mpp (differing from cpp only in some 
built-in macro. and in the comment syntax) to expand the parameter macros imbeded in our scripts. Third, 
we provide the user with a mechanism to specify the default value of parameter macros in a single file 
called LclV ars rriibrook. Place 86]. 
A LclV ars file contains assignment statements of the form: 

set macro value 

When mpp is run on a construction script, it replaces all occurrences of macro with value. The bindings in 
a LclVan file are inherited in subdirectories of the directory containing iL Therefore, it is pomble to bind 
some script parameter for an entire source tree by modifying the LclVars file at its rooL LclVars files in 
subdirectories may augment or override the inherited values. 
Mpp is not the only program that uses LclVars variables. inclgen, for example. finds header paths by scan
ning LclVars. srcxtrct's suffix rules can be modified by LclVars variables. Controlling all of these pro
grams with a single mechanism simplifies constructions greatly. 
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Source paths 

Hierarchical software management involves code sharing, as described in section 3. Recall that when a 
developer wants the CUil'Cllt version of a source file he must look at each gataoeper node between him and 
the rooL His query will end, if nowhere else, at the root of the tree and the One True Source. 

We chose to implement these c�sharing semantics in a very literal sense. We maintain one source tree 
called OTS. Every project gatekeeper has their own source tree which contains any somce files shared by 
their project, but not yet released to the OTS. F'mally, developers keep their own tree., with whatever 
source they arc working on. 

The conventional software management technique for code sharing involves eitha- copying all shared files 
to each developers directory or creating symbolic links from the developers direcury to a master source 
tree. Copying the files invites divergence problems when the master source dalabase is updated, but 
developers trees lag behind. Symbolic links are hard to maintain in a sme-fire way. 

Our favorite source-sharing technique resembles the VPATII mechanism in [Fowler 85]. Roughly, the 
construction tools search a path (called the source path}, for every source file needed. A path mechanism 
prevents the divergence that can arise from copying source files, and is more manageable than symbolic 
links. 

In a hiezarchical environment, the OTS tree is the last element on every source path. A developer's private 
source tree is the first element, and various project gatekeeper's trees are between those two. Conceptu
ally, each of the project trees acts as a filter on the OTS - preventing old versions offilcs from passing 
through by overriding them with new vezsions. 

Each directory has a source path which is defined as a LclV ars variable. A LcW ars file in a source tree 
C-user/LclVars) might read: 

set srcpath . /cmu/itc/smtree/@subdir /cmu/itc/ots/@subdir 

As LcW ars values are inherited to subdirectories of the directory in which they are defined, the symbol 
@subdir expands to the relative path from the Le/Vars file to the subdirectory. So in the directory, 
·user/srclinclgen, the source path is; 

. /cmu/itc/smtree/inclgen /anu/itc/ots{mclgen 

An ls-like program called sls lists files along the source path rather than just those in the cum:nt directory. 
Only the first occurrence of each file is shown and so sis output is effectively a list of the latest versions of 
each source file. 

A new make program (almost) 

Our software construction system generares and then interprets a make scripL We might have just used 
existent makes as om back end, but there were three problems: F'rrst, no two makes are alike. An infuriat
ing amount of aaention must be paid to the subtle semantic differences between them. Second, make 
scripts offered more than we needed. Since we have a script generator to produce om recipes. suffix rules 
are redundanL Since we have mpp to preprocess our make scripts, make' s macros were redundant Third, 
make didn't do enough for us. We believe that a good make should record the recipe and dependencies 
used to build every targeL Regardless of time stamps, a target should not be considered uptodate if either 
changes. We wanted a make that would recompile C source if we changed the compiler flags from -0 to 
-g. 

We surveyed the set of existent makes, and though we found none that was directly suitable, we were 
attracted to the minimalist style and clean semantics of Andrew Hume's mk [Hume 87). We emulated 
these and wrote mimk (pronounced mimic). Mirnlc extends mk's use of attribures to precisely control the 
semantics of each rule. ('The .. :S:" mentioned while describing inclgen is a compound aaribute; it applies 
three simpler auributes to the rule.) Munk also implements the changing recipe semantics we wanted. 
F'mally, mimJc eliminates what we don't need: macros and default recipes. 

Lord 
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The construction pipeline 
Many programs are involved in our construction system. It's no longer just a case of nmning make. Our 
tools fit together this way: 
We begin by ide.nlifying the list of source files. This list is stored in a file called SourceList._, taking care 
to make sure that the timescamp of SourceLi.st._ only changes when necessary. 

sis I srcxtrct I pulifdif JSomceList._ 

Rathtz than a make script, programmers write a pmplus script stored in the file named PMCS. We cache 
the output of interpreting PMCS and only reinterpret the script if either the PMCS file, or the source list is 
newer than the cached output (called Pmak._). If we must reinterpret the script, we use: 

pmp -f PMCS - 'cat SourceLisL_' > Pmak.._ 

The construction script is preprocessed with every construction. 

mpp < Pmak._ > Mldile._ 

Dynamic dependency tracking takes place every time as well. 

inclgen < SourceList._ » Mkfile._ 

And finally, we interpret the make script 

mimic -f Mkfile._ targemame 

We make this complexity manageable by use of a front end. The program pmak understands the intricacies 
of this pipeline, and presents the user with an interface no more complicated than conventional makes. 

Costs and Benefites 
It should be obvious that our system will always be slower than conventional makes. Simply put, this is 
because it does more. We find it imuional to remove functionality for a few seconds off our make times 
because (1) the acrual compilations are responsible for one or two orders of magniwde more time than our 
construction system and (2) the few extra seconds yield correct make scripts with consistent conventions. 

7. Source Control for Hierarchical Software Management 
An important part of hierarchical software management is correctly maintaining the OTS tree and the indi
vidual project trees. We have designed new semantics for source control mechanisms to help with the pro
cess. These semantics have not been implemented yet, so we will be brief in our description of them. A 
good deal of our design comes from discussions with Adam Stoller, one of our project gatekeepers, with 
whom the check-in semantics described originated. 
The first novel characteristic of our design is the lock semantics. In conventional systems, a version is 
either locked or unlocked. In our system, the lock on a version travels up and down lbe tree. When the 
lock is held at some node (such as a project gatekeeper's node), the corresponding version can only be 
locked by descendants of that node (members of the project group, for example). Initially, all locks are at 
the root When a developer releases the lock on a file, the lock does not return to the root, but to that 
developers project gatekeeper. As the new version passes acceptance criteria, the gatekeeper JmSCS the 
lock further along until it returns to the rooL 
The second novel characteristic of our design is the motion of a source file as it is "checked in". When a 
developer checks in a source file, lbe lock is handed to his project gatekec:pcr. the source is deleted from his 
own tree, and copied into the project tree. In this way, the code becomes shared immediately upon check 
in. We provide a mechanism by which gatekeepers at aitical nodes can refuse a lock (and its aucndant 
source) until they are convinced it is safe to begin sharing the code. 
F"mally, our source control system is designed to log every transaction in a central file that is part of the 
OTS tree. The information in that file helps the software gate.keeper to keep crack of what pans of the 
source are changing and where her attention is needed. 
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8. Future Directions, Database Technology 

As our software systems grow. software management problems grow with them. We f� a time when 
the amount of information needed to understand the stalUS of a system will become umnanagcably large 
unless new tools are brought to bear. For example, we would like to be able to exttact from om source 
control databacre the exact version of our code that was shipped to some site. We must be able to easily 
generate a version list for that site. Given that version list. we must easily be able ro extract the appropriate 
source files - even though some files may have changed names or may no longer be part of the system at 
all. Another example concerns bug tracking. It is handy to know what bugs are fixed in what versions of 
the code. It saves time if the software ga•ekeeper can consult a database of known fixes before bothering 
developers. 
The short of this is that there is a complex web of various relationships woven ovcr the development site 
source. We believe that these relationships will become obstacles unless explicit database technology is 
used to represent them. This represents an area of future research. 

9. Conclusions 

We have discussed a wide range of issues in this paper, and so it seems reasonable ro pick out a few points 
to sum things up: 
1) Software management is a hard problem. Make and RCS only begin ro address some of the issues 

involved. 
2) A project structured development environment may suffer from weak communication between the 

groups. Hierarchical software management can be effective in enhancing communication. 

3) Good tools are also necessary for software management We have discussed a make replacement in 
detail, and a source control system in overview. 

4) We believe that daraba,ie teehnology is the next logical step for software management research. 
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This paper shows the set-userid (SUID) program to be insufficient by itself to promote a secure enviromnenL Various protection mecbanisrns such as auditing, identity stamps, privilege sets and promains can alleviate the user's security concerns regarding the sum program. A new protection concept for the UNIX Operating System is defined. Called a promain, or protected dooaain, it allows 
sum application migration from insecure systems to secure systems. Promains are primarily intended as a security tool for the average user, yet they may be applied to system management tasks as well. 
1. Introduction 
This paper presents a new protection model for the UNIX1 Operating System. The new protection model serves to enhance protection for the users of the system and works in concert with, not instead of, all the current protection mechanisms- Most other protection mechanisms in UNIX are targeted for the protection of the system against the user. There is a strong need to provide features that the user can use if he chooses to protect his data from misuse by others. 
A new feature is discussed here that allows the retention of set-userid (SUID) programs while providing privilege attenuation at the same time. Keeping sum programs in UNIX is desirable because there is a great deal of dependence on the selective parceling of authority that a sum program provides. The retention of the SUID mechanism is important to allow application portability to a secure environment, and to provide for controlled sharing of resources without granting total privilege. 
Secure UNIX implementations that remove or replace the SUID program in tryin.g to meet criteria in 131 sacrifice application portability and protection unnecessarily. One such implementation is proposed in (&J. The proposed solutions are generally cumbersome and hard to comprehend by a typical user or administntor. While they offer privilege attenuation, the mechanism itself is difficult to model or maintain. 
While the features described are targeted for System V environment, they are also meant to be exploited in other environments, including POSIX 171 and Berkeley-based systems, with minimal effort. 
The remainder of this paper is organiz.cd into four sections. Section 2 reviews the existing protection mc-.chanisms Qf the UNIX operating system. Section 3 explains privilege enhancement and resulting security problems. Section 4 details a protection model that specifically addresses those problems, including cxamples of the use of the model Section 5 presents some conclusions. 
2 Oassic UNIX Protection Feaaues 
The classic protection features of the UNIX Operating System have been widely detailed in the literature of the past decade �11, l5I, r1o1, l13�. The SUID mc-.chanism is given exhaustive attention in r11. This scc:tion serves to review the traditional UNIX security mecbauisms. The featmes used in the 
L UNIX ii a �  tradcmarlt of AT&T in the USA ud other countries. 
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UNIX Operating System include: users, groups, file protection, IPC protection, SUID programs, and cbroot. The rcsomccs of conc:cm for security in the UNIX Operating System are processes, files, and IPC entities 
The following list reviews the important security features of UNIX: 
Users, Groupe and Processes 

Files 

The UNIX Operating System rccognizcs different users by virtue of unique user IDs, or UIDs. Each resource in the system is assignf!d an owner so that a resource can be easily traced back to a distinct user. A similar attnbute is the group. Each group has a unique group ID, or GID. Several users may belong to the same group, and the group is part of the determination of acce& rights. 
Processes are viewed as the active resources in the system and each process is labeled with the user to which it bel�. In most cases a process is identified with one user, but in sum programs it is labeled with two users - the real user running the process, and the eJfective (temporary) user to which the process is assigned for a particular task. Like the user identity, a process normally has one group associated with it but can have a separate real and effective group when running a set-groupid (SGID) program. 
Processes are bound to a unique user and group at login time. Processes inherit the user and group IDs of their parents, and may be altered by SUID programs, SGID programs, or the setuid(2) system call 
Files are the main type of passive resource in the UNIX Operating System. Like a process, a file is labeled with a user and group. It also contains a set of three permission fields: one for the owner of the file, one for members of the file's group, and one for all others. When the system mediates access between users and files, it uses the effective user and group of the process. 
Most files must appear in the hierarchical UNIX file system. Pipes are the one exception discussed below. The aa:ess rights to a file are actually determined by the permission of the file itself and the permissions of the directories leading to the file. This distinction is important and crucial in all efforts to set up a hardened or secure UNIX system. The directory path(s) leading to a file can be used as a firewall to users in the system. 

IPC Entities The System V IPC entities exist in a name space outside the file system and share identical protection mf".cbanisms The mechanism u; closely related to the user/group/other permission model for files, but lack the hierarchical ordering of objects. 
The Superuser The superuser has an effective UID of O and typically a login name of root. The superuser is the only user with privilege to perform certain system services. Some examples of the superuser privilcgc are mounting file systems on an existing directory, setting higher priorities on processes, locking data in memory, raising limits and a-eating special files. The superuser, by virtue of its unique UID, bypasses the conventional access checks for files and other objects. 

Along with the superuser power must come control The control of the distribution and use of the superuser authority is the topic of other papers. and although a primary oonccm of secure UNIX developers. is beyond the scope of this paper. Sec references ISi, 161, "1 and 1131 for more info� on this subject. 
cbroot The chroot facility is invoked by the superuser to limit access to the file system by a process. A subtree of the current hierarchical file system is designated and bea>mes the new root (' /') 
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directory. This action is irreversible. 
The sum Program One of the most interesting and least understood security mechanisms of the UNIX Operating System is the patented SUID program 1111. The SUID program allows user A to run a program owned by user B and retain the effective rights of user B. The rights of user B arc retained until either the process exits, or the program issues the setuid (2) system call with an argument equal to the um of user A In the latter case, the rights of user B can be reasserted by issuing the system call setuid with the argument equal to the UID of user B. This inversion of the cffcd:ivc user can continue until the process exits or invokes another program as user A 

SUID programs are used for two types of protection. The first is a sum program which allows a general user to perform a privileged system task for a short duration. The mount(l) program is an example. The other use of SUID programs is where a SUID program is owned by a user that is not the superuser. A representative SUID program of the second variety is used to gain controlled access to resources of another user that are not directly available to the invoking user. 
There arc some rules that the writer of a SUID program should follow to help ensure that the owner of the SUID program will not suffer ill-effects from misuse or abuse of the program. A detailed explanation is provided in 1131. 
It is worth noting that all the rules for SUID programs are one-sided. They serve to protect the owner of the sum program against the invoker. When a SUID program is owned by benign users, such as system personnel, the rules make perfect sense. 
SUID programs may also be written by a general user to control access of his private resources to others. The rules above serve to protect his SUID programs as well as they do for system personnel. The sum mecbauism as it now exists in UNIX may actually increase the varieties of Trojan horses when is can no longer be assumed that the SUID program owner is benign. This problem is reflected in both the above rules and the existing UNIX protection model, and is discussed in detail in the next section. A mechanism to control the problem is discussed in section 4. 

3. Problems with Privilege Enhancement 
This section dcscn"bes the problems of the sum mr.chauism. It demonstrates the traditional SUID mechanism as a form of privilege enhancement, and suggests some security problems. Appendix 1 contains an example of sum privilege abuse. 
The SUID ml".cbaoism of the UNIX Operating System generally to limit the privilege of an invoking user to a system, subsystem or user-controlled resource. Assuming proper programming practices, the owner of the sum program can be assured that the invoking user cannot manipulate the underlying resource improperly. 
The SUID ml".cbaoism docs not, however, address the inverse protection, namely the protection of the invoking user from misde.cds by the sum program owner or creator. Because a sum program is really a convergence of two users' privilege, either user can theoretically gain control Appendix 1 shows a case where the SUID program owner usurps the authority of the invoking user. The rules in writing a sum program protect the owner of the SUID program; there is no current mechanism t.o protect the invoker. 
The invoking mer of any program is always subject to hidden, malicious code called a Trojan horse. A Trojan horse that additionally copies itself called a virw. Without source code and translator enminati.on tools, any program could perform hidden actions. A user largely depends on the site administrators to review and/or test all system programs and certify them safe for general use. Other 
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programs for which the user can and does perform a thorough code review arc also generally safe. 
The other c1asscs of programs arc those that arc imported into the system from outside the control of the administration, and those created from other users of the system. These two c1asscs of programs both contain the same high risks. 
In System V, a sum program can alternate freely bctwccn the sum program owner and the real user, each in tum becoming the cffcc:tive user of the program. Since the program can switch between the two users so easily, it has access to all resources and privileges accessible to either user. 
The invoking user of a sum program has no control and often no knowledge of the semantics of the 
sum program. The sum program, besides providing access to objects of the program owner that are normally hidden to the invoking user, can also read, copy, or delete objects of the invoking user that are normally hidden to the program owner. Thus, there is an imbalance in the way sum programs operate. The protection the sum owner has in the algorithms of the program do not have an analog with respect to protection of the invoker. 
No mf'!Chauism in the UNIX Operating System today can alleviate this problem short of the elimination of the SUID program itself. UNIX variants that do just this have done so at the expense of UNIX compaboility. The sum feature is integral to the architecture of many application systems, among them: database management systems, transaction processing systems, office automation systems, user interfaces and network facilities. Clearly, a new feature is needed to assist the invoking user in the secure use of sum programs. 
4. SUID Attenuation 

SECUREW ARE has developed a three-pronged approach to handling the problems present with the 
sum program mechanism without eliminating it or to sacrificing compab.oility. The four mr.chanisms are: auditing, the login user, process privileges, and promains. 
4.1 .Auditing 

Auditing, the precise recording of all security-relevant events in tbe system, is not a new mP.chanism, but it is new in the UNIX Operating System. Vendors are just beginning to include integrated auditing capabilities in their systems, beyond the simple and distinct mechanisms used for su and login activity. To be effective, auditing must handle all security events. It must also have a simple interface for site personnel and be well-protected to maintain its own integrity. An effective audit mechanism !\hould not consume excessive disk space or degrade system performance in order to collect meaningful audit data. 
The SECUREWARE Nonintrusive Extensible Auditing Kernel (SNEAK) package meets all of the above criteria. SNF.AK. has two features that directly aid in the monitoring of sum programs. The first is that the auditing package monitors all successful and UDSUccessful attempts to obtain resources, change the effective user ID (mcluding both invocations of sum programs and setuid system calls), and many other categories of system events. 
In addition, SNF.AK has the ability to limit the types of information in the audit trail (the humanreadable sequence of events recorded by the auditing mechanism). SNEAK allows the site administrator to select the exact types of events, users and groups that arc of interest. The administrator can concentrate on the sum programs of suspected users. It is also easy to monitor events associated with 
sum programs because other events can be eliminated from the audit trail. The events sclcctivcly collected in the audit trail can focus on errant sum program behavior. The adminismitor can quickly determine if a secrningly benign SUID program is accessing private files. 
Data collection with SNEAK is not available to general users and occurs without their knowledge or involvement SNP..AIC, then, is able to get a true reading of system activity. sum programs cannot determine if SNF.AK is recording them and adjust their actions accordingly. 
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4.2 Login User 

The login user is an attribute which is indelibly stamped on a process at the time of login, arm or at job startup. The login uscrid is an inherited process attribute. Once a login user stamp is set, not even the superuser can alter it by attempting to reset it. This provides an immutable identifier for both SNEAK and other system scnica that need to know the true user accountable for prOCCM actions. 
The reason the login user concept is required is that through a succession of SUID programs and setuid system calls (with superuser privilege), both the real and effcctive user IDs can change. Once both are changed in a traditional system, there is no way to trace the true, invoking user of the proc:c.u. 
Rather than alter the well-known semantics of the real and effective user IDs, the login user ID is a complementary mr.cbaoisrn that preserves the old semantics while providing accurate process accountability. 
4.3 Privilegu 
SNEAK is a powerful monitoring tool that reports on system activity, but it cannot prevent unwanted actions from occurring. SECUREWARE bas adopted a protection feature that complements the existing features desaibcd in Section 2 to limit the rights of a process. Each process bas an attnbute called a 
privilege set which represents the set of actions that a pr� may perform. Other secure UNIX implementations have implemented privilege sets, each with a slightly differen1 policy regarding their use (121, 141, 18�. In SECTJREWARE's implementation, the privilege set of a process is non-increasing, i.e., processes can remove privileges from the set but can never add privileges. The privilege set is inherited when the process performs a fork call. 
Viewing this another way, given the initial privilege set P, where: 

P = {P1.P2,P3, ... ,P i 
a new privilege set r may be derived as: 

or 
but not as 

P-_• {P1.P2.Pa+1} 
The last set is unaa:cptable because it is not a subset of P. 
The actual privileges in the set are partially determined by the type of secure system product that is being run. For CD1Dple, secure systems that handle terminal labeling2 have a privilege for labeling. Once a tcrmioal is labclcd and the privilege is excluded, the label cannot be altered by the program. Some privilcgcs arc rescncd for system personnel or system process and never appear in the privilege 
2. A tarninal labd ii a human readable marting on a ienninal lba1 identifies lbc s,stem, die security �I of the 111er, or liOllle other identificadoD mat. Sudl a label can onJy be placed or allen:d by lbc sysiem, not by the mer. Typically, a lenniDal label appean on lbc label or statas line of a ierminaL 
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set of a user. Others arc meant adusively for users. &ccpt in a few cases, these are available to the user at login time and the user ;1dministi-n the set (by rcm.0\/ing those not c:mrcntly nccdcd). 
In determining pcrmmions, the system looks at the privilege(s) in the process in addition to the traditional security c:ontrols. � can be denied by either the lack of a privilege or by the traditional CODtrols. If a user has all the user privi1cgcs, his processes will operate as they now do in a traditional implementation of the UNIX Operating System. If, however, the user employs the privilege set feature he will have a opportunity to control proccssc:s 
The new SECURBW ARE program privs lets the user employ or change privileges. In one form, the user can execute one command with reduced privileges. For those cases where the user wants part of a session to be operated with altered privileges, he can aeate a subshell with privs and operate there, safely assured that the environment is more controlled. 
4.4 Promains 
The privilege that attenuates the power normally ezrciscd by a program is the promain, or protected domain. The promain privilege, when set, docs nothing to prevent SUID programs &om operating exactly as before. When the user removes the privilege for a process, however, SUID programs that run in the pr� or any of its children are subject to additional constraints.3 
Once the promain privilege is removed, sum programs operate differently. Upon execution of a SUID program, a promain is created. When a SUID program is operating with the effective user set to the sum owner, the access mediation is unchanged. When the SUID program operates with the effective user set to the real user (Le., the program performs 

setuid (getuid ( ) ) 

during the program ezccution), the promain that was previously created is made active. When a promain is active, the current directory becomes the promain root. All files in the subtree below the promain root are excluded &om the extra checking of the prornain. Access to all other resources, including files referenced outside the subtree and all IPC objects, depends on both the real user ID and the SUID program owner. If both users could not individually access, create, modify or delete a resource, access is denied in the promain. 
A promain is extended when other programs are executed &om the sum program causing the promain. In this way, a promain cannot be removed by a program by cxea.iting another program to perform the actual damage. Similarly, once a promain is created, all children are born in the promain and arc restricted by the same rules that apply to the parenl 
The current directory at the time of promain creation is a process attnbutc that is retained through chdir operations. It is fixed at the time that the first sum program is run. F'ile links may not occur between Clisting files outside the promain root to files within the promain root, in order to prevent hierarchy changes &om changing the protection afforded to a file. All other link operations are valid. 
4.5 Applications of Promains 
A user that aeatcs the conditions for a promain by removing the promain privilege &om his privilege set will be able t<' eliminate. some of the potential damage of a Trojan horse SUID program. The promain will let all SUID programs nm wwfected as long as the effective owner is the SUID program owner. When, howcva-, the program changes identity to that of the invoking user, the system becomes 
3. sum propams CJWDCd by the inw>kiDg IIKI' 11ft e&mpt from tbc additional remidions and 11ft treated as iegular programs. 
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the inYolcing user's surrogate protector. It makes sme • even though the program's identity is that 
of the invoking user, tbc program docs not wield the full power provided to tbc in'IIOking user. 

The following chart demonstrates the cffcc::ts of a promain on file access capability. Note tbc different 
behavior of files above and below tbc current directory. 

Environmmt 
Current directory - /ufr./smk 
Invoking user - smk 
sum program owner - daa 

:effective 
Pathname owner Mode User Operation Allowed? 

/ufs/daa daa drwx------ daa chdir Yes 
/ufs/daa daa drwx------ smk chdir Yes 
/tm.p/daa/see daa -rw-rw-rw- daa open Yes 
/tm.p/daa/see daa -rw-rw-rw- smk open Yes 
/tmp/daa/see daa -rw-rw-rw- daa chmod Yes 
/tm.p/daa/see daa -rw-rw-rw- smk chmod No 
/tmp/smk smk -rw------- daa open No 
/tmp/smk smk -rw------- smk open No 
/tm.p/smk smk -rw-------- daa chmod No 
/tmp/smk smk -rw------- smk chmod No 
/tm.p/smk smk -rw-rw-rw- daa chmod No 
/tm.p/smk smk -rw-rw-rw- smk chmod Yes 
/ufs/smk/tst smk -rw------- smk open Yes 
/ufs/smk/tst smk -rw------- daa open No 
/ufs/smk/tst smk -rw------- smk chmod Yes 
/ufs/smk/tst smk -rw------- daa chmod No 
/ufs/smk/free smk -rw-rw-rw- daa open Yes 
/ufs/smk/free smk -rw-rw-rw- smk open Yes 

The concept of a promain root allows a user to set up a controlled environment in which to execute 
programs. The user can widen access to files in the subtree, but allow access above the promain root 
to truly sharable files. The user is assured by the promain mechanism that although the sum 

program can freely handle information within the promain, it cannot do so with data above the 
promain rooL If the private data residing in a promain is compromised, not only will the user know the 
suspect, but he will also know that the damage done by the sum program is limited to data in the 
directory. 

As an example, assume user smJc runs the sum program tricky owned by daa. (An example tricky 
program that would cause the behavior below is found in Appendix 2.) He is worried that the program 
may try to usurp his privileges, so he chooses to use a promain. The following is a session segment 
showing the use of a promain and later the same program without using a promain: 
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$ privs 
suid , promain 
$ prm -r promafn 
$ prm 
suid 
$ mkdlr okdir 
$ cd okdir 

# list the current privileges 

# remove the promafn privilege la a subsbell 
# list the privileges in the new subshell 

$ cp SHOME/protflle • # move needed mes to here 
$ Is -I proUlle /asr/smk/hJde 
-rw------- 1 smk sware 646 Jan 14 19 : 05 protfile 

Kramer 

-rw------- 1 smk sware 646 Jan 16 11 : 52 /usr/smk/hide 
$ tricky 
/usr/smk/hide : Permission denied 
$ mt # leave the promain 
$ privs # back into the original shell 
suid , promain 

# caugbt in the act! 

$ tricky 
$ # this time the program worked 
$ 

Notice that the malicious behavior of the program was thwarted in the promain but was allowed to 
perform unimpeded without an active promain. Promains are meant to handle exactly this kind of 
errant sum program. Also notice that "protfile" was meant to be accessed since it was explicitly 
moved into the promain rooL 

A sum program. like any untrusted program, can cause damage by cxccuting hidden code (the Trojan 
horse). However, a SUID program can do no more harm than a regular program when running in a 
promain. In fact, it will do less harm because of the restrictive access mediation enforced in promains. 

5. Conclusions 

SNP.AK, the login um, privilege sets, and promains presented in this paper are simple ways to alleviate 
the problems aswciated with SUID programs. SNEAK performs a complete and non-intrusive 
monitoring function that can be tailored to the specific detection of SUID activity. The login UID 
assures that the human user at the terminal is known throughout the sewon. Privilege sets provide the 
user with a way to control the authority of users and programs. W'Ith the promain, users have a means 
for both testing and controlling the impact of foreign sum programs. The accentuation of privileges 
and authority that plague the SUID program in traditional UNIX systems can be eliminated as a 
concern in systems that have promains. 

Promains do not address similar problems associated with SGID programs. The reason is that, in the 
System V :i. base used, SGID programs do not have the identity aoss-over problems of sum programs 
have, i.e., SGID programs cannot switch identity back to the invoking group. Since the O'OSS-09Cr is the 
point where problems develop, SGID programs do not have the exact set of secmity conccms as SUID 
programs. For System V .3 and later systems, promains need to encompass SGID programs as -well. 

More research needs to be done to find additional ways to eliminate Trojan horses and viruses. 
Promains eJirnioate a class of Trojan horses from sum programs but do not address Trojan horses in 
ordinary programs. A full or partial solution to Trojan horses, if any realistic one can be found, must 
also address UNIX compatibility in a similar manner to promains. 
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Appenda 1 - F.mmpk Trojan Hone in a SUID Prog,am 

The following short program demonstrates the dual identity that sum programs can attain and how 
easily it is manipulated. Given current UNIX protection mechanisms, there is no way to prevent the 
program &om performing what it does without reverting it into a normal program. 

#include <sys/types .h> 
#include <sys/dir.h> 

main ( argc , argv) 

{ 

int argc : 
char *argv ( ] :  

int dir fd , in fd , out_fd , amt , saved_uid, real_uid : 
struct direct buf :  

I* 
* The SUID program owner is careful about 
* his own files ! 
*I 

(void) umask (-0700 ) ;  
saved_uid = geteuid ( ) : 
real_uid = getuid ( ) ; 

/* 
* Become the invoking user just in case the directory 
* is protected . The invoking user wouldn ' t  like this 
* If he knew. 
*/ 

(void) setuid ( real_uid) ; 
if ( (dir_fd = open (SOME_DIR, 0 ) ) - -1) 

exit ( l ) ; 
(void) chdir ( SOME_DIR) : 

while ( (amt=read (dir fd , &buf , sizeof (buf) ) )  = sizeof (buf) ) 
if ( (buf . d_ino ! =- ( ino_t) O )  &&  (buf . d_name ( 0 ]  ! =  ' . ' ) )  { 

buf . d_name (DIRSIZ-1]  = '  ' ;  

I* 
* Usurp the privilege of the invoking user to get 
* at his files . Also , mess up his permissions . 
* A more obvious trick is to chown his files to the 
* SUID program owner. 
*/ 

(void) setuid (real_uid) ;  
(void) chmod (buf . d_name , 06777) : 
if ( ( in_fd s open (buf . d_name ,  0 ) ) ! =  -1)  

continue : 

I* 
* Now, get to the hidden files of the SUID 
* program owner and copy the invoking user' s  
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} 
} 

* data there. 
*I 

(void) setuid (saved_uid) ;  
out_fd = get_a_file ( ) ; 
copy_file_secretly ( in_fd, out_fd) ; 
(void) close ( in_fd) ; 
(void) close (out_fd) ; 

Notice that as the program needs a file owned by a particular user, it first assumes the identity of that 
user. It can freely switch identities as the circumstances dictate. Even though the process has only one 
identity at a time, the rapid identity change it can perform provides the program with easy access to 
both identities. In this CD1Dple, the invoking user becomes the intentional target of a covert attack by 
the sum program owner. 

Not only are simple a� allowed, but also stronger operations like changes to the file headers like 
changes in the time stamps, permissions, or even ownership of the file. Although not shown in this 
example, the same problems are applied to IPC mechanisms 

Appendix 2 - Example of a Program that Promains Control 

To better understand the sequence of events in the session, a version of the tricky program that would 
produce such results is provided here: 
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main ( argc , argv) 
int argc ; 
char *argv [ ] ; 

{ 

} 

int in fd, out fd , prot_fd , amt, save_euid ; 
char buf [ 1024];  

I* 
* Become the real user ID for access checking. 
*I 

save euid = geteuid ( ) ; 
(void) setuid (getuid ( ) ) ;  

I* 
* Secretly (except for the perror) copy the 
* contents of a protected file,  or die trying . 
*/ 

if ( ( in_fd = open ( "/usr/smk/hide" ,  0 ) ) = -1 )  { 
perror ( "/usr/smk/hide" ) ; 
exit ( l ) ; 

} 
if ( (out_fd = open ( "/usr/daa/abscond" ,  1 ) ) = -1)  

exit ( l ) ; 

while ( ( amt = read ( in_fd , buf , sizeof (buf) ) )  > O )  
(void) write ( out_fd, buf , amt) ; 

(void) close (out fd) ; (void) close ( in fd) ; 

/* 
* Now do what the invoking user expected . 
*I 

if ( ( out fd = open ( "protfile" , 0 ) ) = -1 ) { 
perror ( "protfile" ) ; 
exit ( l ) ; 

} 
exit ( do_real_progra� (argc , argv , out_fd) ) ;  
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Abstract 

The UNIX operating system uses a simple and straight-foiward model for the protec
tion of objects in the file system, granting access rights based on the ownership of the 
object. This simple model, however, may not be flexible enough for large user com
munities, or for communities with complex requirements for controlled data sharing. 
This paper describes an Access Control List extension to the UNIX protection model, 
which preserves the behavior of the existing UNIX programming interface while 
greatly increasing the flexibility of the protection system. 

l. Introduction 

This paper describes our efforts to extend the UNIX protection model by adding 
Access Control Lists (ACLs). Section 2 provides a summary of the UNIX protection 
model. Section 3 describes our extended protection system. Section 4 describes how 
we integrated the extended protection system with the UNIX protection system. Sec
tion 5 describes details involved in implementing the extended protection system. Sec
tion 6 presents examples using the extended protection system. Finally, we summarize 
and describe a few lessons we learned. 

2. Overview of The UNIX Protection Model 

This section first describes the UNIX Protection Model, and then discusses why exten
sions arc appropriate. 

2.1 The UNIX Protection model 

The concepts of owner ids and group ids arc the basis of the UNIX protection model 
[Ritchie]. Each file and every process has an associated owner id and group id. With 
Bsd4.3 a process may have multiple groups. Processes have two sets of ids: effective 
ids arc used for rights checking; real ids keep track of the true ids for a process for 
which the effective ids have been altered temporarily. 

The owner and group ids for a process are inherited from the parent process. When a 
file is executed the effective ids for the process may be taken from the executable file, 
depending on attributes attached to the file: the setuid and setgid bits. System calls 
may change a process' owner and group ids, but these operations arc highly restricted. 
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The owner and group ids for a file arc inherited from the ids of the process that creates 
the file. Bsd4.3 takes the group id in file creation from the parent directory, not from 
the process. A file's owner or the superuser may change a file's owner and group ids 
by using system calls. Bsd4.3 restricts these changes to the superuser. 

Each file has protection information for three categories of users: 

• owner - processes whose owner id matches the owner id of the file 

• group - processes that are not in the owner category and whose group id(s) match 
the group id of the file 

• other - processes that are not in the first two groups 

Protection is checked in the order owner, group, and other; the first matching protec
tion applies. 

Protection permissions are read, write, and execute for files, and read, write, and 
search for directories. 

Only the owner of a file or the super-user may change the permissions associated with 
a file. 

2.2 Discussion of UNIX Protection Model 

The UNIX protection model works well when the set of persons accessing a file is a 
single person or a single group. However, once it is necessary to allow special access 
to more than one person or more than one group, UNIX is unable to describe this pro
tection. Specially created groups partially solve this, but prove difficult to administer. 

Traditional protection alternatives are capabilities and access control lists. Capabilities 
operate by passing a ticket allowing access to an object [Levy]. Restrictions may be 
placed on the number of copies of a capability, whether it may be passed on to other 
processes, access rights available, etc. Access control lists provide a list of (person, 
rights) pairs. By comparing entries in the list with the subject requesting access, a 
matching entry is located.· The matching entry then determines the applicable rights. 

Access Control Lists are not new. Multics was an early system using Access Control 
Lists as a basis for its protection system [Organick]. Aegis, Apollo's proprietary 
operating system. also used a protection system based on Access Control Lists 
[Leach83, Nelson]. Aegis is the predecessor operating system on which our extended 
protection system is built. 
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3. Overview of Extended Protection System 

This section describes the extended protection system. It provides an overview, descri
bes how objects are protect� and explains how protections are assigned. 

3.1 Extended Protection System Basics 

The extended protection system provides several additions to the basic UNIX protec
tion: 

• The number of recognized organizational divisions is extended from two (person 
and group) to three (person, group, and organization). This more closely matches 
the real world divisions that occur in large organizations and large networks. The 
concept of organization allows a more hierarchical partitioning of the users of the 
system. The network user registry could be partitioned based on organizations, for 
example. Each process has, in addition to a real and effective person and group 
ids, real and effective organization ids associated with it. Each filesystem object 
also has associated with it an owning organization. 

• New protection rights are defined which allow persons other than the object owner 
to change the protection of an object and which prevent an object from being 
accidentally deleted. 

• Additional protection entries describing protection for persons beside the protec
tions for the owner, the owning group and 'other' are added. These additional 
entries may be used to provide more granularity in the granting or denial of access. 

• Each directory contains 'initial' protection information which is used to determine 
the initial protections which are applied to objects which are created in the direc
tory. 

3.2 Protection of an Object 

Each object has associated with it an owner, an owning group, and an owning organ
ization. Rights may be associated with each of the owning fields or with 'world', 
which is used for processes not matching any other protection entries. Because this 
information is always present and is used as entries in rights checking, we refer to this 
information as required entries. Optionally, an object may have associated with it 
extended entries, which are Access Control List entries. ACL entries are pairs of the 
form (subject identifier, rights). A subject identifier (SID) consists of three fields: the 
person, the group, and the organization. SID entries in extended entries may have 
each portion of the SID wildcarded: the character '%' is a wildcard with the meaning 
'match anything in this field'. An example of an extended ACL entry might be: 

john_doe. %.r_d, rwx 
This means that john_doe has read, write and execute rights if he is a member of any 
group in the r_d organization. Extended entries provide finer control over access to 
objects. 

Each process has both a real and an effective subject identifier. The real SID 
corresponds to the original identification of the process, while the effective SID may 
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be different as a result of setlD programs. SetlD programs worlc as in UNIX protec
tion; an executable object may be marked so that any process running the program will 
have its effective SID changed while the program is running. Setid may change all 
three fields of the SID. 

The extended model includes the standard UNIX protections of Read, Write and Exe
cute (Search). We have also added new rights: Protect, which determines whether an 
SID may change the protection on an object; and Keep, which prevents an object from 
being deleted or having its name changed. In addition, a required entry may be 
marked 'ignored'. This means that the owner, group, or organization information is 
present, but that rights checking will not use this information. 

Rights checking is similar to rights checking in the UNIX operating system. Rights 
checking proceeds as an ordered walk through the protections specified in the required 
entries and the extended entries. Given an effective SID, rights are examined as fol
lows: 

• if the effective person matches the owner, the owner rights are returned. 

• if the effective person matches any extended entries of the form person.X.X, where 
X means don't care (these are 'person' entries), the rights from the entry are retur
ned. 

• if the effective group matches the owning group, the group rights are returned. 

• if the effective group matches any extended entries of the form %.group.X ('group' 
entries), the rights from the entry arc returned. 

• if the effective organization matches the owning organization, the organization 
rights are returned. 

• if the effective organization matches any extended entries of the form %.%.org 
('organization' entries), the rights from the entry are returned. 

• rights available to 'world' are returned 

Note that the algorithm always checks the specific required entry before extended 
entries of the same type. Also note that there is no requirement at any point that 
extended entries of a particular type be present; rights checking proceeds to its next 
phase if none are present. A summary rights mask limits rights available in extended 
entries. Section 4.5 describes this mask in more detail. 

3.3 Assigning Object Protection 

Protection information is normally applied to an object when it is created. Inheritance 
from the directory in which the object is created determines the necessary protection 
information. Each directory has two sets of protection information: initial file protec
tion, which is used when a file is created in the directory, and initial directory protec
tion, which is used when a sub-directory is created in the directory. These initial pro
tections are in addition to the standard protections associated with all objects. 

The extended protection system provides several different styles of initial protection 
(Aegis. Bsd4.3, System V.3) to allow different classes of users to have their favorite 
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object protection. Aegis users typically give specific protection information to be 
applied to all objects created in a directory. System V 3 users expect objects created 
in a directory to be given protection information based on the effective SID of the pro
cess creating the object. Bsd4.3 users expect the SID of the creating process and the 
containing directory to determine the protection for objects created in the directory. 
These alternatives are all provided by initial protections associated with directories. 

File creation can be viewed as taking place in two steps. First, the object is created 
using default information based on the creating process. The default information may 
then be overridden by initial file or directory protection information. 

Two pseudo rights for initial protections allow appropriate UNIX behavior: 'inherit 
SID information from process' and 'use rights specified by the process, masked by 
umask'. The first pseudo right means the SID information (process, group or organiza
tion) is NOT to be overridden by information in the directory. The second pseudo 
right means the rights specified by the process (and modified by umask) are NOT to be 
overridden by information in the directory. These pseudo rights allow UNIX behavior 
while allowing Aegis style inheritance to continue to override the process information. 
It is necessary to distinguish between Bsd4.3 and System V.3 semantics because 
Bsd4.3 specifies that the owning group is to be inherited from the containing directory, 
whereas in System V.3 the owning group is inherited from the creating process. 

4. Integrating ACLs with UNIX Protections 

This section describes how the extended protection system extends the standard UNIX 
protection model, paying panicular attention to the behavior of the standard 
protection-related UNIX system calls when extended protections are used. Subsection 
1 describes our goals. Subsection 2 presents the motivation for the initial protection 
mechanism. Subsection 3 describes how querying and modifying protections works. 
Subsection 4 lists architectural principles. Subsection 5 presents the integrated protec
tion model. 

4.1 Goals 

In designing the extended protection system, our primary goal was to make it possible 
to use unmodified UNIX programs in a system where administrators or users have 
chosen to use extended protections, and get 'reasonable' results. Two sets of UNIX 
system calls deal with protection: 

1. file creation calls ( open(), creat(), mkdir() ), which specify initial protection 
modes and ownership information for newly-created files. 

2. calls for querying about or changing file attributes ( stat(), chmod(), chown() ), 
which allow the client to read or modify the protection-related attributes of files. 

For file creation, we wanted to enable system administrators or ordinary users to con
veniently use the extended protection system without modifying any UNIX programs; 
this implies the ability to specify initial protections to be applied to a file external to 
the program creating the file. We wanted to design a mechanism for specifying initial 
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file protections that could support a variety of policies for use of the protection system 
as a whole; in particular. because Apollo's UNIX product is a dual port of Berkeley 
and AT&T variations. it was important to suppon both the Bsd4.3 and System V 3 
policies for initial file protection. 

For the system calls that query and modify file protections. it was again important to 
maintain reasonable behavior for unmodified UNIX programs in the presence of exten
ded protections. Because standard UNIX system calls only deal with the rights of the 
owner. group. and 'others', a secondary goal, time permitting. was to add a new pro
gramming interface to the extended protection system. We felt that the protection pol
icy would be set by users or system administrators, or would be specified during 
installation of software subsystems. and hence it would be uncommon for programs to 
explicitly create or apply extended protections. 

4.2 Initial File Protection Mechanism 

The UNIX protection model. especially in the Berkeley variations, has the beginnings 
of separation of the protection policy from the protection mechanism. In the Berkeley 
UNIX system. three independent specifiers control initial file protections: 

1. the protection mode supplied in the open() call, from the creating program. 

2. the setting of the per-process umask, from the user running the program. 

3. group ownership, from the directory in which the file is being created. 

Each of these specifiers is a potential way of specifying extended initial protections; 
we concluded that the best approach was to extend the notion of inheritance from the 
directory in which the file is being created. Because we could not require for existing 
programs to be modified, we could not require changing the open() call. We con
sidered extending the umask notion to include the ability to specify extended protection 
information; this had the wrong level of granularity for the specification of a protection 
policy. There is no reason to assume that all files created by a given process should 
be protected the same way ( consider a compiler creating temporary files for intermedi
ate results and a binary file for the final output.) Specifying the protection policy on a 
per-directory basis was intuitively appealing; it matched common uses of the file sys
tem (for example, all source files in a source tree would have common protections); 
and it had worked well in practice in the Aegis operating system. 

Beginning with this idea, we evolved the model for specifying initial protections 
described in section 3 .3. We now describe the algorithm for file creation and setting 
the initial protection in more detail: 

1. Start with the owner. group. and organization of the creating process. and the 
protection mode value passed in to the open() call. 

2. Modify the protection mode value by masking with the process' umask. 

3. For each required entry (identifiers and protection mode values). if the initial 
protection specification in the directory specifies an explicit value, ovenide the 
value supplied by the process for that entry. This operation is called •merging 
the initial protections•. 
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4. If the initial protection specification specifies extended information, apply the 
extended information to the file. 

When creating a sub-directory, the initial protection specifications for the sub-directory 
are inherited from its parent directory. 

The result is a flexible mechanism for specifying the initial protections to be applied to 
newly-created files. Section 6 presents examples of protection policies that use this 
mechanism. 

4.3 Inquiring and Modifying Protections 

The most difficult task in extending the UN1X protection model with ACLs arose in 
ensuring that the existing UNIX system calls for inquiring and modifying file protec
tions ( stat(), chmod(), chown() ) continued to have reasonable and consistent 
behavior, even in the presence of extended protection information. We realized early 
in the design that there would be circumstances in which the UNIX calls could not 
provide an accurate representation of the extended protection information; when using 
the UNIX calls on files with extended protection, there would always be a possibility 
of unexpected behavior. 

Consider the case of the stat() call applied to a file with extended protection. Stat() 
returns (among other things) file protection information in three categories: owner 
rights, group rightS, and others rights. Clients of the stat() call use this information 
both to provide information to users (for example, in listing directories) and to make 
decisions about program behavior (the shell will not execute a script to which the user 
does not have execute rights). When applied to a file protected with an extended pro
tection, the stat() call could do one of two things: 

• It could 'lie' about the accessibility of the file. It could return the rights for owner, 
group, and world and ignore the presence of the extended entries. Or, it could 
combine the rights granted by extended entries into the 'others' rights. · In either 
case, clients of stat() will be confused: either the client will be unable to access a 
file to which stat() claims it has access, or the client will have access rights not 
represented in the output of stat(). 

• It could construct a protection mode accurately representing the rights of its client. 
Tilis is attractive, as the client will never see inconsistencies between the values 
returned by stat() and the behavior of other UNIX system calls, but has two serious 
disadvantages. First, stat() would return different values for different clients; two 
users listing the same directory might see different protection modes on files. (Pre
vious versions of our system used a similar scheme, which led to confusion among 
users). Second, we felt that the perfonnance degradation caused by computing the 
protection mode returned by stat() on a client-by-client basis would be prohibitive. 
Stat() is a frequently-used call in UNIX systems; it is the only way to obtain file 
attributes, and always returns full information. Expensive protection mode compu
tation affects all callers. 
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Similarly, what happens when chmod() modifies protections on a file with extended 
protection? Toe handling of the owner and group rights is straightfoiward, but it's not 
clear what th.e 'others' rights supplied to chmod() mean. The caller could intend for 
any extended entties to be disabled, and the 'others' rights to be granted to everyone 
except the file's owner and group. Alternatively, the caller could be a naive user 
knowing nothing about extended protection and simply adding rights for the owner of 
the file, and using chmod() because it was the only UNIX system call he knew. 

4.4 Architectural Principles 

Where we could not completely meet our primary goal of 'expected' behavior from 
UNIX system calls in the presence of extended protections, we felt there should be 
architecrural principles from which the behavior can be derived. We identified the fol
lowing principles as being important: 

1. In the absence of extended protection information, the protection system must 
exactly implement the UNIX semantics. It must be easy to configure a system 
to use only UNIX protections; having done so, the extended protection system 
should be invisible to the UNIX user who does not use extended UNIX com
mands. This principle was met by the system for specifying initial protections. 

2. The behavior of the UNIX system calls should not be dependent on the identity 
of the user making the call. For example, stat() should return the same value for 
the protection mode irrespective of the identity of the caller. 

3. UNIX system calls should always err towards increased security. For example, 
if any user has read access to a file, stat() should represent that fact, even if that 
means over-representing the rights of some users. 

4. It must be possible, using UNIX system calls, to disable the effects of the exten
ded protection system. Using chmod() to deny group and world access to a file 
should also disable rights granted through extended entries. This follows from 
Principle 3: err towards increased security. 

These principles match existing UNIX standards; the IEEE Posix specification [Posix], 
for example, demands that chmod() disable extended protection information. 

4.5 The Integrated Protection Model 

The model for integrating the extended protection system into the UNIX protection 
model is derived from the architectural principles listed above. The protection infor
mation for the owner and group of a file, as returned by stat() and controlled by 
chmod(), is precisely the protection information for the file's owner and group as 
maintained by the extended protection system, while the protection inf onnation for 
'others' is a sununary of all other protection infonnarion maintained by the extended 
protection system. This summaxy is normally the logical OR of the organization 
rights, world rights, and all rights granted by extended entries; but may be modified by 
chmod(), as described below. To improve performance, the inode includes this sum
mary information; it serves a dual purpose: 
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- The stat() call returns the summary information as the 'others' rights. For exam
ple, if any user other than owner and group has rights to read a file, the 'others' 
rights returned by stat() will include read rights. 

- When checking access rights, the system masks the extended protection informa
tion in extended entries with the summary information from the inode. chmod() 
sets the summary information to the 'others' rights supplied in the chmod(), permit
ting chmod() to disable extended entries if desired. 

Consider a file with the following protections: 

Owner: frank: prw-
Group: acct_r -r-
Org: finance -r-
World: 
Extended Entries: 
doona.hdr . .finance -rw-

The protection mode returned by stat() will be 'rw-r-rw-'. If the owner of the file 
changes the file's protection mode to 'rw-r-r--', this changes the summary information 
to 'r--'. By the masking operation described above, this will effectively remove the 
Write rights granted to 'donna.hdr.finance' by the extended entry. 

Note how this protection model meets the goals described above: 

- Stat() is fast because it never has to examine the extended entries. It returns the 
same protection rights irrespective of the identity of its caller. 

- stat() errs in the direction of increased security: if any user has Write rights to a 
file, this fact will be reflected in the 'others' information returned by stat(). 

- chmod() can completely disable the extended entries. 

We have also added a set of utilities that allow UNIX users to list, copy, and edit 
ACLs. 

5. Implementation Description 

This section provides the reader with a description of some of the more interesting 
aspects of the implementation of the extended protection system. 

5.l Storing Protection Information 

Protection information is abstracted into two pieces: required information and extended 
information. The object's inode contains the required information. Extended informa
tion, if present, is stored in a separate object called an ACL object that is pointed to by 
the object's inode. ACL objects are immutable and readonly; once they are created 
they may not be changed. Changing the protection associated with an object is accom
plished by creating a new ACL object. ACL objects are shareable; one ACL object 
may specify the extended protection information for many data objects. ACL objects 
have reference counts; when the last reference to an ACL object is removed, the ACL 
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object is deleted. 

Protection information for initial file and initial directory ACLs is implemented in a 
similar manner. A header in the directory contains the initial file and initial directory 
required infonnation. Separate ACL objects contain extended infonnation, if present. 
When applying an extended ACL to a newly created file, the reference count on the 
ACL object is merely incremented, reducing file creation costs. 

A filesystem scanner allows ACL objects with identical protection information to be 
compacted, reducing disk space required for ACL objects. 

5.2 Caching of Protection Information 

Several levels of caching improve the performance of the protection system. The first 
cache is the inode cache. Whenever an object's attributes are examined, they are pla
ced into an operating system cache. The primary purpose of this cache is to maintain 
location and object information. However, since the inode includes the required por
tion of the protection information, this information is cached as well. 

When a file is opened, the protection rights associated with the opening process are 
maintained in an open file table. Tilis information is available for later rights check
ing. With this cache rights checking can immediately provide rights information 
without sending network messages to the owning node to re-determine the rights 
available. 

The contents of ACL objects are also cached. Each extended ACL object is identified 
by a unique id (UID) [Leach 82]. This cache provides UID to extended ACL informa
tion mapping. Whenever it is necessary to consult the information stored in an ACL 
object, this cache is consulted. If the cache does not contain the ACL object, a cache 
replacement algorithm selects an entry to replace; the ACL object is then read into the 
cache entry. Because users tend to protect objects in a few unique ways, there is a 
high probability of locating the ACL information in the cache. 

Finally, there is a higher level cache used when copying objects from volwne to 
volume. Each ACL object must reside on the same volume as the object it protects. 
As a result, if an object with an associated ACL object is copied from one volume to 
another in a mode preserving protection information, it is necessary to create a new 
ACL object on the destination volume. To minimize the number of new ACL objects 
created a cache keeps track of source ACL object to destination ACL object mappings. 
This means that if a complete tree is copied from one volume to another, objects shar
ing ACL objects on the source will share ACL objects on the destination. 
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5.3 Using a Copy Semantic 

For copying protection information from one location to another, we decided to use a 
copy semantic. What we mean by a copy semantic is the following: when a user pro
gram wishes to copy protection information from one object to another, the program 
identifies the source, destination, and source and destination types and calls a protec
tion copy procedure. Directories require the type information, as they have three sets 
of protection information (i.e., the directory protection information, the initial file 
information and the initial directory information). The copy semantic seems to be a 
natural way to handle protection information. In addition, it has the advantages of 
making protection copying easy and of insulating programs from the low level protec
tion information. This contrasts with another frequently-used method, where a pro
gram gets the old information and then applies it to a new object; this method requires 
the program to allocate temporary data structures of correct types to hold the protec
tion information. Different calls may also be necessary for different object types. We 
expect that a system call interface to ACLl would include a call based on the copy 
semantic. 

6. Using the Protection System 

This section provides several examples of how we use the extended protection 
mechanism to implement various protection policies. 

6.1 Using Bsd4.3 Style Protection Policy 

A person using strictly Bsd4.3 style protection information would not use extended 
entries at all. Required information would specify the protection information. An 
example of the protection information for a file might be: 

Owner: frank prwx 
Group: osdev -rwx 
Org: r_d [ignored] 
World.: -r-x 

Notice that the owner has Protect rights, allowing him to change the protection infor
mation for the file. 

Directories would have protection information set so that the Bsd4.3 protection policy 
would be applied to files and directories created within the directory. An example of 
initial file information: 

Owner: 
Group: 
Org: 
Wodd.: 

[from process] 
osdev 
[ from process] 

[specified by process] 
[specified by process] 
[ignored] 
[specified by process] 

By the notation '[from process]' we mean that the corresponding field of the creating 
process' SID is substituted. By the notation '[specified by process]' we mean that the 
rights are generated by taking the rights supplied by the process to open() or creat(), 
and modified by the process's umask. If a process has an effective SID of 
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mark.testing.r_d, specifies rights of 775 to open() and has a umask of 011, the resulting 
protection information would be: 

Owner: 
Group: 
Org: 
World: 

maik 
osdev 
r_d 

6.2 Using System V.3 Style Protection Policy 

prwx 
-rw-
[ignored] 
-r-

System V.3 style protection information is similar to Bsd4.3 protection information. 
The main exception is in the initial protection in a directory. An example of initial file 
protection information: 

Owner: 
Group: 
Org: 
World: 

[from process] 
[ from process] 
[from process] 

[specified by process] 
[specified by process] 
[ignored] 
[specified by process] 

The notation is the same as in the previous example. 

6.3 Using UNIX protection plus simple extended entry 

A UNIX user can take advantage of the extended protection system by adding exten
ded entries. For example, if the owner of a file is frank.acct_r.finance and he wishes 
to allow donna.hdr.finance the ability to write the file while denying others write 
access, he would protect the file as follows: 

Owner: frank prw-

Group: acct_r -r-
Org: finance -r-
World: 
Extended Entries: 
donoa.bdr.finance -rw-

Note that the world entry has been given no rights. 

6.4 Using more sophisticated protection 

This example shows how one might set up initial protections on a directory to enforce 
a policy that preserves infonnation about an object's creator while maintaining explicit 
protections: 
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Owner: 
Group: 
Org: 
Wodd.: 
Exteode.d &tries: 
frank acct_r.finance 
john.acct� 
acct_r 
finance 

[from process] 
[from process] 
[from process] 
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[ignored] 
[ignored] 
[ignored] 
-r-

prw-
-rw-
-rw-
-r-
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When files are created in the directory, the required entries will record the SID infor
mation of the creating process, while the extended entries control the protection rights 
available. ff mary.acct_r.finance creates a file in this directory, its protection will be: 

Owner: mary [ignored] 
Group: acct_r [ignored] 
Org: finance [ignored] 
World: -r-
Exteoded Entries: 
frank.acct_r.finance 
jobo.acct_p 
acct_r 
finance 

7. Conclusions and Lessons Learned 

prw
-rw-
-rw--r-

Some of the decisions made during the design and implementation had wide-reaching 
effects in the operating system. For example, we decided to make UNIX ids (the 
small integers associated with UNIX user ids) part of the object attributes to speed up 
stat() performance. 1nis decision implies that the system must be careful when mani
pulating SIDs so that the UNIX ids are always available for file creation. We wrote a 
filesystem scanner that takes the unique ids associated with SID information (i.e. the 
person, group or organization) and recalculates any UNIX ids that are incorrect. 1nis 
would normally only be necessary for conflicting UNIX ids when merging networks. 
During implementation it was a useful tool for tracking and repairing incorrect id 
information. 

Reconciling the different origins of the new system was often diffi.culL This was par
tially described in the discussion of integrating ACLs with UNIX protections. Often 
the Aegis way of performing an operation conflicted with the way that the UNIX sys
tem performs an operation. Sometimes it was possible to compromise and allow both 
ways to woik (ie., initial protections). In other cases it was necessary to just do 
something the UNIX way (see the discussion of chmod in section 4.4). Often it was 
not a question of which alternative was right or wrong, but merely that the two sys
tems had chosen to do things in a different manner. 

Compatibility with previous operating ·systems is a feature that Apollo feels is impor
tant in a netwoik operating system. W mkstations are encouraged to reference data 
residing on other workstations. Compatibility adds a series of problems that would not 
occur in a system where ties between machines are weaker. For a major change to the 
operating system such as the extended protection system changes described in this 
paper, compatibility is a major concern. We would estimate that 50% of the new code 
associated with the extended protection system was compatibility code. 

Our protection system includes the concept of super-user. In a nctwoik of worksta
tions, this concept causes problems in the administration of workstations. It would be 
desirable to eliminate or modify the way super-user is implemented (a possible alterna
tive is described in [Hecht]); we have left this as an issue in future woik. 
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We believe that we have shown how Access Control Lists can be viewed as an exten
sion by UNIX programs, how they allow better granularity over the control of access 
to objeets in a filesystem, and have provided information describing our implementa
tion. 
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ABSTRACT 
We built an experimental prototype version of AIX 1 for the RT that contains 

security features designed to satisfy both the class C2 secmity requirements of the Orange 
Book [TCSEC) and some additional security requirements. AIX is a version of the UNIX2 

operating system that runs on the IBM RT PC hardware. The notable design features of 
our prototype include: a B3 trusted path mechanism with a table-driven trusted shell (like 
that in Secure XENIX3) that works In the AIX virtual terminal environment; an auditing 
subsystem with audit trail compression that works with RT PC Distributed Services (DS) ; 
integrity enhancements for checking system integrity assertions against security data and 
for safely updating system security tables; and ,  al though not described herein , a version of 
TCP/IP,  modified to satisfy C2 requirements, that contains a B3 trusted path (and a 
Secure A ttention Key) for telnet. We explain why we made the various security changes,  
overview what changes we made, provide some details on how we made the changes, and 
summarize what lessons we learned from this experience. We conclude that configurable, 
C2 security features can be integrated into the base UNIX operating system . 

Key Words and Phrases: UNIX operating system,  operating system security ,  
DoD computing security , security , auditing, trusted p ath . 

Disclaimer: This paper makes no product commitment ,  expressed or implied. 

1 .  Introduction 

Problem Statement. We consider the problem of adding configurable, C2 security 
features to the base UNIX operating system. We focus on base changes because we do not  
want to maintain both "vanilla" and C2 versions of the operating system. We require 
configurable C2 security features lo accommodate various user communities: from those 
that require these features , to those that neither require nor want such features, and 
including those that want to configure a subset of these features. 

About Our Solution. In the second half of 1 987 , we built a prototype version of 
AIX that contains security features designed to satisfy C2 (and other) security 
requirements. In January and February o f  1 98 8, we installed this prototype system 
throughout Secure Distributed Sys1ems (our lab and offices) for everyday use . In 1 988 we 

1 AIX, RT , RT PC, and RT Personal Computer are trademarks of International Business 
Machines Corporation. 

2 UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
3 XENIX is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Secure XENIX is an IBM 

Systems Integration Division product offering (available from July 1 987) . On 1 
December I 987 ,  the National Computer Security Center published a Product Evaluation 
Bulletin for Secure XENIX at candidate class B2 . 

4 POSIX is a trademark of IEEE. 
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plan to polish the design and implementat ion , as necessary , from everyday on-going 
experience, and help transfer the security technology to the AIX product. This paper 
describes the current design; the final product design may vary from this one. An 
important goal of this work is lo provide operational experience (using, managing, 
programming) with implemented and integrated security ideas for emerging UNIX 
standards like POSI X  •. 

In this paper we shall refer to our experimental prototype as AIX' ,  read " AIX 
prime, " to distinguish it  from the AIX product offering. A name like " C2 AIX" would be 
presumptuous because the National Computer Security Center has not evaluated this 
work. 

Security Requirements. AIX ' security is driven by a list of specific security 
requirements that rely on the fundamental not ion of a Trusted Computing Base. AIX' 
contains features designed to satisfy the following Orange Book [TCSEC) requirements 

Trusted Computing Base (TCB) Definition Requirement 
C2 Discretionary Access Control (DAC) Requirement 
C2 Object Reuse (OR) Requirement 
C2 Identification and Authentication (l&A) Requirement 
C2 Audit Requirement 
C2 System Architecture Requirement 
C2 System Integrity Requirement 
B3 Trusted Path Requirement 

and the addit ional (large-customer-driven) requirements 

"C2" Hardcopy Labeling Requirement 
"C2" Export/Import Data Requirement 

While we refer the reader to tbe Orange Book for a description of these 
requirements, a few comments are in order. While only an implicit Orange Book 
requirement ,  we explicitly distinguish and define the fundamental TCB Definition 
Requirement as follows: Define tbe TCB , the security relevant port ions (or "security 
module") of the system. We interpret the C2 System Integrity Requirem ent to include 
also the capability to maintain and check tbe integrity of system security data. AIX'  
contains a B 3  trusted path because such a trusted path i s  a sufficient mechanism to 
guarantee the C2 l&A Requirement ,  because i t  is useful for trusted importing, and because 
it is part of our mechanism to prevent a superuser from executing untrusted commands in 
multi-user m ode.  Orange Book classes B l  to A l  have a hardcopy labeling requirement 
involving MAC (Mandatory Access Control) labels . The " C2 "  Hardcopy Labeling 
Requirement is l ike the B1 counterpart, except that ii specifies who can read the 
hardcopy. The "C2" export/import data requirement is like the B l  counterpart ,  except 
that it involves only " DAC labels" (i . e . , owner/group/mode ) .  not MAC labels. Among 
other t hings, the trusted importing of unlabeled or mislabeled files (e .g. ,  differen t  
uid/uname mapping) must b e  addressed. 

This paper focuses on security features added to AIX. We do not review al l  the 
C2 requirements, and we do not review each security requirement listed above and how 
AIX'  satisfies it. Instead, the emphasis is on changes to AIX and the following 
requirements: C2 TCB , C2 l&A, C2 Audi t ,  and 83 Trusted Path. We do not discuss 
assurance and documentation requirements of [TCSECJ here. 

Our solution to a UNIX design with C2 features has the following advantages. 
First, by a configurable design, one system suffices for "vanilla" and C2 user 
communities, obviating tbe need to maintain two versions of the operating system. 
Second, many of the security features have corresponding table-driven commands (audit, 
passwd, sinstallck, stableck, tsh) for flexibility and extensibility. Third, providing a B3 
trusted path in a C2 system simplifies some l&A problems, such as a trusted login 
procedure and a trusted password change procedure. Fourth , the general design is related 
to that of Secure XENIX, and thus does not preclude other potential Bl to B3 security 
features. 
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Extant Work. We know of three studies that pertain to this work: Secure XENIX 
[G+, H I ] ,  the MITRE auditing design r Pl .  and the G ould C2 work (e.g. , [ Bu] ) .  While 
our work is close in spirit to the Secure XENIX design [ G+, H l ] ,  we have particularized it 
to C2 and to AIX, and we have rethought some items. In contrast to Secure XENIX, 
AIX ' : allows su to root and to other pseudo-users but maintains individual accountability 
by preventing login as a pseudo-user ( configurable) and remembering the login user ID;  
has a different auditing subsystem design; has a system security table checker driven by an 
assertion table;  has a trusted path mechanism that explolls the virtual terminal 
environment of AIX; and, has a version of TCP/IP designed to satisfy C2 requirements 
and with a Secure Attention Key for telnet. 

The AIX ' auditing subsystem is based on, but is not identical to , the MITRE 
design of [ P] . which includes audit trail file compression . In addition to the C2 Audit 
Requirement ,  our design satisfies lbe following requirements that [ P] does not discuss : 

I 
1 )  for AIX Distributed Services (DS) [ S+) . it has file/directory locat ion transparency; 
2) for DS , many nodes can append audit records to one audit trail file; (3) the audit 
compression) daemon is restartable after node failures during compression; ( 4) the audit 

trail file can be on write-once media; and (5) there are no well-known audit file names in 
the kernel. 

AIX' differs from the Gould design [ Bu ] , which in contrast uses "restricted 
environments " and which removed the setuid m echanism; AIX' has the setuid 
mechanism, and AIX' security is not based on the " restricted environment "  idea. 

Structure of This Paper. The rest of this paper has seven sections. Section 2 
summarizes the AIX ' security features . Section 3 sketches lhe TCB of AIX ' .  Section 4 
describes the trusted path subsystem . Section 5 describes lhe  auditing subsystem. Section 
6 describes integrity enhancements . Section 7 l ists lessons learned from this experience. 
And, Section 8 states our conclusion.  

2. Summary of Security Features New to AIX' 

This section gives an overview of user visible security changes new to AIX' . 

2 . 1. Operational Changes 
I denttrication and Authentication. On AIX ' , a system administrator can 

configure login on a per user basis. For secure operation (e .g. , C2) ,  a system 
administrator can and must d isallow login as any pseudo-user (including pseudo-user 
root) . However, AIX' allows su to root ( or a pseudo-user) . On a system configured for 
C2 operation , users are individually accoun table for their actions. If you are a system 
administrator on AIX ' ,  then the auditing subsystem knows who you are if you login as 
yourself then su to root (or then s u  to someone else ) .  

To prevent encrypted passwords from being publicly readable and to prevent 
password guessing at CPU speed, encrypted passwords have been moved from /etc/passwd 
to /etc/security/s_user, and from /etc/group to /etc/securi ty/s_group, and these two new 
files are appropriately pro tected. We modified the getpw family of subroutines 10 read 
passwords from the s_user file for a privileged caller, and to return " * "  otherwise. File 
/etc/securlty/passwd. cfg contains configurable password complexity checks [ PMG] . 

Trusted Path Subsystem. AIX' has a Secure Al lention Key (SAK) that provides 
a trusted path, and that consists of the two key sequence Al Ax  (CTRL-t then CTRL-x) . 
You can use the SAK to talk to the Trusted Computing Base. At login time, it is desirable 
to press the SAK to avoid any potential fak e  login program that may try to steal your 
password. At logout time, it is desirable to press the SAK to make sure that you really 
have logged out. And between login and logout time , you can press the SAK to get the 
trusted shell to perform trusted operations like changing your password or providing a 
password for remote login , operations you m ay not want executed by an untrusted 
intermediary process . 

Auditing Subsystem. User and system events can be audited. 
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Hardcopy Labeling. When configured, printed hardcopy is labeled with who can 
read the hardcopy; it has a matching header and trailer page, and each page in between 
the header and trailer is labeled. An ordinary user can turn off the in-between page 
labeling, but an ordinary user cannot tum off the header and trailer page labeling. 

2.2. What's New? 

New Directories, Tables, Header Files, Commands, Daemons. See Figure 1 .  
New Manual Pages. See Figure 2 for a list o f  new manual page names. 
New Subsystems: auditing subsystem, trusted path subsystem. 
New Signal:  SIGSAK, Secure Attention Key signal, for trusted path subsystem. 
New FIie System (Optional) . For auditing, we recommend that a new file system 

be created to hold audit trail files, and that this file system be mounted as /audit. If 
Distributed Services is installed on your sys1em 1 then if desirable you can " vmount" a 
remote /audit directory on a local /audit directory stub. 

New Convention for the Name of a Backup Table .  If f is the name of a 
security-relevant table , then, by new and uniform convenlion in AIX' , f- is the name of 
tbe backup (or old) table. This convention is enforced by the new tblsetrec() library 
subroutine, wh.ich safely updates a table-file, a file of ent ries with colon-separated fields 
like the password file. Table-files are defined on the new tbl ( )  manual page. 

New Table-Driven Commands. See Figure 3 .  

New Directories 
I etc/security 
/etc/security/audit 
/local 

for system security tables, in root file system 
for system audil tables (not audit trail file itself) 
for node-specific mes 

New Tables 
/etc/security/audit/a_ event Audit Event Table 
/etc/security/passwd . cfg Password Program Configuration Table 
/etc/security/s_assert Assertion Table 
/etc/security/s cmd Command Table for Trusted Shell 
/etc/security/s=noup Group Table 
/etc/security/s_install Installation Table (Base) 
/etc/security/s installx Installation Table (Extended) 
/etc/securi ty/s=user User Table 
/local/etc/security/audit/a state Audit Slate 
/local/etc/security/audit/a=trail Audit Trail Name 
/local/etc/security/audit/a_trail .past Audit Trail Name History 

definitions for pathnames 
New Header Flies 

/usr/include/paths.h 
/usr /include/tbl.  h 
/usr /include/sys/audit .  h 
/usr/include/sys/auditd.h 
/usr /include/sys/ audi tk. h 
/usr/include/sys/auditlog.h 

interface to table-file subroutines 
definitions for audit system calls 
definitions for audit daemon and kernel 
definitions for auditing in kernel 
definitions for audit records 

New Commands 
/bin/tsh 
/etc/sinstallck 
/etc/stableck 
/etc/u�nc 
/usr/bin/audit 
/usr /bin/ audi tpr 

New Daemon 

trusted shell 
checks installation of trusted files 
checks integrity of security data 
synchronizes user and group data 
controls auditing subsystem 
displays a formatted audit trail file 

/etc/auditd Audit Daemon 

Figure 1 .  New Path Names. 
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Commands 
audit 
auditd 
auditpr 
sinstallck 
stableck 
tsh 
ugsync 

System Calls 
audit 
auditevents 
auditlog 
auditproc 
vhangup 

Subroutines 
tbl 

Figure 2. New Manual Page Names. 

Command 
audit 
passwd 
sinstallck 
stableck 
tsh 

Driver Table 
a event 
passwd.cfg 
s install, s installx 
s-assert -
s-cmd 
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Rle Fonnats 
a event 
a-state 
audit 
passwd. cfg 
s assert 
s-cmd 
s_group 
s_install 
s_user 

Figure 3 .  New Table-Driven Commands. 

3. Trusted Computing Base of AIX' 

3 . 1 . What Is a TCB? 

Defining the TCB is key to understanding security .  The Orange Book defines the 
TCB as "the totality of protection mechanisms within a computer system - including 
hardware, firmware, and software - the combination of which is responsible for 
enforcing a security policy. A TCB consists of one or more components that together 
enforce a unified security policy over a product or system. "  

We explicitly distinguish and define the TCB Definition Requirement as follows: 
Define the TCB ,  the security relevant portions ( or "security module") of the system. 

This means, identify the TCB component modules, the parts that comprise the 
TCB, and the TCB interface, the boundary between the TCB and the non-TCB, the TCB 
subjects, the TCB objects, and the TCB security policy. A TCB object is a passive entity, 
known at the TCB interface , that contains or receives data. A TCB subject is an active 
entity, known at the TCB interface, generally in the form of a person or process, that 
causes data to now among objects or changes the system state. The TCB security policy is 
the set of rules for managing, protecting, and distributing sensitive .data, or in other words, 
the subject-object access rules and the accountability ( Iden tification and Authentication 
and Audit) rules. By access we mean operations like read, write,  execute ,  and stylized 
versions of these operations (e .g. , create, destroy, append) . 

The TCB refers to the reference validation mechanism , which is an 
implementation of the reference monitor concept, which in turn enforces all authorized 
subject-object access (reference) .  The reference validation mechanism must satisfy three 
design requirements; it is tamperproof, noncircumventable (it mediates all subject-object 
access) , and verifiable (small enough to be well-defined and subject to analysis and tests, 
the completeness of which can be assured) .  

The TCB contains all the mechanisms related lo subject-object access, including 
all mechanisms to identify and authenticate subjects, and including all mechanisms for 
protecting the TCB (e.g. , programs with the privilege to read or write sensitive TCB data, 
such as those that run with superuser or root authority, setuid-.. oot programs) . 
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TCB Component Modules. The TCB of AIX' /RT consists of hardware, 
firmware, and software; we focus on the software here. The TCB for AIX' /RT includes 

• the VRM (Virtual Resource Manager) ,  
• the entire AIX kernel, 
• the directories and files listed in the base and extended installation tables, 

/etc/securlty/s_lnstall and /etc/security/s_lnstallx, 
which also identify the trusted processes and trusted tables, 

• subroutines of the standard AIX libraries 
(actually, only subroutines called directly or indirectly 
from trusted programs) , and 

• the audit trail files. 

TCB Interface. The TCB interface includes the system call interface, the 
command interface to each trusted process, and the system security table interfaces. 

, TCB Subjects and TCD Object.s . The class of processes is the only class of 
subject.s in AJX ' .  The classes of objects include processes, files, directories, pipes, 
devices, message queues, semaphores, and :;hared memory segments. 

TCD Security Policy. The TCB security policy consists of a subject-object access 
policy and an accountability policy. A policy is a set of rules. Various manual pages 
contain the details of the AIX • security policy. 

3 .3 .  Writing a Trusted Application for AIX' 

A trusted application ( or trusted program or Trusted process or trusted subject) , a 
part of the TCB, is a user level process (or family of user level processes) with associated 
data (e.g. , files) . A trusted application earns its trust characteristic only by extensive 
assurance measures. 

To preserve the integrity of the TCB, a trusted application needs a higher level of 
scrutiny and rigor than is used otherwise. For example, in most cases it is unacceptable 
for a trusted process (login is an exception) to invoke an untrusted process. Some rules 
used for writing trusted applications for AIX ' include: 

• Identify and minimize the trusted pans. 

• Understand reasoning about trust. 

• Maintain the integrity of trusted files. 

• Write disciplined setuid/setgid programs [Bi] . 

• Write disciplined daemons [L] . 

• Register trusted files. 

• Selectively cut audit records in privileged processes. 

• Evolve the trusted shell command table.  

• Understand SAK and SIGSAK. 

• Provide test documentation with each new trusted program. 

For a discussion of the above programming rules, see [ H2] . 

The trusted processes of AIX' include the privileged processes (those that run 
with root authority, which includes the setuid-root processes) and any processes executed 
directly from the trusted path.  We made auditing and "trustedness" changes to the trusted 
processes in AIX ' .  On AIX' ,  /bin/ sh is not a trusted process; so, we revisited all 
instances of calls to subroutines system () and popen() since they run /bin/sh. Among 
other things, "trustedness" changes include : invoke trusled programs with absolute (not 
relative) pathnames, clean up the environment (as necessary. close file descriptors and 
scrutinize signals) , and minimize the scope of any setuid/setgid bracketing in a program. 
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4. Trusted Path Subsystem 

This section defines the trusted path problem, and explains how the AIX' trusted 
path mechanism differs from that of Secure XENIX. We omit most implementation 
details. 

B3 Trusted Path Requirement. "The TCB shall support a trusted 
communication path between itself and users for use when a positive TCB-to-user 
connection is required (e .g. , login, change subject security level) .  Communication via 
this trusted path shall be activated exclusively by a user or the TCB and shall be logically 
isolated and unmistakably distinguishable from other paths. " [TCSEC] 

Secure XENIX versus AIX' . The trusted path subsystem of AIX' is like that of 
Secure XENIX [ H l ] ,  except that: ( 1 )  it works in a virtual terminal environment; (2) 
there is no (B3) separation of roles by various administrative groups; (3) any command, 
except su to root, that can be executed inside the trusted path can be executed outside it; 
( 4) the trusted shell command table contains a key that is dereferenced into an absolute 
path name by searching the installation table of trusted files ; and,  (5) the trusted shell 
command table contains the su command. (To satisfy the C2 Audit Requirement and, in 
particular, per user accountability, AIX' disallows l ogin as root, maintains the login 
user-ID in the kernel across a login session, and aJlows su to root only from the trusted 
path) . Like Secure XENIX , for example, AIX' contains a Secure Attention Key (SAK) 
and the SIGSAK signal. 

The Trusted Path Problem. As a multi-user operating system, UNIX requires a 
mechanism that can prevent unauthorized programs from reading data from a user 
terminal. The trusted path mechanism guarantees tha r the data typed by a user on a 
terminal keyboard is protected from any intrusion by unauthorized programs. The trusted 
path mechanism allows a user to create a nonforgeable and nonpenetrable communication 
path between the user ' s  terminal and the trusted operating system software. The user can 
create a trusted path simply by pressing a key, called the Secure Attention Key (SAK) . on 
the terminal keyboard as follows: 

• before user login to the system, to be sure that the user is communicating with the 
real login program; 

• after user login, to enter user critical data, such as a password, and to be sure that 
it is not being intercepted by an intruding program; and 

• after user logout, to make sure that the user has actually logged out from the 
system. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

A Design .  We made the following changes: 
Define a new key sequence of one or more ASCII keys that is recognized as the 
SAK. 
Add a new type of UNIX signal , called SIGSA K .  This signal can b e  processed 
(ignored or caught) only by a privileged (euid 0) process. If the SIGSAK signal is 
sent to an unprivileged process , it will terminate the process. 
Modify the line discipline driver to detect the SAK from the user ' s  terminal and 
send the SIGSAK signal to all the processes within the controlling terminal 
process-group .  
Modify the init program (i) t o  detect the termination o f  its child process due to 
the SIGSAK signal , (ii) to protect a user ' s  terminal from unauthorized access 
during the trusted path by changing the terminal mode to 600 and changing the 
terminal ownership to root then calling vhangup() then reopening the terminal, 
(i.ii) to run a trusted process for the user ' s  terminal after creating a trusted path, 
(iv) to update the user ' s  terminal entry in the /etc/utmp file to indicate the 
existence of a trusted path for the user ' s  terminal, and (v) to detect the 
termination of a trusted lath and create the user's login environment. 
Modify the structure o the /etc/utmp file to include the termio (terminal 
characteristics) parameter for the user' s  terminal to avoid running getty again 
when executing /bin/tsh or the login shell directly by lnlt. Also, add a new flag, 
TSH PROCESS ,  for the ut type field of the structure. This flag indicates that a 
trusted path has been created between the user ' s  terminal and the operating 
system software, and that the running user process for the terminal is the trusted 
shell (/bin/tsh on AIX' ) .  The trusted shell is a restricted command interpreter 
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that allows a user to execute a set of security-critical commands (e.g. , passwd, 
su, adduser) . 

• The UNIX program getty is modified to save the termio parameters for the 
terminal in the /etc/utmp file . 
Trusted Path In a Virtual Terminal (or Multiple Window) Environment. In the 

trusted path mechanism described above, when a user presses the SAK, all the user 
processes in the controlling terminal process-group are terminated, a trusted path is 
created, and trusted process /bin/tsh is executed for the terminal . In a virtual terminal 
(or multiple window) environment, the trusted path mechanism is enhanced so that, 
when the user is logged in and presses the SAK, the user 's current terminal environment is 
not destroyed, a new virtual terminal is created, a trusted path is established for that 
virtual tenrunal , that virtual terminal is made the current virtual terminal , and the trusted 
shell is run in that virtual terminal. The AIX/RT console is a high function terminal that 
supports multiple (up to a maximum of 1 6) virtual terminals. 

Using the Trusted Path . [ H l ]  provides details of the trusted shell /bin/tsh and 
the command table /etc/security/s_cmd that drives it. AIX' contains keyed (type k) 
commands, not absolute path names as does Secure XENIX.  The commands that appear 
in the menu for the trusted shell are the ones that this user can execute, and thus are 
different for unprivileged and privileged users. Here is an example of a trusted shell menu 
for an unprivileged user on AIX' . 

command 

? 
cd 
chmod 
chown 
id 
ls  
passwd 
pwd 

Explanation 

print this help menu 
change the current directory 
change file mode 
change file owner (and group ) 
identify user 
list the contents of a directory 
change password 
show the current directory 
substitute user 
remote login 
file transfer program 

SU 

telnet 
xftp 
�d (control-d) leave tsh , execute my login shell  

(Any unique name prefix identifies that coamtand . )  

5.  Auditing Subsystem 
In this section we describe how an auditor, a system administrator with auditing 

responsibility, can manage the auditing subsystem . Again , we omit considerable design 
details for space reasons, such as how our design works on RT PC Distributed Services. 

5 . 1. Understanding the Event Table 
The event table /etc/securlty/audit/a_event is the key to understanding the 

auditing subsystem; it lists the base event names, and it defines convenient administrative 
event names; it helps drive command audit. 

Each entry in the event table /etc/securi ly/audit/a_event is either a base event or 
an administrative event. A base event is either a system call name (e .g. , " fork") or  an 
event in a trusted process (e.g. , " login ok")  or a non-sys1em-call event in the kernel 
(e.g. , "rpc") . An administrative event 1e.g. , " login " or "system call" or " tcpi p_event"  
or "object create") , a convenient macro for an auditor , i s  definea by a se t  of  base events 
and/or previously defined administrative events. 

The AIX '  system comes with some predefined, useful administrative events. An 
auditor can create new administrative events by editing the event table. Here are some 
p ossible example entries in the event table. 
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N Example Event Table 

N Base Events : system calls 
access 

write 
N Base Events : socket events 
accept 
bind 
connect 

N Base Events : trusted processes 
adduser fail 
adduser-ok 

N Administrative Events 
login': login fai l ,  login ok , logout ok , su_fail , su ok 
file create : -creat , open� openx -
ipc create : msgget , semget , shmget 
object_create : file_create , ipc_create , pipe 

5.2 .  Distinguishing User Audit Classes 

With command audit (see below) , an auditor can distinguish two classes of users 
for auditing purposes: the general class and the special class. Associated with each class is 
its own set of audit events.  For example, the general user class can contain unprivileged 
(ordinary) users, and the special class can contain privileged (administrative) users. At 
the auditor ' s  discretion , the special class can have the same or more or less or different 
events audited than the general class . 

5 .  3 .  Configuring the Auditing Subsystem 

To configure the auditing subsystem, an auditor needs to  
• prepare space for audit trails, say by creating a fi le system 

and mounting it on (say) /audit,  
• become familiar with the event table, and customize it if appropriate, 
• check that command file /etc/re launches the audit daemon, 
• use command audit to specify general and special users and groups, 
• use command audit to specify a set of events for general users 

and a set of events for special users, 
• enable auditing with command audit. 

To hold the audit trail files, we recommend that an entire file system be created 
and dedicated to hold trails, say /audJt .  If the audit trail file is remote, then witn a 
mechanism like OS an audit server directory for the trail can be "vmounted" onto a local 
/audit stub directory . 

5 .4 .  Using the Audit Command 

The audit command controls the auditing subsys1em. It can be invoked only by 
the superuser. It can: enable auditing and specify the audi1 trail file, switch the audit trail 
file when auditing is already enabled, disable the entire auditing subsystem, specify what 
(administrative or base) events are audited for the general class and the special class of 
users, distingujsh  users or groups as in the general class or in the special class , query the 
status of the auditing subsystem, query the history of audit trail files, and clear the set of 
general events or special events or special users or special groups. 

The purpose of specifying audit events and distinguishing two classes of users is to 
help pre!ilter (i .e . , selective collection) the audit trail log file records, rather than 
flooding the audit trail log file with unnecessary records I bat must be postfiltered (i . e . , 
selective reduction ) .  
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The kernel does not write audit records directly into the audit trail file .  Instead, 
the writing of audit records is buffered; the kernel writes audit records into a sequence of  
bins, each a user level file with a maximum size (20, 480 bytes) , and the  audit daemon 
reads bin files, one at a time, and appends compressed bins to the audit trail file .  

The syntax of command audit is 
audit on file name 
audit off 

audit event one_oft1-� audit sevent one_of + -

audit user one_of�+,-� audit group one of + -

event name 
event-name 

user name 
group_name 

audit clear one_ of( event!  seven t i  user I group) 

audil status one_ of ( all I state! event!  sevent I user! group I trail) 

5 .5 .  Using the Audit Print Command 

The audit print command audltpr reads tbe audit trail defined by its given path 
argument and prints a report in " attribute file format " (see the AIX manual page for the 
attributes file format in [AIX OS TR] , Chapter 4) on the standard output . II can be 
invoked only by the superuser. 

When invoked with no options, command audltpr prints all audit records from 
audit trail file path. When invoked with options, command audltpr uses the options as a 
filter to print only the option-selected audit records from audit trail file path . Multiple 
different options (e.g. , -u j ohn -g system) are AND ' ed together in the filter . The 
selectable options include user name (login , real, effect ive) , event name (base or 
administrative ) ,  node name, and time (before or after) . 

Jf any auditpr command option is used, then the resulting attribute file has a 
defau l t  stanza that identifies the options , and those name-value pairs with a single value 
are factored out of the records that follow . Options with multiple values appear as 
commented-out comma-separated values in the defaul t  stanza. Record stanza names 
begin with an "r" (for record) , followed by the relat ive record number from the path 
parameter, starting from 1 .  A comment line containing " * *  "' "  separates an audi t record 
head from an audit record tail .  

Example . This example, which prints all records for node with nid 0x208 1 4447 , 
shows some sample output in "attribute file" format . Here , luid is the login user ID. 

auditpr -n 20814447 /audit/traill  

* auditpr output from /audit/trail l  
defaul t :  

rl :  

*** 
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nid = 0X20814447 

event = l ink 
type = SYSTEMCALL 
luid = 200 
ruid = o 
euid = o 
rgid = o 
egid = o 
pid = 89 
ppid = 57 
time = "Aug 24 13 : 28 : 22 198 7 "  

error = o 
rvall = 0 
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r2 : 

rval2 = 1073734951 
npaths = 2 
pathl = x 
path2 = y 
nargs = 2 
argl = 1073734947 
arg2 = 1073734951 

5.6 .  Adding Auditing to a Privileged Program 

Experience Adding C2 Security .•• 

To avoid flooding the audit trail with unnecessary records, it is often desirable to lurn off, or temporarily suspend then resume "normal" audit ing (e . g. , system call events) in a privileged process. and cut only a few selected records. A (trusted) programmer can use system call audltproc() in a privileged program to suspend normal audi ting. and system call audltlog() to cut selected audit Iecords. [P] provides this too. 
Interestingly, all auditing system calls are privileged . Even audltlog( )  is privileged to help maintain the integrity of the audit trail file. Thus, audit records cannot be cut from an unprivileged process (e.g. , /bin/sh, /bin/tsh ) .  By the way, /bin/tsh is trusted but not privileged. 

6. Integrity Enhancements 

AJX' has a command to check installation assertions on system security files, and a command to check integrity assertions against system security tables. AIX' uses a file of Prolog-like facts to drive the table checker, and provides a family of subroutines for safely updating (with update-in-place) and reading security tables. 
6. 1 .  Checking the Integrity of  System Security Tables 

A necessary condition for AIX '  to be in a secure state is that the system security tables satisfy various intra-table and inter-table integrity assertions ( or data invariants) . On AIX ' ,  the system security tables include: 
/etc/group 
/ etc/ passwd 
/etc/security/s_cmd 
I etc/ security/ s _group 
/etc/security/s_install 
I etc/ security/ s _installx 
I etc/ security/ s _ user 

By intentional design on AIX' , ·an these tables have the same formal; each is a so-called tabl�file, a file with the same format as the password file /etc/passwd and group file /etc/group, and a file that consists of entries each with colon-separated fields and newline-separated entries. Because these tables have the same format, we can read and write them with the same set of subroutines, the tbl subroutines. To update atomically in-place one of these tables, we can use a common subroutine like tblsetrec. 

These tables have various integrity assertions that help define a consistent security table state, violation of which may compromise secure system operation. In ordinary system operation, these tables start with a consistent Slate, and step through new consistent states by atomic updates that preserve state consistency. These integrity assertions can be violated by a system administator that directly edits one or more of these files, or very infrequently by some system failures. Currently, nothing other than "administrative procedure" prevents a system administralor from directly editing one of these files. which is a blessing sometimes when a system administrator needs to fix one of these files in a way that may not be possible with the commands (e.g. , adduser) that 
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manage the files. Many of these assertions are well-known to experienced system 
administrators, and stated on various manual pages. 

However, it is desirable for a system administrator to be able to check these 
assertions with a command, and it is desirable for possible future extension that the 
assertions not be compiled into the source code of the command as control flow but 
instead be represented in a file that drives the command. In other words, we should have 
a table-driven checker of integrity assertions on system security tables. 

Two candidates for such a checker are sh and awk. Since neither is in the TCB of 
AIX • ,  and each is possibly too large to add to the TCB without considerable assurance 
effort,  another approach is necessary: the tiny language approach . 

The approach taken in AIX • was lo design a tiny specialized assertion language , 
and write the corresponding tiny scanner/parser/interpreter for i t ,  which would be part of 
the TCB and would be small enough to entail little assurance effort. 

The tiny assertion language contains about a dozen built-in assertions and looks 
like Ptolog facts. To understand the tiny language, it is not necessary to learn anything 
about Prolog. You can understand the assertions by explained examples, the approach we 
take below . Pro log r acts nicely model unconditional assertions about these tables. If the 
need arises for conditional assertions, the tiny language and its interpreter can be extended 
easily to include a semantically-restricted version of Prolog-like rules. A % (or #) 
character begins a comment, and a newline ends a comment. 

Example. Here are assertions about the password file /etc/passwd: 

% passwd 
table (passwd , " /etc/passwd " ,  required , user , 7 ) . 
field (passwd , o ,  uname , required) .  
field (passwd , 1 ,  waspassword , optional ) .  
field (passwd , 2 ,  uid , required ) .  
field (passwd , 3 ,  gid , required ) . 
field (passwd , 4 ,  comment , optional ) .  
field (passwd , 5 ,  home , required ) .  
field (passwd , 6 ,  shel l ,  opt ional ) .  
unique (passwd , uname ) . 
is (passwd , gid , group , gid ) . 
is (passwd , uid ,  s_user , uid) . 
directory (passwd , home ) . 
executable (passwd , shell ) .  

The first line is a comment. The table/5 predicate (the " / 5 "  notation means 
that the table predicate has 5 arguments) states that we define a table with the following 
attributes: its shorthand name in these assertions is " passwd " ,  its absolute path is 
" /etc/passwd" ,  its existence is required, ea.ch entry is called a "user " ,  and each entry has 7 
fields. The field/4 predicate defines attributes of a field of a table. For example, field 0 
of the passwd table has a shorthand name of "uname" in these assertions, and it must have 
a nonempty value (its value is required) .  The unique/2  predicate here states that the 
uname field values in the passwd file are unique,  no duplicate user names. The first is/4 
predicate states that the gid field value in each passwd table entry is also a gid entry in  the 
group table. The second is/4 predicate states that the uid field value in each passwd table 
entry is also a uid entry in the s_user table. To complete the example, we would need a 
table predicate for the group and s_user tables and field predicates for the fields. The 
directory/2 predicate states that the home field of the passwd table must be a directory, 
and the executable/2 predicate state that the shell field of the passwd table must be an 
executable file .  

The assertion table drives the security table check command stableck. Command 
stableck, for specified or all tables, prints a message for each failed assertion. 
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6.2. Checking the Installation of Trusted Files 
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Another necessary condition for AIX ' 10 be in a secure stale is that all trusted files 
are installed correctly.  Files s inst.all and s lnst.allx are table-fi les that hold installation 
knowledge for al l  trusted files . -File s_lnstallholds installation knowledge for trusted files 
in the base AIX' system , and is read-only , whereas file s installx holds installation 
knowledge for trusted files in the AIX ' system extended with-one or more applications . 
Together, these tables are a registry of all trusted files in the AIX ' .  In AIX ' ,  command 
sJnstallck (read, "install check") checks the installation of irusted files . 

Without any arguments , the sinstal lck command makes two checks ; in Step 1 (the 
'' installation check" or " all check" )  i.t checks that every entry in an installation table is 
installed correctly ,  and in Step 2 (the " tree check" or "only check")  i t  checks that under 
the root " /"  there is no setuid-root program not posted in an inst allation table. I t  provides 
some details on the check progress , and it stops when it finds a problem. In addition,  i t  
also permits the  sys tem administrator the  option 10  fix certain installation problems . 

6 .3 .  · Safely Updating System Security Tables 

Commands that update system securi ty tables (e.g. , passwd , adduser) should use 
a common subroutine with well-defined , weJl-scrulinized seman tics for correct updating. 
In an environmenl wi th AIX Distributed Services, update- in-place must be used due to 
file-over-file vmounts ,  otherwise the new version may not be in the same virtual file 
system . We designed,  added , and used such a subrouti_ne in A lX ' .  It allows many readers 
not to block a writer, allows a slow writer not to block readers , serializes writers ,  and 
keeps a table backup copy. 

7. Lessons Learned 

On configuring security features. ( 1 )  Make C2 security features configurable to 
accommodate several user communities . (2) D isable strict security features in the default 
(shipped) system to avoid potential UNIX/security culture shock . So, for tighter security,  
you must explici tly configure the features you want. As an exception in AIX ' ,  the SAK is 
permanently configured. (3 )  Centralize the enabling and disabling of security features in a 
single file ,  say /etc/security/securi ty. cfg . 

On the superuser. In AIX' in multi-user mode, i I is unacceptable for a superuser 
lo execute (especially user-suppl ied and potentially all ) untrusted commands , otherwise it 
is possible to steal superuser authority. A IX '  enforces th is regime . When C2 is configured 
in AIX ' ,  you can su lo root onJy inside the trusted path , and you cannot escape to (or use) 
an untrusted shell as  superuser. From the trusted path in the trusted shell , only trusted 
commands can be executed. 

On a programming dJscipl lae for trusted applicaUons. We learned a 
programming discipline for wri ting trusted applications for a design targeted at the class C2 
level wi th a class 83 trusted path mechanism .  

O n  table-driven commands. · For flexibility and extensibility , we have had 
enjoyable experience with the new table-driven commands . It is far easier to revise a 
specification in a table than it is to change, recompile, and reinstall code. We do need 
more experience identifying and measuring performance issues , though . Table-driven 
commands are well suited to both experimental and operational environments . Certain 
design decisions , not just configurable parameters ,  are exposed and consolidated, not 
buried in compiled code. Rather than complicate system administration, they tend to 
u nify it. 

On a trus ted path .  Having a B3 trusted path in a C2 system simplifies the overall 
assurance effort of a trusted system. The trusted path , together with a table-driven trusted 
shell , allows our design to satisfy easily other security requirements (e.g. , trusted 
importing of "unlabeled" data) with no additional mechanism.  
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8.  Summary and Conclusion 
In summary, AIX' contains the following features:  

• auditing subs)_'stem 
• tighter I&A (login user ID , no pseudo-user login, configurable password checks) 
• trusted path (SAK , SJGSAK , trusted shel l ,  command table) 
• bardcopy labeling 
• integrity enhancements (table check , installation check, safe table updating) 
• TCB scrutiny (auditing and "trustedness " changes to trusted programs) 

By prototype demonstration , we conclude that configurable , C2 security features 
can be integrated into the base UNIX operating system. In other words ,  for C2 security we 
can h ave a "UNIX with the Superuser" ( H l J . 
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ABSTRACT 

Writing an efficient lexical analyzer for even a simple language is not a trivial 
task. and should not be done by hand. We describe GLA, a tool that generates 
very efficient scanners. These scanners do not use the conventional transition 
matrix, but instead use a few 128 element vectors. Scanning time is only 
slightly greater than the absolute minimum - the time it takes to look at each 
character in a file. The GLA language allows simple, concise specification of 
scanners. Augmenting regular expressions with auxi.liary scanners easily 
handles nasty problems such as C comments and C literal constants. We 
formalize the connection between token scanning and token processing by 
associating a processor with appropriate patterns. A library of canned 
descriptions simplifies the specification of commonly used language pieces -
such as, C_IDENTIFIERS, C_S'IRINGS, PASCAL_COMMENTS, etc. 
Finally, carefully tuned lexical analysis support modules are provided for error 
handling, input buffering, storing identifiers in hash tables and manipulating 
denotations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Of the hundreds of 4.3BSD software applications that perform lexical analysis, only a couple of 
them use the lex tool to generate their scanners. The "serious" applications such as cc, as, and 
cpp all have hand written, carefully tuned lexers. We hypothesize that this is due to efficiency 
considerations and inappropriate specification language. 

This paper attempts to convince you that: 

(1) Writing an efficient and complete lexer for simple languages is not trivial. 

(2) A tool generated lexer can match, and even exceed the speed of band written lexers -
even the carefully tuned ones. 

(3) There are better languages than lex for specifying lexical analysis. A more compact and 
concise specification is desirable and possible. 

(4) There is a common set of support modules that most lexical analysis tasks require. By 
standardizing the interface to these routines and placing them in a library, the chore of 
rewriting them each time is avoided. 

In response to Point 1 ,  Aho, Sethi and lmman [Aho l986] give a method for implementing 
transition diagrams. Granted, the resulting program is simple. However, it handles only a pure 
finite state machine, is not efficient, ignores lexical error handling, and defers the problem of 
what to do with identifiers, strings and integers after they have been seamed. Dealing with all 
of these issues presents a programmer with a lot of wolk - even for a trivial language. We 
would rather let a tool handle all of the wolk of building an efficient scanner and providing the 
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related support modules. With ')'-OLA 1, a straightforward compact specification yields an 
efficient scanner and its comprehensive lexical analysis environment 
Point 2 deals with efficiency. First some measurements will illustrate the importance of 
efficient lexical analysis. Using gprof [Graham1982], I measured the time spent lexing for two 
heavily used programs - the ponable C compiler, and the assembler (4.3BSD). Both of these 
use hand written, carefully tuned lexical analyzers. A reasonably "typical" input file, 
as/assyms.c, was used. More than 40% of assembly time was spent perfonning lexical analysis! 
About 10% of the time was just in the scanner2 itself. For the C compiler, which does a lot 
more work than the assembler, almost 20% of the total time is spent doing lexical analysis. The 
scanner was the 4th most expensive routine! 
According to Jacobson [ 1987], (an author of flex ), a lex generated scanner can be tuned to gain 
a factor of 10 performance improvement Assuming this premise and the gprof data, if an 
inefficient tool generated lexer were dropped into the assembler, the overall time could double. 
With the compiler, the numbers are not so dramatic, yet still significant At the 1986 Atlanta 
USENIX conference, Honeyman (1986] noted that pathalias sped up a factor of two when its 
lex generated scanner was replaced by a band-coded scanner. 
Efficiency does not have to be compromised to use a tool generated scanner. In fact a GLA 
generated scanner runs only slightly slower than the following loop! 

while ( (c = getchar( )) != EOF) /* getchar is stdio.h macro */ 
; � empty */ 

This loop is the simplest example of a program that "touches" every character - as a scanner 
also must do. Oearly, an important aspect of scanning is efficient input buffering - as we will 
see, a possible pitfall of band written lexical analyzers. 
The band written scanner of the C compiler has missed some optimizations. It uses the standard 
I/0 buffering which is about twice as slow as the sentinel method [Aho1986]. Figure 3 
confirms this. The C compiler uses non-compact, and nested case statements, which costs up to 
25% more time (Waite [ 1986a]). When benchmarked against a GLA generated scanner, the 
hand written C scanner was about 30% slower. 
Point 3 deals with the human interface aspects of lexical analysis. A specification of what some 
code ought to do should be significantly clearer and more transparent than the code itself. For 
example, the lexer for the C compiler is almost 1000 lines of fairly tricky, tuned code. It would 
take a long time of looking at the code to be able to precisely describe the behavior of that 
lexer. On the other hand, it is possible to specify the lexical aspects of the C language in 100-
200 lines of lex code and in 50-100 lines of GLA code of which most are automatically 
extracted from the parsing grammar. Ideally, all lexical specifications will be short and concise. 
Now, the problem is to take a clear specification, and generate efficient code from it The lex 
language is not best for the task. For example, Schreiner and Friedman [Schreiner1985] 
propose the following lex pattern to recognize a C-style comment 

"/*""f'"'([--./]l["*]"f'l"*"["/])*"*"*"*f' 
Simpler patterns might not recognize �/ as beginning a comment or /***/ as being a comment. 
Oearly, regular expressions by themselves do not lead to transparent specifications of certain 

1 Altoough lhe fust two versions - a-GI.A and �-GI.A produced high � S(:CUler&, their specification 
language proved ro be too constraining. hcucc the n-1 for the r version. For the remainder of this paper, the �t 
version will be referred to as GLA. 

2 In this paper, scanning is the task of partitioning input inlD pieces (IDkens). /.,ajcaJ analysis includes scan
ning. input buffering, eaor hmdling md token processing - such u insening III idemifier into a hash table or con
verting an ascii integer to binary. Lexm8 is an abbreviation for pmfonning lexical analysis. 

Gray 
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language constructs. lex has the notion of "context conditions" that he1ps the above problem, 
but these cause a simple specification to begin to look like "spaghetti" code (Figure 4 has a 
trivial example of context conditions for Pascal comments). Furtbennore, as we will see, 
"context conditions" are not the most efficient way to scan tokens such as strings and 
comments. 
Consider the task of specifying the tokens of a scanner language itself. The lex scanner requires 
more than 500 lines of C code. flex [Paxsonl988]. which has approximately the same language 
as lex , uses 378 lines to describe its basic symbols. Most of these lines are patterns and actions. 
There are 18  context conditions which make the specification non-trivial to understand. 
Although this specification is an improvement over the original hand coded lex scanner, there is 
still lots of room for improvement. GLA specifies itself in 19 lines of which 15 lines were 
automatically generated. In other words, there are 4 lines to describe Identifiers, Integers, 
Regular Expressions and comments of the language . . 
GLA achieves this conciseness of specification by incorporating several features: 
• GLA formalizes the connection of auxiliary scanners to regular expressions, that is, the 

initial pan of certain tokens is easily described by a regular expre�ion. An auxiliary 
scanner then takes over to specialize in recognizing the rest of the token. A good 
example of this is multi-line C literal constants. Another example is comments, either 
nested or non-nested. 

• Most non-literal tokens (identifiers, integers, strings, etc.) require processing after they 
have been scanned. The specification describes what processor to invoke after such a 
token is scanned. Most common processors are already provided in a GLA library. 

• GLA provides a shorthand notation called "canned descriptions." By mentioning a 
keyword in the specification, the appropriate regular expression, auxiliary scanner and 
processor for a non-literal token are substituted. For example, a programmer can build a 
lexical analyzer for a language by asking for, C_IDENTIFIERS, ADA_COMMENTS, 
and MODULA_INTEGERS. 

Point 4 maintains that certain tasks have to be performed in almost every lexical analysis 
situation and there is no reason to have programmers rewrite these routines for every 
application. There are many pitfalls to writing a good identifier table module. It is not obvious 
how to write very efficient memory allocation for string storage. Normalizing floating point 
numbers and checking for overflow are crucial for avoiding compiler crashes when folding 
constants, but again these take significant time to write. 
GLA is a lexical analysis generating tool with a very powerful and concise specification 
language. It produces lexers that are as fast or faster than carefully tuned, hand written ones. 
Section 2 discusses how the efficiency is obtained. Section 3 describes the specification 
language. Section 4 describes the very important support modules that are paramount to an 
overall efficient lexical analyzer. 
2. EFFlCIENCY OF SCANNERS 

Section 2. 1 discusses the conventional model of scanning and Section 2.2, the GLA model. The 
performance of the two methods are compared in Section 2.3. 

2.1. Conventional Scanners 

The model that most scarmers follow is the finite state machine (FSM). A FSM operates by 
examining the current state and the current input character to decide what to do nexL The 
transition function is represented by a matrix, table[state,character], which is interpreted during 
scanning. The following code outlines the process: 
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while (basic symbol not complete) 
state = table[state, character] 
switch (state) 

case 0: { code to be pelformed in each state} 

case i: 

case laststate: 
Notice that the fundament.al decision being made at every loop iteration is 

What state do I go to next, based on current state and character? 

The main issue with conventional scanners has been how to compact the large, sparse matrix. 
Pascal, a relatively small language, has 165 states, and if 7 bit ASCII is the character set, 
requires a matrix of size 21 ,120. Any table compression scheme will have to trade off speed 
against size . lex tries to optimize space at the cost of time. a holdover from PDP-1 1 days. 
Furthermore, the main recognition loop of a lex scanner is slowed down by the cumulative cost 
of several infrequently used features. Flex, which is a rewrite of lex , saves the user from 
paying for unused fearures and also allows the user to choose the time/space tradeoffs for the 
transition matrix compression. As we will see, even with all of these improvements, flex 
generated scanners will be twice as slow as GLA generated scanners. 
As a side note, a commonly used idea to reduce the number of states and consequently the table 
size is to treat keywords as identifiers during scanning, then a search is made in a hash table to 
determine if the scanned token is a keyword or an identifier. For Pascal the number of states 
drop from 165 to about 37 when keywords are scanned as identifiers. Both Aho (1986] and 
Schreiner [ 1985] give details for this approach. It is also discussed funher in Section 3.6. 

2.2. Directly Executable Scanners 
Figure 1 shows a fragment of the GLA produced scanner for recognizing the following simple 
patterns (the last two are taken literally): 

[0-9]+ 
[A-Z][A-Z0-9]* 
<= 
<> 

Whereas a conventional scanner does a table access and "switches" on every input character, the 
directly executable scanner: 
(1) In the ideal case, spins in a tight "while" loop as shown below ( note that the "while" loop 

executes the empty statement - ; ). These loops correspond to seeing the second through 
the last characters of identifiers (and keywords), rmmbers, strings, whitespace, etc. Any 
place in the FSM where a transition goes from a state to itself, the ideal case occurs. 

(2) Otherwise, a typically short nif" cascade is used. The transition is implemented with a 
"goto" which is faster than a "switch". 

CaseTol as shown in Figure 2, is a 128 element array that "drops" us into the directly executable 
code based on the first character of a token. 

Gray 
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switch(tokType = CaseThl[ c = •p++]) { 

case 3: 
r3•1 

r' 0-9 was seen as first character of this token • / 
wbile(scanTol[e= •p++] & 1<<0) ; --p; r  more digits •1 
TokenEnd=p; r'make progress after scan•/ 
goto State_other. 

r A-Z was seen as first character of this token •t 
while(scanThl[e= *p++J & 1<<1) ; --p; r  0-9A-Z •J 
TokenEnd=p; J•make progress after scan*/ 
goto State_other, 

r' < was seen as first character of this token */ 
r not a final state • / 

if( (c = *p++) = '=') goto St_S; 
else if( c = '>') goto St_6; 
else {--p; goto State_other; } 

St_S: TokenEnd=p; rtokType=3; token is <= */ 
goto State_other; 

St_6: TokenEnd=p; tokType=4; 
goto State_other, 

r token is <> */ 

Figure 1. Directly executable scanner 

static short CaseTol[128] = { 

1, 1, 1 ,  1, 1 ,  1, 0, o. r' 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; */ 
3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, r' < = > ? @ A B C */ 

static char Scan1bl[128] = { 

Ox03, 0x03, 0x03, 0x03, 0x03, 0x03, 0x00, 0x00, 
Ox00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 0x02, 0x02, 

r 4 s 6 1 s 9 : ; •1 
r' < = > ? @ A B C */ 

Figure 2.. CaseTol and Scan'lbl 

Toe tokType is set in the switch to the most probable token. but can be reset (as is necessary for 
St_6 but not necessary for St_S). 
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ScanTbl is a collection of 128 element bit vectors (up to eight for "char" data type, only 2 used 
in this example) indexed by the current input character. It is used to quickly recognize 
characters belonging to certain classes. For example, the zeroth bit represents the class [0-9) 
and the oneth bit, the class [A-20-9]. 

2.3. Speed comparison 

The time3 required by various programs to scan about 10,000 lines of Pascal code is given in 
Figure 3. 

Program Time Space 
user sys total text data bss total 

gla 1.4 0.2 1.6 16384 8192 6272 30848 
flexcf 3. 18 0.24 3.42 16384 32768 2696 51 848 

fiexcem 7.48 0.36 7.84 16384 8192 7008 31584 
lex 1 1.92 0. 18 12. 1  16384 8 192 12820 37396 

getchar 0.92 0. 1  1 .02 8192 8192 1 884 18268 
source 0.22 0.2 0.42 16384 8192 5008 29584 

Figure 3. Time and space requirements of scanners 
The 317,439 byte file is three copies of the SYNPUT program. Detailed characteristics of this 
program are given by Waite [1986a] but briefly, the most frequent tokens are: 17,397 Identifiers 
with average length of 3.9 characters, 8,289 single spaces, 6,102 keywords with average length 
of 3.7 characters, 5,640 semicolons, and 5,51 1  occurrences of 3 or more consecutive spaces, 
each occurrence averaging 10.8 spaces. 
The GLA scanner runs at maximum speed when scanning successive characters of tokens such 
as identifiers, keywords, numbers and comments. The trend towards longer identifiers, and 
more comments in programs takes advantage of the maximum speed of GLA scanners. 
The times are averaged for 5 trials on an unloaded Sun 3/260 with its own local disk. A 
different copy of the data was used for each trial to avoid any disk cache "hits". All programs 
were compiled with the -0 optimize flag. The time command provided the speed 
measurements. The size command provided the space information for text, (the executable 
code), data, (the initialized data), and bss (the uninitialized data, zero fill on demand). (The link 
editor rounds up sizes to the next 2k byte page boundary). 
The body of the getchar program was given earlier in the introduction. The program source, 
does the equivalent task, but instead of using Standard I/0, it uses our own buffering. The 
factor of two speedup is due to using an ascii NUL sentinel at the end of a buffer, rather than 
explicitly maintaining a character count which requires an extra decrement and test instruction. 
The suffixes on the names of the flex programs are compression options, from least compressed, 
but fastest to most compressed but slowest For example, the program fiexcf was obtained by 

flex -cf 
which means, produce a scanner with full tables (no compression). The -cem option optimizes 
space - as is reflected in the total size. 
The gla scanner is twice as fast as the fastest flex scanner, yet it is still smaller than the most 
compressed flex scanner. 

3 Note. this data is in amlrad.iction IO Jacobson's staremen1 "When tested against the hand-coded scannas 
described in [Waite] 1111d [Heuring] the new Lex wu always faster." Since Jacobson's paper was never published, the 
discrepancy has not been n:solved. 

Gray 
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For the measurements, both flex and lex used the specification given in Figure 4. Toe GLA 
specification (processors were not invoked for the measurements) is given in Figure 6. 
Based on the performance data, and studying the source code of both lex and flex, I have 
fanned the opinion that flex makes lex obsolete. Even though GLA is clearly superior in 
perfo:nnance to flex there are cases where flex is still needed. If a specification has been written 
in lex, substantial. perfo:nnance improvement can be gained with little effort by switching to 
flex. GLA would require a new specification. Also flex has a couple of features such as 
"interactive" input and YYREJECT, that were not a part of the GLA design goals. 
We can gain some insight into how the GLA scanner obtains its high speed by looking at the 
four 68000 insU'Uctions generated for one of GLA 's tight "while" loops. 

while(scantbl[c = *p++] & 1<<2) 

L68: movb a4@+,d0 
extw dO 
btst #2,a5@(0,d0:w) 
jne L68 

Get an input character and incr pointer 
Make it a suitable index 
Check whether it is in the class 
If so, continue while loop 

Notice the use of hardware registers a4, aS, and dO for the C variables register char "'p, the base 
of scanTbl, and register int c respectively. The mask (here "#2") defines a particular bit vector 

%s COMMENT 
%% 
"(*" 
<COMMENT>''•)'' 
<COMMENT>[�]+ 
<COMMENT>'-ll 
[0-9]+ 
[A-2.a-z] [A-2.a-z0-9]• 
[0-9]+\ [0-9]+ 

"(" " "  

� 
'-040 
'-lJ. 

{return( 6); } 
{ return( 7); } 

{tabs++; } 
{blanks++; } 
{ freelines++; } 

BEGIN COMMENT; 
BEGIN O; 
{linenum++; } 
{linenum++; } 
{return(2); } 
{ return(3); } 
{ return( 4 ); } 

{ rEOIO;*/ others++; } 

Figure 4. Flex and lex specification for Pascal 
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of scan1bl as discussed above. 
Toe conventional finite-state machine model will generate the following longer and more 
expensive sequence:_ 

do { state =  table[state, �] 
} while (state > 0) 

IA0: movb 
extw 
movl 
movb 
jgt 

aS@+,dO 
dO 
a4@(0,d0:w:4),a0 
a0@(0,d7:l),d7 
lAO 

Get an input character and incr pointer 
Make it a suitable index 
Get the state table column 
Get the next state 
Continue if nothing special 

We see no way to make the conventional model go faster - it is doing more work by asking 
the more general fundamental question: 

What state should I go to next? 

Toe GLA scanner asks the easier question: 
Should I stay in the same state? 

'This latter question seems to be powerful enough for the task of scanning programming 
languages. 

3. USER INTERFACE 
Section 3.1 presents the GLA grammar and highlights the major depanures from lex. Sections 
3.2 and 3.3 discuss AuxScanner and Processors. Section 3.4 explains the convenience of 
"canned descriptions". Section 3.5 deals with interfacing scanning to parsing. Section 3.6 
explains how keywords are preloaded into a table. 

3.1. GLA grammar 

Figure 5 gives the GLA grammar (brackets indicate optional items). 

specification: 

nonLitDesc: 
options: 

([Label ":"] nonLitDesc)• 
options+ 
((Label I RegularExpr) Int)• 
(RegularExpr I LibrRef) ["(" Aux.Scanner ")"] ["[" Processor "]"] 
"%%" I "%EOFTOKEN" Int I "%MAXCODES" Int 

Figure S. GLA parsing grammar 

A specification consists of three parts: The non-literal description pan, options and the encoding 
part. In most cases, only the non-literal description pan needs to be provided by the user. the 
other parts can be automatically produced from the parsing grammar (see Section 3.5). Label, 
AuxScanner, Processor and LibrRef are C-style identifiers. Int is a de�al integer. A 

Gray 
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RegularExpr is a sequence of visible characters delimited on the left with $ and on the right 
with whitespace. In the non-literal description part, the meta characters are the same as lex 
meta characters. Toe $ on the left has no meaning in the expression and since no regular 
expression ever stans with $ this choice allows us to distinguish between RegularExpr and 
LibrRef. In the token encoding part (third part of the specification), the regular expressions are 
taken literally - that is, there are no special characters. In a OLA specification. comments are 
enclosed in { } . 
Figure .6 shows the interesting part of the Pascal specification (the first five lines are the hand 
written part, the rest is automatically generated from the parsing grammar): 

$\{N_\* 
Int_number: 
Name: 
Real_number: 

(pascalCommentAuxScan) 
$[0-9]+ 
$[A-Za-z][A-Za-z0-9]* 
$[0-9]+\ .[0-9]+ 

String: 
%% 

$' (pascalStrScan) 

Int_number 2 
Name 3 
Real_number 4 
String 5 
$( 6 
$. 7 

{ token encodings } 

( no label for comment } 
[mkint] 
[mkidn] 
[mkfpt] 
[mkstr] 

Figure 6. A partial OLA specification of Pascal 

Toe integers are the values returned when the tokens are recognized. For the comment 
description, there is no label or corresponding token encoding part. In this situation, the scanner 
will not return to its caller after a comment has been recognizes, instead it will continue 
scanning for the next token. Eventually, a token will be found for which there is a rerum code, 
or the end of file code will be returned (default is zero). 
String is a good example of auxiliary scanner and processor. First, the FSM recognizes a 
single quote. Then the auxiliary scanner pasca/StrScan is invoked with a pointer to what has 
been recognized and its length. When scanning is complete, mkstr is invoked to store the string 
and return a handle to it pascalStrScan is a routine that has been optimized to scan Pascal 
strings, and handling the embedded quote problem. Note that the simple regular expression 

$' .* '  

will not wmk for Pascal strings because in the example 
writeln( 'the ' count ' most frequent scores average ' ave) 

the pattern would consume both strings and the embedded variable count. 

3.2. AuxScanner 
There are cases where it is very convenient to use auxiliary scanners, such as for recognizing 
comments and strings. A typical nonLitDesc using an AuxScanner would be: 

$"!-" (CcommentAuxScanner) 
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For illustrative purposes, Figure 7 gives the body for the auxiliary scanner of C-style comments. 
This is one of many auxiliary scanners that have already been written and are provided in the 
suppon library. After the main OLA scanner recognizes the Regu/arExpr, ( /* in this case), 
AuxScanner is invoked as 

p = AuxScanner(TokenStan, TokenEnd-TokenStan); 
where the fim parameter is the stan and the second parameter gives the length of what has been 
recognized by the FSM. 
This example serves as a template for all auxiliary scanners - the bookkeeping associated with 
tabs, newlines and buffering is the same. The expression in the "while" loop can easily be 
optimized into a bit vector as explained earlier. In the frequent case, th.is would reduce the per 
character testing from four tests to one test 

top: while( bitvectorf c = •p++]) ;• null statement • / ; 
bitvector should be non-zero for all but newline, tab, star and nul. 

char * CcommentAuxScan(start, length) 
char • stan; /* stan of characters recognized by reg expr */ 
int length; /* length of what was recognized in reg expr */ 
{ register char c; 
register char •p = stan + length; /* first char not yet processed • / 

top: while( (c = *p++) && c != '* '  && c != '\n' && c != '\t' ) 

if( C = '*') { 
if( *p = '/' ) retum(++p); /* we have a comment */ 
goto top; /* not a comment ending • t 
} 

else if( c = '\n ') { /* bookkeeping * / 
LineNum++; StartLine = p-1; goto top; 
} 

else if( c = '\t ') { /* bookkeeping * / 
StanLine -= 8-{p-StartLine-1)%8; goto top; 
} 

else /*if (c = "'D')*/ { /* buffering •t 
refillBuf(p-1); p = chpt; 
if ( •p = "il') message(ERROR, "file ends in comment", 0, &curpos); 
else goto top; 
} 

Figure 7. C-style comment auxiliary scanner 

Gray 
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3.3. Processors 
Processors are routines that are invoked after recognizing tokens with intrinsic values. For 
example after an identifier has been scanned, we usually wish to associate a small integer with 
its string representation. The is often accomplished with a hash table which is just what the 
processor mJddn does. The small integer is stored by the processor at a location specified by the 
caller ( value below). After the characters of an integer are scanned we usually wish to know 
the value of the integer (also stored in value). The processor mkint handles this. The library of 
processors also contains routines for saving strings, normalizing floating point numbers, etc. 
(See the GLA Reference Manual [Gray1988]). Processors are invoked as: 

Processor(start, length, &tokType, &value) 
The reason for the address of tokType is that the processor has the option of overriding the 
decision of what token type is to be returned for the scanned characters. This makes sense 
because a processor is more specialized than a FSM operating with a regular expression. The 
most common case comes up handling keywords. Keywords can be "preloaded" into the 
identifier table (Section 3.6). In most languages, keywords are "matched" by the pattern for 
identifiers. The processor mkidn will attempt to load a keyword into the table as an identifier, 
but mkidn will know that it is not an identifier, but instead a keyword, and will set the tokType 
appropriately. For example, given the following line of C code and given that "initProcess" was 
recognized by the scanner: 

initProcess = (int *) malloc ( ... ) ;  
then the processor, mlddn would be called with start pointing to the beginning of the token 
"initProcess", length set to 1 1, and tokType = IDENTIFIER. Upon return, "initProcess" would 
be installed in the identifier table, and value would point to it 
On the other hand, after mkidn processes "int" above, the tokType would be reset to 
KEYWORD_INT and value would be irrelevant. 

3.4. Library of non-literal descriptions 
The task of specifying non-literals can be tricky and error prone. We believe that the problem 
can be minimized by providing what programmers need for the majority of the cases. There are 
two advantages of "canned" descriptions: 1 )  most of the time, the descriptions can be used 
unchanged - this contributes to simplicity and reliability, 2) for the infrequent cases, it is 
easier to modify something close to what is needed rather than starting from scratch. 
For example, the canned description for P ASCAL_IDENTIFIER is: 

$(a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9]* [mkidn] 
If one had a requirement to allow $ in their identifiers, only a trivial addition needs to be made. 
New languages can easily be built from pieces of other languages. For example, the following 
GLA specification, coupled with the literal extraction of the next section is all that is needed for 
the lexer description. 

idn: C_IDENTIFIER. 
ADA_COMMENT 

int: MODULA_INTEGER. 
str: PASCAL_STRING 

3.5. Interfacing scanners to YACC parsers 
The lex manual suggests interfacing Yacc and lex in the following manner. Lex writes a 
program named yylex() which Y ace will call when tokens are needed. Lex rules should end 
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with 
return(token); 

An easy way to get access to Yacc's names for tokens is to compile the lex output file as pan of 
the Yacc output file by placing 

#include "lex.yy.c" 
in the last section of Yacc input. 
The problem with this approach is that it still leaves a lot of tedious, mechanical (and error 
prone) work for the programmer. First the programmer is required to invent names for literal 
tokens. For example if you desire the following grammar: 

variable ":=" expr 
you need to write it as 

variable ASSIGNOP expr 
Next, ASSIGNOP needs to be listed in the token section of the grammar. Finally, later in the 
lexical specification, there is the need to reassociate the two: 

{ retum(ASSIGNOP); } 
This has to be done for every literal - the small Pascal language has about 60 different literals. 
We provide the program litexrr to eliminate this chore. Toe parsing grammar is written with the 
literal strings embedded in the rules. litextr, given this grammar, Figure 8 (a) and a GLA 
description of the non-literal tokens (b) produces a Yacc acceptable grammar and a GLA 
specification that has been completed with literal tokens and encodings for all tokens. 

a) Grammar with literals 

b) Non-literal description 

%token Int Idn 
%% 
expr expr "<=" expr 

expr "<" expr 
expr "MOD" expr 
Idn 
Int ; 

Int: C_INTEGER 
Idn: C_IDENTIFIER 

Figure 8. Parsing grammar and non-literal description 

Figure 9 gives the results of litextr: a complete Yacc specification and a complete GLA 
specification. 

3.6. Preloading keywords 
For typical languages, there is a huge reduction in the size of the FSM when both keywords and 
identifiers are scanned by the same pattern. After scanning, a processor can determine if the 
characters form an identifier or a keyword. A handy implementation of this scheme is to preload keywords into a hash table that is also used to handle identifiers. Toe program litextr 

Gray 
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a) Parsing grammar for Yacc 

b) Complete GLA specification 

%token Int 
%token Idn 
%token t3_LE 
%token t4_LT 
%token t5_MOD 
%% 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

expr expr t3 _LE expr 
expr t4_LT expr 
expr t5_MOD expr 
Idn 
Int ; 

Int: C_INTEGER 
ldn: C_IDENl'IFIER 
%% 
Int 1 
ldn 2 
$<= 3 
$< 4 
$MOD 5 

y-GLA: A Generator for Lexical ... 

Figure 9. Complete Yacc parsing grammar and GLA specification 

collects the keywords and hands them to adrinit, which loads them into a hash table. Then 
adtinit, dumps the hash table in a form that can later be compiled with the rest of the lexical 
scanner. Titis scheme yields very fast run time recognition, with no overhead of reading 
keywords and building the hash table at initialization time. 

4. SUPPORT MODULES FOR LEXICAL ANALYSIS 
A writer of a lexical analyzer will often wish to use the services of five classes of support 
modules. We believe that the provided library handles most typical needs; otherwise modules 
can be tailored or new modules added. The support library consists of: 

(1) Source text input. Titis module provides the input text buffering in the most efficient 
manner possible. Basically it gives the scanner access to entire lines of input, and never 
splits lines on buffer boundaries. The two main routines are initBuf and refillBuf 

(2) Error reporting and source text output. This module provides a standard error 
reporting mechanism that is invoked whenever an error is detected. GLA generated 
scanners make available the line and column of tokens recognized. These values can 
easily be retained by a parser or semantic checker to later exactly position messages in 
the original source text The routine message takes a error string and coordinates and 
writes this information in a form suitable for lisedit or e"or( 1) which disperses the 
diagnostic error messages to the source file and line where the errors occurred. 
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(3) Character string memory. This module is used to store the text of identifiers and 
keywords, and other character sttings. Its implementation is considerably more efficient 
than malloc. 

(4) Identifier table. This module implements the unique representation of identifiers and 
keywords. It is invoked by the scanner to provide the additional infonnation tha� 
characterizes the particular identifier or keyword recognized. The identifier table module 
can be preloaded with keywords. 

(5) Denotation value management. This is acrually a collection of modules, one for each 
primitive data type of the source language. They are invoked by the scanner to provide 
the additional information that characterizes the particular denotation recognized. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
A tool that allows one to build software components from a concise specification contributes to 
reliability and maintainability. Lexical analyzers should be generated by a tool. The language 
of the tool must allow for a concise, transparent description of the scanner. Toe GLA model of 
scanning yields faster scanners than any other general purpose method. Carefully coded suppon 
modules are essential for a comprehensive lexical analysis environment and, if provjded in a 
library do not have to be rewritten for each application. 
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ABSTRACT 

We describe a programming environment that supports an interpreter-based development scheme 
for the C language. The interpreter contains a parser which loads C files and performs static er
ror checking, an evaluaur which executes the intennediate code produced by the parser and per
forms run-time program checking, a debugger that provides source language debugging, and a 
linker that suppons dynamic linking and incremental relin.ki.ng of source and object code files. 
Our goal was to develop an integrated run-time environment for C that promotes prototyping and 
modular programming, provides comprehensive static and dynamic error detection, and auto
mates the repetitive tasks associated with the development cycle. 

1. Introduction 

Programming in the C language can be a bittersweet experience. The language's terse syntax and 
low-level functionality help programmers produce compact. efficient programs that are "close to the 
machine", earning C the reputation of being a high-level assembly language. However, these same features 
also invite bugs that evade static debugging teehnique.s and frustrate the most seasoned software develop
ers. Because of the difficulty of locating bugs with existing programming suppon tools, it is not uncom
mon for programmers to abandon their debuggers in favor of brute force debugging with printf statements. 

Attempts to increase the productivity of C programmers have yielded tools that provide better static 
error detection ( lint ), and compilers that offer better support for run-time error detection [5] . As a further 
step, a programming environment that integrates the functions of an editor, compiler, and debugger has 
been implemented to suppon incremental compilation and better detection of programming errors [6]. 

These tools adhere to the compiler-based development model for the C language. Source code files 
are individually compiled to produce object code files which are then linked together to produce a stan
dalone executable program. This development scheme places two limitations on the productivity of the 
programmer. First, it restricts prototyping and modular development because a fully-linked program is 
required to execute any component of the application. Second. it pl.aces the full responsibility for static and 
dynamic error detection on the compiler, a demand that cannot be met adequately because of C's loose 
type requirements for data and pointers. 

We have designed a programming environment that supports an interpreter-based development 
scheme for the C language. Interpreters for the C language have been attempted previously; however, 
these endeavors either viewed the interpreter as a standalone tool in the UNIX environment [4) or as an 
extension to the debugger to allow the mixture of interpreted code with compiled code during debugging 
[2J. 

Our goal was to construct a single tool that integrated the facilities for creating, testing, and debug
ging C programs. An interpreter-based development approach was selected to avoid the limitations faced 
by compiler-based schemes. The following capabilities are offered: 

Interactive Run-time Workspace: 
A run-time environment is provided to support testing of code fragments, subsections of programs, 
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and arl>ittary C expressions. 
Static E"or Checking: 

Static errors are detected and reported as source files are loaded or source code is entered in the 
workspace. 

Dynamic E"or Checking: 
Dynamic errors are detected and reported when a program is executed. The checks are designed to 
detect subtle violations such as errors resulting from pointer misuse or inappropriate references to 
memory. 

Source-language Debugging: 
A complete set of debugging tools is provided which can access and modify all source code informa
tion contained in the program, including macros. 

Fast Turnaround Times: 
Changes to source code files are reloaded incrementally; and relinking is only needed for modified 
modules, not the entire program. 

2. Overview of Saber-C 

Saber-C consists of a C interpreter, integrated with a dynamic linker, a source language debugger, an 
editing facility that works with vi or emacs, and an interface manager. Saber-C runs under the UNIX 
operating system on Sun and DEC Vax 1 computers equipped wilh bit-mapped consoles or ascii terminals. 
The software consists of approximately 120,000 lines of C source code and 50 lines of assembly code. 

All input and output is routed through an intetface manager that runs as a separate process and con
nects to Saber-C via a sockeL The interface manager makes use of multiple windows when Saber-C is exe-
cuted in a windowing environment.2 While Saber-C's windowing interface is not the t0pic of this paper, a 
brief explanation is useful in order to understand lhe general melhod of interaction. Saber-C creates 
separate windows for program input/output. source file editing and listing, tracing, displaying user data, 
displaying general program infonnarion. child processes input/output, setting options, and for viewing the 
on-line documentation. 

The screendump shown below illusttateS a typical session with Saber-C. In the middle of the screen 
is the main Saber-C window, which consists of a source panel. a message window, and the user input win
dow, usually referred to as the workspace. The panel of buttons running along the right-hand side of the 
window represent the most common actions taken within the Saber-C environment. 

The window on the upper right of lhe screen is the program i/o window, where all of the input and 
output du.ring program execution is sent. The window in the lower left is an invocation of the Cross Refer
ence browser which graphically displays variable dependencies. The window in the lower right is the 
graphical Data browser, currently displaying the value of two sttuctures. The remainder of this paper will 
focus upon the workspace window and the activities performed within iL 

1Vax is a trademark of Digil&I Equipant CarporatioD. 
2 The ICl1I01l.li depicted in this paper are osa lbe SuuView windowing sysaem. A leu 10phi1Licau:d multi-window display is 

cumudy available 1111der the X windowing syacm while a full port of the Sun View inierface ii being c:ompleled. 
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3. Sample s�ion 

When Saber-C is started, it places the user in an interaetive workspace. The workspace features a 
mode-less input processor that accepts boch Saber-C commands and C source code. The Saber-C com
mand set and syntax is similar t0 that of the UNIX debugger dbx. The input processor also supports a his
tay and name completion mechanism modeled afta the tcsh shelL 

Any C statement or expression, including prq,rocessor directives, can be entered in the workspace. 
It is possible to define macros, variables, types, and functions directly in the workspace. 

1 -> int zz ;  
2 -> :cc =  l << 4 ;  
( int ) 1 6  
3 - >  print xx + 123 
( int ) 1 3 9  
4 -> 

Source code files, object code files, and library files can be loaded int0 Saber-C. As a .file is loaded, 
it is dynamically Linked with all previously loaded files. When a library is loaded, it is only "attached" to 
the workspace ; the individual modules contained within the library are loaded as needed during execution. 

Source files are checked for syncax violations and lint-style warnings as they are loaded. If a viola
tion is detected, the loading process is interrupted and the location of the problem is displayed. Benign vio
lations are reported as warnings, from which the user can continue loading the file. More severe violations 
are reported as errors, which require the user tO correct the problem and reload the file. 

1 -> load test . c  
Loading : -Dlint -DUNIX -DSUN test . c  

Rtest . c " : 4 , sum ( ) , Used before set (Warning #290 ) 

* 3 :  int total ; 
4 :  total +• arg_one + arg_two ; 
5 :  printf ( "arg_one • %d, arg_two • %d, total = 

Automatic variable ' total ' may be used before set . 
General options : continue/ silent/quit/abort /edit /reload 
Suppress  options : Everywhere/File/Line/Procedure /Name [ c )  ? 

%d\n " ,  

When a file is loaded, all symbols (variables, fimctions, rypes ,  and macros) defined at the global level 
of the file become visible in the workspace. For example. the file t.est.c defines the function sum and it 
includes the file lusrlincludelstdio.h as a header file. Once the file is loaded, it is possible to examine and 
use any symbols defined by test.c and the header files included by it 

2 -> sum. (123 , 45 6) ; 
arg_one • 123 ,  arg_two • 456,  total • 579  
( int ) 57 9 

3 -> 
4 -> whatia stclin 
tdefine stdio ( &_iob [ O ] ) 
5 -> 

Saber-C automatically checks fcx- nm-time violations as a program is being executed. Possibly 
benign violations are reponed as warnings, from which the user can cootinue execution. Serious violations 
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are reported as errors, requiring the user to com:ct the problem or provide a value to substitute for the 
incorrect expression. 

2 9  -> deref ( O ) ; 
About to dereference OxO 

"deref . c" : 13 ,  deref ( ) , Dereference (Error t67 )  
12 : printf ( "About to dereference Ox%lx\n" , ptr ) ; * 13 : *ptr++ • O ;  
1 4 : printf ( "Done \n" ) ;  

Dereferencing a pointer that is out of bounds . 
Pointer = OxO , low bound • OxO , high bound • OxO . 

Options : break/quit /edit/ reload [b]  ? b 
(break l )  3 0  -> 

When a run-time violation occurs, execution can be suspended to create a new invocation of the workspace 
called a breakleveL This breaklevel is scoped to the location where execution stopped. allowing the user to 
examine variables, view the execution stack, and single-step execution of the program. 

(break 1 )  3 0  -> where 
error #67  (Dereference ) 
deref (ptr a ( int * )  OxO ) at "deref . c" : 13 
(break 1 )  3 1  -> ptr ; 
( int * )  OxO 
(break 1 )  32 -> 

While at a breaklevel, the user can execute code that may generate another brealdevel. Saber-C's 
support of multiple breaklevels preserves the context of each break in execution, thereby allowing the user 
to investigate several problems during a single run of the program. 

When a load-time or run-time violation is reported, the user can choose to edit the file containing the 
violation. The editing interface will stan the editor specified by the user's EDITOR environment variable. 
In a windowing environment, a new window is opened for each editing job. In a non-windowing environ
ment, Saber-C mimics the behavior of csh, allowing the user to start, suspend, and resume edit jobs. 

Files can be reloaded directly from the editor. If a violation is detected during the reloading process, 
the editor is automatically updated to the location of the violation. Files can be reloaded and unloaded 
without restriction. If a source file has been completely debugged. it can be compiled with the system com
piler, and the resulting object file can be loaded in place of the source code. 

Saber-C incorporates several features that conttol the the severity and scope of its error checking. 
Both load-time and run-time error detection can be suppressed interactively when a violation is reported, 
by embedding comments in the source code, or by using the suppress command. The reporting of viola
tions can be suppressed individually by line, function, file, or globally. Lint comments (e.g. 
t•v ARARGSn•t) are recognized and handled appropriately. 

4. Interpreting C Source Code 

The interpreter accepts and executeS the C language as defined by K.&R and as implemented by the 
BSD UNIX version of pee. Extensions proposed by the draft ANSI standard have also been included. 
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4.1. The Parser 

'The parser uses a single pass to convert C source code into an internal pseudo-code closely resem
bling assembly language. This process is approximately 3 to S times faster than compiling the file with the 
UNIX C compiler. 

Source code is passed through a lexer that handles all preprocessing directives and comments, and 
produces a list of tokens. The list of tokens is read by a LALR parser that generates pseudo-code. If the 
source code is from a file, the pseudo-code is saved for later evaluation. If the source code if from the 
workspace, it is passed directly to the evaluator. 

source lexical list of internal 
- evaluator analyzer parser 

code tokens pseudo-code 

4.2. The Evaluator 

The evaluator implements a stack-based machine that executes the pseudo-code produced by the 
parser. The evaluator executes C code approximately 200 times slower than compiled object code; much 
of this speed penalty is due to the extensive error checking performed during execution. 

During execution, the evaluator detects approximately 70 run-time violations involving oµt-of
bounds pointers, illegal array indices, memory used before set for variables and allocated data, improper 
function arguments, arithmetic over/underflow, and type mismatches. 

In order to perform this error checking, Saber-C implements its own memory management system 
that is used for all statically and dynamically defined data. The memory manager maintains information 
about the size and type of data stored at any memory address. The size and layout of data is exactly the 
same as is produced by the compiler (e.g. pointers are always 4 bytes), thereby allowing data to be defined. 
initialized, and used by both source and object code. 

The following example illustrates an out-of-bounds pointer error. When the error occurs, execution 
is interrupted and information about the cause and the location of the problem is displayed.. 

1 -> char *cp, buf [ l O ] ; 
2 -> for (cp s buf ; cp <= buf + 10 ; cp++) 
3 +> *cp = 0 ;  
Error 167 : Dereferencing a pointer that is out of bounds .  

Pointer a Oxb7 f5a , low bound • Oxb7f50 , high bound � Oxb7f5a . 
Pointer went bad on line 2 in (workspace ) 
Pointer previously pointed to variable buf . 

The evaluator maintains information about the type of data stored at an address, enabling it to detect 
dynamic type mismatches. In the example below, a value of type char * is stored in the variable 
data_ instance, only to be retrieved later as type double. 
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1 -> union DUA { char *name ; doubl.e value ; } 
2 -> uni.on DUA dat&_.instance ; 
3 -> 
4 -> data inatance .uame • "foobar" ; 
5 -> printf ("lf\n" , data instance .val.ue) ; 
Warning t5 4 :  Retrieving-a <double> from data instance . 
The object stored there is a <pointer> . 

The following example illustrates a dynamic used-before-set Cil'OI'. Saber-C notes in its memory 
manager that an address is uninitialized. allowing it to detect this violation on a byte-by-byte basis. 

1 -> int i, *ptr ; 
2 -> ptr • (int *) mal.loc (lO * sizeof (int) ) ; 
( int * )  Oxbbl30 / *  (allocated) * /  
3 - >  i = *ip 
Warning t55 : Using allocated address  <Oxbbl30> which has not been set . 

4.3. System Environment 

Since Saber-C and the user's program execute as the same process (unlike debuggers such as sdb and 
dbx), certain system calls are crapped to provide correct behavior during execution. For instanee, all of the 
system calls relating to signals are handled by the interpreter so that errors in object code do not cause a 
core dump of Saber-C itself. Also, the functions setjmp and longjmp have been modified to allow programs 
to jump between object code and source code. 

Both f or/c and vfor/c have been modified to provide better control over programs that spawn child 
processes. When a program calls Jorie or vfork. the entire Saber-C process forks. The interface manager, 
which executes as a separate process, also forks and reestablishs a new communication channel with the 
child process. In a windowing environment. Saber-C redirects the input/output streams of the evaluator to 
a new window. On an ascii terminal, Saber-C prompts during the forking process for a tty device to use as 
the console for the child process. 

5. Linking Files 

The dynamic linker takes the place of the UNIX linker within the Saber-C environmenL As files are 
loaded into the environment. they are linked with all previously loaded files. The symbol and type infor
mation from source code and object code files is stored in common global tables. Saber-C allows indivi
dual files to be unloaded and reloaded without requiring that any of the other files be reloaded or relinked. 
Thus, the process of relinking a single file requires only a few seconds. 

Libraries are initially aaached to the environment, meaning that their contents are available to the 
linker when required. Before program execution begins, or anytime an IDldefined object is referenced in 
the wmkspace, the linker sean::hes all attached libraries for definitions that will satisfy currently unresolved 
or undefined variables or functions. 

Saber-C confonns to the behavior of the UNIX linker Id with regard to linking order, treatment of 
common symbols, and processing symbol tables and relocation information.- However, while Id only com
plains when a symbol is initialized in more than one file, Saber-C also complains about size and type 
mismatches. When faced with a size and type mismatch, Id simply chooses the largest size and ignores the 
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type. In such similar situation, Saber-C reports a mismatch and prompts the user to either continue linking 
(in which case it will chose the largest size as the linker does), or abort the linking process to allow the user 
to correct the error. 

5.1. Intermixing Source and Object code 

Saber-C's linker can link together source code and object code without any restrictions. While it is 
relatively easy to link together data symbols, resolving function calls between object code and source code 
proved quite challenging. Functions have only one address, and function calls (including dereferencing 
function pointers) must work from both source and object code. 

In Saber-C, object code functions remain completely untouched; however, each source code function 
is preceded by a header that contains several assembly code instructions. These assembly code makes a 
call to the 'eval' function in the evaluator, passing the name of the function to be executed.. The address of 
a source code function is the address of the header, making it possible to pass function pointers to object 
code without any conversions. When a source code function calls another source code function, the header 
is ignored. 

5.2. Prototyping 

Unlike the UNIX linker, Saber-C"s dynamic linker does not require that all symbols be defined 
before execution can begin. This greatly facilitates bottom-up and top-down development, as well as test
as-you-code debugging techniques. Saber-C maintains a list of undefined variables and functions, and pro
pagates this information to all objects that directly or indirectly depend on the undefined entity. These 
dependent objects are then considered to be unresolved. For example, the function test() is unresolved if it 
directly calls an undefined function or uses an undefined variable, or if any execution path originating in 
test() can eventually call some undefined fimction or use an undefined variable. 

Unresolved source code functions can be executed until the point at which an undefined variable is 
used or an undefined function is called. Since Saber-C cannot control execution within object code, the 
user is notified when entering object code that has not been fully resolved. At this point, it is possible to 
suspend execution and load the appropriate files <X' libraries to define the needed objects. Alternatively, the 
programmer may provide a substitute value to be used instead of calling the function or referencing the 
variable, thereby allowing execution to continue with the object remaining undefined. 
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1 -> int j ,  foo ( ) ; 
2 -> j • foo ( )  ; 
Error t61 :  Calling undefined function foo ( ) . 
To continue, use ' cont <int>' . 

Saber-C: An Interpreter-Based ... 

If you define the function, use 'cont ' or <Control-D> to retry . 
(break 1 )  3 -> cont 4 
( int ) 4 
4 -> pr.int j 
( int ) 4 
5 -> 

6. Source Language Debu gging 

Saber-C's source language debugger is more a collection of debugging commands than a separate 
component within the system. The debugging commands support breakpoints, watchpoints (suspending 
execution when an address is modified), tracing, and controlled execution (step and next). All of the 
debugging commands work at the source language level. 

6.1. Extensibility 

Since a fixed set of debugging commands cannot satisfy all possible debugging requests that a user 
could have, Saber-C's debugging commands are designed to be extensible. 

All commands may be invoked through a C language interface. This involves adding the prefix 
"saber_" to the name of the command, and then calling it as a C function. The options and switches for the 
command are passed within a string as an argument to the function. The example below indicates how one 
might write a function to show the definition and the defining location for an identifier. 

1 -> int ahow (idan) 
2 +> char *idan ;  
3 +> { 
4 +> saber_whatis (iden) ; 
5 +> saber_whereia (idan) ; 
6 +> } 

Saber-C also provides an exiensible debugging command called an action. The action works much 
like a breakpoint or watchpoint, but instead of stopping when the line is reached or variable modified, a 
user-specified section of code is executed. The text of the action can be used to test conditions, print mes
sages, or suspend execution Wlder certain circumstances. For example, a conditional debugging action that 
prints the value of two variables and suspends execution when they are equal can be specified as: 
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10  -> action in main 
Setting action tl at "main . c" : 50 
action -> { 
action -> 
action -> 
action -> } 
11 -> 

printf ( " abc = Id, zyz = ld\D" , abc, zyz) 
if ( abc - zyz ) aa!:>er_atop ( "")  ; 

Kaufer, Lopez, Pratap 

In the second line of the debugging action, the C version of the stop command is used to suspend 
execution when the conditional statement is ttue. 

A final, extensible feawre of Saber-C is that users may override the default printing mechanisms for 
displaying data. For every unique type, the user may request that a function of their own be called when
ever Saber-C would normally try and display the objecL In practice, this is most commonly used to display 
structures according to the semantic notion of the data inside. 

7. Problems and Future Directions 

Saber-C is a memory and computation intensive application. Our rule of thumb is that for every 
megabyte of executable image, your machine should have 4 megabyteS of available RAM. Saber•C will 
run with smaller amounts of memory, but the paging activity from the operating system quickly becomes a 
problem. Cw:rent development efforts are targeted at reducing Saber-C's memory requirements. 

We have identified several areas in which Saber-C could be functionally improved. The debugging 
commands (such as step and stop) currently operate only on interpreted source code. This limitation could 
be eliminated by adding the capability to disassemble and debug object code. 

The process of reloading a file from a breaklevel currently requires that execution start over after the 
reloading has completed. Ideally, users should be able to continue execution, with the newly reloaded func
tions replacing the old versions upon subsequent invocations. 

An area that shows great pot.ential is optimizing the intermediate code produced by the parser. The 
current intermediate code is based on a complex insttuction set that requires the evaluator to perform 
several lookups for even simple C statements. Simplifying the intermediate code could improve the speed 
of execution significantly. 

8. Conclusion 

At the time this paper is being written, Saber-C is being used by several hundred users. Saber-C has 
been used to help develop software such as the XI I T<>.0lkit at MIT's Project Athena. the Diamond Mul
timedia Editor at Bolt Beranek & Newman in Cambridge, as well as, of course, development of Saber-C 
itself. 

Saber-C has proven to be a practical tool for developing software iD the C language. The interactive 
workspace provides a unique run-rime environment for testing and debugging C code. The ability to 
experiment with arbitrary C expressions or subsections of a program is extremely useful for prototyping 
and modular development of programs. 

Saber-C's comprehensive load-time and nm-time error detection reduces the difficulty of locating 
program errors. The debugging commands provide users with complete source language debugging. Also, 
the editing interface facilitates easy movement betwec111 the workspace and an edit job. 
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ABSTRACT 

An associative array is a one-dimensional array of unbounded size whose subscripts can be non
integral types such as character strings. Traditionally associated with dynamically typed languages 
such as A WK and SNOBOL4, associative arrays have applications ranging from compiler symbol 
tables to databases and commercial data processing. 

This paper describes a family of C++ class definitions for associative arrays, including programming 
examples, application suggestions, and notes on performance. It concludes with a complete 
programming example which serves the same purpose as a well-known system command but is much 
smaller and simpler. 

1. Introduction 

An associative array is a data structure that acts like a one-dimensional array of unbounded size 
whose subscripts are not restricted to integral types: it associates values of one type with values of 
another type (the two types may be the same) . Such data structures are common in AWK1 1 1  and 
SNOBOL4r21, but unusual in languages such as cl l 1, which have traditionally concentrated on lower
level data structures. 

Suppose that m is an associative array, or map,  whose subscripts, or keys, are of type String and 
whose elements, or values, are integers. Suppose further that s and t are String variables. Then 
m [  s ]  is an int called the value associated with s. In this example m [  s ]  is an /value : it may be 
used on either side of an assignment. If s and t are equal, m [ s ]  and m [ t ]  are the same int 
object. If s and t are unequal, m[ s ]  and m[ t ]  are different objects. 

This is exactly analogous to the way ordinary arrays work in most languages, except that it is much 
harder to pre-allocate enough memory in advance to contain all relevant elements. Thus some kind 
of dynamic memory scheme is necessary to allow a map to accommodate all its elements. 

C data structures do not expand automatically, and no such expanding structures are built into C++ 
either. But C++141 is extensible: although it does little to provide high-level data structures by itself, 
it makes it possible to implement such structures in ways that are easy to use. 

1.1 Ao example 

The following C++ program uses associative arrays to count how many times each distinct word 
occurs in its input: 
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#include < String . h> 
#include <Map . h> 

Mapdeclare ( String , int ) 
Mapimplement ( String , int ) 

main( ) 
{ 

} 

Map ( String , int ) count ; 
String word ; 

while ( cin >> word ) 
count [ word ] ++ ;  

Mapiter ( String , int ) p ( count ) ; 
while ( ++p ) 

cout < <  dec ( p . value ( ) , 4 )  << " " << p . key ( ) <<  "\n" ; 

Koenig 

The #include statements bring in declarations for a locally-written string package151 and the 
author's associative array package, respectively. The string package requests <stream . h> so we 
do not have to name it explicitly. 

Mapdeclare ( String , int ) defines two new types: Map ( String , int ) to represent an array of 
integers whose keys are of type String and Mapi ter ( String , int l to represent an element of 
such an array. 

The first declaration in the main program thus defines count to be of type Map ( String , int ) . 

The program does most of its work in the first loop. It reads each word from its input into word 
and increments the corresponding element of count. Trying to increment a non-existent element 
automatically creates the element first and gives it an initial value of 0. This value is almost 
immediately incremented to 1 .  

When the input is exhausted, the first loop finishes. All the information we need is now in count; 
we need merely print it. To do this, we use a map iterator. 

A map iterator refers to a particular map (associative array) and usually to a particular element of 
that map. The declaration 

Mapiter ( String , int ) p ( count ) ; 

defines p to be an iterator that will refer to an element of count. Since we did not specify a 
particular element, p is initially vacuous: it does not refer to any element. 

Incrementing a vacuous map iterator causes it to refer to the first element of the map; testing it in a 
while statement yields true as long as the iterator is not vacuous. Thus the final loop steps p 
through all the elements of count. 

Every map element has two parts: a key and a value . In the final statement we print p .  value ( ) 
and p . key( ) ,  using the dee function to get the output to line up neatly. 

Here is the result, collected into two columns, of giving a copy of this program as input to itself: 
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2 " 1 "\n " ; 
2 #include 1 ( ++p ) 
1 ( cin 1 ( count ) ; 
4 <<  1 <Map . h> 
1 <String . h> 1 >>  
1 Map ( String , int ) 1 Mapdeclare ( String , int ) 
1 Mapimplement ( String , int ) 1 Mapiter ( String , int ) 
1 String 1 count ; 
1 count [ word ] ++ ;  1 cout 
1 dec ( p . value ( ) , 4 )  1 main ( ) 
1 p 1 p . key ( ) 
2 while word ) 
1 word ; 1 { 

1 } 

The program is obviously naive about the role of punctuation, but the output is otherwise about 
what one would expect. Notice especially that the output is sorted by key. The ordering, of course, 
depends on the particular C++ implementation 's collating sequence for character strings. In ASCII, 
special characters come before letters and upper-case letters come before lower-case letters. Thus 
while appears before word and String comes before count. 

2. Defining Map classes 

Every file in every program that uses a map class must include <Map . h> . This header file defines 
four macros: Mapdeclare, Mapimplement, Map, and Mapi ter. Each of these macros takes two 
type names as arguments representing the key and value types for a particular map class. Thus we 
use Map ( int , double ) as the class name of a map with int keys and double values, 
Map ( String , String ) as the class name of a map with String keys and String values, and so 
on. 

2.1 Key and value types 

There are several restrictions on the key and value types: 

• Each type name must be expressed as a single identifier. Thus one cannot refer to 
Map ( char• , int ) :  char• is not an identifier. Use a typedef declaration to circumvent this 
restriction. 

• Each type must have value semantics . A map stores copies of the values given it, so it must be 
possible to copy such values. Moreover, a value stored in a map must persist, and be valid, as 
long as the map itself exists. Thus even if Map ( char• , int ) were syntactically possible, it 
would be a bad idea unless extreme care were taken to preserve the memory referenced by each 
pointer stored in the map. The String class does have value semantics and is therefore ideal 
for use in maps. Other types with value semantics include int, char, long, and double.  

There is  no way for the map package to check the semantics of its underlying types. Hence 
trying to define a map on types of inappropriate semantics usually leads to disaster. 

• Neither the key nor the value type may require arguments in its constructor, although either 
type may permit them. Equivalently, it must be possible to declare an object of each type 
without initializing it. 

• The key type should not contain any underscores in its name. Failure to observe this restriction 
might cause two types that are conceptually different to generate the same internal name. This 
is consequence of implementation details that are beyond the scope of this paper. 

In addition to these restrictions, it must be possible to compare keys for sorting purposes. In other 
words, if k 1 and k2 are two keys, k 1 <k2 must be well-defined. Moreover, when < is applied to two 
keys, it must be a strong total order relation. That is, it must have the following properties: 
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• k 1 <k 1 must never hold for any key k 1 .  

• For any two keys k 1  and k2 , either k1 <k2, k2 <k1 ,  or k1  and k2 arc equal. No more than 
one of these conditions may hold for any particular values of k1 and k2 . 

• For any three keys k 1 ,  k2, and k3, if k 1 <k2 and k2<k3 both hold then k 1 <k3 must a lso hold. 

Notice that we do not require that k 1 ==k2 or k 1 >k2 be defined because we can infer k 1 >k2 from 
k2 <k 1 and k 1 ==k2 from I ( k 1 <k2 l l k2 <k 1 ) . 

The integral types (int, short, char, and long ) and the String class all have an  appropriate 
definition for < .  The floating-point types are a different matter: some machines support a special 
floating-point "not-a-number" value (NaN) that is neither less than, greater than, or equal to 
anything else. Using floating-point keys on such a machine invites disaster if a key is ever NaN. 
Floating-point values cause no trouble. 

2.2 Mapdeclare and Mapimplement 

If K is the key type and V is the value type, saying 

Mapdeclare ( K , V )  

declares the classes Map ( K ,  v )  and Mapi ter ( K ,  V )  . Thus the user must use Mapdeclare in 
every file in the program that uses either of these classes. 

However, Mapdeclare includes only the declarations of these classes. It does not include the 
definitions of the classes' member functions: those appear in Mapimplement. Thus every program 
that uses Map ( K ,  V )  or Mapi ter ( K ,  V )  anywhere must use Mapimplement ( K ,  V )  in exactly one 
file of the program. This file must also use Mapdeclare ( K ,  V ) . 

Of course, if K or V is itself a class, the class definition must appear before the use of Mapdeclare.  

For instance, we might split our sample program into two files. One file uses Map ( String , int ) 
and must therefore declare it: 

#include <String . h> 
#include <Map . h> 

Mapdeclare ( String , int ) 

main ( ) 
{ 

Map ( String , int ) count ; 
String word ; 

while ( cin >>  word ) 
count [word ] ++ ;  

Mapiter ( String , int ) p ( count ) ; 
while ( ++p ) 

cout <<  dec ( p .value ( ) , 4 )  << " " << p . key( ) < <  "'n" ; 
} 

The other file defines the map class member functions: 

#include <String . h> 
#include <Map . h> 

Mapdeclare ( String , int ) 
Mapimplement ( String , int ) 

These two files can be separately compiled and linked together with the same effect as the original 
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sample program. Doing this is only of pedagogical interest for a program this small, but is 
important for larger programs. 

In subsequent code fragments we will omit #include statements and uses of Mapdeclare and 
Mapi.mplement. 

2.3 Using a map 

Indexing is the fundamental map operation: if m is of type Map ( K ,  V )  and x is of type K, then 
m [ x ]  is an lvalue of type V. Thus we store a vallue v in m[x]  by writing 

m [ x ]  = v ;  

and retrieve i t  again by writing 

v = m ( x ] ; 

If we ask for the value of m ( x ]  without ever having specified one, we get the default value of type 
v: the value of an otherwise uninitialized static variable of type v. It is very important that this is 
the value of a static variable in case V is a built-in type: the default value of an ordinary int 
variable is undefined but static int variables are initialized to zero. Thus after executing: 

Map ( String , int )  m ;  

m (  "Morristown " ] ++ ;  

m has one element with key Morristown and value 1 .  

Because evaluating m ( k ]  creates an element of m i f  an appropriate element does not already exist, 
we need a way to test whether an element exists without creating one. Thus every map has a 
member function called el ement which returns an appropriate value: 

if ( m . element ( k ) ) 
I I m ( k ]  exists 

Thus if we did not wish to rely on default values for map elements, we could write: 

if ( m . element ( word ) )  
m(word ] ++ ; 

else 
m(word ] = 1 ;  

The number of elements in a map m is m .  size ( ) . 

We can explicitly nominate a default value for map elements by passing that value to the map 
constructor. For example: 

Map ( String , String ) s ( " ( undefined ) " ) ;  

declares s to be a map in which keys and values are both of type String and in which element 
values are initially ( undefined ) . 

2.4 Copying a -p 

If m is a map, 

Map ( K ,  V )  n = m ;  

will create a new map n whose elements are logical copies of the elements of m (that is, the result of 
applying operator=) .  The default value for subsequently created elements of n will be the same 
as for m. The same effect can be obtained by writing: 

Map ( K ,  V )  n ( m l ; 

If m and n are maps with the same key and value types, then 
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m = n ;  

effectively discards all the elements of m and creates new elements that arc logical copies of all the 
elements of n. This does not change the default value for subsequently created clements of m; the 
value, if any, given when m was created remains. 

One consequence of this is that passing a map as a function argument copies all the elements of the 
map. This preserves the normal call-by-value semantics of C++ but may have unexpected 
performance consequences. Consider writing functions whose arguments are references to maps 
instead of maps themselves. 

3. Iterators 

Every map class Map ( K ,  V )  has a companion map iteraror class Mapi ter ( K ,  V )  which is useful 
for extracting elements from a map. A map iterator refers to a particular map and optionally to a 
particular element of that map. For example: 

Map ( String , int ) m ;  
Mapiter ( String , int ) mi ( m ) ; 

These declarations create a map m and an iterator mi that can refer to an element of m. We did not 
specify any element in this example, so mi doesn't refer to one right now. Thus we call mi vacuous. 

We can make mi identify the element of m with key k by saying 

mi = m . element ( k ) ; 

If m [k ]  exists, mi now identifies it; otherwise mi is vacuous. 

Thus we see that element actually yields an iterator. We can tell whether an iterator is vacuous 
by using it as the subject of a test: 

if ( mi )  
I I mi is not vacuous 

Assigning a map to an iterator yields a vacuous iterator. Thus, after executing: 

mi = m ;  

mi is a vacuous iterator referring to m. 

Map elements are aJways kept sorted by key. Thus it makes sense to ask about the lowest and 
highest keys. For a map m, m .  first ( ) is an iterator that refers to the first element (the element 
with the lowest key) and m .  last ( ) is an iterator that refers to the last element (the element with 
the highest key) . If m is empty, both m .  first ( ) and m .  last ( ) are vacuous. 

If mi refers to an element, ++mi makes mi refer to the element whose key immediately follows the 
current one. Similarly --mi makes mi refer to the immediately preceding key. 

If mi is vacuous, ++mi effectively assigns m .  first ( ) to mi and --mi effectively assigns 
m .  last ( ) to mi . If mi refers to m .  last ( ) , ++mi makes mi vacuous, and if mi refers to 
m .  first ( ) , --mi makes mi vacuous. Thus we can think of all the keys in a map as being 
circularly connected, with a vacuous .. key" marking a starting Cand ending) point in the circle. 

At this point we know at least two ways to refer to every element in a map: 

or 

for ( Mapiter ( K , V )  mi = m . first ( ) ;  mi ; ++mi l 
I I do something with mi 

for ( Mapiter ( K , V )  mi = m ;  ++mi ; 
I I do something with mi 

but we need a way to get at the key and value parts of the element referenced by mi . To this end, 
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map iterators have member functions called key and value . Thus we might write: 

for ( Mapiter ( K , V )  mi = m. first ( ) ;  mi ; ++mi ) { 
K k = mi . key ( ) ; 

} 

V v = mi . value ( ) ;  
I I do something 

If mi is vacuous, mi . key ( ) and mi . value ( ) are copies of static variables of type K and V 
respectively, to forestall core dumps and other disasters. 

4. Performance 

Associative arrays greatly simplify many programming tasks, but that is almost irrelevant if they are 
too expensive to use. Thus, while a map will never be as fast as an ordinary array, we have gone to 
some effort to ensure that the map classes perform reasonably well. In general, for a map with n 
elements, 

• Searching for an element takes O(log n) time. 

• Inserting a new element takes O(/og n) time plus the time to call malloc once. 1 

• Incrementing or decrementing an iterator takes O(log n) time. Visiting every element of a map 
takes O(n) time (not O(n log n)) .  

• Copying an entire map takes O(n log n) time. 
These are worst-case times: there is no pathological input that might cause the performance to 
degrade beyond these bounds. 

A map takes a trivial amount of space for the map itself plus an additional overhead per element of 
three pointers, one character, and whatever additional overhead malloc imposes. Note that maps 
only require memory to be allocated for the elements actually stored. 

What about absolute execution time? 

As an example, we wrote a small program to generate 20,000 random integers and store them in a 
conventional array and a map. On our system (A DEC MicroVAX II running the Ninth Edition of 
the UNIX system) , it takes 0.9 seconds to fill the conventional array and 8.8 seconds to fill the map, 
including the time spent in the rand function. So in this application maps are about ten times 
slower than conventional arrays. 

But of course maps are not intended to replace conventional arrays where speed is all that matters -
they do other things as well. For instance, storing values in a map bas the side effect of sorting 
them by key. Thus using the random numbers as keys sorts them for free. Picking them out of the 
map again takes 0.8 seconds. In other words, using a map to sort 20,000 random integers takes 9.6 
seconds: 8.8 seconds to put them in and 0.8 to take them out again. 

In contrast, using the qsort routine to sort the conventional array takes 1 7  seconds. 

5. Suggested applications 

Although a map is not a good replacement for a conventional array when time is critical, time is 
often not critical. For example, we have seen many programs that use conventional arrays to build 

I. On some systems. 111Alloc runs in time proportional to the number of blocks already allocated. We believe this could 
cause performance problems for some applications on such systems. The next version of C-++ provides a clean way to 
define special-purpose new and delete operators for a particular class; we will consider that facility when it is 
widespread. 
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up an array of arguments to hand to some system command or other utility routine. The usual 
approach is to make the array some arbitrary size and then either not check for overflow (so that 
the program aborts unpredictably when overflow occurs) or check for it and tenninate the program 
explicitly. 

A map can often be used in this context as if it were a conventional array of unbounded size. Even 
if the utility being called demands a conventional array as its input, it is possible to use the size 
function to allocate the right amount of memory at the last minute and then copy the elements. 
This approach may waste some machine resources, but the waste is often negligible compared to the 
execution time of the utility itself and carries a compensating gain in generality and robustness. 

Maps are a good candidate for use in compiler symbol tables. In particular, it is unnecessary to sort 
such a symbol table in order to print a cross-reference listing. 

The value of a map element can itself be a map (use typedef to get around the single-identifier 
restriction) . If m is such a map, m [ k 1 ] [ k2 ]  has the expected meaning: m ( k 1 ] is the map that is 
the value of the element of m with key k 1 ,  and m [ k 1 ] [ k2 ] is the value of the element of m [ k 1 ] 
with key k2 . 

6. Implementation notes aad warnings 

These classes are presently .implemented as A VL trees . An A VL tree is a binary tree with the 
added requirement that the heights of the two subtrees of each node may differ by no more than 
one[61 . Although an algorithm exists for efficient deletion from an A VL tree, it is quite a nuisance 
and we have not implemented it in the current version. 

We believe our implementation is reasonably robust. There are, however, a few places where a user 
might get into trouble: 

• If m is a map, referring to m[ i ]  creates it if it did not already exist. It is therefore a bad idea, 
though a tempting one, to check whether a map element exists by comparing its value to the 
default value. Use the element function instead. 

• A map iterator is conceptually a pointer. Like any pointer, an iterator invites the possibility of a 
dangling reference if the lifetime of an iterator exceeds that of the associated map. For example: 

Map { K , V ) + p ;  
p = new Map ( K , V ) ; 
Mapiter ( K , V )  mi ( +p ) ; 
delete p ;  

Because it is impossible to create an iterator without making it refer to some map, it is 
somewhat tricky to step into this particular trap. Nevertheless it is possible. 

• Copying a map makes a logical copy of each element. If the map is large, this can take a long 
time. Many functions that deal with maps can deal just as profitably with pointers or references 
to maps instead. 

• Data types used in maps should only be pointers if it is possible to ensure that those pointers 
refer to memory at least as persistent as the maps themselves. Otherwise some map element will 
ultimately contain a pointer to garbage, with chaos as the result. 

7. Another example: topological sorting 

We conclude with a non�trivial programming example that uses maps, strings, and lists. We will 
say enough about strings and lists in passing to enable the reader to follow the exposition; 
construction of appropriate class definitions is an interesting exercise for the reader. 
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7.1 The problem 

Our input file consists of words separated by white space (spaces, tabs, newlines) . Each word is 
considered to represent some abstract object; the words are taken in pairs to assert that the first 
object of each pair is "less than" the second. If both words in the pair are the same, that pair just 
says that the particular word exists without saying anything about its ordering. The problem is to 
find a single linear ordering that satisfies all the given constraints. This may be impossible because 
of a loop in the ordering. In that case, the program should say so. 

For example, the following input represents some constraints on clothing: 

pants 
left_sock 
right_sock 
shirt 
pants 
pants 

belt 
left_shoe 
right_shoe 
shirt 
left_shoe 
rigbt_shoe 

Here, we say that one article of clothing is "less than" another if it must be put on before the other . 
Thus each sock must be put on before the corresponding shoe, it is difficult to put on pants over 
shoes, one must put one's pants on before one's belt, and there is a shirt in there somewhere.2 

One ordering that satisfies all these constraints is: 

left_sock 
pants 
right_sock 
shirt 
belt 
left_shoe 
right_ shoe 

There are others, of course. 

Topological sorting is often used to put modules into an appropriate order for load module archives 
in the UNIX® system; there is therefore a topological sort utility program called tsort available as 
a standard for comparison . 

7.2 Implementation 

We use an algorithm that is easy to understand and describe:171 we read pairs of items, or tokens, 
keeping for ea.ch token a counr of its predecessors and a /isl of its successors. Tokens with no 
predecessors can be written out immediately. When we write a token, we decrement the predecessor 
count of a ll its successors; decrementing a count to zero means that token can then be written. If 
we run out of tokens to write before we've dealt with every token, that means there is a loop 
somewhere. 

Here are the details. First we bring in header files and say that we are going to want to use lists of 
strings: 

2. The author docs not ordinarily wear a tic. 
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#include <String .h> 
#include <list .h> 
#include <Map . h> 

listdeclare ( String ) 
listimplement ( String ) 

Koenig 

The list package works similarly to the map package: the listdeclare and listimplement 
macros say that we are going to want to use lists of String objects. 

Now we define a structure to represent the information we need to store about an object: a count of 
its predecessors and a list of its successors: 

struct token { 

} ; 

int predcnt ; 
String_list suc c ;  

A String_list is a list of String objects, as defined by the listdeclare macro.3 

Having defined a structure with the information we need, we can now define a map whose keys are 
strings and whose values are tokens: 

Mapdeclare ( String , token ) 
Mapimplement ( String , token ) 

We are ready to do some real work. The program first reads pairs of tokens. If both tokens in the 
pair are identical, we just record that the token exists. Otherwise, we increment the predecessor 
count of the second one and add the second to the successor list of the first. Here we use the put 
member function of a list, which appends its argument to the end of the list. 

Map ( String , token ) m;  
String p ,  s ;  

while ( cin > >  p > >  s )  { 
if ( p  == s )  

} 

( void ) m [ p ] ; 
else { 

m[ s J . predcnt H ;  
m [ p ] . succ . put ( s ) ; 

} 

We look at each token and make zeroes into a list of the names of the tokens with no 
predecessors: 

3. As written, this example requires a version of the CH- translator that is still experimental; that version defines assignment 
and initialization of structures in terms of assignment and initialization of their elements, even if those elements have 
constructors.Ill For present versions of C+t, we write it as follows: 

struct token { 

} ; 

Summer llSENTX '88 

int predcnt; 

String_list succ ; 

void operator= ( token&. t )  { predcnt = t . predcnt ; succ = t . succ ; } 

token ( token&. t ) : predcnt ( t . predcnt ) , succ ( t . succ ) { }  

token( l { } 
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String_list zeroes ; 

for ( Mapiter ( String , token ) i = m . first ( ) ;  i ;  ++i ) { 
if ( i .value ( ) . predcnt == 0 )  

zeroe s . put ( i . key ( ) ) ;  
} 

Associative Arrays in C++ 

Next we print the tokens on the list. Each time we print a token, we decrement the predecessor 
count of its successors. If a count reaches zero, we add that token to the list. Along the way, we 
count how many tokens we print. 

To do this, we use the getX function, which removes an element from the beginning of a list, places 
the element in its argument (which is a String6, in this case) , and returns zero (false) or nonzero 
(true) to reflect the success of the operation. 

int n = O ;  

while ( zeroe s . getX ( p ) ) { 
cout < <  p < <  "\.n" ; 
n++ ; 

} 

String_list& t = m[p ] . succ ; 
while ( t . getx ( s ) ) { 

} 

if ( --m[ s ] . predcnt == 0 )  
zeroes .put ( s ) ; 

Finally, we check whether we have printed every token: 
if ( n  I =  m . size ( ) )  

cout < <  "the ordering contains a loop\.n" ; 

7.3 Performance 

This straightforward program is about a quarter the size (in lines of source code) of tsort, so one 
should not be surprised to find that it runs substantially more slowly. 

In practice, however, this is not the case. For very small inputs, tsort is faster because String 
input is quite slow in our present C-t--1- implementation.4 However, for larger inputs, the logarithmic 
behavior of maps wins over the quadratic behavior of the algorithm used in tsort.5 

As an example, we used two sets of test data. Because topological sorting is often used on program 
dependencies, we generated our test data from two actual load module libraries: the C library on our 
system and the PORT library of mathematical software. Here arc the results: 

4 . This problem is understood; current work aims to reduce the overhead. 

5. To forestaU the objection lhat it is unfair to compare a quadratic algorithm 10 one that is intrinsically faster, we note that 
(a) tbe present implementation of tsort was considered "not wonb improving" for years. and (b) when David Gay 
finally improved it on the Ninth Edition system. his (very fast) improvement was about ten times the size of our example. 
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C PORT 
total relations 742 6,5 1 3  
distinct tokens 248 1 ,505 
tsort execution time 7.0 406.5 
C++ program execution time 9.3 1 0 1 .8 
input overhead 4.9 39.5 

The first two lines in the table characterize the size of the problem in terms of the total number of 
relations and the number of distinct tokens in the input data. The next two lines give the execution 
time, in seconds, to process each set of data. Note that the C++ program is slightly slower on the 
smaller sample and much faster on the larger sample. 

The last line s.hows how much of the execution time of the C-H- program can be attributed to input 
overhead. Thjs shows that if we could eliminate input overhead entirely, we could more than double 
the speed of the C++ program (remove 4.9 out of 9.3 seconds) on the small sample and significantly 
reduce it (remove 39.5 out of 1 0 1 .8 seconds) on the large one. There are several ways to do this 
(aside from the obvious one of waiting for the libra.ry to improve) ; it is left as an exercise for the 
reader. 

8. Conclusion 

We have described a C++ implementation of a high-level data structure. The availability of this 
structure led us to demonstrate it by a simple solution to a well-known problem. Our solution 
turned out to be a quaner the size of the "standard" one. Moreover, its performance on large input 
data was substantially better as well. 
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NAME 
Map - associative array classes 

SYNOPSIS 
#include <Map . h> 

Mapdeclare ( S , T )  
Mapimplement ( S , T )  

class Map ( S , T ) ; 
class Mapiter ( S , T ) ; 

DESCRIPTION 
Every map is a collection of elements, each of which contains a key part of type S and a value part 
of type T. In order for these values to be usefully stored in an element. both S and T must have 
value semantics: it must be possible to assign or initialize an object of type S or T with the effect of 
copying it. Because assigning a pointer does not copy the associated memory, s and T should not be 
pointer types unless the only significance of the pointers is the pointer values themselves and not the 
memory they address. In particular, S and T should almost never be character pointers. 
The elements of a map all have distinct keys. Thus it must be possible to compare values of type S. 
Moreover, map elements are ordered by key, so a strong total order relation < must be defined on 
values of type s. It is unnecessary for == or any of the other usual relations to be defined. T need 
not have an order relation. 

The key and value types should ideally be iype parameters; the C preprocessor presently simulates 
this facility. Thus the type name of a map takes the form Map ( S , T l ,  where S and T are type 
names that arc single identifiers. S is called the key type and T is the value type. For example, 
Map ( String , int ) represents an associative array with keys of type String that contains int 
values. 

The macro Mapdeclare ( S ,  T )  generates the declarations for classes Map ( S , T )  and 
Mapi ter ( S ,  T )  (described later) . It must appear once in every source file for every combination of 
s and T used in that source file. The macro Mapimplement ( s ,  T )  generates the program text 
that implements the lllap classes. It must appear exactly once in the entire program for each combi
nation of S and T used in the program. Because Map ( S , T )  and Mapiter ( S , T )  arc preprocessor 
macros, no spaces may appear in these names. 

If i is of type S, x of type T, and m and n of type Map ( S ,  T )  with p and q elements, respectively, 
the following constructors (and related declarators) arc defined: 

Map ( S , T ) ( ) An empty map. The value part of future elements is the value of an otherwise 
uninitialized static object of type T. 

Map ( S , T )  ( X )  
Map ( S , T l  ( m l  

An empty map whose future elements have default value x. 

A copy of m obtained by copying the clements and default value of m. 

The following operators and functions arc defined: 

n = m All the clements of map n arc deleted and new elements arc added to n that are copies of 
the clements of m. The default value pan of future elements of n docs not change. The 
result, of type Map ( S ,  T )  &., is the new value of n. Runs in O(log(p) +log(q)) . 

m[ i J A reference. of type T&., to the value part of the clement of m with key i. If the clement 
does not exist, it is created. Runs in 0(/og(p)). 

m. size ( ) 
An int containing the number of clements in m. Runs in O(J) . 

m . element ( i )  
A map iterator (of type Mapi ter ( S ,  T l ,  described later) referring to the element of m 
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with key i if such an clement exists. If no such clement exists, the result is vacuous. Runs 
in 0(/og(p)). 

m. first ( ) 
A map iterator (of type Mapi ter ( s • T )) referring to the element of m with the lowest key. 
If m has no elements, the result is vacuous. Runs in 0(/og(p)). 

m. last ( ) 
A map iterator (of type Mapi ter ( S • T ) ) referring to the element of m with the highest 
key. If m has no elements, the result is vacuous. Runs in 0(/og(p)) . 

Map iterators 

BUGS 

For every class Map ( s ,  T )  there is a class Mapi ter ( s ,  T )  that can be used to identify an clement 
of a Map ( S ,  T )  object. Objecrs of class Mapi ter ( S ,  T )  are called map iterators . Every map 
iterator identifies a particular map and, optionally, a panicular element of that map. A map itera
tor that docs not identify an element is vacuous . If a map iterator is used as a test subject for an 
if, while, or for statement, it is considered false if it is vacuous and true otherwise. 

If m is of type Map ( s ,  T )  with p elements and i and j are of type Mapi ter ( s , T ) ,  the following 
constructors (and associated declarators) arc defined: 

Mapiter ( S . T )  (m l  
Create a vacuous iterator referring to m. Runs in 00) . 

Mapiter ( S , T )  ( i )  

Create an iterator referring to the same map and element as i. Runs in 00). 

The following operators and functions are defined: 

j = :!. Make j refer to the same map and element as i. The result, of type Mapi ter ( s .  T )  &. is 
the new value of j. Runs in 00). 

i . key ( ) 
A value of type S that is the key part of the element referred to by i. If i is vacuous, 
i .  key ( ) is the value of an otherwise uninitialized static object of type s. Runs in 00) . 

i . value ( ) 
A value of type T that is the value part of the element referre-d to by i. If i is vacuous, 
i . value ( ) is the value of an otherwise uninitialized static object of type T. Runs in 0(1) . 

++i If i is vacuous, make it refer to the map element with the lowest key. Otherwise, make it 
refer to the map element with the lowest key greater than the element to which i presently 
refer.;. If no appropriate element exists, i becomes vacuous. The result, of type 
Mapi ter ( s ,  T )  &. is the new value of i. Runs in 0(/og(p)). 

-- i If i is vacuous, ma.kc it refer to the map element with the highest key. Otherwise, make it 
refer to the map element with -the highest key less than the element to which i presently 
refers. If no appropriate element exists, i becomes vacuous. The result, of type 
Mapi ter ( S ,  T )  &. is the new value of i. Runs in OOog(p)) . 

Although a single ++i or --i run in 0Oog(p)) time, using an iterator to access all elements of m 
talccs only O(p), not O(p log(p)) . 

There is no way to delete an clement. It is the user's responsibility to stop using a map iterator 
after the corresponding map has disappeared. Ambiguities can occur if the type name S contains an 
underscore. A core dump is lik.cly if memory is exhausted unless someone has provided an error 
handler for operator new. 
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Abstract 

The Sprite operating system uses copy-on-write during process creation. The mechanism is a 
combination of copy-on-write (COW) and copy-on-reference (COR), which simplifies the imple
mentation and reduces the cache flushing overhead on machines with virtually-addressed caches. 
The COW-COR mechanism can potentially improve fork performance over copy-on-fork 
schemes from 10 to 100 times depending on whether pages are resident in memory or on backing 
store. However, in normal use more than 70% of the pages have to be copied anyway. With the 
Sprite implementation the overhead of handling the additional page faults required results in 
worse overall performance than copy-on-folk; with a more optimized implementation forks 
would be about 20% faster with COW-COR than with copy-on-fork. A pure copy-on-write 
scheme would eliminate 10  to 20 percem of the page copies required under COW-COR and 
would provide up to a 20% improvement in fork performance over COW-COR. However, be
cause of extra cache-flushing ovemead on machines with vinually-addressed caches, copy-on
write may have worse overall performance than COW-COR on these types of machines. 

1. Introduction 
In systems that create new processes by forking, one of the major costs of process creation 

is copying the address space from the parent to the newly created child. A CODllllOn method of 
improving the performance of process creation is by using copy-on-write : pages in the address 
space are initially shared by the parent and child; a page isn 't actually copied until one of the 
processes attempts to modify iL Copy-on-write saves not only copying of pages in memory, but 
also copying of pages that are on backing store. Copy-on-write has been implemented in several 
systems, with the earliest being TENEX [BOBR72,MURP72] and one of the most recent being 
Mach [RASH87]. 

This paper describes a simple copy-on-write mechanism that has been implemented as part 
of the Sprite operating system [OUST88]. It differs from other copy-on-write mechanisms in that 
it is actually a combination of copy-on-write (COW) and copy-on-reference (COR)� for each page 
that is involved in copy-on-write activity, one segment has it copy-on-write and all other seg
ments that reference it have it copy-on-reference. We chose the COW-COR mechanism for two 
reasons: vinually-addressed caches and simplicity. Toe SPUR hardware [Hil..L86], which is one 
of Sprite's target machines , uses virtually-addressed caches that do not provide efficient support 

This work was supponed in part by the Defe.nse Advanced Research Projects Agency under contract 
N00039-85-C-0269, in part by the National Science Foundation under grant ECS-8351961, and in part by 
General Moton. Corporation. 
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for copy-on-write: expensive cache flushing operations are required in order to implement copy
on-write on SPUR. Toe Sprite COW-COR scheme can be implemented on architectures such as 
SPUR with less cache flushing ovemead than a pure copy-on-write scheme. 

The or.her major reason for using the Sprite scheme was simplicity. One of the major com
plexities of copy-on-write is handling the tree of descendants that results from a single parent In 
the Sprite scheme, this potentially complex tree structure is represented by a simple linear list 
This simplification and or.hers made the addition of copy-on-write to Sprite an easy task; the 
implementation was completed in less than one man-week. 

In order to compare the Sprite COW-COR scheme to copy-on-fork schemes, we measured 
the performance of the Sprite COW-COR scheme by running benchmark programs against Sprite 
and by monitoring normal use of the system. Toe measurements indicate that the COW-COR 
mechanism can potentially improve fork. performance over copy-on-fork. schemes from 10 to 100 
times depending on whether pages are resident in memory or on backing store. However, during 
normal use, the COW-COR mechanism provides only a small benefit: less than 30 percent of 
page copies are eliminated. With the Sprite implementation the ovemead of handling the addi
tional page faults required results in worse overall performance than copy-on-fork; a more optim
ized implementation could provide more than a 20% improvement in performance over copy-on
fork. A pure copy-on-write scheme would eliminate 10 to 20 percent of the page copies required 
under COW-COR and would provide up to a 20% improvement in fork performance over COW
COR. However, because of extra cache-flushing ovemead on machines with virtually-addressed 
caches, copy-on-write may have worse overall performance than COW-COR on these types of 
machines. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of the Sprite 
virtual memory system; Section 3 discusses previous work. and Mach in particular. Section 4 
describes the Sprite copy-on-write mechanism; Section 5 compares the Sprite scheme to a pure 
copy-on-write scheme; and Section 6 gives measurements of the performance of the Sprite 
scheme. 

2. Sprite Virtual Memory 
A Sprite process 's virtual address space is divided up into three segments: code, heap and 

stack. Each segment has its own file that is used for backing store and its own page table that 
describes the segment's virtual address space. Segments can be shared by different processes. 
When a process forks, the child will share the parent's code segment read-only, the child is given 
a vinual copy of the stack segment, and the heap segment is either write-shared or a virtual copy 
is given to the child. A copy-on-write mechanism has the potential of saving the physical copy
ing of pages in the stack and heap segments. 

3. Previous Work 
The original idea of copy-on-write emerged over 15 years ago with TENEX [BOBR72, 

MURP72) .  Since then it has been implemented in several systems [AKIIT87, GING87, 
RASH87 , SZNY86). The Mach operating system [RASH87) is one of the most recent systems to 
implement copy-on-write and is one of the few whose implementation has been published in 
detail. Copy-on-write is an integral pan of Mach; it is the basis for both efficient message 
transmission and efficient process creation. Titis section briefly describes the Mach implementa
tion of copy-on-write as it penains to process creation. 

A Mach process 's address space is defined by an address map which is a linked list of refer
ences to memory objects. When a process forks, the memory objeets are copied using copy-on
write. Titis is done by making the address maps of the parent and child point to the same 
memory objects. When a page in the copied memory object is written. a new page is given to the 
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Figure 1. Mach copy-on-write. In (a) process Pl forks creating process P2. They both share ob
ject 01 .  In (b) Pl  modifies a page and gets a shadow object to hold the modified page. Pl 's ad
dress map points to the shadow object which in tum points to the original object In (c) P2 exits 
leaving Pl with the chain of two objects. In (d) Pl forks P3. They both share the object 0 1  and 
the shadow object S l .  In (e) Pl modifies a page and gets a new shadow object S2. Now P2 has a 
chain of 3 objects: two shadow objects and the original object When P3 exits in (f). Pl is still 
left with the 3 objects. However, by recognizing that the shadow objects completely overlap the 
original object, the extraneous shadow objects can be eliminated. 

process that wrote the page. In order to hold new pages that are copied because of a copy-on
write fault, Mach creates an object called a shadow object; unmodified pages are kept in the origi
nal object and modified pages are kept in the shadow object 

The complexity that arises in the Mach scheme is that a shadow object may itself be sha
dowed as a result of a copy-on-write copy. This can result in an entire chain of shadow objects 
being created (see Figure 1). In order to satisfy a page fault, the list of shadow objects and then 
possibly the original object need to be searched to find the data for the page. Much of the com
plexity involved in Mach memory management is involved in preventing long chains of shadow 
objects [RASH87]. In particular, the extraneous shadow objects shown in Figure 1 that are left 
over after a child exits can be eliminated by recognizing that the shadow objects completely over
lap the original object. 
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4. Sprite COW-COR 
The Sprite copy-on-write scheme was designed with a more restrictive set of goals than 

Mach. Toe goals behind the Sprite design were: 
• To make process creation efficient in a UNIX-like environment 
• To be able to run as efficiently as possible on machines such as SPUR that have virtually-

addressed caches. 
• To yield as simple an implementation as possible. 
In particular, Sprite's copy-on-write scheme does not participate in the implementation of mes
sage communication; this simplified our design constraints in comparison to Mach. 

4.1. Overview 
Sprite uses a combination of copy-on-write and copy-on-reference, as illustrated in Figure 

2. For each page that is involved in copy-on-write activity, one segment (called the master seg
ment) has the page marked copy-on-write and all other segments that reference the page (called 
slave segments) have it marked copy-on-reference. When a process forks, the segment in the 
parent process becomes the master segment and the segment in the child becomes the slave seg
ment. All pages that are resident or on backing Store in the master segmenr are marked copy-on
write and made read-only. All pages in the slave segment that correspond to copy-on-write pages 
in the master are marked copy-on-reference and made inaccessible. 

A copy-on-reference fault occurs when a copy-on-reference page is referenced. When the 
fault occurs, the master copy-on-write page is located , a copy is made, and the copy is given to 
the segment that contains the copy-on-reference page. In order to allow the master copy of the 
page to be easily located , the page table entry for each copy-on-reference page names the master 
segment for the page (as shown below, different pages may reference different master segments). 

When a process anempts to modify a copy-on-write page (call it A), a copy-on-write fault 
occurs. A copy-on-write fault is more complex than a copy-on-reference fault because a new 
copy-on-write master segment for the page must be found· the original master segment will have 
its own writable copy of the page. This new copy-on-write master must be one of the slave seg
ments. In order to allow a slave segment to be easily located, the master segment and each of its 
slave segments are linked together in a list; a master can have multiple slave segments if a parent 
forks multiple children. The new master segment is found by searching the list of segments for a 
slave segment that contains a page that is copy-on-reference off of A. This slave segment is 
given a copy-on-write copy of A (call it B). All of the remaining segments that have pages that 
were copy-on-reference off of A must now be changed to be copy-on-reference off of B. This is 
done by searching the list and updating the page table entries of each segment that was copy-on
reference off of A to point to the new master segment 

When a segment is deleted because a process exits or execs. copy-on-write dependencies in 
the deleted segment need to be eliminated. Pages that are copy-on-write must be copied to 
another segment Each copy-on-write page (call it A) in the deleted segment is copied to another 
segment that contains a page (call it B) that is copy-on-reference off of A. If A is resident in 
memory this is done by remapping the page in A onto B. Otherwise the backing st0re for A is 
copied to B's backing store. Copy-on-reference pages in the deleted segment are ignored; this 
may cause exttaneous copy-on-write page faults and is discussed below. Once all copy-on-write 
dependencies are eliminated, the segment is deleted from the linked list 

4.2. Trees of Descendants 
The previous section only mentioned COW-COR for a single parent with multiple children. 

However, if processes that reference copy-on-write slave segments fork, then a tree of copy-on-
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Figure 2. Sprite copy-on-write. In (a) the process (call it Pl) that owns segment 1 forks two chil
dren and creates two copy-on-reference copies, segments 2 and 3, which are owned by processes 
P2 and P3 respectively. The page !able entry (P1E) for each of the COR pages names the seg
ment with the COW copy. In (b) P3 references the second page in segment 3 and a copy of the 
page is loaded into segment 3 from SI '  s swap file. The copy is made readable and writable. In 
(c) Pl modifies the first page in segment 1 and gives a new COW copy to segment 2. Segment 
3 '  s P'IE is updated to point to segment 2 and segment 1 's page is made readable and wriiable. 

write and copy-on-reference relationships will result. Rather than build a tree-like data structure 
to represent the relationships, Sprite puts all of the related segments in the same linked list. This 
can be done because the page table entry for each copy-on-reference page names the segment that 
contains the master copy. This provides a simpler implementation and is based on the assump
tion that the lists will rarely contain more than a few segments. 

One difference between the Sprite and Mach mechanisms is that when a page fault of any 
type occurs, the location of the master copy of the page is immediately known; no chain of 
objects needs to be traversed. However, Sprite does need to traverse its linked list of segments 
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for other reasons, as described above and below. 

4.3. Eliminating Extra Copy-on-Write Faults 

Nelson, Ousterhout 

After a segment is deleted, or a copy-on-write fault or a copy-on-reference fault is handled, 
there can be pages marked copy-on-write for which there is no longer a corresponding copy-on
reference page. The easiest method of handling this problem is to cleanup extraneous copy-on
write pages when they are faulted on. However, because a copy-on-write fault is fairly expen
sive, the Sprite implementation of COW-COR checks for the common causes of extra faults and 
eliminates them. 

One potential cause of extra page faults that is not handled is segment deletion. As 
explained above, copy-on-reference pages in a deleted segment are ignored, thus potentially leav
ing copy-on-write pages for which there is no copy-on-reference page. We chose to ignore this 
potential performance problem because we felt that it would be infrequent and it allowed us to 
simplify the implementation. 

4.4. Backing Store 
The backing store for each copy-on-write page is the master segment's backing store file. 

When a copy-on-reference fault occurs for a page that is on backing store and not resident in 
memory, the page is read from the master segment's backing srore file. Copy-on-write faults can 
only occur to pages that are memory resident If a process attempts to modify a copy-on-write 
page that is not memory resident. then a normal page fault occurs instead of a copy-on-write 
fault. Once the faulting process continues. it will uy to modify the now-memory-resident page 
and a true copy-on-write fault will occur. This second fault could be eliminated by slightly com
plicating the implementation but the cost of the extra fault is very small in comparison to the cost 
of loading a page from backing store. 

S. Comparison of Sprite Scheme and Shadow Objects 
Besides using a combination of copy-on-write and copy-on-reference instead of pure copy

on-write, the major difference between Sprite and Mach is that Sprite does not use shadow 
objects. The method that Sprite uses to implement COW-COR could also be used to implement a 
pure copy-on-write scheme. The difference would be that when a process forks, each memory 
resident page would be marked copy-on-write in both the parent and the child segment's page 
tables, instead of copy-on-write in the parent and copy-on-reference in the child. For pages that 
are only residem on backing store, the page table enrry of the child would be used to point to the 
parent segment since the parent has the swap file. 

The main advantage of the Sprite method of implementation of copy-on-write is that it 
eliminates the potential to create chains of extraneous objects. For example, Figure 3 shows what 
happens under the Sprite scheme when a parent forks a child, the parent modifies a page, and then 
the child exits. The result is that after the child exits, the Sprite scheme automatically cleans up 
the list; there are no extra structures to maintain or collapse. 

The disadvantage of the Sprite scheme is that it can require extra copies of pages when a 
parent exits before its child exits. With shadow objects, no copies are required when a process 
exits because shadow objects can exist even afte:r the process that created them has exited. How
ever, under the Sprite scheme when a segment is deleted all copy-on-write pages must be copied 
to another segment In a nonnal UNIX environment parents usually wait for their children to 
exit. so in practice the Sprite scheme should perform as well as the shadow object scheme. 
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Figure 3. In (b) the process (call it Pl) that owns segment 1 forks a child and creates a copy-on
reference copy, segment 2, which is owned by process P2. In (c) Pl modifies one of the copy
on-write pages in segment 1 and gives a copy of the page to segment 2. In (d) P2 exits causing 
segmem 2 to be deleted. When segment 2 is deleted it is removed from the list and the lone 
copy-on-write page left in segment 1 is made readable and writable. The result is that the state of 
segment 1 is restored back to how it was in (a); that is, the state before segment 1 was created. 

6. Copy-on-Write Performance 
We ran benchmark programs and measured normal use of Sprite in order to answer several 

questions about the perfonnance of the Sprite COW-COR scheme: 
• What is the maximum potential benefit from COW-COR. compared to no copy-on-write 

mechanism at all? 
• What is the actual benefit from COW-COR during normal use, compared to no copy-on

write mechanism at all? 
• How does COW-COR compare to a pure copy-on-write scheme? 
• How much more efficiently can COW-COR be implemented on SPUR than a pure copy-

on-write scheme? 
Toe benchmark programs are UNIX programs that have been converted to run on Sprite and the 
results obtained from the measurements of Sprite should be applicable to any UNIX-like operat
ing system. The measurements were taken on a Sun-3n5 workstation with 16  Mbytes of 
memory, 8-Kbyte pages and about 2 MIPS processing power. The Sun-3n5 does not have a 
vinually-addressed cache. 
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6.1. Raw Performance 

We used a simple benchmark to determine the maximum benefit attainable from COW
COR during process creation. This benchmark forks a child and then waits for the child to exit. 
The amount of memory that the parent has resident in memory or on backing store when it does 
the fork can be varied. It is an optimistic measurement of the benefit of copy-on-write because 
none of the pages are referenced or modified by the parent or the child. Table 1 gives the results. 

There are two interesting results from this benchmark.. First, it is slower to fork a process 
when all of its pages are memory resident than when all of its pages are on backing store. This is 
because the hardware protection must be changed to make memory resident pages copy-on-write. 
Second, forks are substantially faster under the COW-COR scheme than they are with copy-on
forte schemes: more than 10 times faster for processes with large amounts of resident memory 
and more than 100 times faster for processes with large amounts of memory on backing store. 
Thus, as expected, if processes with large amounts of memory forte and do not reference many 
pages, copy-on-write can substantially improve forte performance. 

6.2. Realistic Performance 

The benchmark described in the previous section gave a best-case scenario for the COW
COR mechanism: a large process forks and does not reference any of its memory. In order to 
make a more realistic determination of the benefits of the COW-COR mechanism over traditional 
copy-on-forte schemes, we measured a file system benchmark program, an edit-compile-debug 
benchmark and several day 's  worte of two different Sprite designers. Table 2 describes the 
benchmarks and Table 3 gives the results. 

One interesting result from Table 3 is that the number of copy-on-write pages is nearly 
equal to the number of copy-on-reference pages. Tilis implies that in general there is only one 
segment that has any given page mapped COR. Therefore the COW-COR lists should normally 
contain only two segments and the extra overhead required to traverse the list on copy-on-write 
and copy-on-reference faults should be small. 

COW-COR Copy-on-Forlc. 
Kbvtes Mem-res Bacl<lnQ: Store Mem-res I BackinQ: Store 

0 22.8ms 22.8ms 22.5ms 22.4rns 
64 24.7 24.0 59.7 171 .7 

128 25.8 24.3 79.6 265.0 
256 28.0 24.6 1 19.4 457.6 
512  32.3 25.3 199.0 850.8 

1024 41 . 1  26.8 358.6 1 635. 1 
2048 58.7 29.7 677.2 3209.0 

Table 1. Raw Sprite COW-COR performance. This table gives the time required in milliseconds 
per execution of a fork and wait call in the parent and an exit call in the child as a function of seg
ment size. These measurements were taken on a Sun-3n5. The firsL column gives the nwnber of 
Kbytes that were either memory resident or on backing store when the parent forked. The second 
and third columns are the perfonnance with COW-COR and the fourth and fifth columns are 
without COW-COR (i.e. all of the data had to be copied at fork time). "Mem-res" means that all 
of the bytes were memory resident and "Backing Store" means that all of the bytes were on back
inc store. 
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Benchmark Descri.otion 
Andrew Copy a directory hierarchy containing 70 

files and 200 Kbytes of data; examine the 
status of every file in the new subtree; read 
every byte of the files; compile and link 
the files. Developed by M. Satyanarayanan 
for benchmarking the Andrew file system; 
see [HOW A87] for details. 

ECD An edit-compile-debug benchmark run under 
the X 1 1  window svstem. 

User-A Several day's work of a Sprite system designer 
using Emacs under the Xl 1 window system. 
Work involved editing, compiling and other 
miscellaneous activities. 

User-B Several day's work of a Sprite system designer 
using typescript windows and a window-based 
editor under the XI 1 window system. Work 
involved editing, compiling, debugging and 
other miscellaneous activities. 

Table 2. Sprite COW-COR benchmarks. 

cow COR Faults Copies 

Pages Pages cow COR % of Total Saved 
Andrew 2846 2846 I 1%  7 1% 26% 28% 

ECD 1430 1448 5% 72% 15% 22% 
User-A 38771 40231 8% 63% I 30% 28% 
User-B 109965 1 12257 6% 66% 23% 27% 

Table 3. Re.alistic Sprite COW-COR performance. This table gives Sprite COW-COR statistics 
for the two benchmarks and the two measurements of user activity. The second and third 
columns are the number of times a page was marked copy-on-write and copy-on-reference by 
processes forking. Columns four and five are the percentage of copy-on-write and copy-on
reference pages that actually generated faults. The sixth column gives the percentage of the total 
number of faults taken during the benchmark that were copy-on-write and copy-on-reference 
faults. Finally, the last column indicates how many page copies were saved by COW-COR rela
tive to a copy-on-fork scheme. 

Perhaps the most interesting result in Table 3 is that under normal use COW-COR saves 
less than 30% of the page copies that would be required under a copy-on-fork scheme. Further
more, copy-on-write schemes require additional page faults that would not occur otherwise; as 
the cost of a page fault increases, the benefits of COW-COR will diminish. We determined from 
measurements of Sprite that a page fault takes 1 . 1  milliseconds. In addition, from Table 1 it can 
be calculated that the cost of a copy is approximately 2.5 milliseconds. Thus, in Sprite a page 
fault costs nearly half as much as a copy. Figure 4 shows that with this fault cost, COW-COR 
provides slightly worse performance than copy-on-fork. 

Toe fault cost in Sprite is much higher than the fault cost in the Mach operating system 
[RASH88]. In Mach the page fault cost is less than 10% of the copy cost. If Sprite were able to 
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attain the same low fault cost as Mach, forks would be 15 to 20 percent faster with COW-COR 
than with copy-on-fork. Thus with a highly optimized implementation COW-COR can provide a 
moderate perfonnance improvement over copy-on-fork schemes. 

6.3. COW-COR vs. Pure Copy-on-Write 
Nearly all of the faults that occurred during the benchmarks and nonnal use were copy-on

reference faults. If a pure copy-on-write mechanism could eliminate these faults, then it would 
provide much better perfonnance than the COW-COR scheme. However, for the two bench
marks and nonnal use, between 80 and 90 percent of those pages that were copied because of 
copy-on-reference faults were eventually modified (see Table 4). Thus a pure copy-on-write 
scheme has only a small advantage over the COW-COR scheme: only between 10  and 20 percent 
of the page copies required under COW-COR would be eliminated. 

Figure 4 shows the perfonnance improvements possible on a Sun-3 with a pure copy-on
write scheme. With the high Sprite fault cost, a pure copy-on-write scheme provides a 5 to 20 
percent improvement over copy-on-fork schemes and a 10 to 20 percent improvement over the 
Sprite COW-COR scheme. With the low Mach fault cost copy-on-write provides fairly substan
tial improvements over copy-on-fork schemes. Thus with an optimized fault handler, copy-on
write reduces the fork cost by from 30 to 40 percent over copy-on-fork schemes and by 1 0  to 20 
percent over optimized COW-COR schemes. 
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Figure 4. Total cost per page for Sun-3's as a function of the fraction of pages copied because of 
copy-on-write or copy-on-reference faults. A total cost of 1 .0 corresponds to the cost of copying 
all pages at fork time. The optimal line represents the cost when the time required for each 
copy-on-write or copy-on-reference fault is 0, the Mach line when each fault is 0.234 mil
liseconds (9% of the cost of copying a page), and the Sprite line when each fault is 1 . 1  mil
liseconds (44% of the cost of copying a page). The 2 rightmost vertical lines correspond to the 
fraction of pages copied with the COW-COR mechanism for the benchmarks and the 4 leftmost 
vertical lines represent the fraction of pages that would have been copied with a pure copy-on
write mechanism. 
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cow COR COR Pure-COW 
Faults Faults Modified Faults 

Andrew 1% 71% 93% 67% 
ECD 5% 72% 81% 63% 

User-A 8% 63% 79% 58% 
User-B 6% 66% 90% 65% 

Table 4. COW-COR vs. Copy-on-Write. This table gives the number of page faults that would 
occur under a pure copy-on-write scheme for the two benchmarks and the two measurements of 
user activity. The second and third columns show the percentage of copy-on-write and copy-on
reference pages that actually generated faults. The fourth column gives the percentage of those 
pages that were copied because of copy-on-reference faults that were eventually modified; all of 
the copy-on-reference pages that were eventually modified would have had to be copied under a 
pure copy-on-write scheme. The last column is the percentage of pages that would have been 
copied under a pure copy-on-write scheme; it is the second column added to the product of the 
third and fourth columns. 

6.4. Cost of Virtually Addressed Caches 
As mentioned earlier, one of the potential advantages of the Sprite COW-COR scheme over 

a pure copy-on-write scheme is that it may reduce overhead on architectures with virtually 
addressed caches, such as the Sun-3/200 and SPUR architecrures. In these machines protection 
bits are stored along with the data in individual cache lines. To change the protection on a page, 
the operating system must first modify the page table entry, then flush all of the page's lines from 
the cache. When the lines are re-loaded into the cache, their protection bits will be set from the 
new page table entry. 

When a process forlcs, all of its pages will have to be flushed from the cache in order to 
mark them read-only. This flush must occur in either a pure copy-on-write scheme or in Sprite's 
COW-COR scheme. In addition, whenever a copy-on-write page is made writable again, it will 
have to be flushed from the cache again. Once again, this will occur in both schemes. However, 
Sprite's mechanism allows a copy-on-reference page to be made accessible without any cache 
flushes: since the page was not previously accessible, there will be no data from it in the cache. 
On average, Sprite 's COW-COR mechanism will require 2 flushes per page (one at the time of 
the fork and another one later when the parent's page evenrually becomes writable again), while a 
pure copy-on-write scheme will require 2.6 (one at the time of the forlc, another one when the 
parent's page becomes writable again, and a third one on the 58 to 67 percent of the pages that 
resulted in copy-on-write faults in the child). 

The actual number of cache flushes required will be smaller on architectures such as SPUR 
that use direct-mapped caches. With direct-mapped caches the act of copying a page between 
virtual addresses that have the same offset within the cache will flush the source of the copy from 
the cache (the destination data will replace the source data in the cache because they will both 
map to the same address in the cache). Under COW-COR, over 70% of pages are copied. As a 
result an average of only 1.3 cache flushes per page will be required with a direct-mapped cache. 
A pure copy-on-write scheme copies over 60% of pages. This will give 1.4 cache flushes per 
page plus the 0.6 extra flushes explained above for a total average of 2.0 flushes per page. 

Although Sprite 's mechanism reduces cache flushing relative to pure copy-on-write 
schemes, the overhead may still be quite high. For example, if the cost of flushing a page is half 
as great as the cost of copying it, then any copy-on-write scheme will be at least as expensive as a 
copy-on-forlc mechanism, even if none of the copied pages are ever accessed (unless the pages are 
on backing store). Since the Sprite COW-COR mechanism hasn't yet been poned to a machine 
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with a virtually addressed cache, we have no measurement of the impact of cache flushing on forlc 
performance. However, we can estimate the impact of cache flushing on fork performance for the 
SPUR architecrure. Because the actual perfonnance on SPUR is dependent on numerous vari
ables, including the cache miss ratio and the percentage of data that is modified, it is impossible 
to derive the exact forte cost on SPUR without actually measuring it However, the worst and best 
case performance can be easily calculated. 

Figure 5 gives the worst case and best case performance of copy-on-write and COW-COR 
on SPUR. The computation of the performance is a complex computation that involves the per
centage of data that is resident in the cache during copy and flush operations and the percent of 
cache memory that is dirty (see Table 5 for the SPUR attributes that were used in the computation 
and Figure 5 for more explanation of the computation). In both the best and the worst case, 
COW-COR is strictly better than pure copy-on-write: this shows that COW-COR may be a rea
sonable alternative to pure copy-on-write for architectures like SPUR with virtually-addressed 
caches. In addition in the best case COW-COR and pure copy-on-write can cut the fork cost by a 
factor of 2 over copy-on-fork schemes , but in the worst case the forte cost is up to three times 
higher with COW-COR or pure copy-on-write. Thus although COW-COR and copy-on-write 
can potentially give a substantial performance improvement over copy-on-fork schemes, they can 
potentially give an even more substantial performance degradation. 
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Figure 5. Total cost per page on SPUR as a function of the fraction of page copies and cache 
flushes because of copy-on-write or copy-on-reference faults. The attributes of the SPUR archi
tecrure that were used to compute the curves in the graph are given in Table 5. The lower lines 
of the graph are best case scenarios for copy-on-write and COW-COR and the upper two lines 
worst case scenarios. The best-case is the lowest possible flush cost and copy cost for copy-on
write and COW-COR and the highest possible copy cost for copy-on-fork. The worst-case is 
when all of the data for each page is present in the cache and clean at fork time and then the 
highest possible flush and copy costs occur for copy-on-write and COW-COR at other times. A 
cost of 1.0 corresponds to the cost of copying every page at Corle time. The 6 vertical lines are 
the copy fractions for the 4 benchmarks. 
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SPUR Attributes 
Page Size 4096 Bvtes 

Cache Line Size 32 Bvtes 
Copy data 12 Cycles 

Cache read miss 23 Cvcles 
Copy cost per cache line Write-back data 22 Cycles 

Minimum cost 35 Cycles 
Maximum cost 80 Cvcles 

Read tags 12 Cycles 
Flush Cost Flush clean line 9 Cvcles 

Flush dinv line 25 Cvcles 
Page Fault Cost 500 Cvcles 

Table S. Attributes of the SPUR architecwre. When a cache line is copied at fork time or be
cause of a copy-on-write or copy-on-reference fault, the destination of the copy will not be 
present in the cache. As a result the SPUR hardware will consider this a cache miss and fetch the 
destination from memory even though it is being totally overwritten. Hence the minimum copy 
cost is 35 cycles (12 for the copy and 23 to fetch the destination cache line). The maximum cost 
occurs when the source of the copy is not present in the cache (an additional 23 cycles) and the 
cache line that is being replaced must be written back (an additional 22 cycles). The cost of a 
cache flush ranges from 12 cycles if the line being flushed is not in the cache, to 37 cycles if the 
line being flushed is dirty. The fault cost is extrapolated from the Mach fault cost of approxi
mately 500 instructions on a Sun-3 (234 microseconds on a 2 MIP machine). Since each instruc
tion on SPUR takes one cycle, the fault cost is assumed to be 500 cycles. This fault cost is mere
ly a rough estimate and will be higher when cache behavior is taken into account 

The main conclusion that can be drawn from this discussion is that copy-on-write mechan
isms may not be worthwhile in architectures with virtually-addressed caches. The actual perfor
mance advantages of copy-on-write will depend on program behavior, the flush and copy costs of 
the architecture and on the actual implementation of the copy-on-write mechanism. Although 
Figure 5 was derived for the SPUR architecture and the Sprite implementation, a similar graph 
could be easily drawn to determine the potential benefit of copy-on-write mechanisms for any 
architecture and implementation. 

6.5. Effect of Page Size 
One reason why we measured only a small benefit from COW-COR under normal use may 

be that the measurements were made on a machine with large pages (8 Kbytes). If the page size 
were smaller, several changes in COW-COR behavior would occur: 
• The total number of pages that are marked copy-on-write and copy-on-reference would 

increase. 
• The total number of copy-on-write and copy-on-reference faults would increase. 
• The percentage of copy-on-write and copy-on-reference pages that were faulted on out of 

the total number of copy-on-write and copy-on-reference pages would decrease. 
• A pure copy-on-write scheme might improve relative to a COW-COR scheme because the 

percentage of pages that are copied on reference and then are later modified might decrease. 
The only machine that we could perform our measurements on was a Sun-3. Although Sprite 
runs on Sun-2 's, they do not have enough memory to allow us to measure either the ECD bench
mark. or normal use. However, since the trend in hardware is towards large page sizes, the results 
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that we measured on the Sun-3 architecture should be applicable to most machines that will be 
built in the future. 

6.6. Effect on System Performance 
In addition to just affecting fork performance, copy-on-write mechanisms can also poten

tially affect overall system performance relative to copy-on-fork schemes. First of all, by making 
forks faster, copy-on-write will improve overall system response time. However, since fork time 
may only account for a small portion of the execution time of a process, the actual improvement 
in overall system performance may be very small. For example the Andrew benchmarlc takes 280 
seconds to complete. A pure copy-on-write scheme could eliminate 33% of the 2846 page copies 
(see Tables 3 and 4). If the fault cost is 0, then 2.5 milliseconds could be saved on each of the 
939 page copies that would be eliminated, for a total savings of 2.3 out of the 280 seconds of exe
cution time. This is less than a 1 % improvement in the performance of the benchmarlc. 

The other potential benefit from copy-on-write mechanisms is a reduction in memory use. 
By eliminating 30 to 40 percent of page copies that would have been required under copy-on
fork, the amount of memory required to fork a process with copy-on-write will be 30 to 40 per
cent smaller. If a very large process forks, then this can potentially result in a substantial reduc
tion in the demand placed on physical memory which may result in an overall reduction in the 
number of page faults encountered by the system. However, for the programs that we measured 
the amount of memory saved by copy-on-write in relation to the amount of physical memory 
available should be insignificant. This is especially true given the fact that most processes 
immediately exec after forlcing so any extra memory will only be required for a brief instant. For 
example, in the Andrew benchmark no process that forks has more than about 150 Kbytes of 
stack and heap of which 100 Kbytes end up getting copied anyway. Since the machine that we 
ran the benchmark on has 1 6  Mbytes of memory, the 50 Kbytes that is unnecessarily copied is 
insignificant. 

7. Conclusions 
Copy-on-write has been gaining popularity in recent years as a mechanism to provide better 

forlc performance. Our measurements of copy-on-write indicate that it can indeed provide a 
tremendous performance improvement over copy-on-fork schemes if very few of the vinually
copied pages are modified. However, our measurements of normal use indicate that more than 
58% of pages that are shared copy-on-write do get modified. As a result less than 42% of the 
page copies that would have been required with a copy-on-fork scheme are eliminated. Thus 
although copy-on-write has tremendous potential, in practice it yields only a moderate perfor
mance gain over copy-on-fork. 

There are two additional factors that may make it difficult to achieve even the 40% 
improvement suggested by the above measurements: page faults and cache flushing. An extra 
page fault will occur for each of the copy-on-write pages that ends up getting copied. Without a 
highly-tuned page fault handler, the additional page-fault overhead will more than compensate 
for the reduction in page copies. In addition, the architectural trend towards virtually-addressed 
caches has added the overhead of cache flushes to any copy-on-write implementation. The actual 
overhead will depend on the program behavior, the architecture, and the copy-on-write imple
mentation, but our experience suggests that copy-on-write may actually result in worse perfor
mance than copy-on-fork for most applications on these machines. System designers need to pay 
very close attention to the fault cost and the cache flushing overllead if they wish to achieve the 
maximwn benefit from copy-on-write. 

The Sprite COW-COR scheme, which is a mixture of copy-on-write and copy-on-reference, 
provides a simple alternative implementation to pure copy-on-write schemes. It only requires 10 
to 20 percent more page copies than a pure copy-on-write scheme, yet requires fewer cache 
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flushes on machines with virtually-addressed caches. Estimates of the cache flushing overhead 
on SPUR indicate that for the SPUR architecrure COW-COR can actually provide slightly better 
fork performance than pure copy-on-write. 
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ABSTRACT 

Although UNl><2 based symmetric multiprocessing systems are becom
ing more widespread, the software design varies considerably. Upon 
examining various systems, questions come to mind on the factors 
prompting each design. We explain how a symmetric multiprocessing 
strategy for UL TRIX evolved during the course of a prototype implemen
tation. We stress the parts of the kernel that forced us to change our 
original approach. 

1 .  PROTOTYPE OVERVIEW 

Digital engineers recently wrote a prototype version of symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) 
UL TRIX. The prototype was developed by adding locks to the UL TRIX kernel. The locks 
protected global or shared data by allowing only one process to access the data at a time. 
The locks were based on VAX interlock instructions. 

We started with the Asymmetric Multiprocessor (AMP) UL TRIX kernel, 3 found the glo-
bal data, and added locks to the data. We ended with a version of ULTRIX where: 

o Most system calls could run on any CPU in the machine. 
o Any CPU could handle interrupts from any device and from any other CPU. 

o All major kernel subsystems (virtual memory, process control, the network, the file 
system, and machine-dependent code) were fortified with locks so multiple processes 
could simultaneously access each subsystem. 

2. LOCKING OVERVIEW 

We devised a strategy, or set of guidelines, for deciding how much data to put under 
the control of each lock. We wanted lock granularity that promoted good system perfor
mance. 

In part, our strategy was to begin with as few locks as possible and to add locks only 
when we could justify a need through measurement. 

Generally, one lock protected large logically associated groups of data structures. We 
used lock contention measurements as a guideline for determining if the lock scope was rea
sonable. A typical result of high lock contention was noticeable system sluggishness. 

1 ULTRIX, MicroVAX, VAX, and DECnet are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
2 UNIX Is a registered trademark of A. T.& T. Information Systems. 
3 See the TERMS aecllon tor deflnltlons. 
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When lock contention was high, we reexamined the lock scope In hopes of deducing a 
better locking scheme. Our plan was to repeat measurements on the new locks to verify 
lower contention encl improved performance. Unfortunately, we found no major cases where 
changing lock granularity would both improve performance end reduce contention. The 
locks that had severe contention problems were not reasonably adaptable to smaller granu
larity. In some cases we expected high contention and could have easily reduced granularity 
but were surprised to find low contention. 

We finally reduced lock contention in isolated cases by recoding Individual kernel rou
tines. We changed, for example, process queue manipulation and noticed better perfor
mance. 

The details of our experience working on the SMP UL TRIX prototype ere presented 
below. We talk about decisions leading to our original strategy end how the strategy 
evolved during the course of the project. We emphasize the parts of the kernel that forced 
us to modify the original design. 

3. BACKGROUND 

The machines used in the prototype belong to the multiprocessors in the VAX 8000 
family of Digital computers. We used a VAX 8200 modified to include 3 CPUs and a VAX 
8300 modified to include 3 CPUs. Any CPU on the bus could receive interrupts from devices 
as well as other CPUs. 

UL TRIX is a 4.2BSD based virtual memory system. It includes features such es DEC
net, BISYNC, NFS,4 the Generic File System (GFS) and diskless support. UL  TRIX runs on 
a wide variety of VAX machines from low end processors to servers. 

4. EARLY DECISIONS 

Our early decisions were mostly the result of a common sense approach made by peo
ple who had some previous experience with multiprocessing systems. 

We decided to use locks as the mutual exclusion (mutex) mechanism. Mutex mechan
isms are a means to prevent multiple processes from simultaneously accessing a shared 
resource such as global data. Locks allow one process exclusive access to a data structure. 
When a lock is successfully set by a process, another process cannot access the data until 
the lock is released. Releasing a lock causes one process to continue. Locks can either 
spin, waiting tor a locked resource to become free (spin lock), or put a process to sleep 
(sleep lock). 

We chose locks instead of other mutex mechanisms (monitors end semaphores) tor 
design consistency. Sleep and wakeup are not used in the monoprocessor UL TRIX kernel 
as a mutex mechanism but they are used in notifying processes when events occur. A 
mutex mechanism is not necessary in monoprocessor UL TRIX because a process executing 
kernel code will retain control of the CPU until it is reedy to relinquish control by, tor exam
ple, lowering the processor's Interrupt Priority Level (IPL) to accept an interrupt, or sleeping. 
We decided to extend sleep and wakeup into a mutex mechanism. Locks do not replace 
sleep and wakeup but they do keep thr flavor of event notification basic to sleep end 
wakeup. 

A decision about lr"'.ks was driven by the VAX hardware. The decision was to base 
the locks on the bbssl/bbcci VAX tntertock Instructions. These instructions atomically test 
and set a bit. Other inter1ock instruc ions ere available on the VAX which can be used to 
make word updates and queue operations atomic. For example, any word aligned 1 6  bit 
field that needs locking may be changed with the VAX adewl intertock instruction. The VAX 
inter1ock instructions lnsqhl and insqti make the operations of adding elements to the head 

"' NFS Is a registered trademark of Sun Mlcraeyn,me Inc. 
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and tail of a queue atomic. We based our locks on the bbcci/bbssi instructions because they 
are cheap in tying up a bit instead of a word of memory. Bbcci/bbssi also let us fashion one 
lock primitive to update words, VAX k>ngwords (32 bits), and queues. This freed us from 
having a variety of VAX intertock instructions in the kemel. 

We decided to avoid recoding algorithms. Since our objective was to modify UL TRIX 
for SMP by adding locks, we did not want to obscure the objective with design changes to 
algorithms. Further, we did not want to have to debug algorithms and SMP problems at the 
same time. 

A key design decision was to try to make debugging as easy as possible. We fortified 
the lock primitives with error detection. We added a lock hierarchy and a timeout feature to 
spin locks. 

Lock hierarchy prevents the general situation where process A locks resource 1 ,  pro
cess B locks resource 2, then processes A and B each compete for the resource the other 
process holds. The situation is deadlocked because the resource each process needs is 
locked by the other process. Ordering the locks or establishing a lock hierarchy, eliminates 
the deadlock by forcing both processes to contend for one resource first. 

The timeout feature in spin locks helps detect the coding error of locking a resource 
and then forgetting to unlock the resource. Now, if another process tries to lock the resource 
with a spin lock, it will timeout. 

SMP can be achieved by two extremes. One extreme is adding one lock to the kemel 
allowing at most one process to use kernel data at any time. Another extreme is adding a 
myriad of locks protecting each individual structure. Both extremes should lead to highly 
suboptimal performance. 

We wanted to end with the minimum number of locks needed to (1 ) .  maintain data 
integrity on a multiprocessor and (2) . maximize performance gain. One approach was to 
start with a small number of locks with each lock controlling large amounts of data, and 
decompose into more locks controlling smaller quantities of data when measurement 
showed high contention. An alternate approach was to start with a lot of locks and then try 
to reduce the number of locks by increasing the scope of selected locks, in order to improve 
performance. We decided to use the first approach because it seemed easier. 

We agreed to try not to hold locks across routine calls. For good performance, locks 
should be held for the shortest possible time. We thought that consistently trying to release 
locks before exiting routines would help eliminate cases where we might hold a lock longer 
than absolutely necessary. 

A key decision we made early on was when we would stop working on the prototype. 
It is quite easy to add locks to a kernel and see a significant performance loss. It is difficult 
to decide on optimal locking schemes resulting in substantial performance improvement. We 
established two performance goals at the start of the project. One goal was that the SMP 
kernel, when running on a uniprocessor, would degrade performance by no more than 3% 
from a similarly configured AMP kernel. The 3% was our estimation of lock overhead. 

The second performance goal was to improve the performance on a 2 CPU machine 
running SMP UL TRIX by 1 .5 times a slmilarty configured UL TRIX kemel running on a unipro
cessor. The amount of software performance improvement one can expect given a number 
of processors is an issue. Our estimates are what we saw as reasonable given this was a 
prototype implementation. 

Our early design decisions led us to a set of coding rules we call a strategy. Several 
design decisions including ease of debugging were reflected in our lock primitives. The stra
tegy at the beginning of the project was: 

o Try not to hold locks aaoss routine boundaries. 
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o Use the largest reasonable lock granularity for the subsystem. 5 

o Prove the need for more locks by performance or lock contention measurements. 
o Do not recode algorithms. 

5. SELECTING WHAT TO LOCK 
The first question we needed to answer before applying the strategy was, 'What 

should be locked?". The most general answer is to lock a subset of shared kemel data. Pro
tecting shared data prevents two processes running kemel code, on two separate CPUs, 
from simultaneously accessing the same field in the same structure. If this happens with a 
counter update, for example, it could mean one instance of the entity being counted is lost. 

The notions of locking a resource, setting a lock, and locking a data structure, are 
synonymous. We added fields containing lock information to selected data structures. 
Other structures were protected by locks outside the structure. These locks were used as a 
key where one key locked all of a particular resource. Any process trying to get an mbuf, 
tried to get the mbuf "key" or lock. If another process happened to be using the "key", then 
the intervening process delayed. 

The locks come into play when a process tries to update one of the selected global 
structures. The process first tries to set the lock by testing an interlock bit. If the interlock 
bit is set, then the resource is considered to be in use. If the bit is not set, then the resource 
is considered to be tree. The process making the test can either spin by testing the interlock 
bit until it is tree, or yield to some other process. 

We began the UL TRIX prototype work with a detailed code inspection. We charted 
the procedure calls in each kernel subsystem. The point was to see where data was 
updated, how it was updated, and to identify where and which data structures interact 
between subsystems. Interaction between subsystems was important in organizing the lock 
hierarchy. 

The kernel data can be grouped into the categories ( 1 ) .  write once read many 
(WORM), (2). write many read once (WMRO), (3). private data, (4). don't care, (5). local 
communication, (6). divisible, and (7). critical shared data. 

WORM data does not need locking. This data is written once and referenced repeat
edly. An example of WORM is the system pages mapping kernel text. This mapping is 
made at bootstrap time and does not change while the system is running. 

Most WMRO data does not need locks. On VAX longword aligned writes of 32 bit 
fields, the VAX guarantees that one of several simultaneous writes will be successful. If the 
ensuing read is fairly random then accuracy may not be critical and a lock is not be neces
sary. This might be the case when collecting some status information. An example of 
WMRO is runrun, a scheduling request flag, which takes on binary values. Runrun can be 
set several times before its value is read and acted upon. Note that WMRO data which is 
not the same size as a VAX longword may require a lock. 

Private data, such as fields in a process' u area, needs no locks. 
Don't care data, such as access permissions in the credentials structure used in 

fuesystem operations, needs no locks. When accessing a file on a remotely mounted file 
system, local and remote access permissions are checked automatically. The access per
missions can change between being checked locally and remotely. Ensuring that access 
permissions do not change is unnecessary because the ensuing access to the remote file, 
read or write, will succeed or fail according to the permissions on the file at the time of 

5 The subsystems are vlr1ual memory. process control, the network, the Ille system, and 
machine-dependent eode. 
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access. 
Data used for local communication needs no locks. An example is the variable 

tcpcksum which is used exclusively In the TCP routine processing incoming data. The vari
able is global yet It is used as a local variable. The SMP solution is not to lock tcpcksum but 
to make It local to the routine using It. 

Divisible data needs no locks. Divisible data is either a structure containing shared 
and local infonnation, or data that can be associated with a CPU . Divisible data can be 
separated into truly shared data and one of the alternatives listed above. Only the shared 
part needs a lock. It is not necessary to set the lock when updating any field in the structure. 
It is only necessary to set the lock when updating the truly shared elements in the structure. 

The way divisible data is updated is important because some minor change, namely 
associating the data with a CPU , can eliminate the need for a lock. Consider statistics 
updates, tor example. The structure mbstat is used to track mbuf information. On an SMP 
system, many processes can be updating the mbstat fields simultaneously and we want 
accurate data, so mbstat needs protection from simultaneous updates. 

We can divide the mbstat updates among the CPUs. Instead of using one mbstat 
structure, we can use several where each structure is associated with a CPU . A process 
running on CPU A will update the mbstat structure for CPU A. A lock will not be necessary 
because only one process can be running on CPU A at a time. Applications can collect data 
from the individual instances of mbstat for each processor. 

Generally, the data left needs locks. This is the critical shared data. 
In summary, our prototype approach to the elusive question of "What data needs a 

lock?" began with a detailed examination of each kernel subsystem. The point of this study 
was to see where the subsystems interact, how the data is used, and what data is shared. 
Once the shared data is identffied, then a question needs to be asked of each structure. 
"Does the data belong to one of the categories listed above?" If the answer is yes, then the 
data can be discounted. The remaining shared structures need locks. 

6. FIRST PASS RESULTS 
We staged our SMP work to go from an AMP to an SMP system on a per system call 

basis. Once we had added locks to all routines in a particular system call, we changed the 
data structure sysent [ ]  to indicate the particular call could run on any processor. Before 
entering the system call, the kernel checked sysent [ ]  to see if the call required a switch to 
the primary CPU . 

We measured contention with an application that read runtime lock statistics. Our lock 
structures were augmented with statistics fields. We kept track of the number of times the 
lock was used, the number of times processes tried to set the lock but failed, and the 
number of times the lock was successfully set. Our contention measurements were basi
cally a runtime accumulation of these numbers for each lock in the system. Figure 1 shows 
a sample of the type of infonnation we collected. Note that the numbers are in decimal. 

LOCK WON LOST SPUN AVGSPIN ILOST 
act.v 0 0 0 0 . 000 0 . 000 

bio 2476812 809 871 8  1 0 . 776 0 . 033 
bucket.a 703999 0 0 0 . 000 0 . 000 
timeout 1 9269427 3762 39626 1 0 . 607 0 . 020 

FIGURE 1 Lock Contention Measurements 
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Parts of the kernel adapted ideally to our SMP strategy. For example, we used one 
lock to control resource maps (rmfree, ffnalloc, etc.). We expected high contention on the 
lock because of the number of maps the lock was controlling. However, we saw low lock 
contention and had no need to change the lock granularity. 

Other parts of the kernel did not adapt to our strategy as well. We saw instances of 
very high lock contention in process queue manipulation and mbufs. We saw Instances 
where lock contention was low but we were plagued with bugs indicating SMP errors had 
occun-ed. 

7. PROBLEMS AND FIXES 
Our problems were either high lock contention or SMP bugs. SMP bugs were mostly 

coding enors, indicating missed wakeups and unprotected shared data. 

7 .1 .  High Contention 
When lock contention was high, we reexamined the relevant data to see If we could 

alleviate the contention problem by adding another lock. In all cases where the data under 
one lock could cleanly be divided and brought under multiple locks, we saw low contention. 
In the cases where we had severe contention, we saw no solution but algorithm change. 
The major cases were process control and the system time variable. We focus on the sys
tem time variable here. 

7.1.1. The System Time Variable 
The system time variable consists of 2 VAX longwords. One longword is the seconds 

field and the other is the microseconds field. The time variable is read by device drivers, 
network routines, file system routines, and the system call gettimeofday ( ) . It is written by 
bootstrap routines, hardclock and the settimeofday ( )  system call. 

On a single CPU machine, UL TRIX guarantees that both fields in the time variable are 
updated without interruption by elevating IPL This prevents inaccurate time because the 
IPL level prevents a delay from taking a device interrupt between updating the microsecond 
and second fields. 

Elevating IPL on an SMP system prevents device drivers from interrupting an update 
on one CPU, but does not prevent processes on different CPUs from interfering with the 
system time variable in the middle of an update. 

Consider what might happen when the second and microsecond fields are not updated 
atomically on an SMP system. Say the current system time variable holds the value 5 
seconds and 3 microsecond and a process on CPU A is about to update it to 6 seconds, o 
microseconds. There is a process on CPU 8 reading the system time variable. It sees 3 in 
the microsecond field. Say the process on -CPU A now writes O to the microsecond field as 
part of updating to the new value. Then the process on CPU B continues and reads the 
second field which is still 5. Then say a process on CPU B makes another read of both 
fields before CPU A's process can update the second field. 

CPU B's process first reads 5 seconds and 3 microseconds in the system time vari
able. Its second read is 5 seconds and O microseconds. The process on CPU B is seeing 
time run backwards! 

A lock guaranteeing an atomic update to the microsecond and second fields solves the 
problem of time running backwards. However, locking substantially slows the system 
because of the time needed to set and release the lock. Further, competition for the lock is 
high because the system time variable is updated 1 00  times per second and read often. 

Our solution was to change the way the microsecond and second fields were updated. 
We created both a copy of the system time variable and a pointer to the system time vari• 
able. The pointer always referenced either the copy or the original variable. On a write, the 
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copy might be updated. After the write is completed, the pointer is changed to reference the 
updated time. On a read, the pointer is read first, then the longwords It points to are 
accessed. 

Note that an algorithm that checks the value of the system time variable several times 
before doing a write, still has the problem of time running backwards. An algorithm can 
store the system time variable locally, compare the local values with the actual values and 
loop If the values do not match. This does not prevent the situation where time runs back
wards because the write done by one process can be interrupted and delayed. Any number 
of reads can be done during the delay and the same situation described above can occur. 

Our solution may result in the process on CPU B reading old values in the system time 
variable but the process on CPU B will never see time run backwards (a new microsecond 
field and an old second field). 

This solution to the problem of fast quadword updates changed the way the system 
time variable was accessed and how it was stored. We found the best solution was to avoid 
locks even though we were trying to adapt the system time variable for SMP by adding 
locks. 

A better SMP strategy allows changing algorithms when necessary. The decision to 
recode should be made after lock schemes are measured for contention because it is diffi
cult to predict lock contention. We saw high contention on the the system time variable lock 
but were surprised with low contention on the resource map lock. 

7.2. SMP Bugs 
We found SMP bugs in three areas. They were (1 ). a missed wakeup problem,  (2). 

holding locks across routine calls, and (3) . coding errors. 

7.2.1. Missed Wakeups and Lost Resources 

We found missed wakeup problems to be annoyingly persistent. An example of missed 
wakeup was seen when locks were added to code already containing sleep or wakeup. We 
saw bugs in some unlock, sleep, lock sequences. Between doing the unlock and sleep, 
another process did a lock, changed the resource, and issued a wakeup. We needed to 
release the lock before going to sleep because the process doing the wakeup also needed 
the lock. By the time the first process got to sleep, it had either missed the wakeup it was 
expecting or the resource had disappeared. 

We had taken pains to eliminate the missed wakeup problem in the lock primitives. 
We were aware that this type of situation might occur in some existing sleeps and wakeups 
in the kernel. However, the problem occurred infrequently and sporadically. The missed 
wakeup problem occurred only when the state of the resource was critical to the wakeup. 
Mbufs used sleeps and wakeups often yet we never saw a missed wakeup problem here. 
This was because mbuf wakeups occur whenever an mbuf is freed. Mbufs are freed con
tinuously so one missed wakeup does little or no damage. Areas where we saw the missed 
wakeup problem were the device drivers and the file system. 

Our fix to the missed wakeup problem was to replace particular instances of sleep with 
a version of the system call we had modified for SMP. Our modified sleep was used when it 
was critical a wakeup was not missed. Modified sleep put the process on the sleep queue 
and then released the lock. This prevented another process from grabbing the resource 
between the unlock and sleep operations. 

7.2.2. Locks Across Routine Calls 

Our strategy of trying not to hold locks over routine calls was very hard to apply to the 
network. We found It necessary to add excessive validity checking at the beginning of rou
tines. This checking was to ensure, for example, socket pointers and protocol control block 
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pointers had not been deleted by another process in the time between relinquishing and 
resetting the lock. Because we tried to relinquish locks at the end of routines, we expected 
to add an amount of validity checking, especially on pointers, at the beginning of routines. 
Even with a fair amount of validity checks we still found indeterminate behavior and very 
slow operation. We believe this was caused by odd combinations of socket, TCP, and IP 
data caused by different processes manipulating the same socket. 

Our strategy of trying not to hold locks over routine boundaries loosely associated lock 
placement with routine boundaries. This Is something we had to ignore entirely in the net
work code. We changed our strategy to simply hold locks tor as short a time as possible. 

The lock scheme we used in the network remained centered on the socket. We associ
ated a lock with the socket structure. Each successful socket call created a unique lock. 
We changed the lock operation to set the socket lock early (namely in the socreate ( ), 
sosend ( ), etc. set of kernel routines).  The lock was held until most of the work for the par
ticular operation was finished. For example, when creating a socket, we set the lock as 
soon as the kernel had allocated space for the socket and held It until all initialization and 
setup was complete for the call. This lock scheme eliminated all checking to ensure data 
consistency in the beginning of routines. 

7 .2.3. Coding Errors 

There were cases where we overlooked data that should have been protected with a 
lock. There were cases where we forgot to match a lock operation with an unlock operation. 
We changed our lock primitives to check that unlocks were preceded with locks. Over a 
period of time, both of these instances of coding error were flagged by the lock primitives 
and fixed. 

We considered writing a preprocessor to inspect the files for coding errors, such as 
unmatched lock and unlock operations. We rejected the idea because of the time needed to 
write a preprocessor that had adequate capabilities. Since we were holding locks across 
routine boundaries, the task of matching lock and unlock operations with a preprocessor 
became complicated. Once the preprocessor found a lock operation, It would have had to 
verify that all possible nested routines did the appropriate unlock operation. 

We found improving the lock primitives to be an easy way of exposing a reasonable 
variety of SMP coding errors. 

8. FINAL STRATEGY 

Generally, we found it very useful to be conservative about adding locks. Frequently, 
we predicted a need tor more locks but were proved wrong by low runtime contention meas
urements. 

We tried to use routine boundaries as a flag prompting us to consider releasing a lock. 
We found it absolutely necessary to hold locks across routine boundaries, but were continu
ously asking ourselves If the lock could be freed. In the network code, however, we had to 
ignore routine boundaries entirely. 

The strategy that evolved as we did the work became: 

o Hold locks for as short a time as possible. 

o Use the largest reasonable lock granularity for the subsystem. 

o Prove the need for more locks. 
o Recode algorithms only when lock contention is high and more locks do not solve 
the prub6em. 

Sinkewicz 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
Our prototype took about 3 months of earnest development time. Five of us worked on 

the project. We found physical proximity essential as we needed to talk with each other 
every day. 

We generally met our performance goals. The SMP kernel running on a uniprocessor 
ran slightly slower than an UL TRIX kernel without locks. The SMP kernel running on a 2 
CPU machine was about 1 .5 times taster than the kernel running on a uniprocessor. 

Our approach was not hardware dependent. Noticeably bad performance always indi
cated a lock problem. We used bad performance as a sign, telling us it was time to take 
another set of lock contention measurements. 

We cannot overemphasize the importance of stress testing. The easy SMP problems 
of missing a lock now and then can be picked up by lock primitives. The obscure problems 
indicating improper synchronization or some other SMP type problem surfaced when the 
subsystems were exercised. 

The deadlock detection in the lock primitives was invaluable. Of course, this was at 
the expense of kernel size and kernel perfonnance. Kernel size can be reduced by using 
abbreviated lock primitives that can be compiled conditionally when say a debug switch is 
off. 

Measuring lock contention was extremely important because we could not accurately 
predict contention on a lock. We found it useful to run tests on a regular basis. We found 
many instances where one improvement broke another. 

Overall, it was possible and reasonable to perturb the kernel with locks. It was possi
ble to measure the kernel's behavior, isolate the poor performance, and make improve
ments. We found this iterative approach to be a successful way of modifying a kernel for 
SMP. 

10. TERMS 

Asymmetric Multiprocessing (AMP) - Refers to a computer system that hes at least 
two processors where work is not democratically divided among the processors. This typi
cally refers to a system explored at Purdue University where ell processes requiring system 
service are context switched to the primary processor for execution. The primary processor 
typically services all device interrupts. The secondary processor typically satisfies user 
requests which on a VAX, are made in User Mode. 

Atomic Operation - A sequence of computer instructions that cannot be interrupted. 
Contention - Competition tor a lock. High contention shows many processes attempt

ing to set a lock but tailing. 
Deadlock - A tenn describing a situation where two (or more) processes both hold a 

resource and each process waits tor the resource held by the other process. Neither pro
cess can proceed to release its resource because it is waiting for the other processes' 
resource to be freed. 

lntertock instruction - A machine instruction which guarantees, through hardware, 
singular access to a particular memory location. 

l..od< Granularity - Refers to an amount of data controlled by a lock. Low granularity 
implies a lot of data is under control of the lock. High granularity means a small amount of 
data is under control of the lock. 

l..od< Scope - The fields in one or many data structures under the control of a particu
lar lock. 

Monitor - A method tor controlling access to both re-enterable code and shared data. 
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Mutex Mechanism - A mechanism preventing multiple processes from simultaneously 
accessing either code or data. 

Semaphore - A mutex mechanism that involves operations using resources working 
in conjunction with operations freeing resources. Semaphores can queue multiple requests. 

Sleep lock - A lock which, upon finding a lock set, puts the associated process to 
sleep. Sleep locks cannot be used at interrupt level. 

Spin lock - A lock which continuously tests an interlock bit. The test continues until 
the lock is able to set the interlock bit. Spin locks can be used at interrupt level. 

Symmetric Multiprocessing - A system containing multiple CPUs where most activity 
on the system is equitably distributed among all the CPUs. It is a democratic s ituation 
where no particular CPU is favored tor work. There are degrees of symmetric multiprocess
ing. Systems that boot to one CPU can still be considered SMP systems If all CPUs are 
treated equally on a runtime basis. 
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ABSTRACT 

The UNIX® operating system provides support for the real time scheduling of events 
through a mechanism known as the callout table. To meet the needs of real-time 
applications, the execution times of the callout scheduling operations must be short 
with small variance. Unfortnnately, the callout table has traditionally been 
implemented as a linearly ordered array, and it perfonns poorly when heavily used. In 
this paper, we describe the design, analysis, and measurements of a callout table based 
on a heap data structure. Measurements taken on a prototype built with UNIX System 
V Release 2 suggesi that a heap-based callout table is much more efficient and 
predictable than the standard array-based table, and thus is better suited to meet the 
requirements of �-time appli.carions. We also discuss a delayed event heuristic that 
buffen events without reheaping; this strategy can cut in half the cost of some callout 
operations. 
The current implementation of the callout table uses relative timing to sequence events; 
in this paper ·we discuss using absolute timing in the table to better capture the essence 
of event ordering and allow implementations that use new data structures. We also 
anal)'7.C a linked list-based callout table and compare its amortized computational 
complexity to that of the heap-based table. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The UNIX® operating systern111 manages many physical and logical resources and must coordinate and 
schedule diffemit events on their behalf. To suppon some kernel services, panicularly physical devices 
and network protocols, cc:rtain kernel functions must be called on a real time schedule. In essence, each 
service requires its own interval timer, and the kernel has to provide a timing mechanism for all the 
services it manages; this mechanism is implemented through the callout table. Furthennore, to meet the 
needs of real-time applications, the callout functionality is extended to user level processes. Real-time 
processes can make heavy demands on the callout table, but to guarantee real-time response they require 
that the CXCCUlion times of the callout operations be short with small variance. In this paper, we 
desaibe an implementation of the callout table based on a heap data structure; this implementation 
provides inexpensive and predictable costs for callout operations, especially when the callout table is 
being heavily used by real-time applications. 
Callout services are available through two functions: timeout◊ and untimeoutO. A kernel subsystem or 
real-time application can request that a particular function be invoked after a certain amount of real time 
has elapsed by calling the timeouiO function. Timeout◊ is passed three parameters: an interval in ticks1 , 
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the function to be invoked after that inlel'Val elapses, and the argument that the function uses. TimeoutO 
schedules a call to the function by placing the relevant information in the callout table, and returns a 
unique identifier. This identifier can be used later in a call to WllimeowO, which revokes the earlier 
tuneowO request. For example, a netWork protocol routine will revoke the watch-dog timeowO call 
when it proceeds without emr. Intcmal 10 the callout mechanism is an additional function timeinO that 
actually calls the reques&cd functions (with their given argument) when the presaibed interval expires. 

Traditionally, the callout lable bas been implemented as a linearly ordered array, and the array-based 
calJout table is .known to perfcxm poorly when heavily used; in Section 2 we analyze its performance 
characteristics. In Section 3, we describe the linked list-based callout table, which is a slight 
improvement over the array-based vezsion. In Section 4, we present the heap-based callout table and 
analyze its theoretical and amortized performance characteristics. Controlled experiments were 
cooducted with a pro10type of the heap-based callout table; these empirical results are presented in 
Section 5. We then introduce a delayed event heuristic that further cuts down the cost of callout 
operations. In the last section, we summarize the work. 

2. ANALYSIS OF AN ARRAY-BASED CALLOUT TABLE 

2.1 An Overview 

In the array-based implementation, the kernel keeps the entries in the callout table sorted according to 
their respective "time 10 fire," independent of the order in which they were placed in the table121• 
Because of this time ordering, the time field for each entry is stored as the amount of time that must 
lapse after the previous entry fires. Thus, the 10tal time to fire for a given entry is the sum of the times 
to fire of all entries up to and including the entry itself. At every clock tick, the kernel decrements only 
the "time 10 fire" counter of the first entry of the callout table. We refer 10 this arrangement of times as 
relative timing. 

In this implementation, when timeoutO is called, we do a linear search through the array to find the 
proper location to insert the new entry. To fit the entry in, we have 10 expand the array at the insertion 
point by shifting all the entries down a slot When untimeoutO is called, we conduct a linear search 
looking for the given identifier; if it is found, we remove the corresponding entry and then compact the 
rest of the array after the deletion point In both cases, we must adjust the relative timing of the entries 
around the insertion or deletion point When the internal timeinO routine is executed, we remove the 
first entry of the callout table, and then compact the entire table. 

2.2 Computational Complexity 

The computational complexityf31 for these three operations in an array-based implementation is 
summarized in Table 1. To illusuate the details of the data structures and algorithms, each operation is 
subdivided into two phases, search and reorganize. Except for the constant search time for timeinO, all 
operations are linear with respect to n, the number of entries in the callout table. 

TABLE 1. Computational Complexity for an Array-Based Callout Table 
Operation Search Reorganize 
TimeoUIO O(n) O(n) 
UntimeoutO O(n) O(n) 
TimeinO 0(1) O(n) 

3. AN IMPROVED VERSION BASED ON LINKED LISTS 

In some UNIX impleme111ations where the callout mechanism is exercised frequently (especially on 
mainframes), a linked list-based callout table is used; the linked list avoids array compaction and 

1. A lick is lhe minimum inlem&l c:lock raolatioa; for minicompur.en, it is typically in the order of 10 mil)iwcoond,. 
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expamion. The re-organization complexity is improved over that of the array-based implementation but 
at the cost of adding explicit links between the callout table entries. The computational complexity for 
this implemenWion is shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. Compumtional Complexity for a Linked List-Based Callout Table 
Operation Search Re-organize 

TimeolllO 0(n) 0(1) 
Unlimeolll() 0(n) 0(1) 
TimeinO 0(1) 0(1) 

The linked list-based implementation still uses relative timing. Given the way the kernel clock routine 
u� the callout table, relative timing seems clever since it eliminates the need to decrement all the 
time entries in the callout table. However, if we examine the need of timekeeping in the context of 
event scheduling and de-scheduling, the relative timing is an artifact of array-based and list-based 
implementations. 

Using absolllle timing in the callout table is both conceptually straightforward and easy to implement. 
The kernel ahcady maintains a variable (usually called lbolt) that counts the number of ticks since the 
most recent sysiem reboot When timeoutO is called, we can schedule the event in a future time epoch 
by adding the interval parameter given in the timeolllO call to the current value of the lbolt variable. 
When lbolt reaches this value, it is time to schedule the event Absolute timing eliminates the need to 
decrement time entries in the callout mble, and also the need to maintain relative timing when events are 
insened and deleted from the table. Finally, absolute timing allows us to use a wider range of data 
struerures since we are no longer constrained by the relative ordering of events in the callout table. 

The heap-based callout table is an alternative implementation that uses absolute timing to schedule 
events and does not require any extra links in the table entries. We describe this alternative in the next 
section. 

4. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF A HEAP-BASED CALLOUT TABLE 

4.1 Definition aad Description or a Heap 

We define a Map as a complete binary tree in level order in which the key at each node in the tree is 
less than2 or equal to the keys of its children141• In the literature, heaps are also called priority queues. 
By this definition, a node by itself is a heap, every subtree of a heap is a heap, and the root of the tree 
has the smallest key value. An example of a heap is shown in Figure 1 ;  the numbers in the nodes 
represent the values of the keys. 

There are several convenient properties of heap data structures. No explicit links are required to 
represent the binary tree if the heap is stored as an array in a root first and left-to-right level order. In 
this scheme, the index in the array of the root is 0. For an arbitrary non-root node i • the parent of the 
node is lci-1)/2J.  and the left and right children (if they exist) are 2i+l and 2i+2 respectively. The 
mray storage representation of the heap illustrated in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2; the implicit links 
between parents and children are also sketched in. 

Although a heap is not totally ordered, a significant amount of partial ordering information is embedded 
in the structure. Thus, we can expect the cost of maintaining the heap structure when nodes are insen.ed 
and deleted to be better than linear when this partial ordering information is used. For the operations 
required by the callout mechanism, a complete ordering is unnecessary and would be costly to maintain. 
Because the root of a heap is always the smallest entry in the tree, the entries percolate their way up to 
the root in a piece-meal fashion, conveniently arriving at the root when it is their tum to be processed 

2. A heap cm be ddined wilh llilhe1' lhe anallest elmneat or lbe largest elcmmt m tap. FunbamoR, heaps are not necaArily 
luary uees, blll for CJIU' prcblan we me an)y bimJy aa:s. 
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Figure 1. A Binary Heap 
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4.2 Scbedu.Je, De-Schedule, and Fire Operations 

For a beap-�ed callout table, the �olll(), untimeoutO, and �inO operations correspond to adding a 
new node to the heap, deleting an existing node from the heap, and deleting the root from the heap 
respectively. Implicit in the heap-based implemeniation is the requirement that we always mainlain the 
heap structure; thus, the computational effon is reflected in the re-heaping we must do after each of 
these operations. 

Re-heaping falls into two categories: heap-up and heap-down. If for some reason a node is out of place, 
we have to exchange it either with one of its two children (heap-down) or with its parent (heap-up). 
Specifically, if a node is not smaller than both of its children, we must exchange the node with the 
smaller of its two children. We once again compare lhe node, in its new position, with its new children, 
and repeat the heap-down process until the node seules in a position such that the heap is restored. If a 
node is smaller than its parent, we have to heap-up. We exchange the node with its parent and then re
examine it with respe.ct to its parent in its new position: we continue heaping-op until the heap is 
restored. Because the heap is a complete binary ttce, the depth of a n-node heap is O(log(n)). Thus, 
both the heap-up and heap-down processes take O(log(n)) time since they percolate along the tree 
structure towards the root or the leaves and IOUCh at most O(Jog(n)) nodesl3l. With this framework., we 
now outline the wmk required for each of the three callout operations. 
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4.2.J Schedwing An Evenr 
Scheduling an event is a timeout◊ call that adds a node to the heap. This node is added to the first 
ava:able position in the complete binary tree, i.e., at the end of its corresponding array representation. 
Since we bad a legal heap before we added the node, this is the only node that may be out of place (the 
key value is, of course, its time-to-fire in the future). Because we place the new entry at the end of the 
array, 1bcre is no search phase involved; the re-organization phase is the heap-up process that takes 
O(log(tt)) time. 

4.2..J. IH-SchedJl/ing An Evenr 
De-sclnluJing an event is an unrimeoutO call that deletes a particular node from the heap. If we do not 
use any additional data structures, we must conduct a linear search for the specific node. Once we 
locate the node, we remove it and replace it with the last node of the heap (last element in the array) so 
that we can maintain the completeness of the binary tree. Depending on the relative value of this node 
with respect to its new parent and new children, we may have to heap-up or heap-down. If its key value 
is smaller than its parent, it will percolate its way up until the heap structure is restored. Otherwise, if it 
is larger than either of its children, it will have to percolate down until the heap structure is restored. 
The re-«ganizalion phase takes O(log(n)) time. 

4.2.3 Firing An Event 
Firing an event is a timeinO call that fires the event corresponding to the root node of the heap structure; 
this node is then removed. In terms of the re-org:anizational effort, deleting the root node is merely a 
special case of de-scheduling an evenL The last node of the heap is placed at the root and the heap is 
restored by a heap-down process. There is no search phase, and the re-organization phase takes 
O(log(n)) time. 

4.3 Computattoaal Complexity 

Similar ID Tables 1 and 2, in Table 3 we summarize the computational complexity of the three 
operalicm for a heap-based implementation. 

TABLE 3. Computational Complexity in a Heap-Based Cal.lout Table 
Operation Search Re-organize 
TimeoutO 0(1) O(log(n)) 
UnrimeoutQ O(n) O(log(n)) 
TimeinO 0(1) O(log(n)) 

Notice that the llnlimeoutO operation is still dominated by the search phase. We will discuss a possible 
improw:ment in the next subsection. 

A superficial comparison between the timeinO costs of the heap-based and the linked list-based 
implementations may suggest that the heap-based implementation is not necessarily better. If, however, 
we consider the amortized3 costrSJ of the timeinO and timeoutO pairs, we see that the heap-based 
implementation actually is more efficient in the amortized sense. By the simple measure itself, the 
timeinO operation is indeed slower for the heap-based implementation. However, for each timeinO 
opcralion, there has ID have been an earlier corresponding timeout◊ operation. If we consider the 
combined cmt for the timeoutO and timeinO pairs, the linked list version has O(n) complexity while the 
heap w::rsion bas only O(log(n)) complexity. The analysis of the amortized cost gives a much more 
realistic COO'lparison between algorithmic and data structure choices; the heap-based implementation is 
more cfficieDL 

4A A Dlctlanary Bued on Hashing for De-scheduling 

We can improve lhe time ID search for the event to delete when untimeoutO is called by using 
hashingf41. We experimented with a hashing technique that masked off the high-order bits of the event 

3. Tbe � COil ii baic:ally the avaage COil OYel' po11ible sequmces of q,emiom. 
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identifier and used the result as an index into hash buckets; collisions within a hash bucket were 
resolved via a linked list. Our measurements showed that the overhr.ad of maintaiJting these hash chains 
was large, and this overhead occurs in all three opcntions since they all involve exchanges of nodes in 
the re-heaping �- Whenever we exchange two nodes, we mmt re-link the bash chains. 
Furthermore, lhe array representation of the lap makes the linear search for a match of a given 
identifier streamlined, and we decided not to use any dictionary to improve the search in this work. 

Alremativcly, we can reduce the search phase of the IUllimeoutO operation to 0( 1) by using a parallel 
evenJ idenlif,er (event id) sttucture. This SIIUCbD'e is an array of pointers with as many entries as the 
callout table; initially, all event id entries are linked in a free list When the system receives a timeoutO 
request, it takes an event id entry from the free list The address of the event id entry is used as the 
unique callout identifier, and the poin1er to the corresponding callout table entry is kept in the event id 
entry. Whenever the callout entty is moved in reheaping, the event id entry must be updated to point to 
its new locatioo; the event identifier remains constant and does not need to be changed. Now the search 
for a callout event in an unlimeoutO request is merely an indirect reference through the event id 
structure; mainraining the pointers, however, adds to the cosrs for timeinO and timeoutO. When a 
callout entry is removed, eilher by timeinO or wuimeoutO, the event id entry is linked back into the free 
list 

5. A PROTOTYPE BASED ON UNIX SYSTEM V RELEASE 2 

To gather empirical performance data, we built a prototype of the heap-based callout table for a 
minicompulCr running UNIX SySICm V Release 2. We wanted to measme the cost of the operations in 
the new version and determine the number of entries in the table at which the heap-based callout table 
becomes more efficient than the smndard implementation. ("The callout table for System V Release 2 is 
mray-based.) The important metrics are the average CPU times per call for timeoutO, unlimeoutO, and 
timeinO as a function of the number of entries in the table. 

5.1 Kernel Changes 

The only source file we changed was oslclock.c. We rewrote the timeour(), untimeoutO, and timeinO 
routines to use the heap-based callout table, and added two local support routines, heap-upQ and heap
downO. The new implementation simplifies the way the clock interrupt decrements the time entry in the 
callout table, and also the way it checks for an event ready to be fired. Since the structure of the callout 
entry is identical to that of the array-based implementation, no changes were made to the callo.h header 
file. The heap-based implementation merely imposes and maintains the heap structure on the same array 
used in the original design. Funhermore, the interfaces to the callout routines are W1changed, and thus 
the heap-based version causes no compatibility problems. On a VAX-1 1nsot, the text size of the 
array-based code for the callout mechanism is 480 bytes and the heap-based version is 664 bytes4

• On 
an AT&T 3B2, the text size of the array-based code is 492 bytes and the size of the heap-based version 
is 872 bytes. 

5.2 Measuring Call Cost Against Number or Entries In Table 

To measure the performance of the three operations used in the callout mechanism, we designed a 
workload scenario that applied an easily controlled load to the underlying system. We create a pair of 
competing processes that go to sleep after scheduling a wakeup (via timeour()) some random time in the 
future. When the first of these two competing processes is awakened, it kills the other process by de
scheduling ils wakeup (via untimeoutO). Then the competition is started over again by drawing two 
more random numbers and scheduling two more wakeups. In this scenario, the wakeup corresponds to a 
timeinO call. For each pair of competing processes we get 2 table entries; thus, by varying the number 
of pairs in an otherwise idle system, we can precisely control the number of entries in the callout table. 

t Tmdmwk ol Dipll llquipncnt Carpanaim. 
4. Wldi bucbt lmbin&, die llllll lis of die � vr:nioo D1C1A1C1 10 1348 bytes. 
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The kernel � instrumented to trace each call by timestamping the entry to and exit from the timeolllO, 
untimeoutO, and timeinO routines. The trace utility uses a low level hardware interval timer with 10 microsecond resolution for its timestamping161• 
5.3 Analys� or Measurement Resulls 
We analyzed the CPU times spent on calls to timeinO, timeoutO, and untimeoutO routines by varying the number of pairs in the driving workload. The means and standard deviations for the three operations are tabulated in Tables 4, 5, and 6. 

TABLE 4. Statistics for calls to timein0 
Array-based Heap-based 

Complexity O(n} O(log(n}) 

Number of Pairs Mean Standard Mean Standard (msec) Deviation (msec) Deviation 
2 0.259 0.005 0.228 0.020 4 0.353 0.006 0.307 0.027 8 0.541 0.001 0.370 0.041 16 0.920 0.041 0.434 0.041 32 1 .687 0.103 0501 0.045 64 3.206 0.096 0.567 0.084 

TABLE 5. Statistics for calls to timeolllO 
Array-based Heap-based 

Complexity O(n) O(log(n)) 
Number of Pairs Mean Standard Mean Standard (msec) Deviation (msec) Deviation 

2 0.160 0.011 0.183 0.021 
4 0.189 0.017 0.189 0.041 8 0.249 0.030 0.194 0.056 16 0.371 0.066 0.196 0.064 32 0.6 1 1  0. 1 17 0.197 0.072 64 1 .058 0.227 0.192 0.081 

TABLE 6. Statistics for calls to un.timeoutO 
Array-based Heap-based 

Complexity .O(n) O(n) 
Number of Pairs Mean Standard Mean Standard (msec) Deviation (msec) Deviation 

2 0.169 0.009 0.189 0.025 
4 0.229 0.033 0.204 0.060 8 0.350 0.078 0.261 0.053 

16 0.580 0.176 0.3 15 0.048 32 1 .052 0.342 0.392 0.067 64 1 .984 0.678 0529 0.1 1 1  
Notice that for timeinO the heap-based implementation is always better, and the pay back points for the timeoutO and JUUimeoutO operations are less lhan 4 entries. If we consider the pairs of timeoutO and timeinO calls, the amortized cost of the heap-based version is less than that of the standard army-based version even with only 2 entries in the table. Only JUllimeoutO is initially slightly more expensive. These "cross-over" points are low in spite of the added overhead implicit in maintaining the heap structure; the approach obtains dramatic CPU cost improvements at the expense of a small increase in 
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code size. Furthermore, the standard deviation for the heap-based implementation is much smaller than the array-based vcnion when the table size is large. This characteristic is required for real-time applications. 
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The mean times per call as-a function of load for these three operations are graphed in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The logarithmic CPU cost for the heap-based version and the linear cost of the array-based version are evident from the graphs. It is also interesting to observe in Figure 5 the (small) linear component of untimeoutO for the heap-based implementation. 
5.4 The Delayed Event Heuristic for Further Improvement 

To further reduce the costs of timeoutO, we can use a delayed event heuristic. Based on ideas used in multi way merging and replacement selectionl7l, this heuristic buffers a pending event, cutting the average cost of timeoutQ in half. The heuristic works as follows: we reserve an entry after the end of array (storage) representation of the heap structure for the delayed event; a binary variable shows whether a delayed event exists in the reserved slot Whenever a timeoutO call takes place, if there is no delayed event, this new event is the delayed event If a delayed event already exists, the delayed event is placed in the heap by the heap-up process, and the new event becomes the delayed event If the new delayed event has a smaller firing time than that of the root, we exchange it with the root entry. When a timeinO or timeoutQ occurs, we use the delayed event to fill the newly vacated entry and heap up or down as appropriate. This heuristic works best when timeinO (or untimeoutO) alternates with the timeoutO calls; in that case the cost of timeoutO practically disappears since we have only the function call, several comparisons, and a structure copy. 
Since such ahemating events are unlikely to occur in practice, we can predict the expected savings by the following analysis. Under the optntional constraints, the number of timeoutO calls is equal to the number of timeinO and untimeoutQ calls over the long run. In other words, the mival rate (A,) to the callout table is the same as the departure rate from the table. Let us define state O as the state of having no delayed event and 'State 1 as lhe Slate of having a delayed event By uswning lhe times between callout events are distributed exponentially, we can derive the saving by using a simple two-state continuous-time Markov chain111 shown in Figure 6. 
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timeout event (rate A) 

timein/untimeout event (rate 1..) 

Figure 6. A Tw�state Continuous Time Marlrov Chain 
The 2x2 matrix of uansition rates Q is as follows: 

[_,._ "- ]  Q = "- _,._ 

Barkley, Lee 

and the stationary state probab�tv Il=(1r-0,1t1)=(½,½) can be readily solved using IlQ=O subject to ... , 
constraints n;� for iE{0,1} and I;ni=l. Thus, the fraction of time we have one delayed event is the 

j.,() 

same as that in which we have no delayed event Since we have 0.50 probability of using the delayed 
event if the next call is a departure (timeinO or untimeoutO), half of the timeout events will never go 
through the heap up process. A small amount of extra code in the callout implementation shows this 
saving without noticeably changing the other costs. 

6. SUMMARY 
We have described the design and analysis of an alternative implementation of the callout table based on 
a heap structure, and have reported the results of various experiments conducted on a prototype of the 
design. Measurements show lhat a heap-based callout table is much more efficient and predictable than 
the standard may-hued table, and is thus better suited for the needs of real-time applications. We also 
discuss using absolute timing in the callout mechanism; this idea better captures the essence of event 
ordering and allows implementations that use different data structures. Finally, we described a delayed 
event heuristic that buffers events without re-heaping, and this cuts the average timeoUIO cost in half. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes mpro:f, a tool used to study .the dynamic memory allocation 
behavior of programs. Jtpro:f records the amount of memory that a function allocates, 
breaks down allocation information by type and size, and displays a program's dynamic 
call graph so that functions indirectly responsible for memory allocation are easy to 
identify. Mpro:f is a two-phase tooL The monitor phase is linked into executing programs 
and records information each time memory is allocated. The display phase reduces the 
data generated by the monitor and presents the information to a user in several tables. 
Mpro:f has been implemented for C and Kyoto Common Lisp. Measurements of these 
implementations are presented. 

1 Introduction 

Dynamic memory allocation, hereafter referred to simply as memory allocation, is an im
portant part of many programs. By dynamic allocation, we mean the memory allocated 
from the heap. U nnecessa.ry allocation can decrease program locality and increase execu
tion time for the allocation itself a.nd for possible memory reclamation. If reclamation is not 
performed, or if some objects are accidently not reclaimed ( a "memory leak" ) ,  programs can 
fail when they reach the memory size limit. Programmers often write their own versions of 
memory allocation routines to measure and reduce allocation overhead. It is estimated that 
Mesa programmers spent 40% of their time solving storage-management related problems 
before automatic storage reclamation techniques were introduced in Cedar [7]. Even with 
automatic storage management, in which reclamation occurs transparently, memory alloca
tion has a strong effect on the performance of programs [4). Although memory allocation is 
important, few software tools exist to help programmers understand the memory allocation 
behavior of their programs. 

Mprof is a tool that allows programmers to identify where and why dynamic memory 
is allocated in a program. It records which functions are directly responsible for memory 
allocation and also records the dynamic call chain at an allocation to show which functions 
were indirectly responsible for the allocation. The design of mprof was inspired by the tool 

This research was funded by DARPA contract number N00039-85-�269 as part of the SPUR research 
project. 
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gprof, a dynamic execution profiler (2). gprof is a very useful tool for understa.nding the 
execution behavior of programs; mprof extends the ideas of gprof to give programmers 
information about the dynamic memory allocation behavior of their programs. Mprof is a 
tw�phase tool A monitor phase is linked into an executing application a.nd collects data 
as the application executes. A reduction and display phase takes the data collected by the 
monitor and presents it to the user in concise tables. 

A profiling program such as mprof should satisfy several criteria. First, a program moni
tor should not significantly alter the behavior of the program being monitored. In particular, 
a monitor should not impose so much overhead on the program being monitored that large 
programs cannot be profiled. Second, a monitor should be easy to integrate into existing 
applications. To use mprof, programmers simply have to relink their applications with a 
special version of the system library. No source code modifications are required. Finally, a 
monitor should provide a programmer with information that he can understand and use to 
reduce the memory allocation overhead of his programs. We will present an example that 
illustrates such a use of mprof. 

In Section 2, we present a simple program and describe the use of mprof with respect to 
the example. In Section 3 we discuss techniques for the effective implementation of mprof 
Section 4 presents some measurements of mprof. Section 5 describes other memory profiling 
tools and previous work on which mprof is based, while Section 6 contains our conclusions. 

2 Using mprof 

2.1 A Producer /Consumer Example 

To illustrate how mprof helps a programmer understand the memory allocation in his pro
gram, consider the C program in Figure 1. In this program, a simplliied producer/consumer 
simulation, objects are randomly allocated by two producers and freed by the consumer. 
The function random.flip, which is not shown, randomly returns 1 or O with equal proba
bility. The function consume_widget, which is responsible for freeing the memory allocated, 
contains a bug and does not free red widgets. If the simulation ran for a long time, memory 
would eventually be exhausted, and the program would fail. 

In the example, make_vidget is the only function that allocates memory directly. To 
fully understand the allocation behavior of the program, we must know which functions 
called malce_widget and hence were indirectly responsible for memory allocation. Mprof 
provides this information. 

To use mprof, programmers link in special versions of the system functions malloc and 
tree, which are called each time memory is allocated and freed, respectively. The application 
is then run normally. The mprof monitor function, linked in with malloc, gathers statistics 
as the program runs and 'Writes this information to a file when the application exits. The 
programmer then runs a display program over the data file, and four tables are printed: a list 
of memory lea.ks, an allocation bin table, a direct allocation table, and a dynamic call graph. 
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typedef atruct { 
emm color c ;  
int data[60] ; 

} ridget ; 

tddine VSIZE aizeof(ridget) 

widpt • 
aalce_widget () 
{ 

} 

widget 

• • (ridget •) aalloc(VSIZE) ; 
return w; 

widget • 
mall:e_blue_widget () 
{ 

} 

ridg•t 

• • aalce_widget () ; 
w->c • BLUE; 
return w; 

widget • 

aake_red_ ridget () 

{ 

} 

widget ..,; 

w • aalte_widget () ; 
->c • llEl) ;  

return w; 

A Memory Allocation Profiler for ... 

TOid 
COILSUM_ridget(w) 
ridg■t ••: 
{ 

} 

if (w->c - BLUE) { 
I• record blue widget •/ 
:fn■(w) ; 

} .i .. { 
I• record red ridpt •/ 

} 

Id.tine RU!f_VIDGETS 10000 

int 
main() 

{ 

} 

int 
widget 

i ;  
••queue [Jltnl.VIDGETS] ; 

for Ci • O ;  i < IUM_VIDGETS ; i-++) 
if {random_flipO )  

wq1111ue [i] • aalce_blue_ridg■tO ; •la• 
wquue [i] • aalte_red_ widget () ; 

for Ci • O ;  i < lltnl.VIDGETS ; i++) 
CODIIUM_ridget (wqueue [i]) ; 

return O;  

Figure 1: A Simple Producer/Consumer Simulation Program 
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Ea.ch ta.ble presents the allocation behavior of the program from a. different perspective. The 
rest of this section describes ea.ch of the tables for the C program in Figure 1. 

2.2 The Memory Leak Table 

C programmers must explicitly free memory objects when they are done using them. Mem
ory lea.ks arise when programmers accidently forget to release memory. Because Lisp reclaims 
memory automatically, the memory leak table is not necessary in the Lisp version of mprof. 

The memory leak table tells a programmer which functions allocated the memory as
sociated with memory lea.ks. The table contains a list of partial call paths that resulted 
in memory that was allocated and not subsequently freed. The paths are partial because 
complete path information is not recorded; only the last five callers on the call sta.ck are 
listed in the memory leak table. In our simple example, there is only one such path, and it 
tells us immediately what objects are not freed. Figure 2 contains the memory leak table 
for our example. 

allocs bytes (¼) path 

5019 1023876 (99) I I > main > make_red_vidget > make_vidget 

Figure 2: Memory Leak Table for Producer/Consumer Example 

In larger examples, more than one pa.th through a particular function is possible. We 
provide an option that distinguishes individual call sites within the same function in the 
memory leak table if such a distinction is needed. 

2.3 The Allocation Bin Table 

A major part of understanding the memory allocation behavior of a program is knowing 
what objects were allocated. In C, memory allocation is done by object size; the type of 
object being allocated is not known at allocation time. The allocation bin table provides 
information a.bout what sizes of objects were allocated and what program types correspond 
to the sizes listed. This knowledge helps a programmer recognize which data structures 
consume the most memory and allows him to concentrate any space optimizations on them. 

The allocation bin ta.ble breaks down object allocation by the size, in bytes, of allocated 
objects. Figure 3 shows the allocation bin table for the program in Figure 1 .  

The allocation bin table contains information about objects of each byte size from O to 
1024 bytes and groups objects larger than 1024 bytes into a single bin. For each byte size 
in which memory was allocated, the allocation bin table shows the number of allocations 
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size : 

204 
> 1024 

<TOTAL> 

allocs bytes CY.) 

10000 2040000 (99) 
0 0 

10000 2040000 

A Memory Allocation Profiler for ... 

frees 

4981 

kept CY.) 

1023876 (99) 
0 0 

4981 1023876 

types 

vidget 

Figure 3: Allocation Bin Table for Producer/Consumer Example 

of that size (al.locs), the total number of bytes allocated to objects of that size {bytes),  
the number of frees of objects of that size (frees), the number of bytes not freed that 
were allocated to objects of that size (kept 1 ),  and user types whose size is the same as 
the bin size (types).  From the example, we can see that 10,000 widgets were allocated by 
the program, but only 4,981 of these were eventually freed, resulting in 1 ,023,876 bytes of 
memory lost to the memory leak. The percentages show what fraction of all bins a particular 
bin contributed. This information is provided to allow a user to rapidly determine which 
bins are of interest (i.e., contribute a substantial percentage). 99% is the largest percentage 
possible because we chose to use a 2 character field width. 

2.4 The Direct Allocation Table 

Another facet of understanding memory allocation is knowing which functions allocated 
memory and how much they allocated. In C, memory allocation is performed explicitly by 
calling malloc, and so programmers are often aware of the functions that allocate memory. 
Even in C, however, knowing how much memory was allocated can point out functions that 
do unnecessary allocation and guide the programmer when he attempts to optimize the 
space consumption of his program. In Lisp, memory allocation happens implicitly in many 
primitive routines such as mapcar, •, and intern. The direct allocation table can reveal 
unsuspected sources of allocation to Lisp programmers. 

Figure 4 contains the direct allocation _table for our example. The direct allocation table 
corresponds to the ftat profile generated by gprof. 

The first line of the direct allocation table contains the totals for all functions allocating 
memory. In this example, only one function, make.Ridget, allocates memory. The direct 
allocation table prints percent of total allocation that took place in each function (7. mem), 
the number of bytes allocated by each function (bytes), the number of bytes allocated by 
the function and never freed (bytes kept), and the number of calls ma.de to the function 
that resulted in allocation (calls). The Y. mem(size) fields contain a size breakdown 2 

1 The label kept is uled throughout the paper to refer to object& that were never freed. 
2Both the direct allOQtion table a.nd the dynamic call graph break down object allocation into four 
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20IOOOO I 99 

2ocoooo I 99 

byte• apt I X all kept I 

1023876 I 

1023876 I 

99 

99 

calla -
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10000 <TOT!L> 

10000 aue_ ridget 

Figure 4: Direct Allocation Table for Producer/Consumer Example 

of the memory allocated by each function as a fraction of the memory allocated by all 
functions. In this ex.ample, 99% of the memory allocated by the program was allocated in 
make.llidget for medium-sized objects. Blank columns indicate values less than 1%. The 
other size breakdown given in the direct allocation table is for the memory that was allocated 
and never freed. The i all kept field contains a size breakdown of the memory not freed 
by a particular function as a fraction of all the memory not freed. In the example, 99% of 
the unfreed memory was of medium-sized objects allocated by make_vidget. 

2.5 The Allocation Call Graph 

Understanding the memory allocation behavior of a programs sometimes requires more 
informa.tion than just knowing the functions that are directly responsible for memory allo
cation. Sometimes, as happens in Figure 1, the same allocation function is called by several 
different functions for different purposes. The allocation call graph shows all the functions 
that were indirect callers of functions that allocated memory. 

Because the dynamic caller/callee relations of a program are numerous, the dynamic 
call graph is a complex table with many entries. Often, the information provided by the 
first three tables is enough to allow programmers to understand the memory allocation 
of their program. Nevertheless, for a full understanding of the allocation behavior of pro
grams the allocation call graph is useful. Figure 5 cont.a.ins the allocation call graph for the 
producer/ consumer example and corresponds to the call graph profile generated by gprof. 

The allocation call graph is a large table with an entry for each function that was on 
a call chain when memory was allocated. Each table entry is divided into three parts. The 
line for the function itself ( called the entry function); lines above that line, each of which 
represents a caller of the entry function (the ancestors), and lines below that line, each 
of which represents a function called by the entry function (the descendents). The entry 
function is easy to identify in each table entry because a large rule appears in the frac 
column on that row. In the first entry of Figure 5, main is the entry function; there are no 
ancestors and two descendents. 

ca.iegories of object me: small (s), from 0-32 byies; medium (m), from 33-256 bytes; large (1), from 257-
2048 bytes; and exira large (x), larger thu 2048 byies. For Lisp, categorisation is by type rather than size: 
cons cell (c), ffoating point number (f), structure or vecior (s), and other (o). 
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••l.f , __ I /UCH clll.l.ed/tota1 aace•ton 
ilule:a: + Nl.f Cl) ,.� I 'tnc clll.l.ed/rec:v - [:buluJ 

de•c I \dHC I \use clll.l.ed/to 1:&l dascellllent• 

-1 J: • -1-:r--

[O] 100.0 0 (0) 0 aam [OJ 
1023876 (60) 99 60 6019/6019 aue_recl,.ridpt [2J 
10Ul124 (49) 99 49 4981/4981 aaa_1>1,._ric1pt [3] 

all. 2040000 99 

---1-------1-r------

all. 2040000 99 I 
1023876 (60) 99 60 I 6019/6019 aaa_recl,.ridpt [2J 
101Cl124 (49) 98 49 I 4981/4981 aaa_1>1,._ric1pt [3] 

[1J 100.0 2040000 (100) 99 I 10000 ___ widget [1] 

-1-r---.--.--1--r-----

1023876 (100) 99 I 99 I 6019/10000 aain [OJ 
[2] 60.2 0 (0) 1-----1 6019 aake_ncl,.vidg•t [2) 

1023876 (100) 99 I 99 I 6019/10000 aake_vidpt [1) 

----1--z---.-.--1--r-------

1016124 (100) 99 I 99 I 4981/10000 -in [OJ 
[3] 49.8 0 (0) 1-----1 4981 aake_hl.ue_vidget [3] 

1016124 (100) 99 I 99 I 4981/10000 aake_vidpt [1] 

-1---.--1--

Figure 5: Allocation Call Graph for Producer/Consumer Example 

The entry function line of the allocation call graph contains information about the 
function itself. The index field provides a unique index to help users navigate through the 
call graph. The self + desc field conta.ins the percent of total memory allocated that was 
allocated in this function and its descendents. The call graph is sorted by decreasing values 
in this field. The self field contains the number of bytes that were allocated directly in the 
entry function. The size-func fields contain a size breakdown of the memory allocated in 
the function itself. Some functions, like ma.in (index 0) allocated no memory directly, so the 
size-func fields are all blank. The cal.led field shows the number of times this function 
was called during a memory allocation, with the number of recursive calls recorded in the 
adjacent field. 

Each ca.ller of the entry function is listed on a separate line above it. A summary of 
all callers is given on the top line of the entry if there is more than one ancestor. The 
self field of ancestors lists the number of bytes that the entry function and its descendents 
allocated on behalf of the ancestor. The size-ances field breaks down those bytes into size 
categories, while the frac-ances field shows the size breakdown of the bytes requested by 
this ancestor as a. fraction of bytes alloca.ted at the request of all ancestors. For example, 
in the entry for function make.llidget (index 1 ), the ancestor make.red_vidget can be 
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seen to have requested 1,023,876 bytes of data from malte..JJidget, 99% of which was of 
medium-sized objects. Furthermore, ca.lls from make..red..Jlidget accounted for 50% of the 
total memory allocated by malte..Jlidget and its descendents. Other :fields show how many 
calls the ancestor ma.de to the entry function and how many calls the ancestor made in 
total. In a similar fashion, information a.bout the function's descendents appears below the 
entry function. 

Had the memory lea.k table not already told us what objects were not being freed, we 
could use the allocation call graph for the same purpose. The direct allocation table told 
us that malte..JJidget allocated 1,023,876 bytes of unfreed memory, all for medium-sized 
objects. From the allocation ca.11 graph, we can see that the function make..red..vidget wa.s 
the function calling malte..vidget tha.t requested 1,023,876 bytes of medium-sized objects. 

Cycles in the call graph a.re not illustrated in Figure 5 . .AEJ described in the next section, 
cycles obscure allocation information among functions that are members of a cycle. When 
the parent/child relationships that appear in the graph are between members of the same 
cycle, most of the :fields in the graph must he omitted. 

3 Implementation 

We have implemented mprof for use with C and Common Lisp programs. Since the im
plementations are quite similar, the C implementation will be described in detail, and the 
minor differences in the Lisp implementation will be noted at the end of the section. 

3.1 The Monitor 

The :first phase of mprof is a monitor that is linked into the executing application. The 
monitor includes modified versions of malloc and free that record information ea.ch time 
they a.re invoked. Along with malloc and free, mprof provides its own exit function, so 
that when the application program exits, the data collected by the monitor is written to a 
file. The monitor maintains several data structures needed to construct the tables. 

To construct the leak table, the monitor associates a list of the last :five callers in the 
ca.11 chain, the partial call chain, with the object allocated. mprof augments every object 
allocated with two items: an integer which is the object size as requested by the user (since 
the allocator may allocate an object of a different size for convenience), and a pointer to a 
structure that contains the object's partial call cha.in and a count of allocations and frees of 
objects with that ca.11 cha.in. A hash table is used to map a partial ca.11 cha.in to the structure 
containing the counters. When an object is allocated, its partial ca.11 cha.in is used as a hash 
key to retrieve the structure containing the counters. A pointer to the structure is placed 
in the allocated object and the allocation counter is incremented. When the object is later 
freed, the pointer is followed and the counter of frees is incremented. Aily partial call cha.in 
in which the number of allocations does not match the number of frees indicates a memory 
lea.k and is printed in the leak table. 
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To construct the alloca.tion bin ta.ble, the monitor has a 1026-element a.nay of integers 
to count alloca.tions and another 1026-element arra.y to count frees. When objects of a 
particular size from 0-1024 bytes are alloca.ted or freed, the appropriated bin is incremented. 
Objects larger than 1024 bytes are grouped into the same bin. 

The construction of the direct allocation table falls out directly from maintaining the 
a.lloca.tion ca.11 graph informa.tion, which is described in the next section. 

3.2 Constructing the Allocation Call Graph 

To construct the alloca.tion call graph, the monitor must associate the number of bytes 
a.lloca.ted with every function on the current dynamic call chain, each time malloc is called. 
Consider the sample ca.11 chain in Figure 6, which we abbreviate: main->foo->bar(24). 

CALL ST.ACK: 
main calls foo 

foo calls bar 
bar calls malloc(24) 

MPROF RECORDS: 

24 bytes over main -> foo 
24 bytes over foo -> bar 
24 bytes allocated in bar 

Figure 6: Example of a Dynamic Call Chain 

In mprof, the monitor traverses the entire call chain by following return addresses. This 
differs from gprof, where only the immediate caller of the current function is recorded. 
gprof makes the assumption tha.t ea.ch caJl takes an equal amount of time and uses this 
assumption to reconstruct the complete dynamic call graph from information only a.bout 
the immediate callers. In mprof, we actually traverse the entire dynamic call chain and need 
to make no assumptions. 

In choosing to traverse the entire call chain, we have elected to perform a.Ii operation 
that is potentially expensive both in time and space. One implementation would simply 
record every function in every chain and write the information to a file (i.e., in the example 
we would output [main->foo->bar, 24)). Considering that many programs execute millions 
of calls to malloc a.nd that the depth of a call chain can be hundreds of functions, the 
amount of information could be prohibitive. 

An alternative to recording the entire chain of callers is to break the call chain into 
a set of caller/callee pairs, and associate the bytes allocated with ea.ch pair in the chain. 
For the call in the example, we could maintain the pairs [main, foo] a.nd [foo, bar], and 
associate 24 bytes with ea.ch pair. Conceptually, the data structure our monitor maintains is 
an association between ca.ller/ca.llee pairs and the cumulative bytes allocated over the pair, 
which we denote ([main, foo), 24). To continue with the example, if the next a.lloca.tion 
was: main->foo->otherbar{l0), where this is the first call to otherbar, we would update 
the byte count associated with the [main, foo] pair to 34 from 24. Furthermore, we would 
create a new association between [foe, otherbar] and the byte count, 10. A disadvantage 
with this implementation is that the exact call chains are no longer available. However, 
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from the pairs we can construct the correct dynamic call graph of the program, which is 
the information that we need for the allocation call graph. 

For the overhead imposed by the monitor to be reasonable, we have to make the asso
ciation between caller/callee pairs and cumulative byte counts fa.st. We use a hash table in 
which the hash function is a simple byte-swap XOR of the callee address. Ea.ch callee has a 
list of its callers and the number of allocated bytes associated with each pa.ir. In an effort 
to decrease the number of hash lookups, we noted that from allocation to allocation, most 
of the call cha.in remains the same. Our measurements show that on the average, 60-75% of 
the call cha.in Terna ins the same between allocations. This observa.tion allows us to cache the 
pairs associated with the current caller cha.in and to use most of these pairs the next time 
a caller chain is recorded. Thus, on a.ny particular allocation, only a few addresses need to 
be hashed. Here are the events that take place when a call to malloc is monitored: 

1. The chain of return addresses is stored in a vector. 

2. The new chain is compared with the previous chain, a.nd the point at which they differ 
is noted. 

3. For the addresses in the cha.in that have not changed, the caller/callee byte count for 
each pa.ix is already available and is incremented. 

4. For new addresses in the chain, each caller/callee byte count is looked up and updated. 

5. For the tail of the chain (ie., the function that called malloc directly), the direct 
allocation information is recorded. 

Maintaining allocation call graph information requires a byte count for every distinct 
caller/callee pair in every call chain that allocates memory. Our experience is that there 
are a limited number of such pairs, even in very large C programs, so that the memory 
requirements of the mprof monitor are not large (see section 4.2). 

3.3 Reduction and Display 

The second phase of mprof reads the output of the monitor, reduces the data to create a 
dynamic call graph, a.nd displays the data in four tables. The :first part of the data reduction 
is to map the caller/callee address pairs to actual function names. A program mpfil treads 
the executable file that created the monitor trace ( compiled so that symbol table information 
is retained), a.nd outputs a new set of function caller/callee relations. These relations are 
then used to construct the subset of the program's dynamic call graph that involved memory 
allocation. 

The call graph initially can contain cycles due to recursion in the program's execution. 
Cycles in the call graph introduce spurious allocation relations, as is illustrated in Figure 7. 
In this example, main is credited as being indirectly responsible for 10 bytes, but because 
we only keep track of caller/callee pairs, F appears to have requested 20 bytes from G, even 
though only 10 bytes were allocated. 
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CALL STACK : 

main calls F 

F calls G 
G calls F 

F calls G 

G calls malloc (l0) 

A Memory Allocation Profiler for ••. 

MPROF RECORDS : 

(10 bytes over main -> F) 
(10 bytes over F -> G) 
(10 bytes over G -> F) 
(10 MORE bytes over F -> G) 

(10 bytes allocated in G) 

Figure 7: Problems Caused by Recursive Calls 

We considered several solutions to the problems caused by cycles a.n.d adopted the most 
conservative solution. One way to avoid recording spurious allocation caused by recursion 
is for the monitor to identify the cycles before recording the allocation. For example, in 
Figure 7, the monitor could realize that it had already credited F with the 10 bytes when 
it encountered F calling G the second time. This solution adds overhead to the monitor and 
conflicts with our goal to make the monitor as unobtrusive as possible. 

The solution that we adopted was to merge functions that a.re in a cycle into a single 
node in the reduction phase. Thus, each strongly connected component in the dynamic 
call graph is merged into a single node. The result is a call graph with no cycles. This 
process is also used by gprof, and described carefully elsewhere [2]. Such an approach works 
well in gprof because C programs, for which gprof was primarily intended, tend to have 
limited amounts of recursion. Lisp programs, for which mprof is also intended, intuitively 
contain much more recursion. We have experience profiling a number of large Common Lisp 
programs. We observe several recursive cycles in most programs, but the cycles generally 
conta.in a small percentage of the total functions and mprof is quite effective. 

3.4 Lisp Implementation 

So far, we have described the implementation of mprof for C. The Lisp implementation is 
quite similar, a.n.d here we describe the major differences. C has a single function, mal.loc, 
that is called to allocate memory explicitly. Lisp has a large number of primitives that allo
cate memory implicitly (i.e., cons, *, intern, etc.). To ma.ke mprof work, these primitives 
must be modified so that every allocation is recorded. Fortunately, at the Lisp implemen
tation level, all memory allocations may be channeled through a single routine. We worked 
with KCL (Kyoto Common Lisp), which is- implemented in C. In KCL, all Lisp memory 
allocations are handled by a single function, alloc..Dbj ect. Just as we had modified mal.loc 
in C, we were able to simply patch al.loc..Dbj ect to monitor memory allocation in KCL. 

The other major difference in monitoring Lisp is that the addresses recorded by the 
monitor must be translated into Lisp function names. Again, KCL makes this quite easy 
because Lisp functions a.re defined in a. central place in KCL and the names of the functions 
are known when they are defined. Many other Lisp systems are designed to allow return 
addresses to be mapped to symbolic function names so that the call stack can be printed 
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at a breakpoint. In this case, the monitor can use the same mechanism to map return 
addresses to function names. Therefore, in Lisp systems in which addresses ca.n be quickly 
mapped to function names, memory profiling in the style of mprof is not a difficult problem. 
In systems in which symbolic names are not available in compiled code, profiling is more 
difficult. Furthermore, many systems open-code important allocation functions, like cons. 
Because open-coded allocation functions will not necessarily call a central allocation function 
(like alloc..Dbj ect), such allocations will not be observed by mprof. To avoid such a loss 
of information, mprof should be used in conjunction with program declarations that will 
force allocation functions such as cons to be coded out-of-line. 

4 Measurements 

We have measured the C implementation of mprof by instrumenting four programs using 
mprof. The first program, example, is our example program with the number of widgets 
allocated increased to 100,000 to increase program execution time. The second program, 
fidilrt, is the runtime library of FIDIL, a programming language for finite difference 
computations (3). The third program, epoxy, is an electrical and physical layout optimizer 
written by Fred Obermeier (5). The fourth program, crystal, is a VLSI timing analysis 
program [6]. These tests represent a small program ( example, 100 lines) ;  a medium-sized 
program (fidilrt, 7,100 lines); and two large programs ( epoxy, 11,000 lines and crystal, 
10,500 lines). In the remainder of this section, we will look at the resource consumption of 
mprof from two perspectives: execution time overhead and space consumption. 

4.1 Execution Time Overhead 

There are two sources of execution time overhead associated with mprof: additional time 
spent monitoring an application and the time to reduce and print the data produced by 
the monitor. The largest source of monitor overhead is the time required to traverse the 
complete call chain and associate allocations with caller/callee pairs. We implemented a 
version of mprof, called mprof- ,  which does not create the allocation call graph. With this 
version, we can see the relative cost of the allocation call graph. The ratio of the time 
spent with profiling to the time spent without profiling is called the slowdoum factor. Table 
1 summarizes the execution time overheads for our four applications. Measurements were 
gathered running the test programs on a VAX 8800 with 80 megabytes of physical memory. 

The slowdown associated with mprof varies widely, from 1.5 to 10. crystal suffered the 
worst degradation from profiling because crystal uses a depth-first algorithm that results 
in long call cha.ins. Programs without long call chains appear to slow down by a factor of 
2-4. If the allocation call graph is not generated and long call chains are not traversed, the 
slowdown is significantly less, especially in the extreme cases. Since mprof is a prototype 
and has not been carefully optimized, this overhead seems acceptable. From the table, we 
see the reduction and display time is typically less than a minute. 
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Cost 
Resource Description example fidilrt epoxy crystal 

Number of allocations 100000 77376 306295 3 1158 
Execution time with mprof (seconds) 62.7 132.7 188.8 134.l 
Execution time with mprof- (seconds) 44.1 116.0 149.7 25.5 
Execution time without mprof (seconds) 17.9 107.l 52.l 13.2 
Slowdown using mprof 3.5 1.2 3.6 10.1 
Slowdown using mprof- 2.5 1.1 2.9 1.9 
Reduction a.nd display time (seconds) 10.3 28.8 28.3 36.8 

Table 1: Execution Time Overhead of mprof 

4.2 Storage Consumption 

The storage consumption of mprof is divided into the additional memory needed by the 
monitor as a.n application executes, a.nd the external storage required by the profile data 
file. The most significant source of memory used by the monitor is the data stored with each 
object allocated.: a.n object size and a pointer needed to construct the memory leak table. 
The monitor also uses memory to record the memory bins and caller/callee byte counts 
and must write this information to a file when the application is finished. We measured 
how many bytes of memory and disk space are needed to store this information. Table 2 
summarizes the measurements of storage consumption assocfated with mprof. 

Cost 
Resource Description example fidilrt epoxy crystal 

Number of allocations 100000 61163 306295 3 1158 
User memory allocated (Kbytes) 20000 2425 6418 21464 
Per object memory (Kbytes) 781 477 2393 168 
Other monitor memory (Kbytes) 8.7 23.3 52.3 17.5 
Total monitor memory (Kbytes) 790 500 2445 186 
Monitor fraction (% memory allocated) 4 17 28 1 
Data file size (Kbytes) 4.5 8.1 28.6 9.6 

Table 2:  Storage Consumption of mprof 

The memory overhead of mprof is small, except that an additional 8 bytes of storage 
are allocated with every object. In programs in which many small objects a.re allocated, like 
epoxy, mprof ca.n contribute significantly to the total memory allocated.. Nevertheless, in 
the worst case, mprof increases application size by 1/3, and since mprof is a development 
tool, this overhead seems acceptable. From the table we also see that the data files created 
by mprof a.re quite sma.11 ( < 30 Kbytes ). 
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5 Related Work 

Mprof is similar to the tool gprof [2], a dynamic execution profiler. Because some of the 
problems of interpreting the dynamic call graph are the same, we have borrowed these ideas 
from gprof. Also, we have used ideas from the user interface of gprof for two reasons: be
cause the information being displayed is quite similar and because users familiar with gprof 
would probably also be interested in mprof and would benefit from a similar presentation. 

Barach, Ta.enzer, and Wells developed a tool for finding storage allocation errors in C 
programs [l). Their approach concentrated on finding two specific storage allocation errors: 
memory lea.ks and duplicate frees. They modified malloc and free so that every time that 
these functions were called, information about the memory block being manipulated was 
recorded in a file. A program that ex.a.mines this file, prleak, prints out which memory 
blocks were never freed or were freed twice. This approach differs from mprof in two ways. 
First, mprof provides more information about the memory allocation of programs than 
prleak, which just reports on storage errors. Second, prleak generates extremely large 
intermediate files that are comparable in size to the total a.mount of memory allocated by 
the program (often megabytes of data). Although mprof records more useful information, 
the data files it generates are of modest size (see the table above). 

6 Conclusions 

We have implemented a memory allocation profiling program for both C and Common Lisp. 
Our example has shown that mprof can be effective in elucidating the allocation behavior 
of a program so that a programmer can detect memory leaks and identify major sources of 
allocation. 

Unlike gprof, mprof records every caller in the call chain every time an object is allo
cated. The overhead for this recording is large but not impractically so, because we take 
advantage of the fact that a call cha.in changes little between allocations. Moreover, record
ing this information does not require large amounts of memory because there are relatively 
few unique caller/callee address pairs on call chains in which allocation takes place, even 
in very large programs. We have measured the overhead of mprof, and find that typically 
it slows applications by a factor of 2-4 times, and adds up to 33% to the memory allo
cated by the application. Because mprof is intended as a development tool, these costs are 
acceptable. 

Because mprof merges cycles caused by recursive function calls, mprof may be  ineffective 
for programs with large cycles in their call graph. Only with more data will we be able to 
decide if many programs ( especially those written in Lisp) con ta.in so many recursive calls 
that cycle merging ma.kes mprof ineffective. Nevertheless, mprof has already been effective 
in detecting KCL system functions that allocate memory extraneously. 3 

'Using 11FOt, we noted tha.t for a large object-oriented program written in KCL, the system function 
eTery acco1lDied for 13% of the memory alloca.ied. We rewrote eTery so it would not alloca.te any memory, 
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AB a fina.l note, we have received feedback from C application programmers who have 
used mprof. They report that the memory leak table a.nd the allocation bin table are both 
extremely useful, while the direct allocation table a.nd the allocation call graph are harder 
to understand and a.lso less useful. Considering the execution overhead associated with 
the allocation call graph a.nd the complexity of the table, it is questionable whether the 
allocation caJ1 graph will ever be as helpful C programmers as the memory leak table. 
On the other hand, with automatic storage reclamation, the memory lea.k table becomes 
unnecessary. Yet for memory intensive languages, such as Lisp, the need for effective use of 
the memory is more important, a.nd tools such as the allocation call graph might prove very 
useful. Because we have limited feedback from Lisp programmers using mprof, we cannot 
report their response to this tool. 
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Abstract 

Moving cost and complexity from execution-time to compilation-lime is a common theme among com
pilers for RISC archi�s. We describe a facility for handling runtime exceptions which, by following 
that theme, costs nothing in execution speed until a program actually raises an exception. The facility 
was also easy to implement, because it builds upon mechanisms which already existed in our compiler 
system and in Unix.1 

1. Introduction 
A runtime exception like division by zero is an unusual event Many languages permit the programmer 
to provide a procedure, called an exception. handler, which will execute when the exception happens. 
The handler may print an error message or alter a global data structure, and it may also execute a non
local "goto" to return to an outer-level procedure to recover quickly from the error. 
Typically, each ordinary procedure of a program may provide a different handler, and if a particular 
procedure fails to provide one, it inherits a handler from the procedure which called it That procedure 
may in tum have inherited the handler from us caller, and so on. 
Inheriting a bandier is a simple concept which poses an interesting implementation problem, because a 
particular procedure may be called from many different places in a program. and may therefore use any 
of a number of different handlers. Further, an exception may occur at a point in the program where a 
highly optimizing compiler has, unbeknownst to the handler, allocated variables to registers. 
Therefore, when an exception occurs and the current procedure has not specified a handler, the runtime 
system must be prepared to unwind the procedure-call stack: it must methodically undo the effect of 
each procedure call, restoring registers and popping stack frames, until it reaches the desired outer-level 
procedure which provides the handler. Thus it needs to know the size of each frame and which regis
ters were saved (because an optimizing compiler saves as few registers as possible in each frame). 
The procedure-calling mechanism for a CISC (complex instruction set computer) invariably provides a 
frame pointer, which together with the stack pointer indicates the frame size. Often, the stack frame 
contains a bit-mask indicating which registers were saved. Sometimes, another bit-mask or pointer indi
cates exception handlers. This makes unwinding and exception-handling easy, but imposes on every 
procedure call the expense of updating the frame pointer and manipulating the bit-masks, even if the 
program never encounters an exception. [Dec81] 

When we set out 1D add exception handling to the compiler system for the MIPS R2ooo1 RISC (reduced 
instruction set computer) processor [Chow86, Mouss86], we had already defined a common stackframe 
convention fur all languages. To reduce the cost of a procedure call, this convention eliminates the use 
of frame pointers and register-masks wherever possible: the frame size and the list of saved registers are 
placed in the symbol table at compilation time, not in registers at execution time; when, for example, 

11.Jnix is a rcgislered bademut of AT&T. 
2R2000 is a regislered lrldeman or MIPS Compw.er Syaem&, Inc. 
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the debugger needs to trace the stack, it obtains a "'virtual frame pointer" from the symbol W>le rather 
than an actual frame pointer from a register. We manifest the frame pointer in a physical register only 
within a procedure which actually perfmns dynamic allocation by alcering the frame size during execu
tion. 
To keep procedure calls inexpensive, we took as our starting point the mechanism already used by the 
debugger 10 cope with the absence of a frame pointer. 

2. Our Goals 
Our initial goals were: 
(1) Because exceptions are not the rule, exception-handling should cost nothing in execution speed 

until you actually use it 

(2) Raising an exception should be as fast as possible without violating goal 1. 

(3) Language-specific exception handling should mesh smoothly with the signal exception mechanism 
povided by the Unix operating system (to facilitate this, we added to our System V implementa
tion certain features from our BSD implementation). 

( 4) The exception mechanism should be versatile enough to handle the varying semantics of Ada 
[ADA83], PLJI [PU81], and IEEE floating point [IEEE85], so that we could share implementa
tion coses, and so that the various flavors of exceptions are all available to the user who links 
code from multiple languages into a single program. 

3. Our Strategy 

The rules for exceptions vary considerably among languages. An Ada exception handler may not 
resume execution at the point where the exception was raised; a Pl/I or IEEE handler may. PI.JI 
handlers obey dynamic scope rules; Ada and IEEE handlers obey a combination of static and dynamic 
rules. 
To cope with this, we provide both a universal exception dispatcher and language-specific dispatchers. 
The universal dispatcher unwinds the stack until it finds an appropriate place to pass control to a 
language-specific dispatcher, which finds and invokes the appropriate user-written handler. 
3.1. Finding the Right Handler 

The universal dispatcher is driven by an exception Jnfo data structure, initialized by the language trans
lator at compile time and placed in the data space of the executable program by the linker. If a user 
procedure named .. p" provides exception handlers, the translator consttucts an array of these records to 
describe the handlers and names it "p_exception_info": 

typedef struct 
long 
void 
long 

} p_exceplion_info[ ]; 

exception_ info 
exception; 
(•handler) O; 
data; 

{ 
1• what kind of exception •1 
t• handler for this kind of exception •1 
� compile time data to pass to handler • 1 

The exception field indicates which kind of exception each handler deals with: 

#define 
ldefine 
ldcfinc 
ldefine 
ldefine 

EXC END 
EXC=BASE 
EXC All 
EXC-ADA USER 
EXC= PLI _ USER 

0 
1000000 
(EXC BASE+O) 
(EXC-BASE+l) 
(EXC=BASE+2) 

1• end of may for this proc •1 
1• start of EXC constants •1 
1• handles any exception •1 
t• ada user exception •1 
1• pll user exception •1 

The handkr field could, in simple cases, point directly to a user-coded handler, but in most cases will 
point to a language-specific dispatcher. The data field lets the translator provide an additional word of 
data to be passed to that dispatcher at nmtime if needed. 
The interface ID the universal dispatcher itself is: 
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3.2. Unwinding tbe Stack 
Within the universal exception dispatcher, the process of unwinding the stack iequires a second data 
sttucture called the runtime procedure descriptor table or rpd. This is initialized by the linker on 
demand, saned according to the starting address of each procedure, and stored in the data space of the 
executable program: 

typedef Sln&Ct 

}; 

umigned long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
short 
short 
long 
long 
struct cxception_info 

nmtimc _pdr { 
adr; 
�; 
iegoffsct; 
frcgmuk; 
trcgoffsct; 
framcoffset; 
framcreg; 
pcrcg; 
irpss; 
teSCl'Vcd; 
•exception_ info; 

1• memory address of llmt of procedure •1 
1• uve register mask •1 
1• save regista' offset •1 
1• uve floating point register mask •1 

t• save floating point tegister offset •t 
t• frame si7.c •1 

,. frame pointer tegister ., 
1• register or frame offset of return pc •1 
1• index into the nmtimc siring table •1 

t• pointer to exception array •t 

The irpss field is an index into a linker-creared string table containing procedure names, useful for 
printing stack traces or runtime diagnostic messages. The linker makes the exceptum _info field for each 
procedure "p" point to the "p_exception_info" array described previously. 
To understand the other fields, consider the MIPS stack frame fonnat: 

oM sp T 

frame 
offset 

l 
sp ......... 

own arguments 

local variables 

saved registers 

callee's arguments 

register 
offset 

j_ 

virtual 
frame 
pointer 

stack growth 

! 

A procedure's prologue pre-allocates enough stack space for local variables, saved registers, 'and the 
largest argument-build area required for any called procedure, and the code usually accesses these via 
the stack pointer sp. To find the value of the virtual frame pointer vfp (which can be used like a con
ventional frame poincer), one must add the frameojf set field of the nllllime _pdr to the contents of the 
register specified by the jr01Mreg field, which is usually sp, but which designates a true frame pointer 
register if a procedure requires dynamic local allocation. To find the saved registers, one adds the vfp 
and the regojfset. Regmask dictates which iegisters need saving or restoring and pcreg designates the 
register containing the return � (in leaf procedures. the compiler refrains from saving this in the 
stack). 
The basic algorithm f<r unwinding is: 
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void 
exception_ dispatcbcr(long exception, long code, SllUct sigcontcxt •context); 

Aficionados of BSD Unix will recognize this as the handler interface defined by dle sigvec system call: 
sigcorua1 is lhe standard BSD Unix data strucblre describing dle process state (e.g. the values in the 
register set, the progxam counter, etc.) and cork is a constant which may designate a sub-category of 
e.xuption. Our algorithm docs not mandate this interlace, but when an exception results from a Unix 
signal like SIGFPE (floating point exception), it is convenient to be able to pass exception_ dispatcher 
directly to the sigvec system call. To facilitate this, we made our EXC constants distinct from Unix 
signal numbers. 
A typical excepti011 starts with a call to uception _ dispatcher, either directly or as a result of a signal 
from the operating system. It then unwinds the srack, searching through the exception _info table to find 
and invoke the right language-specific dispatcher (invoked as p->handler in the following pseudocode): 

exception disp81Cbcr(cxception, code, context) 
loDg excepti.on; 
}Ollg code; 
Sll'IICt sigcontcxt •context; 

bcginproc 
slnlet sigcontcxt nuscd _ at; 
SlrUCt exception _info •a; 

raised_ at • contcxt 
current address • contextpc 
loop while cmrcnt address 1 .. 0 do 

sean:h for an cxception_info array "a" for the procedure 
containing current_ address 

if found then 
loop through a 

if a->exccption •• EXC END then 
break 

-

elscif a->excepti.on •• exception or a->exception •• EXC ALL then 
call p->handlcr(exception, code, raised at, context); 

-

break 
-

endif 
endloop 

cudif 

unwind slaek, changing context to that of preceding frame 
cmrent_ address • context->pc; 

codloop 

call "lut chance" exception handler provided by the language of 
the main program 

endproc 

Notice that the language-specific dispatcher p->handler receives both the sigconte.xt of the procedure 
which raised the excepti011 and that of the procedure which provided dle handler for it, plus the excep
tion and cotk mguments. 

After executing, p->handler has two choices: 

1. It may return to the exception dispatcher, allowing it to continue unwinding the stack, possibly 
involdng additional handlers in outer procedures. 

2. h may SIDp the unwinding by calling Unix longjmp or sigretllm. This may perform a nonlocal 
goto to an outer procedure or (using the raised_at sigcont.ext) may resume executing the code 
which originally nised lhe exception. 
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unwind(cmtext) 
llnlct aigcome.xt •context; 

bcginproc 
find nmtimc tpd c:om:spouding to c:ontext->pc 
vfp • contexl->reg(nmtimc_rpd.framacg] + runtimc_rpd.framcoffset; 

,. JalDl'e tegisla1 •t 
loop through n.mtime -rpd.ffgmask 

if bit ICt in runtime tpd.regmuk then 
reglddr .. vfp + runtime -rpd.regoffset + (bit index in regmask) 
CODICltt->reg[(bit index in n:gmask)] s �addr; 

enclif 
cndloop 

do the same for floating-point registers 

t• get new pc from return register •1 

pc •  context->reg[nmtimc_rpd.pcreg]; 
,. n:slDrC sp to vfp ., 
CODlCXt->reg[sp] • vfp; 

endproc 

Note that this is a "virtual" unwind, which operates on the sigcontext data structure rather than the 
actual machine. One may pass that data structure to a Unix longjmp or sigretu.rn system call to change 
the real machine state to mat.ch that specified by the data structure. 

3.3. Runtime Cos1s 
Only two aspeas of this algorithm are costly: searching the register masks to restore registers, and 
mapping the current pc to the rpd for the procedure containing it 
Register nmks me sparse. For example, the pll-coded pll ttanslator contains 528 procedures with a 
(static) average of 1.7 registers saved per procedure. Rather than shift, mask, and compare 63 times for 
the 63 bits (�ting both general purpose and floating-point registers) within the masks, we succes
sively split the nwk in half down to the byte level till we find a nonzero half, and then extract bits. 
Though the worst case requires 14 comparisons and 32 bit extractions, the best case requires but one 
comparison, and the average is closer to the best case. 
Mapping from a pc to the procedure containing it is complicated by the fact that the rpd.adr table 
entries bound the pc rather than rnatclling it; unless the pc happens to match a starting address, a binary 
search will cost log(n + 1) probes (the worst case) plus an extra check to see whether the pc lies above 
or below the last address probed. To speed this, we maintain a 128-entty exception cache. On a test of 
a program which contained 871 procedures and which raised the same exception 100 times, adding the 
cache reduced lhe a,st from 1 1  probes (log(871+1) + l(for the fall-out check)) to 1.12 probes. 
4. Three implementations 
To make the preceding description clearer, we'll discuss three specific implementations based on this 
genezal mechanism. 

4.1. Ada 
The Ada language completely defines at compilation time how to handle an exception for every instruc
tion in the program. An Ada exception handler may only appear at the end of its scope. It is non
resumptive, and so carmot -return to the code which raised the exception; but it may fall out of the 
scope, return, or raaise the exception to an enclosing scope. 

Except for two poblems, we could eliminate the Ada language-specific handler and set the handler 
field of each exception_ info record to designate the appropriate handler. The first problem is that within 
a procedure, the programmer may define a new scope with its own handler of the form: 
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begin - 1t11rt of 1COJ>C 

- mcr aatcments  

exc:eplion 
when exception_nune_x, exceplion_name_y, -· -> 

when eueption _name_ a. exc:eplion _name_ b, ... •> 

- bandier stainnents 

end; - end scope 

Himelstein, Correll, Enderby 

The second problem is that an exception in one scope may be be reraised first to any statically enclos
ing scope, and then to any dynamically enclosing scope; in fact, this is the default whenever an excep
tion is raised in a scope which did not specify a handler. 
Our strategy is to let the universal exception dispatcher find the proper dynamic scope, and let an Ada
specific dispatcher either find the apropriate static scope at that level, or return to the universal 
dispatcher for further unwinding. 

In our compiler, which uses the V ADS3 front-end, each statement of the program belongs to a handler 
group, a group of statements which share a common set of exception handlers; and the compiler emits 
statements in an order which strictly reflects the static nesting of scopes. For example: 

Handler Statement 
Group Number Ada stalemcDts 

l 1 begin 
2 2 begin 
1 3 - dummy inserted by compiler 

4 
2 5 exception 

6 when x,y -> 
2 7 
2 8 end; 
2 9 begin 
1 10 - dummy inserted by compiler 
4 11 
2 12 exception 
2 13 when a •> 
2 14 
2 15 when b •> 
2 16 

2 17 end· • 
1 18 end; 

The handler groups for that code segment are: 

Group Name 
3 X 

y 
4 a 

b 

Handler start statement number 
7 
7 
14 
16 

3V ADS is a �giltcnd lrldemart of Verdix Corporation. 
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Groups lacking explicit bandlen are omitted and turned into reraises. Each time a handler-group 
number changes, a frame structure is created. Each frame contains the beginning and ending addresses 
(we'll use statement numbers here for clarity) and a pointer to the appropriaie handler group. So in this 
case, our frame structure table is: 

Beginning 
Statement 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
10 
11 
12 
18 

Ending 
Sl:alemmt 
1 
2 
3 
4 
9 
10 
11 
17 
18 

Hmller 
Group 
1 
2 
1 

3 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 

If a particular frame does not handle a given exception, the runtime system should merely check the 
next frame; when it passes the outermost lexical scope (i.e., frame 1), it should then check the next 
dynamically enclosing scope. The table is actually compacted by removing any entry which can only 
result in unwinding the stack to check the next dynamic scope: 

Beginning 
Statement 
4 
11 

Ending 
Statement 
4 
11 

Handler 
Group 
3 
4 

The absence of a frame indicates the need to unwind, and so does a discontinuity in statement numbers 
(actually, instruction addresses). 
The translator divides the work between the universal dispatcher and the Ada-specific one by construct
ing a one-element .. p _exception_ info" array for each procedure "p" with the language-specific data 
field pointing to the appropriate frame table for that procedure: 

struct exception info { 
long exception; 
void (•handlcr)Q; 
long data; 
} p _exception_ info • { EXC _ AU.., Ada_ handler, (long) &p _frame_ table } ; 

Every Ada procedure uses the same Ada_ handler routine, which searches the specified frame table 
according to the semantics just desaibed. It can either invoke the appropriate user-written handler, or 
return to the universal dispatcher to unwind to the next dynamic scope. 
4.2. PL/I 
A PLJI program installs an exception handler by executing an ON statement for the appropriate class of 
exception, such as "zerodivide": 

ON 7.Crodivide BEGIN; 
got_7.Crodivide • 'l 'b; 
goto reby; 
END; 

(Thus PlJI dictates a slight revision of our earlier goal: the exception mechanism is free provided you 
never encounter an exception or execute an ON statement.) 
Handlers are dynamically scoped: a handler remaim in effect until the procedure which installed it 
returns, but a child procedure can lelDpOrarily override a parent's handler by executing its own ON 
statement for the same class, which remains in effect 1mtil the child returns. 
After executing, a handler may perform a nonlocal goto, or return to the point at which the exception 
occurred. 
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To implement this, the PlJI ON statement dynamically allocates a descriptor within the stack frame of 
the containing procedure (thus guaranteeing that when the procedure returns, its handlers get un
installed for free). A pointer within the staekframe indicates the fint �criptor, and descriptors for 
additional classes are linked onto it as a list 

1• (Simplified) descriptor for each imtmce or the PLJI ON statement •1 
stnu:t ob Sll'UCl { 

stnu:t ob sttuct -i,rev; 
unsigned int handlcr_pc; 
unsigned int condition; 
unsigned int current_ fp; 
}; 

1• NeXT block in the chain •t 
,. Address or handler • 1 
,. Clas of exception •t 
,. Frame ptr for handler •t 

For each procedure containing an ON statement, the handler field of the uception _ info structure 
described earlier points not to an actual handler, but rather to a runtime routine called 
.. V$_PL1_DISPATCHER." 
Procedures not containing ON statements are treated as if no exception mechanism existed, and incur 
no cost 
When an exception occurs, the universal dispatcher unwinds the stack until the exception _info structure 
tells it to call V$_PL1_DISPATCHER, which traverses the list of descriptors looking for a suitable 
handler. 

VSPLl DISPATCHER(exception, code, scp, oscp, this_proc) 
unsigned exception; 1• Always EXC_PLl_USER •1 

unsigned code; 1• Which class of exception •1 
struct sigcontext •scp; 1• frame which raised exception •1 
sll'UCt sigcontext •oscp; 1• Frame containing ON stint •t 
sll'UCt runtime_pdr •trus_proc; 1• Pdr info about oscp •t 

beginproc 
temp • use oscp and this _proc to find pointer to head of list; 
loop while temp le NIL 

if temp->condition ... code then 
invoke temp->handlcr_pc with Sfp .. tcmp->eurrent_fp; 
use Unix "sigrcturn" system call to ICtum to frame scp; 

endif 
temp .. tcmp->prev; 

endloop 
endproc 

If successful, V$PL1 DISPATCHER invokes the handler, making it appear to have been called from 
the code which raised the exception (we take advantage of the "virtual" nature of the unwinding, so 
that the actual stack is unchanged and the handler may simply return if �ired). If unsuccessful, 
V$PL1 DISPATCHER returns to the universal dispatcher, which continues unwinding till the next 
frame which contains ON-statement descriptors. 
4.3. IBEE floating point 
The IEEE floating point standard specifies five different kinds of exceptions: invalid, divide by zero, 
overflow, underflow, and inexact The user may provide a handler for each of these; may disable, save, 
or restore an existing handler; and may m whether a handler is enabled. 
The handler must be able to determine the nature of the exception, the arithmetic operation, the destina
tion format (e.g., single or double precision), the correctly rounded result (for overflow, underflow and 
inexact), and the operand values (for invalid or divide by zero). And the handler must be able to return 
a value for use in lieu of the nonnal result 
The standard says that it is acceptable to implement some operations (trigonometric functions, for 
example) as subroutine calls rather than individual hardware insttuctions, and in fact the MIPS R2000 
hardware does so. However, this must be invisible to the user. Such a subroutine must still behave like 
a single instruction in the sense that when an instruction within that subroutine raises an exception, the 
user's handler can repair the result of the subroutine, not just the result of that insttuction. Thus, for 
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example, the bandier must be made to believe that "Wl," rather than a multiplication within the "tan" 
subroutine, raised the exceptioo. 
The IEEE standard does not define any language syntax with which to implement these suggestions. At 
MIPS, we propose that the user be allowed to specify at compile-time a set of handlers for each pnr 
cedure. H a procedure bas no bandier for a particular exception, it can inherit one from a dynamically 
enclosing procedme. A procedure may call a builtin routine to enable or disable any handler, or to 
obtain a pointer to each of the enabled handler procedures. 
Ultimately, we would like to provide i:ngmas in C, Pascal, and Fortran, so that (in the following exam
ple) procedure "'p" would invoke user-wriaen procedures called "invalid," "divide()," "overflow," 
"underflow," and "inexact" to handle the COITesponding IEEE exceptions: 

#pragma fp_haodlm(p, invalid, dividcO, overflow, underflow, inexact) 

Naturally, one could specify an incomplete set of handlers as: 

#pragma fp_haodlm(p, invalid,, overflow, , inexact) 

Meanwhile, we have prototyped a preliminary implementation, using C �sor maaos to generate 
the code which the language tranSlators would evenblally emit in response to the pragmas. The macros 
are: 

FP _ INIT, which must be placed in the main program, initializes the exception-handling mechan
ism. 
FP _ HANDLER associates user-written handler procedures with a specified procedure in the pro
gram. 
FP _ ENABLE and FP _DISABLE enable and disable hardware exceptions. (Our floating-point 
hardware runs faster with exceptions disabled because it can execute instructions in parallel 
without fear of imprecise exception behavior. Thus, in the pragma-based implementation, the 
compiler would emit code to enable exceptions at the beginning of each procedure which 
specifies handlers, and to restore the previous state of the enable-flags on return.) 

The user-written bandier receives from the IEEE runtime system the following data structure, and can 
alter the result of the interrupted operation by merely storing into the desr field before retuming: 

sttuct handler_ info { 
loug fpc -csr; 
loug instr; 

}; 

char �tine; 
loug ll"Cl hnt; 
long sn:2= hnt; 
long dcst_ hnt; 
union value srcl; 
union value m:.2; 
union value dest; 

union value { 
llnlct { 

1• floating point control and status register •t 
1• machine insuuction (if non-zero) •t 
1• routine name (if instr is zero) •t 
t• 10urce 1 operand's formats •t 
1• source 2 operand's formats • t 
1• destination's format •1 
1• source operand l's value •t 
1• source opc:nmd 2's value •t 
1• destination's default value •t 

amigDed long vO,vl,v2,v3; 
} v; 1• four words for the value •t 

,. word., loug w; 
float f; 
doable d; 

1• single floating point •t 
1• double floating point • / 

loug b; ,. boolean (0 - FALSE, otherwise TRUE) •1 
}; 

To widerstand bow om IEEE exception facility uses the universal exception mechanism described ear
lier, consider the pragma or the equivalent ma:ro: 
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#ptagm.a fp _ hmdlet(p, , myhandlcr, , , ) 
FP _ HANDLE.R(p, 0, myhandlcr, 0, 0, 0) 

Himelstein, Correll, Enderby 

either of which specifies myhandler as the handler for divide-by-zero exceptions in the routine • 'p.'' 
The translator builds a two-element exception_ info may: 

typedef sttuct cxceplion_info { 
long exception; 
void (•handler} O; 
long data; 

} p_cxccplion_info[2] • { 

}; 

{ SIGFPE, iecc_sigfpc, Ooug) &p_fp_hmdlcn } ,  
{ EXC_END, 0 ,  0 } 

which tells the universal exception dispatcher to hand control to the IEEE-specific dispatcher 
"ieee sigfpe" when a Unix SIGFPE (floating point exception) signal occurs. The IEEE-specific 
dispatcher must choose the appropriate user-wriuzm handler, set up the handler _info structure, and pass 
it to the handler. When the handler returns, the dispatcher is also responsible for replacing the destina
tion value and resuming execution. 
To drive the IEEE-specific dispatcher, the tranSlator creates the secondary data structure p Jp _ hmuilers: 

slrUCt fp handlcn { 
-long enables; 

long old_ enables; 
int (•handlcrs[SJ)O; 

} p_fp_handlcn • { 

}; 

0, 
0, 
(int (•)0)0, 
(int (•)O)myhandlcr, 
(int (•)0)0, 
(int (•)0)0, 
(int (•)0)0 

The enables and old_ enables fields provide room to save and restore the hardware enable-flags on entry 
to and exit from the routine "p"; the handlers amy tells the dispatcher which user-written handlers to 
invoke. In the absence of a handler for the appropriate exception, the IEEE-specific dispatcher returns to 
the universal dispatcher, which unwinds the stack until it reaches another procedure containing an 
excepium _info array, and then invokes the IEEE-specific dispatcher once again. 
5. Multiple Languages in a Single Program 
Though we have described the three implementations separately, they can within limits coexist in a sin
gle program, because the universal exception· dispatcher is quite neutral: it merely unwinds the stack 
until it finds an exception _info eniry whose exception field is appropriate, and then invokes the 
dispatcher indicated by the handler field. Suppose that a PUI runtime raises the CONVERSION excep
tion. The universal dispatcher will unwind the stack IDltil it finds an exception _irrfo entry whose excep
tion field is EXC_PLl_USER, and will then invoke "V$PL1_DISPATCHER." In the process it may 
have to unwind put Ada-coded procedures which specify their own exception handling mechanism. 
These pose no difficulty, because their exception fields contain EXC_ADA_USER instead. 
6. Ccmdusion 
Using compile-time complexity to improve execution-time speed has been a guiding principle of the 
MIPS compiler system from start. In this instance, it led us to an exception mechanism which not only 
provides high perfmnance for current languages, but also promises to expand to fit the needs of future 
languages. And while a RISC architecture certainly encourages such a lean and spare approach, other 
arcbileCbll'eS could in fact profit from it, too. 
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Abstract 

Despite the fact that timing and tracing srudies provide tremendous information on the 
dynamic behavior of software sysrems. there has been swprisingly little support for 
these activities under UNIX® System V. In this paper, we present a set of tools. 
called CASPER. packaged as a C library and a pseudo-device driver for UNIX System 
V, which support timing and tracing of software at both the kernel and user level. Key 
features of this package are its ex1reme ease of use. its efficiency, and its ability to 
time and trace both user and keznel level activities into the same log file. To illustrate 
its ease of use, we provide some "real life" examples of tracing studies using 
CASPER. 

1. lntroducdon 

Performance measurement and analysis is playing an increasingly important role in the development 
cycle of software systems and applications. Under UNIX System V, there are a number of tools and 
methods available to measure. evaluate, and analyze the perf onnance of both the system and 
applications. 

For example. one can look at UNIX process accounting to provide infonnation on the CPU and memory 
requirements of a program.Ill One can use profiling to obtain a function level breakdown of CPU usage. 
The same technique can be used to mea.mre function level CPU requirements at the kernel level. Il l 

Weinberger's instruction counting methoolll cari be used to examine the frequency of execution of basic 
program blocks.1 The System Activity Report (SAR) Package provides system-wide statistics on the 
consumption of various system resources.131 And if one has access to a standalone system, one can use 
SAR to measure the system resource requirements of a particular workload. 

These tools can be classified as providing aggregate, summary measurements. To gain funher insight 
into the behavior of systems and applications, however. it is often necessary to obtain information on 
their time-varying characteristics. Such information often requires a trace of the executioo of the system 
under examination. In this papa-. we describe a package that supports timing and tracing activities 
under UNIX System V. This package. which we call CASPER, provides a high level interface to most 
of the services required to trace software at both the user and kernel levels. 

1. A ba6i& profr""' blocl: ii a block of a>cle in which, ooce mten=d, all imtnlcliCD1 in the block an: c::uc:aled. 
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1. CASPER History 

CASPER began � a spccialiud set of kernel modifications designed to collect page fault traces on 
demand paging versions of UNIX System V.2 The "guis" of this page fault trace tool were then r.aken 
and adapted to collect traces of othec system events. Having a basic timing and tracing system to 
modify and adapt to the needs of specific studies greatly facilitated the progress of these snidies. After 
several customizations of this tracing package, the authors decided to redesign these ad hoc 
modifications into the generic timing and tracing package we are descnbing in this paper. 

3. CASPER Arch.ltecture and lmplementatJon 

From our experiences with the original ad hoc kernel instrumentation package, we identified certain 
essential services that the system should provide to support tracing. These services are 

• Timestamping 

• Data buffering 

• Data storage 

• Data rettieval 

Developing and debugging these operations can take a large portion of the time needed to obtain a trace 
if these operations have to be developed from scratch. By providing a high level interface to these 
services, CASPER allows the instrumenter to obtain data in an hour's time instead of days. 

In this section we will descn"be the architecture of CASPER and how it provides these tracing services. 
To better explain our design decisions, we describe the architecmre in the context of performing kernel 
level instrumentation. 

3.1 Tlmestamplng and Tracing at tbe Kernel Level 

3.1 .1 Generating High Resolution Ti�stamps. One of the more common pieces of state information 
needed in tracing events is the time of the occurrence of the event Under UNIX System V, there are a 
number of different concepts of time. There is the concept of virtual time for processes that is a count 
of the number of clock: ticks of CPU time that has been charged to a process.3 

There is also the concept of wall clock ti� that is represented by the global system variable time. 
Time counts the number of seconds that have elapsed since system boot A higher resolution wall clock 
time is available through the global system variable lbolt. 

Although the resolution of the lbolt timer is fairly high (typically either 1/(i()th or 1/lOOth of a second), 
we felt that this was not a high enough resolution for many measurement purposes. Fortunately, many 
systems have access to a highec resolution clock that is not interrupt driven but must be polled for its 
value. On the AT&T 3B2, this clock is the programmable interval timer that is used to generate clock 
interrupts. This clock, which is loaded with an initial value that it decrements at a 0. 1MHz rate, and 
which generates a clock interrupt when it reaches zero, can be accessed through a memory mapped 
address. Sinc.e the value of this timer is the number of tens of microseconds IDltil the next clock 
interrupt, and since lbolt is a count of the number of clock interrupts since system boot. CASPER 
combines these two values into a counter of the number of tens of microseconds sinc.e the system boot 

Because of the machine dependent nature of this timestamp (in both its genecation and its resolution), 
CASPER provides this timestamping service automatically when event records are saved. The 
generation of this high IC$Olution timestamp is the only machine dependent portion of CASPER. We 

2. �eloped by Roa Barltley, Paul Lee, UJd Hin Ninng. 
3. 'Ibis meuuie is aanpled by tbe clock inimrupt bandb::r. Whichever procz,• is excaw:ing wbm the cloc:lt inrenupt ocam is 

dwged for the ClltiJc clodt tic. 'Ibis me&IIIM is funher diacriminaltld IJy wbelbcr the procea1 wu in mer or ■ynrm ■we whc:n 
tbe clock imenupl ocam. 
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leave it up the the insaumenter to include othec measures of time (e.g. virtual time) as pan of their user 
defined records since these values are easily obtainable. 

3.1.2 Da1a Buffering. Having decided what events to log, the instrwnenter must allow for the buffering 
of these event records. Tha'e are three reasons why buffering of these event records is both desirable 
and necessary: 

1. We would not want to incur a single J/0 for each record that must go out to secondary storage. 

2. Events might ocair at a faster rate than can be accommodated by the l/0 subsystem. 

3. (Most importantly) The UNIX operating system does not allow one to do I/0 at arbitrary 
points in the kernel 

Thus CASPER manages a circular buffer in kernel memory. This buffer, whose size is user 
configurable, is broken up into several. smaller, logical buffers, whose size is also configurable.4 These 
logical buffers allow us to implement a simple flow control policy. When the buffering of an event 
record � a logical buffc-z boundary, an 1/0 is initiated on any full logical buffers that have not yet 
been written ouL By varying tbe si7.es of the circular buffer and the logical buffers (and thus the 
number of logical buffers), we can accommodate events whose occurrences are bursty in nature. 

Access to this buffer is provided through any one of three CASPER kernel level routines: casrecord(). 
casword(), and casfword(). Casrecord() takes as arguments a pointer to a user defined record and the 
size of that record. It generates the high resolution timestamp, places this timestamp onto the end of the 
circular buffer , copies the record onto the end of the circular buffer and arranges for 1/0 if a logical 
buffer boundary is crossed. Casword() is very similar to casrecord() except it takes a single argument 
that is a word to be timestamped and saved. Casword() is provided to avoid the overhead of the general 
memory copy routine used to copy variable size records. Casfword() is a macro that is expanded inline 
by the preprocessor and is provided to avoid the overhead of calling a function to do the timestamping 
and circular buffer management It takes two arguments: the word to be timestamped and saved, and a 
trace level. This trace level is provided for greater control of the instrumenWion process in the 
following manner. 

Kernel level instrumenters are asked to follow a certain convention in using CASPER. There is a global 
kernel variable, traceflg, used by CASPER that represents the trace level At the minimum, 
insuumenters are asked to test if (traceflg > 0) before calling any of the above data buffering functions. 
This minimum requirement allows us to control the starting and stopping of CASPER services. Finer 
control can be obtained if the instrumentc-z wished to use different traceflg values to control different 
measurement fwictions. For example, s/he might instrument the system to collect two different types of 
events. The trace level can then be used to control which of these two events to log (or maybe a third 
value to indicate that both types of events should be logged). 

3 .13 Da1a Storage. As mentioned in the previous section, we would like a logical buffer to be written 
out to secondary storage whenever a logical boundary is crossed. However, we also know that since the 
event record that result.ed in a crossing of a logical buffer can occur at almost any place in the kernel, 
there may be situations in which we cannot do 'I/0 when that boundary is crossed. In addition, the 
delay to a process in doing an 'I/0 might greatly perturb the real time measurements of a process. 

As a result, CASPER uses a system level process, named casper, to do the 'I/0. Casper, which is 
spawned dynamically ooly when timing and ttacing are turned on, sleeps on the address of the start of 
the circolar buffer. When a logical boundary is crossed, a wakeup on that address is perfonned. 
Casper then looks at die last logical buffer that was written out and loops until all full logical buffers 
have been written. It then goes ID sleep again until the next wakeup. 

4. The only rmriclian u 1h11 1he  mz of die mlin: cirmlar buffer be an e:ua multiple of lbe me of die logical buffer. 
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Other approaches to saving instrumentation data to files have included the implementation of a system 
call to allow a user level process to read the data from the circular buffer. A user level daemon process 
then continually loops and uses this new system call to read this data from the circular buffer and write 
the daia out to a file.5 This approach is functionally equivalent to our approach of using a kernel level 
daemon except that it requires a copy of the data from kernel space into user space for the process to 
read it and then requires another copy of the same data (i.e. no modifications) back into kernel space to 
write the data out to file. Using a kernel level daemon also allows us greater control on the amount of 
time to react to full buffers. 

One final point on the kernel level implementation remains. There are times when the anticipated 
volume of data is great and we would like to direct the event log to a raw device such as a streaming 
tape or a floppy or even a raw hard disk instead of the filesystem. However, in UNIX System V, there 
is a restriction that requires that the data for plrysios originate from user space. Rather than write our 
own version of physio6 for CASPER, we found the following solution. 

We use the region architecture that is made available to us under the demand paging ver.iions of UNIX 
System V111 and allocaie and attach a region that lies in user space for the casper daemon. We then 
map the pages of this region to be the page frames of the circular buffer that resides in kernel space. 
Thus.. although the actual data that resides in the page frames of the circular buffer is accessible to all 
kernel level routines (via casrecord(), casword(), and casfword()), casper can read this daia through the 
region that is mapped in user space. Physio() does not complain since the data is coming from user 
space. 

3.2 User Level Architecture 

All of the timestamping, data buffering and data logging features of CASPER have been implemented at 
the krniel level. The user level has been given control of the execution of CASPER. The user level 
al.so has access to the timing and tracing services of CASPER. In this section we describe the user level 
architecture and how CASPER provides a general purpose interface to the services described earlier. 

32.1 CASPER As a Special Character Device. CASPER is implemented as a device driver. This 
allows us to distribute the package separately from the UNIX kernel Access to the various CASPER 
mechanisms is available to the user level through operations on the file /dev/casper that is configured as 
a special character file. This means that in addition to the kernel level functions mentioned earlier, we 
have implemented kernel level functions to support opening, reading, writeing, and ioctling the 
/dev/casper file. 

To access these functions from the user level, one must first open the file /dev/casper and obtain a valid 
file descriptor. Since /dev/casper is a UNIX file, we can use srandard file pennissions to administer 
access rights to the CASPER facilities. Also, multiple processes are allowed to open /dev/casper to 
obtain access to CASPER facilities. This file descriptor can then be passed to ioctl, read, and write 
system calls to control and obtain CASPER services. Table 1 coniains a list of the various ioctl options 
and their effect on CASPER. 

Through this interface, we have control over: the destination file of the trace data, the sire of both the 
circular buffer and the logical buffers, the priority at which casper runs, the spawning and death of 
casper, and the trace level For example, one goal in configuring CASPER is to never run out of empty 
logical buffers to place event records into.7 With events that occur in large bursts, we would have to 
increase the nwnber of logical buffers and perhaps the size of the logic.al buffers. And while casper, by 
default, runs at the highest available priority to make sure logical buffers get written out promptly, in 

5. See 141 111d 151 for eumplt:s oJ. dm approadL 
6. Ia order to bep the lia oJ. CASPER to a minimum. we 111e u mmy available kemd level routines u poesible. 
7. When ID attempt is made to tiniCIUIDp md log ID event IKCld when all logical RlCIOl'd1 an: full. a maiuge is printed al the 

oomole, and tracing is diabl.ed. 
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TABLE L CASPER ioctl Options 
Option Argument Function Performed 

C BUFSIZ (total buffer siz.e, logical buffer siz.e) change size of total and logical buffers 
C PRI UNIX priority set the priority for casper 
C START file descriptor for trace file start casper 
C STOP none set trace level to zero and 

arrange for death of casper 
C TRACE trace level change trace level 
C UNTRACE none clear trace level 

certain situations we might know that the event occurrence rate is low. We can then degrade the 
priority of casper to any valid UNIX priority. 

We acknowledge that the ioctl interface may not be the most natural one to use. To simplify the use of 
CASPER. we have provided a higher level interface to these control functions in the form of a C library. 
Table 2 lists these functions and their effects. 

TABLE 2. CASPER High Level Control Functions 
Name Function 

casstart(filename, trace_ level) start tracing using filename for the trace file 
and trace level for the trace level 

casstopQ stop tracing 
casbuffer(gbufsize, lbufsize) set sizes of circular buffer and logical buffer 
caspri(pn) set priority for casper 
casrecord(size, addr) timestamp and save a record 
casword( data) timestamp and save a word 
castimerO return encoded high resolution timestamp 
casdecode(ts} decode a tirnestamp into 10s of microseconds 

Finally, we include two user level commands, casperon. and casperojf, which tmn CASPER on and off. 

322 Timing and Tracing at the User Level. As mentioned earlier, timing and tracing of user level 
software is a side benefit of developing CASPER as a device driver. In order to give user level 
processes access to the timing and tracing facilities of CASPER, we make use of the read and write 
operations on /dev/casper in a natural way. A read of /dev/casper simply returns the current value of 
the CASPER high resolution timer. A write to /dev/casper arranges for the data that is passed to be 
timestamped and placed in the circular buffer. 

Thus by simply relinking the operating system to include the CASPER device driver (i.e. without any 
modification of kernel source}, we can time and trace user level software. More interesting applications 
of this feature are the tracing of entire systems where the interesting events are at both the user and 
kernel level (network protocols for example). This featme of CASPER allows us to obtain a single 
integrated trace of both levels. 

3.23 Data Retrieval. One final service required by people doing instrumentation is the retrieval of the 
stored data. CASPER provides a library of user level functions to retrieve data from a trace file. Table 
3 contains a list of these fimctions and what they do. 

4. CASPER Overhead 

We have attempted to reduce the overhead of using CASPER to a minimwn. Because all of the data 
suuctures used by CASPER arc dynamically allocated only when tracing is turned on, the memory 
overhead of CASPER, when linke.d into the system but not used, is just over 2Kbytes. When tracing is 
on, the memory overhead increases by the size of CASPER's circular buffer. 
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TABLE 3. Data Retrieval Functions 
Name Function 

casopen(filename, type) open filentJme as the tracefilc 
casclose0 close the tI3cefile 
casnext0 go to next CASPER record 
casrtimeQ return the time field of next record 
casrsiz.e0 return the size of next record 
casrdata(( char *) record) copy back next record into record 

The following figures show the CPU overhead of using CASPER's different recording mechanisms. 
Figure 1 and FigW"C 2 show the overhead of using the CASPER routine casrecordO as a function of the 
size of data being saved. FigW"C 1 is applicable when using CASPER at kernel level, Figure 2 when at 
user level. 
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Figure 1. CPU Overhead for casrecord at Kernel Level 

In both cases, the overhead is small enough for most applications. For the special cases that require 
minimal overhead and only want to save a single word of data, caswordO and casfword08 are provided. 
The overhead for using these is shown in Table 4. 

Table 5 shows the cost in increased code size for every call to CASPER inserted in the code to be 
traced. 

5. Examples 

In this section, we describe some examples of the applications of CASPER. The first is a simple 
example of kernel instrumentation. The second is a more case involving more complex data to be 
collected. The third example will describe and illustrate a utility we have packaged with CASPER that 
allows us to do function level timing and tracing of C programs. 

8. Casfword() ii only available al kernel lt:vel. 
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5.1 Process Switches 
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Figure 2. CPU Overhead for casrecord at User Level 

TABLE 4. Overhead of Using Special CASPER Functions 
3B2 Hardware caswordO casfwordO 

Kernel-level User-level 
3B2/300 1 10 µsec 1.21 msec 60 µsec 
3B2/400 80 µsec 0.93 msec 40 µsec 
3B2/600 40 µsec 0.50 msec 20 µsec 

TABLE 5. Overhead in Code Size for Using CASPER 
CASPER Routine Bytes per Invocation 

casrecordO 20 
caswordO 20 
casfwordO 100 

UNIX System V implements a round robin policy with a time quantum of one second for CPU 
scheduling. Most programs, however, tend to make many requests to the operating system which results 
in "voluntary" loss of the CPU. We were interested in finding the actual distribution of times that 
processes spend at the CPU. 

In order to obtain this infonnation, a single hook was placed in the kernel level routine responsible for 
arranging for the rescheduling of � at the CPU. Since all we were interested in was the time of 
the process switch and the process id of the process that was gelling switched out, we simply called 
casword() with the proc� id as an argwnenL The operating system was recompiled and a benchmark 
workload was run with CASPER turned on. 

A user level program was written to examine the log file generated during the benchmark run and to 
print out the measured in� switch times. Figure 3 contains a histogram of the distribution of 
inter-process switch times that were measured for a certain multi-user benchmmx. Using the high level 
kernel routines provided by CASPER, we were able to obtain this data (including histograms) within a 
hour of starting! (Of course, we knew exactly where we wamed to place our hooks.) 
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1200 

Another interesting application of kernel instrumentation is in the sampling of memory references of 
processes. Taking an approach very similar to the one presented in 141, we simply had the clock 
interrupt handler invalidate the page table entries of the currently running process, arranged for another 
bit to keep track of whether a page was really valid, and inserted casrecord calls into the page fault 
handler to log some state information values at the time of the page fault 

By keeping track of the virtual � reference that generated the page fault, and the virtual process 
time at which the page fault occurred, we can produce memory reference charts of the type described in 
141• Figure 4 presents a sample of a memory reference chart for the text region of the 3B2 compiler. 

Although the data acquired for this study was in some sense more complex than that of the process 
switch srudy, the data was just as easy to obtain using the high level routines provided by CASPER. 
Also, because of the way that we have designed CAS PER, the high rate of events generated by the large 
number of pseudo-page faults posed no problem in terms of either CASPER• s ability to keep up or 
overall system performance. 

S.J Function Level Tim.Ing and Tracing 

Because the profiling of function calls is a common approach used in analyzing software systems, we 
provide some simple utilities with CASPER to help make such measurements. To time functions, we 
need simply insert calls to casword upon entering functions and before returning. The CASPER utility 
that we provide as part of the CASPER package, called insert, will parse a C source file, assign unique 
reference numbers to functions and maintain this mapping in a file that we call a dictionary, and insen 
casword calls at the beginning of, and before every n:tum from, the functions in the file. Each of these 
calls passes a token to casword which identifies the fimction, and whether we are entering a function or 
if we are exiting it Since there are multiple possible exit points from a fimction, each one is uniquely 
identified by the token. 

As the traced functions are executed, CASPER collects and timestamps the tokens, placing them in the 
trace file. After the trace has been collected, we postproeess the trace file, identifying tokens, printing 
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the sequence of function calls and returns and deriving the amount of time spent in each routine. We 
use the CASPER utility prtrace to unravel the trace. In Figure 5, we present a sample portion of a lrace 
of the execution of a TCP/IP protocol obtained using the insert and prtrace utilities. The first field 
shows the time the event occurred (in milliseconds since a fixed point in the past). The second field is 
the time since the last evenL The third field is the type of event, whether we are CALLing the function 
or RETurning from iL If we are returning, the number of the return statement that caused us to return is 
also printed. Insert numbers the return statements in the source code to provide easy cross reference. 
The next field is the function name itself. If the event is RET, the function name is followed by the 
elapsed time since the routine was called. adjusted for the time taken by the calls to CASPER. 

Function level tracing in this way is simple, and CASPER with the two utilities, insert and prtrace, 
make it � to obtain. These utilities. along with CASPER' s ability to log both user level records and 
kernel level records onto the same trace file, have proven to be very useful for the analysis of netwoJ:k 
protocols whose layers often aoss user/kernel boundaries. 

6. Summary 

We believe that CASPER fills an important gap in supporting timing and tracing services. The high 
level interface that CASPER provides for those intezested in instrumenting the system (for either 
perlomwtce measurement or debugging) has already proven to save an enormous amount of 
development time. Its availability might even encourage some Sbldies that otherwise might not be done. 
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3139558.39 0.00 
3139558.53 0.14 
3139558.91 0.38 
3139559.05 0.14 
3139559.43 0.38 
3139559.55 0.12 
3139559.78 0.23 
3139560.30 0.52 
3139560.44 0.14 
3 139561.23 0.79 
3139563.26 2.03 
3139563.38 0.12 
3 139563.53 0.15 
3 139563.91 0.38 
3139563.99 0.08 
3139564.08 0.09 
3139564.20 0.12 
3139564.33 0.13 

CAIL tcpe>put 
CALL tcp _top _put 

RET 1 tcp _ top __put 0.32 
RET 1 tcpe>put 0.48 
CAIL tcpe>srv 

CALL tcp _ output 
CALL tw _ dupmsga 
RET 1 lW _ dupmsga 0.46 
CALL tw send 

CALL in_cksum 
RET 1 in cksum 1.97 
CALL tcpsend 

CALL ipoput 
RET 1 ipoput 0.32 

RET 1 tcpsend 0.43 
RET l tw send 3.22 

RET 1 tcp_output 3.99 
RET 1 tcpe>srv 4.12 

Figure 5. Sample Trace of TCP/IP Protocol 

Barkley, Chen 

Our choice to package CASPER as a device driver has given us Wlforseen benefits. In addition to ease 
of installation, it bas led us to develop a means of allowing user level programs to share the same timing 
and tracing facilities available to the kernel In rettospect, this is ideal because in many situations, such 
as network protocols, the distinction between kernel and user levels is not a semantically natural one. 
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ABSTRACT 

The design of knowledge-based prototype Networlc Immsion Deccction Expert Sysaem 
(NIDX) for the UNIX® System V environment is described. NIDX combiocs knowledge 
describing the target system, hislory profiles of users' past activities, aod iDtmsion detec
tion heuristics fomling a knowledge-based system capable of detecting specifu: violations 
that occur on the target system. Inausions are detected by classifying user aa:ivity from a 
real-time audit trail of UNIX system cal1s, then determining, using system-specific 
knowledge and beoristics about typical inausions and attld: tedloiques, wbetbcr or not 
the activity is an inausion. This paper describes the NIDX knowledge b�. UNIX sys
tem audit trail mP.cbaoism, hislory profiles and demonstrates the knowledge-based inau
sion detection process. 

L Introduction 

This paper describes the design of the Network Inausion Detection Expert System (NIDX) - a software 
system CUIICDtly being pnxotyped by Bellcore as pan of our effon to address network security issues. 
NIDX is a knowledge-based system that will examine a real-time, detailed audit trail of user activity on a 
computer system with the purpose of detecting security violations. We consider imrusion detection, or 
real-time audit tr.lil analysis, to be one component of a more compldlensive security strategy. Other com
ponents, which are essentially preventive in nature will not be described here. These include data encryp
tion, distributed authentication, secure operating systems, physical security and. most impoitaDtly, tbe 
definition and enforcement of personnel security policies. 

1be computer system being monitored by NIDX is known as the target system. NIDX is being designed to 
combine knowledge describing the target system and security related heuristics to fonn a knowledge-based 
system capable '>f detecting specific violations that are potential threats to the target system. Initially, 
NIDX is being ueveloped to mom.tor the UNIX® System V environment, but its concepts may later be 
applied to other operating systems. 

1be next section reviews previous worlc and introduces the knowledge-based approach to intrusion detec
tion. Our knowledge-based model applied to the UNIX System V environment is presented in Section 3. 
Sections 4-6 then describe tbe NIDX architecture, design, and the intrusion deiectioo process. The conclud
ing section points to some issues for funher investigation. 

2. Previous Work 

Intrusion detection technology is based on the premise that, either in the attempt to � into a system, or 
once having broken inlo a system, an intruder will exhibit some form of aboonnal behavior when attempt
ing to access and comrol the system's resources. 1bis abnonnal behavior can then be detected by real-time 
analysis of an activity audit trail. allowing appropriate alerting and iecornrnendatiom for action to the sys
tem seamty adrnioism�or. This bane idea bas been pteviously expressed by Denning. et al, [l, 2] who 
defined an Imrusion Detection Expert Sysiem (IDES) model The IDES model is a gener.11 purpose, 
system-independent model whose major componeors are: 

t UNIX ia a iws-n,d lndanat ol AT&T 
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• Subjects - entities that initiate some action, e.g. user and sysimn programs. 

• Objects - emities aCled upon by subjects. e.g. files. memory locations, and physical devices. 

• Audit Records - logs of actioos taken or auempted by sabjeds on objeas. 

• Profiles - strucanes that � the observed nonnal relariombips between sobjeas and objeas. e.g. 
the acc:cu frequency foe a particular user and a particular file. 

• Anomaly Recolds - gcocr.ued when a subject's aaion on an object is abDODDal with iespect to the 
corresponding profile. 

• Aaivity Rules - describe actions to be taken when some coodition is satisfied. e.g. updar.e a profile 
based on new observed behavior in the audit .records, or send a report to the sec:arity administr.uor 
based on analysis of :inomaly records. 

In the IDES model. immsioos are detected using the following approach: first. initialize and update 
profiles based on observed behavior of normal mers, then monitor events on the system ("aaioos") looking 
for anomalous behavior. Anomalous behavior is discoveted by comparing a use.rs' cunent aaions to their 
profiled history and detemrining by statistic:il methods that a pe:isoo logged in as user u is exhibiting 
behavior not consistent with u's usual behavior. For example, if a user perfoID1S actions (e.g. file remo
vals) the number of which deviates substanti..ally from the mean of that activity as shown by bis/her profile, 
then such behavior is deemed anomalous. Once having deteaed such behavior, the system takes some 
appropriate aaion which may involve a report to the administraror. 

The IDES model and subsequent prototype [3] were primarily designed to detect masquerade violations. A 
masquerade violation is where an authorized or uoautboriZJed pe.rson uses a computer sysrem under the 
identilic:uion of another user. The process described above can be used to detect masqueraders. However, 
it may not be able to detect other types of imrusioos. For example. in the UNIX eoviromnem typical intru
sions are unauthorized browsing, amnnptioo of root pennwioos. and software and dam theft. The above 
method may not detect these intrusions for tbe following reasons. Fust. useis can slowly modify their 
behavior so that browse and theft violations appear to be nmmal behavior. Also, many intmsioos occur 
quickly, Le. a single command or two is emered to steal a piece of software or to exploit a commonly 
known or newly found security hole to gain root permissions. A very short sequence of anomalous 
behavior may not exceed tbe de.fined thresholds and. thus, not be detected. 

In the next secti� we describe an alternative approach that addresses these issues using a lcnowledge
based. system-dependent model designed to characterize and detect particular intrusions. 

3. NIDX Intrusion Detection Model 

The NIDX model is based on tbe IDES system-independent model. but is eXJended to include system
dependent knowledge to allow detection of specific security violations from the target system audit trail. 
An example of system--Oependeot knowledge is a description of the target system's tile system and 
heuristic- and policy-based rules for detecting violations. Although the current NIDX model is being 
developed for the UNIX system. many of its concepts should be applicable to other operating systems. The 
components of the UNIX system model are: 

• Users - sometimes called subjects. In the NIDX model nseis are ultimately beJd responsible for secmity 
violatiom. Thns. all activities are as:sociated with a user. A user may not iefer to an aaual pmoo. e.g. 
noucp 

• Objects - cutities aCled upon by usea, e.g. tiles, devices. message queues. and duectories. 

• Audit Recolds - the detailed tr3Ce of sacx:essfol and unsuccessful anempts by use1S to access sysiem 
objects. 

• User Profiles - maintain ii. history of users' interaaion wilb the system. Profiles reflect each user's rela
tionship to objects on the system. for example:. user :r to objects owned by another user y. 
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• Anomaly Records - generated when user activity suggests a suspicious event bas occmred. 

• lnttmiom - the security violaliom lbat the UNIX system intrusion deleetioo � detects. For exam
ple. unauthorized browsing, modi1icalion. or information !heft. 

• Saspicious Everus - evems that individually are not inausiom, but that may be an indicati.m of an 
impending security violalion. For example, a user who logs in late at oigbt who bas no bistmy of such 
activity. 

• Knowledge Base - comaim knowledge about the system being monitored and heuristics for detecting 
introsiom. 

• Rules - used to update session profiles from audit records. detect suspicious evems from audit :records, 
and detect activities which are indic:uions of inttusions. 

1be goal of the NIDX model is to support the development of a system tJw can characterize and detect 
specific intrusions from an audit trail of user activity. In this approach imrosions are detected via a two step 
p� FlISt, the audit records of user interaction with system objects are analyzed and placed in ooe of 
the following activity categories: browse, modify (includes create and write), delete, or copy (a combina
tion of read and write.) Then, the activity is authorized according to policies and heuristics contained in the 
knowledge base. Thus, in order to detect unauthorized browsing, a system based on the NIDX model fust 
detectS that a user is browsing, then detennines whether or not the browse activity is an inausion. 

Detecting browse requires NIDX to know the semantics of the audit trail records. For example, on the 
UNIX system where system calls are audited, this would require NIDX to consider the difference between 
open-for-reading and open-for-writing. Also, determining whether a detected activity is an ioausion 
requires NIDX to have access to policies and heuristics describing valid and/or invalid user behavior. An 
example of a policy is "users should not read other users files:" an example of a heuristic is "if some 
members of group x read file y, then other members of that group may read the file also." 

The NIDX model described above suppons this concept of intrusion detection. This differs from the IDES 
approach where oonnal user behavior is characterized and intrusiom are bypolbesi.zed when a user's 
cmrem behavior differs from their established nOIDl. We believe the cmrem NIDX model is appropriate for 
the UNIX system and other enviromnems where formal and informal policies exist to allow differentiation 
between authorized and unauthorized behavior. To adapt NIDX to domains where there are few or no poli
cies to govern user activities, the addition of techniques to distinguish usets from one another may be 
oecessary. 

4. NIDX Architecture 

Figme 1 depicts the NIDX an:bitecmre and data flow. Refemng to the diagram: user.. interact with tbe tar
get system, running programs. editing files, etc. An audit trail is transmitted in real-time to a UNIX wom
tation where NIDX is running. The NIDX system is physically co-located with the target system aod com
munication is done via a physically secure point-to-point RS-232 line ensuring that the audit aai1 cannot be 
tampered with during rr.Josmismon. 

The knowledge base, user profiles. and rules are implemented in an expert system shell on the NIDX 
wodcstation. Once on the worlcstation. the system call trace is emered iDlo the expen system 's worlcing 
memory where they are analyzed. When an inausioo is detected. an al.arm showing the violation and an 
explanation of the reasoning tbat led to its discovery are displayed on the seauity adm.i.mstrators woilcsta
tioo.. Then. the security administrator can insauct the target system to conrain tbe immder in some way. Ini
tial containment mechaoisms under consideration include n=suicting tbe inuuda' to a "safe" directory or 
logging bim/her off me target system and disabling tbe smpec:ted aa:oum. Anodler posmble action is to 
limit the destructive damage tbe imruder c:m do while cominuing to moaitor wilh the goal of leaming new 
aaad: techniques that can subsequently be induded in the role base. 

A potential enbaDc:emem is to allow NIDX to automatically provide com:ainmem insuuctiom to the target 
system. However, this should ooly be done at the disactioo of the security officer and then only when 
immsions are detected WUh a very high confi.dence level. 
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S. NIDX Design 

The compooe.ors of NIDX coosist of the following: the set of imrusioos and suspicious evems to be 
der.ec:u:d. the knowledge base. audit medlanism. and user profiles. 

s.1 Intrusions 

'Ibis section describes the set of violarioos that NIDX is being designed to detect. These were selected 
because they iepresent the typical violalions that can occur 011 most general purpose UNIX systems. Other 
violation.,. such as covert cbanoels which are meaningful only on multi-level secure systemS and deoial
of-service which may be � as an enhancement to NIDX. are not pan of the initial design. 1be 
imrusiom may be committed by e:ia.emal (i.e. system crackers) or intemal (i.e. authorized users abusing 
privileges) users. 

5 .l .l Attempted External Break-in 

An intruder may try to gain access to a system by attempting various logio/passwoni pairs until successful. 
Although the main purpose ofNIDX is to detect intruders once they have successfully gained access. mon
itoring for attempted break-in is relatively easy aod provides advanced warning of po�ble attacks on the 
system. 

5.12 Browsing 

Unauthoriz.ed browsing is tbe act of reading information tha1 the browser � no legitimate right or permis
sion to read. This iattusion is probably the most frequent offense for both imr:mal :md external intruders. 
But. it may be the han1est to distinguish from normal activity since most UNIX useis engage in authorized 
browsing regularly. To detect unanthorized browsing, NIDX monitOIS users for reading in unusual, 
conndemial, or restricted � of the system. 

5 .13 Modification and Desrruction 

Diiect modification aod deletion of objects can be detected by inttusion detection systems and even by sys
tem administrators much sooner man browsing. However, other indirect fo1ms of this intrusion may be 
more difficult to detect. For example. an intruder may insert a Trojan Horse [4J into a commonly used pro
gram. When that program is nm by an authorized user, the Trojan HoISC peifonns some coven activity that 
may result in tbe modification and/or desauction of objects. A Trojan Horse may be deleeted when a pro
gram or directory is modified during implantation. Also, the coven activity run from a Trojan Horse may 
be detected by the creation of set-user-id programs, the copying of files. or the modificatioo of file or direc
tory pcmtissloas. 

5.1 .4 Tlzeft 

lnfOIIDation theft over communic:m.on lines to external systems is a commoo goal of intrnders who suc
cessfully break into a computer system. Funher, this particular imrusioo may be initialed by internal useIS. 
Popular objects of theft include tools. games. the oper.uing system source, and propriewy software. One 
definition of theft is the unauthorized copy of infomtation. Thus, it may be possible to detect theft by mon
itoring for copying. Unauthori:zed copying can be characterized by reading in system or restricted direc
tories with concurrent writing to teuninal lines, removable medium devices. or personal directories. 

S.l Suspicious Events 

Suppose mer x wbo � never logged in at night befoie logs in late one aigbL This activity is not a security 
viol.aJion per se - the user may have valid worlc to do. However, becaose systems are aequently broken 
into during off hours. such an activity may be comidered a suspicious eWDt if user x bas no history of log
ging in at oigbL 

Suspicious evems may be used in coojunctioo with other infOimation to detect violatiom. For example, 
suppose NIDX determines tbal user x is browsing public directories. Under nonnal circumstances such 
activity may be accepted. However. if one or more suspicious evems have ocx:mred. then NIDX may con
clude that an uoauthorized user is masquerading as x. This sections describes the initial set of suspicious 
events that NIDX will mooitor. 
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5.2.1 Abnormal Login Evena 

If a user logs into me S)'Slrm at an 1UDSWll time, terminal or oetwOIX port. 

5 .2.2 Successful Jnurnal MllSl[l,IDOIU 

A mer who asmrnes lbe idemity of another user sboold not be rooside:lm. an immder solely for that aaion. 
Indeed, the UNIX system stt-usu-id feaime was designed to allow a user to enable other users to asmme 
their identity when rmmmg c:enain programs. However, in that case there should always be a diiea map
ping between stt-use-id program nm aod objects accessed. Any disaepancies may be signs of an inau
sioo. 

52.J Change in Wort Arm 

If the set of directories a user works in remains relatively constant over time, then deviations in work area 
may be a sign of an intruder. If a user changes work area (i.e. accesses files in a new directory) then a 
suspicious evem may be logged. The choice of the new wor:k area (public or private) and the length of time 
since the last wor:k area change are used to derennine whether or not a suspicious event is recorded. 

5 2.4 Awkward Use of tM Compwer 

An external intruder may not be familiar with the system .be/she ha., broken into. He/she may attempt to run 
comroaoos that do not exist, try to change directories to those that do not exist. try to read files that do not 
exist. search directories looking for familiar commands arv1 infonnation. and extensively use the man(l) 
am/or system help cororoaoos On UNIX systems, awkwardness is amplified by the many versioos avail
able. 

A profile to measure the awk:waniness of each user is maiotained. If a user makes a number of mistakes 
during a session exceeding a predetermined threshold.. a suspicious evem may be logged. 

5.3 Knowledge Base 

Toe NIDX model includes a .knowledge base describing the target system. The knowledge ba.,e is com
posed of information desaibing the target system 's file system, user.;, and policies and heuristics for 
defecting innusioos. Most of the knowledge base contains information applicable to all or most UNIX sys
tems. For example, the faa that the object ldevlrmtO is a tape drive. Additionally, the knowledge base is 
designed to allow the speciftc:uion of infOID1ation pertaining to just one or a � of similar UNIX systems, 
such as those dedicated to a particular applic:uion. For example, the specification of policies relating to the 
use of database files for a locally developed application. 

5 .J J File System and User Knowledge 

Knowledge about the target system's file system and users is essential for quick. accurate imrusion detec
tion. For example, comider the ltmp and /bin direaories: both directories can be read by all. however, 
whereas ltmp cm be written by all, /bin can only be wriaen by the system accounts roor and bin. Thus, for 
an imrusioo detection system, it is more imponant to notice a user writing into /bin than into ltmp. Without 
this knowledge, both directories must be treated equally. 

1bc following caiegories were created to allow objects to be classified: 

read-public: 
wri�-public: 
aec-public: 

read-restricted: 
wriM-restricMd: 
exec-restricted: 

read by all is permitted 
read/wriie by all is permitted 
run/search by all is permitted 
:read is a violation except lisled useIS and programs 
write is a violation except listed users aod programs 
nm/search is a violation except listed useIS and progI3IDS 

Not all objects on a UNIX system will be classified. FiISt, only those objects that have coosistent access 
3lbibmes with respect to all users (except root) sboald be c:lassifie«l For example. ltmp is open to all useIS 
and is ctaaified appropria1e.ly. However, the objects in ltmp may DOt be open and thus me not classified. 
Useis' home diieaorics are also nor cla§ified became they are open ooly to their owners aod are restricted 
widl respect: to all other useIS. Finally, when entire directory hierarchies need to be classified. only the top 
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level directory must be listed. Uoclmfil'!d files (and sobdiieaories. m:ms:ively) inherit. if spec:ified. the 
classification of their pamit. For example. /bin is classified as cx.ec-pablic. 1 thus lbinldate is infmed to be 
exec-public as well Note that tbis clasruication is more Iesuiaive man the actual pennissiom cm /bin 
which usually pennit reading in addition to exeaition. However, since nmmal mers only aeed to nm pro
grams in /  bin. tbi...: clusification helps browse and copy-� i.mmsioos to be dereaed. 

Objeas unique to a specific UNIX system can be added locally if finer-grained classification is dcsimi. 
This local knowledge is emeted and maioraioed by the security officer or system administtator and can be 
as detailed as desired for each sysiem being monitored. 

Information about useis such as their login names, home directories. mer and group ids is maintained in the 
lerc/passwd file. Note that the presence and fomw of letdfXUSWd is UNIX specific knowledge, but its con
tents are machine specific (it contains user infmmation about a particular UNIX system.) 

5 .3 2 l n.rrusion Deucrion Policies and H eurisrics 

'!be final component of the .lcnowledge base is a set of policies and heuristics for deteaing and authorizing 
activities. The policies ietlect formal and iofomial rules governing unauthorized user activities. The heuris
tics desaibe user activity mat may potentially be au introsion. Some e:zamp.les are: 

1. Use.rs should not read objects in other users ' peISOnal directories.. (policy) 

2. Users should very rarely write other users' files. (policy) 

3. Users do not generally open disk devices directly. (policy) 

4. Users do not make copies of system programs. (policy) 

5. Users wbo log in after hours often access tbe same files they used recemly. (heuristic) 

6. Users do not generally log in more than once simultmeou.&ly to the same system. (heuristic) 

7. Writable directories are good places to put Trojan HoISeS. (heuristic) 

'These policies and heuristics bave been gleaned from a variety of sources including security liter:uore [5-
8J, discussiom with security pezsom,el and. in the furure, from new anadc techniques learned from experi
ence. 

5.4 UNIX System Audit Medwlism 

5.4.l System Call Trace 

NIDX .requires a detailed trace of users ' activities and the objects they access. The standani UNIX system 
V accounting pacb.gc logs every program exeaned. recording sudl information as program name, amoum 
of dislc I/O , and CPU time. However, it does not provide a record of the objects read or written. 

In order to meet the objectives of the NIDX model it was foood that the UNIX system kernel needed to be 
modified to provide a trace of system calls invoked by user processes. This was necessary because only at 
the system call level can user interaction with system objects be traced in real-time. Not all system calls 
need be audited: only those that manage objects and affect user privileges are traced. NIDX will initially 
ttace the following sysa:m c:tlls:2 

I. 0a UNIX� ca� pamiaion oa a dinictory allow i1 ID be sarcbed. 
2. R.cadin familiar wilb UNIX Syatem V n:ieao 3.1 will nocxe !hat SynaD ca1la di:aliag widl message queoa. scm.aphon;s. shan:d 

_,_,-. and cm Tnmpart lalllrfa:c (TI) have bcca omiard. Audiliag diaa .,,_ cails ii llCCl!SNI)' for complete i� 
clea=aioa. bid. bocUN Im IDebaiqla � lO moaic« lbem U9 aimilar ID im lillad _,- c:a1Js. imy are notdacribed here.. 
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access 
cbdir 
aeat 

dop 
exec 
foo:: 

link 
open 
pipe 
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setgid 
SClpglp 
semid 

stat 
unlink 

A typical audit record will comain. ming the open(.2) system call as an example. real and effective 
user/group id, process id. object, aaion. time sramp and success indicator. Thus. invocatioo of the system 
call: 

open (" Jw;;r/dave/x", 0 _RDONL Y); 

will result in the following trace reconi: 

user. 195 call: open object: /usr/dave/x 
group: 130 flag: read object-owner. 195 
euser. 195 enno: 0 object-group: 130 
egroup: 130 time: 12345 type: file 

We modified the UNIX kernel to obtain a detailed trace of user access to objects. A prefencd alternative is 
to use an equivalent trace in a standani fomw from a commercially available version of UNIX Sysrem V 
so that local kemcl modifications would not be necessary. The level of auditing required for a C2 and 
higher rating as described in the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria [9] and implemented in [10] 
appeaIS to be sufficient for intrusion detection. As UNIX systems rated C2 and above with standan:i audit 
trail formats become available, we plan to investigate the applicability of the NIDX model to them. 

5.42 System Program Trace 

In addition to monitoring user/object interaction. certain evems on the target system are important to 
NIDX. Fust. NIDX must know when a user logs in so that monitoring can being. Also, NIDX must know 
when a user logs out so that monitoring can end after all processes executed on behalf of that user ter
minate. The login program will be modified to record each successful login as well as unsuccesmil login 
attempts to allow attempted break-im to be deteaed. The end of a session can be determined when a geay 
is restaned on a terminal line. The getty program will be modified to record such events. 

Fmally, a user can legally assume the identity of another user without logging-in again via su(l) and m
user-id programs. The objects accessible via a properly developed set-user-id program should be limited by 
the program itself. However. since su provides the user with a shell. object accessibility is unlimited. Thus. 
su will be modified to infonn NIDX of successful attempts. Unsuccessful anempts are not logged since a 
user attempting to crack passwords can access the encrypted password from lerclpasswd at will.3 

System programs log trace messages via a new system call implemented to allow non-kernel resident func
tions to contribute to the audit trail. The system call is protected so tbaI only certain programs. cmremly 
su. login. and getty, can successfully invoke it to log messages. This prevents false messages from being 
logged by useIS attempting to subvert the intrusion detection process. 

5.5 Profiles 

Profiles are used to characterize and swnmari7.e the behavior of each user and are used to augment the 
intmsion detection � when knowledge of past activity would facilitate the analysis of a suspected 
violation. There are two groups of profiles: first. pennanem profiles for each user tlw are up<bted at the 
end of each login session and second. separ.ue session profiles maintlioed while the user is logged-in to 
distinguish cmmtt from past activities. This section describes the initial set of NIDX user profiles. 
Because profiles are computationally expensive to use and have significant storage requuemenlS. part of 
the on-going resean:h is to detmnine which profiles � necessmy for effective inttusion detection. 

J. Aauaily, CIIICC an inlnldu c:ncud a puawad beJsbe cOllid mcnly log-in to lbe victim's KCGURL Howe¥Cr. if Ibo rooc � is 
c:rxud, !be UllnKMlf- paeraliy uao .111 siai:a Syszmi V psewna rooc logia &om� ocher daa Ibo comole. 
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5.5.1 Succasful External Login Profile 

Login profiles are organized primarily by time of day because, geoeally, most users have a com:isteot 
work scbcdule There are login profiles for various time periods including weck�y. evening, lale-oigbt, 
weekend-day, and weekend night. Each profile also lists the acc:ess metbod, e.g. bard-wiled line or dialup. 
'Ibis infonnati.oo provides a t>oosisreor record of each users' geoenl computer access habits. 

5 .5 .2 Sua:asful lnurnal Login Profile 

The only way for a user to "login-in" as another user ooce oo the system is via the su(l) cnmmaoo, given 
tbar the user does not already have super-mer penoissioos. 

A profile is roaioraioed for each user and the logins that user succesmilly su's to. The profile includes user 
id. new mer id and the wad: area directory profiles used while uoder the oew id. This profile is necessary 
to distinguish aa:ivit:ies dooe through a set-user-id program versus those dooe as a result of su�ful SIL 

5 .5 .3 Attempted External Login Profile 

Inaudcrs may use trial and error in choosing user ids and p�ords when attempting to break imD a sys
tem. Poteotially useful user ids often tried are guest and sys. Tracking the user ids eotered, number of 
anempts, device and time of day is useful in detecting patterns of attempted break-ins. 

5.5.4 File and Directory Access Profiles 

Toe file and directory access profiles maintained for each user describe that user's relationship to the files 
and directories owned by others. For example, the profile dave-read-miu is updated whenever user dave 
reads a file or directory owned by the user mike. Since there are too many objeas on a system to monitor 
each individually, objeas are grouped into classes and each class is monitored rather than individual 
objeas. Pan of the oogoing research is to determine the appropriare granularity of the object groupings. 

The following sectioos describe the acmal profiles. The '• '  below denotes the actions perfomied oo the 
objects. The aaioos monitored are: read, write, execute, search, and delete. The read profile is updated 
whenever a file is opened for reading. Toe write profile is updated whenever a file or directory is opened 
for writing. 1be execute profile is updated whenever a program is invoked. The search profile is updared 
wbeuever a directory is opened for reading. The delete profile is updated whenever a direaory or file is 
removed. Ea.ch profile includes the following infoIDlation: user id, profile type, e.g. user-read-other, event 
counters and time stamps. 

5.5.4J User-*-other 1bese profiles monitor ooe users interaction with another user's objects. Note that 
"another user" does not include system objects, which are monitored separa1ely. Profiles can be created 
which monitor a users interaction with one other user's objects, e.g. user-*-.ry:, or which monitor a users 
imeractioo with several user's objects, e.g. user-*-abc,hij. 

5.5.42 User-•-self These profiles monitor a users actions to objects he/she owns. These profiles may be 
useful in detecting masquerade violations. 

5.5.43 User-•-systDn 'These profiles monitor the use of uncommonly used or restricted system objects 
tbar. if accessed by a user, may result in a security violation. Examples are devices in /dev, uucp files in 
/osr/lib/uucp, and the syStem source. 

5 .5 .5 User Id and Group Id Profiles 

All set-user/group-id programs oo a particular system should be koowu to the system administrator and 
NIDX because each is a a potential sowce or target for seaJiity violatiom. Except for a few system com
mands. such as su(l), passwd(l), and mail(l), set-usu/group-id programs are :rare and should only be used 
to provide access to files oot available without special pexmission. Thus, each noo-system set-user/group-id 
program will be profiled independently for all usem. 1bat is, this profile set covem the set-user/group-id 
programs that each individual user invokes. Deviations in the files or directories accessed or programs IUD 
from a set-user/group-id program may be an indication of a Trojan Hmse or security flaw in the program. 
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5.5.6 WortArm Profiles 

A user's woit: an:u are the dueaories be/she accesses during a login session. One way to focus the atten
tion of the inausioo detection system is to notice that a mer is not womng in a �viously established woik 
mea. 

A wmt mea profile is an ordeied list of all the directories a pemon accesses over a given time with those 
directories most rec:eatly aa:csscd at the from of the list. Although a user's primary wodc area may change 
over time as bisJber mies and skills change, deviations allow the inuusion deteaor to focus OD aaivitics 
occurring in the new directories. Thus, this profile is not used as the sole basis for detecting an inauder; 
rather it is used to detect suspicious events. 

5.5.7 Awkwardness Profile 

This profile monitors the awkward events described in seaion 5.2.4. 

6. The Intrusion Detection Process 

This section pieseDtS two examples of techniques developed for NIDX. Toe first demonstrates the intru
sion detection process - bow the knowledge base and heuristics are used to distinguish authori.7.ed from 
unauthorized behavior. Toe second shows bow NIDX determines that a particular activity, in this case 
copying, bas ocamed from the detailed audit trail 

6.1 Detecting Unauthorized Browse 

Detec:ting uoauthorized browse is accomplished in two steps: first, browse activity is detected from the 
audit trail and second, authorization of the activity is determined. Consider the following user command: 

$ cat /usr/miu/x 

Let m asmme this command was entered by some other user, say user dave, and that the directory 
/usr/mike is the home directory of another user, moo:. Toe system call trace (abbreviated) is: 

user. 195 call: open object: /usr/mike/x type: file flag: read 

Detection of browse is relatively easy since browse activity results from opening files and directories for 
reading. Section 6.2 shows bow browse is distinguished from other activity also involving reading, e.g., 
copying. Toe following represents pan of the browse authori.zalion process: 

1. If the object is letclpasswd or another object with a clasmication of read-public in the .knowledge 
base, then read is authori.7.ed. 

2. If the object is classified as read-restricted and if user 195 or the program reading the object is not 
listed as having permission to read the object, then an a1aim is generated. 

3.  If no explicit classification exists for the given user and object, then heuristic authorization is per
formed as described in tbe following list items: 

4. If the object is owned by the user who accesses it and no suspicious events have occurred, tben read 
is authorized. 

5. If the object is owned by the user and one or more smpicious events bave occurred and tbe object is 
not a dilectory listed in the user's recem wort-area-profile, then an anomaly record is generated. 
Several anomaly records are needed before an alann is generated. 

6. If the objea is in the directory bierarcby of another user, say user x, and is not in a "generally public 
readable" directory, e.g., ·xlbin4 or "xlrje, then an anomaly record is generated because of the policy 
"uscis should not read other user's files." Specification of "generally public readable" directories is 

4. 'Inc symbol ",r S - abbreviation for lhe home dimc:cory of user L 
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ccoaioed in the knowledge base. 

7. The previom bemistic can be aPgmeored wilh the use of profiles. For example. autborizalioo may be 
gramed if user 195 or membelS of user 195's group bad shown previous history of tcading tbal par
ticular object. 

This example tm shown bow simple immsioos can be deteaed from just one audit trail � The list 
cootains some of the bemistics med to determine authorization of browse or read activity wbeo simple 
binary decisions CIIIIIDt be made. Part of tbe ongoing research is to geoenlize and combme heuristics. 

6.2 Detecting Copy lntrasioos 

Distinguishing copy imusiom from browse i.ntrns:i.ons is impomm because once a file is copied. the copier 
bas unlimited � to it. Also, since devices are actually special files on UNIX systems, the command: 

S cp /usrfmiJalx /dev/disu:ttel 

copies the file to floppy disk: which may iesult in information theft. Copy intrusions are detected the same 
way as browse inttusiom: first the copy is detected, then autbomatioo is determined.. Deteaioo of copy 
aaivity is diffi.allt because several audit reconis are needed to infer tbat copying has occuned and there are 
many methods to copy a file each resulting in a potentially d.ifferem audit trail. Authorization can be done 
usmg knowledge of aser/object rewiombips and heuristics in the same maooer as browse imrusioos. 

Consider the following three examples. Each shows a diffeient command to copy the file /usr/milre/x to 
/usr/dave/y and its respective audit trail (abbreviated). 

$ cp /usr/rnikl!/x /usr/dave/y 

user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 

call: exec 
call: open 
call: open 

$ cat < /usr/m.w!/x > /usr/dave/y 

user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
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call: open 
call: open 
call: fork 
call: dup 
call: dup 
call: exec 

Example 1 

object: /bin/cat 
object: /usr/dave/y 
object: /usr/TJUU/x 

Example 2 

object /usr/mike/x 
object: /usr/dave/y 

object: stdin 
object: stdout 
object: /bin/cat 

270 

type: file 
type: file 

type: file 
type: file 

flag: write 
flag: read 

flag: read 
flag: write 
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Example 3 

S cat /lm/rni'Jt:e/x I cat > /usr/dave/y 

user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
mer: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 
user: 195 

call: pipe 
call: open 
call: fodc: 
call: dup 
call: dup 
call: exec 
call: fodc: 
call: dup 
call: exec 
call: open 

object: /usr/dave/y 

object: stdio 
object: sulout 
object: /bm/cat. 

object: stdout 
object: /bm/cat. 
object: /usr/mw!/x 
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type: file flag: write 

type: file flag: read 

Although the audit ttail for each command is different, some re-occurring themes can be exploited. Each 
command eventually opens lusrlmikdx for reading and Jusrldavely fur writing. Also, the audit trail pat
temsfork-dup-aec aodpipe1ork-dup-aec are iDdicarions ofl/O iedirection. 

This knowledge is used in the following procedure to determine that a file was "copied": Audit records are 
proc:cssed ming forward-chaining str.uegy with the goal of discovering either a."restricted"5 file opened for 
reading or an "unresrriaed" file opened for writing. If that goal is reached. the goal state detected-copy is 
set and a subgoal is created to substantiate it Satisfying the subgoal depends on whether opeoing a res
tricted or unrestricted file satisfied the detecced-copy goal state. That is, whether a "restrictedn file was 
opened for reading fust or whether an "unrestriaecin file was opened for writing fust. If a "restricted" file 
was opened first, then the subgoal is satisfied if an "unrestricted" file is opened for writing next. Con
versely, iftbc detected-copy goal state was reached when an wm:saicted file was opened for writing, then a 
restricted file must opened for reading to satisfy the subgoal. Satisfying the subgoal is dooe using a 
backward-chaining str.11egy. 

If the process exirs before the subgoal is reached or another violation is detected. then the detected-copy 
goal and the subgoal are removed from consideration. If patterns for I/0 redirection .are detected in the 
audit trail. meaning that the source of all 1/0 has not yet been determined, then analysis must continue. 
Once the "copy" is deieaed, then authoriz:uion is done using the tedmiqoes described in the last section. 

7. Conclmioo 

Conventional security tools provide various levels of protection against potential intruders. However, this 
protection is given only as long as the preventive mechanisms are not compromised. Once these mechan
isms are defeated by a sufficiently determined imruder, the underlying system is again left open to tamper
ing. Moreover, this tm1pering is often untraceable by conventional means. Thompson. for example, 
demomtrateS in [11] bow a clever system programmer can insert devices into system software that are vir
tually uudeteaable by cunent security mechanisms. 

A complemeuwy mechanism to intrusion prevention is detection. Conventionally, this is achieved by pro
viding detliled audit daia that allows security officers to detect intnmons, assess damage and then repair 
security boles. Toe approach described in this paper in wbi.cb the audit trail is analy-7.ed in real-time using 
expert system technology is a substantial improvement over batch mode audit trail inspection. A key 
objective of !Cal-time analysis is that it may allow real-time comainmem of an intruder's activity, thereby 
limiting the damage tbal can be dooe. 

We have desaibed the architeetme and design of the NIDX CJq>Crt system for oetwodc: i.mrusion detection. 
Toe NIDX system, specifically targeted for the UNIX System V environment, is being designed to detect 

5. W"llh lapecl ID lhc _. ga,cruiog lhc audit trail. 
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security violalioos in n:al-time by analyzing a ttac:e of UNIX sysa:m calls using sysaem-specific 
knowledge, binory JmJfi1es of useis' activities, and heuristics about typical immsiom and auaclc tech
niques. 

There are also seveml open issues we are investigariog. Since it may be ctiffi01Jt for a general purpose 
computing sysaem to providr. sufticiem resomces to m DSCJS while monitoring ilsclf for iml:adels, we are 
investigating the role of parallel proc:essiog in immsion deteaioo where additioDal processors are used to 
offload the auditing and monitoring fooctions from the target system. In addirioo, we are investigating tbe 
tmdeoffs between fast deteclioo and the DDmber of false alanm geocrated, using dala bom evenmal proco
type field studies to cltaerrnioe ao acceptable balance. FiDally, the prototype eoviromnent is expea.ed to 
prove a base for mfinemeot. A3 new attack techniques are discovered. tbe appropriale defcmive mecban
isms will be inanporared into the system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Conventional Disaetionary Access Control mechanisms, even in systems with Trusted 
Computing Bases, are vulnerable to Trojan Horse and Computer Virus attacks because a 
process typically acquires all of the access privileges of the user invoking iL An 
important security goal is to limit a process to only those accesses intended by the user. 
This paper presents a mechanism which attempts to satisfy this goal, using a program's 
run time arguments as a hint of the user's intentions. 

1. Introduction 
Protecting the information in computer systems from illicit exposure, modification, and destruction is 

a difficult problem, one that is of critical importance in both military and commercial environments. This 
infonnation is vulnerable to a daunting variety of assaults: software booby-traps, network eavesdropping 
and packet forging, abuse of superuser privilege, compromise of backup ta�. and confidence tricks that 
can be played upon users, operators, and administrators alike, to name a few. 

Of all the ways a system's security may be compromised. the most popular among system security 
breakers seems to be the Trojan Horse attack. A software Trojan Horse is a program which I)  appears to 
offer some desirable service, 2) has some hidden functionality, 3) is designed with malicious intent, and 4) 
improperly uses properly granted access rights to achieve its goals [2). An example of a Trojan Horse 
might be a "game program" left on a public bulletin board, which, "in addition to being a potentially 
entertaining game, occasionally sets bits randomly on the users' disk drives in order to maliciously destroy 
data. A classic UNIX* Trojan Horse scheme involves taking advantage of naive command search paths 
that include publicly writable directories. The malicious individual puts a program with the same name as 
a popular utility (e.g. "mail") into one of these directories. A user who has this directory early in his 
search path may inadvertently execute the Trojan Horse instead of the real utility. The malicious program, 
which upon execution is imbued with all of the victim's a� rights and privileges, may do anything to 
the victim's files that their rightful owner could. Upon completing its subversive tasks, the program will 
then execute the real "mail" program so that the victim does not suspect that anything untoward has 
happened. 

t This n:searcb wu mpported in pm by lhe NSF Coordina&ed Experimental Rmearch Program uadcr grant NSF/MCS 
812l(i96 and by 1be mM Corpon&ioll under comract D850915. 

* UNIX is a 1ndcmuk of AT&T Bell Laboraiories. 
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A particularly dangerous form of Trojan Horse is the Computer Virus. A Computer Virus is 
" ... a program lbat can 'infect' other programs by modifying them to include a possibly 
evolved copy of itself. With the infection property, a virus can spread throughout a 
computer system or network using the authoruations of every user using it to infect their 
programs. Every program that gets infected may also act as a virus and thus the infection 
grows., , [1) 

Lai, Gray 

A Computer Virus may additioaally carry malicious code which is triggered once the Virus has 
gained approprialely broad � privileges. 

Both of these types of assaults exploit a weakness in current Discretionary Access Control (DAC) 
implementations in which processes are accorded all of the privileges that their invoking users possess 
[4,8). A DAC is a "means of restricting access to objects based on the identities of the subjects and/or 
groups to which they belong. The corurols are discretionary in the sense that a subject with a certain access 
authorization may, at its discretioo, be capable of passing �rhaps indin:ctly) that access type or a subset 
on to any subjecL" [4) 

Let us examine this problem algebmically, in a notation similar to that presented in [9). First we will 
make the following definitions: 

U is the set of all users; u is an element of U . 

S is the set of all subjects (processes); s is an element of S .  

0 is the set of all objects (files, devices, programs); o is an element of O . 

A is the access set of all types of operations (read, write, append, execute, etc.). 
In a typical DAC system, the set of all access triples is 

M = (U x O  x A )  

U and S are interchangeable here, since no distinction is made between the privileges of the process 
and the privileges of the user. 

The accesses allowed for user u is 

M" = (u x O  x A )  

where M" is consttaine.d by any Mandatory Access Controls that might be in effe.cL 
Now let us assume that user u wants to nms program o . The user makes the request to run program 

o ,  and M" is checked to see if to see if u has execute permission on the program object o .  If the 
permission exists, then program o is run on behalf of user u in a new-created process s (or by the pre
existing process s if the operaring system in que.mon does not create a new process for each program run 
by the user). 

Under conventional DACs, the accesses available to s are 

Ms = (u x O  x A ) = M
u 

In contrast, the accesses that the user inlended for s , M1, ,  is some subset of the totality of access 
triples available to the user. That is, 

Trojan Horse and Computer Virus programs exploit the fact that they are not limited by the intent of 
the user. That is, the access triples ME, exploited by the malicious program are again a subset of the 
totality of access triplets available, but are distinct from the accesses intended by the user: 

Summer USENIX '88 
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There is no single solution to this problem. However, we a.uert that by applying the "Least 
Privilege Principle" [8) to processes' file accesses, the damage that can be done by programs that contain 
Trojan Hcrses and Computer Viruses can be significantly limite.d. Therefore, while traditional DACs are 
designed such that 

Ms = (u X O  x A ) = Mu 

we propose a system in which 

That is, a system in which the access triples available to a process are limited to those intended by 
the user. 

All Possible Accesses 

Accesses Allowed for User u 

Accesses Intended 
by User 

for Process s 

Figure 1. Access privileges in typical DACs. 
Figure I illustrates the problem with typical DACs. The largest ellipse represents the set M of all 

access triples for all users. The circle labeled "Accesses Allowed for User u "  represents Mu . The two 
smallest ellipses represent M1, and ME, · 

We have set out to restrict a process to only those accesses that are both permitled under the 
Mandatory and Discretionary Access Controls in effect (Mu ), and intended by the user of the program 
(M1,). The goal is to prevent pennissible but unintended accesses which might be attempted by a Trojan 
Horse. 

There are a number of ways that this goal may be achieved. One possible scheme might involve 
having the security kernel interactively ask a user to authorize every operation on every object which a 
process running on the user's behalf might initiate. At the opposite extreme, one might design an expert 
system which would automatically determine if a requested operation is in violation of the intent of the user 
invoking the program. Neither of these schemes is feamble, the former due to the intolerable amount of 
user intervention required, and the lattez because of the shoncomings of current technology. Clearly, a 
system which combines some user intervention with a degree of machine inference of user intent must be 
built if the goal is to be satisfied in a practical manner. 

In this papc7, the authors present just such a mechanism. The key idea is to use a program's run time 
argument list as a statement of the user's intent, and to flag or �ct access to �urces not mentioned in 
the argument lisL The system asks the user for authori7.ation for the small subset of accesses which might 
not be resolved automatically by the system. This mechanism will limit the damage caused by Trojan 
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Horse attacks to only those objects passed to these malicious programs as argumc-nts. While this scheme 
will severely limit the impact of d.isaetionary auacks, it is not a total solution and is intended to be used in 
conjunction with other protective m� such as those described in [6.7). 

l. Scope or this Research 

The protective mechanism desaibed in this paper is designed solely to prevent a program from 
accessing (for read, write, append. truncate, execute, c=ation, deletion, Jocking. or access parameter 
change) those files that are not passed to it as arguments. Exceptions to this rule are I) globally readable 
files, which may be read even if they are not included on the command line, and 2), a special set of rules 
governing the creation, use, and disposal of "temporary files".  This scheme offers no protection to those 
files which are passed to a program as arguments, either from integrity violations (modification) or 
disclosme via covert channels. However, private files not included on the argument list are protected from 
both disclosure and integrity violations since all surreptitious accesses to these files are prevented. 
Moreover, disclosure of information in a file on the argument list via creation of a new file will be detected. 

It is true that this mechanism can be subverted if certain critical data structures in the kernel can be 
modified by malicious individuals. However, the threats that this scheme addresses are present even in 
systems which are built upon a Trusted Computing Base (TCB) [3J. Thus, an examination of the issues 
related to protecting kernel data structures is not within the scope of this paper. 

In addition to providing the above described protection, the ideal system should impose little 
overhead in CPU cycles and memory usage on the host operating system, and should not require undue 
amounts of user intervention. Finally, the mechanism should be binary compauble to its tmmodified host 
operating system. A mechanism which satisfies all of these requirements is presented below. 

3. Solution Strategy 

3.1. Brief Overview 

At the highest level, the mechanism can be viewed as follows: users invoke commands from trusted 
command interpreter processes, and unless special provisions have been made for the particular application 
by the system manager, the resulting process is considered to be untrusled.1 A trusted process in this 
context is one that can make use of any and all access triples available to the user, that is, within Mu , and 
further, can invoke other programs to opezate upon lhe objects within this constraint In contrast, untrusted 
processes are not free to use any access triple in Mu ; each time an untrusted process requests a file system 
operation. the kernel scans a data structure called the Valid Access List (VAL). The VAL consists of the 
arguments with which the program was called plus the names of any new files that the process or its 
progeny have created. The VAL also contains a reference count of how many processes are sharing it If 
the file upon which the operation was requested is not on the VAL, the user is asked whether or not he 
wishes to allow the access (the mechanism for securely querying the user is discussed in §  5.1) .  

3.2. File Ace� 

The distinction between trusted and untrusted processes, together with the VAL, are the elements out 
of which this security mechanism is built Our concepts of trusted and untruSted processes give us a small 
class of processes to trust implicitly, and a much larger class of processes whose actions we must suspect 
and regulate. Our V ALs give us criteria upon which to judge a process' requests for access to objects. 
These tools, and the following fives rules, make up the kernel of the mechanism: 

1) Whenever a file access is requested by an untrusted process, the VAL is searched for the 
requested file. 

2) If the file is on the VAL, the request is performed using the user's access privileges. 

1 This is uuc for systems like UNIX in which proa:uea apawn procsllei, bu! does not apply 10 syllelDs like MUL
TICS. A similar medlanism can, bc>weva", be �ed. to systems when: the command inle!pRler and invoked c:anunands 
an: effeclivdy the ume proc:cas. 
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3) If the file is not on the VAL and the operation requested is an open for read, and the file in 
questioo is globally readable, then the operation succeeds. 

4) If the request is for creation of a file, the operation is pcrfamed using the user's access 
privileges, with the protections on the file set such that only the user has any privileges to 
manipulate the new file. Further, the file is entered onto the VAL, where it is tagged as 
being a New Non-Argument file (discussed in § 3.4). 

5) If the operation requemed does not fall llllder rules two through four, then the operating 
system asks the user to authorize the operation. If the user authom.es the request.. then it is 
perfonned using the user's access privileges. Otherwise, the operation fails. In either event, 
the fact that this exceptional condition occurred is noted in the system log. 

A more relaxed policy of only querying the user in the event of questionable modification operations 
is also possible. This would have the advantage of greatly reducing the number of queries that the user 
would have to answer in the course of normal activity. The disadvantage of this policy is that the illicit 
disclosure of data becomes easier to arrange. We shall call this weaker approach the Modified Policy. 

3.3. Trusted and Untrusted Processes 
The first principle of this scheme is that users are able to generate any command strings that they 

wish, and that these commands will be executed by the system within the confines of their access 
privileges. Therefore, the keyboard input from the users is to be accepted as properly reflecting user intent 
1bis is achieved by designating the user's command interpreter task as a trusted process. 

Users do not usually access files directly from their command interpreters. Instead, they invoke 
programs which display, edit, or otherwise process the files to which they have access. Unless specific 
administrative actions have been taken to the conttary, all programs which a user invokes will run as 
untrusted processes. When a truSted process directly spawns an untruSted process, a VAL is created and is 
associated with a new Untrusted Process Family (UPF) which initially is made up of that first untrusted 
process. Any processes later spawned by that first untrusted process, or its progeny, will be considered part 
of this UPF, and will all share the same VAL. This is to allow cooperating subprocesses to communicate 
information via shared temporary files. Note that the processes spawned by an untrusted process will 
always be untrusted. 

Some programs are inherently promiscuous in their file accesses. For example, some programs 
access files recW'Sively, that is, they are called with directories as arguments and then traverse the file 
system ttees rooted at those directories, performing operations on some or all of the objects therein. These 
programs do not fit well into our scheme, since they always access files which are not on the VAL and 
would demand an intolerable amount of user intervention. Fortunately, few users write programs which 
are file system recursive, and it is probably safe to assume that the system utilities which perform this kind 
of service are free of malicious code, as long as malicious users do not gain superuser privileges and thus 
write access to these utilities. Therefore, pan of this scheme is a mechanism by which a program can be 
marked as trustable. A program which is marked as trustable and which is invoked by a trusted process, 
will run as a trusted process, and will therefore have its file accesses constrained only by the privileges of 
the invoking user, without regard to the program's argument list Of COW'SC, a trustable program which is 
invoked by an wttrusted process will run as an untrusted process. This trust granting scheme is used to 
mark as trust.able only those utilities which routinely access non-argument files, as well as the standard 
command interpreters. We claim that there are only a few dozen programs which require this special 
tremment (see § 53 for a list of the programs which would be marked as trustable under 4.3 BSD UNIX). 
The Modified Policy described in § 3.2 has the additional advantage of reducing the number of programs 
which have to be marked as being trustable in order to provide a reasonable level of user intervention. 

Some users may write programs or command files which would be inconvenient to use unless they 
were nm as trusted processes. We therefore need a mechanism by which a user can explicitly specify in 
the program invocation that a program should be run as a truSted process. The implementation of this 
mechanism is operaring system dependent, and the reader should see § 5.3 for a discussion of its 
implementation under UNIX. 
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3.4. New Fil� 

Many legitimate programs create new files during their execution that may not be named on the 
program's argument lisL nae may be either temporary or permanent files. Temporary files are those 
files that are used to hold the results of various stages of a computation, such as the data produced by the 
stages of a compiler, which are deleted once the computation is completed. Pmnanent new files are not 
deleted upon the completion of a program. An example of a pcnnanent new file might be the finished 
executable that is the output of a compiler. New files which are not named on the argument list, be they 
temporary or pmnanent, are nee� rcsoUICCS which must be available to even untrusted processes. 
Since these files do not fall neatly under our scheme we must develop a set of special rules for dealing with 
them. 

Since untrusted proce.ucs must be free to create new files that are not named on the argument list, 
file creation is allowed, within the constraints of the user's access privileges. New files are entered onto 
the VAL so that they can be shared among cooperating members of a multi-process computation. As these 
new files are entered onto the VAL, they are specially marked as being New Non-Argument (NNA) files . 

NNA files do have restrictions on how they can be manipulated. They are ,created with their 
protection attributes set such tha1 only their owner may access them; thus preventing read or modify access 
by independent processes invoked by other users. The process which created the new file, and the other 
� in its UPP, may not change these permissions, as this would provide an easy way for a Trojan 
Horse to disclose the contents of an argument file. When an NNA file is removed by a member of the UPP, 
its entry on the VAL is delete.d. 

While this allows us to have temporary files, and to create permanent files which are not on the 
argument list, it does create some security problems. For example, a Trojan Horse could create temporary 
files whose names are made up of the data in the argument files which can be gathered by a cooperating 
malicious program. This is an example of a covert storage channel. Another malicious program could 
create hundreds of files and directories with random names wherever the user has the permission to do so. 
We therefore notify the user of any NNA files which are still extant upon the tennination of a UPF. Even 
with this notification, it might take the victim quite a while to clean up the mess. We acknowledge both of 
these problems. This first problem is a disclosure problem that, as stated at the beginning of this paper, is 
not within the scope of our solution. The second problem is not integrity critical, but is potentially 
annoying. Fortunately, it would be easy to eliminate this annoyance. Upon the termination of a process 
which has crealed NNA files, in addition to simply listing all of the NNA files which are still in existence , 
we could ask the user if he would like to have all of these new files deleted. 

4. Exampl� 

Now that we have presented the mechanism, we will examine how it applies to various kinds of 
operations. 

4.1. The C Compiler 

The 4.3 BSD UNIX C compiler is made up of 6 pans: a pre-processor ("/lib/cpp"), the compiler 
("/lib/ccom"), the optional optimu.er ("/lib/c2"), the assembler ("/bin/as"), the loader ("/bin/ld"), and a 
master program ("/bin/cc") which calls these various stages in the proper order and with the appropriate 
arguments. The pre-processor takes two arguments: the source file, which should already exist, and an 
output file, which should not exist and which is created by the pre-processor. The compiler, the optimizer, 
and the assembler all take two temporary files as arguments, the first contains the output of the previous 
stage, and the second is created by the current stage. The loader loads together a number of files, some of 
which may be temporary, others which may already exist, and still others which are globally readable. The 
loader srores its output in another file, which may or may not already exist The temporary files which are 
employed in the compilation process are deleted by the master program upon termination of the procedure. 
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command inteipreter 
trusted 

"cc foo.c -o foo" 

VAL: 

foo 
Joo foo.c 

foo.c 
tmpl 

Read Access: 

foo too 
foo foo.c foo.c 

foo.c tmpl tmpl 
tmpl tmp2 tmp2 
rmp2 tmp3 

tmp3 tmp4 

§ EJ E] E]  
Create and Write: 

tmpl I I tmp2 tmp3 

Time 

too 

foo.c 
tmpl 
tmp2 
tmp3 
tmp4 

tmp4 
crtO.o 

libc.a 

Figure 2. Toe operation of the C compiler under the proposed scheme. 

foo 
foo.c 

Figure two illustrates how the compilation process proceeds, and how the VAL evolves during its 
execution (assuming that the C compiler has not been marked as being b'Ustable). Italicized names in the 
"VAL" boxes are the names of files that have been added to the VAL at that particular stage of the 
operation. Italicized names in the .. Read Access" boxes are the names of globally readable files which are 
read at that stage of the operation. Let us suppose that the user has entered the command "cc foo.c -o 
foo," which asks that the C source code in file "foo.c" be compiled and that the resulting executable be 
placed in "foo." The master program, "/bin/cc," is called from the trusted command interpreter, at which 
point a VAL is set up and initialized with the command line arguments (for the sake of readability, we have 
left off the flag "-o" from the illustration, although it is present in the VAL, since we don't presume to 
reliably distinguish flags from file names). The master program ("/bin/cc") calls the pre-processor 
("/hb/cpp") with the arguments "foo.c" and "tmpl "2• The pre-processor reads "foo.c," which is 

2 In reality, the C ccmpiler lmlpomy files are llllllled lhings like "/tmp/am086813," but we have med "unpl," 
"11np2," etc., for simplicity's sake. 
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allowed since it is on lbe VAL. Let us suppose that .. foo.c" includes .. /usr/include/stdio.h," the globally 
readable definition file for the C formatted-1/0 library. Since this file is globally readable, the pre
processor is able to read it and include its text into the JrC-� version of .. foo.c." The pre-processor 
creates the file "unp 1 ." Tbe file "tmp 1 " is not on the VAL, since the � ("/bin/cc") which invoked 
the pre-processor ccmmand "/lib/cpp foo.c unpl" is untrusted. However, since ••unpl " does not exist, it 
is allowed to be created and is entered onto the VAL as an NNA file. The pre-processor writes its output 
into ••unpl" and exits. 

The l1Wler program then calls tbe compiler ("/lib/ccom") with lhe arguments "tmpl "  and 
"unp2" The compiler reads its input mxn "unpl ," which is allowed since it is on the VAL (albeit 
marked NNA), and aeates the file "unp2," a new temporary file which is again entaed onto the VAL as 
being an NNA file. The optimizer ( .. /lib/c2") and assembler ("/bin/as") stages are identical in their file 
behavior to the compiler ("/lib/ccom"), except that they operate upon different temporary files. 

The loader is called from the mastc. program using the following invocation: "/bin/Id /lib/cnO.o 
tmp4 -Jc -o foo." "/lib/crtO.o" conr.ains the standard start-up code for all C programs. With this is loaded 
the object code for "foo" which is in "tmp4," and the standard C library (the ... le" argument instructs 
the loader to find a library named "hbc.a" in one of several standard system directories, typically "/lib"). 
"bnp4" is accessible by the loader because it is on the VAL as an NNA file. "/lib/crtO.o" and 
"/lib/libc.a" are accessible by the loader because they are globally readable, and the loader is only 
performing read operations on them. Note that globally readable files not supplied as arguments are not 
placed on the VAL, but read access is still permitted on these objects in accordance with rule 3 in § 3.2. 

The output of the loader is stored in "foo." Note that since "foo" is on the VAL and is not an NNA 
file, any access which the loader wishes to perform on the file is allowed (within the access privileges of 
the user), and further, when the program terminates, the kernel will not notify the user even if "foo" was 
created by one of the witrusted processes. The procedure is now complete, so the master program deletes 
all of the temporary files ("tmp l" through "tmp4 ") and exits .. The kernel searches the VAL and finds that 
there are no NNA files left, and the process is allowed to terminate quietly. 

4.2. Trojan Horse 
As an example of how this system foils Trojan Horse and Computer Virus attacks, let us examine the 

"naive search path" Trojan Horse presented in § 1 . Suppose that the user invokes the command "mail," 
and that his command inrerprerer, because of an unwise search path, first finds a program called "mail" in 
"/usr/public" (a globally write.able directory on many UNIX systems). Mu. is examined to see if u has 
permission to access the object in question. Assuming that the malicious individual has left the Trojan 
Horse globally executable, a process S is created to ·run the program on the victim's behalf. Since the 
program is by default untrusted., the created process is untrusted. Since the usex did not give any arguments 
to the program, an empty VAL is created for the new UPP. At this point, Ms is equal to the set of access 
triples reflecting the files on the VAL with whatever access rights the user has to those files, plus all of the 
globally readable files for read, plus the ability to create new files under rule 4 in § 3.2. 

Now suppose the intent of the Trojan Hone is to make a copy of the user's homework assignment, 
"/a/cwses/csl62/U /hwl ." The program attempts to open this file for reading. The system performs rule I 
of § 3.2 by scanning lhe VAL for the file name, and does not find iL It then tries rule 3 by checking to see 
if the file exists, which it does, and then checking to see if it is globally readable, which it is not. 
Therefore, by rule 5, the user is queried as to whether he wishes to allow this access. The (even 
moderately informed) user declines. The open request th�fore returns an error value, and the wily Trojan 
Horse "cleans up" by executing the real "mail" program and removing itself. The event is automatically 
logged by the kernel, so even if the user does not actively infonn someone, a system operator will find a 
record of the event when be next reads the log. 

Note that even wider the Modified Policy this Trojan Horse would be prevented from copying the 
homework to a new file or appending it to scxne already existing globally write.able file. 
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5. Implementation Issues 
While the above ma1Crial bas presented the new system in some detail. thezc arc a number of issues 

which remain to be addressed. For example, the mechanism for querying the user in a secure manner is a 
critical, albeit operating system dcpcodent, function that must be provided. Creating and maintaining the 
VAL is a perfonnance critical operation, and its implementation is therefore imponanL Another 
implememaiion derail is the mechanism by which users are allowed to explicitly specify in their command 
invocations that a given program is to be run as a trUSted process. Besides implementation details, there is 
also rbe question of user education: no system can operate well if its usm; are ignorant of the benefits and 
pitfalls that it can provide. A security mechanism is enhanced greatly when its users are aware of it at least 
peripherally, and know what to expect. This section will deal with all four of these issues. 

Note that many of the implementation details discussed below are UNIX specific. However, the 
basic concepts of the mechanism should be largely portable to different operating systems. 

5.1. Querying the User 
Our security mechanism is worthless if a malicious program can masquende as the user and give its 

own answers to queries directed at said user. The system needs to be able to print a query and collect the 
user's answer while preventing any � from writing to or reading from the tcnninal. 

As noted above, this problem is highly operating system dependent The authors will here present 
their mechanism for doing this in a 4.3 BSD UNIX system. 

Preventing output from appearing on the screen is a simple task. All output destined for a terminal 
must be entered onto the appropriate output clist (character list) in the kernel Characters are put onto the 
clist by writing to the file which corresponds to the particular terminal.. By adding a semaphore to the state 
of each ou1put clist, the kernel can cause all programs to block on writ.es to the terminal Wltil such time as 
the query bas been completed and the kernel releases the semaphore. When the semaphore is set, only the 
.kernel may put characters onto the output clisr, namely, for writing the query, and for echoing the user's 
responding keystrokes. Further, when the semaphore is set, any other program which wishes to query the 
user must wait on the semaphore. 

Charactezs from the terminal are put onto the input clist. Unfortllllat.ely, programs (with the 
appropria.le access to the terminal file) can also push characters onto the input clist. However, since 
chamct.ers from the keyboard are put onto the input clist by special intemJpt or polling routines, 
semaphores can be put onto the input clists, too. When the semaphore is set, only the terminal driver 
routines may put characters onto the locked input clist. In this state, the kernel will read from the input 
clist up ro a newline, and tteat that input as the user's response to the query. 

Note that if the process in question is not associaled with a tcnninal, or the controlling trusted 
process 1w terminated, then the query automatically fails and the requested operation is denied. 

The above mechanism is complete: it totally negates the possibility of a rogue program faking a 
user's �nse or otherwise interfering with the query process. It is left it as an exercise for the reader to 
determine how to implement this mechanism on other systems. 

5.2. Implementing the VAL 
The VAL is the center of activity in this security scheme. It must therefore be implemented in such a 

way that the creation and maiD1enance of this critical data structure is as efficient as possible. However, 
this is again a machine and opcrali:ng system dependent problem. And again, we will discuss how to 
implement it under 4.3 BSD UNIX. 

V ALs are created whenever a trusted process creates an llllttust.ed process. That is, when a trusted 
process euc 's an untrustable program. It is therefore in exec that the VAL must be created. Fonunate1y, 
exec already builds up a buffer which contains all of the arguments which are to be passed to the new 
process. Instead of releasing this buffer when the exec call is done, we set a pointer in the • 'proc'' 
struclDrC to point to a new structure, the VAL, which contains a pointer to the argument buffer and a 
refen:ncc count, which is initially set to one. Dming the life of the UPF, the reference count on the VAL 
will be incremented as � are spawned by the original untrusted process and its progeny, and will be 
decn:mentcd as they tenninate. Files will be added and deleted from the VAL as temporary files are 
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created and removed. When the last membtt of the UPF is done, and exi1 decrements the reference colDlt 
to zero, the memory as� with the now-defunct VAL will be freed. 

Scanning the VAL must be fast. Since the buffer is just a list of ASCil file names (and other 
arguments), a simple comparison wi1h the questionable file and the argument list will suffice. Most 
programs which take multiple files as argmnents access those files in the order that they appear on the 
argument list 'lbcrefore, instead of always searching the VAL from the beginning, we maintain a • 'current 
pointer" into the VAL. This pointer points to the last file name we matched on, and this is where we will 
start the next VAL search. 

On a DEC• VAX, we can make use of the mmchc instruction, which searches a string for ·a 
substring, to speed up VAL searches even more. 

5.3. Trusted Programs 
In § 3.3 we asserted that the number of programs that would need to be marked as trustable is 

relatively small. We have identified the following thirty-two programs in the 4.3 BSD UNIX system as 
requiring trustable statuS: 

Program(s) Reason 
/etc/getty and /bin/login. Marked trustable so that the user' s 

login shell will be a trusted 
process.3 

!bin/ls, /usr/bin/fuld, /bin/du, These programs need to perform 
lbinlar, /bin/tar, letcldmnp, recursive file accesses. 
/efr;/restrJre, /bin/rep, /bin/diff, 
lbinlchown, and lbinlchgrp. 
,1,in/csh and /bin/sh. These are the standard UNIX 

command interpreters. 
/usr/ucb/script Runs a command intexpreter and 

saves all terminal output into a file. 
/usr/ucb/vi, /bin/make, lliblcpp, These often access non-argument 
/bin/mail, lusrlw:bldbx, and files. 
/usr/ucb/mail. 
/usr/lib/sendmail, /etc/ftpd, These network daemons need to 
Jetc/rshd, /etc/rlogind, /ctc/telnetd, access various files in response to 
/efr;/fingerd, /etc/tftpd. /w;/talkd, network requests. 
/etc/ntalkd, and /etc/uucpd. 

Table 1. Trustable programs in 4.3 BSD UNIX. 
All told, these trustable programs represent only eight or nine percent of the total number of 

programs in the vanilla 4.3 BSD UNIX release . . The italicized programs are those that would not require 
trustable status if only modify operations are being intereepted by the mechanism. 

A program is marked as being trustable by setting a particular bit in its inode structure. Since all of 
the bits in i _ mode are significant in most UNIX flavors, a bit from i _spare must be used for this purpose. 

5.4. Invoking Arbitrary Programs as Trusted Processes 
As noted in § 3.3, a mechanism to allow the user to specify on the command line that a program 

should be run as a trusted process is a cairable feature. 
The basic mle is this: A truSted root (superuser) process can, via the new system call trust, set a bit in 

its process state such that when it next aec 's, the program which ove7lays it will run as a truSted process. 

• DEC ad VAX me lndcmub « Digilal liquipmt,nt CcrpomiOll. 
l The kauel - aaJe lbe uu, pn,cas with lnU1ed ILIIW. 
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In order to explicitly nm a program which is not marked as trustable as a trusted process, we posit a 
program • •uust, • • which is SCbJid root and marked as ttuslable. This program checks to see if it is being 
called from a tmsted pocess. If it is not, then it makes an entry to the system log and terminates. If it is, 
then it calls the tnlSl S)'SlCm call, does a setwd to the user, and calls uecv with the rest of the arguments on 
the command line. 

The reason that the command interpreter itself can not be made to provide this function via a .. trust .. 
keyword is that these interpreters run with nonnal user privileges, and the trust system call is only available 
to superuser processes Moreover, it is desirable not to have to modify each command interpreter to 
provide this function. 

5.5. Educating the User 

It would be ideal if a system could be built which restricted Ms to precisely M1, ,  with no user 
intervention and no CPU or memory overhead. However, we do not live in a perfect world, and we have to 
pay for what we get This system was designed with certain assumptions about what kind of mix of these 
three overheads was acceptable. A small ammmt of user intervention is essential to make this system both 
broad in scope and realizable. 

Having a security system interact with possibly naive users is a risky proposition. We believe, 
however, that even a pathologically naive user will not be able to subvert this mechanism in a major way. 
He may suffe.r disclosure or damage of all of his personal files if he blithely answers "yes" to all access 
queries. But the system operators on a secure system must check the log often, and abuses will be detected 
and remedied. Meanwhile, all of those users who behave in at least a marginally prudent manner will be 
proteeted from the ravages of most malicious programs. 

Therefore, in order to maximize the protection afforded to the users of this system, users need to be 
provided with a minimum set of infonnation with which to interpret system queries. This infonnation 
could be provided by the kernel along with each query for those users that it can identify as being ' 'new.' '  
Or this infmmation can be given to each user when h e  is given his account Regardless of the method of 
dissemination, information of the form: (I) "Trojan horses and Computer Viruses do exist, and they 
typically have the following behavior ... "; (2) "the security mechanism built into this operaling system 
will exhibit the following behavior to the following kinds of malicious pograms"' ;  and (3), "here are some 
guidelines to follow in responding to system queries,' '  must be provided to each user of the system. 

6. Comparison with Other Work 

In [5], Karger presents a mechanism which has a motivation similar to the one presented in this 
paper. His mechanism is built around a "table-driven file name translation mechanism that has knowledge 
of the normal patterns of use of a computer system." Under this scheme, for each program in the users· 
environment, sooie ttusted adminis1I'810r must specify the farm of the names of the files that the program 
should access, IDlder nonnal circumstances. For example, the Fortran compiler on a VMS system can be 
expected to read files which end in "ior" and write files which end in ".obj"; so, if Fortran is called on 
the file "xxx.for," reads from the file "xxxior" and writes to the file "xxx.obj" will not be questioned. 
At run time, all file requests by a process are scrutinized to see if the names of the files upon which the 
operations are requested fit the description of valid file name patterns found in the table. 

We find this mechanism to be cumbersome and incomplete in comparison to the system described in 
this paper. First of all, there is no security by default for any program which has not been explicitly 
evaluated and entered into the table. Indeed, Karger's paper does not talk about how to provide protection 
to new or local programs, other than to add them to said table. In our system, the addition of new programs 
into lhe system requires no new work on the part of the system administtator - they are awomatically 
trea1ed as un-trustwmthy programs, and scrutinized as defined above. But most imponantly, we think that 
it is unrealistic to rely solely upoo the pattern of the file names. For one thing, it does not scale well to 
systems which do not employ extensions on all file names (for example, UNIX). In fact, how many 
programs, even in the VMS world in which this mechanism was developed, really have dependable 
behavior with respect to the panems of file name extensions that they are going to access? In addition, the 
mechanism presented by Karger deals poorly with multiple-process jobs, while we believe that our 
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Untrusted Process Family scheme elegantly allows reasonable sharing of files while remaining faithful to 
the philosophy of the system: case of use and automatic protection. 

Because our mechanism provides protection by default to new or local programs, is dependent upon 
the arbiuary names of the files instead of the pan.ems they may fonn, does not require an administrative 
analysis and characterization of each and every program in the system, and reacts gracefully to multiple
process jobs, we conclude lhat our mechanism is more complete and flexible than that p�nted in [5 J. 

7. Conclusions 
Typical Discretionary Access Control (DAC) mechanisms are extremely vulnerable to Trojan Horse 

and Computer Virus attacks, because they accord to every process all of the access privileges possessed hy 
their invoking user. The complete solution to this problem would be to limit a process' access privileges to 
only those intended by the user. Implementing such a solution in full measure is currently infeasible. 

However, the authors have proposed a mechanism that approximates this ideal solution in a system 
that is effective and which imposes liUle overhead in tems of user intervention and machine resources. 
The system requires no special hardware. and should be binary compatible to the operating system to 
which it is grafted. 

This goal is achieved by limiting a process' file accesses to only those files that are named in the 
invocation of the program. The mechanism also has a set of rules for dealing with new, temporary, and 
globally readable files. 

The authors feel that a prudent approach to computer security is to continue to develop new 
mechanisms that, while not in themselves complete, are mutually independent and complementary. We 
believe that the approach described in this paper is one such mechanism. 
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ABSTRACT 

Current software licensing techniques do not adequately ad
dress the needs of users in large distributed networks . Site li
censing requires that a license be bought for every machine in the 
network, even if only a few users need the application. Node 
locking places a high administration burden on both the user and 
software vendor. Neither licensing mechanism is appropriate for 
large groups of users who need frequent, but not full time, access 
to an application. 

The Network License Server (NLS) is a portable concurrent 
access licensing system built on Apollo 's Network Computing 
System (NCS) . The system manages licenses for all applications 
in the network, and dispenses application licenses as they are 
demanded. Licenses are returned to the server when the appli
cation exits. NLS consists of a server, an application library, and 
administration tools. 

1.  Introduction 

People expect the price of services to be proportional to both the functionality provided and 
usage. Software on a large distributed network in many ways represents a service . Users on any 
node in the network can access and run the application, even if there is only one copy. To 
capture and charge for the usage of a software application, vendors have traditionally offered 
node locked licenses and site licenses. A node locked license ties the application to a specific 
machine with special hardware or software. The application will only run on that one machine. A 
site license is an installation-wide license; the number of users of the application is theoretically 
limited only by the number of users in the network 

Installations with only a few users of a given software application are satisfied with node 
locked licenses for that application because it is, in effect, priced proportionate to the amount of 
use. In environments where many users spend only a small fraction of their time using an applica
tion, the price of a dedicated node locked license may not be cost effective, so the site may not 
invest in the application. If the application is very useful, a site may buy one node locked license 
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and force users to share the one node on which the application will run. In either case, this 
means a reduction in revenue for the software supplier and a reduction in productivity for the end 
user. 

Alternatively, if use of a particular application at a site is very widespread, the site may 
purchase a site license. This solves the user's problem of insufficient licenses,  and it eliminates 
the need to move to one of a few licensed nodes. However, if the software is used only part time 
by many users, the site may be paying more for the software than is necessary. Since software 
vendors can not accurately gauge the number of users at a site, they may charge a premium for 
the site license. 

Concurrent access licensing offers an alternative to site and node locked licensing. Rather 
than restricting the number of machines on which an application may run, concurrent access 
licensing restricts the number of people who may use the application at any one time. Several 
license servers, each responsible for a portion of the total number of licenses for a software 
application, are installed on strategically distributed nodes in the network. These license servers 
may administer licenses for any number of applications. When a user executes an application 
from any node in the network, the application locates a server that holds licenses for the applica
tion and requests a license from it. 

Concurrent access licensing has several advantages. The application may run on any system 
that is networked to a license server that manages licenses for the desired application. Usage of 
the application depends on neither the location of the application nor the location of the user. 
The number of licenses for a given application is clearly defined by the software vendor; the 
customer can not increase the number except by purchasing more licenses from the vendor. 
Since each server holds only a portion of the licenses for a given application, some licenses are 
available even if a server node goes down. Each server can grant licenses for any number of 
applications simultaneously. 

Built on Apollo's Network Computing System (NCS) [Dineen 87) , NLS (Network License 
Server) has been developed to provide concurrent access licensing in large heterogeneous net
works. In designing this system our goal was to provide a service that scaled to both large and 
small networks, and could support a wide range of software applications. Most very large net
works consist of many types of machines running many types of system software, as well as many 
different applications. In a large network, users, administrators, and software developers want a 
uniform licensing interface across all machines. With a uniform licensing interface users and 
administrators need learn only one license management system, rather than one for each vendor. 
Software vendors preserve maximum uniformity between versions of the system targeted for dif
ferent machines. 

At this time we are aware of a few vendors who are developing proprietary concurrent access 
licensing systems. To our knowledge, these systems will be able to manage licenses for only the 
supplying vendor's software. There are application usage licensing systems for timesharing ma
chines; these measure the amount of application usage on one machine. There are no references 
in the literature to general purpose distributed licensing systems. 

2. Architecture 

NLS is a portable system that consists of a server, an application library, and a set of admini
stration tools. The server manages a database which contains the licenses and information about 
current license usage. The application library is provided to software vendors to be bound in with 
the licensed application. The library finds the license servers and manages the actual license 
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acquisition and release. The administration tools communicate with servers to provide users with 
the ability to update the database and to get information about current and historical usage of the 
licenses. The system is illustrated in figure 1 .  Individual components are described in greater 
detail in section 2 .1 .  Section 2 .2  discusses design issues. 

Administration Tools 

Add Licenses 

Create Report 
•---t 

Show Status 

Servers Licensed Applications 

Application 2 

Application 1 

◄ ► RPC 

..J..JJ 
..J...JJ NLS library .,;JJ 

Network License Server Architecture 

2. 1 System Components 

2. L 1 License Database 

Figure 1 

The database consists of two sections. The first section contains the licenses, which are of 
' the general form (vendor, product, version, valid dates, number of licenses , number of licenses in 
use) . Each vendor is identified by a UUID (universal unique identifier) which is created by the 
vendor with a tool provided by NCS. UUIDs are guaranteed to be unique across space and time , 
so there is no possibility of two vendors creating the same UUID . Products are identified by 
integers chosen to suit the convenience of the vendor. Product versions are represented by eight 
character strings. This creates the three tiered hierarchy illustrated in figure 2 .  The valid dates 
are the license start and end dates; the license is only available for use during this period. The 
number of licenses is the number of concurrent uses that this license record represents, and the 
number of licenses in use is the number currently being held by applications. 

The second section of the database contains information about the current usage of licenses. 
Each usage record represents the licenses held by one instance of the application, and is of the 
form (vendor, license-id� number in use, transaction id, user id) . The license-id identifies the 
license record from which these licenses were acquired. The number in use is the number of 
licenses being held by the application; applications may require more licenses for machines with 
more memory or other features which increase the usefulness (value) of the software service. The 
user id identifies the user running the application. 
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VENDORS PictUres, Inc. Clocks, Inc. 

� � 
PRODUCTS PlotGraph Freeform Pocket Watch WallClock 

/\ � 

VERSIONS 1.0 F l  F2 9.6 Demo 88/02/10 

Product Hierarchy 

Figure 2 

2. 1.2 The Server 

The NLS server manages the license database. The server communicates with its clients, the 
application and the administration tools, via remote procedure call (RPC) [Nelson 86] .  The 
underlying RPC mechanism is provided by Apollo's Network Computing System. The server 
exports two interfaces, a set of operations for the application and a set o f  operations for the 
administration tools. Each operation is recorded in a log file that can be examined for license 
usage patterns by system administrators to determine if more licenses are needed for any particu
lar application. 

There are five application operations: request, wait, wait-stat, release, and check. Request 

requests the server for some number of licenses of the given (vendor, product, version) combina
tion. If enough licenses are available the operation returns a transaction id to the application. 
This transaction id is used in subsequent release and check calls. Wait is like request, except that 
if a license is not available the server returns a transaction id and places the user on a queue. The 
application calls wait-stat every few minutes to see if a license has become available. Waiting 
users are placed in a queue; the first one on the queue gets the first license that becomes avail
able. If a waiting application does not call wait-stat within two minutes the user is removed from 
the waiting queue. Release frees a license for use by another user; it removes a license usage 
record from the database. Check is a breath-of-life message from an application that tells the 
server that the application is still running and still holding its license. 

There are seven administration operations: add vendor, delete vendor, add license, delete 

license, delete vendor, show users, and dump log. Add vendor adds the information that is com
mon to all products of a vendor to the database , and associates a name with the vendor's UUID. 
Add license adds a license record for a given vendor to the database . Delete vendor and delete 

license delete those items. Show users shows all of the current -users of a (vendor ,  product, 
version) tuple . This allows a user who has been denied a license, or who is waiting on a license, to 
find out who is holding the needed licenses. Dump log returns events logged in the log file. 
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2. 1.3 The Application Library 

The application binds with the NLS library. This library supports the application operations 
described in the previous section, and is responsible for making all of the actual RPC calls to the 
server. When the application makes an nls_request or nls_wait call to initiate a request or wait 
operation, the library contacts each of the appropriate servers until one of the following occurs: a 
license has been found, it has been determined that  no licenses are available , or the user has been 
placed on every wait queue. Similarly, when the application calls nls_wait_stat the library makes a 
wait-stat call to every server at which the user is waiting. The application itself has no knowledge 
of the location or number of servers. 

The library also supports the notion of a node locked license.  There is a local text file that 
may contain license passwords associated with vendor UUIDs. Before initiating any RPC, the 
library checks for the existence of this file , and if a license exists does not request one from the 
server. If the library succeeds in obtaining a node locked license, it ignores check and release 
calls from the application. This allows the vendor to provide both node locked and concurrent 
access licenses without modifying the application. Users with node locked licenses do not need 
the NLS server or any of the administration tools .  

2. 1.4 The Administration Tools 

There are four administration tools : create licenses (nlspass) , edit database (nlsadmin) , show 
status (nlsstat) , and create report (nlsrpt) . Create licenses is used by the vendor to make a 
password representing a license record. The password is entered by the user into the edit data
base tool, which makes the rpc call to add the license record to the database . Edit database is 
also used to add vendors. Show status shows the current usage of a (vendor, product, version) 
tuple; it can either discriminate by server or provide a global view. Create report uses the dump 
log operation to show the usage of licenses over a period of time . Both edit database and create 
report act on a per server basis. 

2. 2 Design Issues 

2. 2. 1 Scalability 

NLS was designed to scale to very large (thousands of machines) networks. As a computing 
community grows in size, the kinds and number of software applications used by that community 
also grows. Therefore the server must be able to accommodate large numbers of application 
transactions issued against a large number of licensed applications. Since there is a practical limit 
t o  the amount of service one process can provide ,  the system must scale to many servers as well as 
m�y clients. 

Scaling up service to a large user community impacts the choice of underlying communica
tions facility. One alternative is to use a vinual circuit facility to establish and maintain communi
cations between the server and the requesting client for the entire time that the licensed applica
tion is in use. Using this form of long-lived active link addressed several major problems in 
detecting licenses orphaned by failed machines or network service interruptions. The server could 
detect a loss of contact with the application holding a license and initiate license recovery proce
dures. However, most systems place limits (based on available system resources) on the number 
of simultaneous virtual circuits. In these cases, the maximum number of licenses would be artifi
cially restricted to the maximum number of allowed virtual circuits. 

The NCS implementation of RPC is based on datagram service. It consumes system commu
nications resources only while the server and client (application or administration tool) are actu
ally communicating. There is no limit on the number of  simultaneous client-server pairs. 
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2.2.2 Fault Handling 

Occasionally an application will exit without releasing the licenses it is holding, or a server 
node may become separated from the application by a network partition. To detect either of  
these conditions the server and client must communicate with one another periodically. Once 
stranded licenses are detected the server can release these licenses for use by other instances of 
the application. 

One way to approach this problem is to have the server query the application periodically, 
and if the application does not respond, to release the licenses. This is an appropriate strategy if 
the application is no longer running. But an application separated from the server by a network 
partition may continue unaware that its licenses have been released by the server. The server can 
not distinguish an application that is no longer running from an application that is stranded on the 
far side of a network partition. 

Some vendors may wish to terminate the application in the event that a license is released by 
the server. To this end the application, when it requests a license, specifies an expiration period. 
The application sends a breath-of-life message to the server within this period to renew the 
license. At each license renewal the application has an opportunity to reset the reservation 
period. The ability to reset the renewal period prevents the application from having to make calls 
to the server during time-critical periods. If the license renewal call fails, the application knows 
that the server may release the license, although the server will in fact only tum in the license if 
another user requests it. The action the application takes when a renewal fails is left to the 
discretion of the application implementor; to date we have seen applications that terminate, 
applications that ignore the fact that the license disappeared, and applications that keep request
ing a new license until either a new license is obtained or the user elects to exit the application. 

2.2.3 Security 

We had three primary security considerations in designing NLS. First, to guarantee that the 
licensed application actually contacts a valid license server and waits for a license to be granted. 
Second, to ensure that the licensing information originates from the application vendor and is 
installed without modification at its intended site . And lastly, that the license server system be no 
easier to break than other software licensing systems. 

The best software based security measures, whether network based, node locked, or special 
hardware dependent, can be defeated by a determined criminal. The NLS protection scheme 
depends on an encryption key hidden in both the license server and the vendor operated license 
creation tools. This key is used to encrypt the database, a vendor specific password, and commu
nications between the server and tools. A second key, selected by the vendor, is used to encrypt 
licenses and communications between the server and application. 

The vendor key prevents users with access to the password creation tool from generating 
license passwords for products supplied by other vendors. The NLS encryption key is used to 
secure non-vendor specific information, and the vendor . keys themselves. When applications 
communicate with the server, the NLS library includes a timestamp in the message. This times
tamp is encrypted with the vendor key by the server, and returned to the library with the result of 
the remote procedure call. The library checks to make sure that the timestamp matches its own 
encrypted version of that timestamp. This prevents a software pirate from collecting the bits sent 
in response to various calls, and setting up a server that echoes certain responses. 

DES [NBS 77] is an encryption scheme which has proven powerful enough to discourage all 
but the most determined software pirates. All of the encryption services are performed with the 
DES encryption algorithm. 
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l.l.4 Availability 

The cornerstone of any network-based service is the availability of the server to requesting 
clients. Since nodes and networks occasionally fail, providing license server availability was a 
critical concern during the d esign of the license server. We looked at two options: replicating the 
database across multiple license servers , and partitioning the database among multiple servers. 
We considered both static and dynamic partitioning. With dynamic partitioning, licenses a re 
automatically distributed across all servers when first added to any one server. Statically parti
tioned licenses are explicitly divided among servers by the system administrator. 

At first glance the most appealing option is database replication, since it appears to offer the 
greatest amount of availability with the lowest administration cost. The license server updates the 
database every time a license is granted to an application, so weakly consistent replication is not 
sufficient: every server must know how many licenses have been granted by all servers .  Transac
tion processing protocols, together with weighted voting schemes, provide strongly consistent repli
cation that allows a majority of servers to continue if some become unavailable [Bernstein 87} . 
These protocols require that many messages be passed between servers, which in turn causes a 
performance degradation. In the event of a network partition license server availability is re
duced; the minority of isolated servers will shut down. In addition, transa ctions processing proto
cols are difficult to implement . 

Dynamic partitioning is simpler to implement and provides greater availability than a true 
replicated database . With dynamic partitioning, when licenses are added to any server, they a re 
automatically divided evenly among all available servers. The partitioning is accomplished with an 
atomic protocol similar to a two phase commit protocol. This protocol also allows adminisuators 
to move licenses explicitly from one node to another. Except to distribute or redistribute licenses 
from one database to another, the servers do not communicate with one another, so a ll servers 
are available after a network partition. 

A major problem with both dynamic partitioning and replication is that the licenses are not 
securely tied to any database , and databases are in the hands of the users . Banks with transaction 
processing systems to manage their databases keep these databases locked securely away from the 
account holders. Suppose that information in a license received from a vendor dictates in which 
machine a license is first installed. With either dynamic partitioning or replication the user could 
add licenses to this master node and set up a number of derivative databases. The user could 
then copy all of these databases to some other location, d elete the originals, and start over. On 
the second pass the malicious user would use a different set of nodes for the derived databases. 
The user now restores the first set of databases. If the databases are replicated, the network must 
be partitioned between the first set and the second set . If the database was dynamically parti
tioned the user has no need to artificially partition the database . In either case the database is 
easily subverted. 

We have looked at a number methods for detecting an illicit copy of a database. All of these 
involve writing dates into the database and keeping track of the file identifier in both the pass
words and the database itself. Unfortunately, in many systems dates can be easily modified and 
the file identifier is preserved by certain copy mechanisms, such as backup and restore. A secure 
database would not be restorable from backup. In the event of a disk hardware failure or acci
dental deletion, the database would have to the recreated from scratch. Licenses would be un
available for some time while new passwords were obtained from the vendors. We expect that a 
non-restorable database would be unacceptable to most users, and that an unsecure database 
would be unacceptable to most vendors. 
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To provide availability we implemented static partitioning. The system administrator sets up 
each server to control a fraction of the licenses, and licenses �y not be moved from one server 
to another. Servers do not communicate with one another; in the event of a network partition or 
hardware failure or network partition the licenses from intact databases are still available. Li
censes are locked to one node, and only one server may run on a node at once, so there is no 
advantage to copying a database. Toe database can be backed up and restored like any other file. 
Toe NLS client library that is bound with the application is responsible for finding all of the 
servers and integrating the license information they provide. 

3 .  Summary 

NLS provides licensed concurrent access to applications in a node location independent 
manner. It has operated in a heterogeneous network of Digital Equipment Corp. VAXNMS " 
machines and Sun and Apollo workstations. Our experience has been that the static partitioning 
scheme works quite well in practice. It provided sufficient availability, and the administration 
load is drastically reduced when compared to node locking each application on each node. We 
are continuing to look at other mechanisms to partition or replicate the database . 
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ABSTRACT 

The 4.3BSD UNIX kernel uses many memory allocation mechanisms, �h 
designed for the particular needs of the utilizing subsystem. This paper describes 
a general pmpose dynamic memory alloca10r that can be used by all of the kernel 
subsystems. The design of this allocator takes advantage of known memory usage 
patterns in the UNIX kernel and a hybrid strategy that is time-efficient for small 
allocations and space-efficient for large allocations. This alloca10r replaces the 
multiple memory allocation interlaces with a single easy-to-program interface, 
results in more efficient use of global memory by eliminating partitioned and spe
ciali7.ed memory pools, and is quick enough that no performance loss is observed 
relative to the current implementations. The paper concludes with a discussion of 
om experience in using the new memory allocator, and directions for future work. 

1. Kernel Memory Allocation in 4.3BSD 

The 4.3BSD kernel has at least ten different memory allocators. Some of them handle large 
blocks. some of them handle small chained data structures, and others include information to 
describe l/0 operations. Often the allocations are for small pieces of memory that are only needed 
for the duration of a single system call. In a user process such short-term memory would be allo
cated on the run-time stack. Because the kernel has a limited run-time stack. it is not feasible to 
allocate even moderale blocks of memory on it Consequently, such memory must be allocated 
through a more dynamic mechanism. For example, when the system must translate a pathname, it 
must allocate a one kilobye buffer to hold the name. Other blocks of memory must be more per
sistent than a single system call and really have to be allocated from dynamic memory. Examples 
include protocol control blocks that remain throughout the duration of the network connection. 

Demands for dynamic memory allocation in the kernel have increased as more services have 
been added. EIK:h lime a new type of memory allocation has been required, a specialized memory 
allocation scheme bas been written to handle it Often the new memory allocation scheme has 
been built on top of an older allocator. For example, the block device subsystem provides a crude 
form of memory allocation through the allocation of empty bufft"ZS [Thompson78]. The allocation 
is slow because of the implied semantics of finding the oldest buffer, pushing its contents to disk 
if they are diny, and moving physical memory into or out of the buffer to create the requested 
me. To reduce the overhead. a "new" memory allocaJOr was built in 4.3BSD for name transla
tion that allocates a pool of empty buffers. It keeps them on a free list so they can be quickly 

tUNIX is a Rgil&cnd lndauark of AT&T in lhe US and Olher coanuiei. 
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allocated and freed [McKusick85]. 
This memory allocation method has several drawbacks. FlI'St, the new allocalm can only 

handle a limited mngc of sizes. Sr.cond, it depletes the buffer pool, as it srcals memory intended 
to buffer disk blocks to Olher purposes. Finally, it creates yet another int.erface of which the pro
grammec must be aware. 

A gencnliz.ed memory allocalOJ' is needed to reduce the complexity of writing code inside 
the kttnel Rather than providing many semi-specialiud ways of allocating memory, the kernel 
should provide a single gcm-zal purpose all0C810r. With only a single interlace, programmers do 
not need to figure out the most appropriate way ro alloca1e memory. If a good general purpose 
allocator is available, it helps avoid the syndrome of aeating yet another special purpose allocalOr. 

To ease the Wk of understanding how ro use it, the memory allocator should have an inter
face similar ro the interface of the well-known memory allocalOr provided for applications program
mers through the C library routines malloc () and freeO. Like the C library interface, the allcx:a
tion routine should take a parameter specifying the size of memory tha1 is needed The range of 
siz.cs for memory requests should not be constrained. The free routine should take a pointer to the 
stomgc being freed, and should not require additional inf ormarion such as the size of the piece of 
memory being freed. 

2. Criteria for a Kenael Memory Allocator 

The design specification for a kernel memory allocator is similar ro, but not identical to, the 
design criteria for a user level memory allocator. The first criterion for a memory allocator is that 
it make good use of the physical memory. Good use of memory is measured by the amount of 
memory needed to hold a set of allocations at any point in time. Percentage utilization is 
expiessed as: 

utilization = requested 
required 

Here, .. requested" is the sum of the memory tha1 has been requested and not yet freed . 
.. Required" is the amount of memory tha1 has been allocated for the pool from which the requests 
are filled. An allocawr requires more memory than requested because of fragmentation and a need 
to have a ready supply of free memory for fiuure requests. A perfect memory allocator would 
have a utilization of 100%. In practice, having a 50% utilization is considered good [K.om85). 

Good memory utili7.ation in the kernel is more imponant than in user processes. Because 
user � run in virtual memory, llllused pans of their address space can be paged out Thus 
pages in the � address space that are part of the "required" pool that are not being 
"reqoested" need not tie up physical memory. Because the kernel is not paged, all pages in the 
"required" pool are held by the kernel and cannot be used for other purposes. To keep the ker
nel utilization percentage as high as possible, it is desirable to release amused memory in the 
"required" pool mther than to hold it as is typically done with user processes. Because the ker
nel can directly manipulate its own page maps, releasing unused memory is fast; a user process 
must do a system call to release memory. 

The most imponant criterion for a memory all0C810I' is that it be fast Because memory 
allocatioo is done mquently, a slow memory allocator will degrade the system performance. 
Speed of allocation is more critical when executing in the kernel than in user code, because the 
kcmel must allocate rrumy da1a struaure that user processes can allocate cheaply on their run-time 
stack. In addition, the kmiel represents the platfonn on which all user processes run, and if it is 
slow, it will degrade the perlormance of every proceH that is running. 

Another problem wilh a slow memory allocator is that programmers of frequently-used kernel 
in1erfaces will feel that they cannot afford to use it as their primary memory allocator. Instead they 
will build tbeir own memory ailOC&IOr on top of the original by maintaining their own pool of 
memory blocks. Multiple allocators reduce the efficiency with which memory is used. The kernel 
ends up with many diffen:nt free lists of memory instead of a single free list from which all allo
cation can be drawn. For example, consider the case of two subsystems that need memory. If 
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they have their own free lists, the am01mt of memory tied up in the two lisis will be the sum of 
the greatest amount of memory that each of the two subsystems has ever used. If they share a 
free list, the amount of memory tie.d up in the free list may be as low as the greatCSt amount of 
memory that either subsystem used. As the number of subsystems grows, the savings from having 
a single free list grow. 

3. Existing User-level Implementations 
There arc many different algorithms and implementations of user-level memory allocators. A 

survey of those available on UNIX systems appeared in [Kom85J. Nearly all of the memory allo
cators tested made good use of memory, though most of them were too slow for use in the kernel . 
The fastest memory allocator in the survey by nearly a factor of two was the memory allocator 
provided on 4.2BSD originally written by Chris Kingsley at California lnstiblte of Technology. 
Unfortunately , the 4.2BSD memory allocator also wasted twice as much memory as its nearest 
competitor in the survey. 

The 4.2BSD user-level memory allocator works by maintaining a set of lists that are ordered 
by increasing powers of two. Each list conlains a set of memory blocks of its corresponding size. 
To fulfill a memory request, the size of the request is rounded up to the next power of two. A 
piece of memory is then removed from the list corresponding to the specified power of two and 
retmned to the requester. Thus, a request for a block of memory of size 53 retmns a block from 
the 64-sized lisL A typical memory allocation requires a roundup calculation followed by a linked 
list removal. Only if the list is empty is a real memory allocation done. The free operation is 
also fast; the block of memory is put back onto the list from which it came. The correct list is 
identified by a size indicalor stored immediately preceding the memory block. 

4. Considerations Unique to a Kernel Allocator 
There are several special conditions that arise when writing a memory allocator for the ker

nel that do not apply to a user process memory allocator. First, the maximum memory allocation 
can be determined at the time that the machine is booted. This number is never more than the 
amount of physical memory on the machine, and is typically much less since a machine with all 
its memory dedicated to the openting system is uninteresting to use. Thus, the kernel can stati
cally allocate a set of data structures to manage its dynamically allocated memory. These data 
structures never need to be expanded to accommodate memory requests; yet, if properly designed , 
they need not be large. For a user process, the maximum amount of memory that may be allo
cated is a function of the maximum size of its virtual memory. Although it could allocate static 
data strucblreS to manage its entire virtual memory, even if they were efficiently encoded they 
would potentially be huge. The other alternative is to allocate data structures as they are needed. 
However, that adds extra complications such as new failure modes if it cannot allocate space for 
additional structures and additional mechanisms to link them all together. 

Another special condition of the kernel memory allocator is that it can conttol its own 
address space. Unlike user processes that can only grow and shrink their heap at one end, the 
kernel can keep an arena of kernel addresses and allocate pieces from that arena which it then 
populates with physical memory. Toe effect is much the same as a user process that has parts of 
its address space paged out when they are not in use, except that the kernel can explicitly control 
the set of pages allocated to its �s space. Toe result is that the "working set" of pages in 
use by the kernel exactly corresponds to the set of pages that it is really using. 

A final special condition that applies to the kernel is that all of the different uses of 
dynamic memory are known in advance. Each one of these uses of dynamic memory can be 
assigned a type. For each type of dynamic memory that is allocated, the kernel can provide allo
cation limiis. One reason given for having separate allocators is that no single allocator could 
starve the rest of the kcmel of all its available memory and thus a single runaway climt could not 
paralyze the systcm. By putting limits on each type of memory, the single genezal purpose 
memory allocator can provide the same protection against memory starvation. t 

tone mighL leriously ak the qumioo what good i1 is if .. only'' one mbsyllan wilhin the kernel hangs if iL is lomething 
like the network on a disk1eas workswion. 
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Mcmorv statistics bv bucket size 
Size In Use Free Requests 

128 329 39 3129219 
256 0 0 0 
512 4 0 16 

1024 17 s 648771 
2048 13 0 13 

2049-40% 0 0 157 
4097-8192 2 0 103 

8193-16384 0 0 0 
16385-32768 1 0 1 

Memory statistics by lYPC 
Type In Use Mem Use High Use Requests 
mbuf 6 lK 17K 3099066 

devbuf 13 53K 53K 13 
socket 37 SK 6K 1275 
pcb 55 7K BK 1512 

routetbl 229 29K 29K 24.24 
fragtbl 0 OK lK 404 
wmbie 3 lK lK 24538 
namei 0 OK SK 648754 

ioctlops 0 OK lK 12 
superblk 24 34K 34K 24 

temp 0 OK 8K 258 

Figme 1. One day memory usage on a Berkeley time-sharing machine 

Figure 1 shows the memory usage of the kernel over a one day period on a gent"Zal 
timesharing machine at Berkeley. The "In Use", "Free", and .. Mem Use" fields are instantane
ous values; the "Requests" field is the number of allocations since system stanup; the "High 
Use" field is the maximum value of the "Mem Use" field since system startup. The figure 
demonstrates that most allocations are for small objects. Large allocations occur infrequently, and 
are typically for long-lived objects such as buffers to hold the superblock for a mounted file sys
tem. Thus, a memory allocator only needs to be fast for small pieces of memory. 

S. Implementation or the Kernel Memory ADocator 

In reviewing the available memory allocators, none of their strategies could be used without 
some modification. The kernel memory allocator that we ended up with is a hybrid of the fast 
memory allocator found in the 4.2BSD C library and a slower but more-memory-efficient first-fit 
allocator. 

Small allocations are done using the 4.2BSD power-of-two list stra1egy; the typical allocation 
requires only a computation of the list to use and the removal of an element if it is available, so 
it is quite fast. Macros are provided to avoid the cost of a subroutine call. Only if the request 
cannot be fulfilled from a list is a call made to the allocator irsclf. To ensure that the allocator is 
always called for large requests, the lists corresponding to large allocations are always empty. 
Appendix A shows the data sttuetures and implementation of the macros. 

Similarly, ftt.eing a block of memory can be done with a macro. The macro computes the 
list on which to place the rcquest and puts it there. The free routine is called only if the block 
of memory is considered to be a large allocation. Including the cost of blocking out interrupts, 
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the allocation and freeing maaos genenue respectively only nine and sixteen (simple) VAX instruc
tions. 

Because of the inefficiency of power-of-two allocation strategies for large allocations, a dif
ferent strategy is used for allocations larger than two kilo�. The selection of two kilobyres is 
derived from our stalistics oo the utili7.ation of memory within the kernel, that showed that 95 to 
98% of allocations are of size ooe kilobyte or less. A frequent caller of the memory allocator 
(the name translation function) always requests a one kilobyte block. Additionally the allocation 
method for large blocks is based on allocating pieces of memory in multiples of pages. Cmse
quently the actual allocatioo size for requests of size 2 x pagesize or less are identical. t In 
43BSD on the VAX, the (software) page size is one kilobyte, so two kilobytes is the smallest log
ical cutoff. 

Large allocations are first rounded up to be � multiple of the page size. The allocator then 
uses a first-fit algorithm to find space in the kernel address arena set aside for dynamic alloca
tions. Thus a request for a five kilobyte piece of memory will use exactly five pages of memory 
rather than eight kilobytes as with the power-of-two allocation strategy. When a large piece of 
memory is freed, the memory pages are returned to the free memory pool, and the address space 
is retmned to the kernel address arena where it is coalesced with adjacent free pieces. 

Another technique to improve both the efficiency of memory utilization and the speed of 
allocation is to cluster same-sized small allocations on a page. When a list for a power-of-two 
allocation is empty, a new page is allocated and divided into pieces of the needed size. This stra
tegy speeds furure allocations as several pieces of memory become available as a result of the call 
into the allocator. 

kernel memory pages 
char •k:membasel I I I I I I I I I j1111111j1111111! I 111111111 I I I · · · · · ·  
k:memsizesO = ( 1024, 256, 512, 3O72,cont, cont, 128, 128, free, cont, 128, 1024, free, cont, cont, 

Legend: 
free - IDlused page 
cont - continuation of previous page 

Usage: 
memsize(addr) 

char •addr; 

retum(kmemsi7P.S[(addr - k:membase) - PAGF.SIZE]); 

Figme 2 Calculation of allocation size 

Because the size is not specified when a block of memory is freed, the allocator must keep 
track of the sizes of the pieces it has handed out The 4.2BSD user-level allocator stores the size 
of each block in a header just before the allocation. However, this Strategy doubles the memory 
requirement for allocations that require a power-of-two-sized block. Therefore, instead of storing 
the size of each piece of memory with the piece itself, the size infannation is associated with the 
memory page. Figure 2 shows how the kernel determines the size of a piece of memory that is 
being freed, by calculating the page in which it resides, and looking up the size associated with 
that page. Eliminating the cost of the ovemead per piece improved utilization far more than 

tTo andemand why dais nambc:r is 2 x paguiu coe oblerves lhat lhe power-of-tWo llgorilbm yields ma of 1, 2, 4, 8, -· 
pages while the large block algoridmi that llloc:lles in muhiples of pages yield.I sizes of 1, 2, 3, 4, -· pages. Thus for allo
c:atiom of •= between me -1 two pages bcllb algorilhm• me two paga; it is not mitil llloc:mm, of ma betwec:n two 
1111d lhn=e pqes that a diff m:nce cmawa wbcft the power�f-two algorithm will we four pages while lhe large block algo
rilhm will Ille three pages. 
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expectttl. The n:ason is that many allocations in the krmel are for blocks of memory whose size 
is exactly a power of two. These requests would be nearly doubled if the user-level strategy were 
used. Now they can be accommodated with no wasted memory. 

The allocator can be called both from the top half of the kernel, which is willing to wait for 
memory to become available, and from the intmupt routines in the bouom half of the kernel that 
cannot wait for memory to become available. Oicnts indicate their willingness (and ability) to 
wail with a flag to the allocation routine. For clients that are willing to wait, the allocator guar
laltces that their request will succeed. Thus, these clients can need not CMCk the tetum value 
from the allocator. If memory is unavailable and the client cannot wait, the alloc.ator 1etums a 
null pointer. These clients must be prepared to cope with this (hopefully infrequent) condition 
(usuaUy by giving up and hoping to do better laler) . 

6. Results or the Implementation 

The new memory allocator was written about a year ago. Conversion from the old memory 
allocalors to the new allocator has been going on ever since. Many of the special purpose alloca
tors have been eliminated. This list includes callocO, wmemallO, and zmemal/Q . Many of the 
special purpose memory allocators built on top of other allocators 'have also been eliminated. For 
example, the allocator that was built on top of the buffez pool allocator geteblk() to allocate path
name buffers in namei () bas been eliminated. Because the typical allocation is so fast, we have 
found that none of the special purpose pools are needed. Indeed, the allocation is about the same 
as the previous cost of allocating buffers from the networlc pool (mbuf s). Consequently applica
tions that used to allocate network buffers for their own uses have been switched over to using the 
general purpose allocator without increasing their running time. 

Quantifying the pcrfonnance of the allocator is difficult because it is hard to measure the 
amomn of time spe.nt allocating and freeing memory in the kernel. The usual approach is to com
pile a keznel for profiling and then compare the running time of the routines that implemented the 
old abstraction versus those that implement the new one. The old routines are difficult to quantify 
because individual routines were used for more than one pwpose. For example, the geteblk() rou
tine was used both to allocate one kilobyte memory blocks and for its intended purpose of provid
ing buffers to the ftlesystem. Differentiating these uses is often difficult To get a measure of the 
cost of memory allocation before putting in our new allocator, we summed up the running time of 
all the routines whose exclusive task was memory allocation. To this total we added the fraction 
of the running time of the multi-purpose routines that could clearly be identified as memory alloca
tion usage. This number showed that approximately three pezcent of the time spent in the kernel 
could be accounted to memory allocation. 

The new allocator is difficult to measure because the usual case of the memory allocator is 
implemented as a macro. Thus, its running time is a small fraction of the running time of the 
numerous routines in the ke7Del that use it To get a bound on the cost, we changed the macro 
always to call the memory allocation routine. Running in this mode, the memory allocator 
accounted for six percent of the time spent in the kernel. Factoring out the cost of the statistics 
collection and the subroutine call overhead for the cases that could normally be handled by the 
macro, we estimate that the allocator would account for at most four percent of time in the kernel. 
These measurements show that the new allocator does not introduce significant new run-time costs. 

The other major success bas been in keeping the size information on a per-page basis. This 
technique allows the most frequendy requested sizes to be allocated without waste. It also reduces 
the amount of bookkeeping information associated with the allocator to four kilobytes of informa
tion per megabyte of memory under management (with a one kilobyte page si7.e). 

7. Fatare Work 

Om next project is to convert many of the static kernel tables to be dynamically allocated. 
Static tables include the � table, the file table, and the mom1t table. Making these tables 
dynamic will have two benefits. Fust, it will reduce the amount of memory that must be statically 
allocated at boot time. Second, it will eliminate the arbitrary upper limit imposed by the current 
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static S1Z1Dg (although a limit will be retained to constrain nmaway clients). Other researchers 
have already shown the memory savings achieved by this conversion [Rodriguez88]. 

Under the current implemenmtion. memory is never moved from one size list to another. 
With the 4.2BSD memory allocaror this causes problems, particularly for large allocations where a 
process may use a quarter megabyte piece of memory once, which is then never available for any 
other size request. In our hybrid scheme, memory can be shuffled between large requests so that 
large blocks of memory are never stranded as they are with the 4.2BSD allocator. However, 
pages allocated to small requests are allocaled once to a particular si7.e and never changed 
tbctt.aftcr. H a burst of requests came in for a particular size, that size would acquire a large 
amount of memory that would then not be available for other future requests. 

In practice, we do not find that the free lists become too large. However, we have been 
investigating ways to handle such problems if they occur in the future. Om current investigations 
involve a routine that can run as part of the idle loop that would sort the elements on each of the 
free lists into order of increasing address. Since any given page has only one size of elements 
allocalCd from it, the effect of the sorting would be to sort the list into distinct pages. When all 
the pieces of a page became free, the page itself could be released back to the free pool so that it 
could be allocated to another purpose. Although there is no guarantee that all the pieces of a 
page would ever be freed, most allocations are short-lived, lasting only for the duration of an open 
file cacriptm, an open network connection, or a system call. As new allocations would be made 
from the page soned to the front of the list, retmn of elements from pages at the back would 
eventually allow pages later in the list to be freed. 

Two of the traditional UNIX memory allocators remain in the current system. The terminal 
subsystem uses clists (character lists). lbat part of the system is expected to undergo major revi
sion wi1hin the the next year or so, and it will probably be changed to use mbufs as it is merged 
into the network system. The othc-z major allocator that remains is getblkO, the routine that 
manages the ftlesystem buffer pool memory and associated control infonnation. Only the filesys
tem uses getblk() in the current system; it manages the constant-sized buffer pool. We plan to 
merge the filesystem buffer cache into the virtual memory system's page cache in the future. This 
change will allow the size of the buffer pool to be changed according to memory load, but will 
require a policy for balancing memory needs with filesystem cache performance. 
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10. Appendix A - Implementation Details 

,. 

• Constants for setting the par�ters of the kernel memory allocator. 
* 
• 2 •• MINBUCKET is the smallest Mnit of memory that will be 
* allocated. It lnllSt be at lt:ast large enough to lwld a pointer. 
* 
* Units of ffll!mory less or t:f/MOl to MAXALLOCSAVE will per,r,aMntly 
• allocate physical memory; reqMt:Sts for these size pieces of memory 
* an quite fas1. Allocalions greater than MAXALLOCSA VE l1IJISt 
* always allocate and free physical memory; requests for these size 
• allocations should be done infrequently as they will be slow. 
* Constraints: CLBYTES <= MAXALLOCSAVE <= 2 •• (MINBUCKET + 14) 
• and MAXAI.LOCSIZE must be a power of two. 
*! 

McKusick, Karels 

#def"me MINBUCKET 
#define MAXALLOCSA VE 

4 I'- 4 => min allocalion of 16 bytes • I 
(2 * CLBYTES) 

!* 
• Maximum amollllt of kernel dynamic memory. 
* Constraints: must be a multiple of the pagesize . 
. , 

#def"me MAXKMEM (1024 * PAGESIZE) 

/* 
• Arena for all kernel dynamic memory allocation. 
* This arena is known to start on a page bowuiary . 
. , 

extern char kmembase[MAXKMEM]; 

,. 

* A"ay of descriptors that describe the contents of each page 
., 

struct kmemsizes { 
short ks_ indx; 
u _ short ks _pagecnt; 

r- bucket index, size of small allocations * I 
r- for large allocations, pages allocated • I 

} kmcmsizes[MAXKMEM I PAGESIZE); 

,. 

• Set of buckets for each size of memory block that is retained 
., 

struct kmembuckets { 

caddr t kb next; I'- list of free blocks * I 
} buclret[MINBUCKET -+ 16]; 
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,. 

• Macro to convert a size to a bucket index. If the size is conslanJ, 
• this macro reduces to a compile time constant. 
*I 

#def"me MINALLOCSIZE (1 << MINBUCKET) 
#def"me BUCKETINDX(size) \ 

(size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE * 128) \ 
? (size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE * 8) \ 

? (size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE * 2) \ 
? (size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE • 1) \ 

? (MINBUCKET + 0) \ 

: (MINBUCKET + 1) \ 

: (size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE * 4) \ 
? (MINBUCKET + 2) \ 

: (MINBUCKET + 3) \ 

: (size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE* 32) \ 
? (size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE • 16) \ 

? (MINBUCKET + 4) \ 

: (MINBUCKET + 5) \ 

: (size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE • 64) \ 
? (MINBlTCKET + 6) \ 

: (MINBUCKET + 7) \ 

: (size) <= (MINALLOCSIZE • 2048) \ 
!* etc ... * I 

!* 
* Macro versions for the usual cases of malloc !free 
*I 

#def"me MALLOC(space, cast, size, flags) { \ 
register stroct kmembuckets *kbp = &bucket[BUCKETINDX(size)); \ 
long s = splimpQ; \ 

} 

if (kbp->kb_next = NULL) { \ 
(space) = (cast)malloc(size, flags); \ 

} else { \ 
(space) = (cast)kbp->kb_next; \ 
kbp-->kb_next = *(caddr_t *)(space); \ 

} \ 
splx(s); \ 

#def"me FREE(addr) { \ 
register stroct kmembuckets *kbp; \ 
register stroct kmemsizes *ksp = \ 

&kmemsizes[((addr) - kmembase) I PAGESIZE); \ 
long s = splimpQ; \ 
if (1 << ksJr->ks_indx > MAXALLOCSAVE) { \ 

free(addr); \ 
}else{\ 

} \ 
splx(s); \ 

} 
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kbp = &bucket[ksp->ks_indx); \ 
•(caddr_t •Xaddr) = kbp->kb_next; \ 
kbp->kb_next = (caddr_tXaddr); \ 
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ABSTRACT 
Most of the data structures in a traditional UNIX kernel are implemented as static 
tables. A configuration file or data available at boot time determines the size of 
these tables. This paper discusses the changes made to allow such tables to 
become linked lists of structures. These linked lists expand or contract as sys
tem activity changes. 

This work is based on the UL TRIX V2.0 kernel. As a point of reference, most of 
the data structures and algorithms in the UL TRIX V2.0 kernel parallel the Berke
ley 4.3 kernel (as opposed to the SYSTEM V kernel). Most modifications made 
in the research discussed in this paper can be directly transported to the 
4.38SD kernel. Many changes can be implemented in a System V kernel. 

1. THE PROBLEM OF TABLES 

The original design of the UNIX Operating System was targeted for a miniscule machine 
by today's standards [Ritch1984a, Ritch1978a, Thomp1978a]. The first port to a PDP-11 con
tained only 16 kilobytes (KB) of memory for the kernel and 8 KB of memory for users. Its 
disks held 512 KB and files sizes were limited to 64 KB. The small memory of the PDP-11 
required extremely tight control of resources with limited table sizes for each structure. It is a 
tribute to the design of the UNIX Operating System that few of its internal structures and algo
rithms have changed. 

Today, machines contain 2 MB to 512 MB of memory, may be diskless, or have tera
bytes of disk storage. These machines connect to high speed networks and devices. Since 
configurations of machines vary widely, the UNIX kernel needs a more dynamic and flexible 
approach to managing internal data structures. 

The prototype kernel removes restrictions present in a statically allocated table-based 
system. The kernel allocates most data structures as needed (rather than at boot time). This 
paper details the work involved to move to a dynamic kernel. Algorithmic changes, structure 
changes, performance and future work are also discussed. 

2. A FAST MEMORY ALLOCATOR FOR THE KERNEL 

The prototype requires an efficient and fast allocator of free kernel memory. For
tunately, the 4.3BSD release contains such an allocator [McKusi1988a]. The allocator uses a 
simple power-of-two bucket scheme where each bucket contains a linked list of identically 
sized pieces of free memory. Buckets in the prototype system hold memory in sizes ranging 
from 16 bytes to 256 KB. 3 The interface to retrieve a piece of- tree memory uses a macro 

1 UNIX Is a registered ndemark and System V Is a trademark of A. T. & T. tnfonnation Systems. 
2 ULTRIX, MicroVAX. VAX, POP-11, and DEQNA are trademarks of Dlgltal Equipment Corporation. 
3 Both minimum and maximum allocation Is tunable. 
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expanding to only 9 VAX instructions. This assumes a piece of tree memory exists on the 
bucket (which is expected after the system is up or if the buckets are pre-populated). 

2. 1. A Few Additions to the Allocator 
The allocator from 4.3BSD needs additional functionality. Extra protection is added 

around allocations one cluster (1 KB) or larger to catch Illegal accesses. This helps catch 
bugs in the prototype system. Some device drivers require physically contiguous memory; 
the allocator optionally returns contiguous memory pages. Because the network code passes 
large pieces of unmodified memory (larger than 1 KB), an option called MEMDUP has been 
added. Instead of writing specialized code to handle memory passing, the memory allocator 
keeps a reference count. Calls to the memory free routine decrement the count. Removing 
the final reference places the free memory in the appropriate bucket. 

Heavy use of the allocator can place a lot of memory in the buckets. The prototype sys
tem contains a memory scrubber that trims each bucket back to user-settable limits. When 
possible, free memory smaller than a cluster is coalesced into clusters. The free clusters 
return to the coremap making the memory available to user processes. 

3. STEPPING INTO THE DYNAMIC WORLD 
The rest of this paper describes the changes to allow the dynamic allocation of process, 

file, mount, text, and gnode (called inode in 4.3BSD) tables. Further, the paper presents 
modifications to make the buffer cache, the network code, and device drivers dynamic. 

3.1. The Process Table 
System responsiveness is sensitive to the performance of the fork and exec system 

calls. Therefore, much work is done to make process creation fast and care is taken in 
managing process elements (the process slot, associated' linked lists, coremap entries, and 
the text slot). 

Further, dependencies exist throughout the kernel on the address of proc [OJ (the 
swapper), proc [1] (the inlt process), and proc [2] (the pagedaemon). References to 
table indices exist throughout the UNIX kernel. For example, in the static system, the 
coremap (cmap) structure holds an index (c_ndx) into the process and text tables. The 
knowledge that elements are kept in tables affects coding techniques. Therefore, a brief dis
cussion of past implementation follows. 

Scattered throughout the old table-based kernel is the assumption that if p 1 is a pointer 
to a struct proc end proc is a pointer to the heed of the table, then 1 = pl -
proc can be used as a table index. This index i, is usually e small positive integer and can 
be stored away in a another data structure. Saving the table index rather than a pointer to the 
element may save a few bytes. Later, when the code wishes to retrieve the process pointer, 
It can simply refer to ct:proc [i]. Almost every table-base structure in the kernel depends 
on this construct. Further, code like for (p = proc; p < itproc [NPROC] ; p + +) 
do not work for non-contiguous elements. 

In making the process table dynamically allocated, the pidhash list is eliminated. The 
hash list relies on the table index. At present, the prototype has no process pidhash list 
although designing a new algorithm or calculating pseudo-indices would not be difficult. The 
cmap structure replaces c_ndx with a pointer, This increases the cmap by 4 bytes.4 Even 
though a pointer is added to the coremap, memory use is more efficient since static tables are 
replaced by dynamic allocation ot Individual elements. The process structure also needs 
some special handling of processes 0, 1, and 2. In the system initialization code, It is easier 
declaring three process structures and pointers as 'bss', and linking the structures in to the 

� Adding 4 bytes to 1he size of the con1map aeems Irrelevant. However, on a 7 MB MicroVAX, 1here are 
approxtmatety 5300 elements In the coremap. This causes 1he table to grow by 21 KB. 
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active process list. 
A few other points are worth mentioning. The variable nproc is the number of process 

allocated (in the static system, it is the number of elements in the process table). Several 
other structures in the process structure related to System V shared memory are removed 
from the process structure and allocated as needed. Only two lists exist for procs, allproc 
and zombproc. Allproc is the list of runnable processes and zombproc is the list of 
processes exiting and waiting for their parent to do the wait system call. Since the process 
structure has lists of active and zombie processes, no new fields are added. There are some 
modifications to create a new process and destroy an exiting one. Six macros help kernel 
programming to handle the linked lists. These macros are shown in Table 1 .  In general, 
macros similar to these exist for all the dynamically allocated structures. 

Macro 
PJJ)DALL (p) 
P JEMALL (p) 
PJJ)DZOM (p) 
P JlEMZOM (p) 
FORALLPROC (p) 
FORALLZOMB (p) 

Explanation 
Add process p to allproc list 
Remove process p from allproc list 
Add process p to zombproc list 
Remove process p from zombproc list 
For loop, p = all processes on allproc 
For loop, p = all processes on zombproc 

TABLE 1 - Process Manipulation Macros 

3.2. The File Table 
In the static system, access to the file table is similar to access to the process table. 

The list is often searched with code similar to: 
for (fp = file ; fp < �file [HFILEJ ; fp+ + )  

Figures 2 and 3 show the old and new file structures. 

struct file { 

} ;  

int f_:flag ; 
short f_type ; 
short !_count ; 
short f-agcount ; 
atruct fileops { 

/• return function 
int (•fo_;r,r) ( 
int (•fo_ioctl) ( 
int (•fo_aelect) ( 
int (•fo_cloae) ( 

} •f_ops ; 
caddr_t 
off_t f_offaet;  
struct ucred 

f_data ; 

•f_cred ;  

/ •  descriptor type • /  
/ •  reference count • /  
/ •  meaaage queue ref s • /  

arguments • /  
/ •  fp , uio , rw • /  ) ;  
/ •  fp , com , data , cred• / ) ;  
/ •  fp , which •/ ) ;  
/ •  fp •/ ) ;  

/ •  gnode •/  
/ •  r/w location • /  
/ •  u■er permis sion• • /  

FIGURE 2 - Old File Structure 

The file structure now contains a pair of pointers maintaining a forward and backward 
list. Further, many cases have been found where file pointers are not consistently used. By 
writing the macros F ...ADDQ (fp) and F _.REMQ (fp) , and searching for either "decrement 
the count on the fHe pointer" or ''tree the credentials" or "set the count of the file pointer to 
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struct fileliat { 
etruct file 
■truct file 

} fi.leli•t ; 

•truct file { 

•fl_,iext ; 
•fl_prev ; 

Rodriguez, Koehler, Palmer 

/• next on li■t •/ 
/ •  previous on li■t • /  

•truct fileli•t fJ.i■t ; / •  linked liet • /  
/• The remainder of the old •tructure • /  

} ;  
FIGURE 3 - New File Structure 

zero", several dangling references are corrected. 

3.3. The Text Table 
The text entries are allocated from the routine xalloc and returned by xfree. In the static 

system, the text table is created at boot time and all entries are placed on the tree list of texts. 
Allocation is done by taking a text table entry off the tree list of texts and attaching It to the 
requisite gnode. This gnode has its count artificially incremented to avoid reuse. At free time, 
the text is returned to the end of the tree list. Even though the text entry is attached to the 
free list, the inflated count on the gnode remains. It should be noted that a gnode and a text 
slot are attached to each other and gnodes are cached. Therefore, the static system creates 
a cache of text entries. The binding between text and gnode is only broken when the text slot 
is used for a different text. 

The text cache is desirable. When reclaiming a text, allocating swap space and setting 
up the space for the executable image is not necessary. In allocating entries, a tradeoff must 
be made between returning the memory associated with the text slot at xfree time (and there
fore discarding the cache), and never returning the text entry. When the maximum number of 
dynamically allocated texts approaches the maximum number of gnodes, executable images 
can consume all available gnodes. To circumvent this problem, when the count on the text 
slot is decremented to zero, the gnode count is decremented. This allows the gnode either to 
be reclaimed from the cache (which then allows the text entry to be reclaimed), or to have the 
gnode used for another file. Re-using the gnode causes the text slot to be returned to the 
malloc pool. 

3.4. The Mount Table 
In the static system, the mount table is allocated at boot time. The constant NMOUNT 

restricts the number of elements in the mount table. The number of bits allocated to the 
cJ1dev field in the cmap structure further limits the size of this table. The static system 
allows 8 bits for the C....JDdev field. This pennlts the static system to mount 254 file systems 
(there are two reserved numbers: MSWAPX indicates the cm.ap entry points to the swap dev
ice and NODEV indicates an unused entry). In the prototype system, c_Jlldev is a single bit 
indicating a page exists on the swap surface. The device number can be fetched from the 
attached gnode. The cmap has been effectively purged of its need for mounted file system 
indices. 

When mounting a file system, the code in the static system searches linearly through 
the mount table to find an unused entry. In the prototype system, mount structures ere allo
cated as needed. The prototype system then calculates a unique index used by the file sys
tem quota code. Finally, the mount is attempted. If this action succeeds, the new mount 
structure is linked into the list of active mounts. Stepping through the list of mounted file sys
tems is simplified since all structures in the li�:t refer to active mounts. When unmounting a 
file system, the operating system unlinks the mount structure from the active mounts and 
returns the space to the system. 
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The static system has two references to the old mount table. The first is the cm.ap 
structure which is discussed In the beginning of this section. The second reference is in the 
file system quota code. The quota code has implicit knowledge of how quota tables are 
matched to mount table elements (the index previously was calculated as m.p - mount.). The 
mount structure's unique index preserves the quota functionality without rewriting It. This 
allows the binding between the quota arrays and the dynamic mount structures to continue. 
Time and effort will free the quota system of this index problem. 

3.5. The Gnocle Table 

In the static system, the gnode structures are kept in a table. The number of gnodes is 
then defined at boot time (by calculations using MAXUSERS and nproc). This table holds 
both active and inactive references to files. The gnode data is cached so inactive references 
can be quickly reclaimed. 

The problem then is how to maintain the cache of inactive gnodes without causing all of 
memory to be consumed with gnodes. Various strategies have been devised including 
bounding the number of gnodes by some percentage of physical memory and allowing a con
figurable parameter. Since it is desirable to manage the size of the gnode cache, the latter 
strategy has been chosen. 

The allocation policy is simple. If a request for a particular on-disk (or on-network) dev
ice and inode number cannot be fetched from cache, an attempt is made to create a new 
gnode. Gnode creation occurs if the number of gnodes does not exceed the configurable limit 
and if there is memory available for the creation. Destroying gnodes is done through a sys
tem call. Destruction includes finding inactive gnodes, removing any dangling references to 
the gnode (such as an attached text) and returning the memory to the system.5 

3.6. The Buffer Cache 

The buffer cache is memory the operating system uses to hold file system blocks. As 
with any cache, its purpose is to reduce the frequency of sending transactions to some under
lying mechanism. In the case of the buffer cache, the purpose is to reduce 1/0 requests to 
disk drives. The cache is broken into two pieces: buffer space holding the actual data, and 
buffer headers describing that data. The buffer headers are further broken down. Headers 
may appear on four different lists: locked, least recently used (lru), age,6 and empty. The 
locked list contains buffers that must be kept permanently. The lru list contains the actual 
cache. The age list contains buffers marked tor delayed writing (among other things). The 
empty list contains buffers with no attached buffer space. 

The goal with dynamically allocating the buffer cache is to have it consume most of free 
memory (i.e., memory potentially available to user processes). However, interactions with the 
virtual memory subsystem can cause significant impact on performance. Therefore, the 
buffer cache must release memory when the system anticipates (or requires) more free 
memory. 

3.6.1 . Buffer Allocation 

This section describes how the old system and the new system create and maintain the 
buffer headers and the buffer space. 

3.6.1 .1. Allocation in the Static System 

There are two aspects to allocating the buffer cache: allocating buffer headers and allo
cating buffer space. In previous versions of the operating system, buffer headers and space 
are allocated at boot time. Typically, 100/o of physical memory is allocated for buffer space 

5 The system caH has been designed and but not yet Implemented. 
6 The locked Isl Is never used; further the age and lru lists are raally the head and tall of the same 11st. 
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and then one buffer header is allocated tor every 2 KB of buffer space. 
A call to getnewbuf retums a buffer header. This routine walks backward from the age 

list to the lru list looking for a buffer header. If the header is marked tor delayed wrtte, the 1/0 
is started and getnewbuf searches for a new buffer header. Buffer space is requested by cal
ling allocbuf. If the buffer size is shrinking, the routine attempts to place the excess space on 
the first buffer in the empty list. If more buffer space is to be attached to the header, the rou
tine asks for a new buffer header (from getnewbuf) and takes the buffer space attached to 
the header. This action is continued until enough memory can be obtained to fulfill the 
request. Any buffer headers having all their space taken are inserted on the empty list. 

3.6.1.2. Allocation in the Dynamic System 
In the dynamic kemel, only the buffer hash lists are created at boot time. Buffer 

headers and buffer space are allocated and destroyed while the system is running. The 
number of buffer headers is bounded on the bottom by phy■mem / C 1 o • MAXBSIZE ) 7 and 
on the top by the configuration parameter max_bhead_alloc. Buffer space is bounded by 
phy■mem / 10 and the configuration parameter max_bsize_alloc. 

Buffer headers are still obtained from getnewbuf. This routine checks to see if the 
number of buffer headers is less than ma.x_bhead_alloc. If not, a new header is created, 
placed on the age list, inserted in the buffer list, and returned to the caller. If a buffer header 
cannot be created, the routine reverts to its old behavior of walking through the age and lru 
lists looking tor buffer headers. 

Likewise, buffer space is still obtained from allocbuf. Allocbuf now allocates space only 
in multiples of MAXBSIZE. If called with a buffer header having no space, the routine checks 
to see if the buffer cache is smaller than ma.x_b■ize_alloc and freemem is larger than 
lot:.■free. If freemem is larger than lot:.afree, the system does not need to page 
processes out to obtain memory and can presume that there is no outstanding need tor physi
cal memory. If no space is obtainable, the routine walks backward from the age list looking 
for a buffer to fulfill its request. If the buffer is dirty, it is written and the search for a buffer 
header continues. When an appropriate buffer header is found, the space is attached to the 
old buffer. The buffer header having its space reclaimed is removed from all lists and des
troyed. Unlike the static system, allocbuf cannot call getnewbuf to obtain a buffer header. 
The call to getnewbuf can result in the creation of a new buffer header. Since the reason for 
requesting a buffer header is to reclaim space from it, creation of a new buffer header is not 
desired. 

3.6.2. Buffer Deallocation 
The old system had no method for deallocating buffer headers or buffer space. Empty 

buffer headers were placed on the empty list. Unused buffer space was attached to a buffer 
and the buffer was marked as invalid. The new system has no empty buffer list. When a 
buffer space is no longer needed, the space is returned to the allocator and the header is 
unlinked from all lists and freed. 

3.6.3. Buffer Cache Algorithmic Changes 
As previously discussed, the empty buffer list no longer exists. Another linked list is 

added to buffer headers. It allows the examination of the entire butter cache. In the static 
kemel, each header could be examined by walking through the table element by element. 
This is no longer possible since the buffer headers are not kept in an array. It is also not suf
ficient to walk through the locked, lru, and age lists. Buffer headers having pending requests 
to devices do not appear in any of these lists. Finally, ellocbuf only allocates space in multi
ples of MAXBSIZE. This is done since taking pages (by pegemove ) from the kemel memory 

7 IL\XBBIZE Is 8 KB. 
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allocator is forbidden. 
There is a noticeable effect from the sync system call. 8 When the number of buffer 

headers becomes large (several thousand on a 128 MB machine), sync causes the system to 
''freeze" for a couple of seconds while the device drivers are inundated with write requests. 
Changing asynchronous writes to synchronous writes avoids the problem (with a loss of per
formance). This modification causes the write system call to lose approximately 27% of its 
throughput. Other solutions are possible (including not syncing disks during normal operation 
or running several update daemons). 

3.6.4. Buffer Cache Interaction with Vinual Memory 
A tradeoff exists between consuming physical memory for the buffer cache and having it 

available tor user processes. If max_bsize_alloc approaches physical memory, the 
buffer cache tends to dominate memory. This causes a drastic amount of paging activity. 
This is unacceptable. 

During the early phases of the prototype, when the system transitioned to multi-user, the 
buffer cache consumed over 7 MB of memory in a 9 MB system. The goal of consuming 
most of free memory for the buffer cache had been achieved. Unfortunately, to get the pass
word prompt tor login, the system had to page in X,9 the terminal emulator, and login. This is 
an undesirable side effect of a relatively unrestricted, dynamically allocated, buffer cache. 

To avoid the problem, the virtual memory subsystem calls bufscleanup to circumvent 
unnecessary paging or swapping activity. This routine walks from the age list to the lru list 
returning buffer space and buffer headers. It examines each header checking to make sure 
the header is not busy, locked, involved in physical 1/0, or marked as delayed write. Buffer 
headers meeting these requirements are then destroyed and the attached space is returned 
to the system. This continues until enough memory is returned. The decision to not write 
delayed write buffer headers attempts to alleviate disk activity. Since the cleanup routine 
tends to return buffers in a least recently used fashion, the impact on the system is not notice
able. Several algorithms could be used to decide when to reclaim memory from the buffer 
cache. A system call could select these alternatives. 

3. 7. The Network 
This section describes the changes necessary to make the network subsystem dynamic. 

An overview of the current Berkeley networking implementation is found in [Leffl1 983a]. A 
discussion of changes needed to use the new allocator is presented. This will be followed by 
the lessons learned and what needs to be completed in the network. 

3.7.1. 4.38S0 Networking Overview 
Network memory allocation has not drastically changed since the introduction of net

working code in 4.28S0. The system uses small parts of a reserved pool (small mbufs) to 
hold data in the system. Mbufs pass from protocol layer to protocol layer. Each small mbuf 
contains a header region (to keep track of the mbuf while in use) and a local data region (to 
hold whatever data needs to be stored). Since small mbufs provide a limited amount of 
storage, large pieces of memory, large mbufs, can be coupled with small mbufs to provide tor 
larger virtually contiguous storage. Both types of mbufs begin as a map of page table entries 
to which real memory is attached and segmented as the need arises. Both small and large 
mbufs are linked to a tree list when not in use. Small mbufs are MI.EN in size (currently 1 28 
bytes) and large mbufs are CLBYTES (currently 1024 bytes). Finally, a reference count is 
maintained on large mbuts (in an array created at load time in the static system) so it may be 

8 The problem wl1h sync exls1S In 1he sta1lc system also. Dynamically allocatlng lhe buffer cache 
aggraVlll88 IN, ls8ue becauee potenltally many more butters exist In the aystem. 

e X Is a 1rademark of Mal88Chuaetts lnslttut8 of Technology. 
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coupled with many small mbufs as a quick form of copy. 

3.7.2. Problems with the Currant Network Allocation Policy 
There are problems arising from the way mbuts are used in the system. The most prob

lematic is the static upper limit on memory in the resource pool. When the resource pool is 
exhausted, the system panics. Thus, a temporary surge in network activity can have disas
trous results. Another problem is large and small mbufs are used to maintain system struc
tures which may not be part of the network. 

Since an efficient kemel memory allocator has not been available, many areas in the 
kernel use mbufs as temporary storage. The static system uses mbuts to hold information on 
sockets, protocol control block.s, network interface information, and routing information. This 
leads to a dependency between the size of mbufs and how they are used (e.g., a kernel 
developer must know a socket structure will fit in MSIZE bytes of a small mbuf). 

The first goal is to allow the network to be more dynamic in its use of memory. The 
second goal is to remove the need for mbufs in other parts of the kernel. 

3.7.3. Network Interaction with New Allocator 
Since the new allocator is fast, the new allocator allocates and trees all network 

resources (i.e., free lists of small and large mbufs are not maintained). Other network struc
tures like sockets and protocol control blocks require only minor changes to allow usage of 
the new allocator. The main changes are calls to the allocator instead of the small mbuf "get" 
routine and calls to the allocator free routine when the memory is no longer needed. Usage 
of the new allocator tor routing structures requires a little more work as some utilities "know" 
routing information exists in a linked list of small mbufs. 

As mentioned earlier, the new allocator keeps a reference count on large allocations (an 
allocation larger than CLBYTES ). This reference count allows any large allocation to be vir
tually copied. When the reference count becomes zero as a result of subsequent trees, the 
memory is returned to the tree pool. 

Finally, the way small mbuts point to large mbuts has to change. The old allocation 
method assumes large mbuts are always located at some positive offset in memory from the 
address of the small mbut. To locate a large mbuf's data area, a small positive offset is 
added to the address of the small mbuf. The new allocator invalidates this assumption so the 
offset becomes a pointer. 

3. 7 .4. Network Performance 
Changing to the new allocator has no measurable change on the speed of the network. 

The use of free lists by the old allocation method is duplicated by the bucket lists in the new 
allocator. Allocating and freeing resources using the new allocator is at least as efficient as 
using the mbuf allocation policy. 

The old allocation method wastes memory. It populates the free lists as the system is 
booted. This wastes memory if the network is either never used or has only minimal traffic. 
The old allocation method holds as much memory as needed to handle the greatest peak in 
network activity. This might allow a single peak in network traffic to consume a vast amount 
of memory. which may never again be needed. Finally, fitting dynamic system structures into 
small mbufs wastes memory. For instance, a protocol control block consumes in 36 bytes in 
a 128-byte small mbut. 

The new allocator helps fix these problems. The system boots with no memory allo
cated to the network. As peaks in traffic occur, the allocator allows more memory tor the net
work. When the traffic subsides, memory is given back to the system. The decoupling of 
data structures from mbuts allows for better usage of memory tor small structures. 
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3.7.5. Left To Do in the Network 

As of this writing, the network is completely dynamic. If the system has sufficient 
memory, any number of network transactions are handled without modifying the kernel. The 
Job of decoupling the network related structures from mbuts is nearly complete. Most protocol 
control blocks, socket structures, route table entries, imp host table entries, fragmentation 
reassembly queue headers, and interface infonnation are no longer stored in mbuts. Socket 
options, arp table entries, end a few protocol control blocks are yet to be dynamically allo
cated. 

3.8. Devices 

A device driver's probe routine accomplishes most of the work in initializing the device. 
Traditionally, this routine contains static arrays for data such as controller block structures and 
device specific structures. Additionally, the probe routine initializes global variables used in 
other driver routines such as interrupt service routines and strategy code. 

The prototype system consolidates static structures and arrays under dynamically allo
cated equivalents. This means no data and no bss segments are used tor nonexistent dev
ices. The 0EONA Ethemet1 0  driver demonstrates this case. The 0EQNA previously held 
1 680 bytes of bss data per interface. Now a 4-byte pointer is used and the 1 680-byte 
ao�t.c structure is allocated at probe time. Structures statically defined in header and data 
files are now defined as pointers validated when a controller is found and initialized at auto
configuration time. Similar savings are obtained with disk drivers (uda.c recovers 3K of data 
+ bss) and the workstation screen driver (qd.c, over 1 K of data + bss). 

Some device drivers require other resources called map registers. Map registers allow 
a device in 1/0 space to find physical main memory used tor OMA operations. The entire 
resource map is allocated when the device is first initialized, rather than allocating the map at 
boot time (which is done in a static system).  

3.9. Namal Pathname Buffers 

Approximately 20% of the UL TRIX system calls take pathnames resulting in file system 
name translation (namei). Previously, these pathnames were copied into buffer space taken 
from the buffer cache. After namei finishes parsing the pathname, the buffer space was 
placed on a list of tree pathname buffers. This buffer space is never returned to the buffer 
cache. 

The prototype system uses malloc to obtain temporary space tor path names. This 
space returns to the tree memory pool rather than keeping a tree pathname list. 

3.1 o. Arbitrary Limits in Select 

The select system call allows for synchronous 1/0 multiplexing. The call takes a mask 
of file descriptors to examine tor reading, writing, or if an exceptional condition is pending 
(SIGURG). In order to handle an arbitrary number of file descriptors, select dynamically allo
cates the space needed tor each of the masks. Since select is an expensive system call, this 
allocation is done only when more than 96 file descriptors are passed. This is in anticipation 
of dynamically allocating the pointers to file structures present in the uarea.. 

3.1 1. System Page Table Cleanup 

There are two modifications in the handling of the system page table. First, the page 
table moves from the data segment to the bss segment. This involves a small program to 
take the page table specification and convert it into extema/ common declarations. These 
declarations allow the support of very large memory systems with a small total text + data 

10 Ethemel Is e trademark of Xerox Corporation. 
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size. For example, on a 512 MB VAX processor, the operating system's total text + data is 
about SOOK while bss needs 3 MB (2. 7 MB is reserved tor the system page table). If the sys
tem page table is not moved, text + data becomes about 3.2 MB. 

Second, with the memory allocator having a large virtual address space, it is useful to 
take virtual address space tor device drivers. On static systems, each device driver reserves 
a segment of the system page table. For instance, a disk driver adds 256 entries to perform 
1/0. The system page table grows at an alarming rate. A routine called get_va_pte reserves 
a virtual address range end assigns it to a set of page table entries. The allocator therefore 
acts as a resource tor virtual address space and page table space tor system device drivers. 
This reservation allocates no memory but uses page table entries to map to other system 
memory (e. g., 1/0 space) to perform the 1/0.1 1  This also helps control the growth of the sys
tem page table and aids in rts management. 

3.12. Kernel Profiling 
One of the primary drawbacks of a kernel compiled with profiling is the allocation of a 

large butter to store profiling data. The prototype kernel no longer allocates the 512 KB buffer 
needed for profiling at boot time. Instead, the space is allocated when the kgmon program 
enables profiling. Unfortunately, no simple way exists to give the memory back. Data can be 
passed using a system call rather than reading and writing /dev/mem. This allows the return 
of memory used by profiling. 

3.13. Kmemu - Memory Usage Reporting 
A user level program for reporting memory usage is included. It helps in understanding 

and debugging the dynamic kernel. Figure 4 is a sample output from "kmemu" from a proto
type kernel. 

4. PERFORMANCE AND MEMORY UTILIZATION 
Perfonnance and memory utilization are important topics in the prototype. Structure ele

ment calculation shifts from index computation to pointer traversal. If this work is to have any 
beartng on future products, perfonnance must be comparable at both the system call level 
and the overall system. Further, memory use must be examined and algorithms tuned when 
appropriate. 

Performance has been measured on a MicroVax II with 9 MB of physical memory. The 
prototype kernel is contrasted against a version of Ultrix 2.0 (on which the prototype is 
based). The malloc kernel allows the buffer cache to grow to half of physical memory. 

4.1 .  System Call Performance 
The system calls are broken into three groups: process, file system, and network. Each 

bar chart measures individual system call pedonnance for those groups. Shown is real time 
(the amount of time the system call test program took to complete) and system time (the 
amount of time the program spent executing in the kernel). The bars on the chart are not 
cumulative. For instance, tor the malloc kernel, execve shows an improvement of about two 
percent in real time performance and en improvement of about five percent in system perfor
mance. 

Figure 5 depicts the performance impact from allocating process related structures 
dynamically. Process structure manipulation increases the efficiency of process creation and 
deletion. Execve improves because the prototype allows program data space to be fetched 
from the buffer cache while the static system reads the data space from disk tor each execu
tion of the image. Kill shows no degradation even though the pid hash no longer exists. 

11 00 pages must be nated speclally so acce988s to /dev/mem do not crash the system. 
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1 KB in bucket 4 ( 64 - 16 byte chunk■) 
14 KB in bucket 6 ( 224 - 64 byte chunks)  
88 KB in bucket 7 ( 704 - 128 byte chunka) 
91 KB in bucket 8 ( 364 - 266 byte chunka ) 
1 9  KB in bucket g ( 38 612 byte chunka ) 
1 4  KB in bucket 10 ( 14 - 1 024 byte chunk■ )  
1 8  KB in bucket 1 1  ( 9 - 2048 byte chunka) 
44 KB in bucket 12 ( 1 1 - 4096 byte chunk•) 

4 1 20 KB in bucket 13  ( 616  - 8 1 92 byte chunk■ )  
8 0  KB in bucket 14 ( 6 - 1 6384 byte chunka) 
64 KB in bucket 1 6  ( 1 - 66636 byte chunka) 
28 KB in bucket 17 ( 1 - 131072 byte chunks)  

256 KB in bucket 18  ( 1 - 262144 byte chwi.ka) 
612 KB in bucket 1 9  ( 1 - 624288 byte chunk■) 

Total Allocated = 6449 KB ;  Total Free = 36 KB 
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FIGURE 5 - Process Percentage Improvement 

The performance of tile system system calls is shown in Figure 6. Dynamically allocat
ing file structures improves the performance of the open and close system calls. Read and 
write show a slight degradation, attributable to dynamically allocating buffer space during the 
system calls. 
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Figure 7 show system call performance for the network. This chart not only contrasts 
using the allocator with the old method of mbuf allocation, but also contrasts the 4.3BSD net
work code (present in the prototype) with the 4.2BSD network code. Dynamically allocating 
sockets and mbuts have not affected performance. This is expected since the prototype sys
tem provides memory for network resources from the allocator while the static system pro
vides memory from the mbuf pool. It should be noted the send system call is slower due to 
changes in the 4.3BSD networking code. 
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4.2. Overall System Perfonnance 

System call pertormance improves with dynamic allocation of kernel data structures. 
However, system call pertormance does not measure how the overall system responds. 
Understanding how the new kernel memory allocator interacts with the virtual memory system 
in a "production" environment is important. 

System pertormance has been measured by simultaneously executing 1, 2, 4, 8, 1 6, 
and 32 scripts. These scripts introduce a Job mix containing commands typically executed by 
a code developer.12  Figure 8 depicts script throughput on the dynamic and static systems. 
The two curves are closely coupled until 32 scripts are executed in parallel. This degradation 
can be attributed to paging activity on the dynamic system. 
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FIGURE 8 - Script Throughput 
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One of the primary goals of this prototype is better utilization of physical memory. The 
static system "allocates" 292 process structures, 26 file structures, 36 text structures, and 64 
mount structures. This consumes approximately 57 KB. On a multi-user MicroVax-1 1 with 7 
X-windows and various other processes active, the prototype system allocates 35 process 
structures, 132 file structures, 23 text structures, and 12 mount structures. This consumes 
approximately 24 KB. Since allocation sizes are rounded up to the next power of two, the 
dynamic system wastes approximately 9 KB of the 24 KB. Judicious use of unions and gen
eral cleaning up of kernel structures should eliminate most of the wasted space. The static 
system allocates 192 gnodes, while the prototype allows 350 gnodes to be created. Finally, 
the static system has 1 72 buffer headers and 900 KB of buffer space. The dynamic system 
permits the allocation of 512 buffer headers and 4.5 MB of buffer space. 

The allocation and return of buffer space in the prototype system plays heavily in system 
responsiveness. Figure 9 contrasts memory utilization between the prototype and the static 
system. There is an inverse proportion between the amount of memory consumed by the ker
nel allocator and memory available to user processes. When the first script starts, free 
memory is plentiful. Therefore the buffer cache is allowed to grow. As more scripts execute 
in parallel, the amount tor tree memory decreases while the size of the buffer cache remains 

12 The conten1S of the scrtpt 18 meaningless. The purpose of the scrtpt Is to Induce a reproduclble load. 
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constant. When sixteen scripts execute, free memory is reduced to the threshold where the 
butter cache must be pruned. This returns memory to the tree memory pool. The size of the 
butter cache achieves steady state when paging is startec;I, hence the amount of free memory 
is constant between 1 6 and 32 simultaneous scripts. Figure 1 0  shows paging activity during 
the execution of the scripts. Controlling the minimum and maximum sizes of allocated, 
cached, kernel data structures can control the threshold at which paging begins. 
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5. LESSONS AND FUTURES 

In general, allocating structures as needed is good. Perfonnance is good. A few opera
tions are slower, most are comparable, and some are faster. Overall, memory resources are 
better managed. 

The dynamic allocation of the buffer cache can interfere with the virtual memory subsys
tem. Allocation for the buffer cache needs to be closely monitored to avoid thrashing due to 
of paging. Research needs to continue to find optimal algorithms tor buffer cache and virtual 
memory interaction. 

Because of the very dynamic nature of the structures, a generalized routine is likewise 
needed to fetch system data structures. For instance, ps has difficulty traversing the linked 
list of processes. A generalized system call to get and set system parameters is needed. 
Coupling these two system calls will allow for real time monitoring and tuning of systems. 

By its nature, the network is very dynamic. The first goal is to allow the network to han
dle peak activity as efficiently as possible. No less important is to remove inappropriate uses 
of mbuts from the system. The memory allocator supports both of these goals. 

In restructuring the code, the groundwork is laid to make device drivers "loadable". 
Indeed, H all global variables are confined to one dynamic structure, the driver prologue tables 
defined at configuration time are stubs filled in when the device is first accessed. When the 
kernel probes a device, the stub is vectored into routines specific to that device. If the device 
does not exist, the routines are never pulled in. 

A kernel containing loadable device drivers and dynamically allocated kernel structures 
will run on every system. System administrators will never have to reconfigure or tune and 
operating system for a specific machine. 
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ABSTRACT 

The StellixTM operating system has been specifically designed for the Stellar'™ 

Graphics Supercomputer Model GSl000™, the first of a new class of systems 
that tightly integrates the processing capabilities of mini-supercomputers with 
high performance 3-D graphics in a single-user pack.age. Stellix is a 
multithreaded version of UNIX® System V Release 3.0. 

To fully exploit the multistream architecture of the GSl000, Stellix provides a 
lightweight process abstraction, known as threads for medium-grained 
parallel programming. The operating system also supports special hardware 
mechanisms for fine-grained concurrency. Our FORTRAN and C compilers 
can automatically detect parallelism and generate code that uses these 
hardware concurrency mechanisms. 

In this paper, we give an overview of the Stellix operating system, including the 
software environment provided to the user. We focus both on operating system 
support for the multistream architecture of the GSl 000 and on the parallel 
programming support features for both medium- and fine-grain concurrency. 

L immdnctian  

Stellar Computer Inc. has recently introduced its first product, the Stellar Graphics 
Supercomputer Model GSl000. This machine represents a new class of systems that offer 
the integer and floating point performance features of mini-supercomputers combined 
with tightly integrated high-performance 3-D graphics. The GSl000 is designed as a 
single-user system, an evolution of the bitmapped single-user graphics workstation that 
became prevalent in the early '80's. With its increased CPU power and 3-D graphics 
capabilities, the new graphics supercomputer will find its application in areas such as 
finite-element analysis, computational fluid dynamics and molecular modeling, all of 
which will benefit greatly from the high levels of interactivity and real-time response that 
the Stellar system provides. 

The operating system for the graphics supercomputer has special performance and 
functionality requirements for supporting these demanding applications. The 

STELLAR, STELLIX, GSl000, SPMP, SPC/386, and DataPath are trademarks of Stellar 
Computer Inc. 
UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. 
NFS was created and developed by and is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
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archit.ecture of the GSl 000 makes available a number of processing resources that can be 
used in parallel, causing increased demands on the operating system to manage these 
resources without imposing excessive overhead. These requirements have affect.ed the 
design of the operating syst.em in a number of areas, espec:ially the process structure and 
support for parallel programming. In this paper, we will eJ'Aroiue each of these areas and 
describe how the requirements imposed by the graphics supercomputer affect the operating 
system design and implementation. 

ll Bardware Arehitedwe 

The St.ellar GSl 000 .Archit.ecture cent.ers around a novel CPU organization called 
SPMP,TM for Synchronous Pipelined Multi-Processor (Figure 1). The SPMP CPU 
simultaneously executes four instruction streams in a single, 12-stage 50 nanosecond 
pipeline to achieve a 20-25 l\llPS integer execution rat.e. The system can support between 16 
and 128 MB of main memory. The four instruction· streams in the SPMP CPU share a 
single l MB cache, which obviates the need for explicit cache synchronization between 
streams. The system also has a 16K entry translation lookuide buffer (TLB) for virtual 
memory management. 
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Figure 1. St.ellar Graphics Supercomputer Archit.ecture 
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The SPMP CPU also controls a number of other independent functional units which 
can be accessed for both compute and graphics processing. These include: 1) a single 
vector floating point unit with a p eak capacity of 40 MFLOPS, used for numeric 
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computation and graphics tnmsf ormations, 2) a special purpose rendering processor which 
consists of 16  SIMD processors running at 20 MIPS, used t.o render 16 pixels in parallel 
during each cycle, and 3} up t.o four independent I/0 processors each with a sustained bus 
transfer rate of 16 MB/second, used t.o connect industry standard VME and PC-AT 
compatible busses. An 80386-based service processor, the SPC/386,n1 subsystem is used for 
system bootstrap and diagnostics, connection of serial I/0 devices on the PC-AT bus, and 
as a platform for running MS-DOS® applications during normal system operation. 
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Figure 2. Stellar Software Architecture 

The core of the processor is the DataPath '™ architecture, which provides the large 
bandwidth for data transfer among all the functional units. This enables the high levels of 
integration for functional units and execution streams needed for high performance 
numerical processing and 3-D graphics rendering. Some examples of the bandwidths 
which the DataPath provides are 1280 MB/second to the cache, 480 MB/second bandwidth to 
the integer and vect.or units, 320 MB/second bandwidth to the memory, and 640 MB/second 
bandwidth to the renderer. 

L2 Progra:rnn:ring F.!nvironment and Software Structure 

The programming environment on the Stellar GSl 000 is built on the UNIX System V 
Release 3.0 operating system, enhanced with many Berkeley UNIX (4.3BSD} features 
(Figure 2). We chose System V.3 UNIX as the base for Stellix because it provides a widely 
adopted standard that has a rich utility set and the flexibility to accommodate the 
functional extensions that the graphics supercomputer requires. To System V.3 UNIX we 
have added Berkeley symbolic links, long :filenames, signal handling, and sockets. We 
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have also picked up many 4.3BSD utilities. The device driver and internal network 
protocol struct:ore have also been largely adapted from 4.3BSD. 

The communications software includes a complete implementation of the Internet 
protocol suite (including Berkeley networking utilities), and the Sun Network Filesystem 
(NFS). Both FORTRAN and C compilers support automatic vectorization and 
parallelization and sophisticated global optimzation and instruction scheduling 
algorithms. The graphics software support is based on the X Wmdow System™ (version 
11) and PIDGS+. In addition, the SPC/386 service processor can be used to run off-the-shelf 
MS-DOS applications in an X window. 

2. Multitbreacling St.ellix 

The multistream nature of the GSlO00 architecture requires the operating system to be 
capable of running all foo:r execution streams with minimal overhead. The most general 
way of doing this under UNIX is to be able to execute the operating system kernel on all 
streams in parallel, and provide the synchronization and locking required to protect 
critical OS data structures and machine resources. Thus, processes (and threads, Stellix's 
lightweight process abstraction) can be scheduled to execute on any available stream and 
are able to make syst.em calls, take interrupts, and handle page faults and TLB misses. 

Rwm.ing the operating system on a multiprocessor changes some of the fundamental 
assumptions about the way the UNIX operating system works. Multithreading implies that 
more than one process can be running kernel code at any time. Traditional UNIX 
synchronization and locking, using the sleep I wakeup mechanism, assumes only one 
thread of execution in the kernel at any time and fails in a multithreaded kernel. On a 
uniprocessor, interrupts that could violate critical code sections can be masked-off during 
these critical sections by manipulating the processor interrupt priority. By removing the 
assumption of a single thread of execution in the kernel, we must introduce explicit 
locking mechanisms to prevent corruption 9f system data structures during interrupts. 
The synchronization and locking mechanisms which we designed for Stellix are 
described below. 

2.1 Kernel Locking Primitives 

The Stellix kernel synchronization mechanisms were designed with a number of 
goals in mind. First, we implemented both spin locks and sleep locks to minimize CPU 
overhead and lock contention. Spin locks simply perform a repeated test of a flag variable 
to determine whether the lock is set or not. To implement spin locks, the GSl000 instruction 
set provides a set of atomic instructions (fetch-and-add, fetch-and-subtract, bit set, bit clear, 
bit test, and compare-and-store). Spin locks are used for low level locks that are 
guaranteed not to be held for long periods of time. Sleep locks are similar to the traditional 
UNIX sleep I wa..k.eup mechanism, but are correct for a multiprocessor: if the lock is held by 
another process, the calling process is dismissed; when the lock is released, a process 
waiting for the lock is awakened. Just as with sleep I wakeup, it is important that the 
operating system be able to abort waiting for certain sleep locks, particularly in response to 
a signal. In particular, the existing UNIX model using non-local goto's must be 
preserved_ 

Second, to allow both efficient protection of shared resources and efficient resource 
allocation, Stellix provides both mutual exclusion and producer/consumer 
synchronization. Also, in order to improve the amount of parallelism in the kernel, 
readers/writers locks are supported. This allows multiple readers to share data that they 
access in a read-only fashion, while protecting the data from write modification. 
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Finally, we decided to adopt a locking protocol to avoid deadlocks by helping to 
ensure that locks are held and released in the correct order. The protocol works by 
assigning levels to each lock, determined by a partial-ordering of locks in the system that 
need to be held at the same time as other locks. The locking operations are then called with 
these lock levels as parameters and debugging code verifies that the locks have been locked 
in the co?Tect order. Otherwise, a debugging assertion fails and the system panics. 

The basic locking primitives used in Stellix are integer semaphores (with interface 
routines as described by Bach and Buroff [1]) and readers/writers locks. In addition, we 
defmed events which are used for signalling the occurrence of an event (the basic 
operations are read the event count, advance the event count, and await the event count 
reaching a specified value)[3]. We also added resources, which are like semaphores, but 
which may be adjusted by an arbitrary value (not just plus or minus one). Spin locks are 
used for the lowest level locks that require minimal checking. Spin locks also disable 
interrupts and reenable them at the end of the critical section when the lock is released. 

All of the sleep locks take flags similar to sleep I wakeup, which specify a scheduling 
dispatch priority that also determines whether the process may be interrupted by a signal, 
whether or not to catch the signal, a flag to indicate that the value of the lock should only be 
tested without sleeping, and a flag to indicate that the caller should busy wait for the lock 
rather than sleep for it. The non-sleep variants of the locking operations are important for 
acquiring locks in interrupt handlers and acquiring locks out of order. This is necessary 
for some locks which cannot fit into the partial-ordering of levels, such as two locks at the 
same level which need to be held at the same time. 

2.2 Other Mu1tiproces.sar C.Onside:rations 

Another change in the operating system necessit.ated by multithreading is in context 
switching. Early UNIX implementations performed a full context switch to a separate 
scheduler process to run the code which selected the next process to run, rather than 
running the scheduling code in the current process and switching directly to the new 
process. In 4.0BSD, Joy observed that the scheduling code could always be run safely in an 
idle or defunct process on a uniprocessor, since the only code that could run during the 
dispatch was interrupt handlers[2]. This is not the case on a multiprocessor. For example, 
in the System V.3 context switch routine a check is made to see whether the current process 
is exiting and releases its memory if it is. On a multiprocessor, another processor could be 
allocating the memory that was being released and overwrite the kernel stack being used 
by some other processor. 

To avoid these problems, the Stellix kernel reserves a special stack for each processor 
that is used when the processor is idle. When the current process enters the sleep or zombie 
state, the system does a mini-context switch to this idle "process," which in fact is only a 
stack switch, ltjnce the user and process structures are not refe?Ted to in these states and 
stack variables are not referred to. 

Interrupts are another area where the traditional UNIX approach of manipulating 
processor interrupt priority does not work in a multiprocessor. Interrupt handlers require 
replacement of �pl calls with explicit locks to ensure exclusive access to data structures 
which are shared between the •can side" and the "'interrupt side" of device drivers. 
However, special rules must be observed for these locks to avoid deadlock. First, interrupt 
handlers must not sleep when acquiring these locks since they may not be running in the 
context of any process. Therefore, only the test or busy wait variants of locking operations 
are used by interrupt handlers. Any processor that acquires a lock which is also acquired 
by an interrupt handler must not allow interrupts after acquiring the lock. Otherwise, an 
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interrupt handler could deadlock with a "call side" routine nmoing on the same interrupt 
handle.r. Also, since putting a process to sleep has a side effect of enabling interrupts, a 
processor should not sleep after acquiring a lock used by an intenupt handler. The way 
Stellix deals with these problems is by defining a boundary level between locks which must 
inhibit interrupts and other locks. The locking primitives then automatically inhibit 
interropts after acquiring a lock at or below this level 

2.3 Lodring f',tzactme 

The design of the Stellix multithreaded kernel started with a base System V.3 kernel 
Once the basic locking primitives were defined, the primitives were implemented and the 
base kernel was isolated. The base kernel of the operating system is responsible for 
implementing the process abstraction and scheduling these processes for execution on 
processors. Although System V.3 does not have a well defined kernel, the operations 
implemented by the System V.3 kernel include sleep, wa.keup, s cbed, disp, and swtch. 
The Stellix kernel implements these operations, although s leep and wakeup have been 
replaced by the new synchronization primitives. The base kernel is single-threaded by a 
single spin-lock. 

System calls are single-threaded at the top level to prevent corruption of shared data 
structures between threads of a process (see below) by use of a per-process system call lock. 
This lock is held until the affected data structures can be locked (for ex.ample, the file 
table). Device drivers require a "call side" lock and an "interrupt side" lock to single 
thread execution of the main body of driver code and the interrupt handlers, as described 
above. 

The data structures in the rest of the operating system are protected by a number of 
other locks. To do this, the system was divided into its major subsystems: file system, 
paging system, network code, device drivers, and so forth. In each area, the data structures 
were examioi.?d and the appropriate locking and synchronization was inserted. A balance 
had to be achieved between the level of parallelism allowed in the operating system and the 
number of locks and concomitant overhead imposed by the locks, as well as potential for 
lock contention. In most areas, we tried to minimize the number of locks, and keep the 
locking code as simple as possible, even at the expense of some parallelism. We use 
readel'S/writers locks where possible to maximize parallelism, and avoid using locks 
where possible by using atomic instructions, such as compare-and-store sequences to 
insert elements on singly linked lists. 

In practice we found that the original locking primitives (semaphore and 
readers/writers locks) needed to be augmented. For example, using semaphores for 
purposes other than mutual exclusion ·caused problems with the locking protocol level 
checking. The reason for this is that the level checking code assumed each semaphore P 
operation to be paired with a V operation in the same process. However, for certain uses 
where the semaphore protects a resource that is contended for by multiple processes, this 
assumption breaks down. One example of this was locking buffers in the disk block cache 
where a buff er may be locked by one process starting an asynchronous 1/0 operation, but 
the buffer is unlocked by iodone called from an interrupt handler. Also, it is possible to 
perform P operations on more than one semaphore at a given level without an intervening 
V operation, but the number of unpaired P operations is severely limited. In this case, the 
lock level can be set to zero to avoid the check, but it is more natural to use the event 
primitive in these cases. Though we found the locking protocol to be useful in finding 
potential deadlock situations, there were cases where the debugging code was more of a 
hindrance than a help and lock violations occurred which were more an artifact of the lock 
checking than a useful indication of deadlock. 
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3. Parallel Prog"nrnuing Support 

UNIX processes are inappropriate for implementing fine grained concurrency 
because processes do not share the right context. Stellix has replaced the classical UNIX 
notion of processes with threads and processes. A thread is a lightweight process that is 
essentially a flow of execution within an address space and associated operating system 
context. For example, all threads of a process share an open :file table so that :files opened by 
one thread can be accessed by all other threads of the process. 

However, threads have separate kernel stacks and some independent kernel state. 
This allows threads to take page faults and make system calls independently and makes 
threads suitable for many instances of programmer explicit multitasking in addition to 
compiler generated concurrency. 

Threads are created explicitly by a tfork system call. Creating a thread is 
conceptually more complex than creating a process: since the old and new thread share an 
address space, a portion of the virtual address space must be allocated for this new thread to 
use as a stack. The time required for tfork is roughly comparable to that required for 
fork ,although a newly forked process will immediately encounter copy-on-write faults 
which will not occur in a newly created thread. Threads are destroyed using a te:at ca.lL 

Stellix does not implement a distributed notion of threads or processes. That is, there 
is no attempt to extend the operations of process creation or synchronization, including 
fork , uec or kill to work between nodes over the network. Similarly, all threads in a 
process are constrained to run on a single node and the synchronization mechanisms used 
for threads are not necessarily efficient for a truly distributed application. 

The implementation of threads partitions the major kernel data structures associated 
into two pieces - a per thread piece and a per process piece. Thus, Stellix has both a proc 
structure (per thread) and an sproc structure (per process) as well as a user (per thread) and 
suser (per process) structure. A per process lock is part of the shared user structure and is 
used to control access to other parts of the shared process state. Additional locking is not 
required since other processes do not modify process state of other processes (with the 
exception of very small amounts of state modified by the swap scheduler which operates 
under the basic kernel lock). As in traditional UNIX systems, the unshared user structure 
is mapped at the same virtual address space in all threads . The unshared data is accessed 
through pointers located in the unshared user structure. Although it would be possible to 
hide the specific location of fields in these data structures by judicious use of macros, we 
elected to change the references throughout the code. This made it more obvious where 
additional locking was required. 

3J. Fine-grain Concurrency Support 

While threads provide an underlying mechanism for multiple processors to execute 
on behalf of a single user program in a single address space, forcing inter-thread 
synchronization to go through the operating system would not result in a mechanism 
suitable for fine-grained parallelism. Instead, most thread-to-thread synchronization is 
done using the same atomic operations on shared memory used by the kernel to implement 
multi.threading. 

While shared memory provides for much more efficient inter-thread 
synchronization than system calls, the overhead of additional memory references may 
still be significant in small, concurrent loops. The GSl 000 implements four sets of two 
shared registers that can be used for synchronization or inter-thread communication in 
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concurrent programs. These conCWTency registers are accessed by special instructions 
which implement load, store, fetch-and-add, and various forms of single bit test-and-set. 
Typically these registers may be used to hold the iteration count for a parallel DO-loop , or 
flag bits used to lock access to shared variables. 

All at.omic operations on concurrency registers execute in one instruction time, and 
do not need t:o reference memory. The corresponding at:omic instructions which operate on 
memory may be delayed for cache misses. Writes to memory will also cause a delay if the 
nm instruction in the stream needs t:o reference memory. In addition, atomic memOlj' 
operations may interfere with other streams attempting t:o access the same line in the cache 
since the read and write of the memory must be atomic. 

The GSl 000 allows for more than one concurrent program to execute at any given 
time and includes hardware support for dynamically allocating one of the shared register 
sets to an instruction stream. Each block of code which may execute in parallel is 
associated with a parallel region descriptor (PRD) which contains the state of a 
concurrency register set and the address of that block of code. The concurrency register set 
associated with a PRD is virtual since a process can have any number of PRDs. However, 
at any instant in time, a stream can have at most one real concurrency register set 
assigned to it. The header for the code block initializes the PRD which is stored at a well 
known address. Other threads in the process which are not actively executing code are in 
an CCjdle loop", and repeatedly examine the PRD waiting for it to become active. 

A thread enters a parallel region by e.xecuting an epr (enter parallel region) 
instruction. If other threads are executing within that region, the current thread att.aches 
itself to the physical concurrency register set in use by the other threads. OtheTWise a new 
physical concurrency register set is allocated for the virtual concurrency register set 
represented by the PRD and initialized. After executing all code in the block, each thread 
exits from the parallel region using an lpr instruction and returns from whence it came 
(either the idle loop or the main body of the program). 

If a thread is preempted, the operating system will temporarily exit the parallel 
region on behalf of the current thread. If the number of active threads becomes zero, state 
information is stored back into the PRD and the concurrency register set is made available 
for other threads. The operating system will re-enter the parallel region on behalf of the 
thread the next time it is scheduled for execution. 

A program can have nested parallel regions. This can arise if a program calls a 
subroutine that uses concurrency while the program itself is executing within a parallel 
region. In this case, the subroutine must temporarily suspend executing within its current 
parallel region before establishing a new parallel region. Depending on the complexity of 
the idle loop, other threads may or may not be aware of this new parallel region: if no other 
threads are available, the code block is executed by only one thread instead of many. 

3.2 Stagnation andDeadlockDetectian 

Threads are the fundamental scheduling unit in Stellar, not processes. Therefore, it 
is entirely possible (and indeed common) for some threads of a process to be executing 
while others are blocked or simply preempted by higher priority threads. This raises the 
possibility of stagnation where one or more threads are waiting for results that must be 
comput.ed by a thread which is not currently executing. The GSl 000 is able to detect this and 
generate a processor fault. 
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Executing special instruction sequences used for synchronization will classify a 
thread as "waiting". The machine state includes an indication of which process each 
thread belongs to. If all threads in a process are waiting at the same time, the hardware 
generates a stagnation fault. 

A stagnation fault may indicate that a program has a coding error, and all threads 
are waiting for an event which will never happen. More commonly, a stagnation fault 
indicates that some other thread in the process should be scheduled for execution. It is not 
possible to unambiguously determine the underlying cause of a stagnation fault without 
detailed knowledge of the program structure. If all the threads of a process are currently 
executing, the stagnation fault must be due to a program error. However, the state of the 
processors at the time of the fault is not available, and some other thread of the process may 
have begun execution between the time the fault occurred and the time the fault handler 
began executing. Instead, Stellix uses a simple heuristic of estimating the frequency with 
which a process gets stagnation faults and declaring a deadlock fault if this frequency 
exceeds a preset threshold. Otherwise , Stellix simply preempts the current thread and 
chooses a new thread for execution. If the new thread is part of the same process, the 
stagnation may be resolved by executing this thread; otherwise, the remaining threads of 
the process will continue to get stagnation faults and be replaced by threads in other 
processes which are able to make progress. 

More important than detecting stagnation, Stellix includes a mechanism to avoid 
stagnation where possible. The typical parallel block of code is a DO-loop , which may or 
may not have a data dependency between iterations of the loop . Suppose a loop begins 
executing using four threads, and all four threads are executing on streams when one 
stream is preempted. If the loop contains a data dependency, some other thread will block 
waiting for data computed by the preempted thread. A third thread may then become 
blocked waiting for data computed by the first waiting thread and a stagnation will occur. 
Eventually the operating system will schedule the thread that had originally been 
preempted. This thread will complete the computation for one loop iteration, begin 
execution of a new loop iteration, and then it will block waiting for input from one of the 
other threads. Although the computation will eventually complete, it will be extremely 
inefficient as the threads "thrash" while they compete for too few execution streams. 

Part of the problem is that after the initial preemption, each thread will encounter a 
stagnation fault while it is in the middle of a loop iteration and, consequently, will contain 
the state essential to the proper execution of the program. However, at the end of each loop 
iteration, the thread has no state and could drop out of the computation at that point, 
allowing one of the waiting threads to proceed. At the point, the number of available 
streams would be in balance with the number of active threads and execution would proceed 
with no further stagnation faults. 

In loops with no data dependencies, the problem is somewhat less severe since each 
loop iteration could be executed without waiting for the preempted thread. However, at the 
bottom of the loop , it is generally necessary to wait for all the threads that have entered a 
parallel region to exit that region and stagnation will occur during this wait. Again, the 
threads waiting at that point have no essential state and could quietly drop out of the 
computation to avoid further stagnation. 

Stellix supports this method of balancing the number of active threads in a process 
against the number of available streams by maintaining a special variable in a shared 
memory area accessed by both the kernel and user programs. This variable, CMIT (for 
CPU's min.us threads) is zero if all "active"' threads are currently executing. The 
operating system will decrement this variable whenever it preempts a thread, and 
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increments this variable when the thread is next scheduled for execution. The user 
program in turn will increment this variable when a thread returns to the idle loop and 
decrement it when a thread leaves the idle loop and enters a parallel region. 

At the bottom of each loop iteration, the user program can inspect this variable: if the 
value is negative, there are fewer streams than threads and this thread should leave the 
parallel region and return to the idle loop. In turn, the idle loop needs to examine this 
variable in addition to waiting for a parallel region to become valid: if the value is less 
than or equal to zero, the thread should remain in the idle loop since entering the parallel 
region could result in stagnation traps.. The latter check is necessary primarily to prevent 
the thread which just returned to the idle loop from reentering the parallel region. 

4. Conclusion 

The key to high performance in the Stellar GSl 000 Graphics Supercomputer is 
effective utilization of I.he multiple functional processing unit& of the hardwRTP.. This 
requires efficient management of these processing resources by the operating system, as 
well as mechanisms for making these resourc:es available to the applications programmer 
with very low overhead. The Stellix operating system provides both functions by 
implementing a highly parallel multithreaded UNIX implementation, threads for 
medium-gTain programmer-directed concurrency, support for hardware concurrency 
registers, and parallel region descriptors for compiler-directed fine-grain concurrency. 
Th.is allows the Stellix operating system to take full advantage of the GSlO00 mu.ltistream 
architecture for timesharing traditional UNIX processes, for programmed concurrency, or 
for automatically detected concurrency applied to existing "dusty deck" applications. The 
Stellix scheduler allows for efficient mixing of all three modes of processor use for 
maximum flexibility. 

The GSl 0O0 is the first example of a new class of computer, the Graphics 
Supercomputer. As such, the OS fulfills the high performance requirements for a large 
body of user-level system and application software, while providing support for 
architectural features not normally associated with workstation class machines: vector 
registers, multiprocessors, fine grain concurrency support in hardware, and very high 
performance 3-D graphics to name a few. 
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ABSTRACT 

Prototext provides Virtual Text Device interfaces to text oriented 
software, freeing applications from device and script problems. It is a 
semi-compiling language system for dealing with fonts, translational 
glyph composition, and almost any kind of printing or display device. 

1. Perspectives: 

The problem that I attempted to solve with Prototext is of maximally utilising the capabilities of out
put devices for depicting texL The elegance of the solution allows my Lisp interpreter to avail of "soft key
boards" and output text in Indian languages by simply piping with Prototext standalones on UNIX. "Ed" 
could be similarly used. Indian language syllable grammars (see ahead) are being developed by my col
leagues, as another instance, on 25x80 character terminals via PrototexL 

1.1. Programmability and Interfacing: 

An interface much match the capabilities on the two sides. To oplimise an interface, each side must 
be tuned. Flexibility of the interfacing requires that it be programmable separately from the applications, 
and is necessary both for switching across the peripherals and for tuning. 

The first step is to encode selectors of device control algorithms within the application by a data file 
according to device capability. This is the approach of the UNIX device capability databases, viz the 
printcap and tenncap of BSD versions and the terminfo of System V. The complexity of the device control 
problem however necessitates the provision for arithmetic in the format string in these databases, tending 
toward encoding of algorithms as well. 

Applications tend to become omnipotent and omniscient with the use of these databases. When the 
usual entries do not suffice, proprietary extensions are made to the databases. For the problem discussed 
below, graphics devices are required, which meant the design of a rather large extension to the UNIX dev
ice capability databases, while the existing entries were of little use. 

The control algorithms may instead themselves be encoded in the Prototext language, which reflects 
the symmetries involved in device control. Applications using the Prototext interface define their specific 
virtual devices. The Virtual Text Device (VTD) system of Prototext consists of device control solutions. 
Applications are then lighter to design, port, customise and use. 

1.2. The Multi-Lingual Problem 

Indian language scripts are generally phonetic; the syllables are graphically composed from elemen
tary glyphs according to rules specific to the scripL This means that a peripheral that can depict Indian 
scripts is capable of general graphics. Graphic composition in European scripts is trivially confined to con
catenation; the accents are usually handled by enumeration in the font of all combinations of characters and 
accent signs. With Indian scripts, the composition is complicated by the innumerable partial consonants 
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and vowel signs, which arc added or subttacted on all sides of the current syllable. 
The multi-lingual problem contains the following aspects: 

1.2.1 .  de.ggning applications to be independent of the script; this requires the scripts to be tran
sparent to the editing, a distinction between syllable level and character (vowel or consonant) 
level editing, and provision for either, 

1.2.2. designing applications to be independent of l/0 devices, and to have flexibility regarding the 
keyboard layout; this requires a way to configure the keyboard interpretation and the display 
and printing by data files; 

1 .23. designing a standard interpretation for every font (set of elementary glyphs) and every script 
(defining the syllable composition), and a standard format for fonts, to allow reconfiguration 
by data files; 

1 .2.4. designing an automatic transcription system to provide en-scription (e.g. translate "\alpha\" to 
a character code for the Greek symbol), de-scription {the inverse), and trans-scription 
(translate across scripts, e.g. "schul" to "school"); transcription is formalised by the syllable 
composition grammars of the scripts; 

1 .25. display operations like cursor positioning are no longer for fixed character cells; the "charac
ter" for cursor positioning would presumably be a syllable, which would vary in length; the 
"character" for insert or delete could be either the entire syllable to just the last entered con
sonant or vowel; 

1.2.6. finally, provisions for downloading fonts and for graphic composition vary with the peri
pherals, requiring, amongst other things, device-specific arithmetic on font data. 

1.3. Of Scripts, Character Sets and Fonts: 
In the following, a script is defined to consist of: 

1.3a.1. a list of names, termed characters, 
1.3a.2. a mapping of the characters into an 8-bit code, termed character set, 
1.3a.3. a graphic rendering for each character. termed the glyph, and 
1.3a.4. rules prescribing graphic composition of the glyphs into syllables, 

termed the syllable grammar. 

The character set is usually confined to the hexadecimal ranges 20 through 7f and AO through FF. 
The range O through lF is reserved for the Ascii control character... The range 80 through 9F may be used 
for document controls. Prototext is, however, not dependent on the particular assignment of the character 
set 

A font denotes: 
l.3b.l .  the character cell size for a glyph, 
1.3b.2. the glyphs themselves, and 
1.3b.3. the caligraphy or style of rendition. 

Prototext restricts the syllable grammar to translational additive operations, i.e., superposition with 
possible displacement and m�ng. Other operations, such as rotations, scaling and skewing, would 
require real-number computations. 

1.4. Classification of Devices: 

Most output devices are covered under the categories below. The character devices embody the 
notion of text: some form of pagination and scrolling, i.e. an inherent scheme for computing I.be next glyph 
position, are implemented in them. 
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1.4.1. Programmable Character Devices: 

Most alphameric terminals and printers are PC devices, though the degree of programmability varies 
considerably. They hold font data and character set definitions intemally. PC devices are totally text 
oriented: except for commands, evfTJ character received is mapped into a glyph. Toe fonts and the char
acter sets (and character set pointers, viz GO .. G3, though ANSI doesn't know them so) are often pro
grammable. Syllable composition may be easily available on some (particularly the hardcopy ones), and 
the code for it may be downloaded on others (e.g. my original Fortune 2000 tcnninal kernel, version 1 .0d). 

1.4.2. Degenerate Character Devices: 

These are defined by the collapse of the character cell along one dimension. They consequently take 
in graphic data together with text mode commands, such as line feed. Some expect their "characters" in 
rows, like rasters; many expect them as columns of dots. Their data formats vary, as does the "character 
cell" size. 

1.4.3. Graphic Command Devices: 

These are totally non-text, with no notion of scrolling at all. They expect commands addressing 
geometrical entities. Many systems provide graphics via interrupts or memory access by 1/0 calls. 

2. PROTOTEXT: 

I built Prototext as part of Totemtext, a totempole of text power, which includes Metatext, a script 
editor, and Orthotext transcriptions in Lisp. Orthotext satisfies requirement 1.2.4. above. Prototext con
tains compilers for fonts and for programs in the Prototext language, and interpreters in C. 

2.1. Prototext Virtual Text Devices: 

The Prototext Virtual Text Devices are defined as directories in a file tree, each containing the device 
program and, in the case of output graphic devices, the font file. The VTD are classified as: 

INITABLE 
INFLOW 
GRAPIIlC 
PLOTIING 
DISPLAY 
SHAREDPG 

if an init program is specified, 
if an input device (else output), 
if a font is used, 
if driving a Graphics Command Device, 
if a Virtual Text Terminal (VTI'), 
if using page owned by another VTD. 

DISPLAY requires PLOTIING, which in tmn requires GRAPIIlC. SHAREDPG is applicable to 
GRAPIIlC VTD. The VTD satisfy all the requirements in 1.2. above, except 1.2.4. and 1.2.5. 

The Prototext font files contain a two byte header stating the character cell height and width in dots, 
and the character fonts as columns of dots, each column being of an integral number of bytes. 

2.2. The C application interface: 

The Prototext VTD interface to applications in C consists of the functions defined nexL The stan
dalones mentioned earlier use these. 
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/- (*vtd) = (x) proto_device *x; •t 

proto_device *linkvt.d ( .. ): 
creates a VTD, given class and directory; 
returns NULL if unsuccessful; 
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unlkvtd (*vtd) : 
destroys the V1D, reclaiming the memory; 

initvtd (*vtd): 
initialises the INIT ABLE V1D; 

exitvtd (*vtd) :  
terminates the INITABLE VTD; 

char getcvtd (*vtd): 
gets character from INFLOW VTD; 

putcvtd (*vtd, c): 
puts character to the output VTD. 

2.3. The Prototext Virtual Text Terminals: 
. 

The discussion of the Prototext language in the succeeding sections will clarify that the inainsic VTr 
repenoire defined below does not limit the choice of VTr to an application. The VTr interface is designed 
to meet requirement 1.2.5, by traeking syllable boundaries for use with cursor positioning in tenns of syll
ables. 

Ascii lead-in & hex value semantics 

BS 
HT 
LF 
VT 
FF 
CR 
DCl r c 
DC2 m 

DC3 s 

DC4 
ESC 

0 :  
l :  
2 :  
3 :  
4 :  
5 :  
6 :  
7 :  

08  
0 9  
Oa 
Ob 
Oc 
Od 
11 <r><c> 
12 <m> 

step back by one syllable 
clear rest of row 
step down 
= CR +  LF 
clear page 
set cursor at left margin 
set cursor at row, col 
move cursor in direction 

u d l r :  one step,  
U D L R : to margin 

13 <s> set scroll options, bits 

reverse LF at left margin, 
reverse CR at left margin, 
LF at right margin, 
CR at right margin, 
roll page down at top end, 
feedback at top margin , 
roll page up at bottom end, 
feedback at bottom margin . 

14  
lb 

feedback : direction is on top of stack 
divert further text back to the application 

In the above, the parameters are all byte-wide characters. The cursor movement parameters are for 
the directions up, down, left and right respectively. The feedback is enabled by the scroll options and trig
gered when the top or the bottom margin is hit by an implicit scroll. The device-specific action for the 
scrolling may then be taken in Prototext. The diversion of text. which I call "reformation channel", may be 
started by the application, which must terminate it It is also always tempmarily invoked at the top and the 
bottom margins. 
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2.4. Prototext architecture: 

The Prototext interface inteipretS definitions of VTD, which are directories. A VTD program con
sists of the init, the main and the exit programs. !nit and exit programs are ICSpCCtivcly invoked by the 
initvtd and exitvtd calls, and must be omitted for unINIT ABLE VTDs. Main is used by getcvtd and 
putcvtd calls. Note that output from a Prototext program is to the device, except in getcvtd, in which the 
Prototext "write" serves to fetch the character. 

A Prototext program is like a channel, with input text percolating from the top downwards. The pro
gram cannot directly select its data source nor terminate the channel. Prototext is specifically designed to 
reflect the symmetry of the device control problem; each provision selects a facet. Anything else would 
have been a proverbial jump from the frying pan into C-level interpretation, making things slow and not 
really solving anything at all. 

No new objects may be defined. Certain primitive operations may be redefined in the init program. 
Reentrance is not allowed. Dynamic programming by self-modification or assimilation of strings is not 
possible. Objects directly accessible are the current character and the current state, both single bytes. 
Other objects are the 256 byte ring buffer stack, the syllable/graphic-row buffer, redefinitions of the primi
tives for graphic VTD, and the "syllable page" holding syllable coordinates in the VTI. 

2.5. Virtual Text Channels are INFLOW VTD: 

Prototext VTD may be used to make portions of the application programmable, by constructing inter
nal channels, classified as un.INITABLE. A good way is to define the VTC as INFLOW, and defining a 
sufficient input buffer as illustrated below in C: 

#include < proto . h  > I *  Prototext defines * I  

proto_device *vtc;  I* vtd pointer * / 
char ch; I *  output of vtc t o  us * I  
char myrawin ) { 

I *  input t o  vtc * I  

I *  i n  main ( ) : * I  
vtc ., linkvtd ( INFLOW, I *  class * I  

" /u/guru/my_ vtd" , I *  d ... rectory * /  
4 , I *  buff [ 1 6 ]  (log s ize)  * I  
myerrfun, I *  reporter * /  
0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  I *  misc stuff * /  
myrawin, I *  use this */  
0 )  ; I *  n o  raw out * I  

/ *  elsewhere : *I  
while (ch - getcvtd (vt c )  l I *  programmable * I  

{ / *  fixed processing rest o f  the way * /  } 

INFLOW VTD may be used for "soft keyboards". In practice, the keyboard is part of the terminal, 
which often supports its own set of soft keyboards. These could be invoked in the init program, as shown 
below for Fortune terminals (Protile, my Prototext compiler, depends on the C preprocessor "cpp" for all 
symbolic work): 

#include < stdef.h > 
#include < forkeys.h > 
BEGIN { send ALTKEYBI } END 

S tdef.h, in "/u/text/include", contains: 

#define BEGIN { 
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#define END } 
#define WRCHR(x) ( set x } ( write } 
#define TERPRI WRCHR (c:10) 

Forkeys.h contains. among other things: 

#define ALTKEYB 1 " .\kM' J- FS k M - Greek • / 

Guruprasad 

The following sample program usable with the above provides a Virtual Keyboard with Greek to the 
application on a Fortune tenninal: 

tinclude < stdef . h  > 
#include < ascii . h  > 
finclude < string . h  > / *  macros for Prototext * /  

/* SEQLDR sequence leader char;  
SEQCHR : in-sequence char; 
SEQEND : terminator char ; 
ENDSEQS : end of all sequences . * /  

BEGIN { send ALTKEYBl  } END ; init : set t o  Greek 

BEGIN ; main part 
SEQLDR ( SCH, c : 1 ) ; Fortune function keys 
/ *  result state is 1 */ 

SEQEND (LF ,  c : 2 ,  WRCHR ( cx82 ) ) 
/ * in state 2 ,  resets , emitting hex 82 */  
; other seq ends 
SEOCHR (cx7 8 ,  c : 1 , c : 2 )  
/ * in state 1 ,  go to 2 upon 
; other seq chars 

for up-arrow key 
hex 7 8  */  

ENDSEQS 
END ; of main part 

BEGIN { send ALTKEYBO } END ; exit : to English 

A macro defined in string.h is reproduced below: 

tdefine SEQEND (x, s , y) \ 
{ char x I*  i f  char x */  \ 

{ state s I *  if state s * /  \ 
y I *  action */  \ 
{ loop I*  clears stack */ \ 
{ setst c : 0  I *  reset */  \ 
{ done ) } } I *  with char */  

An important control mechanism. the anchor. is illustrated ncxL It obviates switching primitives like 
"if" and "case". 

tdefine A cx41 
tdefine F cx4 6 
; to reverse any seq of A . .  F within the text 
{ anchor } 
{ { range A F 

{ push 
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; drop anchor 
; anchor clings to levels 
; stack up 
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rise ; continue at 
; the anchored level 

push ; other characters 
rotup } ; report in right seq 
loopop ; while stack non-empty 

{ write ; emit 
} } ; end of nested level . 

The primitive { loop <prog> ) runs with characters flushed from the base of the stack, while { loopop 
<prog> ) does it with popping. The stack is also cleared. 

2.6. Graphic VTD: 

An important aspect with graphic VTD is the separation of device control and the VTD definition, 
including the syllable grammar defined using { include ) and ( occlude ) , to fetch the glyph appropriate to 
the current character into the syllable buffer. Relative offset in the buffer and rectangular zones of the 
glyph may be specified. The syllable is terminated with either ( step ) or ( flush ) . The latter clears the 
buffer. The syllable buffer serves as a graphic row buffer, with ( step ) , for multi-pass printing, as neces
sary with any decent font on a matrix printer. A graphic primitive may be redefined within the init pro
gram. A typical redef for PLOTTING is: 

( define flush ( loopsyll ( plot } } ) . 

The fragment below illustrates the downloading of a font to a Programmable Character Device: 

set cxO 
push } 
loopop 

{ occlude 
{ push } 
( flush } 
{ pop } 
{ addc c : l  
{ range cxO cxSf 

{ push } 
} } 

no font for cxO . .  cxl f  

demonstrate loop 
overwrite with new glyph 
preserve during flush 
may be redefined 
retrieve char 
add decimal unity 
Ascii graphic range only 
to continue loop 

For a downloading situation, the redefinition of flush would be for form.auing appropriate to the device, in 
place of the ( plot ) . 

Important with graphic VTD is ( scroll } , which acts upon the cmrent character value. The explicit 
action is mainly for use with VIT, and with non-VIT graphic VTD only as redefined. Within the 
redefinition, ( scroll } invokes intrinsic action, and is the only primitive legal within its own redef. Out
side, a scroll always seeks the redef first Scroll is implicitly invoked in PLOTTING devices at page mar
gins. 

Internal scroll action for DISPLAY VTDs is defined by the VTT. Action in PLOTTING devices is 
defined for LF, CR and FF (with wrap around). Since scrolling is parametrised by the current char, which 
is accessible in Prototext, the application clearly has unlimited freedom of choice in its VTT. Application 
VIT and device capabilities are matched through the intrinsic VTI and the redef of ( scroll } . 

The separation of the syllable grammar from device conttol is illustraled below: 

main : syllable grammar : in script directory 
muck containing the following code 
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ABSTRACT 

In many UNIXl.l systems, it is possible for a program to retain access to the 
login terminal after the user has logged out. This poses obvious security 
risks and can also confuse the modem control signals. We solve this for 
System V by adding a layer of indirection known as the session tty driver. 
At login time, a session device is linked to the physical terminal. User 
programs have access to the session device only, and may not open the 
physical line. Upon logout or carrier drop, the link is severed. New login 
sessions are given new session devices, and are thus insulated from persistent 
processes. Use of session devices is controlled by a new system process 
known as the session maMger; by means of suitable plumbing primitives, a 
"reconnect after line drop" facility can easily be implemented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

''.Any software problem can be solved 
by adding another layer of indirection. " 

When a user logs on to a UNixl.l system, a shell is fired up with file descriptors 0, 1 ,  and 2 
connected to the physical tty device used. All commands executed by that user are descendants of 
the shell, and normally use the same tty device for input and output. These associations - so 
fundamental to the design of the system - cause trouble under certain circumstances. These 
problems may be solved by adding a level of indirection called the "session manager". 

Before we discuss the solution, it is, of course, helpful to know what problems it claims to cure. 
There are several, mostly having to do with ending conditions: 

1 .  When the physical device receives an external close indication - i.e., when carrier has 
dropped, the user's terminal has been turned off or disconnected, or a network close request is 
received - this fact must be propagated to all processes using that terminal. It is not 
sufficient to send S I GHUP . Some processes may have the signal ignored; others may not have 
the device as their controlling tty, and hence will not receive the signal at all. In either case, 
the result is the same: the next user of the line can receive some strange and wondrous 
garbage. 

2. When the login shell - the process group leader - exits, the "session" (whatever that is) 
should end. Access rights to the terminal by any child processes should be revoked, regardless 
of whether the physical connection has been broken. If we are dealing with a network 
connection, such a disassociation may be needed to complete the protocol c l o s e  processing. 
The system currently attempts to deal with this by sending S I GHUP when a process group 
leader ends; as noted, this is often insufficient. 

3 .  When the host signals external equipment (i.e., modems) that a terminal session has ended, 
typically by dropping DTR, it must then immediately spawn a new getty process, and re
enable DTR. Failure to do either causes trouble: some other process may try to read from 
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the line instead of g etty 1 , or the line may appear to be dead, thus blocking a telephone 
"hunt group". 

Historically, these requirements have been a very fruitful source of bugs. Most versions of the UNIX 

system either suffer from such bugs, contain large amounts of code to try to avoid them (i.e., 
forceclose O in the 9th Edition and 4.nBSD kernels) , or both. None of these solutions is particularly 
satisfactory. 

The session tty mechanism avoids all of these problems by decoupling the physical tty device from 
the tty device visible to the user. A logical connection is established at login time; it is severed when 
either the physical device notices that the connection bas dropped, or when the login shell exits. 

In addition to solving the original problem, there are several other benefits to session ttys: 

1 .  Permitting a user to reconnect to a session after a physical hangup is easy. 

2. Remote login sessions can be assigned "tty" names for /etc/utmp entries; thus, they will 
show up via who . 

3. The / e t c /utmp entry for the login session will remain around while any child processes 
persist. This helps system administrators track down hidden resource consumers. 

4. Resources allocated to a session - say, a tape drive assigned to a user for the duration of 
several commands - should be revoked when the session ends. In current systems, it is very 
hard to determine when this is true. 

5 .  Certain stream modules whose usage must be beyond the user's control (i.e, encryption or 
audit modules) can be protected from tampering. 

6. Non-login sessions - circuit-based network connections, cron jobs, etc. - can have u tmp 
entries as well. 

7. Depending on certain design questions that are not yet clear, session ttys may provide a clean 
solution to the problem of which window is logged in when using layers . 

8. Again, depending on certain as-yet unresolved questions, use of tty lines for two-way traffic 
may become significantly cleaner and easier. 

The implementation discussed here is for System V Release 3, as it heavily relies on streams l l 1 and 
on several other unique features, such as multiplexor devices and clone devices.2 Some features not 
in the standard system, such as a streams-based terminal line discipline, are also used. It is possible 
to implement the session manager on other versions of the UNIX system, but it is somewhat more 
difficult to do so. 

2. HOW IT'S DONE 

There are three key components to the new design: the session manager , a multiplexed device 
driver known as sesstty , and one or more line managers . Depending on the exact hardware and 
software configuration, the line manager may be a separate process, part of an existing "listener" 
process, or part of the session manager itself. 

l.l The Current Structure 

Before we discuss the new implementation, let us review the current login management structure. 
When the system makes a transition to multi-user state, / e t c / init creates a child process for 

I .  The security implications of this are amusing; ii allows a process to imitate ge tty and login, thus capturing users' 
passwords. 

2. See thi:: glossary at the end. 
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each tty line, as defined in /etc/inittab; each child process in turn executes / e t c /getty,  which 
opens the actual device. When the open succeeds, getty sets up the hardware environment 
(principally the line speed) , collects the user's login id, and passes control to /bin/login .  As 
noted earlier, the physical device opened by getty is passed directly to login .  Login 
validates the login id (i.e., verifies a password) , creates an entry in  / e t c /  u tmp 3, sets up the user's 
environment, and passes control to the user's shell. The only fork O operation in the entire process 
is the one performed by ini t ;  the user's shell is thus a direct descendant of ini t ,  with a process 
id known to ini t .  We refer to that process as a session process . When the shell terminates -
that is, when the user logs off - in it is notified of the process id; it cleans up the u tmp entry 
and spawns another getty process for that line. 

The following table summarizes the process: 

TABLE 1. Division of Responsibility 

Program Function External triggers 

/etc/init Fork and invoke g e tty Previous session process died 
Clean up /etc/  u tmp entry 

/etc /ge tty Hardware environment setup Line open succeeds 
Collect login id 

/bin/login Validate login id 
Software environment setup 
Create / e t c/utmp entry 

/bin/ sh (user session) 
exit User logs off or line drops 

Network tty connections do not differ in any fundamental way. / e t c / init is no longer in the 
picture; the login shell will be child of some network listener process. It in turn is responsible for 
cleaning up any utmp entries. Getty may or may not be used. 

2.2 A Brave New World 

The primary conceptual change in the new system is that the physical device is no longer passed 
directly to login.  Rather, a software pseudo-device - s e s s tty, as you probably guessed - is 
opened by ge tty. By dint of the clone device driver, a separate s e s s tty device is used for 
each session. Next, the physical line is spliced to the s e s stty device by the I _ L INK ioct/ 0 
call. For the duration of this session, all references to the line, including its / e t c /  u tmp entry, 
are via the s e s stty device instead. The following diagram summarizes the situation: 

3. Strictly speaking, the /etc/utmp entry is created by ini t .  This is primarily a bookkeeping entry, however; the 
significant entry - i.e., the one showing that someone has logged in - is created by login. 
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user 

command 

user 

shell 

Bellovin 

When the physical line drops, the connection between the session device and the physical device is 
broken. As shown below, a new invocation of ge tty can attempt to reopen the line, without 
affecting the old session device still being used. 

/ e t c /getty 

user 

command 

user 

shell 

/dev/tty 0 3  

The connection is also severed i f  the shell exits while any of its children are still running: 
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/etc/getty 

user 
command 

/dev/ s es s 0 7  

The Session Tty Manager 

Although the new scheme appears to be a minor enhancement to the current system, there are 
actually several complicating factors. For one thing, we have added some new external events. A 
new g etty process must be spawned when the link is severed; this may or may not be coincident 
with the demise of the session process. Second, session cleanup, notably clearing the / e t c  / u  tmp 
entry, occurs when the s es st  ty device is closed, which in turn will not normally happen until all 
child processes terminate. Both are currently handled by / e t c / i n  i t ;  however, it seems unwise 
to further complicate ini t further by adding new functionality to it. 

We solve these problems by divesting two of in i t 's roles to some new programs, the session 
manager and the line manager. Ini t will fire up a single session manager, and one or more line 
managers, in accordance with the current system state. The line manager is similar to the current 
/ e t c /getty.  Its primary task is to open new tty lines; additionally, it handles hardware 
environment setup and collects and validates the login id. After that, however, it does not invoke 
l ogin ;  rather, it opens a stream to the session manager and issues I _ S ENDFD ioctl () calls to 
pass the physical line to the session manager. It never invokes an actual shell. A typical 
implementation would fork a child for each line or network connection; the child would exit when 
the line bad been banded to the session manager. 

In general, there may be an arbitrary number of line managers. One might handle all ordinary tty 
lines, a second might handle remote login requests as part of a "listener" process, etc. If the line 
manager is some sort of listener process, no special action need be taken to re-enable the line after it 
has dropped. The situation is somewhat more complex if we are dealing with ordinary tty lines, 
where each port must be opened separately. In such cases, an explicit message must be sent to the 
line manager by the session manager. 

The session manager is the parent of all user shells, thereby relieving / e t c  I i  n i t  of the 
responsibility. At initialization time, it opens the control channel of s e s  s t  t y .  When the session 
manager receives a file descriptor from a line manager, it links it to a session device, creates the 
initial u tmp entry, and forks to a replacement for /bin/ l ogin, known as / b i n / log i n env. 
This program - which is not privileged - is responsible for setting up the user environment before 
passing control to the shell. When the shell terminates, the link between the physical device and the 
session device is severed (which implies a close O of the physical device will take place) , and the line 
manager is advised by the session manager to re-enable the line. 
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The session manager also receives control messages from s e s stty telling of physical line drops. 
Again, the connection to the session device is severed and the line manager appraised of the 
situation. In neither case, though, is the u tmp entry cleared; that happens only when the session 
device is closed. Such status changes are passed to the session manager via the control channel. 

S e  s st  t y, although one driver, is divided into two logical sections. The first section handles the 
control channel; very little data is actually sent on this channel. It is used to pass status change 
messages to the session manager, and as the device for I _ LINK and I _UNLINK calls. The 
second section is the mostly-transparent user device handler. Most data and control messages are 
passed through, whether upstream or downstream. Hangup messages from the real device are 
diverted to the control channel, though, as are close messages from the stream head. 

2.3 The Gory Details 

Let us now re-examine the entire structure, this time paying attention to all of the small details. 
We will do this by examining the boot-time initialization procedures, and then following the progress 
of a login session from beginning to eml, will1 occasional diversions to discuss what a component is 
doing while awaiting an event. 

At boot time, the session manager opens the session driver control channel and creates a named 
stream pipe for communication with the line managers. Each line manager creates a new stream 
pipe, opens the named pipe to the session manager, and passes one end of the stream pipe to the 
session manager. Thus, each line manager has a unique channel to the session manager. 

A session starts when the line manager - we will assume for the moment some form of ••super
g et  t y" - detects that an open O attempt on some line has succeeded. The line manager will 
then fork () a per-line child process, to handle the negotiations with the user and the session 
manager. The child process will collect the login id, much as getty does now. It will then push 
LDO (the standard tty line discipline) , issue the appropriate TCSETA call to configure the line, and 
invoke an authentication mechanism. 
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Following that, the line manager child creates a new stream pipe and passes it to the session 
manager, thereby creating a unique channel for each session. This channel is used to pass login 
information from the line manager child to the session manager, and to send it the file descriptor for 
the physical line via I _ S ENDFD. The session manager opens the clone device /dev/ s e s s i on 
to create the control terminal for the new session. 

line 
manager 

line manager 
child 

LDO 

r - - - - - - - -,  
1 ne1work 1 
1 protocols 1 
L - - - - - - - - -' 

At this point, the per-line process may exit. 

line 
manager 

LDO 

r - - - - - - - - -, 

1 network 1 
r protocols 1 
L - - - - - - - - -'  
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The scenario is similar if we are using a listener-based line manager. The primary difference is that 
any network-related line disciplines must be pushed onto the stream before LOO. As we shall sec, 
the exact set of disciplines used must be carefully selected, as they will move out of reach of the 
user before the login process is complete. 

Most of the time, the session manager is in a loop waiting for messages on the control channel. 
Eventually, it will receive a validated login id and a physical device on this channel. At this point, a 
u tmp entry is created and a child process is created. This child process must shed any current 
control tty (i.e., the control tty of the line manager) and open the session device to acquire a new 
control tty. It then performs a TCGETA to note the line environment, pops LDO , issues an 
I _  L INK to splice the physical line to the session device, and pushes LDO onto the session device. 
This juggling of LDO  is necessary because line disciplines below the splice point - say, a network 
protocol module - may not be popped once the splice has taken place. But many programs will 
want to remove LDO  on their own; it is not reasonable to isolate it behind this brick wall. (The wall 
is actually useful for some applications. The line manager may wish to push a cryptographic 
module; for security reasons, it may be desirable to prevent the user from ever removing it.) 

Finally, the child process exec Os the user's shell. 

Once the fork has taken place, the session manager should close the physical device passed to it by 
the line manager. For each session, it must record the session device, the real device, the "magic 
cookie" passed back by the I _ L I NK call, and the process id of the child, which will ultimately 
become the user's shell. 

After all of the juggling has taken place, the configuration looks like this. The dotted arrows 
indicate information; the solid arrows indicate an open file descriptor or some other active data 
channel. 

line 
manager 
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As noted, the s e s stty driver passes most data and control messages through without modification 
or hindrance. An exception is made for one event: an M_  HANGUP indication coming from the real 
device. M_HANGUP is an actual stream message, and may be diverted if we choose. If left to 
propagate upward, it will cause SIGHUP to be generated; as we have seen, though, this may not 
accomplish everything we want. Accordingly, the message is diverted, and a status message is sent 
instead to the session manager. The session manager in turn issues I _  UNLINK, to sever the 
connection to the real device; if necessary, it also notifies the line manager to re-enable the device. 
Finally, the session manager must issue a command (via the control channel) to cause a real 
M _ HANGUP message to be sent to the session device. (We shall see later why we do not simply 
make a copy of the M_HANGUP to send to the session manager, rather than diverting it.) 

Setting up a session is straight-forward. Tearing one down, however, depends on three independent 
events: termination of the session process (which we will refer to as PEND), a close of the session 
device (SCLOSE) , and a M_ HANGUP of the real device. These may occur in any order. If we 
judiciously use sigholdO to block SIGCLD,  all of these events will appear to be synchronous to the 
session manager, thus avoiding potential race conditions. 

The cleanup rules can be stated fairly simply. 

1 .  When the first termination event comes in for any session, sever the connection between the 
session device and the real device, and tell the line manager to re-enable the line. 

2. If the first event is M_HANGUP , send an M_ HANGUP message up the session device to the 
user processes. 

3 .  When both PEND and SCLOSE have occurred, the session is over; clean up the utmp entry. 

4. Whenever M_ HANGUP arrives, send a re-enable message. Hardware hangup signals are 
external to the machine, and hence asynchronous; depending on internal timing, one may 
arrive while a re-enable is in transit, and hence its effect may be lost. 

We must also deal with the problem of commands that (a) close all of their file descriptors, and (b) 
persist after the shell itself has exited. This would cause the session device to be closed, which in 
turn would cause the session entry in /etc/  u tmp to be deleted. Such processes would then 
become invisible in some sense. We deal with this by changing the implementation of /dev/tty 
slightly. Rather than storing a pointer to the t ty structure in the ••u . " area, we instead store a 
pointer to the file table entry for the session device. That is, when a process acquires a session 
device as its controlling terminal, the kernel would in effect perform a dup () operation on the 
relevant file descriptor, storing the result in u .  u_ ttyd.  Thus, the session device could not close 
until all processes in that session have terminated. (The close notification may be delayed even 
further, if other process outside the session are using the device. The wri te command is one case 
in point.) 

There is one anomalous case of line re-enabling that must be dealt with. If the child of the line 
manager does not validate the login id successfully, it will never hand off the connection to the 
session manager. Consequently, no ordinary re-enable message will ever be sent. There are a 
number of ways around this problem, such as having the line managers look for special exit codes 
from their children, or having the children always send re-enable requests to the parent via the 
session manager. 

Let us revisit Table 1 and examine the new division of functionality: 
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TABLE 2. New Division of Responsibility 

Program Funciion Exiernal lriggers 
/etc/in i t  Fork and invoke session Previous process died 

manager and line managers 
Line manager Contact session manager 

Open set of lines 
Fork per-line child Line open succeeds 

Line manager child Hardware environment setup 
Collect and validate login id 
Hand off line to session manager 

Session manager Create session device Message from line manager 
Create u tmp entry Message from line manager child 
Fork/exec l oginenv 
Disconnect session Line hangup 01 child process exit 
Clean up u tmp Session ends 

/etc/loginenv Software environment setup 
Exec user shell 

/1:lin/sh (user session) 
exit User logs off 
receive S IGHUP session manager message (after 

session disconnect) 

3. BEUS, GONGS, AND WHISTLES 

In addition to fixing some bugs, using the session manager makes it easy to add some new 
functionality to the system. The most interesting new feature is the ability to have a session survive 
the disconnection of the physical terminal. Instead of sending M_ HANGUP to a session when the 
physical line drops, nothing would be done. Read requests on the session device would eventually 
block due to lack of input data; write requests would block because of flow control on the stream. 
Alternatively, a S TOP signal could be sent to the session's process group instead; that way, a user 
who disconnected because of stubborn malfunctioning processes would not have to worry about them 
eating the CPU alive until they were killed manually. 

To resume a suspended session, a user would log in and issue a r e conne c t  command. This 
command would ask the session manager to sever the link between the real device and the new 
session, and then splice the real device to the s e s  st t y from the old session. The new session 
would probably be terminated, though as an option it, too, could be suspended. This would allow a 
user to switch back and forth between multiple sessions, possibly even on different machines.4 

It isn't clear bow Jong a disconnected session should be allowed to persist. Pennitting such session 
to live indefinitely would tend to choke a system on the bodies of undead5 processes. Presumably, a 
timeout interval would be set by the system administrator; users who wished to suspend a session for 
a longer time could override the limit via an ioctl O call. 

Instead of having the output of a disconnected session pile up, we may wish to discard it. The 
obvious model is a .. streams /de,/null"; unfortunately, that's not as simple as it sounds. It's 
certainly easy enough to implement a pseudo-driver that discards any data flowing into it; however, 
there is no way for a driver to pass a .. hard EOF'' back to the stream head. If such an 

4. Any n:sc:mblancc between this concept and the szt driver is not coincidental; we discuss the similarities below. 
5. I c:an't call them zombies .•. 
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enhancement were made, the session device could be spliced to a clone of the null stream.  
Alternatively, some large number of 0-length records could be sent upstream. 

Earlier, we alluded to the resource allocation problem. Briefly, a user may wish to acquire some 
resource for a span longer than a single command. A tape drive is a good example; the user may 
need to create a cpio image on the tape, verify it, recreate it when the verification shows that the 
file is incorrect, etc. In a closed-shop environment, assignment of the tape drive to that user may be 
handled by a tape drive manager daemon. Apart from allocating the drive, this daemon would also 
request that the operator mount the user's tape. The problem is when to release the drive for 
allocation to other users. While a time limit is one solution (and probably part of any solution) , 
noting when a session has ended is another. Today, detecting logout is insufficient; the process using 
the drive may be running in the background . Sessions, however, persist until the last process is 
gone. 

Session-based ttys are also useful to B2-level secure UNIX systems121. Such systems require the 
existence of a trusted path - a mechanism invoked by the user that will reliably connect that user 
to a trusted program. The trusted path must be used at login time; that way, the user is guaranteed 
that the Pas sword : prompt is not coming from a Trojan horse program. Obviously, a 
requirement for the trusted path is that all other processes talking to the terminal must be killed or 
have their access rights revoked. Sheerly in terms of implementation problems, this is a complex 
task. The list of open files for a process is in the process's pageable ••u . " area; thus, it is not easily 
accessible to the kernel at interrupt time. Session ttys inherently solve the problem. When carrier 
drops, an M_HANGUP message is generated. Upon receipt of the message, the session manager will 
always disconnect the physical device from the session device, and always ask the line manager - a 
trusted process - to re-enable the line. The only change needed to the session manager is that the 
line may not be re-enabled until M_ HANGUP is received; presenting a new l ogin : prompt upon 
session head exit violates the DoD requirement that the user must initiate access to the trusted path. 

Session heads need not be bound to tty devices; rather, they can be linked to any underlying stream. 
This gives us the ability to bring other services under the same umbrella. For example, RFS mount 
operations could be listed in /etc /utmp; that would permit easy monitoring of start times, exit 
status, etc. Other network sessions - file transfer operations, remote execution requests, etc. -
could be listed as well. Some care should be exercised in deciding what types of sessions should be 
listed, of course; things like directory queries or time server queries are likely to be too transient to 
be worth the overhead. 

One essential difference between the current / e t c / ini t and a line manager is that the latter 
knows when an active session is in progress. All ini t can say is that something is running; it 
cannot tell whether or not the line is actually open. But this knowledge is extremely important to 
programs that wish to use the line for outgoing calls. Current solutions are not particularly clean. 
Uuc i co ,  for example, requires a special version of getty known as uuge tty for shared lines. 
A better solution would be for it to ask the line manager for a line - any available line - rather 
than relying on heuristics to determine what is happening. Ideally, in fact, such negotiations would 
be handled by a connection agent, rather than by each individual client program. 

4. ERROR RECOVERY 

A serious disadvantage to the session manager is that is creates new critical processes. If the session 
manager crash�, or if a line manager gets confused, it would be impossible to log in to the system. 
It is thus necessary to plan for such occurrences. 

It is comparatively easy to recover from a line manager crash. A tty line manager needs one 
essential piece of information: which lines are currently in use, and hence which other lines should 
be enabled for login. We accomplish this at line manager startup by having it .. log in" to the 
session manager. As part of this dialog, it indicates whether or not it cares about lines currently in 
use; if it does care, the session manager will send it a list. Ports assigned to that line manager are 
enabled if not currently in use. 
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Network-based line managers are much simpler. They rarely care which ports arc in use; that is 
generally the concern of the transport layer. Thus, their login sequence docs not request notification. 

In either case, it is possible to kill and restart the line manager without loss of state. This suggests 
that for redundancy, at least two line managers should run on each system. Typically, one would 
handle the console only, while a second would handle all other tty lines. Additional line managers 
would be used for each network type. 

Recovery from a session manager crash is more difficult. When the session manager crashes, the 
s e s s ctl device is closed, thereby automatically unlinking all of the session devices from the 
physical lines. Users arc disconnected, but their processes can remain suspended; when the session 
manager is restarted, reconnection is possible. Unfortunately, if the session manager is the sole 
means of access to a system, it isn't possible to log in and restart it. Some crashes can be handled 
by having a daemon periodically query the session manager, and restart it if necessary; obviously, 
though, there are many failure modes immune to this sort of automated detection. Perhaps the best 
i;olution is to have a standing network server that will, on request, kill and restart the session 
manager.6 

5. SESSION DEVICES WITHOUI' SESSION MANAGERS 

In some environments, a simplified version of this mechanism can be used. We can eliminate the 
session manager and the line managers, and simply change getty to talk to the session driver. 

Assume that all access to the system is via a network, or via a port selector that will connect a user 
to any free port that has DTR enabled. Assume further that there are sufficiently many ports on 
the system that a short-term loss of some is not a serious problem, but that revoking access to the 
terminal is important. In that case, when g e  tty answers a line, it would open the clone driver 
/ d ev / s e s s ion and splice the physical line below it. All further login proceedings would take 
place on the session device. 

We now have two end conditions: the login shell exiting, and carrier dropping on the physical line. 
When the former happens, a new getty will be spawned by ini  t .  If there are no left-over 
processes, the session device will be closed, which in turn will cause the physical line to be unlinked. 
The ge tty can then proceed normally. If there are left-over processes, getty would open the 
old session device and manually unlink the physical line; life could then proceed as before. 

Carrier drops are more problematic. If the login shell does not exit, no new get  ty is spawned; 
hence no process issues the I _  UNLI NK call. However, the M_HANGUP message is detectable by 
the session driver. It cannot unlink the line - for assorted complex reasons, that cannot be done at 
interrupt time - but it can block output to the physical device from the session device. 
Additionally, the physical device driver can be modified to drop DTR if carrier drops; thus, the line 
will not be available for reuse until it is reopened by some future getty . 

This simplified version is very susceptible to denial of service attacks. An enemy could log in and 
then drop the line, thereby tying up a session device. Some provision must be made to detect too 
many session devices being assigned to one user. 

Despite appearances, it may be possible to use this version with a modem pool. Many modems can 
be configured to busy out the line if DTR is low; thus, a disabled line will be skipped by the phone 
network. 

6. A better solution could be contrived if someone would bring back console bit switches and lights .•.. 
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6. IMPACT ON OTHER SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

The session driver requires remarkably few changes to other system components. Obviously, the 
entire implementation depends on the tty subsystem being convened to use streams instead of 
c l i sts. Most of the changes arc to ge tty and login.  At a minimum, the version of l ogin 
invoked by getty must be changed to communicate with the session manager after collecting the 
login name. More likely, we could remove the password-checking code from l ogin,  and let 
g etty - a line manager - invoke an authentication routine. It is important to perform 
authentication before discarding knowledge of the physical device. 

G etty also needs to be integrated with a line manager. That can be done in either of two ways. 
First, we could write a separate line manager program; it would fork and invoke per-line getty 
processes, much as ini t does now. Alternatively, we could write a "super-getty",  a program 
that would have open O requests outstanding on multiple lines at once, and would only fork O when 
the open O succeeded. This latter approach reduces clutter in the system process table, at the cost 
of greater complexity and lesser robustness. Super-ge tty is the only solution if we wish to 
implement two-way lines. 

If l ogin loses its authentication code, and hence becomes unprivileged, the code in sh that 
exec Os /bin/login must be changed. Conceptually, what must be done is to disconnect from 
the current session, while asking the line manager to re-enable the line without dropping it first. It 
is quite conceivable that some line managers will not be willing or able to do this. More thought 
needs to be given to this question. 

Existing listener processes will need to be converted to talk to the session manager. Currently, there 
are only two major ones for login sessions, the DKHOST listener for the Datakit® VCS and 
/usr/net/li sten when used with STARLAN. 

The /dev/tty change described earlier is actually independent of the other changes described here. 
In fact, it could be done with the current system, though there would be added complexity when 
handling end conditions such as an orphaned background process. Still, those problems are not 
insurmountable. Apart from changes to the /dev/tty driver itself, the fork () code would have to be 
changed to perform the dup () operation, and exit () would have to perform an additional close () . 

The current accounting routine records the device number of the controlling tty. Under sessions, 
that value would be the device number of the session head, which has no physical reality. If the 
physical device number is desired there, some mechanism to announce it must be provided. On the 
other hand, it may not pay to change that; network connections have no true physical device number 
available, and the session device number serves to group together commands from a given session. 

It would be nice to add some new fields to the u tmp structure, to record a link to the physical 
device or source host; compatibility considerations may preclude this, however. If utmp cannot be 
changed, a parallel file containing this information must be set up. A few more type codes for 
u tmp are certainly needed to indicate disconnected sessions and the like. 

Use of the session manager will exacerbate an existing incompatibility. There are a few programs, 
including some versions of the Korn shell, that use getppid O to determine if they are direct children 
of ini t .  Under this new scheme, almost nothing will be. Of course, the same is true now for 
children of listener processes. 

7. FUTURE DIRECilONS 

As noted, the ability to bounce back and forth between different sessions is very similar to 
functionality provided by the sxt driver. Indeed, by rewriting shl we could eliminate the driver 
entirely. The new shl command would act as a line manager, and set up a new session for each 
shell layer created. There is some problem with implementing noloblk in a disconnected session; 
one solution is to have shl splice a stream pipe to all of its session heads, and let it perform the 
multiplexing at user level. A better idea might be to install real job control, and discard shl 
entirely. 
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A similar technique could be used to replace the xt driver; layers could do the multiplexing and 
handle the line protocol to the DMD itself, much as mux in 9th Edition and mpx in 4.3BSD do. 
This would shrink and simplify the kernel, and allow easier modifications to the protocol handler. 

There is certainly some efficiency loss in having this multiplexing done at user level . On the other 
hand. it has always been the UNIX system philosophy that the kernel should provide the basic 
primitives and plumbing, while letting application programs provide the richness and complexity. 
This is perhaps best-illustrated by the duplication of code represented by having both xt and sxt 
present in the same system . 

If efficiency is a major concern, the streams mechanisms provide several bandies to resolve the 
problem. Perhaps the nicest solution for l ayers is to adopt mux 's approach: to move the tty line 
discipline into the terminal. Thus, only complete lines are passed to user level, thereby avoiding the 
expense of several packets and context switches per character typed. Alternatively, a "buffer" line 
discipline could delay characters sent from the terminal until a complete packet was received, again 
reducing the context-switch overhead. (Obviously. such a line discipline would need to tum itself off 

if a raw-mode application such as vi were running.) 

Letting each layer be a session bas a curious implication: each such layer would for at least, could) 
have a utmp entry. This is both good and bad. On the one hand, it provides a clearer picture of 
who is doing what, and eliminates such oddities as the r e l  og in command. On the other band, if 
each layer appears to be a true login session, commands that scan u tmp need to be modified to 
realize this. It isn't pleasant to receive six separate copies of a wal l  message, for example. Ot 
turns out that wal l  is a particularly nasty case. Programs that are split between a DMD and the 
host, such as j im and c i p ,  can get very confused if they receive data that isn't part of their 
protoool. Under the current scheme on System V, that is only a problem if one is sufficiently 
mcautious as to invoke such a program in the designated login window . One can bypass this specific 
problem by modifying wa l l  to ignore lines that are in raw mode; this docs not solve the general 
problem, however.) On balance, we tend to like having each layer appear in u tmp , but it is 
certainly a debatable point. 

8. IMPLEMENTATION QUIRKS 

The Careful Reader will have noticed that this design uses several features - stream pipes, named 
stream pipes, and a stream tty line discipline - that 'do not appear to be part of System V 
Release 3. This perception is somewhat correct in practice, and entirely correct in principle. 

The stream tty line discipline is a prototype adapted by others from the STARLAN support. 

Stream pipes are currently supported in a strange fashion. By opening the clone device 
/dev/ spx , a process receives half of a stream pipe. To create a full stream pipe, / d ev/ spx 
must be opened again, and the two halves spliced together via the I _ FDINSERT ioctl () call. In  
the distributed system, only root may open /dev/spx. The /dev/ s px driver is not 
considered to be a public interface, and may not be present in this form in future releases of 
System V . It does work today. 

Creating named stream pipes is even more bizarre. First, one creates a stream pipe. An /stat () call 
is used to determine the major and minor device numbers used for one end of the stream pipe. 
(Recall that these are actual devices as far as the kernel is concerned.) A mknod () call is then 
used to create a new, named i -node  corresponding to that pipe end. Other processes may open 
this filename and receive a file descriptor equivalent to the original pipe end. 

All processes that open a named stream pipe receive the same pipe end. That is, data written by 
them may be intermixed, and no identifying information is transmitted to the far end. Creating 
unique connections from the line managers to the session manager is a key problem. 

We acoomplish this by using the named pipe solely to pass file descriptors . That is, each line 
manager, at startup, creates a new stream pipe and passes one end of it to the session manager via 
the named pipe. All further communication takes place on this new pipe. A facility similar to 
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4.2BSD's UNIX-domain sockets would simplify matters. 

When a session is starting up, each line manager creates yet another stream pipe for the per-line 
child process to pass to the session manager via the line manager's pipe. This separate connection is 
created for two reasons. First, there is the aforernc.ntioned problem of having multiple simultaneous 
conversations on a single pipe. Second, when I _  SEND FD is used to pass file descriptors, these file 
descriptors are sent immediately to the head of the receiving process's read queue. They are not 
associated with any data message, nor are they sent synchronously with one. The session manager is 
thus incapable of telling which physical line goes with which session. 4.2BSD's mechanism for 
passing access rights to a file along with some text would alleviate this problem. 

9. UNSOLVED PROBLEMS 

The cum:nt design is very heavily oriented towards login-type sessions. That is, it assumes that a 
shell is the desired end-point of any connection. Although this is certainly true for login sessions, it 
is not true for some other types of session. For example, a remote execution request would need 
very different parameters to that shell than an interactive request. An FfAM session would not 
even use a shell. The current session manager protocol will have to be redesigned or extended so 
that the line manager (or rather, the program acting as a line manager in this context) can retain 
ownership of the session device. Some possible new designs would make the session manager 
disappear entirely as a separate program. 

The issue of subsessions, for layers in particular, needs more thought. The effect of a disconnection 
of the physical line must be propagated to aU subsessions. Since sessions can only be created by 
root,  it may be sufficient to inform the primary session of hangups; on the other hand, privileged 
programs are not, in general, immune to bugs. If we are using sessions for resource management, 
we need a way to bind the resource to the real session, rather than any subsession; it is certainly 
reasonable to use a tape drive in a window other than the one it was allocated from. 

The biggest wart in the current design is the nature of the communications channel between the 
session manager and the line manager. The current scheme requires that a large number of file 
descriptors be kept open by the session manager; if each invocation of layers  is in effect a line 
manager, the session manager could exceed the system limit. 

10. SUMMARY 

The session manager is a single concept that solves several problems: 

1 .  It introduces a strong concept of a session into the UNIX system. 

2. Each session is isolated from aU other sessions on the same physical line. 

3 .  The handling of modem control signals �n be made reliable, despite ill-behaved user 
processes. 

4. Non-login connections and windows can be treated as sessions, if desired. 
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clone driver 

!_LINK 

J_SENDFD 

I UNLINK 

listener 

GLOSSARY 

A clone driver provides a means to assign a unique minor device to each process 
using the driver. When a clone device is opened, an idle minor device is selected, 
and the i - node used is modified to point to this minor device rather than the 
clone device i -node . 

An ioctl  O command used to set up the linkage between a multiplexor driver 
and a stream. 

An i o ctl () command used to send an open file descriptor across a stream pipe. 

An i o ct  1 0 command used to tear down the linkage between a multiplexor 
driver and a stream. 

A process that receives and dispatches connection requests arriving via a network. 

multiplexor driver A multiplexor driver is a pseudo-device driver that permits any open stream to 
be linked beneath it. It can be used to layer a protocol - say, IP - on top of a 
physical device. Thus, IP could be implemented as a multiplexor driver, while the 
Ethernet interface would be a stream to be linked beneath it. 

named stream pipe A stream pipe with a name in the file system that can be opened by other 
processes. Akin to a FIFO ,  but full-duplex. 

session manager Sec pp. 1 - 16 .  

stream pipe Similar to an ordinary pipe, except that it is implemented via streams. Thus, it is 
full-duplex. A stream pipe may be used to transmit file descriptors via 
I _ SENDFD and I _ RECVFD . It is possible to push modules onto a stream pipe, 
but that feature is not used by the session manager. 

UNIX-domain socket A mechanism for intra-machine, inter-process communication on 4.2BSD and 
4.3BSD. Addresses in this domain look like file names. Both data and access 
rights - file descriptors - may be passed across UNIX-domain connections. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of workstations with large biunapped screens and a pointing dev
ice has meant a revolution in computing practice. This paper describes a program written 
for the Atari ST micro which is an attempt to bring some of this revolution to the a wider 
user base by the use of low cost technology. The program, called Term, allows the user 
to control and maintain a windowing terminal. The environment may be used on BSD 
UNIXt systems to run several shells supponed by a host multiplexer. The terminal uses 
many features of the Atari ST, including the ability to display differently sized fonts. 
The paper discusses the various design issues and comments on how well the various sys
tem components perform on the low cost hardware. 

Introduction 
The development of workstations with large biunapped screens and a pointing device has meant a 

revolution in computing practice. It is reasonable to speculate that many workstations spend much of their 
time acting as sophisticated terminals accessing other machines. The selling point is the environment in 
which the user can work, the ability to manipulate several vinual terminals on one screen while switching 
data input from the keyboard between several tasks each running on a virtual terminal .  

The ability to use virtual terminals is probably 90% of 'why workstations are attractive ' when look
ing from the 'old fashioned' text oriented world based on VDU's. The fearure of workstations that makes 
them unattractive is their price. To replace all the existing text terminals on the Kent campus with a works
tation is currently not financially possible. Therefore, it has seemed reasonable to look at alternative 
methods of supplying the users with multi-windowing environments. 

Virtual terminals on text VDU's. 
li a user has a text screen and wishes to run some form of windowing then they could use one of the 

available multiplexers designed to work using termcap. The earliest program that was available at Kem 
was wm written by RJacob and obtained from Usenet. 

There are two main problems with this type of system. First, the systems use too much of the valu
able screen area in showing the edges of windows. A lesson taught by visual editors is that screen area is 
important; even a single extra text line on a screen can enhance the user's work. The shrinkage in screen 
area by even a single row or column is keenly felt by users and people will swap between the window 
manager and an editor to avoid the problem. The second problem also relates to lack of available 
resources. It is hard for the implementors to provide a way of controlling the multiplexer without stealing a 
key from the overloaded keyboard and perhaps a command line from an already_ overloaded screen. 

At Kent, wm has been available to users for some time but it has not become popular. The conclu
sion is that the program is not widely used because the hardware on which it runs is not suitable for the 

t UNIX is a trademark of Bc:ll Laboratories. 
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task. It is useful to examine what the user would like have to suppon a windowing environment before dis
covering what must be sacrificed to reduce the hardware cost. 

Suitable hardware 
The terminal needs a large high resolution screen. The screen should by supponed by bitmap tech

nology so single pixel lines may be used to delineate windows and so that the text is not constrained to 
appear at any panicular position on the screen. A 1024 by 1024 pixel area is desirable. 

A keyboard is needed for primary user input. In addition, the user needs to intttact directly with the 
terminal to select windows and carry out other management tasks; a pointing device such as a mouse is the 
current favourite for this job. A renninal should conventionally run down an RS232 line, but for speed and 
flexibility some form of fast network connection such as an Ether transceiver should be supplied. The type 
of processor used to drive the system is irrelevant. A local requirement is the ability to program the system 
in C, since this the best assembly language invented to date. 

The reality of the hardware specification is that there are no available devices on the market at a 
price competing with lhat of a standard VDU. Manufacturers state that the basic price of the large screen is 
such that it boosts the cost price of the machine out of possible competition. Also, the price of a fast net
work connection hardware itself equates to that of a normal VDU, so the desire for this may have to be 
reduced to some form a cheaper external connection. 

One might consider building an appropriate device, but it is hard to do this cheaply. To get needed 
economies of scale, manufacturers of small micro systems use specialised chips to lower the chip count in 
their boxes. It is better to look for an appropriate machine from the low end of this market and make it into 
a terminal. 

In the UK, the Atari ST was the first suitable system. It is very cheap and supports a high resolution 
bitmapped screen and a mouse. Toe Macintosh has never been particularily cheap in Europe. The Amiga 
looked interesting but it was initially priced much higher than the Atari and also the Amiga did not arrive in 
Europe for 9 months after the ST was launched. 

The Atari ST 
The first machine from Atari was the 520ST, it contains an M68000 processor and 0.5Mbyte of 

memory. Currently, most STs at Kent are 1040S'IF models having 1 Megabyte of memory. Other ver
sions of the ST now exist with more memory. The system comes with a visually good monochrome bit
mapped screen having a resolution of 640 by 400 pixels. Colour is available but is done on a different 
model of monitor and resolution is much lower, the current program does not sappon these colour STs. 

For input, there is an 'intelligent' keyboard meaning that it is run by a processor which also handles 
time critical operations from a two button mouse. External data storage is done on 3.25" floppy. There are 
some ports in the back of the machine which will take a standard D-type RS232 connection, a Midi inter
face, a parallel printer, hard disc and extra floppys. The operating system is in ROM and mimics MSDOS 
at the system call level. The system which was used for most of the early development of the program read 
the operating system in from floppy into RAM, it took up a little under half the available memory. Having 
the operating system in ROM was a marked improvement 

The Atari ST has GEM as standard. GEM provides a simplified 'Mac-like' user interface with win
dows and pull-down menus. It is portable and exists as a programming environment on several micro sys
tems. 

Here are the compromises that must be made to achieve the right price. First, we must have a stan
dard sized screen which is much smaller than those on most conventional workstations. Secondly, we must 
communicate using RS232 rather than the Ether or other fast network connection. However, in addition to 
the original specification, we do have a local floppy and this means that there have no worries about 
bootstrapping the device. It also allows tailoring information to be stored locally. 

Having seen the hardware, now look for the software. There are two parts to the system: code to run 
in the terminal and code multiplexing shells at the host. 
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Host software 
A keystone of UNIX philosophy is the maxim: 'Never write anything you can beg, steal or borrow'. 

Usenet is an inexhaustible supply of software and winging over the wires came the uw system written for 
the Macintosh by John D. Brunner. 

The job of uw is to sit between the user processes running in each virtual tenninal and the single data 
stream travelling along the RS232 line. Uw uses BSD's pseudo terminals to advantage here, each of the 
processes started by the user talks to their own pseudo terminal interface and data is passed through the 
kernel to lhe multiplexer. The multiplexer concentrates these several data streams into one. Since there are 
many windows on the screen, the multiplexer needs to support a line protocol ensuring that the data from 
the processes run by the user travels to and from the correct screen window. The protocol is simple, being 
mostly plain text interspersed with two byte comrol commands. Control commands are Control-A fol
lowed by a command byte. The command byte is encoded in a cunning way and allows commands like: 
select the window number that is to be used to receive the following data; create or destroy a window; and 
permits some control characters (Control-A, Control-S, Control-Q and Delete) to be sent to the user pro
cess. 

The simple protocol has some advantages. First, it is does not consume much line bandwidth and 
this is particularily important since a hidden requirement is to support a terminal in my home with the line 
running at 12oons baud. Characters come from the host at 1200 baud and are sent from the terminal at 75 
baud. Secondly, the multiplexer will be left running on the host machine in a disaster such as a program 
crash. With uw it is simple to stop the multiplexer - the user types Control-A and Delete, which happens 
to be the command causing uw to die. 

Uw's biggest advantage is that it is available and it works. It has some disadvantages too. There is 
no provision in the protocol to encode window sizes, so a reshape operation on the terminal must be fol
lowed by the user running an explicit reshape command on the host for things to work nicely. The original 
multiplexer did not write useful information into the /etclutmp file. As a consequence the processes run by 
the user did not integrate well into the system. For instance, many programs use the getlogin() routine to 
determine ownership and this breaks if the user's terminal is not in letclutmp. In addition, other users often 
attempt to use write to the user's logged-in terminal rather than a window. The code to update the 
letclutmp file was added into uw so that every window appears to be an additional user logged into the 
machine. 

So another piece of the jigsaw is in place, we can now tum our attention to the code running in the 
Atari ST. 

Preliminary thoughts on the terminal design 
As has been said above, the ST comes with the GEM interface. At the start, it was thought that GEM 

would be used to provide the basic window manager for the terminal. This was ruled out because of 
several factors. 

GEM is very screen greedy. It takes one text line across the top of the screen as a pull-down menu 
bar. Every window which is opened on the screen has a wide border effectively occupying one text line. 
This border contains a title, scroll bars and the like. Gem is slow, since portability and speed of operation 
are a common trade-off. It seemed that if it were possible to use lower level routines then things might go 
a little faster. 

Another factor is that most of the commercially available C compilers for the ST are not very good. 
In some cases there are deplorable bugs and crucial things missing or implemented badly. In other cases, 
the C is 'standard K&R' and does not support many of the additions to the language such as the ability to 
perf onn structure assignment Anyway it was better and faster to use a main-frame UNIX system as a 
development tool running a M68000 cross-compiler. It was therefore necessary to develop a local library 
of ST system calls. This was done largely 'in the dark' using the sketchy information available at the time 
and a considerable amount of code disassembly. However. the GEM interfaces remained somewhat 
impenetrable and by the time adequate information was obtained the code was well developed.  

If not GEM, then what? Simon Kenyon (then at the National Software Centre, Dublin; now at ICL 
in Dublin) had taken Rob Pike's paper on LayersPikc:!9838 and had implemented the fundamental set of 
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routines. Pike's layers system was implemented to support his 'Blit'Pikel9S4a tenninal so this seemed ideal. 

Layers 
The layers system provides a way of manipulating overlapping rectangular bianaps displayed on a 

screen. Logically, the code acts as a separate module sitting between the bitmap that is the screen image 
and a set of application processes. The routines are designed to maintain the screen image in a way invisi
ble to the applications code. An application knows !hat iL possesses an area of screen and writes to it even 
though some of this area may be obscured by other biunaps placed on the screen. The application has a set 
of special routine calls to update the screen and these routines worry about preserving screen contents. 

The layers code is responsible for looking after the obscured portions of the screen. As a resulL, the 
application is not required to store any state because it is never called to redraw its portion of the screen. 
This works well for a simple multi-window terminal. The character comes down the line, is planted in the 
correct bianap, and is immediately thrown away. This approach is atll"aCtive because il avoids potential 
memory allocation problems. Space for bianaps can be carved out of free space when the user tries to set 
up a screen configuration; no space is needed for character storage reflecting the state of the portion of the 
screen. The system can never get into the position where there is memory for storing the imag� hut no 
space for storing the source from which the image is created. Hence the system runs out of memory at 
predictable points rather than at some arbiuary time during the display of some important data. 

The layers routines provide a basic 'system call' level in the final program. The routines deal with 
bitmaps and not charact.ers so there is modularity between them and the code of the application. In addi
tion. the routines can be developed and teSted as stand-alone entities. In reality, there is no distinct applica
tions code in every layer; all layers share the same code. Each window the user opens on the screen is a 
layer; a layer is really a data structure on which the code operat.es. The nwnber of layers that may be 
opened is limited only by the amoum of memory needed to store bitmaps. A major change was made to the 
original routines to allow the program to complain of lack of space when the user auempts to open too 
many layers. The code fails cleanly, losing no infonnation, but refusing the request to create the new layer. 

Some other changes are needed to the routines which Pike describes; the main one being the inclu
sion of a dDwnback() routine giving the ability of pushing a layer to the back of the stack of layers on the 
screen. This is mostly used in the delete operation; the delete method described in the paper causes 
unpleasant screen 'flashing' .  

The routines perform fairly well on the small screen. One characteristic of a small screen is  that 
layers are overlapped more frequently than on a large screen; perhaps it is fair to say that on the small 
screen layers are always overlapped. The routines are good at flipping layers in and om of visibility; it is 
important to be able to do Lhis with rapidity since the piece of the image that the user wants is always hid
den behind some other bitmap on the screen. 

The delete layer operation has been further altered because of this constant overlapping. When an 
overlapping layer is created, it causes the bitmap it obscures to be broken into several rectangular pieces. 
Further subdivision occurs whenever a new overlapping layer is created. The original routines never glue 
these rectangles back together again when a layer is deleted. This is not a great problem but can cause 
things to slow down appreciably in a way that is surprising to the user who does not realise the way things 
work. The delete operation has been modified and now attempts to rejoin these rectangles. It may fail if it 
cannot obtain enough memory to recreate bitmaps; in this case it leaves things as they are, hoping that a 
lat.er delete operation will complete the job. 

The terminal 
The design of the tenninal was approached with some strong ideas of how things would happen. 

Some of this was based on a previous tenninal program written for the BBC microt; the name term was 
also carried over from the BBC program. Much of the ideas for the user interface to the layers code were 
based on conference talks from Rob Pike and David Tilbrook rather than being derived from actual 

t The BBC Micro is a 6502 based home oomputer syncm lhat was (is) much used in UK educational circles. The BBC 

sponso� it as pan of a set of TV canputcr lilCl'ac:y programmes. 
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biunapped systems. Other ideas sprang from the code development or pragmatically from the operating 
system running in the Atari ST. 

The main features of the current program are: 
1. The host communicates terminal positioning and other terminal programming information using the 

ANSI standard. The terminal does not emulate a VTlOO, although many VTlOO features are sup
poned and often programming information for a VTlOO terminal will work. This was a case of 'why 
invent another standard when someone has created one for you'. The good thing about the standard 
is that it can be easily extended and bent to provide many esoteric functions. Unfonunately, it turns 
out to be necessary to perpetuare some of the VTIOO 'bugs' or 'features' because editors using 
termcap expect scroll areas to behave in certain ways. The main disadvantage with the standard is 
that the data sent to the terminal is a little verbose. 

2. The program can suppon several distinct layers or areas of screen. Each layer behaves like a 
separate terminal with positioning information operating relative to the borders of the layer. Each 
layer (apan from one that fills the whole screen) has a single continuous line around it. Layers are 
manipulated with the aid of the pop-up menu and the mouse. Operations include create, move, 
reshape and delete. 

3. Layers come in two types. In a local layer, keyboard input is simply looped back through the pro
gram directly onto the screen. In a remote layer, keyboard input is sent down the RS232 line to the 
host and data from the host is displayed on the screen. The types of layer are distinguished by hav
ing a slightly different border around them. Remote layers can be used to provide a 'many terminal 
down one line' capability when the multiplexer is used. Local layers are a useful notepad and can be 
used for temporary text storage areas in cut and paste operations. 

4 .  In normal text mode, the terminal can display four different fonts. The Atari is equipped with 3 stan
dard system fonts. There is a tiny 6*6 font that is too small for normal use but works well for inspect
ing log files in small windows and is also used by some people in menus. Term adds an extra line at 
the top and bottom of the font to give readable line spacing. This means that 6"'6 font gives a charac
ter area of 50 rows by 106 columns. The medium sized 8"'8 font gives 40 rows of 80 columns, and 
also has two extra lines added to the height of the font. The third font is 8* 16 and is the one used by 
most standard terminal emulators running on the Atari ST; it produces a standard 80 column and 25 
row screen. A fourth 7*8 font has been created from the 8*8 system font. This was done because I 
found that the 'standard' 8*8 font caused eye strain because the letter spacing was a little too wide. 
Font selection is done either from a menu or under program control. Different layers may display 
different fonts. In addition, the terminal supports a bianap load mode so raster images can be loaded 
and displayed; this was added as an afterthought to allow the examination of some bianaps that had 
materialised on a tape. One user is now drawing simple diagrams using this technique - there are 
currently no line drawing primitives in the terminal. 

5 .  The program normally displays black letters on a white background; this may be reversed from the 
menu or by program control. 

6. There are some 'special' keys on the keyboard bound to specific internal functions but all other keys 
may be mapped into any character sequence under program control. Key bindings are loaded from 
the host because the code to permit specification of text strings in the terminal was likely to be too 
large. Key bindings have proved to not be that useful. This is largely because it is not possible to 
'see' what the key contains before striking it That being said, it is true to say that most users have 
some keys bound to some character sequence. Atari have different keyboard layout for each country 
and lcey binding is useful to people with non-UK Atari machines. The keys can be tailored to return 
the 'correct' characters. 

7. A setup file may be created by the program. This contains the default settings for various aspects of 
the ST operating system, the RS232 initialisation information, the default output font, the default font 
for menus, the background colour (black or white) and the current key bindings. The setup file 
includes all the information normally specified by the 'Control Panel' application on the ST. 
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8. The program has been provided with a clock in an attempt to inhibit users from loading the proces
sors of hoslS. The clock may be loaded and swrted from a host or from the setup menu. This is an 
'application' running in a layer or set of layers. 

I 

The use or the mouse 
The ST mouse has two buttons. In general, the left button is used for selection and pointing opera

tions while the right button summons up the menu. The mouse cursor is off unless a button is pressed, so 
an action is usually confirmed by releasing a button rather than pressing one. This was done to avoid the 
flashing caused by the need to tmn the mouse cursor on and off when writing a character to the screen. 
Also, why have something visible Wltil it is needed? When the mouse cursor is on, ilS shape is altered to 
show the operation which is underway. 

The primary fwtction of the left button is to select the current input layer. The button is pressed ID 
show the mouse cursor and released when the cursor is within the boundaries of the required current input 
layer. The text cursor will move from the previous layer to the new one and the mouse cursor will disap
pear. The program thus has a sO"Ong notion of the current input layer and uses the text cursor IO show the 
appropriate Layer LO the user. If the layers are overlapped, then a funher left bunon cl ick in the current 
input layer will force the image of the current layer ro the front A menu option can be used to force a 
layer to the back of the stack of layers. 

In some programs such as editors, it is convenient to use the mouse to point at the displayed text. 
These programs may instruct term to go into a mode where a pointing hand is displayed. In this mode, the 
mouse buttons cause the program to send repons of the current text cursor position in the current layer to 
the hosL Each button returns a different ANSI sequence and so may be used for different functions in the 
host program. This was inspired by the Blit support code found lurking in the jove editor; this code was 
altered at Kent so that the mouse could be used to mark a 'region' for the editor. Support for pointing has 
also been added to vi. The pointing hand code has been employed to create a menu driven host program by 
one user. 

The Menu 
The original intention was to provide different levels of menus, but in practice it has been found 

easier to have a single global menu containing all the operations made available to the user. The menu is 
displayed by pressing the right button, it 'pops-up' at the last mouse position and can thus be moved about 
the screen. The menu routine allows for nested menus by providing a 'sub-menu' function. Sub-menu 
entries are marked by a small hollow right arrow symbol on the right of the menu line. Moving the cursor 
over the hollow arrow symbol will cause a new menu to pop up over the first. This menu may contain 
further sub-menu functions. Moving outside a sub-menu will unstack it, leaving the parent menu 
displayed. The menu routine remembers the last selection, this is convenient for repeated actions. 

The contents of the first level of menu indicate the type of operations that may be performed. The 
available selections are: 
New Create a new remote layer, this is replaced by 'Shell' when the multiplexer is running. 
Local Create a local layer. 
Back Put the current layer m the back. 
Copy Copy a character sequence. 
Yank Pull an area of the screen into a buffer. 
Put Put the contents of the Yank buffer into the current layer. The entry only appears when some-

thing has been Yanked. 
Put<cr> Put and append a carriage return. The entry only appears when something has been Yanked 
Reshape Reshape the current layer. 
Move Move the CUJTent layer. 
Setup Slide right to go to the Setup sub-menu. 
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Delete Delete the current input layer. 

The entries split into three types: entries dealing with layer manipulation; entries perfonning cut and 
paste operations with the data on the screen; and the Setup entry leading down to a set of further menus to 
tailor the program to the preferences of the user. Setup will not be dealt with in detail here. 

The entries above are shown in the order in which they appear in the menu. This may seem a little 
random but it is not. The most used layer manipulation primitive is Back; the most used cut and paste 
operator is Copy. Since the last menu choice is remembered, the menu cursor tends to stay around this part 
of the menu. The Delete operawr has been deliberately moved as far as possible from any other entry to 
avoid a buuon press triggering the inadvertent deletion of a layer. Just above Delete is the Setup entry; this 
is a useful place to park the menu selection bar after a deletion, so that a right button press has no chance of 
removing a layer. Reshape and Move are often done in tandem on layers and so live together. The order
ing of the entries has been altered from experience of use. 

Layer manipulation menu entries 
The New or Shell entries allow the user to sweep out an area using a 'rubber-band' rectangle and a 

new layer is created in it Normally a layer will have a single pixel width border around it; but the border 
will be suppressed if the layer completely fills the screen. The Shell entry creates a new remote layer and 
starts a shell when the multiplexer is running. Protocol limitations in uw mean that a maximum of seven 
multiplexed layers may be active at any one time. An attempt to exceed this will result in an enor message 
being displayed in a specially created local layer. 

The Local entry creates a new local layer. Local layers can act like a scratch pad for storing large 
blocks of text image, or they may be used for constructing lines of text for later insertion using either the 
Copy or Yank/Put functions. They do have some simple editing features. The insert key allows overwrit
ing or insertion of characters. The delete and backspace keys do the obvious things, and in addition the 
anow keys can be used to move the cursor around a character at a time. Local layers are 'free',  the imple
mentation is simply a matter of making the keyboard input routine call the routine used to place data on the 
screen rather than calling the routine used to send characters to the host. They have turned out to be useful 
and replace the tiny bits of paper kept on a desk for scribbling rough notes. 

The Delete operator deletes the cunent input layer. The layer nearest the top becomes the current 
input layer. It is possible to indicate that a layer will not be used for input; so these layers will be skipped 
when an attempt is made to find a new current input layer. This is useful for the clock and has been used 
for layers nmning monitoring programs like syslioe. When the multiplexer is running, the current layer 
can be deleted by terminating the program running in the layer. This is because the multiplexer tells the 
program to remove the layer using the appropriate command from the line protocol. All layers may be 
deleted; at which point the menu shrinks to contain Shell, Local and Setup. The command in the protocol 
is bi-directional. Whan a layer is deleted from the screen, the pseudo-terminal is closed and this results in 
the controlling shell being tenninated. 

The Back menu entry puts the current layer to the back of the current stack of layers. The layer 
which is now at the top becomes the current input layer. This is done because it is not easy to determine 
whether the original input layer is completely obscured or not. 

In hindsight, the controls used to choose the layer that is to be displayed are somewhat rudimentary. 
There are only two: bringing a layer to the front is done by using the mouse's left button and the mouse 
cursor, and the current input layer can be pushed to the back with the menu selection. The lack of a 'Front' 
menu selection is occasionally annoying. It is sometimes necessary to fiddle around to get the screen in the 
correct configuration for the job in hand. This must be balanced against the temptation of making the glo
bal menu too large. 

The Reshape and Move operators are self explanatory. For reshape, the mouse moves a rubber band 
rectangle anchored at the current top left hand comer of the current layer. Reshape is done by copying the 
contents of the layer into a newly created one with the new size. The original layer is deleted. For Move, a 
dotted rectangle shows the size of the layer and it is moved around the screen. Move is done by copying 
the contents of the layer into a newly created one at the new position on the screen. The original layer is 
deleted. Both of these operators benefit from the work done to glue bitmaps together in the delete layer 
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routine. 
The layer manipulation operators provide a minimum set of useful things that can be done to arrange 

layers on the screen. There is nothing particularily revolutionary about the operations provided. Many of 
the operations have cwo or more stages and care has been taken to ensure that mouse buaon control is logi
cal and consistent For example, to create a new local layer the user presses the right mouse button to 
obtain the menu, moves the mouse to select Local; and releases the button. Toe pointing cursor, in the 
shape of a hollow box with an arrow pointing left and up, is displayed. The cursor is now moved to the 
desired position for the IOp left hand comer of the new layer. The left button is always used with a pointing 
cursor, so pressing it defines the top left hand corner. The left button is kept down while a rubber-band 
rectangle is displayed and the required area is swept out Releasing the button defines the boll.om right 
hand comer. The entire operation can be cancelled at any time by pressing the right button . The same sort 
of operations are needed for most of the menu choices and the same sequence of button presses and holds 
are used at all times. This consistency of operation is important and is one reason why the program is liked 
by users. 

As time has gone on it has proved to be desirable to be able to carry out many of the operations from 
the host and ANSI sequences now exist to create new layers; put them at the front; place them at the back; 
reshape them and delete them. This adds greatly to the usability of the program . For instance, it is possible 
to execute a command on the host reshaping the layer to a certain character area. 

Cut and paste operations 
A main strength of any windowing environment is the ability to pick up data from one window and 

move it to another. A major aim of Term was to provide this functionality. 
The Copy menu operator allows the user to pick up a sequence of characters from a line on the 

screen and insert them in the currently selected input layer at the current text cursor position. This is done 
by transmitl.ing the sequence of characters up to the host and allowing the host to echo characters back onto 
the screen. To prevent over-running the host, provision has been made to allow the terminal to optionally 
delay between characters and on the transmission of a carriage rerurn. 

When Copy is selected, the left button chooses the starting position from anywhere on the screen . 
While the left button remains down, the mouse is moved to the right inverting the video image of the char
acters that are to be copied. The terminating character position can adjusted right or left on the screen with 
the restriction that it cannot cross the edge of a superimposed layer. Releasing the button triggers a reverse 
lookup operation where the bitmap on the screen is matched with the font currently being displayed in the 
layer where the characters are to be found. If a match is found an ASCII character is generated. A space 
will be generated for any bit panem that cannot be recognised. It is impossible to generate a tab character; 
the blank area on the screen will be converted into a number of spaces. 

Reverse lookup is used because the program does not store the contents of a layer in any recreatable 
form; only the bitmap image exists. On the first call to Copy or Yank, the current font is scanned to create 
a lookup table. The bitmap for each character in the font is summed and this summation stored in the table. 
The reverse lookup code sums the bitmap for the character to be matched, rushes down the table looking 
for an identical value and then does a bitmap compare. Most characters in the current fonts sum to a 
unique number so the number of unnecessary bitmaps compares is low. The algorithm is fast enough, it 
can pick up a whole screen (7*8 font) in around 12 seconds, this is around 3ms per character and most of 
this time is spent re-inverting the video around each character being looked up. 

The Yank operator is similar to Copy except that the area of the screen may span more than one line. 
A rectangular area of screen is picked up, a column from Is for instance. If the selected rectangle spans 
more than one line, all lines but the last will have trailing spaces removed and carriage rerums inserted at 
the end of the visible data. The data is not immediately inserted into the current input layer but held in a 
character buffer for later insertion using Put 

The Put entty will only appear in the menu when the Yank buffer is not empty. Selecting Put will 
send the current contents of the Yank buffer up the line. The Put<cr> entty will perfonn a Put and then 
send a carriage return. This is useful when a complete command is yanked; the command can be inserted 
into the current input layer by a single button click. 
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The approach of inserting copied characterS at the currently active cursor position was derived from 
an earlier terminal program written for the BBC micro. If a user wishes to edit a line from the screen and 
send a slightly different version to the host then they must copy parts of the old line, type in some new 
characters, and then perhaps copy more sections of the old line. 

Cut and paste editing is done differently on the Blit. The user moves the text cursor to the old data 
on the screen and edits the old image without transmitting anything. The revised image is then picked up 
and sent up the line. It is not clear which method is 'better't. In Term, local layers do provide an impor
tant cut and paste tool. Large areas of the screen can be yanked and loaded into a local layer, where it may 
be edited before being picked up and sent up the line to the host 

Programming 
The program running all this is now around 60K. Use was made of as many parts of the standard ST 

operating system as was possible; for instance the mouse control is all done using the standard system calls 
provided for that purpose. The program works hard to replace things as they were before it tailored the 
machine for its use; as a result it is usable in tandem with other programs written for the Atari ST. This is 
an issue because the machine does not support multitasking; any program can alter things in the operating 
system and leave an unusable machine for the next program which is run. It is panicularily easy to condi
tion the machine so that the GEM desktop is unusable, at this point all the user can do is press the reset but
ton. 

The main section is a single loop looking for events from the RS232 input buffer, the keyboard and 
the mouse. The appropriate routine is then called. As far as is possible, all the separate modules are called 
indirectly through function pointers and this allows things like local layers and switching the protocol 
decoding on and off to be achieved easily. 

The program is constructed from a set of identifiable modules living in separate source files and hav
ing well defined interfaces. This is beginning to break down somewhat as the program has grown and 
operational speed became an important criteria. The main problem is the speed at which bits can be placed 
on the screen; this has to be faced by everyone trying to write raster graphics code. In this case, waiting for 
faster hardware is not an option, making the code go faster is the only choice which is available. This is 
not quite true, Atari has long promised a special blitter chip and the code uses the standard Atari blitter 
interface and bitblt() routine to move bits around memory in anticipation that the chip will be made gen
erally available. 

However, the program uses several techniques to make things work a little faster. The first thing to 
notice is that writing characters to the screen is slow, it is not possible drive the screen at 9600 baud when 
using the RS232 connection running at that speed. This means that the code can refrain from updating the 
screen if there is anything in the RS232 input buffer. This observation can be used to make things work 
much faster by avoiding wmecessary work. For instance, to write a single character on the screen means 
that the text cursor (which is an video inverted character area) has to be turned off; the character loaded 
from the font onto the screen (possibly using the layers routines) and finally the text cursor turned on again. 
This trick here is to ensure that the program does not tum the text cursor on again if there is anything in the 
RS232 input buffer. 

Another win with this technique is to build up a line in an off screen bitmap using the standard bitblt 
code; the entire line is then pasted onto the screen using the layers version of the bitblt routine. Since the 
layers code calls the bitblt routine, this saves much Wlnecessary work. 

Scrolling is the slowest operation that has to be undertaken; it mostly means that nearly all the screen 
has to be moved up or down memory. The worst case is scrolling nearly the entire screen bitmap when 
moving the whole screen up one line. Many terminals perform scrolling by moving the base address 
loaded into the video control chip. This method is not available on the Atari ST; scrolling simply has to be 
done by physically moving large chunks of memory around. However, things can be made to go a little 
faster if blank areas are to be displayed. The program simply COWlts newlines when lines are blank and 
unloads this cache when the RS232 input buffer empties; this results in jump scrolls of more than one text 

t A religious issue, I suspc:c:t. Depending on whidi method the U1CT came across firsL 
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line. It is panicularily useful when inside a visual editor using scrolls to clear portions of the screen; this 
now happens very quickly. 

Another speed-up can be obtained by noticing that an operation is to be done on a full screen layer 
that is totally visible. Here the layers code is not needed and can be avoided. also scrolling can be per
formed quickly using byte copying routines that are much faster than the bitblt code because they are mov
ing aligned data. This is slightly nasty but is justifiable because many people use the program when 
displaying a single unobscured layer. 

Possibly things cannot be made to go much faster, a compiling bitblt routine might help or perhaps 
Atari might get round to selling the long promised chip. However, it is unlikely that the program will be 
developed much further since it has reached that stage of complexity where something new should be done 
to replace iL 

Conclusion 
The Term program provides a windowing environment for software development running on com

mercial harrlware hought for a fraction of the cost of a workstation. The system appears to be well liked by 
users whose main problems stem from the hardware - 'the screen isn't big enough' or ' it needs to run fas
ter' .  All the users previously had a text terminal on their desk and find that the new system significantly 
adds to their working environment. It is unclear whether workstations- will become available to all who 
wish to use them, we all need much cheaper large screens and network hardware for this to become a real
ity. In interim, cheap systems like Tenn can provide much of the functionality at a price that more people 
can afford. 
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Abs tra c t  

With the emergence o f  the NSFNET backbone network and i t s  
innovative routing protocol ,  i t  became necessary t o  develop a 
way to i nteract with the backbone network's  routing s trategy .  
Also , during this time, many mid- level networks were becom ing 
connected to the NSFNET backbone. Individual sites on these mid
level networks wished to  communicate v ia  the NSFNET backbone, 
but also wanted to use their own DDN ARPANET or MILNET l ink as 
a fallback route when necessary . Of course , this use o f  backup 
and fallback routes had to take place dynamicall y  in order to be 
of  any real value. 

This paper discusses the implementation of a UNIX r o u t i n g  
daemon which is capable o f  performing the above described 
tasks as well as a number of other functions .  Experiences m 
d eal i n g  w i th routing protocols  when they are running i n  
parallel and how they affected design decis ions wi l l  a l s o  be 
discussed. This routing daemon has been in the field for almost a 
year and a half. While at first it was believed to be a very short 
term solution ,  it has proven i tself well and has given us the 
necessary time to push forward towards the development of a n e w  
routing protocol .  

1 .0 History and Background 

The NSFNet backbone became operational during June of  I 986 .  This 
backbone network consisted of six nodes, one at each of the NSF f u n d e d 
supercomputer centers . Each node consisted of a PDP 1 1/73 (fuzzball) gateway 
running software (fuzzware) developed by Dave Mills of the University of  
Delaware ( 1 ) .  The routing protocol used by the fuzzball is very difLrent from 
the routing protocol  used widely within UNIX environments. The fuzzbal l  uses 

UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs 
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the Hello routing protocol, while the 
UNIX environments is the Routing 

most widely used 
Information Protocol 

routing 
(RIP) .  

protocol within 

The Hello routing protocol has a metric based on time delay . I ts metric 
has a range of 0 to 30000 mi l liseconds  with 30000 representing i n fi nity or 
unreachable. The Hello protocol also has a number of features which add to 
the stabi lity of routing and suppress prob lem s  such as routing l oops and 
m etric counting.  These features inc lude the performance of  sp l i t-hor izon ,  
hold-downs, and flash updates [2] . 

Spl it-horizon can be defined as using the infinity metric in the routing 
information you send out for routes that are being gatewayed through the 
i nterface you are sending the routing information on.  In less c o n f u s i n g  
terms ,  you don't broadcast reachability for a network back out of the same 
i nterface you are reaching that same network on .  

Performing hold-downs means that once an infinity metric is  heard for 
a route, it is not deleted , but kept at infinity for a given amount of time.  
During this hold-down period, no routing information is  believed about  t h e  
route being held-down . The gateway itself continues to announce the held
down route during the hold-down period. This  allows the entire system to 
propagate the unreachable network before i t  is actually deleted. 

Perform i n g  f la sh -up dates m eans that once a route has changed ,  
propagate the change immediatel y .  Don ' t  wait for the usual interval  for 
sending a routing update. This allows networks to react quickly to changes. 

The RIP used in conjunction with BSD UNIX is a derivative of the Xerox 
Routing Information Protocol [3] . I t  has a metric based on hop counts and the 
range is from O to 16 with 1 6  being infinity or unreachable. RIP, as it appears 
in BSD UNIX, was not intended to be used in wide area network applications and 
therefore has no routing features to promote stability as the fuzz ball does. A s  
we will discuss later, using RIP in a wide area network env ironment  brough t  
on  a number of problems. 

As soon as the NSFNet backbone became operational , the technical  
people involved in operating and developing the NSFNet backbone real ized 
that in order for sites to make use of the backbone effectivel y ,  some routi ng 
agent had to be developed to interact with the backbone using Hello, while a lso 
in teracting with connecting s i tes  using RIP and EGP. This r ou ti n g  agent  
wou ld  mediate and  translate between the protocol s ,  passing information f r o m  
one protocol to the other and back. While manually adding static routes  may 
have been easier in the short term , i t  would not have ful ly  uti lized the 
redundancy now present in the In ternet en vironment. Using static routes 
would have made users of the backbone "handicapped " ;  so full priority was 
g i ven towards making the NSFNet backbone a fully integrated part of the 
Internet. This routing agent, g a t e d ,  was to be a big step in fulfi l l ing these 
p l an s .  

The development of gated started in August of 1986 and with input from 
such people as Dave Mills, Mike Petry of Maryland, Scott Brim of Cornel l ,  a n d 
Hans-Werner Braun of Merit, the first release of gated was available i n  
November o f  1986 .  S ince then , there have been three more releases .  Each 
release contained fixes and enhancements which were made after gain ing  
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2 .0 Overview of Gated 
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Development 
needs of the 

of  gated 
I nternet  

The gated routing daemon for UNIX handles two d ifferent routing 
protocols , Hello and RIP, and one reachability protocol,  EGP [4] .  Gated can 
participate in any combination of the three routing protocols at  one time. It i s  
meant as a replacement for the UNIX routing daemon ro u t e d ,  the UNIX EGP 
daemon, e g p up ,  and any son of Hello routing daemon that may be used. 

In addition, gated listens to ICMP redirects and attempts to deal with 
them in a rational manner [5] . Gated also provides routing confi guration 
options which make developing a network routing s trategy much easier for 
the network administrator. These routing options include l i s tening to certain 
l is ted gateways for routing information, only putting certain l i s ted networks 
in the routing update packets, turning off routing on a g iven interface on a 
per-protocol basis ,  and the sending of routing information directly to l i s ted 
g at e w ay s .  

Gated keeps i ts own internal routing tables. At startup, gated reads all of 
the routes out of the UNIX kernel to get an initial state. Once this initial state is 
achieved, gated then dictates what routes are entered into the kernel .  S ince 
the routing process in UNIX is out of the kernel , the kernel has to mirror the 
routing process which is actually an application level program. The only time 
in  which gated tries to parallel the kernel is when an ICMP redirect i s  
received b y  the UNIX gateway. The IC.MP redirect has already been acted upon 
when the kernel passes it up to the application level. Gated must then try to 
make the same actions as the kernel in order that each of their routing tables 
remains cons is tent with each other . 

NYS ERNET 
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Figure 1 .  Typical Gated Environment 
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Figure 1 shows a topology in which gated is most widely used. As you 
can see, the only way to get routing information from NYSERNet to the NSFNet 
is, to have a mediator do some routing translation between RIP and Hello. The 
gated machine above can do that. Also, the gated machine will prefer routes 
coming from the NSFNet as opposed to routes coming from the ARPANET. If t h e  
NSFNet gateway goes down , the gated machine will fall back to using the 
ARPANET. This i s  explained in detail in  a later section. 

3 .0 Gated Modules 

The following sections describe the differen t 
implementation .  B ecause gated is an appl ication 
fields were added to the routing  table struc tures 
without having to make any kernel modifications . 
processing of routes and interfaces much easier.  
discussed in detail below. 

3 . 1  RIP Implementa t ion 

modules of the g a t e d  
level program , additional 
and i n terface 

These additions 
These additions 

structures 
made the 

will be 

The RIP implemented in gated is  the same that war implemented in 
routed for BSD UNIX with a few minor additions [6] . The RIF in gated includes 
the routing features of the Hello routing protocol. These features are split-
horizon , hold-downs, and flash-updates .  These features were not included in 
the BSD UNIX RIP implementation because RIP was not meant to be used in a 
wide area network. In order for RIP to interact wi th the NSFNet routing 
scheme, these features were needed. The split-horizon , hold-downs , and flash
updates in gated 's  RIP parallel the implementations found in  the NSFNet 
fuzzball gateways .  The RIP hold-down period in gated is one minute. RIP 
packets are supplied gratuitously every 30 seconds and RIP routes are timed 
out after four minutes of not being updated. On startup , gated sends out an 
initial RIP command request packet asking all gateways for RIP information. 

All of the RIP routing features are subject to the con fig urable  routi n g  
options and firewalls of gated. For example , a flash-update will not b e  sent via 
RIP for a network that can only be announced via the Hello protocol .  Hold
downs ,  coupled with split-horizon, effectively cut down on " counting to 
infinity " problems associated with RIP . "Counting to infinity" is an event 
which occurs when connectivity to a network is lost. Gateways p ar t i c i p a t i n g  
in routing who do not employ these special routing features each claim false 
connectivity to this network. Each time they c laim connectivity, the r o u t i n g  
metric used is higher than the last one used. This condition prevails  among 
the gateways until each one of them uses the infinity metric .  Once this 
condition is reached , the information about the lost network goes away, but 
while the gateways were "counting " the route and claiming fal se  connec tivi t y ,  
all network traffic destined to this network was lost unknown to  the users o f  
the network. 

3 .2 Hello Implementation 

The Hello implementation in gated parallels the fuzzball gateway o f  
Dave Mills as closely as UNIX would allow it. Specifically, gated follows RFC 891  
and has attempted to  keep up with the modifications to  the Hello p ro t o c o l 
which were made by Dave Mills as the needs of the NSFNet backbone changed. 

Fedor 
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The native Hello protocol requires a very accurate clock. 
system provides the accurate timing needed by the Hello 
not provide the accuracy needed for full participation 
with the fuzzball ,  but participates in the Hello protocol 
timing of the fuzzballs by invalidating the time stamp 
h e a d e r .  

The PDP- 1 1  fuzzball 
protocol .  UNIX could 
in the Hello protocol 
wi th out affecting the 

in the Hello packet 

The Hello protocol has all of the routing features described in the 
previous section and is subject to the same firewalls .  A Hello update is 
generated gratuitously every fifteen seconds.  The h old-down period i s  one 
minute long. The Hello protocol in gated does not include subnets , only the 
non - subnetted network number.  

3.3 EGP Implementation 

The gated EGP implementation is the original Kirton EGP application 
with some bug fixes and slight enhancements [7). The firewalls and routing 
options were also applied to EGP. Control of what dynamically went into the 
EGP updates was now possible. Considerable work was done by Thomas Nanen 
of Purdue to improve the timing modules of the EGP implementation .  N arten 
also modified gated to peer with the new BBN Butterfly gateways to be used in 
the ARPANET core. The gated EGP implementation was modified to allow two 
implem entations to peer with each other in a subnetted environment.  This 
feature was used at the John Von Neuman Center in Princeton,  N.J . 

3.4 ICMP 

Unlike its predecessors, gated listens to ICMP redirects and figures them 
into the routing scheme. Once gated receives a redirect, it attempts to mirror 
the kernel with its own actions. Any route learned of via an ICMP redirect is 
not broadcast via any routing protocol and is deleted from the kernel after six 
minutes. This is different from the kernel as it will never remove a route 
installed via an ICMP redirect. The ICMP processing by gated has tended to 
make the routing tables much cleaner and more consistent .  Before gated, it 
was not uncommon to see as many as ten different routes for the same network 
after a flurry of redirects. 

3 .5 Interface Process ing  

I nterface information is read from the kernel during startup .  Only 
those interfaces that have been ifconfig 'ed before gated startup are 
considered. An interface that is down is noted as such and is periodically 
checked by gated (every 30 seconds) .  If the Interface flags have changed 
since the last 30 second check, the new flags are put into gated's internal 
interface list and the appropriate actions are taken.  For example ,  if an 
interface goes from down to up, gated will read the address,  netmask, and all  
other information needed to reinitialize the interface structure . Therefore, if 
a change of the broadcast address or interface metric of  an interface is needed 
and gated can not be restarted, ifconfig the interface down until gated notices 
it and ifconfig it back up again. The change will then take effect in gated. 

After interface list initialization, gated initializes 
with the direct routes associated with each interface. 
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added to the kernel routing tables as the if co nf i g command has already done 
this. Gated installs the interface routes with a metric of zero and the route 
type as "direct". The interface routes are not marked as passive (static) and do 
indeed age. Every time a routing packet is received on an interface, the direct 
route associated with that i nterface has its age reset. If an interface route 
should age and have to be deleted , the route is deleted from the kernel as well 
as gated's own tables after the hold down period . From this point on, gated will 
then listen to any o ther i n formation regard ing its former d irect i nterface 
route. While gated has a d irec t in terface route, i t  will ignore any other 
routing information received about the interface route.  If gated s h  o u 1 d 
receive a routing packet from the previously down interface ,  i t  will r e i n s ta l l  
the  direct interface route and delete any o ther rou te associated with  this 
destination. This feature only applies if there are two or m ore interfaces and 
the interface is no t  specified i n  a " pass ive interface "  c l ause i n  the 
configuration fi le .  

A link to a PSN or IMP is tested by sending a routing packet to itself. T h e  
packet will go out to the IMP and get sent back. On receipt o f  this packet, the 
age is reset on the direct interface route associated with the IMP. 

Gated ' s  i nternal i nterface s tructure is described in greater detail in 
A ppend ix  A. The interface s tructure is defined using the C programming 
language and is an excerpt from a gated source header file . 

3 .6  Route Process ing 

Gated keeps a single internal routing table. The table i s  hashed as in th e 
4 .3BSD UNIX kernel. The hash function is also the one that is used in the UNIX 
kernel .  Each of gated ' s  routing table  entries contains an abund a n c e  o f  
information about t h e  route itself. This is much m ore information than the 
UNIX kernel holds, allowing gated to perform all of its routing features rather 
easily . The gated routing entry i s  described in detail under Appendix B .  The 
route entry structure is defined using the C programming language and is an 
excerpt from a gated source header file. 

Each destination network that gated chooses to place in the routing 
tables has an entry as described in  Appendix B .  The initialization of  the entry 
for the destination n etwork and the actual placement into the routing table 
takes place after gated makes a decision whether the route to this ne twork is 
actually better than any other route i t  has for this same network. This 
decision making process can get very complicated and is di scussed in section 
5 . 0  on routing interchange .  

3 .  7 F irewall Pr ocessin g  

Gated 's firewall s ystem provides configurability a s  t o  where and how 
routing information about a gi ven  destination network will be given oul. 
Gated also provides the same feature for listening to information about a given 
destination network via the routing protocols. Configuration of the firewal l 
s ystem consists of adding en tries to a configuration fi le. A t  startup, gated 
reads these entries and keeps a s tatic list of destination n etworks and the 
restriction information for each. When a route for a destination n etwork is 
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added to the gated internal routing table, a search is made of this restriction 
lisl to check for any resmcuons on this network. If any are found, a field in 
the routing table entry points to the proper res triction information to make it 
readi ly  available for lookup . 

4 .0 Routing Features 

The routing features supported by gated are those described in section 
3 . 1 .  These features help in the suppression of routing loops and "counting to 
infinity . "  "Counting to infinity" is a real problem when you have a very 
large redundant network . The fuzzball routing algorithm has gone to great 
lengths to suppress these problems.  Therefore , the gated routing algorithm 
has attempted to parallel the fuzzball's features as closely as possible. I t  was 
also n ecessary to interact with the fuzzballs without affec ting their routing 
performance. This was a real challenge. 

In applying these routing features, gated had to take into account the 
possibility that these protocols might run in parallel on the same network. F o r  
example, o n  one network, there might be three gateways runn ing Hello and 
RIP,  one gateway running j ust  RIP, and one fuzzball running only Hel lo .  If 
spli t-horizon is applied to all routes straight across the board no matter what  
routing protocol they were heard from, certain routes that were heard from 
the RIP only gateway by the gated machine would never be told to the Hello 
only fuzzball. The gated machine would apply split-horizon to the RIP only 
route and Hello i t  out at an infinity metric. The fuzzball would then of course 
ignore this. This would totally defeat the original purpose of gated, which was 
to be a routing agent/translator between RIP and Hello. To solve this p r o b  1 e m ,  
gated keeps a per-interface list o f  participating routing gateways and what  
protocols each is speaking . This l i s t  i s  kept in  th e in terface s truc ture . 
F urther more , each routing table entry contains a flag that tells  w hat routing 
protocols the next hop gateway is speaking. When it comes time to send out a 
routing update via a routing protocol (N), gated checks to see what the next 
hop gateway is speaking for each route. If i t  is speaking the same routing 
protocol as protocol (N) and the next hop gateway is out the same interface as 
the protocol (N) update packet is going to be sent, set the metric to infinity . 
This i s  gated's spl i t -horizon s trategy in a para l le l  rou t ing protoco l  
environment. Split-horizon is also not applied to  any s tatic routes .  

5 .0  Rout ing I n terchange  

When gated must make a decision on  whether to pick one route o v e r  
another, i t  can become rather complicated. The easiest method i s ,  obviously, to 
pick the route with the smallest  metric .  In the m ult i-routing protoco l  
environment, this  i sn't always the case. Gated must take into account the 
poss ib i l i ti es of different m etrics and in teraction problem s between the 
routi ng  protocols .  

The two routing protocols that gated supports, RIP and Hello, both have 
different metrics and have some interaction problems that affect the two of 
them when operating in parallel. One of the interaction problems has to do 
w ith the metric conversions between both protocols .  When a metric is 
converted from one protocol to another and then back to the original protocol ,  
the metric must be consistently incremented so the integrity of the metric i s  
m aintained. Internally,  gated keeps its metrics in milliseconds. This is  so the 
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granularity of th e Hello metric is preserved. If the Hello metric were to be 
converted to a hopcount metric, its usefulness in making fine-toothed routing 
decisions would be severely l imited. Therefore, the RIP hopcoun t metric 1s 
converted to milliseconds . In order to accomplish this a conversion table i s  
used. The conversion table used in  gated version 1 .3 . 1  is listed in Appendix C.  

In making route decisions, any Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) l earned 
route (Hello or RIP) is always preferred over an EGP learned route. This m e a n s  
that any ARPANET/Mil..NET learned route will not be used if there is a path to 
that route via Hello or RIP. As soon as the IGP route is deleted, the EGP route 
will be used if it is still available. S ince the ARPANET /MILNET use an EGP and 
the NSFNet backbone uses an IGP, any gateway running gated will use the 
NSFNet backbone routes and use the ARPANET/MILNET as a fallback for t h e  
NSFNet routes. The reason for having the IGP unconditionally replace the EGP 
is because the EGP used in the Internet today is a reachability protocol and 
al though a metric is carried through , i t  can not br. trusted. This means that i t 
cannot be used to make routing decisions . There are future plans to upgrade 
the EGP to carry valid metrics through the system. Once this i s  done, gated can 
be enhanced to have the EGP and the IGP's interact more intelligently . 

A static route is never overridden by .a routing protocol l earned rou te ,  
and i s  also never aged. It  is kept i n  th e  tables until the configuration file i s  
changed and gated i s  restarted .  A RIP learned route does not override a Hello 
route unless the RIP route is better than the minimum of the last 24 Hello 
metrics for the route in question. This is to guard agains t RIP i m p  1 em en t a t  i o n s  
that do not perform split-horizon and the momentary undercutting of a Hello 
route if the Hello metric sudden ly  changes by a wide m argin .  The last 
phenomenon was experienced during the initial months of N S FNet backbone 
o p er a ti o n . 

6 . 0 Rout ing  Configurab i l i ty 

As was mentioned earl ier, gated allows flexible routing configurabilit y .  
I n  addition to the firewalls, gated allows the specification of  static routes ,  per
in terface routing protocol control, the setting of interface metrics ,  the initial 
setting of a defaul t route, and many more that canno t be discussed in this  
paper. For a complete description of the configuration options for gated,  see 
the gated UNIX manual page in the gated distribution [8 ) .  

7 .0 Future D e,·e lopments  

Gated i s  continuing to be  developed at the Cornell Theory Center. S in ce 
I departed Cornell in November of 1 987,  gated development has been taken o n  
by Jeffrey C .  Honig . For the mos t part, gated has implemented all of t h e  
enhancements to the Hello protocol as done by Dave Mills since that time and 
the support for fixed metrics has also been added. Gated is being modified to be 
used in the new NSFNet backbone network being deployed by IBM and Merit ,  
Inc .  The modifications include the addition of a Shortest Path Firs t ( S P F )  
routing protocol [9) and further enhancements to the EGP. More rou t i ng  
configuration options are being added to aid the network administra tor in 
interfacing into the new NSFNel. The feedback from the Interne t communi ty 
has been excellent and has been one of the reasons for the success of ga ted .  

Fedor 
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Initially, gated was developed as an interim measure, but will continue to be 
developed as long as it is needed in the community. 
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Appen dix A:  Interface S tructure  

The interface structure definition was taken from the header file " if.h " 
of the gated version 1 .3 . 1  distribution package. 

struct interface 

in t  next -
int addr 
int intu -

int net -
int netmask -
int subnet 

s truct i nterface 
struct sockaddr 

union 

"' i n t_ n e x t ;  
int_addr; 

s truct sockaddr 
s truct dstaddr 

i nt_intu;  

i n  tu_br oadaddr ;  
i n tu_ds taddr ;  

u_long 
u _ l o n g  
u _ l on g 
u _ l o n g  
i n t  
i n t  
i n t  
i n t  
c h a r  
u s h or t  
struct active_gw 
i n t  

int_net; 
i n t _ n e tm ask ;  
i n t_ s ub n e t ;  
i n  t_ s  u b ne tm  a s k ; 
i n t_ m e tr i c ;  
i n t_ fl ags ;  
i n t_ ipacket s ;  
i n t_ opacket s ;  
"' i n t_ n a m e ;  
i n t_ tran s i t i o n s ;  
"' in t_ac t ive_ g w ;  
i n  t_recon s tm e t r i  c ;  

A pointer to the next interface in the l ist. 
The address of the interface on this gateway. 
A union which contains either a broadcast 
address or destination address depending on 
whichever is applicable. 
Network number of the interface. 
The network mask of the interface. 
The subnet number if applicable. 

int subnetmask -
int metric -
intJlags 
int_ipackets 
int_opackets -

The subnet mask of the interface if applicable. 
The interface metric . 
Marks state of in terface: up, point-to-point, etc. 
Number of routing packets received. 
Number of routing packets sent out. 

int name -
int transitions -
int_active_gw 
int  reconsrmetric-

Interface name in UNIX. 
Number of times interface went from down to up. 
List of other routing gateways on the interface. 
Metric for reconstitution of route metrics. 

Fedor 
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Appendix B :  Routing Entry Structure 

This structure represents an entry in gated's routing table. As discussed 
earlier, this entry ho lds more information than the UNIX kernel ' s  routing 
entry. This increased knowledge al lows gated to perform its complex route 
m an i p u la ti on s .  

struct rt_entry 

s truct rt_entry 
s truct rt_entry 

• rt_ forw ; 
"' r t_b ac k :  

union 
s truct rten try 
struct ( 

u _ l o n g 
s truct soc kaddr 
struct sockaddr 
s h or t  
in t 
i n t 
in t 
s truct in terface 
i n t 
s truct h ello_ win 
s truct restrictli st  
s truct restrictlist 
s truct restrictlist  
s truct res trictli st  
in t 

rtu_entry; 

r tu_r t ;  

r tu _ h a s h ;  
rtu_ds t ;  
r t u _ ro u t e r ;  
r tu_fl ag s ;  
rtu_ s tat e ;  
r t u _ t i m e r ;  
r t u _ m e tr ic ; 
* r t u_ ifp ;  
r tu_p ro to ; 
r t u_h_  w i n do w :  
* r t u _ a n n ou n c e :  
• r t u _ n o a n n o u n c e ;  
* rt u_ l i s t en ; 
"' rt u _ s r c l i s t en : 
r t u_fro mpro to ; 

rt_rtu: 
] ·  

rtu dst -
rtu router • 
rtuJlags 
rtu state -
rtu timer 
rtu_ifp · 

rtu_proto -
nu_h_window 
rtu announce 

rtu noannounce 

rtu listen 

rtu srclisten 

rtuJromproto 

Summer USENIX '88 

The destination network. 
The next hop gateway for the destination network. 
Marks if route is direct, dynamic, host, or up . 
Marks state of route: just changed, passive, etc . 
The age of the route. 
Pointer to the interface from which the next hop gateway 
is reachable .  
The routing protocol from which the route was learned. 
Keeps the last 24 Hello metrics for the destination network. 
Pointer to information about what gated can announce 
and where . 
Pointer to information about what gated can n o t 
a n n o un c e .  
Pointer to information about what gated can believe about 
this route including what protocol and what interface.  
Pointer to information about what gated will believe about 
this route. 
Flags what routing protocol(s) the next hop gateway is 
s p eaki n g .  
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Appendix C :  Metric Conversion Table 

This Appendix outlines the metric conversion table in gated version 
1 . 3 . 1 .  The table was provided by David L. Mills of the University of Delaware. 
Please note that once a RIP metric is converted to Hello mil liseconds , any 
addition of m ill iseconds to the converted metric guarantees a h igher RIP 
metric when convening back to a RIP metric. This property is needed so that 
routing loops don 't  occur and the integrity of the metric is s o m e w h a t  
m a i n ta i n e d .  

R I P  H e l l o  R I P  

Hop count MiJiiseconds Hop count 

0 0 0 
1 1 00 1 

2 1 4 8  2 

3 2 1 9  3 

4 325 4 

5 4 8 1  5 

6 7 1 3  6 
7 1 057 7 
8 1 567 8 

9 2322 9 
1 0  3440 1 0  
1 1  5097 1 1  
1 2  7552  1 2  
1 3  1 1 1 90  1 3  

1 4  1 6579  14  

1 5  24564 1 5  

1 6  3 0000 1 6  
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Abstract 

Asmodeus is a distributed database system which simplifies the tasks of the U nix sys
tems administrator. Using simple commands to the Asmodeus command interface, the 
systems administrator can perform many tedious operations over a large network of 
ma.chines. The system uses a reliable datagram socket connection for all of its com
munication . It is designed to withstand server crashes so that the average user never 
knows when it happens. Asmodeus synchronizes changes across ma.chine boundaries, 
while performing many varied tasks including changing passwords, adding and removing 
user accounts, and adding and removing users from groups and mail aliases. Programs 
which only read standard u nix system databases need not be changed. Asmodeus op
erates behind the scenes, uses minimal system and network resources, and can be used 
with binary-only Unix systems. 

1 Introduction 

The operational problems that Oregon S tate University's Computer Science Department is 
faced with are common. Our world is a network of many different types of Unix1 systems 
(including BSD 4.3, DYNIX 3.0 ,  IIP-UX 5.5, and UTek 2.4 systems) .  We have few system 
administrators, and a large, frequently changing user base. In concert with the cumbersome 
system administration tools provided with most U nix systems, our environment ca.uses 
inconsistency problems between ma.chines, and the few system admistra.tors we have spend 
too much of their time fixing them. In thls paper, we discuss these problems and our 
solutions. 

A typical ta.sk which uses much of the administrator's time involves changing a person's 
username so that it is consistent across our systems, or more to his/her liking. To change 

1 Unix is a registered tra.dema.rk of AT.I.:. T Corporation 
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a username, the administrator must perform many exacting steps, which takes about five 
minutes of the administrator's time for each name change. If this were not enough, when 
the administrator forgets just one of the steps , it leads to blatant failure. 

In the Asmodeus system, we have designed a distributed database system which can relieve 
the system administrator of much drudge-work, by remembering and executing all of the 
steps in the change-of-username process and in many other processes, including ( but not 
limited to) adding and removing user accounts, and adding and removing users from groups 
and mail aliases. Asmodeus also can support some root-level file access on remote machines , 
without requiring a login session . Using the Asmodeus system for tasks it supports is much 
simpler and faster than using existing tools, increasing the administrator's productivity 
and allowing him/her to focus on the important aspects of the job. As well as freeing the 
administrator from tedium, Asmodeus also supplies information enabling the administrator 
to track the use and abuse of the systems he/she administers. 

The sections of this paper are: a journey through the Asmodeus system; t he database dae
mon (DBD) ;  the activity daemon (ACTD) ;  the generic daemon ( GENERICD)  (a daemon
builder's kit) ;  and the Asmodeus communications protocol (RD CP) .  Also covered in this 
paper are the differences and similarities between Asmodeus and \'P [SUN86{ a,b ,c} ] .  

2 A Journey through Asmodeus: (The Global View) 

Consider a hypothetical user j ones who has an account on a machine named j acobs . Vlhen 
j ones wants to change her password, she runs the passwd program. Passwd follows these 
steps in changing the password file: 

• Passwd asks j ones for her old password, 

• Encrypts the password, compares i t  to the one stored in the /etc/passwd file, and 

• If it matches, asks jones for her new password, 

• Encrypts the new password and puts it into the /etc/passwd file. 

USER 
Old /etc/passwd 

j onesCj acobs 
/bin/passwd 

Program Cj acobs 

Figure 1: Original /bin/passwd Program 

\IVe have rewritten passwd (and some other standard UNIX programs) to use RDCP, because 
they cannot be used wHh Asmodeus without doing so. Programs which write on standard 
UKIX databases must be rewritten to be used with Asmodeus. Externally, the modified 
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passwd program works exactly the same as the original, but the internal workings are very 
different, as shown in this list the steps followed by the Asmodeus passwd program: 

• Passwd uses the Reliable Datagram Communications Protocol (RDCP) library to start 
a conversation with the Database Daemon (DBD) (possibly on some other machine) , 

• Requests the DBD to send to passwd its copy of jones ' encrypted password, 

• Asks j ones for her old password, 

• Encrypts the password, compares it to the one received from the DBD,  and 

• If it matches, asks j ones for her new password. 

• Encrypts the new password, and sends it to the DBD.  

Asmodeus 
V"SER /bin/passwd 

j onesOj acobs 
Cj acobs 

r I 
RDCP 

� 1 

A 

C 
Database C 

E Daemon 
p 

T Ci:lorstcs 
0 
R 

Database 
Corstcs 

A 

C Activity p RDCP C 
L E Daemon u p 
G T Cj acobs 

0 
R 

/etc/passwd 
Cj acobs 

Figure 2: A Simplified View of Asmodeus 

The Asmodeus passwd program need know nothing at all about the format or location of the 
password file, but instead sends the DBD the new encrypted password. The interpolation 
of the DBD and ACTD between the passu;d program and the /etc/passwd file is the key 
element which allows Asmodeus to track and report changes to the group of systems which 
it services. In the example given, the actual /etc/passwd file on the machine has not changed 
yet. That happens next. 

'\Vhen the DBD receives the command to change a password, it changes its database im
mediately, and also generates a command for the ACTD running on the particular machine 
which issued the change request. When the DBD sends the command to the ACTD, the 
ACTD changes the /etc/passwd file. If j ones had instead used the chfn program, the 
DBD would have sent a command to change j ones ' full-name field to the ACTD of every 
machine on which j ones had an account. Each type of change request sent to the DBD 
generates the correct message(s) to the appropriate ACTD(s) .  
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3 Database Daemon 

Database 
Oorstcs 

NDBM 

Asmodeus 
USER Password RDCP DBD 

Program j onesClj acobs Clorstcs 
Clj acobs 

RDCP 

Database NDBM DBD 
Clchroma <Dchroma 

Figure 4: The Full Asmodeus Picture 

3 .1  Introduction to  the DBD 

Epstein, Vandetta, Sechrest 

RDCP 

·' 

RDCP ··· ··· · ···-• 
·•·• •-•······· 

ACTD 
Clj acobs 

ACTD 
Clsomeilhere 

• 
• 
• 

The DBD is the only process in the Asmodeus system which is both a server and a client, 
and, as such, fills a special role as the Asmodeus command translator and rule enforcer. It 
is a server to client programs like passwd, and a client to the Activity Daemon (Section 4 ) .  
Actually, the DBD i s  not a singular entity; i t  is a collection of DBD processes, each running 
on a separate machine, which continually communicate update information to one another. 

All of the intelligence of the Asmodeus system is bundled into the DBD.  The DBD does 
the following: 

• Services client to database requests. 

• Understands the relation of the database to the ACTD(s ) , and sends appropriate 
requests to the ACTD(s ) . 

• Sends update information to other DDDs. 

• Logs all transactions.  
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3.2 Some Basic Functions 

In Section 2,  we discussed what happens in the Asmodeus system when j onesCj acobs 
wants to change her password. The messages that are sent by the passwd program to the 
DBD are: 

open 
lock jones 
read Login_name j ones Machine_name j acobs Passvord 
change Login_name j ones Machine_name j acobs Passvord LKprau6SUvhZo 
unlock j ones 
close 

This is a small but representative fraction of the commands which client programs can send 
to the DBD . The full list of functions can be found in appendix A. The client to DBD 
conversation would be similar had a system administrator run the update program and 
added j ones to a group or mail-alias, instead of j ones using the passwd program to change 
her password. 

3.3 Conversion of Database Changes to ACTD Commands 

While passwd is talking with the DBD,  the DBD accumulates information which it will 
send to jacobs ' ACTD,  when it is convenient. When the DBD is not too busy, it opens 
a connection to j acobs ' ACTD and sends it the commands (Section 4) required to change 
the password entry for j ones in j acobs ' /etc/passwd file. The DBD knows what ACTD 
command(s) to generate for each modify request it receives . 

3.4 Redundancy Features 

\Vhen a client process wants DBD service, it calls an Asmodeus function which talks to 
local machines to see if they are running a DBD. If it finds one, then that is the DBD which 
the client will communicate with; if it does not find a DBD, then presumably there are no 
DBDs running which can service the client's requests . 

There are two basic types of database manipulations that Asmodeus supports :  query and 
modify. Every time a DBD receives a query request, it services that request immediately, 
using the information in its local database, unless it knows that its knowledge of the data 
item could he out of date. Thus most queries (and most accesses to this database will be 
queries) can be serviced quickly. 

When a client process wants to change data stored by the DBD ,  it first m ust request a 
lock on the data item. In the prevjous example, the passwd program requested a lock on 
the j ones record. When a DBD receives a lock request, it forwards the request to other 
DBDs. If it does not get a refusal from any DBD,  then it sends a lock confirmation to all 
of the DBDs. and grants the lock to the client program. 
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This locking mechanism is how a DBD would know that its knowledge of a data item could 
be out of date. If a DBD receives a query request regard ing a data item which could be out 
of date in its local database, it will forward the request to the DBD which locked the data, 
and then forward the answer back to the client program. This forwarding is necessary to 
ensure that the client programs always have the same idea of the current contents of the 
( distributed ) database. 

A client program may not change any Asmodeus data without first being granted a lock on 
a record . Then the client can change any writable data in the record which it has locked. 
It must unlock the record when it is done. \Vhen the client process requests to unlock a 
record, its DDD grants the request immediately, then makes sure that all other DBDs are 
correctly updated before releasing its lock on the data. This ensures data consistency. 

\Vhile a client process has a lock on some data, it can send modify requests to i ts D B D . 
After each modify command is received by the DBD , before the DBD sends an OK message 
to its client, it forwards the change request to another DBD , which forwards to another, etc. 
Only after the client's DBD has received an OK message from another DBD does it send an 
OK message to its client . The DBD does the same type of thing when accumulating ACTD 
commands: as it queues ACTD commands ,  it tells another DBD about it, and it dequeues 
the ACTD request ,  and receives a response from the ACTD , then it tells the other DBD 
to  remove that particular command from its ACTD "to do'' list . If the client detects that 
its DBD has crashed ( because it no longer responds to query requests) , it would start a 
conversation with another DBD . The other DBD would then act as the client 's DBD,  and 
would process all of the client's requests. 

This whole system ensures that if any DBD were to fail, no data would be lost ,  and no 
system changes would be postponed or lost. Each DBD is kept almost completely up to 
date. If a DBD dies , the client 's RD CP plug end can connect to another D B D ,  and continue 
i ts conversation as i f  it had never been interrupted . The client program ( the user of the 
plug) neither knows nor needs to know that its DBD connection has changed . 

3 .5  Database Daemon to  Database Interface 

The DBD uses a small set of function calls which are built "on top of" Berkeley NDBM 
[BER86]. These functions enable the DBD to  concentrate on its job of servicing client 
requests ,  rather than having to know intimate details about the database. The function 
package allows the DBD to read and write whole user records from/to the database , either 
in raw text or struct format, whichever is most convenient . Since the D B D 's dependence on 
NDB1I is slight , it would be easy to port the DBD to other C-function-oriented database 
packages . Only the DBD interface to the database would need to be rewritten.  
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4 Activity Daemon 

4.1 Introduction to the ACTD 

The Activity Daemon is the part of the Asmodeus system which changes the system 
database files /etc/passwd, /etc/group, creates new accounts, and so on. Each machine 
served by Asmodeus runs exactly one ACTD, which services requests only from DBDs .  A 
DBD and an ACTD will communicate when the DBD has some work for the ACTD to do, 
as in the section 2 example of j ones changing her password. In the example, when the 
/bin/passwd client tells the DDD to change jones ' password, the DBD changes its local 
database. It also makes a note for itself ( in the list it is keeping about j acobs ) that it must 
talk with j acobs ' ACTD, and send the following command: 

change passvd Login_name j ones Passvord LKprau6SUwhZo 

There are two types of commands understood by the ACTD: rough control commands and 
fine control commands. The rough control commands include such messages as "add user" 
and "remove user." The fine control commands include some basic file system commands, 
such as "copy file" and "make directory," as well as commands for changing Asmodeus
controlled files, as in the previous example. 

4.2 More on the ACTD 

There are (and will be) many programs which use the DBD, but never use the ACTD at all. 
This is because some of these programs will only read data from the DBD,  and thus need 
not be concerned with the ACTD. There also will be programs which change the Asmodeus 
database(s), but do not affect the ACTD, because the information which they modify in the 
DBD is not marked as a type of data to export to ACTDs. An example of such a program 
would be one which tallied connect-time, CPU minutes, and other accounting information, 
and forwarded it to a DBD.  The DBD would store this information, and then another 
program (perhaps run on a monthly ha.sis) would query the DBD for it and send bills for 
service. 

The programs which affect the ACTD are those programs which need to change data in 
standard UKIX databases ,  like /etc/passwd and /etc/group. 

A complete grammar for DDD to ACTD communication is given in Appendix A .  

5 Generic Daemon (A Daemon Builder's Kit) 

GENERICD is the code for the acceptor end of the RDCP communications channel, com
bined with code for binding to a socket, dissociating a daemon process from its controlling 
terminal, etc. To build a daemon using the GENERICD system, the programmer must: 

• Define the character string scrver_name. The DBD defines this to be "dbd." 
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• Define the init...daemon function, which performs whatever initialization the particular 
daemon needs. The init...daemon function must return a unique non-zero integer for 
each problem situation it ca.n encounter, or zero for success. 

• Define the process_packet function. 

In the Asmodeus system, both DBD and ACTD use the GENERICD interface.  The im
portance of the GENERICD system is that when a person wants to build a daemon which 
speaks RDCP, much of the work is already done. In essence, the user of GENERICD writes 
a library of functions, then gives GENERICD enough information to drive i t .  

6 Reliable Datagram Communications Protocol 

O n •  M&D)' On• 

Client M.eu.a.g-e MeHaJe, MeHa�e 

Program Plug Acceptor 
Ono Man) Ono 

It.e1pon1e H.e1pon1u Re1pon1e 

Figure 3 :  The RDCP P rotocol 

6.1  Definition of RDCP 

Daemon 

All parts of the Asmodeus system use RDCP to communicate with one another. There 
are always two distinct ends of an RDCP communication: a plug, or client end ,  and an 
acceptor, or server end. The plug always initiates communication, although either end may 
decide to terminate the conversation. If the acceptor does not reply, the plug notifies the 
client program, which ma.y then decide how to proceed. 

The RDCP protocol is reliable in that the plug will resend packets multiple times , until it 
gets a response or decides that the acceptor is unavailable. The acceptor will not forward 
identical packets to the daemon which it services, and will reply in place of the daemon 
when it knows the correct response. Thus the communication between the client program 
and the daemon is one-to-one. 

6.2 Implementation of RDCP 

The RDCP protocol used in the Asmodeus system is a set of library routines placed "on 
top or' Berkeley UDP-IP [HP86], an unreliable packet-transfer mechanism.  Each packet 
which is transferred between a plug and acceptor contains a major packet number, a retry 
number, and a message. The code which implements the plug end of the protocol first 
binds to a privileged socket, then resends each packet to the acceptor until it either receives 
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a response, or decides that the acceptor is not responding. The plug knows that it has 
received a response to its current query when the packet it receives is marked with the same 
major packet number that it is currently sending out. The restrictions on RDCP are as 
follows: 

• All conversations start with the plug initiating communication using an open conver
sation packet which has a major packet number of one. 

• Each different packet that the plug sends has a different, strictly ascending, packet 
number. 

• Each resend of a packet has the same message text. 

These restrictions provide the acceptor with enough data to determine when a malicious 
process has inserted packets into the packet stream. Although the acceptor can determine 
that a malicious process has inserted an unauthorized command into the packet stream, it 
is impossible for it to tell which command is the offender, meaning that the unauthorized 
packet may have already been processed by the daemon. This system is not any more of a 
security hole than the presence of terminal concentrators on a network, because this system 
detects and logs discrepancies. \Ve hope to make this sort of deception of a client or server 
very difficult by using a public-key encrypted signature on each packet transferred. 

6.3 Asmodeus System Dependency on RDCP 

The Asmodeus system does not depend specifically on the RDCP protocol, but on a reliable 
transfer mechanism which must look like a packet interface. It also depends on the fact 
that the communications channel between the client program and the daemon is reliable. It 
would be possible to implement the client and daemon views of the RDCP protocol using 
TCP-IP, if desired, with some drawbacks. \Ve had several reasons to believe that TCP-IP 
was not appropiate for our application, since we wanted the following features , which were 
not available with it: 

• Ability to trap the knowledge of the death of a "connected" server by the Asmodeus 
function package, without the client program having to know, 

• 1v1ore customizable retry control, 

• A real packet-level interface, without having to resort to artificial boundaries in a 
stream, 

• Ability for a single DBD or ACTD server to serve many hundreds or thousands of 
clients simultaneously. 
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7 Differences Between Asmo deus and YP 

Epstein, Vandetta, Sechrest 

At first glance, Asmodeus seems to be a direct replacement for YP, but this is not the case. 
The services which Asmodeus provides do not overlap completely with those of YP. As
modeus works behind the scenes, so that only programs which modify Asmodeus-controlled 
files are affected at all by Asmodeus' presence. This is possible because a local copy of 
each of the Asmodeus-controlled files exists on each Asmodeus-controlled system. The basic 
differences between Asmodeus and YP are summarized below: 

• YP needs Unix kernel modifications for efficient operation. Asmodeus runs completely 
in user space, so that it can be used with a Unix offered only as a binary distribution , 
although currently all Asmodeus programs must have "root" privileges. 

• YP understands multiple domains [SUN86b), and Asmodeus does not. 

• YP remaps many system calls into network calls , which is often very slow. Asmodeus 
remaps no system calls. 

• YP provides many disk and file services , where Asmodeus provides only a very small 
number of remote file functions ( see Appendix B ) .  

• Since YP i s  implemented i n  part as a new set of libc library calls , whenever a C 
program uses any standard I/0 routines , it includes a good part of YP, which makes 
the size of executable code grow dramatically. In Asmodeus, new function calls are 
only included by programs (like /etc/passwd) which need them. 

• Asmodeus has an intimate understanding both of the data it is handling, and of the 
relationships between the data. This enables it to be efficient .  YP has no  under
standing of the data it handles [SUN86c). 

• Programs which just read Asmodeus-controlled files need not be changed at all, 
whereas programs which read YP-controlled files still must carry the weight and speed 
penalties of YP-modified libc function calls , as well as the speed penalties of network
modified system calls. 

• Programs which modify Asmodeus-controlled files (password, group, mail-aliases ,  
etc.) must be  rewritten or discarded to be  used with Asmodeus; with YP almost 
nothing need be rewritten, just recompiled. 

• If the Asmodeus system fails, it only affects the average user j ones when she wants 
to change Asmodeus-controlled files ( using chfn, chsh, or passwd) . If the YP system 
fails, the effects are much more noticeable ( i.e. the "ls" command can fail if YP fails ) .  

If we take the case of a change in a password file as a typical case of  YP-Asmodeus functional 
overlap, it is evident that Asmodeus does things differently than YP. \Vhen the YP system 
is in use, it detects that the file has changed, and ships the entire file across the network 
[SUN8Gb) to other machines (using ypxfer). When the Asmodeus system is in use, a. 
program like /etc/passwd has to talk with the DBD to change a password file; the DBD then 
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ships a much smaller amount of information across the network to one or more ACTD(s) 
to effect the change. 

YP is an elegant, general solution to the problem of a widely available replicated database, 
whereas Asmodeus is a specific solution, tailored for systems administration. Asmodeus 
was designed to always be correct ( completely up to date) for queries on its database. In a 
steady-state situation, YP and Asmodeus are functionally equivalent in the areas where they 
overlap; it is when we discuss database updates that the differences in goals and strategies 
of the two designs become evident. 

Asmodeus is more transparent to the average user j ones , because she does not see Asmodeus 
unless it fails while she is using one of the few programs which modify standard system 
databases. Since it does not rema.p system calls , no standard Unix programs (like "ls" ) are 
affected by its presence; due to its understanding of the data content, it can afford to send 
fewer and smaller packets across the network. 

Appendix A - Grammars for Asmodeus Communication 

The communication between Asmodeus clients and the DBD, and between the DBD and the 
ACTD, is transferred over a reliable packet-level medium. The complete grammar of these 
packets is given below. The words in "<>" can be thought of as variables in the grammar, 
whereas the words given without brackets are constants. An example will perhaps better 
clarify the distinction. 

Given a grammar line 

find Login_name <existing_user_name> 

and the following strings, 

find Login_name j ones 
find Login_name "root" 
find Login_name "Barney Rubble"  
LaTeX is  useful 

any of the first three lines would fit the grammar, although the third might not work in 
practice-it has been empirically determined that "Barney Rubble" is not a valid login name 
at our site. The fourth would not, because the constant terms in the line do not match the 
constant terms in the grammar. 

The point here is that there is an understanding between each half of an Asmodeus com
munication as to what is syntactically valid, and this understanding is encapsulated in the 
following grammars. 

Client to DBD Communication 

add Login_name <existing_user_name> Machine_name <single_token> 
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add Login_name <single_token> 
change Login_name <existing_user_name> <root_field> <single_token> 
change Login_name <existing_user_name> <single_token> 
change Login_name <existing_user_name> Machine_name 

<existing_machine_name> <machine_field> <single_token> 
change Login_name <existing_user_name> Machine_name 

<existing_machine_name> <single_token> 
find Login_name <existing_user_name> 
find Login_name <existing_user_name> Machine_name 

<existing_machine_name> 
first Login_name 
first Login_name <existing_user_name> Machine_name 
lock < existing_user_name> 
next Login_name <existing_user_name> 
next Login_name <existing_user_name> Machine_name 

<existing_machine_name> 
read Login_name <existing_user_name> <root_field> 

read Login_name <existing_user_name> Machine_name 
< existing_machine_name> <machine_field> 

read_raw <existing_user_name> 
unlock <existing_user_name> 
write_raw <existing_user_name> <s ingle_token> 

DBD to ACTD Communication 

add alias <new_ alias> 
add group <new_group> <new_group_ID> 
add passwd entry <new_user_name> <single_token> <new_user_ID> 

< existing_group_ID> <single_token> <new_file> <existing_file> 
add to alias <existing_alias> us ername < existing_user_name> 
add to group <existing_group> username <existing_user_name> 
add username <new_user_name> <single_token> <new_us er_ ID> 

<existing_group_ID> <single_token> <new_file> < existing_file> 
change filename <existing_file> group <existing_group> 
change filename <existing_file> owner <existing_user_name> 
change filename <existing_file> to <new_file>  
change group ID <existing_group> <new_group_ID> 
change group name <existing_group> <new_group> 
change passwd <existing_user_name> <password_field> <s ingle_token> 
change username <existing_user_name> <new_user_name> 

close 
copy filename <existing_file> <new_file> 

open 
remove alias <existing_alias>  
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remove filename <existing_file> 
remove from alias <existing_alias> username <existing_user_name> 
remove from group <existing_group> username <existing_user_name> 
remove group <existing_group> 
remove username <existing_user_name> 

Appendix B - Activity Daemon Functions 

ACTD Fine controls 

addToPasswd (entry) - Adds a complete entry into the password file, assuming that one 
under the same login name and/or user ID, does not already exist. 

editPasswd ( login, field, newData) - Changes information in /etc/passwd. It searches 
for the entry "login" and replaces the specified field with "newData." This is used by 
the ACTD in response to such DBD clients as chjn, passwd, and chsh. 

changeOwner ( login, file) - Exactly like chown. 

changeOwnerDir (login, directory) - Recursively descends a directory, changing own
ership of files and directories. 

changeGroup (GID , file) - Exactly like chgrp. 

changeGroupDir (GID , directory) - Recursively descends a directory, changing the 
group of the files and directories. 

addToGroup ( login, group) - Adds a user to an existing group. 

removeFromGroup (login, group) - Removes a user from an existing group in /etc/group. 

makeGroup (groupName, GID)  - Adds a group to /etc/group. 

removeGroup ( groupName) - Removes a group from /etc/group. 

changeGroupName (oldName, new Name) - Changes the name of a group in /etc/group. 

changeGID ( groupName, newGID ) - Changes the GID of "groupName" to newGID. 

moveDir (oldDir, newDir) - Changes a directory name. 

deleteDir (directory) - Removes a directory. 

makeDir (directory) - Creates a directory. 

moveFile (oldName, newName) - Changes a file's name. 

copyFile (sourceFile, destFile) - Copies "sourceFile" to "destFile." 

deleteFile (filename) - Removes the file "filename." 
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makeForward (login, machine) - Creates a .forward file for the user "login" that points 
to "machine." 

createFile (filename) - Creates a zer�length file. 

addToAlias ( login, alias) - Adds the user "login" to the ""alias" mail-alias. 

post() - Complete the update(s) in progress . Used at end of session. 

ACTD Rough Controls 

addU ser ( fullN ame, login, userID , groupN ame, shell) - Adds a new user to the ma
chine. It does a getgrpname (groupName) to find the proper GID . Then it does a 
getpvdname (login) to make sure that the login is not in use. It assumes that the 
UID given to it by the DED is unique. It then uses other ACTD functions to create the 
entry in the passwd file, by calling addEntry ( ) , then makeDir O ,  then copylni ts ( ) , 
and finally change0'llilerDir( ) .  It also keeps a log of its actions. 

copylnits ( homeDir) - Copies all of the "dot files" that a user needs , s uch as . login, 

. logout, etc. It uses copy( )  to do its work. 

delete User (login) - Removes a user from the machine. Searches /etc/passwd far "login," 
removes that entry, then does an rm -r on the user's home directory and mail spool 
file. 

changeUserGID ( login, newGID) - Changes the GID of a user, and changes the ap
propriate files. 

changeUserUID (login, newUID) - Changes the UID of the user. and changes the 
appropriate files. 

Appendix C - Internal Structure of the Asmodeus Database 

Asmodeus stores a "root field'" for each user which it knows about. This field stores all 
of the information which we are certain will not change for a user, whichever machine he 
is using. There is also one record in the database for each account that a user has on a 
particular machine. The formats of both of these record types follow: 

Key field 
login 

Content field 
login : userID : groupID : fullName : studentID : mailMachine : 
homeAddress : homePhone : vorkAddress : vorkPhone : departmentSupport : 
s upportLimit : balanceDue : balanceDue1Month : balanceDue2Months : 
balanceDue3+Months :machine_ 1 ,  machine_2 , . . .  , machine_N : 
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Key field 
loginOmachine 

Asmodeus: A Daemon Servant for ... 

Content field 
machine : encryptedPassvord : lastLogin : activationDate : 
expirationDate : accountActive : accumulatedCPU : totalDiskSpace : 
oldDiskSpace : accumulatedConnect : printerUse : 
homeDirectory : shellName : 
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ABSTRACT 

At the University of Michigan, the monitoring of network services in a large 
heterogeneous network is becoming an automated process with the advent of "Big 
Brother." The system can identify a network failure and take a specified set of actions to 
correct it. 

1. Introduction 

Network services are becoming too complex for individuals to comprehend completely. This is largely due 
to the very high number of interdependencies between the elements in a large network. For example, to 
remotely login to our Alliant FX-8 from one of our Apollos, the following resources must be operational: 

• Apollo host TCP server 
• Apollo token ring 
• Apollo Ethernet gateway 
• Ethernet Proteon fiber gateway 
• remote Ethernet gateway 
• Alliant inetd daemon 

If any one of these resources is unavailable, then the remote login service is unavailable. On a typical 
network, there are many critical services: mail, NFS , route and gateway daemons, name servers, etc. The 
knowledge for these services is typically shared between a large systems staff. When a service fails, a 
knowledgeable staff member must be located to fix the problem. 

Networks need to be able to detect and perform their own repairs. If a network facility could pinpoint the 
specific resource causing the problem, it could notify a staff member with the appropriate information or fix 
the problem itself. The key elements in allowing a network to fix its own problems are: ( 1 )  a central 
knowledge and rules base, the configuration file, and (2) a network server to utilize the configuration file, 
Big Brother. Most Unix systems have tools that allow monitoring of any system service and other tools to 
repair those services. By encapsulating these tools into a rules base, Big Brother can detect and correct 
failures. This integration allows the network to monitor its own services, thus guaranteeing a more reliable 
and consistent framework of network services. 
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2. History and Current Status 

The original motivation for designing Big Brother was to write a server that would moniLOr network 
services and notify staff members when problems arose. The requirements rapidly grew into the following: 

• The ability to keep state infonnation on monitored resources. 
• The ability to use any existing program as a check for determining a resource's state. 
• The ability to provide a specified set of actions (as opposed to just notifying) when 

a problem arises. Examples of this are recording the incident in a log, 
changing a status monitor, sending electronic mail, attempting to correct the 
problem. et::. 

• The abilhy to use dependencies when checking the state of a resource. For 
example, if a Sun is being monitored across a gateway, then the gateway 
itself must be up in order to check the state of the Sun. 

• The ability to be maintained by all systems staff. 

Big Brother currently implements all of the above requirements. It runs on BSD-based Apollos, Suns, 
Vaxen. and Alliant computers. It is written in C and lex. The lex-generated portion is used in both the 
expression evaluation and interprewion of the configuration file. 

Big Brother is in use at the University of Michigan on an Apollo DN4000 workstation. It monitors the 
main Apollo ring of 350 nodes, two bridged Apollo rings of 50 nodes, the local building Ethernet, rwo 
remote Ethernets, an SMTP mailer on the Apollos an Alliant FX-8, and a Sun fileserver. When a problem 
is detected with one of these monitored resources, it will log the incident and execute a program, which 
connects with a modern to page an appropriate staff member. The pagers we use display codes, which 
represent a particular resource. For example, the code " 1 1  I " is sent when a failure is detected with the 
Apollo token ring and the code "0001 1 1" is sent when the failure has been corrected. All other resources we 
monitor have their own specific code and set of people to notify when a failure occurs. Thus, the 
responsibility for monitored resources is distributed amongst the knowledgeable staff. 

Big Brother is also used to monitor current availability of workstations in the student labs. A user can call 
up a Dectalk™ unit interfaced to another server and be told over the phone where open workstations are 
located. This is accomplished by having Big Brother log information about its monitored resources into a 
set of files, which the Dectalk server uses. Big Brother is aJso used to monitor the disk space of all major 
fileservers and it will send electronic mail to specified staff when disk space reaches a threshold level. 

3. Internal Implementation 

Big Brother is nonnaJly set up LO watch many system services. Each service is usuaJly made up of 
nwnerous resources. Each resource is an object in a Big Brother configuration file. For example, a service 
such as SMTP relies on several resources. Some of these resources might be the SMTP daemon, the TCP 
server, and gateway connections. During execution, Big Brother will process each of the objects 
sequentially. When the last object is processed, ic sleeps for a default twenty sec.ands before continuing 
with the next pass. 

A Big Brother configuration file is best understood through an example. The following is a sample 
definition for monitoring an Alliant FX-8. The host Big Brother is running on is an Apollo workstation 
whose token ring is gatewayed lO the Ethernet where the Alliant resides. 
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/-' Alliant FX-8 */ 
object =  alliant 

testemd : /usr/local/bin/ping -telnet rocket 
state [ {allianttestnum} > 8 ]  
if [ ! { alliantstate) ] then 

execute /usr/local/bin/page 555 1212 222 
endif 

Big Brother: A Network Services Expert 

The first statement in this resoW"Ce definition is the object statement. In this example, the object has been 
appropriately named alliant. When an object is evaluated by Big Brother, the testcmd statement is 
executed firsL The return code and the number written to standard output from testcmd are saved and can be 
retrieved by specifying an appropriate variable. Variables can appear anywhere and are enclosed in braces. 
Within these braces are two words separated by a period. The word to the left of the period is the object 
name and the word to the right is a special keyword. The keyword testnum is used to retrieve the number 
written to standard output from the testcmd. Thus, in this example, {alliant.testnum} would be 
specified to retrieve the testcmd value. 

After the testcmd is executed, the state expression is evaluated. This will evaluate to true or false and 
represent the boolean state of the object. The state of an object can be referenced later using the variable 
keyword state. In this example, the state expression tests to see if the number written to standard output 
by the ping command is greater than eight. The local ping program will write a number greater than eight 
to standard output if it can reach the host. Thus, the state of this object is set to true if the Alliant 
responded to the ping. 

Once the state expression is evaluated the if, log, execute, and set statements associated with the object are 
executed in order. The if statement in this example tests to see if the state of the alliant is false (i.e., if it 
cannot be pinged). If so, the enclosed execute statement is perfonned. An execute statement will cause a 
vfork and execl of the specified command. In this example, a pager program is invoked and it will connect 
to a modem and page a staff member with the Alliant's failure code of "222". 

There are several problems with this object definition. Since Big Brother is running on an Apollo 
connected to a token ring, it is dependent on that token ring. If the token ring fails a staff member will 
incorrectly receive a page that the Alliant is down. The gateway connecting the token ring to the Ethernet 
is also a dependency. The desired behavior would be to page when the ping fails, but only when the token 
ring and gateway are up. This dependency problem is corrected by using a depends expression. Big Brother 
evaluates the depends expression of an object before running the testcmd. If the expression evaluates to 
false, the rest of the processing for that object stops and Big Brother goes on to the next object. For this 
example, assume that there are two more objects being monitored. The first of which is the token ring, 
apolloring, and the second is the gateway node, gateway. Also assume that the state kept for these 
objects are set true when they are functional. The successful pinging of the Alliant would depend on the 
variables apolloring.state and gateway.state being true. The correct depends expression for the 
Alliant, therefore, would be: 

depends : [ (apolloring.state) && {gateway.state) ] 

Another problem with this object definition is that Big Brother will page each time it evaluates the Alliant 
to be down. User defined variables are used to correct this problem. They have the same syntax as system 
variables except that their names cannot contain periods. User defined variables are given a default value of 
false and can be changed using the set statement A more complete definition of the Alliant is as follows: 
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/'" Alliant FX-8 •J 
object = allianL 

� [ { apolloring.state) && (gateway .state ) J 
ICSlCmd : /usr/local/bin/ping -telnet rocket 
state [ ( allianLtesmum) > 8 J 
r ls the alliant down? ., 
if [ ! { allianutate} J then 

/- Has a page already been issued? • / 
if [ ! { alliantpage) J then 

log ( .date) Alliant is down, paging code -> 222 
execute /usr/local/bin/page 5551212 222 
set alliantpage = [.true.] 

mdif 
endif 
r Is the alliant up and a page been sent out for it being down? */ 
if [ {allianLstate) && {alliantpage) J then 

endif 

log ( .date) Alliant is back up, paging code -> 000222 
execute /usr/local/bin/page 555 1212 000222 
set alliantpage = [ .false. J 

Peacock, Giuffrida 

The above example also includes a log statement, which will record the incident. The date and time of the 
incident are also recorded by the use of the predefined internal variable {.date}. 

Big Brother was designed to be robust under the worst conditions. A built in safeguard allows testcmd a 
default sixty seconds to execute before it is killed. Execute statements cause the specified programs to 
detach and run in the background. Thus, no tool used to monitor and correct network services will hang Big 
Brother itself. 

4. Future Work 

Currently, there are several directions we are investigating for future enhancements. The first is to allow 
communication between cooperating Big Brothers. This would allow a Big Brother on one machine to 
reference objects being watched by a Big Brother on another machine. It would also eliminate the single 
point of failure of running one Big Brother. This communication can be accomplished in a number of 
ways. One method is co provide a socket-based query mechanism, which allows information to be 
selectively extracted from the monitor. A second method would be to integrate Big Brother into a 
distributed database. This dalabase would be responsible for containing all state information associated with 
all Big Brothers. 

Another useful feature would be to communicate scheduled changes in networlc services such as downtime 
lO Big Brother. Both socket-based communication and database queries are being considered for this 
enhancement as well. 

Another direction we are looking into is a Big Brother that would support multiple threads of control. The 
resources monitored would be arranged in a tree. which would reflect their dependencies. Each thread of 
control would operate on its own branch of the tree. When a dependency is broken, all the subordinate 
threads of control would be suspended. Conversely, when a broken dependency is restored, the subordinate 
threads of control would be restarted. 
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5. WbJ Not Shell Scripts? 

We feel that Big Brother offers many advantages over conventional shell scripts. One such advantage is 
perfonnance. Big Brother is only partially interpretive. Its configuration file is read into internal format at 
startup and is reread automatically upon modification. 

Big Brother's syntax can easily be changed by replacing the appropriate lex module. This allows for the 
possible development of a standardized syntax for monitoring objects. 

Shell scripts are usually much larger than a corresponding Big Brother configuration file. Maintaining 
timeouts and keeping object statistics would make shell scripts large and repetitious, or very cumbersome. 

The future enhancements we envision would be non-trivial, if not impossible, using shell scripts. 

6. Conclusion 

Network services are becoming too complex for individuals to completely comprehend. Monitoring of 
services is better accomplished by the network itself. Big Brother combines expertise from many 
individuals to use in monitoring network services and correcting failures. 

7. Appendix: Big Brother Configuration File Syntax Summary 

The only special characters in 1hefollowing syntax are "<>", which denote a substitution. Boldfaced 
characters represent literal strings. 

object 
depends 
testcmd 
state 

= <objectname> 
[<expression>] 
<emd> 
[<expression>] 

if [<expression>] then 
<Sant> 

endif 
if [ <expression> J then 

<Sant> 
else 

<Sant> 
endif 

log <text> 
execute <emd> 
set <uservar> = [<expression>] 
/*<comment>•/ 

<objectname> 
<emd> 

any ASCII string (periods and white space not allowed) 

<text> 
<Sant> 
<Comment> 

Summer USENIX '88 

any command and its arguments (variables allowed, see <var>) 
any ASCII text (variables allowed) 
one of log, execute, set, if statement 
any ASCII text (nested comments not allowed) 
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<expression> 

<Var> 
<objectvar:> 
<uservar> 
<intema1var> 
<field> 
<intfield> 

C-like arithmetic syru.ax expression (variables allowed) 

one of <objeccvar>, <uservar>, <intemaJvar> 
{ <objectvar>.<field>} 
any ASCII string (periods and while space not allowed) enclosed in 0 
{ .<intfield>} 
one of state, testnum, testrc, min, passe5 
one of log, confmg, start, passes, time, sec, min, hour, day, month, year, 
wday, yday, isdst 
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